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Introduction

This is a historical novel about a soldier in WWII. The story is about Kenneth Beryl Edgell, a young man from
th
Goodland, Kansas who joined the U.S. Army and became an officer in the 29 Division. Lieutenant Kenneth Beryl
Edgell was my uncle and this is a story that will take the reader on his journey as he falls in love and marries, travels
to England and trains for over a year, and becomes part of the allied forces who invaded Normandy in June, 1944.
th
th
Beryl was a platoon leader in the 175 Infantry Regiment of the 29 Division responsible for 36 men who fought their
way inland from the Normandy beaches.
All the members of the Edgell family and extended family in this story are real and the dialogues attributed to
them are compiled from their personalities as they lived and the words they wrote in the Edgell Chronicles in 1996.
Aunt Vadne was the great aunt of the author, a real person, and her story of marriage, robbery and ax murder is true.
Bob and Hope Bower were fixtures in the town of Goodland and their story and relationship with the Edgells is true.
The events leading up to the invasion of Normandy portrayed in this book have been derived from declassified battle
reports and the many sources of personal stories told by the soldiers. General Gerhardt, General Cote, Colonel
th
Goode and Captain Slingluff were members of the 29 Division and are real persons. Their presence in this story is
as real as the author could determine from all the reports, personal stories and the events of D-Day and beyond.
Several notable personalities are included in the story and their actions and dialogue are surmised from historical
writings. All other characters in this story are fictitious and any resemblance to persons, living or dead is entirely
coincidental.
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Beryl - A War Drama

The cold of the hard stone floor was barely dampened by the thin green Army blanket underneath Lieutenant.
Edgell. How long he had been lying there he wasn’t sure. He woke slowly, first feeling the pain in his left side, then
the ache in his head that was global, not concentrated in one spot but an overall throbbing. The fatigue of the last 20
days was still with him and he wanted to sleep. The pain and curiosity of his situation forced him to open his eyes
wide and focus on his surroundings. It was dark and all he could see from his position was a high ceiling with ancient
stone arches. The walls were a mosaic of large stones: square and rectangular with no precise size and stacked
together with what looked like a mortar compound. In the dark of the interior it was difficult to see the lines of the
walls that ascended upward to support the arches, vaults and domes of this centuries old building. He could hear
movement around him in echoes but had no energy to move his head. He closed his eyes and let the images of the
past float through his mind: swirling, tumbling, changing color and focus. The images were not just recent but
traveled throughout the years his mind had recorded. He tried to concentrate on one image and failed. A guard
shouted in broken English and his words bounced off the stone walls and ceiling and the soldiers who had been
whispering among themselves became silent. Hunger and thirst accompanied the pain in his side and the throbbing
in his head. He wanted to call someone but his throat was too dry. With two of his senses unable to answer his
curiosity, he moved his hand to his side and felt the wound. His shirt was damp and touching the wound was a
mistake. The pain worsened and his mind began to shut down. Images of home, training in England and battles in
Normandy blurred in his mind and despite the pain, he slipped back into unconsciousness.
“Beryl, can you hear me?”
“Beryl, wake up!”
The voice was whispered but urgent. Lieutenant Edgell could hear the voice but his mind wanted to avoid
waking to the pain, hunger and thirst. How could he tell this voice to go away with his throat so dry?
“Beryl, wake up, It’s me, Frank.”
The name registered and he knew the help he needed was here. The last image he had of this person was on a
road in a long column of soldiers and being carried in a wooden cart along with two other wounded soldiers. He
forced his eyes open to see his platoon sergeant next to him. He mouthed the word water, hoping his sergeant
would understand.
“Does anyone have water here?” Frank shouted in the great hall and his voice echoed off the high stone walls.
The German guard by the tall wooden doors yelled: "ruhe."
Beryl could hear shuffling in the distance and a soldier appeared. A soldier who had the same dirt and disheveled
appearance of the other prisoners. He handed Frank a tin cup with water and knelt down next to the sergeant.
"Sarge, you need to be careful here," the private whispered. "The guard who yelled 'ruhe' has a bad temper and
likes to beat on prisoners. The guard over by the other door is more sympathetic. Just be careful."
"Thanks for the warning."
The private looked at Beryl. He had seen many wounded in just the last few days and all of his training had not
prepared him for wounds and blood and the grimace of pain on a human face.
"Your friend looks pretty bad. I'll try to find a medic and send him over. We have asked for doctors and told there
are only a few here and they are busy with German wounded."
"Thanks," Frank answered and turned to Beryl.
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He lifted Beryl’s head and tilted the cup. Beryl drank slowly, letting the cold water wash away some of the hunger.
As the water slowly moved down his throat Beryl imagined the pain leaving him but it was a momentary sensation
and the pain became more acute. As the pain consumed his entire sensory system his other senses were
overwhelmed. His hunger disappeared. He had no sense of taste or smell and he could barely hear anything. He
closed his eyes. It was as if the pain hijacked every other sensation in his body and drowned out their pleas for
attention.
He tried to speak but Frank put his finger to his lips to tell him to stay silent. No use risking further injury. Their
journey to this current stone structure had been long and arduous: involving walking, bumpy rides in German troop
transport trucks and in the end, wooden carts for the wounded and endless walking for the other captives. During it
all, Frank was alert to the other captives, the terrain and especially their guards. They were a combination of very
young and somewhat unsure of themselves and the older and more seasoned. Depending on which of these
soldiers one had an encounter with and the mindset of the German guard, the outcome would be determined. Some
would ignore or look away at a slight infraction and others would happily leap at the offender and inflict pain with a
boot or rifle butt.
"What day is today?" Beryl asked weakly. His oval face had dirt smudges picked up over the past few days and
his dark brown hair was in disarray. Shining through this outline of dirt were his bright blue eyes and a set of
handsome white teeth.
"It is June 26, 1944." Frank answered.
“Don’t try to talk,” Frank whispered as he put his index finger on Beryl's lips.
Both the lieutenant and the sergeant had the look of refugees with their uniforms in haggard condition and the
appearance of school boys left too long on the playground and in the dirt. Frank's almost black hair was short and
matched the beginning of a beard on his narrow, elongated face. His straight-lined nose was accented at the top
with eyebrows that almost touched in the middle of his face. His dark brown eyes contrasted with the bright blue
eyes of his lieutenant.
Frank knew enough about history and architecture to know they were held prisoner in one of the many French
monasteries or abbeys scattered throughout France. The French allegiance to the Catholic Church and the Popes
recognition of the French Kings as Rex Christianissimus, sealed their common fate against all invaders and usurpers.
The church knew the importance of grand edifices to awe inspire their flock and they planned and built and built and
built. Abbeys, Monasteries, Cathedrals, Churches, Basilicas, and modest chapels adorned the French landscape
and further cemented the bond between church and monarchy. Every palace and castle included an ornate chapel
for the private prayers and special small events of the royalty.
Frank leaned closer to Beryl and whispered in his ear.
“We’re being held prisoner in an old monastery. There are a several hundred soldiers in here and a lot of them
are wounded. There are a couple of German doctors here but they seem to have their hands full. How do you feel?”
Beryl sighed and shook his head. Frank looked down at the dressing he had put over Beryl’s wound.
“Try to sleep now,” Frank whispered.
Frank lay back on his own blanket, feeling the cold floor. He couldn’t sleep and his mind could only concentrate
on how to keep his lieutenant alive.
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Goodland, Two Years Earlier

Winter of 1942, Two Months after Pearl Harbor
In 1942 Goodland, Kansas was a struggling farm community 100 plus miles east of the Colorado/Kansas border.
Like most of the wheat belt in the 1930s, Goodland had suffered from the dust bowl and drought and was just
beginning to recover when the war started. The crops were returning to their previously healthy state due to the rain
and the return of a healthy top soil. No-till farming improved the quality of the top soil and all but eliminated the
erosion that was common during the dust bowl days. The community of Goodland's culture was stable and only
recently had begun to undergo changes in makeup and social dynamics.
The population of 5,000 was rapidly being reduced by the young men leaving to serve their country.
Goodland has a main street and it is called Main Avenue. It is 65 feet wide with red bricks for the pavement and
wide enough for a two lane street and angle parking on both sides.
The red brick for Main Avenue was put down in 1921 by an Indian named Jim Brown. He could lay 150 bricks a
minute and it required several men to keep the bricks stacked in his path for laying.
On Saturdays the red brick road is well traveled as the rural population of farmers around Goodland arrived to
shop and greet friends. Main has the typical diner, small hotel, Sears’ mail order store, saloon, barber shop, food
market, Duckwalls drug store, the telephone building and small retail shops. Highway 24, the main east west
highway in northern Kansas went through the southern edge of town and the traffic provided Vic Edgell a good living
with his market on the highway. Between the highway and the town was the rail yard adjacent to the grain elevators
and silos. Travelers could exit the highway on Cherry Avenue, drive north and east until they came to Main Avenue.
The drive down Main offered little in terms of glamour or interest. In the spring and fall you would see wives and
children strolling down Main as if expecting to see something new or interesting. Occasionally a traveler in a late
model car would drive along main, providing a scenic diversion from the humdrum of never changing Goodland.
The traffic was little or none in mid-summer and mid-winter, given the harsh weather in Goodland. The winter was a
time for the farmers to prepare for the spring planting so they could be seen in their wool shirts and overalls walking
briskly from the farm implement store to the diner or coffee shop. Few truckers would drive through Goodland,
th
preferring to park on East 17 Street and eat at the Deve's cafe across from the railroad tracks.
Memorial Day and July 4th are special days as the town gathers for the annual parade as it rolls down the 10
blocks of Main with the high school band playing; veterans marching; and the Mayor smiling and waving from a
borrowed convertible at the street-lined throng. The crowd along the street is a variety of families with girls and wives
wearing loose cotton summer dresses, the boys and men with a mixture of cotton and denim trousers and plain
shirts. Some wear smart Fedora hats while others wear simple bandanas around their necks. The local fire
department drives its ancient fire truck down Main with the volunteer firemen hanging off the sides. It is a tradition for
the firemen to throw handfuls of pennies to the crowd for the kids. There is at least one clown walking the edges of
the parade handing out balloons. This always assures a good turnout. On a normal Saturday the streets fill with
locals and the surrounding farm families. Window-shopping is a favorite pastime since it was coincident with walking
Main and greeting friends and acquaintances.
Goodland is a village, not unlike the villages throughout history with roads; religious icons; roaming animals;
apothecaries; laborers at their tasks; gossipmongers; washer women; chieftains; buyers and sellers of all types of
goods; children unleashed; the aged walking slowly; abodes of all shapes; one or more water sources; gatherers
hauling their harvest; and hunters preparing their kill. Goodland like most small villages is surrounded by agriculture
and with no natural waterway nearby, there is no commerce in fishing. Goodland also has its pecking order with a
chief who makes village decisions, keepers of the peace, those who adjudicated disputes of a civil nature and
religious figures who consoled families and reconciled issues of family disagreement.
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The growth of Goodland depends on the number of new babies surpassing the number of the aging who died.
Occasionally a stranger would arrive who had a unique skill and add to the population. During the harvest season
drifters arrive for the temporary labor and then vanish upon the completion of the gathering.

*****
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Edgell Family

The Edgell family lived on Walnut Street, four blocks west of Main Avenue and six blocks from Goodland High
School where Beryl had captained the football team in his senior year. Yale Edgell, the patriarch of this small family,
was a truck driver. There were four siblings in the Edgell family; Harold the oldest; Helen the second; Beryl the third
and the last was Forest. Beryl’s older brother, Harold, was doing well, traveling the Midwest to open new stores for
Woolworth and sending money home for the family. His younger brother, Forest, lived with his wife Lucille and two
sons in the basement of his in-laws home on Cherry Street. Beryl's sister Helen lived in Loveland, Colorado with her
husband and young daughter. This was the nucleus of the Edgell family in 1942 in Goodland, Kansas.
th

The Edgells were first recorded in Dorchester County, Maryland in the late 18 century and over the years
offspring slowly moved south to Virginia. The last was Ananias Waitman Edgell. He was born in Virginia in 1853,
trained to be a doctor and married Flora Adams, also a Virginian. Flora was a stout woman and her square jaw line
gave the appearance, like the way she walked, of a sense of purpose and when she wasn't smiling, one got the
impression that whatever was happening behind her face was of a serious note. When Flora was in and around her
home, she always wore a light cotton dress and an apron with large pockets: from which all sorts of needful things
could be produced. Her favorite was her snuff box and the constant small bulge between her lower teeth and lip was
her badge of contentment. Thin-faced, stark eyed Ananias was only interested in his patients and learning anything
new about medicine. Ananias always portrayed a serious gentleness about him and this demeanor made him
popular among the families and kept him busy with his doctoring. Flora was the practical one and along with
managing her household and children, her business sense kept her busy working with the patients on their bills and
making arrangements for payment when they didn't have the cash. They began having children and eventually
settled in Looneyville, West Virginia where Ananias died at the age of 49; shortly after his last child was born. They
had nine children in all. His estate at the time of his death was listed as:
1 White 2 yr old steer $20
3 White faced half Herefords $66
8 2 yr old heifers $168
8 Yearlings $100
1 3 year old Hereford bull $35
1 Cow $17.50
1 Deering mowing machine $30
1 Deering hay rake $15
1 Two horse buggy $15
1 Road wagon $12
1 Buggy with pole $10
2 sets of double harnesses $13.10
1 Man's saddle $1.00
1 Queen safe $4.00
1 Oil tank $2.50
1 Tobacco knife $0.50
3 Small scoops $0.50
1 Corn planter $0.40
2 Paper holders $1.00
1 Yellow mare $40
1 White horse $30
1 Bay mare $35
Notes of account about $850
The assessment took place on July 16, 1902

The Edgell children in Flora's household at the time were:
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Ora Clyde Edgell born 1880
Cyrus Yale Edgell born 1882
Grover Wayne Edgell born 1884
Kenna Tyne Edgell born 1886
Addie May Edgell born 1891 Married Mr. Jordan
Erran Dial Edgell born 1893
Alma Gae Edgell born 1896 Married E.F. Townsend
Waitman Edgell born 1902
Flora liquidated all their property including 100 acres of land on the Poca river. The description reads:
"beginning at a double Lynn corner, thence S,7 W 120 poles to pointers, thence 163 W 128 poles to Dogwood
pointers thence 17 E 128 poles to staked pointers, thence to place of beginning contastring."
Flora sold the land to W.E. Ellison for $5,606.92: "reserving for her heirs and assigns the oil and gas within and
underlying said described tract of parcel or real estate, together with the right and privilege to lease said oil and gas
for the purposes of exploration for and gas, with the usual and convenient surface rights and privileges for said
purposes." She and Ananias had paid $750 for the land.
Beryl's father, Cyrus Yale, was the second oldest in his family. He and the oldest boy, Ora, took on responsibilities
in order to help Flora with the raising of the children and managing their small estate. As he transitioned to his teen
years, he took on the serious demeanor of his mother and being overshadowed by her and Ora he began to
withdraw and eventually became characterized as silent and sullen which stayed with him the remainder of his life.
Flora taught the children the best she could in reading, writing, math and what little science she knew. Ora,
Grover, and Waitman were her best students and she encouraged them to read when they weren't doing chores and
prompted them to talk about what they learned and describe the characters and events in the stories. Cyrus, Kenna,
Erran and the girls did not develop the imaginations to enjoy reading or learning in general .
As happens in a large household, there is a pecking order that becomes more acute the lower on the age scale
you descend. Ora and Grover had little interest in any involvement with the younger siblings and left Cyrus with the
responsibility of keeping the peace and making sure Flora's switch made its mark on the true guilty one's behind. In
a sense, Cyrus was head of the household when it concerned the younger ones.
Flora remained in Looneyville for a few years until she met a man nine years her senior during a church social.
Phillip Ellis was soft spoken, a contrast to Flora, and he enjoyed her strong mannerisms and stories of West Virginia
where she grew up. He was a businessman with a gift for buying wholesale and selling at retail. Over the course of
his life he had many different businesses; haberdashery; dry goods; saloon; real estate; buggy repair and sales and
barber shop. He seemed to enjoy the excitement of starting a new business rather than the day to day process of
managing. And he liked to gamble.
After a year, Phillip proposed to Flora and during the proposal, urged her to move with him to Akron, Ohio where
he had a business opportunity. She didn't agree readily. There was still Waitman her youngest who was still
needing school lessons and the other children who were trying to find a life and livelihood. Phillip was persuasive
and his main argument had to do with the children and all the better opportunities there would be in Akron, Ohio.
After a few months he 'closed the sale' and Flora said yes.
Flora had traveled little during her life and was excited by the duel prospect of traveling to Ohio and marrying. She
also looked forward to having someone to share the responsibilities of the family. Her marriage was a practical
one.........not the whirlwind romance sort of affair with bold passion. She and Phillip enjoyed each other's
companionship and both were avid story tellers.
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And they both liked to laugh: something Flora had missed in all her years with Ananias.
One night after dinner and the dishes had been cleared and washed, she gathered the children around the
kitchen table. A table she had designed and helped build so it could easily fit her large family and 2 or 3 guests. The
children all sat down with a look of curiosity on their faces. They rarely had family 'meetings' so this would be a
unique experience. Their last family gathering was after the funeral of their father, Ananias.
"I have some news to share with you," she began without hesitation or reserve in her voice.
Addie, who was sitting next to Alma Gae, nudged her with her elbow. She had watched Flora and Phillip in
church and after church and suspected what the announcement might be. She was half right.
"First, I want you all to know Phillip and I will be getting married."
Those not in the know looked around at each other with a smile and look of surprise.
Addie whispered to Alma Gae, "I knew it."
Ora looked at Flora............."Good for you ma."
At that the rest of the children gave their consent in different words and expressions.
Clyde........."we're happy for you ma."
Alma Gae simply said........"wow."
Only Waitman, the youngest, made no sound. He didn't know if he should be happy for his ma or scared at the
prospect of a new father.
"There's more," Flora continued and at this all the family became quiet again.
"Phillip and I will be moving to Akron, Ohio where Phillip has business interests."
Everyone was silent and there was no nudging. They each had their own thoughts and concerns about this new
development in their lives. Like the thoughts of the family at a funeral: they aren't really dwelling on the deceased
and the memories, fond or other wise and of their passing. Their thoughts are more akin to 'what about me,' or 'what
will happen to us?' A widow might be thinking about her own dilemmas or opportunities. So it was with the Edgell
children around the table. 'How is this going to affect me?'
"You are all very welcome to join us and we would love to have you on our journey," Flora continued to break the
silence.
Before the end of the year, Ora, Cyrus, Addie May, and Waitman along with Flora and Phillip were settled in their
small home in Akron.
*****
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A New Leader

The shout from the German guard startled all the prisoners. Beryl raised his head as Frank sat up and looked
towards the archway. The guard shouted again in German.
"Who is in command here?"
Colonel Goode stood and answered that he was in command. Colonel Goode was tall with a stout 200 pound
build. He had a strong square jaw line, a straight-edged nose, thick lips and jutting jaw that in itself commanded
respect. Coupled with a thick crop of dark hair he would be considered a handsome gentleman. He was forthright
th
th
and honest with his men in the 175 Regiment. When he briefed his men on June 6th, before the landing of the 175
on June 7, he gave a clear picture of the landing strategy and tactics, Then to finish, he added: "You get your ass
on the beach. I'll be there waiting for you and I'll tell you what to do. There isn't anything in this plan that is going to
go right."
"Speak German?" The guard asked.
"No," was Goode's reply.
Frank rose quickly and shouted in German, "I speak German."
The guard motioned to Frank and Goode and told them to follow him.
When they reached the archway leading to the transept another guard joined them and fell behind Goode and
Frank.
Beryl watched curiously as they disappeared out of sight. Frank had mentioned the need to escape and this must
have been his plan to look over their surroundings for information.
The walk was short as they were led to the end of the transept where more German soldiers congregated around
a make shift office with tables and chairs from the monastery.
As they approached, a German lieutenant, stood and saluted Colonel Goode. Goode returned the salute and
Frank stepped forward and saluted the German officer who returned his salute. Both sides had followed a universal
protocol of respect for rank regarding captors and prisoners of war.
The German officer explained the situation as Frank translated the exchange between Goode and the lieutenant.
They needed to reduce the number of prisoners at the monastery so the following morning 200 prisoners would be
moved north through Alsace Lorraine and into Germany where they would be held prisoners in a German prison
camp. All the officers would be on this journey along with non-coms. There were no transports currently available so
the prisoners would be walking the 15 kilometers to a rail station. Goode was told to choose the most fit of the
prisoners who would not be a problem. Goode would be in command of the prisoners and responsible for their
behavior. At least one medic would remain behind to help with the wounded among the prisoners.
Goode turned to Frank, "Ask him where we will be going in Germany."
Frank asked the question and the reply was a half-smile, half-smirk. Frank translated the reply for Goode.
"He says we will be visiting his beautiful German homeland and prisoners are not allowed that type of
information."
The rest of the conversation had to do with the logistics of the long march. The lieutenant cautioned there was no
food available for prisoners unless they were lucky and came upon a Red Cross shipment: otherwise the prisoners
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needed to ration what they had until they reached the POW camp. The lieutenant dismissed them and they were
escorted back to the main area.
When they entered the main hall Goode walked to the center and said in a loud voice so everyone could hear.
"Listen up men."
The low murmur from the prisoners slowly died to a dead silence.
"We will be moving out tomorrow and march about 9 miles to a rail station."
He paused.
"We will be transported on cattle cars to German POW camps."
Colonel Goode waited for the response he knew would be coming. He had learned from years of military
authority as he rose in the ranks from a lieutenant to a colonel; the higher you go in the chain of command, the more
of a life altering effect your orders became as they filtered their way down the chain.
A simple order like a 4 am call to a base commander to simulate full alert readiness would have several thousand
soldiers torn from their bunks and scrambling to dress, grab their canteens, knapsacks and rifles and form outside
the barracks to be ready for a ten mile march. Office clerks would be loading file cabinets onto 2-1/2 ton 6X6 Army
trucks. When loaded they would be driven, with the cargo, around the region until the alert was cancelled and they
could return to base.
His orders in the past were more of an inconvenience for his subordinates. This order and like his order days ago
after the D-Day landing that resulted in their capture, were more than an inconvenience: they were life changing
decisions.
The silence turned to a low groan that echoed off the stone walls as the men visualized the agony of a long train
ride in cattle cars with no water and no latrines and being guarded by German soldiers who would be irritated at their
task of riding with the soldiers: 200 plus angry soldiers and guards traveling through the summer heat with not
enough food and short on water.
Goode called on the leaders of each group to meet him in the middle of the hall. When Goode first arrived at the
monastery he had established himself as the highest ranking officer and thus the commander of the prisoners. Once
it was determined, he sought out the highest ranking officer or NCO of each group of captured soldiers and put them
in command of that group, reporting to him.
Once assembled, Goode, towering above the subordinates who were seated on the stone floor gave his
instructions. He was determined to show leadership and used his voice as a command tool to provide the men with
the confidence that he was in charge of the situation and would be guiding them safely in the weeks to come.
"There will only be 200 prisoners making this journey. First we need a count of how many officers are able to go
and then determine who will make up for the balance. We need to take the fittest so work out amongst yourselves
how to organize the groups. Replace those who need to stay behind with stronger ones from other groups. Take an
inventory of all your rations and assume we will be traveling for at least three weeks. Ration what you have among
your men and be very diligent when it comes to allowing the men to eat or drink. Caution your men about the
German doctor who will determine who stays behind. If they can barely walk now, they will never make it to
Germany and if we are on the road, the Germans will likely shoot them rather than leave them free. Lastly, I know the
manual says when you are captured, you are to immediately plan your escape. This is not an order: however, I will
caution you the SS is harsh on escape attempts and if you are caught, you will be shot."
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Colonel Goode paused.
A sergeant standing nearby spoke up.
"Did they tell you where we were going?"
Frank touched Goode's arm and whispered.
"Sir, the two guards were talking and mentioned something about Camp Hammelburg, somewhere near
Nuremburg."
"Thank you sergeant."
Goode looked up at the crowd of soldiers.
"Now talk to your men."
Goode took Frank's arm and steered him to where Frank and Beryl had 'camped out' in the monastery. As they
walked, Goode began to explain to Frank that he wanted Frank and Beryl to remain behind at the monastery.
*****
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Akron, Ohio
Cyrus and his siblings all looked with excitement at this new turn in their lives. The opportunities in and around
Looneyville were non-existent. The prospects for marriage partners were slim and the lack of employment was
narrowed down to part time lifting at nearby farms. The year was 1910 and the population of the U.S. was 92 million
with 4.7 living in New York City alone. The Boy Scouts of America was incorporated that year and the population
was slowly leaving the rural areas and moving to the larger cities where industry was flourishing and jobs were
available. Wage earners could expect 22 cents per hour or roughly $440 per year; a dentist and veterinarian $2,000
a year; an accountant $1,800 a year; and a mechanical engineer $5,000 a year.
The family settled into a small house on Montgomery Street and every member of the household was anxious to
explore the new opportunities. Ora decided he wanted more education and after a few months of odd jobs, left for
St. Louis. Addie found work as a seamstress in a small shop and eight year old Waitman was able to go to his first
school house. All the family members had an agenda and Cyrus was most anxious to find a good steady job. At his
first opportunity, he went into the city center to explore and learn what was available for a country boy.
Cyrus was in a coffee shop in the center of Akron when he asked the waitress if there were any job openings in
Akron. The coffee shop was a typical diner of the early 1900s, long and slim, consisting of a long counter with stools
and separated by an isle were booths that ran the length of the building. It was long and narrow in order to be
manufactured in New Jersey and transported on a train to its destination. This prefabricated method of building
diners allowed for a family man to locate the diner on a small lot and make a good living for his family.
"Plenty," was her answer.
Cyrus wasn't expecting an answer and when he heard the word 'plenty', his head jerked, his eyes grew wider and
his ears perked. It was as if he were alone in a quiet woods and heard a twig snap.
"Tell me where, please," was his quick reply
"Take your pick..........there is Goodrich, Goodyear, Firestone."
Akron was indeed a tire and rubber town. It had a strong labor force with new arrivals almost by the day and
th
plenty of water with the Ohio & Erie Canal running through the town. Akron had established itself in the 19 century
as a manufacturing town: railroads and railroad spurs for industry were plentiful and the railroad industry was eager
to accommodate the tire industry. Goodrich was the first tire company to establish in Akron in the 1870s and others
followed. The raw material, rubber, had to be imported from the Amazon however it was cheap and plentiful with
eager suppliers in the jungles of the Amazon.
"What's your name," Cyrus asked.
"Margaret..........or you can call me Maggy," she replied.
Cyrus gave a small chuckle. He liked this waitress named Maggy with her candor and her sense of humor:
however, he couldn't see her as a romantic partner. She was at least ten years older than him and carried herself
more as a lumberjack than a lady. She had a way of talking, moving her lips in a pronounced way so every syllable
was pure and exact: as if she was teaching. Her voice was soft and calming and Cyrus surmised her smooth voice
and exact pronunciation was from years of talking to customers who would only be half listening to what she was
saying and in this way, they could understand her better.
Cyrus gulped down his coffee.
She had given him directions to the different companies and where to apply for a job.
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"If you don't have a home, you will find they are building houses for their workers. Small but cheap."
Cyrus felt a renewed energy as he thanked the waitress, put a nickel on the counter for his coffee and cream of
wheat, thanked Maggy and rushed out the door.
Three hours later Cyrus rushed through the door of the small house on Montgomery.
"Mom.........Phillip........I got a job."
Flora came out of the kitchen smiling. Her handsome son with the wide grin and soft blue eyes gave her a long
hug and a kiss on the forehead.
He had been apprehensive about his future since leaving Looneyville and now wished he had paid more attention
to Flora when she would bring books home and help the other children with science and math. It just wasn't in his
nature. Later in his life he came to like reading mystery novels but his main love for entertainment was the movies.
He could sit passively and let the images and voices on the screen do the work of turning pages and converting
words into action.
What he really wanted at this point in his life was a companion..........a wife who would be his life partner and start
a family. He would find what he was looking for.
It was a cold winter in Akron. The northern winds sweeping down off Lake Erie were cold and wet and
penetrating. No matter how many layers of clothing you wore, the cold found a way to wiggle down through the outer
wear and touch your skin and senses. Exposed skin, face and nose, didn't have a chance. It was on a Saturday
morning and he walked with a sense of urgency......daring the cold to force him underground. By the time he
reached the diner his nose was crimson red and sensitive to the mildest of touch.
Cyrus had been at the Goodyear Tire plant for four months. He was hired as a truck driver, hauling supplies from
the rail yard to the plant. It was a lower level job but Cyrus was qualified and it gave him steady employment. It was
hard work. He not only had to help with loading the truck at the rail yard, he had to help unload it when he reached
the Goodyear plant.
The diner was light with traffic in the morning and as he entered the diner and saw the mostly empty tables, he
was happy because it meant more time to chat with Maggy and learn more about Akron. Sad because there were
fewer people to meet. Even though he was shy, Cyrus had decided to ask Maggy a question of which he didn't know
the answer.
"How do I meet a young woman?" He finally asked Maggy.
Maggy laughed.
"Church," she answered
"That is where all romances begin and all marriage vows are said."
"Or you could try work. A lot of relationships begin at work."
Maggy paused and winced.
"Of course.........you being a truck driver and not connecting with the office staff...........it is highly unlikely you will
find a girlfriend at Goodyear."
She laughed..........."unless she's a muscle bound truck driver or dock worker."
They both laughed.
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At that moment the diner door opened and an elderly man and pretty young girl entered the diner and walked to a
table near the back door.
Maggy waggled her head towards the two new customers, raised her eyebrows, and rolled her eyeballs towards
the direction of the pair. Cyrus smiled at the hint.
Several months before Cyrus began his job at Goodyear, the company had negotiated with the railroad to build a
spur from the main rail yard to the plant. This would mean the truck drivers would no longer be needed and they
were given advanced notice their jobs would be terminated. This news had devastated Cyrus and his hopes of
steady, long term employment. His mind was consumed with the thought and what he could do for his future. This
thought was going through his mind on that day in the diner when the two customers entered.
Cyrus nodded in recognition.
Maggy leaned over and put both elbows on the counter so she could be closer to Cyrus' ear and whispered.
"This might be your lucky day."
She winked.
"That man and his daughter come here about once a month. He is a manager at the Goodyear plant and I
happen to know..........his daughter is single and pretty smart."
Cyrus smiled and nodded his head.
Maggy walked over to the booth where the new customers had seated.
"What can I get you Mr. South?" She asked with a smile.
The older gentleman looked up from the menu.
"What will you have Sylvia?" He asked the young girl.
"I'll just have cream of wheat and coffee."
"I'll have coffee, eggs over easy and bacon."
Maggy jotted on her little pad. "Coming right up."
*****
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Colonel Goode
Beryl was sitting, leaning against the Monastery wall. His head was pounding as he looked around the large hall
st
at the men of the D Day landing who had been captured. He saw the insignias of the 1 Division and its big red one
nd
on the shoulders. The IV division with its green ivy leaf. The 82 Airborne Division with its stylized 2 capital As
st
th
facing each other. The 101 Airborne Division symbol of the eagle. The 90 Infantry Division with the graphic T
and O to symbolize the roots of the division going back to Texas and Oklahoma. Frank also saw British prisoners
with a shoulder badge consisting of a blue cross with a yellow sword down the middle. Another British unit with a
symbol of twin Ts on the shoulder. There were Canadian soldiers with varied shoulder patches.
Beryl's thoughts were on his capture and he wondered what these men had done to become prisoners. What
mistakes they had made or the unlucky situation that found them in the hands of the Germans.
Frank returned from his meeting with Goode and the Germans.
“How are you feeling?” Frank asked.
“Like I had just been hit by a 300 pound linebacker.”
Frank patted him on his shoulder
A soldier walked up to Beryl as Frank was about to speak.
Beryl looked up.
“Colonel Goode?”
Colonel Goode smiled and sat down cross-legged between Beryl and Frank.
He looked at Beryl. “How’re you doing?”
“Fine sir, except for a mild headache,” Beryl answered.
Colonel Goode looked at the bandage on Beryl’s head.
“What brought you here?” Frank asked. "The last time we saw you was across the Vire river."
Colonel Goode lowered his head and shook it slowly back and forth.
“Bad judgment, bad timing and a bad situation.”
“What happened?” Beryl asked.
“Gerhardt wanted those bridges across the Vire Taute canal. We needed them intact to move men and
th
equipment. It was June 12 and we had to secure the west side of the Vire.”
Goode reached into his pocket and pulled out a small hand drawn map. We already had control of the Vire River
but Gerhardt wanted the bridges over the Vire Canal west of the river.
“On the first attempt I took what was left of E and C companies. The plan was to take Montmartin en Graignes
which was half way between the river and the canal, push the Germans back and proceed to the canal. Only, the
Germans were waiting and we walked into an ambush. A few of us retreated back across the Vire. I lost pretty much
what was left of Company E.”
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Goode paused.
“Gerhardt wanted another attempt so I pulled Company G off the line and we prepared for a night assault. The
plan was to cross the Vire at 11pm and bypass Montmartin. We figured we could make it to La Raye unnoticed and
then head west to the canal bridges. Company G was in good shape and intact, all 150 of them. We stayed close to
the swamp and avoided the roads. It was pretty slow going. Company C was on our right flank.
It was almost dawn when we reached Montmartin and we walked right past it. There were the usual hedgerows
we had to go through and we finally made it to a hill overlooking one of the canals. The road on this side of the canal
looked like a traffic jam. German trucks lined the road, moving slowly. The odds looked pretty good for us so we
decided to attack. What we didn’t know was that the Germans were flanking us at the same time we were moving up
the hill. Our mortars and machine guns opened up on their position and then all hell broke loose. MG42s and
mortars were zeroed on our position. We knew we had disturbed a hornet’s nest and began to withdraw back down
the hill and on the other side of a hedgerow. I ordered a retreat but by then it was too late. We were on one side of
the hedge and the Germans on the other, both sides lobbing grenades. Men were falling fast and I realized we had
lost the battle. I knew if I didn’t surrender soon, we would lose more men for no reason.”
“We were in Company C on your right," Beryl said, " and we had our own firefight going. We heard you lost the
entire Company G."
“Over a hundred. I don’t know how many were killed or if any made it back across the Vire.”
"Listen Frank," Goode said, looking straight at Frank. The German lieutenant said you would be going with me to
interpret. I need to convince him you are needed here to make the guard's jobs easier. I need you here. It looks like
all the officers will be on the march and you will be closest to the top non-com left."
"Yes sir," Frank replied.
Goode looked at Beryl.
"Take care of yourself lieutenant."
Beryl gave a brief smile and nodded his head.
He turned back to Frank.
"Let's go find the other ranking sergeants."
*****
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Cyrus and Sylvia in Akron
Maggy made up an excuse to introduce Cyrus to Samuel South Jr. and his daughter, Sylvia. The contrast
between father and daughter was striking. Samuel, in his early-forties, had the complexion and lines of a much older
man. His hair was partially grey and his thick eyebrows cast a shadow on his dark brown eyes. The back of his
hands were rough looking but the palms had the smooth look of an easy life: as if his younger years were spent in
laboring and his later years took on an easier life as foreman. Samuel stood and shook Cyrus' hand when Maggy
introduced him.
"Cyrus, this is Samuel South and his daughter Sylvia."
Cyrus shook Samuel's hand and gave Sylvia a brief nod. She offered her hand and Cyrus shook it. Maggy was
still at Cyrus' side.
"Sam has worked at Goodyear for years. Started at the bottom on the docks and now he is a line foreman in the
plant."
Cyrus was listening to Maggy, looking at Samuel as Maggy talked, and thinking about the pretty, petite girl in the
flowered cotton dress.
"Maggy tells me you are looking for work," Sam said as he surveyed the young man in front of him.
"Yes sir," was Cyrus' quick reply. "I am driving a truck now but the railroad will eliminate that job."
"Come to the plant at 11:30 tomorrow and ask for the employment office. I'll meet you there."
For the rest of the day and following morning Cyrus' imagination would not stop with the heuristics: what if he did
get the job, how would he follow up a meeting with the young girl? What if she already had a friend? Then what?
His mind raced between doubts, questions and playful optimism and when he walked into the employment office the
next morning, there was more doubt than hopefulness.
The job wasn't what Cyrus had imagined. He worked Monday through Friday from 7am to 5pm on the tire line
and his job was to clean the extruding machine after the finished tire was removed. The job was dirty and Cyrus
didn't complain because every week he was able to bring home his pay and save most of it.
The wedding took place at the Baptist church and while the Edgell's made up only four of the guests, the South
family, friends and co-workers almost filled the small church. Samuel was able to secure them one of the small
houses built by Goodyear for their workers in Cuyahoga Falls and it wasn't long before Sylvia announced to Cyrus
and the world she was expecting.
Those were happy years for Cyrus and Sylvia. His work was steady and she loved homemaking. Their social life
centered around Cyrus' Edgell family and Sylvia's South family. For Cyrus the city life was a treat he enjoyed over
and over; the movie theaters; the malt shops; clothing outlets; dry goods; and the busy streets with an array of motor
vehicles. He never tired of it. His fascination was dampened by the harsh Akron winters he had never experienced
in Looneyville. His solace in the winter was the warmth and love of his wife and their warm bed.
Then the children came. Their first born was Harold South in 1913, followed by Helen Fay in 1915, then Kenneth
Beryl in 1917 and the last, Forest Earl in 1920.
It was on a Saturday night and they were gathered in Philip and Flora's small home on Montgomery Street. There
was hardly ever any tension in the Edgell family except for one major issue between the oldest, Ora, and Cyrus.
Cyrus was holding a letter in his hand.
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"He is telling me he has too many burdens right now to give me the charity to send me to school. He used the
word 'charity' and then goes on to say maybe in a few years he can send me some money for school. Cyrus almost
spit out the words."
Flora reached in her apron and took out her snuff box. Times of stress were a time for more of her nicotine.
Flora shook her head. She had a lot to say but this was not the time. It was time for Cyrus to have his say.
"We had an agreement," Cyrus almost cried.
"I would send him money for school and when he became a doctor, he would help me through my school. Well,
he has been a doctor for 4 years so it is time for him to keep the agreement."
Flora shook her head again and when Cyrus fell silent she had to say something.
"Cyrus, I was afraid of this when you two made the agreement and I prayed he would be a person of honor and
repay what you did for him. Ora was always a distant child and never did like to share."
"I'm afraid you won't be getting any help from him."
The news from Ora was both hurtful and damaging. He didn't mind working in the tire factory as long as he had
the dream he would one day receive an education, hopefully in business, and end the hard labor of factory work. He
and Sylvia had sacrificed in order to put money away for eventual expense of college and now.......his future plans
were shattered. He had four children to raise and there was no way he could meet his dreams and raise a family.
For several weeks afterwards his mood was sullen and he had no inclination to smile or laugh. It was as if he was
nearing a path that would lead him to an easier life only to have the path become a dream with no substance or
outcome and disappear when he opened his eyes.
*****
The year was 1923. Harold the oldest was 11, Helen Fay was 9, Beryl was 7 and Forest was 4. The news came
on a Friday afternoon as Cyrus came home from a doctor visit. He walked in the door with slumped shoulders and
his head hanging down. A posture he carried for the past year. The look on his face; the drooping eyelids; sagging
chin and downturned mouth foretold of a man who had a burden on his mind. He entered the living room and
slumped in the overstuffed couch.
Sylvia came in from the kitchen to greet him and find out about the doctor visit. She was hoping for good news:
some kind of a minor ailment that could easily be cured. She was determined to be positive and cheerful but when
she saw Cyrus sitting on the sofa with a discouraged and broken look on his face, she lost the cheerful thought and
sat down next to him and put her hand on his knee. She knew, without him speaking, the news was bad and she
could feel a tightness of grief in her chest.
Cyrus began slowly.
"The doctor said I had to get out of the tire factory: it was killing my lungs."
Sylvia put her hand to her mouth to stifle an audible cry.
"I have an infection of the lungs and I need to go somewhere with pure air. He suggested Colorado."
There were a few moments of silence.
"He said I had six months to live."
"Then we shall move to Colorado," Sylvia said with a determined voice.
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*****
Families are always confronted with emotionally challenging decisions as they change jobs, find a mate, raise
children, move their home and in general, weigh the risk-reward when two paths present themselves and only one
can be taken. So it was with Cyrus and Sylvia in late 1923. Cyrus had no prospects of employment in Colorado and
they only had so much room in the car and relocating would be difficult; so the decision was to leave Helen with Aunt
Gae (Cyrus' sister) and Harold with Flora. They were to remain in Ohio for a year before reuniting with the family in
Colorado.
Helen later described her brief separation from the family.
"When the folks left on their journey they took my two younger brothers, Kenneth Beryl 5 years and Forest Earl 3
years old. Aunt Gae, Daddy’s sister, and her husband Uncle Freel took me in and spoiled and loved me dearly.
Brother Harold stayed at home with Grandmother Edgell. We seldom got to be together, but I missed him so much
and when we did get together, we hugged and cried.
I made my Aunt miserable that Christmas because the child’s sewing machine Santa brought me came from the
factory in bad shape, broken, and it would not sew. Tears started and wouldn’t stop, not so much because of the
broken sewing machine, but because my heart ached for my parents who were so far away. My dear Aunt cried and
cried and tried everything she could think of to make me happy again. She was so wonderful and sweet to me that I
did survive. Their daughter, Madeline, was about two years old and I loved to carry her around on my hip
everywhere I went. I have since lost track of her.
My Uncle promised that in the spring of 1924 when school was out, we would leave in his car to travel to Colorado
to be with my family. That was a very long lonely school year for me. That was a long, long trip, and one day I
became very ill: it seemed like I was floating away and I was chilly and afraid I’d never see Mother or Daddy again.
Luckily we were stopping at Uncle Freel’s sister Fay’s home that evening. I remember her caring for me and tucking
me into a soft cozy feather bed. I don’t recall the town or State where she lived. Two things stand out clearly from
that journey. One, I learned to love the sky and not a day goes by even now without a look above for the beautiful
blue sky and mysterious floating white clouds. I laid on the back seat at rest time and looked out the window. It was
a contented feeling. The other thing was Uncle Freel taught me to drive a car by letting me sit on his lap and steer. I
liked the middle of the road. It was wide open spaces, no lines on the narrow dirt roads, and no traffic. I soon
learned where my side of the road was."
Harold, on the other hand, had a different story to tell in his later years.
" When the family moved to Colorado, I stayed with Grandma Edgell, Flora, in Akron, Ohio for a year. This was a
burden on Grandma and I knew, at that young age, that she did not want me. This caused me to be belligerent.
Dad, mom and my two brothers were gone and I was left alone in a home where I was not wanted. Grandma was a
wonderful person but very strict in her ways. My belligerence resulted in a very difficult time at school and I would
get into fights on the school yard almost every day. I would come home every day with a bloody face and clothes.
Grandma made me black clothes so that the stains would not show and I would not look dirty and bloody. In the
school picture, I was the only student wearing a black shirt. I mailed the picture to mom in Divide, Colorado and she
said she cried for a week when she saw the picture.
One year later I joined mom and dad in Divide, Colorado (close to Pikes Peak) and went to a one room school
where all grades were taught. I was 11 years old. Back with the family, I lost my belligerence as life returned to
normal and I had my brothers and sister Helen. We lived on a ranch, about 4 miles from school and we would ride a
big white horse to school every day. The horse would graze in the field during our day long school session.
Mom and Dad ran a hotel in Ramah, Colorado (50 miles east of Colorado Springs). It was the best business they
had and made a lot of money. There were several regular customers, teachers and townsfolk and then we would
have the traveling salesmen. Kenneth and I would haul water in a double boiler in a wagon to fill a cistern for the
hotel. It was a nice hotel and even had an outhouse for the men and one for the women. Mom was such a good
cook that we would get all the travelers trade, the traveling salesmen. We called them drummers. On one occasion,
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mom and dad slept with the kids in the big room and gave two travelers their own bed. Mom and dad made a lot of
money but dad would not put it in the bank. The old crippled banker lived in the hotel and dad didn’t trust him. My
sister Helen waited on tables and made real good money with tips. She was able to buy all her own clothes and
things. Of course, Kenny and I hauled water as “chores” and never got paid. One day, Kenny and I came home
and it was time to haul water. Forest was on the porch and dad told him to help Kenny and I with the water. Forest
told Dad no, that he was too lazy, and just sat there in the swing."

Cyrus was working for a grocery wholesale company in Loveland, Colorado and the family found a lot of stability
as they settled in and became accustomed to their routines. Harold had found a job with Woolworth and Helen was
engaged to be married to a man in Loveland. One day Cyrus' boss asked him to take over their operation in
Goodland, Kansas and after a lot of family discussion, the decision was made to make the move. Beryl and Forest
were in High School and enjoying their teen years so this 'family' decision was not to their liking. They had friends in
school, they were popular, they earned a certain amount of 'teen' fame because of their sport skills and they would
now be uprooted and moved to a 'no-name' town in Kansas. The family moved to Goodland, Kansas. Cyrus lived
another 33 years and died at the age of 75.
*****
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Goodland, Winter of 1942
Beryl and Forest were walking Main. It was a cold winter in February of 1942 and the brothers were bundled well
and wearing smart fedora hats. The air was frigid and visible as small clouds of frost flowed from auto exhausts,
chimneys and the noses and mouths of the villagers who challenged the harsh Kansas snowstorm. It wasn't just the
snow and wind that had to be defied. For swept up with the blowing snow was the sand and dirt pebbles that clung
loosely on the ground and yielded to the force of the winds and mingled with the whirling snowflakes. This mixture of
snow and sandy dirt stung any skin that was exposed to it and you would see villagers walking straight ahead while
their face and eyes were looking sideways, away from the wind. Paint surfaces exposed to the harsh wind developed
patterns of pinholes and the wind carried the snow/dirt combination underneath doorways and into buildings. The
high plains dared the settlers to remain and exist in the harsh winters and hot, tornado summers.
Underneath their winter coats Beryl and Forest were well groomed, following Sylvia's insistence that they always
present themselves in public as if they were heading to a job interview. Although they were brothers, in their general
appearance they were two different people. Beryl was more of a rounded appearance: round oval head and face
while Forest was the thin, bony profile after his grandfather Ananias. It was obvious the two men were brothers and
one could tell by their similar mannerisms: even though they had different facial features. Beryl had the oval face of
his father and older brother, Harold. Forest had the slim, narrow face of his mother and sister Helen. Both had brown
wavy hair, soft eyes and broad smiles. Both walked upright, if not rigid and used little animation when they talked. In
all cases, the Edgell family would be considered a handsome group. Beryl and Forest were both athletic and had
muscular builds that allowed for neat fitting clothes and drew the admiration of other athletes and of course, the
ladies.
Beryl Edgell had joined the Army in mid-December 1941. He was home on leave after basic training and before
going to Officer Candidate School (OCS).
The brothers were headed for the barber shop and walked briskly as is normal on cold, windy days. Beryl was
thinking about what his future would bring; training; marriage; more training and ultimately, war. Pearl Harbor was
less than three months past and his mind was a patchwork of thoughts of military and war with threads of marriage
and family life and the here and now of Goodland. The obsession of the military consumed most of his waking
thoughts. The anger and fury of his country after Pearl Harbor was like an enormous tornado had swept through the
land and sucked all the young men into this funnel of anger, quest for revenge and patriotism.
The bombing of Pearl Harbor had brought the entire country to life. Men and boys in small towns and big cities
were active and animated at the thought of war and like the effect of a stick hitting a bee hive, the buzzing of
excitement and movement could be seen everywhere. Men rushed to the recruiting offices to secure a place in the
expanding army and boys played with their toy weapons in the parks and streets, playing at the game of killing and
feeding their excitement. The men were eager. Eager to join and eager to be a part of this 'movement' that would
carry them to new lands, domestic and foreign. Eager to be part of a structure where you knew what to do, where to
do it and earn your keep. There was a pride born in these men, conceived by the military and nurtured by the
country. The pride and excitement was like a shroud over any thought or talk of the toil and misery of battle. Just
like previous wars, the men buried the possibility of injury or death and gave all their energy to the prospect of new
lands, adventure and possibly glory. How could the prospect of firing a weapon, hearing the loud thunder, smelling
the burnt powder and seeing the effects of a flying bullet hitting its target not raise the level of anticipation for the
adventure.
Yes, there were men in Goodland who needed crutches to assist in walking on one and one half legs or trying to
light a cigarette with one arm and one hand. There were men who could not find enough to drink to drown out the
memories of the first world war over 20 years ago and were barely functional as human beings. This was them. This
was not the strong young boys and men in the year of 1941-42 who would dare the enemy and fate of war. Who
would return with glory and medals and the admiration of a society that could not reward them enough for their brief
sacrifice. They would look at these wounded relics with pity and dismiss their misfortune as a fate that had gone
awry on the battlefield; a fate that was influenced by mistakes and bad judgment. The boys and men of 1941-42
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would not be making mistakes and they would be returning to the loving arms of a country that was grateful. This has
always been the myth of war.
The women were not so cavalier about war. They would be left home to maintain their own strength and peace
and all the toils both men and women shared in normal times. Some with children and some whose hopes of having
children would be put on hold. Their dreams of a home and normalcy would be deferred to a later time: a later time of
unknown occurrence or if at all. Their joy and laughter would be different during this interval without the men in the
village and the type of bantering that occurs between the opposite sexes. Socializing would be different. They would
seek outlets for their energies: work, volunteering or any activity that would sooth the angst of losing the men in their
lives: seeking a quest to find ways to hasten the end of this ordeal, bring the men home, and allow life to return to a
not so exciting, mundane life of different pleasures.
During basic training Beryl would spend Friday afternoons in the mess hall with the other recruits listening to a
first lieutenant expound on the honor of being an officer and urging them to apply for OCS. With the rapid rise in
enlistees after Pearl Harbor and the Declaration of War on December 11, 1941, the military was in full gear to recruit
and train the hundreds of thousands of soldiers needed to prepare for the war. The need for new recruits also meant
a need for more officers and Beryl was at the head of the line to apply for the honor. He had already experienced
enough at boot camp to know he would rather be an officer instead of a non-commissioned officer: leading a platoon
of 36 men instead of being in the ranks.
Forest had his own thoughts as the brothers braved the cold. Married with two children in a small rural town did
not provide many options for a future nor any options for excitement in the present. He missed High School and the
Friday night football games where he and his brother were the town heroes on the field. He missed dating and the
excitement of his first intimacies with Lucille. Then came the pregnancy, the marriage and the realities of working
and married life. His job at the grocery didn't pay well so he and his family lived in the small basement of Lucille's
parent's home. He wasn't happy with his situation and his wife would sometimes show a gray shadow of discontent.
Lucille came from an energetic family and she was the darling daughter who wanted to learn and try everything. She
was considered by most to be the prettiest girl in High School. Her energy took her to places few knew about in
Goodland: places afforded her by the Goodland library and the many books on the world's continents, countries and
customs. She taught herself to draw and paint and how to play the violin. She loved to talk and listen and tell
stories. Stuck in the basement of her parents house with two young sons, she would talk and sing to them and play
games. She had to keep busy or go crazy. Lucille was a sharp contrast to her husband Forest. Forest had energy
for work and games in the park but little mental or intellectual energy. He seemed to be frozen in a time of his own
making with no exit or a path to lead him to another dimension of living. He had no desire to learn new skills,
pastimes or hobbies. Thus there were two adults in the basement on Cherry Street who held two different views on
life and how it should be led. Two different views that provided no pathway of understanding and empathy for the
others feelings of hopes and desires.
Normally Beryl would be the talkative one but now his thoughts were a nest of home, Army, Esther and anxiety for
the future. Before he left for the Army he and Forest could laugh and joke about their time in high school, the football
victories and the girls they dated. Now, it seemed like they were living in two different dimensions, strangers meeting
for the first time. Beryl with his Army and adventures of new places and Forest with his ordinary existence and held
prisoner in this small Kansas town.
They continued walking quickly down Main, past the beer hall, thick with cigarette smoke and patrons of all ages,
past the telephone exchange and the Sears mail order outlet.
"Do you think they will send you to England," Forest asked.
Beryl barely heard him but answered, "I hope so."
It was his sentiment and the sentiment of most of the men joining the Army that the best place to be sent by the
Army was to England to prepare for the invasion. An invasion involving cities, villages, roads and farms: things that
were familiar and with fewer unknowns. The men joining the Marines, an historical expeditionary force, would almost
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certainly go to the war in the Pacific where everything and place was a strange landscape of jungles, snakes and
insects..........and of course, the Japanese Army who knew these islands and were well entrenched with an array of
weapons to welcome an invading force.

They finally arrived at the barber shop with the red and white striped pole on the outside wall and the brothers
entered through the narrow door.
“Hello Edgells,” Floyd the barber said cheerfully as he continued to cut his patron's hair.
There were four chairs for waiting and one was already occupied by a local farmer.
Beryl and Forest sat in the two chairs closest to the door. After a short while the door opened letting in the cold
air and a young boy walked in and went to the back of the shop. After a minute, he returned with a broom and his
shoe shine kit. He swept up the hair from the floor and asked Beryl if he would like a shine.
“Yes I would, thank you.”
As the boy propped Beryl’s right foot onto the shoe stand, the old farmer who had been reading the paper looked
up.
“Here is some news on the war front. In Europe, Rommel and the Italians are pushing back the British in North
Africa. The battle of Britain has been over for a year and the Royal Air Force definitely has superiority over the
German Luftwaffe. British are now able to take the war to Hitler in North Africa and have men to spare to take on the
Japanese in the Pacific.”
“Forest,” Beryl said seriously. “You have a family. Stay out of this as long as you can.”
Forest nodded in agreement but his thought was on the opportunity to join and be a part of something exciting.
Get out of this small village and visit parts of the world. Get out of the cramped basement and have new experiences
and challenges. He envied his older brother who was full of plans for the near future. Forest enjoyed his married life
and yet resented the burden he had taken on ever since he learned his girlfriend was pregnant. His marriage
tethered him to this small community with few opportunities to grow or succeed and with no further training or
education, he was stuck working at the local grocery store. At least in the military he could learn something.
“I will,” Forest replied, “but I really want to go.”
He said this knowing war scared him and death scared him even more. The war news was mostly negative with a
sprinkling of high points for the allies. The British had evacuated over 350,000 soldiers from Dunkirk, narrowly
avoiding a slaughter by the Germans and the British were suffering defeats in North Africa. Still, the thought of a
different life and the travel Beryl was experiencing had a way of burying his fears.
“Boys, it will be a while, "the barber said." You’re welcome to wait here or you can come back later.”
Beryl gave the shoe shine boy a nickel, stood and walked to the door with Forest following.
They passed Horns Grocery where Forest and Beryl had worked during high school and it was the present
employer of Forest. A young girl was coming out of the store with a bag of groceries. She had graduated from
Goodland High School the year before and knew the brothers well and their reputations. She had crushes on both of
them ever since the Edgell family had arrived in Goodland six years earlier.
“Hi Forest……Beryl,” she animated with a big smile.
“Hi Jeanne,” the brothers said at the same time.
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“Where’s your uniform Beryl?” Jeanne teased.
“I’m not on duty today.”
“I heard you were getting married to a girl from Norton,” Jeanne said in a prying way.
“Yes, in two weeks.”
“I met her once at a book fair, Esther Copeland.”
Jeanne was enjoying this conversation and enjoyed being close to Goodland’s most eligible bachelor, for now.
Jeanne knew Beryl was out of her reach but she liked to dream.
“Can you babysit tonight?” Forest asked Jeanne. “We plan on going to the VFW Hall for some dancing.”
Jeanne hesitated, as if she was weighing her options.
“I can drop Lynn and Steve off at your house,” Forest said
“I guess it would be ok. What time?”
“About seven?”
“Fine, I’ll see you tonight,” Jeanne answered Forest but was looking at Beryl, as if one more flirtatious smile would
make him change his mind about marrying the girl from Norton.
Beryl turned.
"That reminds me, we need a bottle of whiskey."
"I'll get it," Forest replied. "I Promised Lucille I would take her and the boys shopping to get them out of the
basement."
*****
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Moonraker
"Are you sure you want to take the boys out in this weather," Forest asked, as he helped Lucille bundle up Lynn
and Steve.
"Yes, I'm sure," Lucille answered, as she adjusted the stocking cap on Lynn's head.
"Besides, the wind has died down. Let's first stop at Duckwalls. I need to see Lois and return her serving plate
from the church social. Then we can go to Bowers."
It was a short drive to Duckwalls and both adults in the car were silent, as if the outside chill in the air frosted the
interior mood. Forest pulled into the parking spot in front of the store and he waited in the car while Lucille took the
plate to her sister. The South Wind gas heater in the Ford kept the interior warm and Forest opened his coat to let
out some body heat.
He looked back and the boys were tucked in and quiet. Forest closed his eyes and let his thoughts drift, feeling
the soothing calm of the dark eyelid shade protecting his eyes from the sun and white snow. His mind was without a
single thought and drifted as a cloud drifts, aimless and void of substance or purpose. These were his moments of
reverie, without concerns of Lucille, the boys, the store, in-laws or bills. He could reminisce with himself about High
School, his early days with Lucille or his present days with a special friend. Those were happy memories, the current
friend: a friend unknown to Lucille or the family. The car door opened and Lucille got in without a word.
*****
th

The sign above the small shop on West 13 Street read "Bowers Floor Covering" in bold letters. The shop was
one-half block west of Main Avenue and one-half block east of the Bowers Funeral Parlor. Forest parked the Ford
and with Lucille and the boys, entered the shop and were greeted by Hope Bower and a tall, mustached man of
about 35 years. Hope was the wife of Bob Bower and together they owned the floor covering shop, the furniture
store and the funeral parlor. They were sitting at a small table and both had glasses of whiskey in front of them.
Hope rose from her chair. She was a good-looking woman with strong features: square jaw, brown eyes with
thick eyebrows; smooth skin; hair that was swept back and held by a small brooch; slim but stout in the upper body.
She was a great matching bookend with her six foot tall husband; his aquiline nose; square jaw; thin lips that could
transition from a frown to a smile and charm the person he was addressing. He always stood tall and had a
straightness of back that spelled importance.
Hope knew everything that happened in Goodland and she was happy to introduce the mustached man to
Lucille............and of course Forest.
"Tex, this is Lucille and Forest Edgell and their sons, Lynn and Steve. They are my good friends and of course,
your good customers."
Tex stood and shook Forest's hand. Lucille offered her hand and he shook it. He then leaned over and offered
his hand to Lynn who looked up to his mother for direction. Lucille laughed and nodded yes so Lynn offered his
hand.
Tex, whose real name was Robert Cochran, had earned the moniker when he was a teen and worked on a cattle
ranch. He never liked the name Bob because it was too soft: not manly enough. So from then on he introduced
himself as Tex Cochran: both strong consonant names. As he grew, he also began to change his masculinity both
mentally and physically. Vocabulary took on color, words that were frowned on by those in 'polite society.' Tex
cared little for polite society. His only quest was pleasure and whiskey was his lubricant. Physically, Tex could do
little about his slight balding head but he could distract eyes from it. So he grew a mustache. Not any mustache but
a thin mustache that copied Clark Gable, whose figure on the large screen was envied by men and swooned over by
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women. Tex liked that role model and made minor changes in his personality to emulate Gable so he would appear
mysterious yet approachable. Whose passions would be sought after; never attainable, yet always sought after. He
imagined himself to be a modern day Don Juan. "Tex here is our Moonraker," Hope said with a slight laugh.
"And he is the one who keeps this dry county wet. Along with the Catholic Priest, of course."
Goodland Kansas was a dry county and like all dry counties, mainly in the southern United States, no liquor could
be purchased. It could be consumed, but not purchased. So you could buy your liquor in a wet county and bring it to
a dry county for personal consumption. Several locations, like the VFW clubs would sell 'setups' which were nothing
st
more than a soda or water and ice. The dry county laws were designated as part of the 21 Amendment which
allowed the sale and consumption of liquor after prohibition: however, allowed cities and counties to pass their own
restrictions on liquor. Goodland and Sherman County had voted to be dry but thanks to Tex and the Catholic Priest,
the liquor flowed steadily into Goodland in the trunks of their cars. The Priest made a weekly run to Limon, Colorado
on Fridays to fill the liquor orders of his parishioners and this assured him of a full attendance on Sundays and an
even fuller collection plate. He was secure in this activity since the Sheriff of Goodland was also a good Catholic and
a good customer. The other car whose trunk was filled by a weekly run belonged to Tex who had distributors in
Goodland, Colby. St. Francis, Atwood and Oakly, Kansas. Bob and Hope were his Goodland distributors.
"Why do they call you Moonraker," Lucille asked..........a little too coyly.
Tex smiled and Hope laughed.
"You might not have heard of the legend about bootleggers in England," Hope said with a slight chuckle.
"The king was always in need of more money to spend and the tax on liquor was one of his sources of income for
the crown. But his income didn't increase even though the population grew every year and he knew they were
consuming more beer, wine and whiskey. Suspecting bootleggers, he charged the Sheriffs with the task of seeking
out and stopping this illegal liquor distribution. One night two bootleggers took a cart to the village of Romney on the
southeastern shore of England to meet a small boat that had traversed the short distance across the English
Channel from France with a cargo of spirits."
Tex held up his hand to indicate he would finish the story from here.
His voice was low pitch and smooth: with none of the raspy bumps of guttural speak. He looked at Lucille as he
spoke.
"The bootleggers met the boat, loaded their cargo and began the short journey to their village. On the way, they
spotted sheriff's men on the road, coming in their direction. They were just about ready to cross a bridge over a
small river when they realized they were about to be in serious trouble. Hiding at this point was not an option
because the full moon revealed every shape in the night. They quickly took their cargo from the cart and walked it
down to the creek where they placed it and let it sink to the bottom. Returning to their cart, they continued across the
bridge and came head on with the sheriff's tax agent. The agent held up his hand to stop them and looked at them
suspiciously. Two men and a cart in the middle of the night. He was sure he had caught a couple of bootleggers
and after ordering the two men to get down off the cart, he took a long look at the back of the cart and only seeing
farm utensils, got back on his horse and continued to cross the bridge."
Tex offered his glass to Lucille and she took a sip.
"When the sheriff and his assistant were out of site, the bootleggers turned the cart around and went back to the
river. Both villagers grabbed rakes and went down to the river. The night, even though it was past midnight, was a
dark gray, as if it had been late twilight. The full moon shown bright and cast a large round, golden reflection on the
water. The two men began moving their rakes about to find the liquor containers in the shallow river. Before they
found any, a voice from above shouted."
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"What are you two doing down there?" The sheriff's agent cried out.
He had returned to the river to fill his water pouch and upon seeing the two villagers, decided to delve further.
"Both villagers froze. Bootlegging was the same as stealing from the crown and the penalty could be harsh.
Depending on the mood of the local sheriff, they could be put in the pillory for several days, have their property
taken........or even death. After a long hesitation, one villager answered as he moved his rake around the moon
reflection."
The other villager kept raking so the ripples in the water would hide their booty.
"Hallo," he answered.
"We found this delicious looking round of cheese and we are raking it up and taking it back home."
Tex delivered the finale.
"The agent looked at his assistant, shook his head and exclaimed how crazy and simple these villagers can be.
Since that time, the villagers in the southwestern region of England referred to themselves as Moonrakers. It was an
endearing term for them since bootleggers could be compared to Robin Hood. By bootlegging liquor, they were able
to steal from the crown and sell their liquor cheaper to the people."
Bob Bower entered the shop just as Tex finished. He had a cloth bag with him full of whiskey bottles. The
Bowers had been the local 'illegal' distributor of liquor for several years......even during the time he had been mayor
of Goodland. He was highly likeable and as a non Catholic, his customers ranged from the Methodist, Baptist,
Lutheran, Episcopalian and all the way to the atheist. He was also one of two local funeral directors. The Bower
th
th
family had owned the "Handy House" on 13 Street since 1889 and also the furniture store on Main Avenue and 13
Street. The floor covering part of the building was a small square footage in the back of the furniture store and also
served as the owner's hangout: hidden away from the wall length glass windows facing Main. The Handy House
down the street and across from the park was an elegant two story 'Victorian House' with a two sided front porch and
dormers on the second floor, highlighted by a conical attachment on a corner of the house. Rumors told of a story of
Bob Bower using the mortuary coolers to store the liquor and keep the beer cold.
Bob and Tex were similar in spirit when it concerned taking chances, reaching high, enjoying life, telling stories
and of course the ladies. Tex was currently looking at Lucille, admiring what he saw.
"I saw your car out there," Bob said looking at Forest.
"I have just the thing for you."
He reached in the bag and brought out a bottle of Jack Daniels whiskey.
"Do you know what Goodland and Lynchburg, Tennessee have in common?"
"Lynchburg?" Forest asked.
"Yes Lynchburg, home of Jack Daniels whiskey."
"No," Forest said as tilted his head.
"Goodland and Lynchburg are both in dry counties. Imagine, the most popular whiskey in the world being made
in a dry county."
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"You can bet there is some Moonraking going on there," Lucille said with a laugh and a genuine smile while
looking at Tex.
*****
Beryl and Esther entered the VFW Hall. Beryl wore his Army uniform, which was customary for active duty
soldiers who visited the Hall on evening occasions. His starched white shirt, black tie, and brown army uniform with
polished brass buttons stood out in the dim lighting of the hall. Esther was wearing a blue dress with a white knitted,
doily-like collar that was tight at the neck and flowed around her shoulders like a cape. The hall was almost full and
everyone in the crowd turned to look at this handsome couple who would be married in two weeks.
Beryl greeted a few of the regulars he had come to know over the past few years.
"Hello Earl," Beryl said, greeting the local mechanic and Church Elder.
"Hello Beryl," Earl replied. "Congratulations on your coming nuptials," he said as he stood and extended his hand
to Esther. She shook his hand.
"We met at Duckwalls."
"Yes, I remember," replied Esther.
"There's a table over there," Beryl said pointing to the corner. "Good seeing you again Earl."
Beryl escorted Esther to the table, pulled out a chair for her and took her coat to the cloakroom. When he
returned he whispered in her ear, she whispered something back and he left to go to the bar to buy
'setups'.............their favorite was 7-Up ad ice.
The door to the Hall opened and Forest, Lucille, Helen and Bill walked in. Heads turned to see the two handsome
couples enter.
“Hi Esther,” Lucille said with a smile as she approached the corner table.
“Hi everybody,” Esther replied to the two couples.
Forest took Lucille’s coat and walked to the cloakroom with Bill.
“Beryl looks great tonight,” Lucille said to Esther. “Uniforms sure make a man more appealing. You had better
keep an eye on him.”
Esther laughed. She was confident in Beryl’s love for her and she was proud of his handsome profile. She was
also happy with herself. She had the love of a good man, not to mention the prize catch in Northwest Kansas and
she couldn’t imagine being happier.
“I’ll do that. Thanks for the tip,” she smiled.
Beryl’s older sister, Helen, appraised Esther approvingly. “My, don’t you look nice tonight.”
Forest and Helen’s husband, Bill, had joined Beryl at the bar and were returning with the glasses of 7-Up.
Forest sat down and removed the Jack Daniels from his coat pocket. It was in a brown bag and Forest set it on
the table.
Beryl put a splash of whiskey in everyone's glasses, took a sip of his drink and put his hand on Esther’s arm.
“Let’s dance.”
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The phonograph was playing Glenn Miller’s Moonlight Serenade. Esther was a romantic when it came to music
and Glenn Miller was her favorite. As they danced, Esther put her head on Beryl’s shoulder.
“I love you Beryl,” she said without looking up at him. If swooning could be adequately described, it would be a
description of Esther in her current state: holding and being held by Beryl; close together and moving slowly; and the
silent sound of a love song swimming in her head.
Beryl smiled and kissed her forehead. "Yes, I know,” Beryl murmured, looking straight ahead as if his mind was
somewhere else. But his mind was there, in the moment, feeling Esther in his arms, dancing slowly, smelling her
light touch of perfume.
"I love you too."
Two men in their mid-forties were sitting at a small table near the corner sipping their drinks. Both were a bit
drunk and reminiscing about the Great War. It was a common scene in VFW halls all across America. Some men
talking about the war and others burying the horror of it: some drinking to aid in their catharsis and others drinking to
a forgetful oblivion.
“John, it was the most frightening thing a human can endure. The trenches were the worst. You would hear a
whistle blow and you couldn't tell if it was ours or the Germans. The artillery used whistles to warn the men about a
firing and the infantry used them to signal the men to get out of the trench and charge. If it was far away, it could be
our side or it could be the Germans. Even today when I hear a whistle it is the worst sound. Worse than chalk on
the blackboard.......or a sudden car backfire. I can barely sit through a Goodland Cowboy's football game. The ref's
whistle sends a cringe across my shoulders."
His friend John sat there glancing around the room, back to the storyteller, Carl, out to the dance floor and back to
Carl: as if searching for something. John had been in the great war and he had handled his homecoming differently.
He wanted to forget the trenches and whistles and artillery and men bleeding and dying, but storytelling wasn't his
way of releasing the tension that had been built up over months in the trench. People who didn't know better would
look at John and simply utter, 'shellshock' as a way of dismissing his behavior. Even local doctors would attribute his
issues with neurasthenia and Freudian psychologists would diagnose his conditions as anxiety neurosis with a
possible connection to coitus interruptus which Freud believed leads to a poisoning of the body. John disagreed
with all the medical analysis and everything he had read and heard about soldiers returning from France. The way he
explained his condition to the doctors and to himself was in those months of living in the trenches he had been
conditioned to fear the sounds and fear what action might follow those sounds. The sounds were the anxiety trigger
of what lay ahead in the immediate future. Whistles, doors slamming, cars backfiring, hunting rifle shots, all woke
that fear. He had been conditioned like Pavlov's dog. John was not the verbal type so his silence was his companion
and energy source. Not like Carl who could talk for hours and feed his energy from the sound of his own voice. It
was a voice and delivery that was both soothing and intriguing. A voice whose stories made you want to hear more,
as painful as they may be. Carl had a way of telling the same story over and over and each time he told it, it was a
different story with different adverbs and adjectives: but the ending was always the same. So, several times a week
John would meet Carl at the VFW hall and they would have their brown bags and a fresh pack of cigarettes and sit in
a corner table. Carl's story telling of WWI acted as a cathartic agent for both he and John; allowing them to cleanse
their minds, albeit little by little, of the horrors of the war.
"Just when I thought I couldn’t take any more, France broke the rules of the Hague Convention and started using
gas grenades against the Germans. The Germans used this action as a justification to up the ante in gas warfare.
They began using chlorine and mustard gases. Just when we thought we couldn't take any more sounds of
whistles, rifles and artillery, the fear of being gassed made us shit our pants. Instead of a German invading the trench
and running us through with a bayonet, we had now to worry about a silent killer."
Carl looked up to see Beryl standing by the empty chair at their table. Beryl motioned to the chair and Carl
nodded.
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As he sat, Beryl nodded to John.
"You must have had a terribly rough time in France," Beryl said in a low voice.
Both Carl and John merely nodded their heads.
"Well, here we are twenty some years later and repeating the same thing."
"You'll find out," Carl said, nodding his head as if to add emphasis to his words.
"I am afraid so," Beryl almost whispered.
Carl leaned forward and also in a low voice, "you might think you are going to a picnic in France, but you will soon
find the picnic is in hell."
"I am afraid you are right," Beryl replied, even though he still had some of the anticipation of a European
adventure in his mind and like most young men, was feeling both lucky and invincible.
"Say Carl, I wonder if you wouldn't mind keeping your voice down so our table can't hear you. The talk of war is
very upsetting to the ladies."
Carl looked to the next table where Lucille, Helen and Esther were sitting.
"Sorry, yes I will," Carl said apologetically.
Beryl reached over to his table and took the whiskey bottle from Forest who had anticipated Beryl's next move.
Beryl lifted the bottle as a gesture of, "do you want some?" Both men nodded and Beryl poured a splash of Jack
Daniels in John and Carl's glasses.
"Thank you for the sacrifices you made," Beryl said slowly with a low tone of voice.
Neither said anything. The brief sentiment of thanks always surfaced an emotion, a feeling way below the surface
that cried out for attention and begged to be acknowledged. As small as the sentiment was, it had a herculean
power to expose the emotions of gratitude from both men.
They both raised their glasses and gave Beryl a brief nod: too choked to say anything.
Beryl returned to his table.
It was several minutes before Carl returned to his story: only now he was sitting closer to John and his voice was
almost a whisper.
"Chlorine gas was a slow killer and I watched men slowly asphyxiate, struggling to breath and writhing in pain.
Chlorine mixed with phosgene had the same effect but acted much faster on the lungs. Mustard gas was the quiet
killer. A soldier would think he was okay for several hours and then large blisters would develop on his skin. He
would become blind and experience a slow death by asphyxiation. An officer in our trench went mad during one of
the gas attacks and started running through the trench as he tore off his mask. I watched him until he ran out of
sight. I later learned he had pulled out his revolver and shot himself.”
“Oh yes, we were issued gas masks,” Carl continued. They were very crude and for every new type of gas the
Germans invented, a new modification was needed. We never knew when we put on the mask if it would work.”
Beryl led Esther to the dance floor.
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“You smell great tonight,” Beryl whispered.
“I’m glad you like it,” Esther said in a low soft voice. They continued to dance in silence, allowing the music to
vibrate through their bodies and massage their thoughts.
The song ended and they slowly walked to their table, hand in hand.
Beryl quipped, “Lucille, you need to drag Forest to the dance floor. He is starting to get out of shape.”
"It's not his shape I'm worried about," was Lucille's sober reply.
This comment brought an eerie silence to the table. In a small town like Goodland, there wasn't much happening
that wasn't known to most of the population. Forest squirmed in his seat and Helen gave Lucille a reproachful look.
Lucille held her head a little higher as if in defiance of Forest's older sister. The town knew, Forest knew, Helen
knew, Beryl and Esther knew and Lucille wanted it known she also knew. She was not going to pretend that living in
a dark basement didn't mean that she was in the dark about what was happening in Goodland.
The final song of the evening was Glenn Miller’s Serenade in Blue and Beryl led Esther to the dance floor.
They danced in silence until the song ended. Walking back to the table, Esther took Beryl’s hand and stopped.
He turned to see the seriousness in her eyes.
“Beryl,” Esther said quietly, “I want your baby.”
Beryl gave her hand a light squeeze.
*****
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A Small Chapel in Minnesota
The shadows in the small Minnesota chapel were barely visible with only candle light to show them the way. The
old priest and the young man in uniform were kneeling at the altar in prayer: the old priest in grief and the young
soldier in sorrow. In front of them and looking down was the figure of Christ on the cross with a sorrowful look on his
face. To the side of the Cross and leading to the transept was a smaller statue of Mary, looking beautiful and serene.
“Let us pray,” said the old priest and the two men recited the Lord’s Prayer.
The young soldier was dressed in his army summer service uniform of tan khaki fabric. He had returned home
after training in Florida with his unit and his Priest was, again, trying to dissuade him from his current path. His
shoulder insignia was a display of 3 chevrons with the lower chevron's points joined with a partial circle: like the
rocker on a rocking chair. Staff Sergeant Frank Dietz was quiet and humble.
The quiet of the night in this small Minnesota community added to the somberness of the meeting between the
priest and the soldier: the soldier home on leave with doubts about his choices and the mentor priest who had been
his spiritual guide for two decades.
There was a silence. The soldier was holding back the tears with an emotional barricade against the wave of
memories of his time with the priest and all the priest had taught him. Their relationship had been more than priest to
parishioner: it was more of a father-son emotional bond with the soldier as a young boy looking up to the priest as a
teacher, mentor and sometimes savior. The boy had been eager to learn and the priest was eager to counsel and
guide the energetic and inquisitive lad. The boy wanted to know everything. What was the Great War like? What
was the correct fly to catch a trout? How to hunt pheasant? Why was nothing written about Jesus as a boy and
young man? Which Gospel is the most accurate? Why do some priest smoke tobacco and others don't? Did he kill
anyone in the Great War? Were the Germans Godless people? Why can't priests marry? Why did God allow the
dust bowl and the great poverty? The questions were endless and the priest took great care to answer and satisfy
the boy's curiosity. Frank had been an exceptional student and the priest was grooming him to become a priest.
Then the boy, now a young man, had begun to create an artificial distance between them. The priest could see the
boy was beginning to have doubts and questions and disturbing to the priest, Frank did not seek the mentor's advice
or answers.
“What will you do as a soldier?” the priest asked.
“I’m in a rifle company now, but because I speak German I’ve been asked to join a new organization that’s just
now forming.”
“What does this organization do?”
“No one knows but it has something to do with gathering information.”
“You would be good at that. Would you have to carry a weapon?”
“I don’t know much about it. I have to interview when I go back.”
“I understand your need to join this crusade but all crusades require the company of the cloth. I did my part in the
great war, helping young men overcome their fears and guilt. You could still finish your priesthood.”
The priest knew this wasn't possible. Once Frank had committed, he was bound by his oath to himself and the
military. If by chance he could persuade Frank to return to the seminary, he would do all he could to delay Frank's
entry into active duty. It was worth a try to convince Frank to reverse his present course.
“I’m afraid it’s too late for that.”
The priest hesitated before speaking because his heart was heavy with grief at the thought of losing his most
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beloved protégé. He understood the young man's feeling of the need to join his generation in this crusade and
understood the reasons for his choices; however, he was not willing to give in so easily. He had known him since his
childhood and watched as the boy matured to a young man with qualities of leadership and confidence. The boy
never appeared apprehensive about trying new tasks or learning new skills. Almost as if there was no boundary to
his brain and it never filled, only expanded to the tasks.
“Francis Xavier Dietz, whether you realize it or not, you have been ordained a servant of God and the only
question remaining is whether you will serve God as a priest or as a man among men.”
“Father, I don’t feel worthy to be a priest.”
The priest put his hand on Frank’s shoulder.
“None of us are worthy, even our Holy Father. None of us are chosen. We are elected by mortals and only the
Almighty will decide if our service has been worthy. Only our hearts will confirm if we have served Him and our fellow
man the way He has taught us.”
“But I don’t feel like I can remain pure in body and mind.”
The doubts began shortly after he entered the seminary. Even though his life there was pleasant, calm and
scholastically challenging, he felt his questions weren't being answered. The intellectual and pastoral influences of
the seminary were satisfying and met his expectations: it was the human and spiritual formations that kept him
awake looking at the ceiling. Frank's inquisitive nature had always kept his mind moving and peeling the onion to
discover the next layer and what was inside. Usually the core would reveal itself and satisfy the thirst of the
inquisition. Many times, as in quantum physics, the core could not be found with the earthly human tools or as in
astrophysics, the horizon was so vast and endless the search was beyond the pastoral reach. The two concepts that
were most troubling to the average seminarians were the human and spiritual developments. Both seemed to have
fluid characteristics defying the ability of the mind to comprehend or grasp their ethereal natures. The laws of
science and predictability didn't apply to these abstractions and yet man had a way of conceptualizing them and
applying human labels to enable the human mind to understand their constructs. Understanding the psychology of
man and probability of a behavior could be just as confounding as understanding the principle of the 'holy trinity.'
Frank had many times alluded to his doubts to his mentor priest and had come away less satisfied with the answers.
Each layer of the spiritual onion, while providing a partial answer, would reveal the next layer with more questions.
Frank looked at his mentor priest, the tears visible and the knot in his throat dampening his voice so it was barely
a whisper.
“Father, I can’t reject my fellow man in this battle.”
“My son, evils come and go. You’ve read your history. Evils never prevail and they’re always overcome by their
own expansion or the humans surrounding them. Don’t concern yourself with events on the other side of the globe.
Concern yourself with what you can see today.”
“I can see my brothers enlisting and willing to sacrifice for a battle against an evil.”
“Yes, and they will fight and they will die. But you my son are destined for a more worthy role in this world. You
have a mysterious past and the talent to change everyone you touch. I love you my son and my love respects
whatever choice you make. You need to know that my love for you is why I cry every night with the grief of losing
your great potential to serve Christ and the church.”
“And I cry every night for the conflict of my choice.”
Frank bowed his head. His sorrow at causing such pain to his priest, mentor and best friend was the most pain
he had known in his life.
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Monastery in France
“Frank?”
Beryl was awaking from his slumber. He woke feeling confused, trying to understand why German tanks were
rolling down the red bricks of Main Avenue in Goodland while he and Esther were picking strawberries in an English
field. He opened his eyes and the gray walls and ceiling became like a mental rudder steering his thoughts back to
the now and real.
“Frank!”
Frank woke to the pleas of his lieutenant friend. He lifted his body on his right elbow so he could look at Beryl and
hear what he was saying.
“Yes, Beryl.”
“We have to escape!” Beryl whispered.
“There is a little problem with the plan.”
“I know it’s a risk, but we have to try.”
Frank leaned closer to Beryl.
“It isn’t about risk. It’s about our fellow prisoners. The Germans told us for every prisoner who escaped, 10
prisoners would be shot.”
"I doubt that is the case," Beryl replied.
"It is a measure to scare us into submission. But better to be cautious."
Frank looked around the room. It would be futile and best to remain a captive until more ideal circumstances.
“So how do two soldiers leave and keep the count the same?”
“It has to be during a change, like when more prisoners are brought in or if they transport us.” Beryl answered.
"Do you think you are up to an escape with the running and hiding that it entails?" Frank asked

"Not now........maybe later. Although I am feeling a lot stronger."
Frank looked at the stone ceiling of the monastery and remembered the many times he and fellow students at the
seminary had tried to sneak out for a night of fun and were caught. It had been a teen’s game and the
consequences were bearable. This was no teen game. He wouldn't be afraid of taking the chance.........it was in his
nature to gamble if the probability of winning was on his side and if the reward was far greater than the risk. Two key
issues prevented him being optimistic about escaping: one was the German warning and threats and the other was
his feeling of responsibility for his lieutenant.
"Frank," Beryl said in a whisper.
Frank turned to Beryl. They were both now sitting up and leaning against the cool wall.
"You could escape and if only one is missing they might not notice."
Frank shook his head.
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"Why?" Beryl asked.
"My reasons," was Frank's short answer.
"Do you feel responsible for me? Is that it?" Beryl asked.
"What I feel is my concern, not yours."
Beryl looked at Frank and touched his arm.
"It is my concern if your decisions are because of my condition."
Frank looked at Beryl and then back out to the sea of soldiers who were sitting and lying on the monastery floor.
Frank rested his arm on his knee and pointed out over the men in the room.
"See all those men? We are responsible for them just as they are responsible for us..........and that just doesn't
apply in war........it applies all the time, everywhere. And it isn't just religion talking, it is the human contract we are all
part of from the day we are born until the day we die."
"So you are invoking nemo resideo on me, is that it?" Beryl replied.
"Leave no man behind? Yes I am invoking it."
"If I feel responsible it is because of the way I was influenced growing up: the people and events that shaped me."
Frank continued.
"And if your actions cause me to have guilt feelings and concerns your actions for me may do you harm, don't you
need to factor in my conscience in your decision?" Beryl said, almost challenging.
Frank raised his hand.
"Let me finish," Beryl said.
"If you make the decision to leave me behind, among all these men, it is a calculated risk on your part with no
basis of information of a negative or positive outcome. The general concept of nemo resideo needs to take into
account the context of the situation. Your frame of reference in this situation is different than mine. But let's just
suppose both of us are trying to avoid the possibility of future guilt: you for leaving me and me for you staying and
not saving yourself. My frame of reference requires you to take action and escape. Your frame of reference requires
you not to take action and remain with me and the fellow prisoners. If your motive to remain is fear of being caught
and punished, that is entirely within your frame of reference with no intervention or coercion on my part: with no need
for consideration of my feelings or opinions. If: however, your motive and decision is based on concern for my
welfare, then you have just brought me into your frame of reference so you must factor in my frame of reference."
Frank looked at Beryl, hesitating, not expecting this type of argument from his lieutenant. He needed to ponder
for a moment before answering and allow his thoughts to form around his cultural background as well as the logic
Beryl used.
"For openers, sir, you talk about our different frames of reference. Consider my perspective. I grew up in a
religious environment with all that entails as far as values and morality. So my remaining here is not influenced by a
need to avoid guilt...........however.........guilt may play a small part, but a very small part. And that small part has to
do with religious motives and my need to follow some principles of the Bible and my need to avoid the guilt of my
religious teachings. It is possible, just possible, that within that context there lies a semblance of a humanitarian
motive.............although you will never know. So you see, whether it is my religion or my humanity, it is my decision
alone. Remember....
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Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends. So Beryl, it is my religious
conscience and my choice."
*****
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Wedding
The wedding was a village event and after the ceremony everyone gathered at the VFW Hall for the reception.
Lucille and Helen were the coordinators and hurried about making sure the tables were in order and checking on the
kitchen help to add their two cents to the preparation. The parents of the groom, Yale and Sylvia, took on minor
responsibilities to give them time to enjoy the moment. Esther’s mom was busy helping Lucille while her father was
entertaining the young men with stories of his farm implement sales route and the jokes he gathered on the way.
Beryl, Forest, Yale, Harold and Esther's dad, Hank, were in the front of the hall, waiting to greet the guests and
passing Harold's flask around.
"So there is this city fellow out hunting for duck. He decided to park on the side of the road and walk along the
shoulder next to a fence and farm. Suddenly a flock of mallards flew up and he raised his rifle and shot. To his
surprise, one duck began falling from the sky. The city fellow watched as the duck tumbled slowly to earth and fell on
the roof of the farmer's barn, bounced off and landed on the ground. Pleased, he jumped in his old Ford and drove
up the driveway of this farm. He jumped out of the Ford and ran to the dead duck. As he started to pick up the duck,
the big burley farmer came around the corner of the barn."
"What are you doing young man?" The farmer asked.
The city fellow explained he had shot the duck and came to retrieve it.
The farmer shook his head no and said: "This is my land and therefore that is my duck."
"But, but," the city fellow stammered. "I shot it so it is my duck."
The farmer paused. "So I say it is mine and you say it is yours, Is that it?
"I guess so," stammered the city fellow, still afraid of the large farmer.
"Tell you what," the farmer said. "We can settle this the country way."
"What is the country way?"
"The country way is that first I kick you in the groin, then you kick me in the groin and this goes on until one of us
cries 'uncle' and lets the other one have the duck."
The city fellow was bewildered at this type of justice. Of course, he was a 'city' fellow and what did he know about
country culture.
"Well, if that is the country way, I guess we should settle this."
"Okay, I'll go first," the farmer said and put out both arms to steady himself as he raised his right leg behind him
and thrust it forward, dead into the groin of the city fellow.
The cry could be heard all across the farm and fields.
The city fellow fell to the ground, writhing in pain as he held himself and rolled to and fro. He groaned and
groaned and rolled on the ground. He wanted to be braver but the pain was overwhelming and all he could do was
moan and cry. It was several minutes before he could finally stand and approach the farmer.
Breathing deeply from his ordeal, he exclaimed to the farmer. "Ok, my turn."
The farmer nodded his head, looked at the city fellow, looked at the duck and said: "Awe, you can have the duck.
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All the men roared with laughter.
“That is a handsome new Ford you have there,” Yale said to Harold as he pointed to the shiny black 1942 Ford
Super De Luxe.
Harold had driven his new Ford sedan from Wichita where he was opening a new Woolworth store and was
happy to make the drive to show off his new success.
“It is one of the last to be built, V8 and all. Then Ford began tearing down the assembly lines and retooling for the
war.”
“Looks like I’m the last of the free men,” Harold quipped as he looked around the hall and back to Beryl.
“Freedom is a point of view,” Forest answered. “When will you be free of cold sheets and cold showers?”
"It's peaceful," Harold smiled at his little brother.
“Don’t you ever think about having a family?” Forest challenged.
“Think about family?” Harold answered. “This life isn’t about family or country or God for that matter. It’s about
money and lots of it. I plan on being rich and that comes before wars and family.”
Throughout his life Harold was true to his word about his main goal of making money. When he married he was
happy that his wife couldn't bear any children so he wouldn't be hindered in his quest for riches.
Yale looked at Harold, his first born and oldest son. He wanted to talk to him about his status with the Army and
any chance he could escape the draft. His love for his sons made him worry at night and he prayed for the relief of
needing to only worry about one son in the military. If he had to worry about two or three sons, he wasn’t sure he
could handle it. The attack on Pearl Harbor was only four months old and he knew the pressure on Harold was
growing. Young men not yet in the service were getting pressure from their peers who were enlisting in droves and
pressure from the draft board which was eminent. He was having a difficult time enjoying this moment. Unlike
Sylvia, he worried about future events that may or may not happen.
Yale could not hold back any longer.
“Harold, what are you going to do about the draft?”
“I don’t think they’ll take me because of my asthma,” Harold said to his dad. “I’ll probably get a 4F deferment. Can
you imagine me trying to finish a 24 hour hike through the woods?”
“I don’t think they’ll defer you for that, son,” Yale replied and everyone felt the worry in his voice.
“There are a lot of military jobs that don’t require strenuous activity.”
“Well, if they don’t defer me, then you can call me Cowboy Bud,” he said.
“Cowboy Bud?” Forest asked with a smile.
“Yes, Cowboy Bud. An associate of mine has a friend with a large cattle ranch in Colorado. If they won’t defer
me for my asthma, then I’ll move to Colorado and become Cowboy Edgell, working in an industry vital to the war
effort.”
“What do you know about cows?” Forest asked.
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He couldn’t understand Harold’s reluctance to join the military. It was so contrary to his feelings of wanting to join
and be a part of the war.
“Hamburgers and steaks are all I know,” Harold said with a laugh.
Yale looked relieved. He wasn’t sure if the army would defer his oldest son, but he was hoping it was true.
th

Two weeks later on March 15 , the Edgell family stood on the platform waiting until the last moment before Beryl
was to board the train. Beryl and Esther had spent a week in Denver on their honeymoon and they were now
unwilling to separate at this last moment.
“Oh Beryl, August is such a long way off,” Esther was saying through her sobs. “I don’t think I’m pregnant. I’m
going to miss you so much.”
Beryl was holding back his tears. “That’s ok; we’ll get pregnant when I’m home on leave.”
Yale, Sylvia, Forest, Lucille and her son Lynn were standing a few feet away. Lucille was holding her second
born, Steve and rocking him. They wanted to be there to see Beryl off and kept their distance so Beryl and Esther
could have a few moments alone.
“Be careful husband,” Esther whispered in his ear as she hugged him close.
“I will my new wife,” Beryl whispered back.
*****
The train station platform in Goodland was filled with the village crowd waiting for the Rocky Mountain Rocket to
pull into the station on its way to Denver. The year was 1942 and Beryl was returning from OCS. A local farmer in
overalls paced slowly.............anticipating the arrival of his wife and children. The Goodland dispatcher was in his
dark uniform looking down the track as if to hurry the approaching sleek, dark pink colored locomotive. Several
families mirrored the Edgell family in their slight anxious movements. The children were tethered close to the
parents, anxious to end the waiting and begin some kind, any kind of activity. A mother and her small boy followed
the gaze of the dispatcher, looking for the modern diesel/electric locomotive that would herald the arrival of the train.
The Edgell family waited for the train that was bringing Beryl back from Fort Benning, Georgia. Only now it would be
Lieutenant Edgell. The family had dressed in their Sunday attire as if to show more respect for the officer in the
United States Army. Everyone on the old wooden platform began to move slightly as the Rocket came into view.
The engine slowly passed the platform, aligning the modern silver and pink Pullman cars with the waiting families.
Beryl was one of the first to depart as the train slowed to a stop. He had been gone five months for advanced training
and officer candidate school. As he rushed to his family in his dress uniform and shiny gold lieutenant bars, he
looked more of a man than the boy who had been married in the spring. One thing hadn’t changed; the broad toothy
Edgell smile. Beryl first hugged Esther, then with his other arm pulled his mother close to him. Yale and Forest held
back, smiling broadly. Lynn looked up with awe at his Uncle Beryl, not knowing what to do.
“Son, it’s so good to have you home,” Sylvia said with tears.
Esther was quiet and just hugged him closely. After a very long minute, Beryl looked to his Dad and brother.
“It’s good to see you Dad……Forest.”
He loosened his grip on Esther and Sylvia and knelt down in front of Lynn who jumped into his arms and hugged.
“How is my favorite nephew,” Beryl said laughing.
Lynn laughed and hugged him tighter.
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Lucille stood next to Forest holding the 16 month old Steve, her second son.
The family retired to the Edgell home on Walnut Street. It was an older home, witnessed by the faded wood
porch and rustic rails that bore several years of white paint. The wooden outer walls, although painted regularly, had
the markings of many years of wear. The family walked from the station to the home in a lively gait with even livelier
conversation. Yale, Forest and Beryl talked while Lucille, Esther and Sylvia just walked and admired.
“I made some brownies and we have plenty of coffee,” Sylvia said above the chatter. She always knew what to
bake, what to serve, what to say and always a way to compliment.
Beryl leaned over and hugged his mother who was holding back her tears.
“You weren’t supposed to be here for another few weeks, you’re not AWOL are you?” Forest asked with a smile.
Beryl laughed.
“No, they cut out the field training so we could graduate early. Something about wanting an infantry group to
graduate as the first OCS class instead of a Signal Corp group.”
Walking up the uneven walk to the front door, Sylvia instructed the men to remain on the porch while the ‘girls’
prepared the refreshments.
First the men dispensed with the small talk about how everyone was doing and their health. Then on to local
happenings in Goodland: who had been drafted, enlisted or left town. Most of the names Beryl knew and he asked
specific questions about some of them. No new businesses had started in Goodland and the rendering plant outside
of town was working two shifts.
Beryl laughed at this.
"So Goodland has double the fragrance." He was referring to the putrid odor of rendering animal carcasses and
making usable products like lard and grease.
"Dad has been busy lately," Forest said with a grin.
Yale laughed.
"Driving school kids along the back roads harvesting milkweed pods. It's a volunteer job."
"Oh?" Beryl laughed.
"Yes, I borrow the school bus and load it with kids and we go looking for the pods. The military is buying as much
as they can get their hands on. Seems they use the pods to fill floatation vests for the Air Force and Navy."
"Your turn Beryl," Forest said.
Lucille poked her head out the door.
"Come in, coffee and brownies are ready."
The men went inside and to the table where the coffee and brownies were laid out along with napkins and forks.
Forest guided Lynn to the front of the line and then motioned for Beryl to follow.
Sylvia, Esther, Lucille and Lynn sat on the couch as Forest, Beryl and Yale stood.
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“Where do you want me to start?” Beryl asked with a laugh.
“Start with your training,” Forest replied.
“They put you through a lot of classroom training and field exercises. In ninety days they have to weed out the
ones who aren’t officer material and make sure the ones who make it through are prepared. The field training is a lot
of exercises to make sure you have the muscle to make it and the stamina to go 24 or 36 hours and still be
somewhat alert. We did a lot of fire and maneuver drilling to prepare for actual combat.”
“What’s Fire and Maneuver?” Forest interrupted Beryl’s flow.
“It’s a simple maneuver to train a platoon to attack an enemy that’s in a bunker, farmhouse or building. It’s a real
test of thinking on your feet and on the run. The squads in the platoon spread out to flank the enemy. While one
squad is pouring bullets into the objective, another squad moves forward to a new protected area. That group then
pours bullets into the enemy while the first group moves up. You keep moving in this fashion until you are close
enough to lob grenades and wipe out the enemy position. I’ll be leading a platoon when I return to duty. I have a
platoon sergeant and his task is to direct the activity of the squads. My job is to have overall tactical control of the
platoon. The squad leaders are the last line of command and they carry out the last details of the mission. They are
also responsible for sending back information on the changing landscape so the sergeant and me can make real time
adjustments in the tactics. I am also a clerk in a way. I gather information for the SITREPs that I need to generate for
the upper command......................oh, excuse me, a SITREP is a situation report that can be quickly evaluated by the
strategists. The platoon leader is constantly on the move checking on the flanks and the enemy positions."
Beryl paused, looked down at Lynn who was staring at him wide eyed, tousled his hair and smiled.
"There are three squads in a platoon, each squad having 12 men, three platoons to a Company, four companies
to a battalion, three battalions to a regiment, and three regiments to a Division.”
“Hold it a second,” Yale interrupted. “I am a little slow on my math here.”
Beryl smiled and answered,
“We measure units by the number of riflemen: 12 to a squad, 36 to a platoon, 108 to a company, 576 to a
battalion, 1,728 to a regiment, and 5,184 to a division. Except the company has a fourth platoon called a weapons
platoon and when you add support personnel like runners and ammo bearers, the company can have over 180
soldiers. The weapons platoon has a platoon leader and 34 non-coms. It is called a weapons platoon because it has
three 60mm mortar squads and two machine gun squads.
The division adds up to almost 14,000 men when you account for all the support personnel, the headquarter
companies, the artillery attached to the division, engineering battalions, signal companies, and a quartermaster
company for supplies. Headquarters itself is large. When you figure a division must operate as a small city, three
times the size of Goodland, you can understand why it needs the personnel. Instead of churches, the headquarters
has the division chaplain. We have a banker who is the finance officer, a chemical warfare officer, antitank officer,
engineer officer, a division surgeon, a signal officer, provost marshal officer, ordnance officer, judge advocate and
adjutant officer. Then you have the support officers in G1 through G4; administration, intelligence, operations and
supply.”
“I see you did your homework well,” Forest said. He was actually very fascinated with any information he could
get on the military and the war.
“I was fifth in my class at OCS,” Beryl said with pride.
“The Division is made up of three Regiments,” Beryl continued. “In each Regiment there’s a management team
just like Division. Only they aren’t designated with a G but with an S. Instead of G2 it is called S2. Then you have the
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cannon officer, antitank officer, a regimental surgeon, an officer assigned to liaison between the regiment and the
Division. Below the Regiment you have three Battalions which have a commanding officer, an executive officer,
battalion surgeon and a headquarter company liaison officer.”
“So it looks like you are way down on the totem pole,” Forest said.
Beryl laughed, “Not at the very bottom, but close.”
“So, you have three squads of 12 men each?” Yale asked. “Is this how the Germans do it?”
“Yes, but the German Army is a little different. They start with nine men squads, but their divisions are about the
same size as ours.”
“How much do we know about the Germans?” Forest asked.
Lynn had been listening and watching Beryl with fascination, although he didn’t understand what his Uncle was
saying.
“We know quite a bit, thanks to the British and Russians.”
Beryl looked at Esther.
“Esther, why don’t we walk home so I can rest and clean up? Trains have a way of not letting you rest.
Beryl was anxious to go to their home, a rented room and parlor at Lucille’s Grandfather Robinson’s home. It was
mid-afternoon and Beryl wanted to spend some private time with Esther.
“Yes dear,” she replied. She was as anxious as Beryl to get home.
“Dinner at eight!” Yale chimed.
Lucille came out the door carrying her youngest and took Lynn’s hand.
“Come on boys, I promised Lois we would stop by Duckwalls.”
The walk to Robinson’s house was a short distance. Now that they were alone, the urgency of the moment had
waned.
“How are Forest and Lucille getting along?” Beryl asked, breaking the silence.
“It could be better,” Esther replied, “I think she’s bored and feels stuck in the basement of the pink house.”
Beryl was concerned about Forest. He worked hard at the Edgell Market that was on highway 24, just outside of
Goodland. Both Beryl and Forest had worked at Horn’s Market on Main Street and after Beryl joined the Army, their
cousin, Vic Edgell had hired Forest. The days were long at the market. In summer the market would deal directly
with the local small farmers for their produce and the shelves were in constant need of being restocked. In winter
months the trucks would arrive from New Mexico with produce and the boys would have to unload the produce after
Vic bartered for the price. Forest had to work extra hours after Beryl joined the Army. Typical of young marriages, he
and Lucille were busy with the children, chores, church, the market and all the little things that consume the minutes,
hours and Days. Instead of being carefree and enjoying their youth, they were in constant demand of the minutia of
their lives. Forest was still adjusting to married life and they both missed the enjoyment of youth. She said many
times that she missed the parties at the Smoky River and the fun of just hanging out with friends. Most of their
friends were single and enjoying the free spirit and independence after High School.
“I do hope it gets better for them, “Beryl said as his voice trailed off. He wanted his time with Esther to be happy.
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“Helen is a real dear,” Esther said, “She’s spending time with Lucille and helping her with the boys before she and
Bill go back to Loveland It’s really up them to figure it out.”
Helen had always been the supportive type and since childhood, had always walked with a purpose. Just like her
mother Sylvia. She had married Bill Riker out of high school and waited a year before having her first child, Nellie
Jane. When the family moved to Goodland, Helen and Bill decided to remain in Loveland and raise their family there.
“Let’s walk a little faster, I want to get home,” Esther said with a smile.
“Me too.”
“Lucille’s grandfather Robinson is a very interesting man,” Esther talked as they walked.
“Did he talk your ears off?” Beryl asked, as they headed to the small apartment in the Robinson home.
“Oh yes, I know the whole story. Lucille’s Grandfather William H. Robinson was born in Plainville, Kansas in
1863. He was too young for the Civil War but his generation collected war memorabilia. The parlor is filled with
pictures from the war and a Union Army officer’s sword hung over the door. When he was 22, William married 15
year old Cora Trexler and moved the family in a covered wagon to Goodland. He didn’t have any skills, except the
gift of gab, so he became a tradesman and built a sizeable estate in apartment buildings and retail businesses on
Goodland’s Main Street.”
“How am I doing so far?” She laughed.
“You certainly know more about him than I ever knew. What is a tradesman, by the way?”
"In Robinson's case he could sell anything and he knew a bargain if it was available."
“There’s more,” she laughed. “In 1916 he became mayor of Goodland and served two terms. The dust storms of
1936 and 1937 brought crop failure to the Goodland area and Robinson lost everything to the tax collector because
he couldn't keep his buildings rented. He kept his one apartment building and his house. At the same time Robinson
was losing everything, Lucille’s Dad was flourishing in the food business. Carl Joseph Gotthilf Deves," how is that for
a name she laughed.
"He owned the Deve’s café on Main Street near the rail station and the business from the railroaders not only paid
the bills but gave him extra money to buy property that had been foreclosed on. So when her grandfather was going
broke, her father was building a small estate.”
Beryl laughed. One thing he liked about Esther was her gift of gab and the excited way she told stories.
"There's more," she said with a giggle.
"Did you know that Lucille's dad was related to royalty?"
Beryl matched her animation by looking at her wide-eyed and exclaiming, "no!"
"Yes," she exclaimed back.
"The story is that one of his ancestors had a daughter who worked at a Prussian castle on the Baltic coast and
became involved with the first son of the king of Prussia. The first son was of course the Crown Prince, heir to the
thrown and was swooned over by all the ladies of the land. So the daughter of this family, Pagenkopf, worked at the
castle as a seamstress and eventually got involved with the Crown Prince and you know involvement often leads to
pregnancy. When this became known, the King fired her and banned her from East Prussia. She went to her family
in Pomerania, had the child and raised it there."
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"Wait," Beryl stopped her. "Where is Pomerania........sounds like a dog," he laughed
"I looked it up. It is a province located on the Baltic between East and West Prussia. Anyway, when her son
becomes a man, Martin Pagenkopf was his name, he immigrates to America and to eastern Kansas where he
marries, farms and has children. One of the female children, Christina Pagenkopf, then goes on to marry a Deves
who in turn have a male child they called..........."
"Carl Joseph Gotthilf Deves," Beryl says with a laugh and Esther joined him.
They turned up the walkway to the Robinson house.
“I’m going to wash up and go to bed,” Beryl said with a smile.
“Me too,” Esther said with a fake yawn.
The sun was still shining through the small bedroom window as Beryl woke, disoriented from his brief nap and the
long train ride. The love making had both invigorated him and made him tired. He lay there looking at the ceiling as
Esther curled up close to him. Her light perfume was very pleasant and her hair smelled of fresh shampoo. He
stroked her hair lightly, not wanting to disturb her nap. He glanced around the small bedroom that was sparsely
furnished: a nightstand, a chair and a four drawer dresser. Beryl could imagine spending the rest of his life with
Esther and looked forward to being home every night, coming home to the aroma of her cooking. He envied Forest
who had a pretty wife and two sons to come home to and he could see himself having that after the war. He didn’t
envy Forest and his work, a job that barely paid the bills and forced he and his family to live in the basement of
Lucille’s mother’s home on Cherry Street. He had decided to go to OCS when he began thinking of life after the war
and his choices of support for his family. He wouldn’t be going back to the grocery business. His officer training and
leadership skills would hopefully prepare him for a better job. He knew he had the basic intelligence to learn and
build a future, just as his older brother Harold had succeeded. No, he wouldn’t be living in a basement apartment
and unloading trucks at the market. His internal sigh interrupted his thoughts and Beryl decided to shelve those
thoughts: a few years in the Army would be plenty of time to learn skills and figure out his future.
“What time is it?” Esther said in a low sleepy voice as she opened her eyes..
“It’s only 6.” Beryl answered.
“Oh, good,” she said, “plenty of time.”
She leaned over, looked down at his face and kissed him.
“I have given my notice at the library,” she said slowly.
“You can stay in Goodland then,” Beryl answered.
“Yes.”
“What will you do?”
“Well I could lounge around and live off an officer’s salary and get fat,” she said with a smile.
“You will for sure be getting fat..........fat like all other pregnant wives.”
She chuckled.
“I have been talking to Gladys at the hair salon and she was impressed with what I know about hair and hair
styles. My mother taught me well. I can start there in two weeks. We can bank your officer’s pay to save for a
house when you get out.”
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“I love the way you think,” Beryl said and kissed her.
Beryl and Esther were the last to arrive at the Edgell home.
They greeted everyone as Beryl took the two boys, Lynn and Steve in his arms and walked to the kitchen where
Helen and Sylvia were busy with the meal. He kissed them both and returned to the living room.
“These boys are great,” Beryl said to Lucille.
Lucille smiled,” they really like you Beryl. You’re their hero.”
“And you are my hero for bringing them into the world,” Beryl replied with a smile.
Forest was sitting on the divan and got up to go to the front porch. Beryl set the boys down and followed Forest,
Yale and Bill outside.
“Dinner will be a little late,” Yale said”
“Do you know where you’ll be going,” Yale asked.
“Yes, Dad,” Beryl said with a serious note, “I suspect I’ll be going to England to train and then, when the decision
is made, on to the continent to fight the Germans. They haven’t assigned me yet.”
“What do you know about the Germans?” Forest asked. “What did they teach about how to fight?”
“We’ve learned a lot from the British, French and Russians about the German army. The British are very detailed
and they’ve collected a great deal of information on the German army makeup and tactics. The Germans are an
experienced Army. They’ve been practicing with live bodies, not stuffed gunny sacks like we’ve been attacking in
training. They’ve been fighting for three years so we have to assume they are hardened soldiers. Our squad is
eleven riflemen with M1s and one man with a Browning automatic rifle. The BAR weighs about 20 pounds and
shoots 550 rounds a minute of .30 '06 bullets up to 600 yards. It sounds impressive but not when compared to the
Germans. The German squads of nine men are also riflemen, but one is designated for their MG 42. This is the
equivalent of two BARs and a lot more deadly. The MG 42 shoots twelve hundred 7.9 millimeter rounds a minute
and has an effective range of 1000 yards. This thing eats ammunition and spits it out at a deadly rate. The German
squad is really a bunch of ammunition bearers with a rifle. The MG 42 is light and portable, weighing a little over 60
pounds with a tripod, and the private who mans it can easily move with the rest of the riflemen. When they dig in on
the defense, they keep the MG 42 moving from one position to another. They’ll fire a few rounds and then move to
another foxhole or position. This one squad of nine men can easily pin down one or two platoons.”
“So how do you fight them,” Yale asked, sounding concerned.
“If we are at a distance, we would order the snipers to take out the machine gun. Fire and maneuver and lob
grenades when close enough. If they’re dug in, then fire and move. If we are on the defense, use mortars and
artillery to knock out their positions. It all comes down to fire power.”
*****
Beryl and Esther walked home, both feeling the nostalgia of the party. The next two weeks for Beryl was a
collage of romance, reacquainting with people in Goodland and family time. The VFW hall became more of a
gathering point for Beryl and Forest as Beryl enjoyed the attention and the free drinks offered by the veterans of
WWI.
The Sunday gatherings at Yale and Sylvia’s home were more relaxed than the first few days of Beryl’s leave.
Everyone was dressed in light clothing to protect against the August heat. Sylvia was making a cold cut dinner with a
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cold macaroni salad. The men were gathered on the front porch with their cigarettes and a bottle of brandy Forest
had purchased at Bowers floor covering.
The phone rang in the living room. They could hear Lucille answer, ask a few questions, and then yell from the
living room, “Beryl, for you, it’s Western Union.”
Beryl made a quizzical expression and rushed into the living room.
“This is Lieutenant Edgell,” Beryl said into the phone. His expression went from quizzical to concern.
“Yes, please read it and deliver it when you can.”
“What was that order number?”
Beryl reached over to the hutch and grabbed a pencil and paper and wrote down a number.
“Thank you, goodbye.”
Beryl slowly put the phone on the receiver and walked back to the porch.
th

“Dad that was 29 Division headquarters and I’m to report immediately.”
“Where are you going?” Yale asked.
“A camp in New Jersey. I have to get a train schedule.”
Forest volunteered to find a train schedule.
“Esther, can we go for a walk?” Beryl said.
Esther, without answering, stood up and walked with Beryl to the porch and down the walk to the street.
“It’s not good is it, Esther said quietly.
“No, not what we planned. I have to catch the first train out.
“Can you tell me anything?” Esther said.
“Just what the telegram said. I have been ordered to travel, without delay, to Camp Kilmer, New Jersey. They
st
th
th
assigned me as a Platoon leader in Company C, 1 Battalion, 175 Infantry Regiment of the 29 Division. I’ll write
you when I am able to let you know where I am.”
Esther stopped walking and hugged Beryl.
“Oh my dear, I want more of you.”
“And I you,” Beryl said, his voice choking.
They hugged for minutes.
Esther looked up into Beryl’s face; her tears had already rolled down her cheeks and were dripping onto her
blouse.
“Beryl, I hope I’m pregnant.”
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Reporting for Duty
Beryl boarded the train in Goodland in his newly laundered and pressed uniform. He had polished his bars and
shoes to a high gleam and looked forward to the travel and scenery on the way. The train slowly rolled out of the
Goodland station. Beryl was on the bottom step of the train car entrance, looking at Esther and waving at the family.
He was thinking of her last words, ‘I hope I’m pregnant.’ He felt his lower lip tremble slightly as if he would cry,
knowing she would be going through her first pregnancy without him. He would not be there to share the moment
with her, to watch her small flat stomach grow with the life inside her, and the birth of their first child. When the image
of the family on the station platform shrunk to miniature size, Beryl turned and walked up the two remaining steps to
the train car entry. He opened the car door and his mind snapped to the moment; first to find a seat. He would be on
the train for over 40 hours so he wanted to be comfortable. He looked at the other passengers and the empty seats
and sat down in a window seat. He liked to look out the window and watch the scenery; it was a great way to day
dream and think. The summer harvest of wheat, corn and soybean would be finished and it was too early for the
winter wheat to be planted. He could gaze out on the farm lands of earth covered with the chafe from the droppings
of the harvest machines. Occasionally the train would pass a farm with large stacks of hay ready to be moved inside
for the winter. He forced his mind to erase the thoughts of Goodland and family and turned his inner attention to the
army.
th

Beryl was going to be an officer in the ‘Dandy Fifth’, as the 175 Infantry was called. It was a nickname that
th
dated back to the revolutionary war. Originally the 175 was a small company of uniformed men in Baltimore who
were organized in 1774 to fight in the American revolutionary war. It was quickly merged into the Maryland Regiment
and joined General Washington in the fight against the British. The name Dandy Fifth originated from the Regiment’s
first designation as the Maryland Fifth and developed a military history in battles with the Continental Army against
the British and again in the war of 1812 against the British. The Dandy Fifth became the divided Fifth in the Civil
War. The state of Maryland found itself with two armies at the outbreak of the war, one regiment fighting on the
Union side and the other regiment fighting on the Confederate side and both sides meeting in battle. After the Civil
War, the concept of National Guard units across the country was established and National Guard Divisions were
formed from the east coast of the United States to the west coast. Each Division was to have a patch for the upper
sleeve of their uniform to show the Division insignia. The first Division had a large red number one and was known
th
as the ‘Big Red One’. In 1916 the ‘Dandy Fifth’ was made part of a newly formed 29 Division in the Baltimore area
and a shoulder patch design was required. A Major in this new Division proposed an insignia that would depict unity
between the North and South, showing respect for the forces of the Union and Confederate armies who had battled
th
bravely against each other in the civil war. The new insignia for the 29 Division became a symbol patterned after
the Korean monad, a symbol for eternal life and oneness. The monad is similar to the Chinese Yin-Yang symbol,
two teardrops together inside a circle. Monad, stemming from the Greek word monos, means a single, indivisible
unit and used in different sciences to mean a primary or elementary unit of the science. The Major’s proposed
insignia was a round patch with one teardrop colored blue for the Union color and the other teardrop colored gray for
the Confederate color. The choice of the monad was approved and declared appropriate as a declaration of the
th
unity of the new 29 Division in a bond to defend the country.
As the train sped among the fields of Kansas destined to Chicago, Beryl allowed his thoughts to wander through
his memories of home.
He smiled to himself as he remembered an exchange with Thelma in 1936.
Goodland librarian.

Thelma was the 70 year old

“Are you still dating Katy Raymond?” she had asked casually.
“Thelma!” Beryl laughed. “I took her to one softball game in Norton. Does the town gossip call that dating?”
Thelma blushed. Beryl was right about the town gossip and in his usual direct manner; he had said what was on
his mind.
Thelma recovered quickly.
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“You know Goodland,” she laughed. “And Goodland knows you.”
Beryl noticed a small wink as she said it.
“I have a lot of dates,” he said smiling. “When does a date become dating?”
They had reached the history section with its ceiling high shelves of books.
“I like the number three,” Thelma said smiling.
“Three?”
“Yes, three is kind of a magical number. The trinity is made up of three. We are the third planet from the sun. My
birthday is on March third and so I would say that if you date a girl three times, it becomes dating.”
Beryl laughed.
Beryl had visited the library to look up information on the Holy Bible and why it was called the Revised Standard
Version. He wasn't what he would call a religious person even though he accompanied his parents to church every
Sunday, knew some of the hymns and could recite the Lord's prayer and John 3:16 by heart. He would occasionally
ask his mother a question about the meaning of a scripture that had been mentioned in the Sunday sermon.
One Sunday he was in church and near to dozing during the sermon when he picked up the bible in the holder of
the pew in front of him. He saw the name in gold leaf and it dawned on him that he had never questioned it. Holy
Bible Revised Standard Version. He remembered asking his mother about it. Why Revised Version. Who revised it?
She responded in a way that she did often which frustrated and annoyed him. Her answer, in her normal way of
teaching, was to direct him to the public library. He put the thought aside and then a few weeks later on a Saturday,
with no particular agenda and somewhat bored, the thought returned and he decided to go for a walk to the library.
“Hi Thelma, what do you know about the Bible and it being the Revised Standard Version?"
Thelma smiled. She had been asked a lot of strange questions over the years, but this one was at the top of the
strange list.
She had hesitated for a minute before answering.
"If you want to know the answer to that, you will want to look at the man who ordered the translation of the Bible.
King James First. He wanted an English version specifically for the Protestant Church of England and so came
about the King James Version which later became the Revised Standard Version."
“Is there anything you don’t know?” Beryl laughed.
Thelma smiled. “Who’ll be your next date?”
Beryl had the reputation of dating most of the single girls in Goodland, Colby and Norton. He himself didn’t know
who he would date next or the event they would attend. He was never shy and when he ran into a single girl he liked,
he would ask them out. He had only been turned down once and that was because the girl was already ‘dating’
someone else.
“Do you have any suggestions?”
Thelma laughed.
“Oh, there is a young girl in Norton who works at the Norton Library. I’ve met her a few times and she seems real
nice.”
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“Is she as pretty and smart as you are?” Beryl asked, smiling.
Thelma laughed.
“If you mean pretty old, then she is not. But she is pretty young and pretty. And yes, she’s smart.”
“Then I guess I’ll need to look into this available Norton girl.”
“In the meantime you wanted to know about King James I. Here let me show you.”
Thelma turned the book sideways on the counter so Beryl could read along with her.
“Now, King James was an orphan at a young age. His father died when he was young and shortly thereafter his
mother was imprisoned by her cousin. Young James was orphaned at an early age and was reared by a strict tutor
who insisted on his learning and preparing for his role as King of Scotland.
“Aha, here is the part about the Basilikon Doron. If you want a closer insight into this King, you will want to read
this...........translated means 'Kingly Gift." He wrote it for his son Henry. James is advising his heirs on patience,
religion, how and why to pray, and how to lead their lives so they would always be ready for death. He cautioned
against believing in superstitions, Morbus animi, and the importance of knowledge. He counseled them on the
importance of self-discovery and self-criticism and against relying on other men for their knowledge; telling them to
beware of the extreme of the Papist authority and the other extreme of the anti-Papist.
“But learne wisely to discerne betwixt poyntes of salvation and indifferent thinges, betwixt substance and
ceremonies; betwixt the expresse commandemente and will of God in his word, and the invention or ordinance of
man....
“James was warning his heirs to be cautious of all men, men of the cloth or lay men, who preach without following
the substance of the Bible. His advice was surrounded by references to specific passages in the Bible,
demonstrating his knowledge of the scriptures.”
“You know Thelma, I think I like this king.”
“As well you should,” she said. “James was a man who knew his role in life and was confident in his reign. He
was virtuous and faithful to his wife; a religious man who also believed in the duty of every man to account to himself
for his own actions and inactions.
“Note here what James wrote." ‘And therefore I would not have you to praye with the Papistes, to be preserved
from suddaine death, but that God would give you grace to live, as yee may everie houre of your life be ready for
death: so shall yee atteyne to the vertue of true Fortitiude, never being affraide for the horror of death, come when
hee list.....
“The king was telling his heirs to always live their life according to the scriptures and be ready for death at any
time. He rejected the Catholic notion of the last rites and the selling of indulgences. He warned his heirs to not be
fooled by this practice because it was a Papist ritual contrary to the scriptures. A sinner cannot be saved in the last
moments of death and the only way to insure eternal salvation was to live a virtuous life.”
Beryl read the next section.
“Now, as to Faith which is the intertayner & quickner of Religion (as I have else said) It is a sure persuasion and
apprehension of the promises of God, applying them to your soule: and therefore may it justlie be called, The golden
chaine that linketh the faithful soule to Christ: And because it groweth not in our garden, but is the free gifte of God.
It must be nourished by praier, which is no thing else but A frendly talking with god.”
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Beryl repeated the last words: “must be nourished by prayer, which is nothing else but a friendly talking with God.”
“I can see how easy it would be for a young orphan to seek out a friend who would not be murdered or imprisoned
like his parents."
“Well,” Esther said.
“Have you satisfied your curiosity about this Scottish and English King?
“I think so, Thelma.”
“Well, if you look at King James as a model of behavior, you can’t do much wrong.”
*****
The train with Lieutenant Edgell rolled among the Kansas wheat fields, through the wooded growth of western
Missouri, across the Missouri and Mississippi rivers and north to Chicago. Beryl avoided the other passengers on
the train, preferring to daydream or sleep. Everyone became alert as the train slowed, switched tracks, sped up, and
disturbed the passengers as the train pulled into the Chicago Union station. Beryl looked out the window to get a
view of the mammoth structure. The station was large and imposing with 20 tracks leading into the complex. Its gray
exterior was not ornate but stately. The first floor housing the great hall rose to unending heights and was lighted by
the high windows at the top.
Beryl stepped down off the train, looking smart in his uniform and gold bars. He had an hour to wait and walked
into the station where he bought a copy of the Chicago Tribune. Beryl took his newspaper and sat on one of the
wooden benches in the station, content to sit and read the paper cover to cover.
The Chicago Tribune, like all newspapers across the world, reported any and all news of the war. Circulation of
the newspaper had steadily climbed since December 7, 1941, Pearl Harbor day, as an anxious population became
more and more eager to follow the events of the war. The Germans had attacked Stalingrad Russia and the battle
was street-to-street fighting. The Japanese were strengthening their grip on Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands,
fighting to hold onto the island’s airstrip that provided the link between Australia and Hawaii. The marines had
landed on the island and were fighting a force of Japanese that far outnumbered them. It would be a long and life
costing battle for both sides.
Beryl wondered at the course of the war. He felt fortunate he was going to the European war instead of the
Pacific theater. The war in Europe would be more conventional than the island hopping campaign against the
Japanese. In Europe, conventional strategies of attack, flanking, superior firepower and defense were standard
military issue. Fighting the Japanese army island to island was an entirely new type of campaign that Beryl felt
uncomfortable with in his new roll as an officer in the U.S. Army. He knew he was young and inexperienced and
didn’t have the instincts of the more seasoned officers. Fighting a battle on the platoon level required quick thinking
and improvising with the terrain and the enemy tactics. Beryl felt he would do better when the terrain was houses,
barns and fields rather than jungles and wooded islands.
Beryl looked up from his newspaper and noticed the increased traffic of soldiers moving through the train station
with their duffel bags stuffed with all their belongings that they would be married to for the coming months. Some
were sitting on the wooden benches, others milled around the gate area watching trains come and go. Still others
were visiting the news stand for magazines and refreshments. He wondered how many had received the telegram at
home telling them to report, without delay, to their duty station. How many of them had hastily gotten married and left
crying relatives on their home train stations. Would they leave home with a wife pregnant and feeling as he did, sorry
to be leaving at this time but anticipating the excitement of the new order. If he were single, would he feel different?
Without the longing of a family, would this be the ultimate adventure for a boy from rural Kansas; a boy with roots that
lead back to Looneyville, West Virginia? His thoughts wavered between home and Esther and the adventure ahead.
As he tried to read the newspaper his thoughts would drift back to Goodland and he would find himself reading whole
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paragraphs and not knowing what he read as his mind was on home. The image of the Goodland train station
andhis family kept dominating his mind as he tried to read. When he looked up from his newspaper and saw the
multitude of soldiers in the train station his mind would shift to the military. The boys and men in uniform that idled
through the train station were of many backgrounds, shapes and sizes, and their state of dress varied from barely
inspection passable to an example of the military spit and polish.
Beryl looked at the different skin colors and facial features of the soldiers and realized he really didn't know much
about other nationalities. Goodland was a fairly homogeneous village with no one of Mexican, African or Oriental
backgrounds living in the town. It wasn't a coincidence, it was the culture of the village to dissuade people of
different backgrounds to settle in Goodland. In 1940, less that 10% of the population of the United States were of
different races (African, Asian, American Indian, Alaskan Aleut, Eskimo, Pacific Islanders) and Kansas had little or no
attraction for them to settle there. His thought switched to the image of an incident he had witnessed in his senior
year. He had walked out to the highway to Uncle Vic's market to buy some vegetables for the dinner table. It was
just after sundown and he was in a hurry to shop and return home where Sylvia was waiting dinner. As he
approached the market he saw a police car parked out front. He was curious and quickened his pace. His vivid
imagination conjured images of Vic being robbed and possibly injured. It wouldn't be the first time Vic was robbed.
Located on the main highway, the market was an invite for drifters of all types. When he came within a few feet of
the entry, Beryl could hear shouting from inside. He recognized the voice of Glyde, the local policeman. His heart
began to race as he realized there was an argument happening in the market. He then heard Vic's voice.
"Get out of here and get out of Goodland!"
"Come on," Glyde shouted. "Or you will be in jail for a few days to teach you a lesson."
Beryl then heard a voice with a strange accent or intonation. He had heard it before.
"We've done nothing," the voice answered.
"You don't have to have done nothing to be put in jail," Glyde answered. Then in a lower voice with much force.
"Goodland has a rule.............If you are black or brown or yellow..........you leave this town before sundown. Do
you understand?"
Beryl was standing in the doorway watching this and it was the first he had heard about Goodland's 'rule.'
Glyde motioned his night stick toward the door.
"Now git!"
The two black men walked past Beryl to the door, their eyes glistened with hatred.
Beryl woke from his daydream of the event in Goodland to a voice calling him.
“Sir?” a voice said. "Sir?"
Beryl looked up at a private who had sat down on the bench a few feet from him and hesitated.
“Yes private?” Beryl answered. He noticed the private was not the green looking recruit he was used to seeing.
This private looked in his late-twenties, already had a shadow beard although it was just before noon and had a
mature manner. He could easily pass for a seasoned warrior.
“Do you have the time?”
Beryl looked at his watch.
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“It’s 11:30.”
"Thank you," the private answered. "By the way my name is Private Swanson."
“Where’re you from Lieutenant,” the man asked as he leaned over to read Beryl’s name tag, “Edgell?”
“Goodland, Kansas,” Beryl replied. He then paused, remembering that on the wall to the left was a large clock.
He turned in his seat and looked at the clock that read 11:32. He looked back at the private, wondering why the
Private had bothered him when the station clock was clearly visible.
Private Swanson noticed Beryl turning and the expression on his face.
“You can’t trust these station clocks,” the private said. “I’ve missed more than one connection by relying on
them.”
Beryl nodded his head and was about to return to his newspaper.
“I’m on my way to Fort Meade,” the private said as he leaned over to be closer to Beryl.
“Where’re you going Sir?”
Beryl looked at the private. Everything about this soldier and his manner alerted Beryl to trouble.
“I’m headed for Baltimore,” Beryl lied.
“I’m anxious to get the training over with so I can go to Europe and get in the action.” the private said.
“Are you going overseas soon?”
Beryl didn’t like the way this conversation was going. Everyone entering the military was told to be cautious about
their training and their assignments. Perhaps this was just a private trying to make conversation with no thoughts of
discretion.
“I doubt if I’ll be going overseas. I’ll be on a desk job in Baltimore.” Beryl lied again, figuring that would pacify the
private. He wanted to get back to his newspaper and his daydreaming.
“How soon do you think we’ll be invading the Germans?”
“Hard to say, private. When do you think we’ll be invading?” Beryl said with a faint smile.
Beryl looked at the private. He sensed something was wrong with this naive line of questions coming from a man
who appeared a little more sophisticated than a green private in the Army.
“The sooner the better, don’t you think?” The private said with a slight tone of enthusiasm.
“How do you feel about fighting the Germans? You look like you could have a little German blood in your veins,”
Beryl said with a slight smile.
“I don’t see why the United States needs to get mixed up in European affairs, so, I have a little bit of a problem
with it,” the private answered.
The private’s tone of voice was now more of a debating tone. His body language changed from sitting in the
wooden bench with both arms stretched out on the back of the bench to an arms folded across his chest position.
“You seem to have a problem with your loyalties, private,” Beryl said with his officer’s voice.
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“If I have to go to Europe I’ll do my part. But that doesn’t mean I understand what we’re doing or morally approve
of it. How soon will you be going to Europe Sir?”
Beryl answered. “Like I said private, I’ll have a desk job in Baltimore.”
The private stood, said goodbye, and walked over to the news stand.
Beryl watched him go, thinking he had just met a strange soldier. The private was a little too interested in where
he was going. Beryl watched as the private bought something at the newsstand and then walked over to three
soldiers who were loitering nearby waiting for their train. Beryl looked down at his newspaper and started to read an
article about the war. After a few minutes he glanced up and saw the three soldiers alone, the private was nowhere
in sight. Beryl folded his newspaper and walked over to the newsstand and approached the three soldiers.
“Hello Sir, one of the soldiers said to him.
“Hello private,” Beryl answered. “Did you see where the private went that was here?”
“I think he went to the street,” a second private answered.
“Did he ask you a lot of questions about your next assignments?” Beryl asked the group.
“Yes Sir, and he seemed very interested in where we were going,” replied the first private.
“Thanks,” Beryl said and turned to walk to the street exit. He was now 100% suspicious of the private who
couldn’t wait to get into the action and yet had a problem with a war with Germany. He sped up his pace as he
reached the street exit of the terminal. Outside he stopped and looked both ways. There was a lot of traffic in the
street and he couldn’t see the private on the sidewalk. He stood there a moment looking at the traffic and was about
to turn and go back inside the terminal when he saw a new sedan pulling away from the curb at the far end of the
terminal behind a row of taxis. As the sedan drove past Beryl he could see inside. A woman who looked to be in her
thirties was driving and the private was in the passenger seat. As the sedan passed Beryl, the private looked out his
window and put two fingers to his forehead as if saluting and then he smiled. The smile was not a friendly smile, but
the type of forced smile you would give to an adversary if the game were a stalemate. Beryl waited until the sedan
had passed and noted the license number. He wasn’t sure what he was going to do with it but he felt better that he
had the number and more options to follow. It looked like the private would be missing his train to Fort Meade.
Beryl walked back into the train station and searched for a phone. He decided to get this off his mind and the
best way was to turn it over to someone who could either decide there was a reason to be suspicious and take action
or just let the incident blend in with all the other reported incidents. Beryl located the administration office of the
terminal and walked in to find a young secretary behind a desk. He greeted her and asked to use the phone.
“No long distance,” she said with a flirting smile.
“No long distance,” he assured her.
Beryl picked up the receiver and asked the operator to connect him with the local FBI office. He was greeted by a
young female voice and after introducing himself, asked to talk to someone who he should report a suspicious
incident. In a few seconds he was talking to an agent. Beryl told the story of Private Swanson with all the questions
and the agent asked questions about the Private’s uniform, looks, height and build. He then asked for Beryl’s name,
rank and serial number. When he asked Beryl for his next duty station, Beryl said only that he was to report in at
Camp Kilmer for further orders. Beryl decided he should be cautious with everyone and didn’t see the need for this
Chicago agent to know any more than that he was going to Camp Kilmer to join the ‘Dandy Fifth’. He was out of the
circle now and it was in the hands of the agent to follow up.
“We may need you later, Lieutenant,” the agent said as he was finishing his questions.
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“You can contact the military and they’ll be able to find me,” Beryl replied.
The phone conversation ended and Beryl felt better that he had passed the ball to someone in a position to follow
up. He looked at his watch and decided it was time to find his train.
Camp Kilmer
The remaining part of the journey was long and tedious. Beryl kept busy by napping, looking out the window at
parts of the world he had never seen and by reading whatever he could get his hands on. He was on his way to a
world where he had so many doubts and questions: where everything would be familiar and unfamiliar at the same
time. Life in Goodland was peaceful and predictable. The world of military and war was new and unknowing and he
found himself unable to nap peacefully as the train sped toward New Jersey and this new world. Even after his basic
training, advanced infantry training and officer’s candidate school, he still had questions and doubts about the future.
He felt confidant leading a platoon. Did he not, as the captain, lead his football and tennis teams to championships?
Had he not followed the directions of the coaches and encouraged the teams by example and field direction?
Leading a platoon into a battle with a hardened enemy was another thing. He wondered how he would handle
himself when the bullets were coming at him and the mortars landing among his platoon. Beryl tried to imagine all the
different scenarios of battle so he would be ready and able to react as a good officer and a good leader. He knew
that as much as he tried, the war would present him with situations he could never dream of nor imagine. He was
determined to be a good officer and leader and he was always thinking of different circumstances about how a leader
should act or react. He had heard in OCS that great leaders are not born, they have greatness thrust upon them.
They are put in situations where they must act with all the knowledge they have developed and their success
depends on the wisdom they have developed over the years and their ability to anticipate all the variables of the
situation. Greatness in war is the ability to know the enemy thoroughly and anticipate his next moves, his
capabilities, weaknesses, strengths and how they will use their resources. But this was the strategy of war and the
greatness of a winning strategy lies with the Generals and politicians. He was a platoon leader with the task of
leading 36 men into a battle situation where intelligence was slim and the terrain was new. Each shot fired changed
the variables, changed the tactics of the battle for the platoon and the enemy. Each man killed or wounded in his
platoon or on the enemy side changed the battle situation. Each mortar or artillery shell landing in the midst of the
platoon would change the battle advantage. Men would flinch at the sound of an explosion and in that brief second
the battle could change. Men would stumble to get to their next position in a fire and maneuver attack and that would
change the battle maneuver. A platoon’s destiny changed in seconds. Beryl hoped that wherever he was going he
would have more time to develop his own instincts before being thrust into a live battle with a determined enemy.
The train rolled through Pennsylvania and slowly turned south to Philadelphia. The train slowed as it approached
the Philadelphia outskirts and Beryl woke with the minor jerks of the braking train. He looked out the window to see
an old city pass by that was over 300 years old and had seen wars and even battles in its streets. The downtown was
full of tall and different shaped buildings, a building with a spire and another one with a tall radio antenna. The
Delaware river that flowed through the city was wide and majestic with trees lining the banks and ornate bridges
crossing at different intervals. Beryl took his dopp kit to the washroom and made himself ready for the coming day.
He had been told to report to Camp Kilmer, New Jersey, by way of Philadelphia and Trenton, New Jersey. The train
proceeded through the outskirts of Philadelphia and into the old city toward the Philadelphia train station. Beryl barely
made his connection to Trenton and he had to hurry with his barracks bag to find the right track. As he was walking
quickly through the large baroque train station terminal a young corporal passed him and yelled.
“Track nine for Trenton, Sir, and track three for Baltimore and Fort Mead.”
Beryl had no time to reply and turned to find track nine.
The train ride to Trenton was very brief. Beryl spent the time looking himself over to make sure he looked like an
officer with shined shoes and tucked in shirt. He felt his chin and decided to shave the stubble. He would be meeting
his platoon for the first time and he wanted to appear officer material even though his confidence was in a slight
disarray as yet another new experience awaited him. In the small train lavatory he stood looking in the mirror as he
lathered his face and began scraping the razor across his chin. His thoughts were on the first meeting of his platoon.
He would be meeting boys and men from across the United States who had their own doubts and questions. They
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had all been through basic training and some type of advanced courses so they were not new to meeting officers
and responding to an officer's interrogation. Beryl's short time in the military had provided him the benefit of meeting
soldiers from almost every corner of the country and he had learned a little of the cultures and conditions of the many
rural and city human landscapes. He would tell himself many times that he had been through what they had
experienced plus a lot more and therefore he was the teacher and they were the novitiates.
The Trenton train station was full of servicemen coming and going, mainly coming. He lifted his barrack’s bag and
walked with an easy gait: as if the barrack’s bag weighed no more than a pillow. He expected the military to have
trucks or buses waiting and he walked directly to the street exit where buses were waiting with a big “Camp Kilmer”
sign in one of the front windows. It was a private bus line the military hired to shuttle recruits to the Fort and Beryl
boarded the almost full bus and found a seat next to a corporal. The corporal nodded hello and Beryl nodded back.
The ride to the camp was short and silent. Beryl took this to mean that everyone on the bus was a little anxious
about the nearing unknown. The bus and passengers were on a destination of questionable origin and an unknown
conclusion. The passengers all stared ahead with intermittent glances out the windows. The eerie silence was
interrupted by the roar of the engine and the squeal of the brakes as the bus maneuvered through traffic with an
occasional sound of a horn. The passenger's thoughts could be summed as a singular thought: what awaits us once
the bus arrives at the destination?
Every soldier woke from their stupor as the bus driver began talking loudly so even the back of the bus could
hear.
“Listen up men. A little travelogue for you. Camp Kilmer is located two miles east of New Brunswick, New Jersey.
Rutgers University is nearby and New York is 30 miles to the north. The camp you are going to was activated in 1941
and in January of 1942 construction began all over the base. You are going to see theaters, hospitals, two story
quarters for the soldiers, a meat cutting facility, mess halls, PX buildings and dozens of support buildings. In short, it
is a small town. The Camp is spread out over 1,600 acres and has over 1,200 buildings. In 1941 when Pearl Harbor
was bombed and Roosevelt declared war, the military anticipated the need to have a facility to stage hundreds of
thousands of soldiers for the war across the Atlantic. The decision was made to establish Camp Kilmer and within
two weeks, Congress had appropriated $250,000,000 for the base and the construction of the needed facilities. It
was completed in six months.
You all need to check in at the processing center where I’ll be stopping. There are stations inside the building for
officers and for enlisted men.........they are well marked. Line up in an orderly fashion," the bus driver said as he
ended his travelogue. He didn’t have to yell or even talk loudly. The men and boys on the bus were quiet and still.
They were all looking out the high bus windows at the green forest that surrounded the camp and gave it the
appearance of a country scene with trees, lakes, and all the wildlife that inhabit the wilderness.
The driver pulled the bus through the main gate, got a wave from the MP at the station and proceeded to the
headquarters building. When the bus came to a stop, Beryl grabbed his bag and went into the center and found a
desk for officers. Most of the soldiers on the bus were non-coms and they lined up at two desks labeled “NonCommissioned Officers”.
A small office to the right was labeled: "Billeting Officer." The building was a large complex and the hall where the
men checked in was wide open with a smooth cement floor and 15 foot high ceilings. The walls were painted a drab
gray and were filled with posters of every type: buy war bonds, security, loose lips sink ships, a large painting of
Roosevelt, cautions on VD, an American flag, and several patriotic messages.
Beryl walked to the side table that had a sign overhead reading, 'Officers' and gave the young male clerk his
orders he had when he left Fort Benning and related the order number on the telegram. The clerk looked over the
paper work and started searching through a card catalogue until he found what he was looking for.
th
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“Sir, you’ve been assigned to the 175 Regiment, 1 Battalion. Company C. You’re the officer of the 1 platoon
and your platoon Sergeant is Frank Dietz.”
The clerk handed him a map of Camp Kilmer.
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"You are assigned to area 4, building C." He pointed on the map.
Camp Kilmer was indeed a city: a new city with new buildings and fresh paint. Beryl looked at the map the clerk
handed him: it was a map of the ‘city’ of Camp Kilmer with all the main facilities drawn and numbered. Beryl went
outside, set down his barracks back and looked at the map closer. The map was well marked with road names like
Avenue A, B, C and of course there was a ball field. In order to make it easier to read, the map had symbols for the
various buildings; for instance, there were five beer mug cartoon figures to locate the beer halls; a book for the
service clubs and library; a sergeant's stripes for the NCO club; a boxing glove for the gym; the letters PX for the post
exchanges where soldiers could make purchases; a bowl and spoon for the officer's mess; a building outline for the
officer's club; a red cross for the hospital; three addressed letters for post offices; a bag with a dollar sign for the
bank; and a building with a steeple to designate the place of worship.
He determined which direction was north and oriented himself with his present location and the map. Once
satisfied, he picked up the barracks bag and followed the directions. He walked along Avenue D northwest, past the
headquarters building and officer's club and arrived at Area 4, building C. Above the door was a sign that read,
“Officer’s Quarters”.
A private was standing on the walk in front of the building.
“Lieutenant Edgell?” the private asked as he saluted.
Beryl returned the salute, “yes private.”
“My name is Private Leonard Kuzinski. Your platoon sergeant, Frank Dietz, asked me to post here until you
arrived. The Company Commander and his First Sergeant are unavailable until next week. Is there anything I can do
for you?”
“No Leonard,” Beryl answered. “I need to unpack and get settled. Can you ask Sergeant Dietz to come by in
about an hour? Also, tell him that at 1700 hours we’ll have an inspection so I can meet the men.”
“Yes Sir,” Leonard replied and left.
Beryl smiled to himself. That was his first mistake as an officer, addressing the private by his first name. He tilted
his head as if to say.....'Oh well'.....and thought, I won't do that again. This would be one of many 'Oh wells' he
would have in the coming months.
Beryl entered the officer’s barracks. The large room was partitioned to provide the effect of privacy, with two
officers sharing a partitioned area. This had been planned to save materials and make the building process faster.
The Lieutenants were at the bottom of the ladder and partitions would suffice; the higher up the ladder, the more
private and comfortable the quarters. There were two bunks with a locker at the end of each bunk. In one corner
was a fold up field desk and a chair and a wall locker for hanging uniforms. The bedding was already on the bed,
waiting for Beryl to arrive and make it up into an army issue bunk. The enlisted men were required to check out and
sign for their bedding and carry it across the Camp to their barracks. Officers did not have to suffer this small
indignity; their bedding would be in place. The same type of treatment was at chow time. The enlisted men were
required to bring their own ‘silverware’ to chow. Officers would pay a 25 cent fee to have the ‘silverware’ and place
settings at their tables. Beryl took the empty bunk and began unpacking his barrack’s bag. He put his clothing and
personal articles in the locker the way it was taught in basic training and again at OCS.
Beryl was alone and he enjoyed the privacy and quiet. He was anxious for the hour to go by so he could meet his
platoon Sergeant and begin the process of answering the dozens of questions in his mind. He looked around and
what he saw is what he expected in an officer's barracks. All the beds were tightly made, lockers shut and locked
and the tops of the desks were empty. He smiled as he thought back on the room he shared with Forest during high
school. Sylvia needed to remind them constantly about not leaving clothes on the floor, making their beds and
keeping the room neat. Her ideal was achieved once a week when she did the laundry, folded the boy's clothes and
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put them away in the closet and dresser.
The barrack’s door opened and Lt. Jarvis entered. He was the same height as Beryl, slimmer and his hair was
cut short on the sides. His distinguishing feature was a slim, boyish face with no trace of facial hair that
corresponded with his barely visible eyebrows. When he spoke he leaned forward and made a slight thrust with his
jaw.
“You must be Edgell,” Jarvis said and extended his hand. “Keil Jarvis.”
“Beryl Edgell,” Beryl said and shook Jarvis’ hand.
“Are you fresh out of OCS?” Jarvis asked.
“Yes,” Beryl replied, “Fort Benning.” He briefly described his trip home on leave to Goodland and the telegram
ordering him to Camp Kilmer.
th

“I graduated last year,” Jarvis said, “Been with the 175 since then.”
“I guess that makes me the newest 90 day wonder,” Beryl said with a grin.
th

“No worries......in no time you will be old shoe leather. The 175 has been all over the place: first at Fort Meade,
th
then down to Carolina and finally at Fort Blanding, Florida. Two weeks ago the entire 29 Division moved north.
Engineers and other support groups went to Fort Meade and the rifle companies to Camp Kilmer. I expect we will be
here at Kilmer for at least another week.
“So where do we go from here,” Beryl asked with genuine interest.
“On to jolly old England,” Jarvis said.
Beryl looked up from his unpacking. “Have you been with the CO long?” Beryl was anxious to learn something
about the Captain who commanded Company C.
“Captain Connors?” Jarvis asked and continued without waiting for an answer. “You’ll like him. He’s big on
training and short on ceremony. He’s got the old school down pat and he wants to see the platoons work as a unit.
When it's time to fall in, he wants to see the platoons move fast and be ready. If you keep your platoon hustling,
you’ll get along with him fine. If your platoon has slackers, he’ll make it hard on you.”
“That’s good,” Beryl smiled. “So what do we do here for another week?”
“Keep your platoon busy. Keep them out of the barracks for ten hours a day and you’ll get along fine.”
Beryl smiled again. He knew how to do that and he already had plans for the kind of platoon he wanted to lead.
“How do you feel about competition Keil?” Beryl asked with a smile.
“What do you have in mind?” Keil answered with a smile and a tilt of the head.
“What would you say to a ten mile run with the platoons, no packs?”
“Is there a reward at the end?”
“Just bragging rights for now.”
“You haven’t even met your platoon yet. Are you sure you want to start out this way? Losing a platoon run?”
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Beryl smiled, “it’s the best way I know how to meet my men and see what they’ve got.”
“Are you up to a ten mile run Beryl? Sounds like you may be a little weak from your furlough in Goodland.”
“I can handle the ten mile run, how about you?”
Keil laughed,” I think I can beat you across the finish line.”
Beryl laughed with him.
“Let me check with Sergeant Dietz first. He may have some other ideas for the men. If it’s a go, then we can plan
for an early start.”
During the rest of the hour while waiting for Sergeant Dietz, Beryl and Keil talked. Beryl knew he liked this
platoon leader. He was sure of himself and didn’t hesitate when answering Beryl’s questions. They talked of the
th
training of the 175 over the past six months and about Captain Connors’ leadership style. Keil took a liking to Beryl,
the way he handled himself; his clear vision for his platoon; and his willingness to take a risk on a wager.
*****
Private Kuzinski arrived at the empty field where Deitz was holding drills with the platoon. He relayed Beryl's
message.
"Listen up men," he shouted. "Our platoon leader has arrived and he will want to inspect the platoon.
"Form up," he shouted and watched as the platoon formed into columns and rows. When the men were
assembled Frank marched them the mile to the enlisted men's barracks. Once outside the barracks, he reminded
them of the inspection at 1700 hours and told them to look sharp. He then dismissed the platoon.
Inside the barracks near the front door was a small room which was designated as the Sergeant's room where he
had a small desk, army cot, wall closet and a locker. There was a small mirror and Frank decided he needed to
freshen up. His feelings of meeting this new officer were far different than the feelings he had when he was
introduced to the rector of the Catholic seminary. Then he was just emerging into manhood and fresh off the farm.
Yes he had been nervous and no he wasn't afraid. He had spent many hours in the company of Priests and knew
their mindset and dispositions. They could be steadfast and forgiving at the same time. The majority of the
congregation did not fear the Priest; only feared the anxious feeling they had when entering the confessional. Fear,
not out of their sins or slight transgressions, but fear of the unknown world of the Priest meting out Catholic justice.
Frank had encountered many instances of the Priestly justice in his energetic boyhood and in each encounter with
justice, made a threadbare promise to himself to improve his temporal behavior and avoid the anxiety of the
confessional. Yet, he continued his life explorations that resulted in that ever so slight transgression needing to be
spoken of in the confessional.
Not all transgressions were slight.
Frank remembered it very clear. It was an event of apprehension even more anxious than the confessional.
Between his family's farm and the small school house was a farm owned by a single man with a quiet manner, a
foreign accent that had the same ring to it as some of the German farmers in the area, and a quiet temperament. He
would only occasionally be seen in town and his visits were brief and with specific purposes: no chatting with store
clerks or hanging about. The neighboring farmers shunned his company because he was quiet and spoke few words
and kept to himself. The few villagers who had a conversation with him came away feeling as if they had just talked
to an educated and slightly aloof person. If you passed him on the street in New Ulm, you would not attempt eye
contact knowing that he never made eye contact in public and would downcast his eyes when passing. He was
known in the town by sight yet he was a stranger. He attended mass every Sunday and sat alone in the last pew next
to the door so he could make a quick exit when the service ended.
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As Frank steered the family Ford into the driveway of this man's farm, he could feel a small knot develop in his
stomach. Was it a larger knot than the ones in the confessional? Yes, definitely larger and it was accompanied by a
feeling of tightness in his jaw muscles.
He was driving up the gravel road of his own volition..........his own decision to right a wrong. His family knew what
he was doing and neither encouraged or discouraged it. His father talked about character and the way it was built
from the inside out with each decision, each turn in the path of maturity: it was up to Frank to make his decisions and
not be prodded or influenced by authority.
"Ok........I confess.......I am a little scared of this unknown situation.............or is the word
apprehension?"...........Frank said aloud to himself as he pulled the Ford into the driveway of the farm house. Frank
hardly looked like the 16 year old that he was. He was taller than most boys his age and at his young age, he
developed a 5 O'clock shadow on his face every day. Coupled with his muscular frame and always neat
appearance, his maturity was beyond his age.
What lay before him was a small framed house made of wood with a brick foundation. The front porch was 30
feet across and ten feet deep from the front steps to the front door. A white railing, painted within the past year,
enclosed the porch and its long wooden posts held up the porch roof. On each side of the door was a window with
plain curtains and shades that were pulled. Looking past the house one could see the vast field with a barn and
hidden from view, in the back of the house was the outhouse.
He turned off the engine and engaged the parking brake. After what seemed like a long time, he opened the car
door and stepped out onto the gravel. The sound of gravel crunching coincided with the sound of the farm house
door opening. Frank hesitated and then walked slowly to the front porch to be greeted by a shadow behind the
screen door.
Frank stopped when he reached the top step.
"Hello...................sir." Frank said with more boldness than he intended.
"My name is Frank Dietz."
"Yes?" The farmer replied. Not with a tone of a challenge, but more of a ring of curiosity.
Frank was afraid he would stammer as he opened his mouth to speak. But then, the sound of the farmer's voice
quieted his fears and he began with a soft, matter of fact effect.
"Yesterday I was driving to school............well........... I was probably speeding to school and your dog walked into
the road. I ran over him with my right front tire. Maybe, if I hadn't been driving so fast I could have stopped or
avoided hitting him. I am terribly sorry."
Frank looked at the figure through the screen. He had more to say but wanted some kind of acknowledgement
from the figure behind the screen that he was there and existed.
Finally, the farmer opened the screen door and stepped out onto the porch. He answered in a soft low tone of
voice.
"I accept your apology."
This emboldened Frank to continue with what he had planned to say.
"If there is anything I can do to make it up to you, please tell me."
The next period of silence was longer than the first period between Frank's apology and the acceptance.
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"That's a '34 Ford isn't it?" The farmer asked, pointing at Frank's family car.
The farmer wasn't what he expected. This farmer wasn't tanned with rough skin and facial lines that told the story
of years of hard, outdoor work. This farmer was slightly tanned, covering his smooth and middle-aged features.
Instead of a muscular frame from years of labor on a farm, his arms and shoulders were slender and his voice was
soft, unlike the throaty farm utterances Frank had expected. His dark hair and dark eyebrows accented his slender
face and aquiline nose.
Frank wasn't expecting a question, certainly not one so unrelated as this one.
He stammered............"yes it is."
"Those mechanical brakes are a poor design. You probably couldn't have stopped at any speed."
The farmer was giving Frank a message and at the same time demonstrating forgiveness.
The farmer extended his hand.
"My name is Carl...............Carl Olson."
Frank stepped closer and shook Carl's hand.
The farmer smiled........."yes I know.....Frank Dietz."
That was the first time Frank, or anyone around New Ulm, had seen the farmer smile. It was a pleasant smile that
accented his handsome and middle-aged face. A smile that contorted the three inch scar that extended from his left
ear and down his cheek.
"Is there anything I can do?" Frank asked again.
Carl the farmer looked out past the porch, past the driveway and his field as if searching. His first inclination was
to say 'no', there was nothing that could be done and he hesitated.
"Well," Carl said slowly. "If you find a stray mutt in the need of a good home, you could drop him off here. I
believe I could make a good home for it."
Frank could feel an internal sigh loosening the muscles in his chest. The pressure of guilt on his conscience had
been released along with the anxiety of meeting with the farmer and his confession. Carl's response was much more
humane than Frank had expected. Carl had not only forgiven the young 16 year old, he had offered him a mild
penance for his transgression. A penance that Frank was determined to fulfill. "If you find a stray mutt".......Carl had
said. Upon leaving the farm, Frank was determined to find a suitable mutt and bring it to Carl.
Driving home from the Olson farm Frank had a small epiphany. This was a German and Scandinavian part of
Minnesota and their features and hair color were distinct; usually the hair was blond or light brown; the eyebrows
separated and thin; blue eyes were dominant; noses were the classical straight with no convex curvatures and the
face in general was more round than slender. He smiled to himself when he realized that his features were more like
Olson than the neighboring population. Was Carl's last name really Olson?
When Frank returned to Carl's farm a week later with a 4 month old Collie he was greeted with a friendly smile
and they talked for a long while during which time Carl played with the 'mutt' in a get acquainted sort of way: just as
Frank and Carl were talking in a get acquainted sort of way. Frank learned a lot from Carl about his past, his reason
for solitude, and his forgiving attitude. He learned that the town had misjudged Carl and their suspicions were
concoctions of their own imaginations. Carl was not angry or resentful of other people..........his solitude was a wall
that he had constructed to protect himself.......not a wall to prevent him from hurting others.........but a wall to keep out
invaders that might do harm to a still fragile facade. An exterior that was a thin layer of protection to distance
himself from other humans who could be cruel as the ones in his past. He had opened the gate of his wall to the boy
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who had come to him to confess what he had done and in his own way had asked for forgiveness. Carl realized that
this boy, or young man as he thought of him, was not a harmful person or one that he needed to guard himself
against, but a person who would understand him and accept him. During the second meeting on the porch the two
men and the mutt enjoyed each other's company and the more they talked the more Carl was able to share his story
with Frank.
Carl began by telling Frank that he was not Catholic and Olson was not his real name. He kept the story short
without a lot of details. He was born in Augsburg, Germany, just northwest of Munich and he was a Jew. He didn't
reveal his real name to Frank, only to say that if he had kept it, it would have been obvious that he was a Jew. His
historical family were diamond merchants and became very wealthy over the centuries. During the Victorian era the
family branched into banking and lending to help satisfy the industrialist's need for capital to build and expand their
empires so they could satisfy the demands of a population eager for more and more goods and services. Carl's
family was conservative in their financial affairs and converted profits from banking into diamonds that were easy to
trade and hide. This was especially true after the first world war when the winning side demanded exorbitant
reparations and bankrupted Germany. Their massive hidden wealth also enabled them to remain above the water
line when the world depression occurred in 1930 and drowned the economies of all countries. Still they remained in
the banking business, albeit on a small scale so as not to attract attention and to help local merchants recover from
the depression.
Their troubles began in 1934 when Hitler's power was becoming more absolute. Through his speeches and his
autobiography the Jews were alerted to what the future would become. The family banking business began losing
customers and once friendly neighbors would have excuses for not joining in the banker family's soirees. Carl's
friends, who were all denominations and social strata began to distance themselves. His Jewish friends looked on his
paranoia about Hitler as overreacting. After all, Hitler needed the Jews with their vast wealth and knowledge of
finances.
It was in the winter of 1935 that the family bank was subjected to its first 'audit.' To the surprise of Carl's parents
and aunts and uncles, the auditors knew a great deal about the financial positions of the bank. Intimate details that
only close friends would have knowledge of and be able to relate to third parties. The entire family felt betrayed and
began to build a circle around the financial dealings of the bank to protect themselves and their fortune. Carl was
more paranoid than the rest of the family. He had a premonition that it would only get worse and each awkward
encounter with former friends reinforced his fears. Carl was determined to leave Germany and find a new freedom in
America. After several attempts to persuade his family to sell the bank and immigrate to America, Carl had left with
his share of the family fortune and made the lonely journey to New Ulm, Minnesota. Not to become a banker but to
live a secluded life on a newly purchased farm. He did not need wealth, he needed peace, at least for the moment in
time.
Frank listened carefully and with a mild amount of awe. He had never had a conversation with a Jew before and
only knew a little of their history: mainly through Bible studies as he was growing up. What Carl was telling him was
a revelation that few Americans knew about in the mid-1930s.
During some of their conversations Frank would switch to the German language: a language he learned growing
up around New Ulm. On this occasion he wanted to introduce a subject that had been on his mind since learning
that Carl was a Jew.
"You attend the Catholic Church where my family goes," Frank had said. "I wonder now why a Jew would go to a
Catholic Church."
Carl smiled.
"Fair enough question."
"The practical reason would be that the nearest Synagogue is about 70 miles from here."
Carl hesitated.
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"I am what you would call an ethnic Jew............or..........another term would be non-practicing Jew."
"I have always been fascinated by churches and especially cathedrals. There is something awe-inspiring about
them. In Augsburg it would have been awkward for me to attend a Catholic service because of my family status and
our ethnicity. I enjoy attending your Catholic church because of the atmosphere and splendor of it all. I am not a
deeply religious person: however I must admit that on Sundays, sitting in that back pew, there is a feeling of
closeness to some other power."
Carl smiled: " I guess you would call the other power the Jewish God."
Frank smiled at the reference.
"The Jewish God in a catholic church."
Carl returned the smile.
"The Jewish God is like the Catholic God: all encompassing and everywhere."
Frank nodded his head as if to say 'Touché.'
Frank could understand what Carl was saying. He himself felt a change in himself during the Sunday services.
Not so much the sermons or the choir or the low melodic voice of the Priest. But just the atmosphere and the beauty
of the church interior with its stained glass, wooden oak pews, the gold and brass around the alter and the ornate
decorations that adorned the interior.
During the following months Frank would sometimes take the family car and visit Carl and the mutt. He found his
education energized by this ethnic Jew from a foreign land with stories that stimulated his feelings of provincialism
and opened a new path to an outside world.
Frank held his friendship with Carl long after leaving New Ulm to attend the seminary. They would correspond
occasionally and at times Carl would send Frank a pamphlet or book that he had found interesting.
Frank looked in the mirror of his small Sergeant's room, satisfied that his dress was more than adequate for the
first meeting with his lieutenant. He smiled to himself, thinking of his meetings with the rector of the seminary.
Frank had met many figures of authority before but none that would have the power over him as the stern rector:
sitting behind his large walnut desk, smoking his cigarette and letting the silence send invisible waves of intimidation
across the desk and into the chest of the transgressor. He would then raise his solemn voice and impart the
punishment which was neither physical or torturing but nonetheless painful.
Frank knew his initial meeting with his lieutenant would not be painful. There would be no fear or trepidation, only
curiosity and the analyzing of this 90 day wonder.
He needed to know him well because this officer would be giving the assignments and directions in a battle. This
lieutenant would have the power of life or death over him and the men in the platoon. He needed to know the officer
and the ways he could be influenced in his decisions.
*****
Frank left the small room, walked out the door of the barracks leaving behind the cacophony of non-coms rushing
to remake their bunks, straighten their lockers, and check themselves out in the latrine mirrors. Frank began a slow
walk to the officers barracks. He had met many 90 day wonders and was curious what this one would be like.
Would he be the arrogant, know it all who would not take suggestions or recommendations? Or would he be the
insecure, doubting type who could not make a decision. Or something in between. Frank was looking forward to this
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first encounter. He was confident he could manage any type of personality the army paired him with and he hoped
he would be meeting a strong personality; one that he could depend on to lead the platoon and treat him as a partner
in achieving the objectives the military would be throwing at them.
Frank arrived at Building C and walked to the front door, knocked, and waited for an answer.
The door opened and there he stood..........the new 90 day wonder ready to take command. Frank liked what he
saw. A lieutenant of medium height, strong build, round in the face but not a weak oval, clear alert eyes and when he
smiled while introducing himself, Frank saw a genuine and confident officer.
"Sergeant Frank Dietz reporting Sir,” Frank said as he stood outside by the door.
Beryl walked out the door and extended his hand,” Beryl Edgell, sergeant, glad to meet you.”
Frank hesitated a second, not quite sure how to handle the informality of this young lieutenant.
He shook Beryl’s hand and joined Frank outside on the walkway.
“What did the platoon do today, sergeant?” Beryl asked.
“We had a 25 mile hike, Sir, full packs.”
Beryl felt a little uncomfortable with his first encounter with Frank. Frank appeared older and looked and carried
himself as more mature, more of a seasoned soldier. The hint of a 5 0'clock shadow and dark hair had Beryl
wondering if Frank was much older than him. He certainly had a more masculine presence than Beryl, who with the
round face and somewhat boyish appearance, looked younger than his age.
Beryl looked back through the door at Keil. “Let’s postpone the run for a day. I want the men to have some light
duty tomorrow. We can run the day after."
Frank spoke. “Sir, The platoon has been assigned to KP duty tomorrow. A day working in the kitchen will give
them a chance to rest up.”
“Good,” Beryl replied,” we can plan the ten mile run for the day after.”
“What are your plans for tomorrow?” Beryl asked Frank.
“No plans, Sir.”
“Do you feel like a run through New Jersey?” Beryl asked.
“Yes Sir,” Frank replied without any disappointment in his voice. He was anxious to spend time with the
new lieutenant.
“Are the men ready for inspection?” Beryl asked somewhat casually.
“I told them to hit the showers and look sharp. Can we give them another 20 minutes?”
“Yes, why don’t you show me around the camp?”
Keil was listening to this exchange. Normally a 90 day wonder, the name for new lieutenants who had spent 90
days in Fort Benning, Georgia learning how to be officers in the army, would be a little more crisp and authoritative
with their platoon sergeants. It was their way of establishing control. Yet, every officer was different with a different
way of expressing their place in the pecking order and asserting their authority. Similar to a teacher on the first day
of school, exhibiting several ways of establishing control and leadership. Keil had met many officers during his brief
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tenure in the 'officer's club' and it was like a study game with him to guess their personalities and their leadership
styles. He mused to himself. Perhaps the sergeant should be the officer and the officer should be the sergeant.
“I’ll chart us a ten mile course for the day after tomorrow,” Keil said.
“Fine,” Beryl replied. He was anxious to spend some time with Dietz so they could get to know each other.
Beryl and Frank left the Officers Quarters and Frank motioned for Beryl to turn left at the sidewalk.
“How long have you been with the first platoon?” Beryl asked.
“I joined in ’41 and have been with them through the Carolinas and Florida. Our lieutenant broke his leg two
weeks ago during an exercise in Fort Blanding.”
“What kind of exercise?”
Frank laughed. “It was a routine fire and maneuver exercise. He and Private Anderson were moving forward and
somehow their legs got tangled and they both went down. The lieutenant’s leg got twisted between Anderson’s legs
and a small boulder............ crack.”
“Bad luck," Beryl exclaimed. "So that is why I'm here."
Beryl let the silence hang for a few seconds then continued the conversation.
"How would you assess the first platoon?"
“Strong,” Frank answered. “Still some rough edges, some personalities to sort out. But essentially very strong.”
“Did I stick my neck out with the challenge to Lieutenant Jarvis?” Beryl asked light-heartedly.
“You may have. He has a couple of good recruits who live for a challenge.”
“What can you tell me about Captain Connors?”
Frank paused for a moment. “He’s pretty fundamental.”
Beryl smiled. “Spit and polish?”
“He’s a fundamentalist when it comes to the spit and polish and by the book. But all other times you’ll find him
questioning the old rules of engagement and looking for imaginative ways to win. He likes new ideas and men under
his command that can think during the action and outwit the adversary. You’ll like him.”
After thirty minutes of walking through the Camp, Frank guided Beryl to the barracks that housed the platoon.
Frank entered first and yelled.
“Tenhut, fall in!”
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First Platoon
The men of the first platoon scrambled and in seconds each man was standing in front of their bunk at attention.
“I want to introduce your new platoon leader, Lieutenant Beryl Edgell,” Frank announced to the platoon.
“At ease,” Beryl said in a normal tone of voice.
"First platoon, I am Lieutenant Beryl Edgell from Goodland, Kansas, platoon leader of the first platoon, company
C. Now that you know my name rank and where I am from, I would like to get to know you."
Beryl started walking to the first soldier whose bunk was the closest to the door. When he spoke, he spoke in a
conversation tone so the men on the other end of the barracks had to pay close attention to hear what he was
saying.
"What's your name corporal?"
"Corporal Conor Anderson, squad leader first squad," was the crisp reply.
"Where are you from Corporal Anderson?" Beryl asked in a conversation tone.
"Utica, New York," Anderson answered with no expression on his long narrow face. His black hair was short and
his eyebrows were thick and separated and his cheeks were concave, giving him the look of a person to be regarded
with suspicion.
Beryl turned to the platoon.
“I’m your new 90 day wonder,” Beryl said. He knew the men would be calling him that when he wasn’t around so
he might as well establish up front that he intended to call it straight with his men. From the corner of his eye he
noticed an ever so slight grimace on Frank's face.
Beryl walked to the second man, hesitated, and looked the private over as if inspecting his uniform and bunk
area.
"Name and home town Private."
"Private First Class Kurt Brummer, assistant squad leader, Ashland, Kentucky
Beryl continued down the line to the next soldier.
Standing before Beryl was a sizeable soldier of Mexican heritage.
"PFC Andrew Viray, Vernon, Texas, Sir. BAR first squad."
Viray was a Mexican who was born and raised in Texas. He was tall, muscular, with a hint of being overweight.
His facial features were smooth with no hint of hair. His nose was non-descript and his eyebrows were thin and neat.
PFC Viray had what appeared to be a permanent smile on his face.
Beryl was curious. Was this a natural look or was this soldier laughing on the inside at his new officer?
So Beryl decided to engage him.
"Vernon, Texas, you say," Beryl said with a curious tone.
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"Yes sir," Viray almost shouted. And his lips returned to the smiling position.
Beryl decided it was his natural self and moved on.
Beryl turned to walk to the next soldier.
“My job here is not complicated,” Beryl hesitated. “Your job here is not complicated.”
"Private?"
PFC John Bell, Baltimore, Maryland, Sir, Rifleman.
"You are close to home, Private Bell."
"Yes sir."
Beryl finished with the first squad.
PFC Richard Jansen, Allentown, Pennsylvania BAR assistant.
PFC Eugene Brandt, Peterborough, New Hampshire Ammo BAR assistant
PFC William Krahn, Marion, Iowa, Medic
PFC Brian Berger, Sir, from Branson, Missouri Rifleman
PFC Gerald Somerfeld, Sauk Centre, Minnesota Rifleman
PFC Kenneth Henze, Bessemer, Michigan Rifleman
PFC Daniel Lindstrom, Clearfield, Pennsylvania Rifleman
PFC Lawrence Barkman, Sterling, Illinois Rifleman
Beryl stopped at the next soldier, a corporal and in a lower voice asked:
"Name and home town, corporal.”
"Corporal John Gault Detroit Michigan, Squad Leader, second squad."
"How long have you been squad leader, Corporal?"
Gault answered crisply. "Since Fort Blanding, Sir."
Corporal Gault was medium height with short blonde hair. He wore glasses on his oval face which gave him the
look of a studious person. The way he stood and looked straight ahead reminded Beryl of a classmate in Goodland,
the head of the class. It was an air of confidence, like an aura around his upper body. Beryl looked into his eyes and
could see that self-assurance. He would have to know more about this corporal from Michigan.
Beryl spoke up and addressed the whole platoon.
"When we get to our next duty station, I will be making changes. The new Table of Organization and Equipment
now specifies that Squad leaders be of Sergeant E5 grade and the assistant squad leader be a sergeant or corporal.
I will caution those who now hold those positions that your promotion is not automatic. Sergeant Dietz and I will be
evaluating the squads and decide on the leaders. Also, Captain Connors may also have ideas and he can insert who
he wants into our ranks."
“Did you grow up in Michigan, Private Gault?”
“Yes Sir, Detroit.”
“And what did you do in Detroit before joining?”
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“I worked with my father at General Motors, Sir.”
“Were you Building Planes?”
“Yes Sir.”
"I would think you could have gotten a deferment working in a war plant."
"Yes Sir," Gault answered, hesitated, then continued.
"I felt it was my duty to join."
Beryl let the silence hang.
"My job wasn't that skilled and I can be more useful to the war effort in the Army."
Beryl turned to the next soldier.
"Name and home town private."
"Sir, PFC Glen Martinez, Houston, Texas, assistant squad leader."
Beryl stepped to the next soldier.
“What’s your name, private?” Beryl had to look up because he was standing in front of a very large soldier.
“Private Edward Torkildson, BAR man, second squad. Sir.” He answered with a slight unease
Frank looked down at the private's shoes which were highly polished then moved his glance slowly up to the
private's gig line: the alignment of the shirt's buttons with the belt and the pants zipper. He noticed it was a little
crooked and then continued his glance upward, noticing the unease expression on the private's face had just become
more nervous. He also noticed a small bead of sweat on his forehead and decided to ignore this infraction. Normally
an officer would have used this occasion to instill respect from the men by dressing down the private with a loud
voice, adding a dash of fear. As he looked into the eyes of Private Torkildson he saw an honest person, somewhat
portly with a youngish look about him. It was a type of immature facial feature with no facial hair, freckles and thin
eyebrows.
“And just what is a BAR Private?”
“Sir,” Tork shouted. “The BAR is a Browning Automatic Rifle submachine gun that weighs only 20 pounds and
can shoot 600 yards at a rate of 550 rounds per minute. The BAR man must be skillful and also be able to carry
several of the 20 shell clips that the BAR uses.”
"What type of shell is that Private?"
"Sir," Torkildson said with confidence since he knew his weapon.
"The BAR holds 20 30 '06 cartridges."
Beryl was enjoying this exchange with Torkildson
"Just what does 30 '06 mean, private?"
"Sir, the 30 stands for the caliber of the bullet and aught 6 means 1906, the year the shell was introduced."
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Beryl was ready to move on but he decided to engage Torkildson a little longer.
“What other skills are there in a platoon private?”
“Sir,” Torkildson shouted. “A platoon consists of three squads, 12 men each. One soldier would be the squad
leader, a corporal or sergeant who ranked just above a private and one rank below the next level, the Staff Sergeant.
A platoon will have three squad leaders, three BAR men, and six designated BAR assistants. The BAR was critical
for the firepower of a squad and the BAR is to be kept operational.”
“Yes, BAR man Private Torkildson,” Beryl said with a smile as he knew this was a likeable person.
“And how is your marksmanship, Private Torkildson?”
“Expert Sir,” Torkildson answered with a small grimace, knowing he hadn’t answered the question the first time it
was asked.
“And how well do you handle a ten mile run, Private Torkildson?” Beryl asked.
The slight grimace on Torkildson’s face turned to an anxious look as his eyes widened slightly and the corners of
his mouth turned downward.
“Ok, Sir,” Torkildson knew he was lying. He had never been able to strengthen his legs to carry his large frame
and gear with ease.
As Beryl turned to the rest of the platoon, he said in a whisper: "work on that gig line private."
In a loud voice Beryl said: “Sergeant Dietz tells me you’ll be on light duty tomorrow in the kitchen. The day after
tomorrow we’ll have a ten-mile run, no packs. We’ll be running with the second platoon. The race will be a contest to
see which platoon is the fittest.“
Beryl walked to the next soldier who he recognized.
“Private Leonard Kuzinski, right?” Beryl asked.
“Yes Sir, from Brooklyn, Sir, BAR Assistant.”
Kuzinski was shorter than average so Beryl had to look down instead of into his eyes. Kuzinski was slim, with
dark brown hair that didn't seem to have any particular pattern: a rebellious weave. He had a slight weathering look
on his face and his thin lips never parted enough to display his white, perfect teeth. Beryl's first meeting with Kuzinski
was in front of the Officer's quarters and he thought then that the private had a certain subservient manner, as if he
would make a good man servant. He had almost bowed when telling Beryl about Frank's message.
Beryl turned to the next soldier in the second squad.
"Private First Class Gregory Forsythe sir, Stowe, Vermont, Rifleman
Forsythe would be considered a handsome young man with pleasant features and an engaging smile. His neat
crew cut and elongated face had that well-groomed appearance.
Beryl turned to proceed to the next soldier.
“Sir?” Forsythe said with a slight smile.
Beryl turned back with a little annoyance in his manner, “Yes private?”
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“I’ll be winning the race, Sir.” The private said with confidence.
Beryl turned and took a step back so he was standing in front of this private who had broken formation protocol by
speaking out of turn.
Private Forsythe was 6 feet tall and slim but muscular. He had a slight weathered look from the Florida sun and
his lack of any visible body fat reminded Beryl of the High School middle weight wrestlers. Lean but strong and
tough...........and tenacious in all tasks. They made for the best wrestlers and half backs.
“Are you a fast runner, Private Forsythe?”
“Yes Sir, I am,” Forsythe answered while inhaling to enlarge his chest.
“I’ll make it easy for you Private Forsythe. You only have to beat me, not the whole platoon.”
“Is that a wager Sir?” Forsythe asked.
Beryl smiled. He liked this kind of assertiveness. He hesitated for a moment.
“Yes it is private. We’ll discuss the terms before the race.”
“Yes Sir,” Forsythe said loudly as if he had just placed a bet on a sure winner.
Before moving on, Beryl said in a raised and commanding voice.
"A message to all of you...................during an inspection you only speak when spoken to, you don't break ranks.
Sergeant, make sure this private has extra duty after the race so he learns the proper protocol.
Forsythe' face went from almost a smile to a look of dismay. He thought.........no he was sure he had just
established a special rapport with the new platoon leader.
Beryl continued meeting the men of the second squad.
Beryl walked to the next man. who gave his rank, name, home town and position in the squad.
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC

Kent Erickson, New Haven, Connecticut, BAR Assistant
Roger Sorenson, Oswego, New York, Medic
Glen Ponter, Lexington, Kentucky, Rifleman
Donald Franks, La Crosse, Wisconsin, Rifleman
Eugene Folks, Millsboro, Ohio, Rifleman
Robert Engels, Sioux City, Iowa, Rifleman
George Lewis, Hudson, Wisconsin, Rifleman

Beryl turned to the whole platoon.
“If we try to make this complicated, we’ll all be in trouble when the shooting starts,” Beryl said, again addressing
the whole platoon.
“Our jobs here are easy.” he turned to look down at the long row of soldiers and bunks.
“We train and learn and then we train some more."
“It is imperative we work as a unit because only then will we succeed in our objectives. All of you have learned
and trained on fire and maneuver and I am sure you are good at it. Think of everything we do as a team as a
maneuver exercise: whether we are attacking or moving back, protect the front and the flanks. It is like a wing man
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in the air force. Protect the flank and your fellow soldiers."
The next soldier was a corporal and Beryl surmised it was the squad leader of the third squad.
“What is your name Corporal?”
Corporal Harold Davison, Sir, Maine, squad leader, third squad.”
"Where in Main corporal?"
"Sorry sir, Bangor, Maine."
Beryl walked to the next soldier.
"Sir, PFC Steve Stoddard, Bemidji, Minnesota, Asst Squad Leader."
He continued to the next soldier.
"Sir, PFC Kevin Ferguson, Roanoke, Virginia, BAR man."
Beryl turned to the next man.
“What’s your name private?”
“PFC Dennis Love, Sir, Macon, Georgia, assistant BAR man.”
Private Love had a distinct southern accent and the good looks of someone who could have been from central
casting in Hollywood. He was thin with a slight muscular build and of average height. He seemed to have a
permanent furrowed forehead when he spoke: an affectation to improve his image perhaps? Beryl could tell from the
way held himself straight that this private had a high opinion of himself.
“You must be from the South, Private Love.”
“Yes Sir, Macon Georgia,” Love responded with pride.
Beryl noted that wherever a person was from there was a certain pride that went with their hometown. Their
hometown was their identity. Pierce from Brooklyn had even narrowed his pride down to his main street, Flatbush
Avenue. If there was no distinguishing town in the State, then like Davison from Maine, he would just say he was
from Maine. Beryl found himself doing the same thing. He would not emphasize he was from Goodland, Kansas.
He would simply say Kansas.
Beryl continued meeting the men of the third squad.
PFC Dean Marks Columbia, Tennessee Sniper
PFC John Larson, Blair, Nebraska, Rifleman
PFC John Munson, Dayton, Ohio, Rifleman
PFC Steve Stoddard, Bemidji, Minnesota, Rifleman
PFC Edwin Dundon, Toledo, Ohio, Rifleman
PFC David Feldman, Millville, New Jersey, Rifleman
PFC Ron Kirby, Naples, Florida, Rifleman
PFC Leonard Vasquez, Asheville, North Carolina, Sniper
Beryl was now by the door looking at his platoon.
He raised his voice.
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“I want you all to remember what I’m about to say.”
Beryl hesitated and said slowly.
“Ad Astra per Aspera.”
“Repeat it.”
The whole platoon responded in unison.
“Ad Astra per Aspera.”
Beryl walked over to Sergeant Dietz.
"It's chow time. Release the men."
Frank turned to the platoon and shouted, "fall out."
He turned and walked to the door with Beryl. As they left and closed the door behind them, Beryl turned to Frank.
“0500 a good time to start tomorrow?” he asked Dietz.
“Yes Sir, I’ll be at your barracks at 0500,” Frank answered with a slight smile on his face.
Beryl didn’t have anything more to say to the men. He thought he made it clear what their purpose would be until
they actually went into battle and he had given them a fair warning that their survival depended on their training. He
assumed they would make the connection; more training meant more chance of survival.
"By the way sir, are you going to tell them that Ad astra per aspera means to the stars through difficulties?"
Beryl smiled, "let's see who figures it out."
"My guess would be Davison.........he's the smartest of the bunch."
As Beryl turned and began walking to his quarters his thought was on the phrase and Frank's knowledge of it.
Beryl knew it because it was the motto of Kansas. How would Frank know an obscure phrase.
*****
The small wind up alarm on the floor next to Beryl’s cot sounded at 04:30 the following morning. Beryl reached
down and switched it off as the other officers grumbled in their sleep. Beryl dressed in his running clothes; combat
boots, fatigue pants and T shirt. He had made a habit of running every day since he left Goodland High School and
was anxious for the exercise. Beryl walked outside to see the darkened camp and began stretching his legs for the
run with Dietz. The rows of buildings were silhouetted against the dark sky that was giving way to the faint rays of the
pre-twilight morning. The air was cool and fresh: breathing in was like a drink of energy. There were lone sentry
guards at different intervals among the barracks and the only visible lights came from the Headquarters’ building and
mess halls. He was looking forward to the run after spending five days traveling on trains and sleeping in cramped
positions. The run with Sergeant Dietz was his way of finding answers to his many questions about the men in his
platoon, the ‘Dandy Fifth’ and Dietz himself.
“Good Morning, Sir,” Dietz said as he came around a row of buildings and saluted. Dietz had on the same attire,
boots, fatigue pants and T shirt.
Beryl looked up from his stretching, “Good Morning, Sergeant.” Beryl replied as he returned the salute.
“The platoon is nicely bedded down with the KP Sergeant, since 4 am,” Frank reported casually.
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“You lead,” Beryl said as he motioned his hand for the run to start.
Frank nodded and started jogging with Beryl at his side. The morning run would take them to the outer perimeter
of the camp and around the complex. The run also gave Beryl a chance to orient himself and locate the different
facilities.
Beryl was the first one to speak.
th

“How long have you been in the 175 ?”
“I’ve been with them since last fall. I joined when I decided to leave the seminary. At first they put me in a desk job
in Baltimore because I speak fluent German. After a few months of Baltimore and the army politics, I asked for a
th
transfer to a rifle company. That’s when I joined up with the 175 .”
Beryl knew from that brief answer that Frank was not your ordinary sergeant in the army.
They jogged several miles around the compound with Frank pointing out the purposes of the various buildings.
Two hours of jogging went by quickly and Frank motioned Beryl to turn into the PX complex where a small outdoor
restaurant could accommodate the soldiers. They sat down, ordered coffee and Frank pulled out a package of
cigarettes from his pocket.
“Where’re you from, Lieutenant?”
Beryl explained that he was the second born of Ohio parents. He had two brothers and a sister. His
Grandparents had lived in Looneyville, West Virginia where his Grandfather was a country Doctor. After his death
the family then migrated to Akron, Ohio.
“How did you get from Looneyville, West Virginia to Goodland, Kansas and then Camp Kilmer?”
“It is not that complicated,” Beryl answered. The granddad died and grandma remarried and moved to Akron. My
dad found a wife, got married and had four children. My dad made good money working in the tire factory. Then the
family doctor told dad his lungs were shot, probably from the rubber fibers that filled the air in the tire factory and he
had only six months to live. He instructed dad to take the family to a high climate and the pure air would prolong his
life for a short time. So the family moved first to Colorado, then to Goodland, Kansas.”
Beryl took a sip of his coffee.
"Goodland was a big change from Akron. Big city to small farm town. I got a chance to experience being a
climber on a big hill in Akron and then the king of the hill in the small town. My dad is quiet spoken so you might say
that my mother was the biggest influence in my life.
One day, when we were all pretty down, Mom asked me to walk with her to the local grocery store. We talked
about Dad for a while, and then she stopped walking and looked at me. What she next said has affected me every
since. She started by telling me we had good blood and that my Granddad was a country Doctor in Looneyville,
West Virginia. He was very successful and very much a leader in the small county. She told me that her family
descended from the heirs of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.”
Beryl hesitated, partly from his own nostalgia emotion and partly from choosing his next words.
“She said to me in her most serious voice, Beryl; you have the blood and brains to be a leader. Believe in
yourself and let your belief touch others.”
Beryl laughed.
“Mom was five feet short and weighed 90 pounds, but when she looked up at you with those serious eyes, it was
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as if she were giving you a divine message that would live forever in the front of your mind.”
Frank smiled.
“So the Edgell clan descended on Goodland.”
“Yes we did and in a big way. My younger brother Forest was the athlete in the family and because of my larger
frame and two years older than Forest; we kind of took over the sports in Goodland. I was the captain of both the
football team and the tennis team.
“And now you have a platoon instead of a football team,” Frank said.
Beryl smiled,” Yes, and now I have a platoon. What about you Frank, where are you from?”
“I come from New Ulm, Minnesota, a farming area with strong German roots. My father and mother both
preferred to speak German over English. Their parents never spoke English, even though they settled in New Ulm
before the turn of the century. This was the period when Minnesota was sending leaflets to the Scandinavian
countries and Germany offering free land to anyone who would migrate to America and settle in Minnesota. The
Swedes and Danes far outnumbered the Germans so the Germans formed a small cluster around New Ulm.”
“Your name is German, but you look more Irish,” Beryl said
“That’s a whole other story,” Frank laughed.
“New Ulm was actually founded by Germans in 1854. There’s a German town called Ulm on the Danube River in
southern Germany. New Ulm is on the Minnesota River and there are similarities as far as the rich farm soil and the
surrounding plains. If you know your history, the northern German states and Prussia were Lutheran and Calvinists
and the southern German states were more tied to the Holy Roman Empire and Catholicism."
“My great, great grandparents settled about 5 miles north of New Ulm on 160 acres in 1872. The farm has been
in the family ever since. When my great, great grandparents settled and received their homestead grant, they first
had to become citizens. In those days it was pretty easy. You had to be 21 years old, good character, a resident,
and, of course, renounce any allegiance to a monarch.”
“Our family has always been very strong Catholics,” Frank’s voice trailed off as if thinking of something else while
he was talking about his family.
“Around New Ulm, there was a concentration of Catholics. It was my mother who insisted I attend the seminary
and she pulled every string in the Catholic Church to get me accepted. It was also her idea to start teaching me Latin
when I was six years old. She had this design since my birth. My full name is Francis Xavier so it was obvious she
wanted a priest in the family.”
"Latin?" Beryl said with a raised eyebrow.
"That is how I knew what the phrase meant."
Frank smile and nodded.
"Latin is a good base for just about any language and you can pretty much figure out what a word means by its
Latin roots."
th

St. Francis Xavier was a 16 century Catholic missionary who was a co-founder of the Society of Jesus. He was
born in Javier, Kingdom of Navarre, and was one of the first seven Jesuits who took vows of poverty and chastity at
Montmartre, Paris, in 1534. Most of his work was in Asia building missions and converting whole villages. The
population began to refer to him as the Apostle of East Asia. He spent many years in Japan learning their culture
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and history and became intrigued by some of their ancestral roots in China. His curiosity was so strong that he
attempted to sneak into China, which at that time was closed to foreigners. He died of fever on an island near the
coast of China without reaching his destination.
“So.” Beryl said hesitating. “How long have you been out of the seminary?”
“About fourteen months.”
“Do you have a girlfriend back home?” Beryl asked.
“No,” Frank answered with a laugh. “I decided to wait until the war was over. Besides, I feel a little naïve when it
comes to girls.”
“Have you ever dated?”
“That’s another story,” Frank said laughing.
“Is that your way of delaying an answer?” Beryl laughed. “By answering with that’s another story.”
Frank laughed again. “Yes sir.”
“How long were you in the seminary?”
“I was there six years.”
“You had doubts about the Catholic Church or doubts about yourself?” Beryl asked with a smile.
“Mainly doubts about myself and the life of a priest.” Frank answered.
“The vow of chastity would be one of them?”
“That would be one of many.” Frank answered. “It’s not easy being a young and told you can’t think about girls.
They do everything to rid young seminarians of their natural urges, but as a young man, it’s tough to drive out those
strong feelings.”
“What kind of exercises?” Beryl was curious. He couldn’t imagine anyone or any treatment that could suppress a
young man’s natural urges.
“Mainly the self torture type,” Frank answered and let the silence hang, obviously not wanting to go into detail.
“What other doubts did you have?” Beryl asked because he was genuinely interested. Since his nineteenth year
Beryl had been curious about other people’s idea of religion and God. Here he was partnered with a man who had
spent six years in a seminary and even though he came from a small town, it was obvious he was learned and the
word scholar crossed Beryl's mind.
“Do you remember how old you were when parents and teachers didn't have the answers you were looking for?"
Beryl was surprised at the candor of this Sergeant. He was also alerted to the minor similarities between the
Sergeant from Minnesota and the Lieutenant from Kansas.
Beryl let the silence hang for a minute. He glanced at Frank who seemed content with the silence and was not
nervous about a lull in the conversation.”
“I think I was lucky,” Beryl said slowly. “I grew up with a silent father and a mother who had the wisdom to know
she didn’t have all the answers. Not that I didn’t ask. She was great though. Her normal way of answering my
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questions was to bring me the dictionary or one of the books from our small library and tell me that the information
was there and I had to find it for myself. But then I started dating the young girls around Goodland and there was no
book Mom could point to for the answers I needed. My younger brother got married and was starting his family but I
couldn’t decide which girl was the one. Mom kept telling me to be patient but I was bothered by my own indecision
and not knowing if my lack of a decision was out of fear for the commitment or the lack of suitable partners in
northwestern Kansas. I kept hoping for a mental light bulb to go on and give me the answer.”
“I don’t have experience in that field,” Frank said. “But I can imagine it would be similar to the leap of faith one
needs to be a priest or be fulfilled in a religion. You can’t approach it scientifically or logically. You’re right. You need
the patience and familiarity to make the leap once you feel a comfort inside of you. I struggled with the whole
metaphysical aspect of religion.”
“That’s about what happened,” Beryl replied. “I started dating Esther, at first taking it casually and enjoying the
activities. Then one day when I was thinking about something insignificant happening at the market, this thought of
Esther came to me and the light went on. That's when I knew.”
“You made the leap,” Frank smiled.
“I made the leap,” Beryl laughed.
“I guess you might say that’s what I was looking for in the seminary. I knew the feeling wasn’t there. I studied it,
analyzed it, and prayed for it and it never came. I’ve convinced myself that I‘m in love with my religion, but what I
would call the ‘Holy Spirit’ has never overwhelmed me to the point where I would dedicate my life to preaching to
others. I think a priest needs that feeling.”
“Isn’t that a lot to ask of yourself?” Beryl asked. “Can’t you become a priest and be patient, knowing that the
feeling would someday find you?”
“Not for me,” Frank answered. “I’d feel too much like a hypocrite trying to teach the Holy Spirit when I myself
didn’t feel it. I respect others who have the patience and dedicate themselves, but I couldn’t do it.”
“So you can make the leap and love your religion, but you can’t make the leap and be a priest to help others?”
“Something like that,” Frank answered. “It’s probably similar to making the leap to marriage. You feel it. You think
you know it. But you can’t read the other person’s mind so there is no scientific or logical way to know if it’s
reciprocal. Without the feeling of the Holy Spirit, I didn’t have the reciprocity I needed in my relationship with God.
So I joined the army.”
“Do you think you’ll go back to the Seminary after the war?” Beryl asked.
“I don’t think so,” Frank replied. “Before this episode of my life is over, I’ll have lost the purity I need to be a
priest.”
“Purity of chastity or the fact you’ll be killing Germans?”
Frank smiled, “one for sure and maybe both.”
Frank remembered the many nights he had cried, thinking about the life he was giving up and what he would be
missing. The fellowship of the seminary had given him a spiritual family with bonds as strong as his own family in
New Ulm. At no time in his life had he felt such self-doubt. Leaving the seminary had been the biggest move of his
life and he would fall asleep at night questioning his decision. He doubted his own decision as strong as he doubted
his ability to be a priest when the feeling of the ‘Holy Spirit’ was lacking. He argued with himself about the value of
that feeling and the virtue of patience that may someday lead to his personal revelation. The only revelation he
would have in those nights of introspection would be the counter-arguments to remaining at the seminary. The
feelings of doubt, hypocrisy, and his responsibility to join in the crusade against the Axis powers were strong
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because they were immediate and leaving the seminary would liberate him from the doubt and guilt he was feeling.
Remaining at the seminary would prolong the anguish.
Beryl stood.
“Time to change out of these work clothes,” Beryl said. “Let’s meet at my quarters at 0900.”
Frank agreed and turned to walk to his barracks.
*****
“Good morning,” Beryl said as he walked through the door and saw Keil and another Lieutenant getting ready for
the day.
“Good morning,” Keil answered. He pointed to the other officer. “This is Lieutenant Jack Johnson, third platoon.”
“Glad to meet you,” Beryl said extending his hand: “Beryl Edgell, first platoon.”
The two men shook hands. Beryl noticed a little aloofness in the way Lieutenant Jack Johnson simply nodded his
head and shook Beryl’s hand. He was a little taller than Beryl with a straight line nose and jutting jaw which was
either by birth or an affectation of importance which gave him a certain bestial profile.
“I have a course for our run tomorrow,” Keil said to Beryl.
“Ten miles?” Beryl asked.
“Ten miles and I have charted it so the last two miles are on the outer edge. I suggest we stay in formation
around the interior of the camp and when we reach this spot, which is about eight miles into our run, we let the men
go and race to the end.”
Keil showed Beryl the map of Camp Kilmer. “We’ll meet at this baseball field at 0500 and start the run. We’ll run
southwest to Plainfield Road and up Plainfield to road 3, here on the map, then follow this to the curve, taking us
back to the ball park. I figure 4 times around this circuit will be about 8 miles. On the fourth time around, instead of
heading to the curve, we’ll go straight on Cedar Lane Road. When we make this turn, the race is on. About two
miles down Cedar Lane Road is a new warehouse building labeled “Commissary”. The first one to reach that
building is the winner.”
“Looks good,” Beryl said. “0500 it is.”
Frank arrived at the Barracks at 9am. The rest of the day was spent walking through the Camp Kilmer complex
and discussing the men in the platoon. Frank told Beryl of the strengths of each man and where he thought more
work was needed. He also talked of each soldier’s personalities and some of the traits of the platoon that could get
them into trouble in battle. Beryl was impressed with Frank’s ability to size up and understand each man’s
psychology.
“Watch out for Private Harold Davison,” Frank warned with a smile.
“Is he a problem?”
“Not a problem, he’s just too smart. Always has his nose in a book.
“What about Private Anderson? Beryl asked. “He seems a little different.”
“He’s a little angry and I haven’t figured him out yet. In the Carolina and Fort Blanding training he just didn’t want
to work as a team. Everything he did suggested he couldn’t trust anyone. Watch him when we do a fire and
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maneuver drill. He’ll lay down fire ok, but then when his group starts to maneuver he seems to take off in his own
direction.”
“Is he sniper material?” Beryl asked.
“He’s good with a rifle, but not that good. I’ll have him straightened out before we get into combat.” Frank replied.
"Why was he promoted to corporal and made a squad leader if there are so many questions about teamwork?"
"That decision was made by the platoon leader when we were in Florida. The squad leader we had was granted
a hardship leave and the lieutenant made the decision to promote Anderson. Anderson as a loner would make for a
great sniper if only he could shoot straight."
Frank had doubts about Anderson's ability to eventually transition himself into a leader with teamwork instincts
and he withheld these doubts from Beryl. The seminary training he experienced wouldn't allow him to go negative on
another human until the last resort. The seminary taught the need to forgive and lead the flock out of darkness and
toward a better life. Frank felt he could change Anderson and upon introspection, he questioned his own motives on
working with Anderson. Was this an experiment he was conducting to test his ability to make a change in a human
psyche from one fixed negative state to another, positive mode of behavior? Was he playing at being a priest?
Frank was too smart to fool himself. He had spent six years studying the psychology and methods of motivating and
this was his chance put that knowledge into practice. It was too much of a temptation and his ego demanded
satisfaction for all his hard work at the seminary. If a man spends his life learning to be a soldier........isn't there a
point when he has the strong urge to actualize what he has learned? And what if you are a general or a field marshal
with strong political influence, wouldn't you have the urge to use your might to bring upon a war? Six years of
seminary indoctrination had certainly built a foundation in Frank's intellect for him to believe in his power of superior
guidance.
“How come you have Tork, the big kid on the BAR? Shouldn’t the BAR man be a little more agile, quicker on his
feet?” Beryl asked.
“Normally yes, but in Tork’s case he can really handle the BAR and he can carry a lot of ammo. It’s up to us to
get him more agile. Turn some of that baby fat into muscle.”
“I’ve already pegged Kuzinski as the platoon clown, any weaknesses there?” Beryl asked.
“No weaknesses that I can see. Pierce from Flatbush Avenue in Brooklyn is our platoon scrounger. If we need
anything he can trade something or steal it. He also has a little chip on his shoulder.”
“How would you describe the platoon's weaknesses and what would you recommend for training?” Beryl asked,
emphasizing the “you” to let Frank know he deferred to Frank’s judgment on the condition of the riflemen.
He
wasn't going to be making changes before knowing more about the platoon and at this point, Frank had earned his
confidence in judgment.
The day passed quickly. At 5pm Beryl was tired and excused himself with Frank and started walking to his
barracks. He was tired and wanted to start a letter to Esther. He had thought about the day with Frank and the
th
information he had learned about the men in the platoon and the 29 Division. Camp Kilmer wasn’t large enough to
barracks the entire Division and all the equipment so the engineers and artillery companies had gone to Fort Mead,
Maryland to prepare their equipment for the trip overseas. He hoped when they got to England they would have time
to train as a regiment. He felt his own self-doubts nudge a part of his brain as he thought of going into combat with a
company or battalion of men and the chaos of a battle. Like Forest said, he was low on the totem pole and he
needed to work with the rest of the company. This wasn’t the Goodland High School football team where he could
feel in control. It wasn’t like he would take his platoon into a field where the Germans would match his platoon and
they would do battle. Beryl knew they would be going into battles without complete scouting reports so the
opposition was mainly unknown. The main intelligence they had was that the German army was tough and well dug
in. Beryl felt anxious to get to his next station and train more with the platoon and the rest of the regiment.
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Beryl entered the officer’s barracks and felt relieved that he was the only one to return early. He wanted time to
himself and time alone to start a letter to Esther. There was so much he had wanted to talk about and tell her and it
seemed he never could find the right moment. Beryl took off his boots and sat at the small field desk.
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First Letter to Esther
Dear Esther,
I miss you. Here I am surrounded by people and I am lonely for you. I have never felt this way before. My life has
been so fortunate with a family I love and who love me back. Before you appeared, I was very happy and content
with who I was and the love I had in my life. I could not imagine or dream of a love stronger than my family. And here
you are. What a lucky man I am.
I am currently settled in at an Army base in New Jersey. The trip to Chicago and beyond was beautiful. When
you spend a lot of time in western Kansas you forget how rich the country is with rivers and forests. The more I
traveled east the greener the land became. Until Topeka everything is typical wheat field Kansas and then the
woods begin to take over the terrain and the scenery changes to a beautiful forest landscape. At the Kansas and
Missouri border we encountered the Missouri River and the woods grew thicker and more lush. The train arrived in
St. Louis and it was a real eye treat to see the Mississippi river before turning north into Illinois toward Chicago. The
big cities are quite the marvels with their towering buildings and new architecture intermingled with the old.
Especially noticeable are the cities with rivers running through them: St. Louis, Chicago, Philadelphia. The tree lined
rivers and bridges connecting the two banks............we will definitely live in a city with a river.
Chicago is truly a big city. The train station is huge and awesome and unlike no other building I have seen. I
read where it covered ten city blocks. The interior is fairly plain without a lot of ornaments but the size of the great
hall is almost breathtaking. The ceiling is glass and extends upward about 100 feet. I waited in the great hall,
admiring the scenery until my peaceful daydreaming was interrupted by a suspicious soldier. He sat down next to
me and started asking questions about where I was going, my opinion on invading Germany, where I would be
stationed. I lied and said I would be on a desk job in Baltimore. I asked him where he was going and he said Fort
Meade in Maryland. He then went to the news stand, asked a lot of questions of some soldiers there and I followed
him out to the street where he got into a car and the female driver drove off. I was sure he was a spy so I called the
local FBI office in Chicago and reported the incident.
So I am settled in at Camp Kilmer and today met my platoon sergeant and my platoon. The sergeant is a real
straight talking person. You would like him and I am going to like working with him. He seems to have an ability to
size up people (I am sure he has sized me up already as a green 90 day wonder) and has a real handle on the
platoon. In all, I feel lucky he is with me and after meeting the platoon, I am lucky to have the men assigned to me.
There are no bad apples and only a few rough edges to iron out. I haven't met our company commander yet but I
have met another platoon leader. I think we will get along.
I am so lucky you are my wife. You are a lot like Helen and mom in the way you express yourself, your humor
and the way you are able to show affection. My family has always been close and loving and I have always been
able to express my love to my mother, father, Helen and now you. In our family It was ok to cry or hug someone. It
became easy to talk about feelings and ask someone else about their feelings (except for Harold) or mood. I was
fortunate to learn about myself at an early age and let that knowledge guide my confidence and relationships. By the
time I met you I was very confident (some say I am cocky) and it was only a short time later that I knew I loved you
and when you told me you loved me, I knew it. I knew it because I knew enough about my own feelings to know you
were speaking from your heart.
When I first met you I knew I had met an exceptional person. I knew you were a person who could love and be
loved. I didn’t know at that moment if I was capable of the love only a good person should find nor did I have the
confidence that such a warm person as you could love me as my family has loved. I know now that I underestimated
your capability.
Today I still have many doubts about my role here and how to lead and be led. But I have learned that with
doubts of the future comes the ability to adapt so I am not going to concern myself with 'what ifs' of future events.
Like I told my platoon today, we will train and we will be ready for whatever the war throws at us.
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I have no doubts about your love for me. I want you to know that for the first time in my adult memory, I feel I am
blessed with the closest of all human love. I only hope that I am capable of giving the type of love you have already
taught me to receive.
I love you and I promise to write often.
Beryl
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Ready, Set....
The small alarm clock began its muted clanging at 4:30 in the morning. Beryl reached over and pushed the small
lever to turn it off. He stared at the ceiling thinking of the morning run with the platoon, his new platoon and his fellow
Lieutenant. After a few minutes, he grabbed his small kit and headed for the latrine. By 4:45 he had finished and was
dressed in his running clothes. He made his bed army style, tight at the corners and sides so a dropped coin would
bounce off the middle. Before leaving, he checked his area to make sure it was in the standards of an officer of the
‘Dandy Fifth’ and feeling satisfied; he walked outside and began a slow jog to the theater meeting area.
The camp was quiet except for the movement of lone figures who were reporting to early duty at the kitchens,
guard stations and motor pool. The sun was not yet up and the darkness was quiet and the breeze was cool. The
building shapes were dark, almost black and silhouetted against the dark grey sky. The scenery could have been
drawn with charcoal as no colors were visible and the ashen canvas of the camp was a hue of gray, black and
smoke. Beryl jogged slowly, enjoying the morning and anticipating the morning run.
“Sergeant Dietz, “Beryl greeted as he reached the theater to see the Sergeant and the entire platoon ready for
the run. Across the road were Lieutenant Jarvis and the second platoon.
“Good morning Sir,” Frank replied.
“Good morning Lieutenant Jarvis,” Beryl said loud enough for Keil to hear but not too loud to wake up half the
camp.
“Good morning Lieutenant, are you ready for the run?” Keil replied with a smile that appeared like he knew
something that may surprise his fellow platoon leader when the run started.
Beryl looked at Frank. “Are the men ready?”
“They’re ready Sir.”
“Do they know the route and when to pour it on?”
“Yes sir and I have Forsythe in front. He’s pretty sure about winning this race.”
Beryl walked over to Forsythe who was stretching his legs for the run.
“Private Forsythe, are you ready for the run?”
“Yes sir,” Forsythe answered confidently.
“Here’s the bet, private. If you win this race and beat me, I give you a dollar. If you don’t win the race and I beat
you, you’ll volunteer every time Sergeant Dietz asks for volunteers in the next month.”
“Two dollars, sir, Forsythe answered.
“Two dollars?”
“Yes sir, I need two more dollars to make it an even forty to send to my wife.”
Beryl laughed, “Ok, two dollars.”
*****
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Beryl turned and started to jog. Behind him he heard Frank shout to the men and the alarmed voice of Lieutenant
Jarvis ordering his men to fall in and start. The first and second platoons began their early morning run. Beryl and
Frank jogged together on the outside of the formation of the platoon with the first platoon following. After the first lap
around the camp Beryl was feeling like he could go all day at this pace. He looked over at the platoon and saw
Forsythe looking back at him and smiling.
“Do you think I have a chance?” Beryl said in a low voice to Frank.
“Don’t know, I haven’t seen you run, but Forsythe is pretty fast.”
“Thanks for the warning.”
They passed the theater for the beginning of the second lap.
“Do you remember what I said about Davison?” Frank asked.
“Yes.”
“Here’s an example.” Frank said as he turned and shouted to Davison.
“Davison, why do they call this Camp Kilmer?”
“Sarge?”
“How did Camp Kilmer get its name?”
“Because of Alfy, Sarge.”
“Alfey?” Frank said as he looked over his shoulder at Davison. Davison was smiling.
“Yes, Sergeant, Alfred Joyce Kilmer.”
“And why?” Frank shouted.
“Sergeant, Joyce Kilmer was a soldier in World War one and he was also a poet. He was born less than ten miles
from here in New Brunswick, New Jersey.”
Frank looked at Beryl and smiled. “See what I mean.”
“I see.”
“Sergeant,” Davison yelled. “Do you know what poem he wrote?”
“By heart, private,” Frank yelled. “Why don’t you tell it to the rest of the platoon?”
After a moment, Davison said in a loud voice.
“Kilmer wrote this poem as he lay dying in the trenches in WWI.”
“I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth's sweet flowing breast;
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A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.”
Frank looked at Beryl. “Smart stuff.”
“Davison,” Frank half-shouted.
“Yes Sergeant.”
“Joyce published ‘Trees’ in 1914. He died on the battlefield in 1918. You need to be careful about legends and
facts.”
The smile left Davison’s face. He wasn’t accustomed to being mentally outdone, especially by a sergeant in the
army.
"Platoon sound off," Frank shouted. He then sang loudly in a rhythm to the beat of the jogging soldiers.
"Sergeant, Sergeant, don't you know?"
The platoon responded.
"Sergeant, Sergeant, don't you know? "
Frank continued.
"We could use a cup of Joe."
Platoon:
"We could use a cup of Joe."
Frank:
"Sergeant, Sergeant, bless my soul."
Platoon responded.
"Sergeant, sergeant, bless my soul,."
Frank:
"We could use a jelly roll."
Platoon:
"We could use a jelly roll."
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Frank:
"Sergeant, sergeant, we don't need rest."
Platoon:
"Sergeant, sergeant, we don't need rest."
Frank:
"First platoon is the very best."
Platoon:
"First platoon is the very best." (1)
Frank continued with the cadence until the 8 mile mark.
(1) Duckworth Chant
The origin of the marching/jogging chants occurred in 1944 and credit for introducing this unique style known as
"Sound Off" goes to Private Willie Lee Duckworth of Sandersville, Georgia, an African American soldier serving in the
United States Army.
The original cadence was recorded as "Sound Off":
Sound-off; 1 - 2; Sound-off; 3 - 4; Cadence count; 1 - 2 - 3 - 4; 1 - 2 — 3 - 4.
This cadence, known as the "Duckworth Chant," still exists with variations in the different branches of the U.S.
military. Duckworth's simple chant was elaborated on by Army drill sergeants and the practice of creating elaborate
marching chants spread to the Air Force, Marine Corps, and Navy.
These cadences are sometimes called 'jody calls' or 'jodies': so-named after Jody, a recurring fictitious character
who figures in some traditional cadences. Jody refers to the man with whom a serviceman's wife/girlfriend cheats
with while he is deployed.
*****
Beryl was jogging beside Frank and had a smile on his face. He had never experienced a sergeant and platoon
with a melodic banter back and forth: not in boot camp, AIT or officer training camp. He wasn't sure if it was in any
military manual and how the brass would react to it. Speaking of brass, many would be asleep now and would wake
up to the first platoon's music.
The two platoons were approaching the bend in the road where the real race would start. Lieutenant Jarvis led
his platoon to the left side of the road and increased speed in order to be even with Beryl’s platoon when they
reached the starting point of the race. As they reached the bend in the road both platoons began to increase their
speed.
“Go,” Beryl shouted.
There was a brief hesitation before everyone broke ranks and began racing for the corner of the warehouse, two
miles away. After the first hundred yards the men had been separated between the serious runners and the rest who
were tired and beginning to slow. Beryl, Forsythe, Frank, Anderson, Keil and two of his men had taken the lead and
were racing down the middle of the road. Anderson was in the lead and the tight muscles of his face gave notice of a
determined runner. Forsythe was second and Keil’s platoon sergeant was third. Beryl and Frank seemed to be
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pacing each other in the back of the lead group. As they approached the half-way mark an Army 6 X 6 truck turned
slowly onto the road and headed straight for the runners. This part of the road had narrowed to a single lane. As
st
they neared the truck the lead group split with Keil and his men moving to the left side of the road and the 1 platoon
st
group moving to the right side. The 1 platoon made a tactical error. The driver of the truck tried to avoid the men
on the left side of the road and steered his truck to the edge of his right side. Anderson, in the lead, jumped into the
shoulder ditch and tripped. As he fell and tumbled, the rest of the first platoon lead runners slowed their pace and
maneuvered through the ditch. Frank ran to Anderson and grabbed his arm to help him up. Beryl and Forsythe were
back on the road with Forsythe ahead of Beryl. Keil and his men were now leading by ten yards and Frank and
Anderson were trailing by 15 feet. They were now 1,000 yards from the finish and could see the warehouse in the
dim morning sunrise. Beryl was trying to figure the distance in relation to a 100 yard football field. He knew he had
enough in him to give it a good kick for the last 100 yards. Forsythe had started to pull ahead and was even with
Keil’s platoon sergeant who was leading. Beryl kept pace with Keil and his private who were both less tense than the
other runners and this outward calmness alerted Beryl to the possibility of trouble. They could be saving their kick
and it would then be a contest of the last 100 yards. The warehouse was growing larger as they neared and Beryl
was patient. The sound of pounding feet on the dirt road was not audible to the runners who could only hear their
own heavy breathing. The rest of the first and second platoons were over 50 yards behind the lead group. Beryl was
watching Forsythe. He was feeling good about the race because Forsythe seemed to be going all out and Beryl still
had his kick left. Beryl kept his eyes on the corner of the warehouse and continued his pace: now 150 yards, 125
yards. At the 100 yard distance Beryl commanded his legs to go and his pace quickened. Within 20 yards Beryl had
passed Keil’s platoon sergeant and it was just him and Forsythe. Beryl felt his kick arriving at full steam as Forsythe
appeared to be slowing. They were both running full out and the warehouse was getting closer and larger. Beryl was
now breathing hard and expanding his rib cage beyond its limits. Beryl and Forsythe were now even with 40 yards to
go and Beryl felt confident he was going to win because the last time he looked at Forsythe’s face he saw the spent
look, the look that he had already given everything and was just hanging on. Beryl approached the ten yard mark
and his sense of hearing piqued as he thought he heard heavy breathing and the pounding of feet. He jerked his
head to the side to see what was making the noise. What he saw jolted him with a brief panic as Anderson overtook
him and ran full speed to the corner of the warehouse. Beryl tried to do a final kick but Anderson had slapped the
corner of the warehouse and was slowing his pace. Beryl slowed and came to a rest. He and Anderson were bent
over, panting hard and trying to get back their equilibrium.
“Nice race,” Beryl said quickly between breaths.
“Thanks,” Anderson responded between his breathing.
The rest of the first and second platoons were jogging slowly to the two leaders next to the warehouse. Beryl’s
platoon had started celebrating seconds before when it was clear that the end game was between Beryl, Forsythe
and Anderson, all from the First. Keil and his platoon were the last to arrive, having resigned at the 50 yard distance.
The first platoon gathered around Anderson and was slapping him on the back and on the top of his head. He was
still catching his breath and ignored the physical applause. Beryl was looking up from his crouched position at Frank
who was smiling. He looked over to Forsythe who was also crouched and trying to catch his breath. Forsythe was
st
the only soldier of the 1 platoon, besides Anderson, who wasn’t outwardly celebrating.
“Nice race, Lieutenant,” Keil said to Beryl and then turned to his platoon sergeant. “I guess we have a little work to
do.”
Keil’s platoon sergeant turned to the men of the second platoon. “Listen up. We’ll march back to the bend and
then form up for the run to the barracks.”
Frank waited until Keil’s platoon was at the bend before he made the first shout of victory signaling his platoon to
celebrate.
The men joined Frank in shouting “victory” several times.
Beryl walked over to Anderson, patted him on the back and nodded his head to acknowledge that Anderson had
performed well.
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“Well Lieutenant, what do you want to do for the rest of the day?”
“I heard the CO was back and I need to look him up. Can you give the men the day off without anyone noticing,
except for the second platoon of course?”
“I think we can clean the barracks today and if someone reads a book or visits the PX, we can manage that too.”
When the first platoon reached the bend in the road Frank yelled for them to form up. He surprised everyone
when he yelled “double time” and began to jog. A few weak groans could be heard as the platoon began the jog
back to the barracks.
Frank yelled, "sound off." Then to the beat of the soldier's feet pounding on the road, yelled/sang.
"Sergeant, sergeant, can we rest?"
Platoon responded: "sergeant, sergeant, can we rest?"
Frank: "sergeant, sergeant, can we rest? We beat the second, we're the best."
Platoon: "sergeant, sergeant, can we rest? We beat the second, we're the best."
Beryl jogged with the platoon until he came to the road with his barracks. As he made the turn to leave the
platoon he turned and ran backwards for a few yards.
“Great performance men: congratulations Anderson on the win.”
He turned and jogged to his barracks.
He entered the barracks and was looking forward to a minute of rest and a clean uniform. By the time he reached
his bunk he had his shirt off and was removing his fatigue pants when he heard a shout from the latrine.
“Hey Beryl, we’ve been summoned to see the CO and the battalion commander,” Keil yelled from the showers.
“His runner just left and I told him we would be right behind him.”
Beryl undressed, grabbed his towel and headed for the shower.
“Nice race, Beryl,” Keil said as he left the shower and walked to his bunk. “You want to trade a couple of
soldiers? I’ll give you a dead eye grenade thrower for one of your runners.”
“Let me think about it,” Beryl shouted from the showers. He wouldn't be making that type of a decision before
knowing his men better and certainly not without Frank's input. His current thoughts were on the pride he felt at
having won the race and beating Forsythe to the warehouse. It certainly earned him some respect from the men, his
sergeant and Keil.
Beryl and Keil dressed quickly and walked the short distance to the headquarters building where they were to
meet with their commanders in one of the many conference rooms.
“Have you met the battalion commander yet?” Beryl asked Keil as they were entering the building.
“Yes, Colonel Morton, he is a straight shooter, you’ll like them all.” Keil replied. “Watch out for the XO, he’s a little
cold.”
Keil was referring to the Executive Officer of the First Battalion. Battalions are headed by a commanding officer, a
lieutenant colonel, and the second in command is called executive officer, or XO for short, and is usually a major or
captain.
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Beryl and Keil entered the headquarters building and were directed to a conference room. Colonel Morton had
asked for this meeting to meet Company C’s officers, just as he had met with the other Companies and their officers.
They entered the room and Captain Joe Connors, CO of Company C stood.
st

Keil introduced Beryl to Captain Connors who in turn introduced Colonel Morton, CO of the 1 Battalion and his
XO Lt. Major Anthony Friend.
Captain Connors was not what Beryl expected. He was short, about 5 foot 6 inches; trim to the point of being
skinny; he had a fair complexion; brown hair parted on the side; and his hands were soft looking like those of an
accountant or lawyer.
“Sit down gentlemen,” Morton said as he strolled to the front of the room to take charge. His 6 foot tall frame
certainly commanded respect and his facial features were rough with a jutting jaw; thin lips that looked like they
would split if he smiled; and eyebrows that were thick and grew together.
“Here’s our situation. We have no equipment to train with and the base is loaded with personnel. We don’t have
a timetable or destination. All we know now is that in the next few weeks, we may be relocating. I want a strict
training regimen until we move out and no weekend passes. I’ll leave it up to Captain Connors to put the training
program together and the platoon leaders to follow it strictly.”
Colonel Morton spent two hours with the Company C officers, asking questions about their military and training
history and offering advice on how to handle the men. Colonel Morton was crisp with each sentence and talked
slowly to let every word have its moment. His voice was guttural, as if speaking from his stomach and his authority
was unquestionable. When he asked a question it was unequivocal and if he sensed hesitation, he would ask again
with more force.
The XO, Anthony Friend, remained quiet during the entire meeting. He was shorter than Morton and his
appearance belied his military position. One would have guessed he was a loan officer in a bank what with his thin
rimmed glasses, slender build, and delicate hands. His face was a contrast in proportions and its general shape was
that of a capital V: head was wide at the ears and the line narrowed to his thin, narrow chin.
When Morton was finished, Friend stood and addressed the group.
"I was rudely awaken this morning by shouting and singing coming from your area," Friend said a little irritated.
"Do any of you know what that was about?"
Connors looked at Keil and Beryl while the other officers looked around questionably. After a brief silence, Keil
spoke.
"I suspect it was one of the sergeants with his men."
Friend looked at Connor, "look into it, will you Captain."
"Yes sir," Connors responded.
When the officers of C Company left the headquarters building they were mentally spent.
The following weeks were strenuous for the platoon leaders as they put the soldiers through rigorous physical
training and exercises. They were relieved when their platoon was assigned to KP duty so they could vary their
personal routines.
Beryl was lying on his bunk, reading a letter from Esther, when Keil walked into the officer’s barracks.
“Time to look sharp,” Keil said as he rushed to the latrine.
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st

“We’ve been summoned to a meeting of the 1 Battalion officers.”
Beryl stood, remade his bunk, and rushed to the latrine to check out his appearance.
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Marching Orders
They entered the large conference room to find it full of brass: The CO, XO, three company commander captains,
st
three first lieutenants and twelve second lieutenants. This was the officer corps that would lead the 1 Battalion of the
th
175 Regiment.
“Sit down gentlemen.” Lt. Col. Roger Morton invited them as he motioned to the chairs.
th

“We’ll be joined shortly by Lieutenant Colonel Harold Burns, Judge Advocate of the 29 Division. The reason you
are here is to be briefed by the Provost Marshall and learn of our next move. In the next few days we’ll be very busy
with troop movement and coordinating our efforts with the First and Second Battalions. I don’t want any foul ups so I
want you all to be prepared to move at a moment's notice.”
Lieutenant Colonel Morton was interrupted by the conference door opening.
“Good Morning Gentlemen,” Burns said as he entered the room. Everyone in the room stood at the same time.
Lt. Col. Morton greeted Lt. Col. Burns and introduced his company commanders.
Morton turned to the group.
th

“As you all know, we at Battalion Headquarters know little of what’s in store for the 175 . For that matter, few
people at the Battalion level know the future plans. Lieutenant Colonel Burns is here from the Judge Advocates
office to hopefully shed a little light on our future.”
Morton sat down and Burns stood up and took a position at the head of the room as if he were the substitute
teacher for the day.
As Beryl watched him take his position at the head of the room, a fleeting thought went through his mind.
Yes, if he ever needed a lawyer, this would be what he would look like.
“Gentlemen,” Burns started rather officiously, “it’s unusual for a Judge Advocate to have a briefing with Battalion
th
personnel. As you all know, I act in a legal advisory capacity to the 29 Division and don’t really get involved with
division strategy or movements. I’ve been asked to give you a briefing on the coming events of the division and you’ll
be getting more details later on.”
Burns opened his leather pouch he had carried into the room and pulled out some papers that were neatly folded
in a binder.
“During the course of the next few weeks,” Burns continued, “you and your men will be traveling. The decision
has been made that no one below the rank of Lt. Colonel will know the destination of each leg of the journey and they
will only be told 24 hours in advance when the movement will begin. It is therefore imperative that you have your
men ready to move at all times.”
The officers in the room looked around at each other, exchanging glances.
“My purpose for being here is to discuss some legal matters that you will need to pass on to your units. I know in
the past you have been briefed on security and your units have been briefed. I need to repeat some of the critical
areas of security that need to be observed and the penalties for breaching that security. You will understand in the
next few days why this is so important. Your men will be writing letters home and even making phone calls. You
need to stress the danger of giving any information to relatives and friends and the penalties. In the past we have
talked about the penalties for these types of security breaches as being time in the stockade and even court martial.
Well, Gentlemen, the bar has been raised. The decision has come down that from here on out, security breaches of
this type could, depending on the circumstances, be handed over to the Judge Advocates office for prosecution on
charges of treason. I don’t think I have to tell you that if convicted of treason, one could face the firing squad.”
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He paused for a few seconds.
“Any questions?”
Burns sat down as Lt. Colonel Morton stood.
st

“The first order for the 1 Battalion is for C Company to be ready to load onto 6 X 6s at 0200 tomorrow. When
you leave Camp Kilmer there is no returning, so make sure you have everything.”
“Sir,” Captain Jack Collins, commander of A Company said, “and the rest of the battalion?”
“C Company will be followed by A company and then B company, approximately two hours apart,” Burns
responded. “Have your men ready.”
“You will all need to brief your units on the security matters. I suggest you stress the part about treason so
everyone understands the seriousness of our security.”
“When will the men be able to let their relatives know where they are?” asked Captain Forest Brandt, CO of B
Company.
Morton looked at Judge Advocate Burns.
“You can tell them that within a month they will be able to tell their relatives where they are but no further details.”
“No details?” Captain Jack Collins asked with his voice reaching a high pitch on the last syllable.
Burns looked at Collins in a mild reproachful way and answered.
“Yes, Captain, no details and I remind you that all letters leaving a battalion will be read and censored. Any gross
violation in a letter will be brought up before the Judge Advocate.”
Lt. Colonel Morton looked around for more questions. “OK men, meeting over. Joe, get your men ready to move
th
th
in the morning, September 26 . You’ll be like an advance team to help prepare the arrival of the rest of the 29
Division.”
Morton walked to the door followed by the rest of the group except for the C Company personnel.
Captain Connors looked over at his platoon leaders.
“Gentlemen, I think we have just received our marching orders,” he said with a smile.
“It’s about time,” Keil said. “This PT routine is getting old.”
“Maybe you need to inspire them a little more so they don’t get bored with the routine,” Lt. Johnson said, looking
at Captain Connors but addressing Keil.
“Easy Johnson,” Keil shot back. “I’m proud of my platoon.”
“What does that mean?” Johnson asked
Keil stood close to Johnson. They were the same height and build yet Keil had more of a commanding stature
while Johnson's appearance was missing that edge of confidence. It was as if his mouth had a slight discernible
quiver to it when he spoke.
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“Everyone knows about the problems in your platoon. You are constantly doing Sergeant Mueller’s job and
demeaning him in front of the men. He is a seasoned soldier and deserves your respect. Let him do his job and you
can learn from him.”
“Someone has to lead the platoon,” Johnson retorted.
“Johnson,” Captain Connors interrupted. “We all know you have a problem delegating to Sergeant Mueller. You
should know by now that without a Sergeant’s leadership, you don’t have a platoon. You have a bunch of
undisciplined kids.”
“I can handle Mueller,” Johnson half-shouted. He was now on the defensive and his competitive irrationality
overpowered his common sense of decorum in a room full of officers. “I am the platoon leader.”
“You think you’re the platoon leader,” Connors said in a half-whisper. “When you took over the third platoon in
Carolina, Mueller was a good Sergeant and he had a good platoon. Would you like to share with us your explanation
of this decrease in moral since you became the platoon leader?”
Johnson was now angry and outwardly uneasy.
“I would like to discuss this in private, Sir.”
“So would I, Lieutenant,” but you have two of your fellow platoon leaders here who are looking a little anxious to
hear your answer. If we’re to fight as a unit, we all need to know how our flank is going to be protected, or if it will be
protected at all. I’m adjourning this meeting Johnson. If we need to meet again on this topic I am afraid there will be
changes. Am I clear on this?”
“Yes Sir,” Johnson replied and went silent.
“You’re excused Lieutenant.”
Johnson turned and left the room.
punishment.

His

mannerism was like a young boy told to stand in the corner as

“Sir, “Beryl was the first to speak. He had an idea of how to save the leadership dilemma of the third platoon.
“Yes Beryl,” Connors looked at him curiously. He had not spent much time with Beryl and was interested to hear
what the new platoon leader was about to say.
“Sir, I don’t have a solution but I have a suggestion. In the short time I’ve been with Sergeant Dietz I’ve noticed he
is exceptional with the men.”
“Are you proposing to trade with Johnson?” Connors asked.
“No Sir,” Beryl laughed.
“Ok,” Connors smiled. “See if Dietz will spend some time with Mueller. If Mueller can’t straighten out Johnson and
the platoon in short order then changes will be made.”
"Yes sir," Beryl responded.
Connors turned to leave and stopped, turned back to the three platoon leaders. He had a slight smile on his face.
"Now, would one of you like to tell me what the singing and yelling was all about that woke up the XO?"
*****
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At 01:45 in the morning the sun was still five hours from the horizon and the 6 X 6 army trucks were winding
through the camp like an endless parade. The noise from the engines and the grinding of gears could be heard
throughout the camp. In the C Company barracks the lights were on and 144 soldiers were scrambling to stuff all
their belongings into a three foot tall, 24 inch diameter barracks bag. The officers and platoon sergeants were ready
and by the door. The men had been through this exercise several times from Maryland, to Carolina, down to Florida
and now at Camp Kilmer. Each time it became a little more difficult as their personal inventory seemed to grow at
each stop. Beryl tugged on Frank’s sleeve and motioned him to follow outside. Frank looked down the barracks to
check on the progress and turned to the door.
“What’s up,” he asked when they were outside.
Beryl began by describing the meeting in the conference room. He told Frank of the conversation and Captain
Connor’s request of Frank. He failed to mention his own suggestion to Connors.
“The Captain wants me to work with Mueller?” Frank asked surprised.
“Yes, he thinks you’re capable of turning the platoon around through Mueller.”
Captain Connors was walking towards them in the dark just as the soldiers of C Company were assembling
outside the barracks. Beryl and Frank saluted Connors when he was within a few yards of them and Connors
returned the salute. After the conference room meeting the day before, Connors had assembled the men in the
barracks and gave his version of the Provost Marshall’s lecture about security.
“Don’t they trust us Sir,” was a question from one of Johnson’s privates.
“I’m going to answer that question with a question, Private,” Connors had raised his voice. I want everyone in this
room to look at the person next to him. You ask about security? How would you like to command 14,000 recruits and
have to worry constantly about the enemy learning where and when we are going? Look at the person next to you.
Do you trust him to keep his mouth shut? Should a general trust 14,000 green recruits?”
Connors paused, hoping a little of what he said would sink in.
Captain Connors turned and left.
The 6 X 6s were idling in front of the barracks, headlights beaming and drivers yawning.
“Let’s load em up,” Connors said.
At once two platoon sergeants and Lt. Johnson took charge and led their men to the back of the 6 X 6s where
they climbed into the canvas covered trucks. Sergeant Mueller stood watching Johnson perform his duties.
Frank and Beryl climbed into the cab of the next truck designated for their platoon as the squad leaders
encouraged their men to climb aboard with their barrack bags. Anderson slapped the side of the back gate and
yelled to the front, "all in sergeant."
Their short drive would take them along a two-lane asphalt road to the east. It was three in the morning when
they drove through a small town and to a dock area where passenger ferries were lined up. They arrived at Raritan
Bay, a large bay on the southern end of Lower New York Bay. As the lead truck pulled into the parking area near the
docks a sergeant began yelling to the men in the back of the trucks.
“Double time to the first Ferry, let’s go, hustle up.”
For the next hour he would use every word in his vocabulary that meant to hurry and use it on the men in the
trucks. Another Sergeant was on the dock also using every meaning of the word hurry to speed the loading of the
soldiers. As soon as a truck was empty, an MP would wave his arm as if in a panic to move the truck out of the
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parking area to make room for more trucks. The same activity was happening on the dock. The ferries were hustled
th
in and out of the dock area as soon as they were full of troops. A portion of the 29 Division was on the move in the
middle of the night and those in charge were treating it as a critical maneuver. Like another army drill to test the
moving effectiveness of the Division and its ability to disappear in the night without a trace. The local population
would awake the next morning to a Camp Kilmer that had lost 14,000 of its population.
The ferries moved north through the narrows between Staten Island and Long Island, past the Statue of Liberty to
the tip of Manhattan, then through the East River past Queens and the Bronx. Here the waterway widened as the
Ferries entered Long Island sound. The soldiers on the first Ferry stood on the deck and watched the city lights.
They didn’t talk or move about; they just stood on the deck in amazement at the city lights that never ended. Many of
them had never been to New York City nor had seen a city with no end. The awesome feeling of being so near this
wonder was beginning to overpower the senses of the soldiers and just when their minds began to overflow, another
sight was presented that fired the nerve endings again. As the Ferry made a slight turn to go in a northeast direction
up the sound, the outline of a giant ship could be seen docked at the harbor. There were few lights on the ship and
its dark silhouette outline made it appear as a large mountain rising from the water.
Beryl and Frank were standing next to one of the ferry sailors.
“Quite something, isn’t she,” the sailor said to Beryl.
“Quite something indeed,” Beryl responded.
“We have seen all types of ships coming and going but this one is the biggest. The Queen Mary is the largest
ocean liner ever to be built when it was officially launched in 1934.”
“How do you know about this ship?” Frank asked.
“I have drinks on shore with some of the crew. Want to know more?”
“Yes we do, Beryl answered.
“During the building of the ship, it was known as Job Number 534 and in 1934, Queen Mary, wife of King George
V, officially launched the liner and gave it her name. It took two more years to complete the interior and fittings and
the Queen Mary sailed on her maiden voyage in 1936. Her length was over three football fields, 1019 feet and she
weighed 81,000 tons. Job Number 534 consisted of 12 decks and would require over 10 million rivets to hold the
steel mountain together. During her initial speed trials, she reached just over 30 knots, driven by her 160,000
horsepower engines and she was capable of traveling from England to New York in just four days. For the war effort,
the British government sent the Queen Mary and her sister ship, Queen Elizabeth, to Australia where they were
painted gray, stripped of all the lavish furnishings and outfitted to increase their passenger capacity from 2300 to
16,000.”
“Excuse me, we are about to dock. Need to go to work.”
“That was a brief education,” Frank said with a smile and turned to the platoon who was standing near the back of
the ferry looking at the sights.
“Let’s get assembled and make ready to depart,” he half shouted at the men.
In the background he could hear Lieutenant Johnson shouting at his men to assemble and hustle up while
Sergeant Mueller stood aside remaining silent. The soldiers began walking down the gangway and following the
MPs arm motion to proceed to the Queen Mary. Beryl walked beside Frank who was looking over the first platoon
and making sure all thirty-six men were in line. They reached the bottom of the gangway and turned left to go north
along the dock to the Queen Mary.
“This is quite a sight,” Beryl said
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“Never been to New York?” Frank asked, with the tone that suggested he had been there and indeed, he had.
“First time.”
The soldiers reached the dock area and as they neared the gangway for the Queen Mary they all looked up in
order to see the full height of the ship; resembling a group of star gazers the way their heads were angled upwards.
The dock was like a small city with activity. The stevedores were loading the Queen Mary with provisions and the
th
116 Infantry Regiment Engineer and Artillery Companies were loading their equipment. It was not yet four in the
morning but the dock was well lit for the activity.
“I think we can assume the next leg of this journey will be across the Atlantic,” Frank said as they walked to the
ship.
“We still don’t know where, but now we know how,” Beryl smiled.
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Suspicious Stevedore
As they walked with the other soldiers along the dock to the Queen Mary they passed stevedores, dock workers,
more MPs, Jeeps coming and going and trucks bringing in cargo and supplies. Almost 16,000 soldiers and their
equipment would be loaded onto the ship and the entire process had taken over 48 hours. The soldiers were the last
to be loaded.
Beryl stopped suddenly and grabbed Frank’s arm.
“Frank,” do you remember the story about the guy in the Chicago train station?”
Frank turned to Beryl. “Yes, the man with all the questions.”
“See that dock worker over there by the large crate, the one with the shoulder bag? I think that’s him.”
“Let’s go find out,” Frank said as more of a command than a suggestion.
They both dropped their barracks bags and began walking in the direction of the man by the crate. Beryl looked
around for an MP but the nearest one was by the Queen Mary gangway which was still a hundred yards away. As
they got within 20 yards of the man he looked up and tilted his head forward as if to see better in the half-lit dock
area. When they were ten yards away Frank spoke.
“Good Evening.”
The dock worker threw his cigarette on the ground and squared himself to the two soldiers walking towards him.
“Good Evening,” he replied.
Beryl looked at the man and wasn’t sure if this was the same man.
“I am having some trouble with my equipment,” Beryl said, “can you tell me who the dock manager is so I can get
some help?”
“He’s around here somewhere,” the man replied, “You might ask one of the stevedores over by the Mary.”
Beryl now knew this was the same man from the tone of his voice and the way he spoke. He also had a feeling
that this was not a dock worker. The man, even though he dressed in the clothing of the other dock workers, was a
little too polished.
“Would you mind walking over with us and pointing him out?” Beryl asked.
The man looked at Beryl with an expression of recognition.
“Can’t do it, soldier. I am supposed to be here and help with this crate.”
“Won’t take but a few seconds,” Frank urged.
“Can’t do it.”
“Come on Frank, let’s go see if we can find him,” Beryl said to Frank.
“Thanks,” Frank said as they walked away.
They started walking to the gangway to find the dock manager.
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“That’s him,” Beryl said.
“Let’s find the dock manager and bring him over to see if he really is a dock worker,” Frank said as they both
quickened their pace.
As they were half way to the group of stevedores near the Mary, Beryl turned his head around.
“He’s gone,” Beryl said.
“Go ahead, I’ll see if I can find him,” Frank said and turned to run back to the large crate.
Beryl looked at the group of stevedores and couldn’t see anyone who looked like a foreman. He thought about
Frank for a second and decided it would be better to go help him. The two of them should be able to handle the one
man. Beryl turned and as he looked toward the crate he couldn’t see anyone, not the man or Frank. He started to
run faster and as he reached the crate he thought he heard a noise. Without hesitating, he ran to the dark side of the
crate opposite the dock and as he rounded the corner of the crate, an arm swung at him and barely scraped his
shoulder.
“What,” Beryl shouted as he turned and faced the man with the questions. The man was standing near the
slumped body of Frank and held a billy club in his right hand. Beryl lunged toward him and the man jumped to the
side and took another swing with the club, barely missing. Beryl looked down and saw blood flowing from Frank’s
temple. He lunged again at the man but this time he didn’t go head first. At the last moment he turned his body and
connected with the man in a classical football cross body block. The man fell with Beryl on top of him and he swung
his billy club, pounding on Beryl’s back as he fell. Beryl was quick to recover the fall and pounded the man’s face
with his fist. He hit the jaw, the nose and the temple before the swinging billy club connected with Beryl’s temple.
Beryl’s stunned body slumped as the man stood quickly, looked at his two victims and began running.
He ran to the street side of the dock and climbed the chain link fence that was supposed to be a barrier. Beryl
shook his head to clear the stars and turned to Frank who was still unconscious.
“I need an MP over here,” Beryl shouted to anyone on the dock. He took a hanky out of his pocked and wiped the
blood off Frank’s temple. There was a big lump and a small cut where the billy club had met the skin. He shouted
twice more before hearing rapid footsteps coming toward the crate.
“What happened?” the MP half-shouted as he rounded the corner of the crate.
“I’ll tell you the whole story later, now I need a medic,” Beryl said to the MP and the stevedore who had come with
the MP.
“Get some more MPs over here and have them look outside that fence for a man in a dock worker’s uniform.”
Beryl knew this was unproductive but it was worth a try.
Frank began to gain consciousness, mumbling a few words that he himself couldn’t understand.
Sorenson of the second squad arrived, looked at the wound and pulled a dressing from his kit.

Private

Frank felt the wound and feeling the bleeding had stopped, motioned for Lee to stop with the bandage.
“Just clean it up,” Frank said.
“I need your CO,” Beryl said to the MP. “We have a serious security problem here.” Beryl looked around and saw
the shoulder bag the man must have dropped. He picked it up and walked over to the lit up side of the crate.
“How’re we doing Beryl?” Frank said with a wrinkled smile.
“Just fine,” Beryl answered, “Now that you’re all right. Looks like you got blindsided Sergeant.”
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“Is that what happened?” Frank replied. It was obvious Frank didn’t see it coming.
“Where is he?”
“He took off when he saw me coming; he knew he couldn’t fool an officer.”
“Funny,” Frank said as he smiled and winced at the same time. “What’s that on your face? Did he get you too?”
“I got in a few good licks. Broke rule number one though, don’t get carried away with offense and forget defense.”
Private Lee stood and helped Frank to his feet. Frank gave out a brief moan.
“You’ll make it Sarge,” Sorenson said to Frank.
The MP who went to look for his commander was returning. Beryl greeted them and gave a brief description of
the incident and the man from Chicago with all the questions. Beryl looked down at the bag he was holding, opened
it and began to lift out the contents. Inside the bag were an expensive camera and a .45 caliber pistol.
“What have you got there?” the officer asked.
“This is the bag the man was carrying,” Beryl answered and offered the bag to the officer.
“Let’s go to the ship,” the officer said. “I need to write down some details and information so we can get in touch
with you later.”
The small group walked to the Queen Mary and the officer motioned to a small crate. He took out a pencil and
paper and asked Frank and Beryl their names, ranks, serial numbers, units and destination. They answered all the
questions except the last.
“All we know right now,” Beryl said, “is our destination is that ship. If you want to know more you’ll have to get in
th
touch with the 29 Division Headquarters.”
The officer nodded.
“I need to leave you now and get this information to some local New York authorities.” the officer said and left.
Beryl and Frank returned to their barracks bags.
“Can I carry that for you?” Beryl asked
“No, thanks, I couldn’t let the men see me hobbling up the gangway with a small wound.”
Frank lifted his bag and winced.
“You sure you don’t need help?”
“I’ll be ok,” Frank said as he lifted his bag.
They reached the top of the gangway and looked around. Their platoon had disappeared somewhere on the ship.
They hesitated at the top of the gangway and an MP told them to keep moving and to follow the group that was just
boarding. Frank started to ask the MP a question when a familiar voice called.
“Sergeant Dietz……over here.” It was Anderson calling and motioning them to come to him.
“I’m not surprised to see him here,” Frank said. “He’s learning.”
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Frank and Beryl followed Anderson through the ship’s interior. The ship had been stripped of all the elegant
furniture and fixtures. Brass doorknobs on rich wood doors had been replaced with ordinary metal doors. Where
chandeliers used to hang were now ordinary lights. None of the elegant furniture was on board, having been
replaced with cots for the soldiers to sleep on. The ballrooms and elegant lounges had been stripped of their carpet
and bare floors were only cushioned by the soles of the soldier’s shoes. The tables for fine dining had been removed
and cots and bare wooden tables had been set up. The strangest part of the ship was the now gray exterior. As a
luxury liner it had been painted white with colorful bands and bright colored smokestacks. When the British
government requisitioned the Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth in 1940, both ships had been sent to Australia to be
refitted as troop carriers. The gray exterior paint was ordered to conform to the standard navy color and make it
harder for German submarines and planes to spot from a distance. Frank and Beryl followed Anderson to the lower
fifth deck where the first platoon had found rooms cramped with cots.
Anderson seemed to know his way around the ship even though this was his first time on board.
“This way, Sir,” Anderson motioned to Beryl. They rounded the corner of the wide hallway and could hear the
commotion of soldiers trying to get comfortable in their rooms.
“The First Platoon is just down this hall. I couldn’t tell if there were special rooms for officers.”
“That’s OK, Anderson,” Beryl replied. “I intend to stay close so I’ll bunk with the platoon.”
“Here we are,” Anderson said, pointing to the rooms occupied by the First Platoon.
Beryl and Frank found a room with two empty cots and joined the soldiers who were opening their barracks bags.
“Hello Tork…………Davison………..Somerfeld,” Frank said as they entered the room. “I guess we’ll be your bunk
mates for this trip.”
Somerfeld looked at Beryl.
“You too, Sir?”
“Me too, Private,” Beryl responded with a smile.
Frank and Beryl set their bags on the empty cots.
A loudspeaker crackled in the hallway and a voice with a British accent began speaking to the soldiers throughout
the ship.
“Gentlemen, welcome aboard the Queen Mary. Please get settled into your quarters and remain there until we
are loaded and under way. The kitchens and facilities are located throughout the ship and once we are under way,
you will be instructed on where to get your meals. Please stay in your rooms until further instructed.”
The loud speaker crackled again.
“Sergeant,” Beryl said to Frank, “let’s find the CO.”
They left the room and walked down the corridor.
“We need to bring Connors up to date on the incident at the dock,” Beryl said as they walked the corridor, looking
into each room.
“Are you sure the man on the dock was the same one in Chicago?” Frank asked Beryl as he touched the wound
on his forehead.
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“Definitely,” Beryl replied. “He recognized me also but the look on his face was a big question mark, so he
probably couldn’t figure out where he had seen me before. We just had a run in with a German spy.”
“I’m glad the gun was in the bag and not in his hand,” Frank said.
As they turned the corner, Beryl bumped into an officer.
“Excuse me Sir,” Beryl said as he took a step back and recognized Captain Connors.
“Lieutenant Edgell……Sergeant Dietz, are the men loaded and settled in?”
“Yes Sir,” Beryl replied.
“Where’re you located?”
“With our Platoon down this hall,” Beryl answered.
“Ok,” Connors said. “We’ll be told more about our destination once the ship leaves the dock. As soon as I know,
I’ll send for you. Also, once we are under way the men can leave their quarters. Keep them busy. This ship is 1,000
feet long so plenty of room to run.”
“Uh……..Sir, we had an incident on the docks,” Beryl said to Connors.
Connors looked at Beryl with a quizzical expression. Beryl related the story on the dock and the incident in
Chicago. He included the briefing with the MP Officer and the possibility that they may be contacting him in the
future.
Connors listened and then smiled,” so you couldn’t wait to get into a fight, eh Sergeant?”
Frank smiled back,” I’m afraid it wasn’t much of a fight, Sir. If Beryl hadn’t arrived I may have been your
Company’s first casualty.”
“I need to get to a Battalion meeting. Beryl, I’ll send for you as soon as I learn anything.”
“Yes Sir, “Beryl replied.
Connors continued walking down the corridor.
“Let’s go back and get some sack time,” Beryl said to Frank and they both turned and walked back to their room.
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To Sea
Before dawn on October 4, 1942, the Queen Mary was pulled by small tugboats to the mouth of the Atlantic
Ocean for her journey. The soldiers were asleep, having had little sleep the night before because of their clandestine
exit from Camp Kilmer.
The Captain of the Queen Mary paced on the main bridge.
“Four days gentlemen, four days,” he said to his officers. “We will be traveling at 28 knots, zigzagging the entire
journey to avoid the German subs.”
The Captain nodded to his lieutenant who would be relaying the information to the ship's crew.
He then looked down at the sailors who were stationed around the ship’s railings with their binoculars.
In Beryl’s room the men were asleep before the ship left the dock. They didn’t hear or feel the ship move from her
dock berth nor the slow entrance to the Atlantic. The Queens 160,000 horsepower engines began to rev up and their
very slight hum gave a quieting background, like a welcoming white noise to the tired passengers. Beryl was sound
asleep when the loud crash in the room woke everyone.
“What the,” Beryl said as he bolted out of his cot.
“Tork,” Frank shouted as he looked up from his cot to see the large body of Tork sprawled on the floor.
“What was that?” Tork asked as he moved his cot off his legs and tried to stand.
“You fell out of your cot, that’s what,” Frank said.
“I was pushed,” Tork insisted.
“Yes, Tork, the Ghost of the Queen Mary picked up your 250 pounds and sent you crashing to the floor,”
Somerfeld said.
“Really, I don’t know what happened,” Tork said in his own defense.
“Let’s get some sleep,” Beryl said to the men. “And Tork, try to stay in your cot.”
They all laid back in their cots. The little bit of adrenaline caused by the loud crash meant they would be awake
for awhile before getting back to sleep. A small amount of light came through the cabin window from the pre-dawn
sun.
“Tork,” Somerfeld said in a low voice. “Your leg is hanging over the side of your cot and you’re not balanced.
You’re going to fall out again.”
“I always sleep this way and I didn’t fall,” Tork whispered back.
“There’s an old story about this room,” Davison whispered to Tork. “Room number 555. On the maiden voyage
across the Atlantic there was an old, old man and his new young bride. Of course she had married him for his
fortune. He was old and wrinkled and nasty and she tolerated his creepy pawing of her young torso because in time,
he would be dead and she would have his fortune. One night during the voyage they were dining in the main lounge
when the old man became very sick. The ship’s doctor was fetched and the old man was taken to the infirmary where
the doctor gave the old man a check up and said it appeared he had a mild heart attack. The young bride looked
concerned but was thrilled by the prognosis.”
Davison paused for a second.
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“Doctor,” she said, “you must keep my husband here and watch him. He is very frail and he needs your care.”
“I agree,” said the Doctor even though the old man protested.
“The old man was wary of his new bride’s propensity to infidelity and feared leaving her alone. He protested
some more but the Doctor insisted he remain in the infirmary. The young bride returned to her room, put on a low cut
gown and proceeded to the ship’s dancing lounge. Not long after, she could be seen returning to room 555 linked
arm in arm with a young man. A young man who could satisfy her lust and immediately upon entering the room, the
satisfying began. The young couple was totally engaged when all of a sudden the door crashed open.”
“Are you listening Tork?” Davison whispered.
“Yes,” Tork answered.
“The old man crashed into the room and with sudden strength he grabbed the young man and threw him to the
floor. The young man fell headfirst and broke his neck, killing him instantly. The old man then lifted his wife off the
bed and threw her head first to the floor. As she was falling to her death she cursed the old man, cursed his fortune
and cursed this room. She fell with a loud crash to the floor and her death.”
“Crash,” Davison said slowly.
At that instant, Tork’s cot tumbled and he went sprawling to the floor just like before. The whole room seemed to
move and everyone grabbed the side of their cot.
“Who’s driving this ship?” Somerfeld asked.
“I told you I didn’t fall out of bed,” Tork shouted.
“What’s going on?” Frank asked.
“I’m going to find out,” Beryl said as he was dressing.
Beryl left the room as Davison decided to finish his story.
“So Tork, in this room number 555, three people died on the maiden voyage. The young bride, the young man,
and the old man who had a massive coronary just as his wife’s head hit the floor, breaking her neck and sending her
greedy soul to hell forever. Whenever anyone has an immoral or adulterous thought in this room number 555, the
ghost of the old man appears and tosses them out of bed. So Tork, what immoral, adulterous thoughts were you
having when you were tossed out of your cot by the ghost of room 555?”
“Good story, Davison,” Somerfeld said. “And almost believable.”
Somerfeld was sitting on the side of his cot when the ship leaned heavily to the side sending him to the floor.
“What the hell is going on?” Somerfeld shouted.
Frank, Tork, Davison and Forsythe were laughing.
“What were you thinking just now?” Tork was barely able to shout at Somerfeld because he was laughing so hard.
The door opened and Beryl walked in. He looked at the men laughing, all except Somerfeld. Tork and Somerfeld
were on the floor with their cots overturned. He had to smile at the scene.
“So what’s going on Sir,” Davison asked.
“Well, we can’t rule out a ghost in room 555, but there might be another explanation.”
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“It seems we’re crossing the Atlantic without an escort. So, every eight minutes the Captain turns the ship sharply
to the right or left. This is their way of avoiding German submarines.”
“How can that do any good?” Forsythe asked.
“That’s an easy one,” Davison said. The Queens, Mary and Elizabeth, can run at 28 knots. That’s pretty fast for a
ship. The German subs barely crawl along at about 12 knots using their diesel engines on the surface. When they’re
submerged and running on battery power, they’re about half that fast. It’s almost impossible for a German sub to hit
this moving target going 28 knots and zigzagging. If we don’t have an escort, the Brits must be real confidant of this
tactic.”
“Let’s get some sleep,” Beryl said. “Tork, you might want to fold up that cot and sleep on the floor.”
*****
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Curacao
Three days out from New York the men had become accustomed to the zigzag pattern and the leaning of the ship
every eight minutes. Typical of their time in the army, they were either very busy or very bored. Frank and Beryl kept
the platoon’s leg muscles in shape by running them four times a day around the deck along with other platoons; a
sea of soldiers on the high sea. When the men weren’t running they were in a chow line, in the ship’s store line or in
their rooms reading or writing letters. On the fourth day out from New York, they began to see other ships coming
toward them to escort the Queen to her final destination. Six destroyers surrounded the Queen Mary as a guard
against German submarines and the cruiser, Curacao, was with the flotilla to provide protection against a possible
attack by the German Air Force. The destroyers and the cruiser would turn with the Queen Mary along the zigzag
pattern, continually patrolling around and in front of the ship for her protection.
“Looking out for German subs?” Frank said as he joined Beryl at the ship’s railing.
“No, just thinking about home.”
“Esther?” Frank asked, “I bet you miss her.”
“Yes, very much,” Beryl replied. “How about you Frank, are you looking forward to finding the right one?”
“Oh yes, very much. But those thoughts have to remain on hold for now.”
“How come you didn’t go to OCS?” Beryl asked. “You’re a natural leader.”
“Thanks,” Frank laughed. “It just didn’t seem right.”
“How so?”
"If I am going to ask the men to do something, I feel the need to be doing it with them."
"Suffer as they suffer," Beryl smiled.
"Something like that."
“There is a separation between the officers and enlisted men. It’s kind of like the Priest in the pulpit. He’s up there
behind a podium or a table and his flock is below him sitting on wooden pews. I think if you want to work with soldiers
or people, you have to be down there with them. If you’re constantly among them you get to know their capabilities
and what they need to keep them going. I knew I wasn’t the type to sit in a battalion headquarters on a field phone
ordering men into a battle that I knew very little about."
"I think I understand,” Beryl said and changed the subject.
"I haven't had a chance to bring you up to date on the officer's meeting back at Kilmer, "Beryl said.
He hesitated.
"Well........there is one small item that was brought up by the XO," Beryl said with a smile.
Frank raised an eyebrow.
"Seems the XO was a little upset that there was singing and chanting before dawn that woke him from his sleep.
And..........he wanted to know what that was all about. He then assigned Captain Connors to the task of finding out."
Frank smiled and nodded his head.
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"I guess I should confess."
"No need, Connors already knew but didn't say anything. He just looked at me and winked."
Beryl continued, looking at Frank with a tilted head. "What WAS that all about?"
Frank hesitated and turned to Beryl.
"Have you ever had the pleasure of being near railroad tracks and listened to gandy dancers?"
"Gandy what?"
"Gandy dancers."
Frank now had Beryl's complete attention.
"Every railroad has crews they call gandy dancers who repair and maintain the rails. A lot of the repair work is
realigning the rails which is done manually. So you will have 6 or 8 men, usually negro, Mexican, Chinese or poor
white or a combination of them on a crew and a crew foreman. In order to move the rails back to alignment, the men
in the crew all have a 6 foot iron poles and they have to work in unison in order to move the rails that are still bolted
to the railroad ties. They all put the bottom end of the iron poles under the rail and pull up, nudging the rail outward
or inward, whatever needs to be done."
"So," Beryl interrupted. "What does that have to do with the chanting?"
Frank stopped short of his next sentence. The Queen Mary was making one of its turns, a sharp right turn that
listed the ship: however more of a turn than normal. If you were in the dining area, you would have to grab your plate
and glass to keep them from sliding off the table. Frank and Beryl both grabbed for the railing at the same time.
“That Cruiser is making a turn into our bow,” Frank shouted, as if trying to yell at the Captain of the Queen Mary.
The Cruiser Curacao was performing its own zigzag maneuver just as the Queen Mary began her turn.
Both
captains assumed they had the right of way and that the other ship would 'give way.' The concept of an absolute
right of way does not exist in ocean waters. The 'give way' rule states that the privileged vessel must maintain a
constant course and speed to allow the 'give way' vessel to judge the situation and avoid a collision. Since both
vessels were following the war time edict of zigzagging to avoid enemy submarines, the 'give way' principle collided
with war-time maritime orders. Both the Mary and the Cruiser were too large for quick maneuvers and everyone on
the deck of the Queen Mary could see the inevitable. The sailors on the Curacao could see it too and were
scrambling to get away from the middle section where the collision would occur. Frank and Beryl held the railing
tighter as the Queen Mary rammed into the side of the Cruiser. They could see the panic and running sailors on the
deck as the Queen Mary, still traveling at 28 knots, sliced it into two pieces. In an instant, hundreds of sailors and the
debris of the vessel fell into the Atlantic. The stern of the Cruiser sank almost immediately while the bow section
bobbed and rolled in the water as it flowed past the Queen Mary. The large bow section of the Curacao began
floating on the left side of the Queen Mary. Frank and Beryl could see the water rushing into the massive open
wound of the Curacao as it began to float along their side of the ship. They could see the sailors in the water floating
by, some with life jackets and others without and trying to keep afloat by swimming or hanging onto parts of the
debris. Frank and Beryl both had their life jackets on because it was an order from the ship’s captain. All the men on
Queen Mary were ordered to wear life jackets when not in their bunks because the ship would not be stopping for a
man overboard.
Beryl was quickly taking off his life jacket. His head was moving right and left, looking at the sailors of the Cruiser
floating past the Queen Mary. He could see the terrified faces of the sailors and hear the shouts and cries for help.
Sailors were moving their arms to stay afloat as pieces of Curacao debris around them bobbed and flowed with the
drowning sailors.
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Frank was a little quicker and threw his life jacket overboard.
They looked up and down the deck and saw other soldiers throwing their life jackets overboard to the sailors in
the water. The bow of the Curacao was floating by and they could see the twisted metal, pipes, wires, furniture and
other debris. Some sailors were hanging on to the side of the ship as it was slowly sinking. In a matter of seconds
the cruiser remains and the floating sailors were passing the stern of the Queen Mary, soon to be out of site. Beryl
looked at Frank in disbelief.
“Are we just going to keep going?” he asked, as if Frank had the answer.
The jolt to the Queen Mary had been so slight that the soldiers below deck assumed someone down the hall had
slammed a door. The Queen Mary was so towering over the cruiser that the collision had only made a 50 foot dent
in the bow of the ship and British sailors on the bow were signaling to the Captain in the steering room that the
damage was not serious. Upon further inspection, it was revealed to the captain that a hole had been torn into the
bow and water was entering. The captain slowed the liner down to 10 knots and kept with the zig-zag pattern.
Just then the Captain’s voice came over the Queen Mary’s loudspeaker.
“Attention all hands and passengers, this is Captain C. Gordon Illingworth of the Queen Mary.
American and British officers are to report immediately to the ship’s theater.”

All

The commotion by the theater doors attested to the Captains urgency and authority.
The officers crowded into the ships theater and filled the room with loud murmurs as the officers who had been on
deck were explaining to others about the collision. Beryl found a seat by the door.
Beryl stood up with the rest of the Officers when the Captain of the Queen Mary stepped into the room. He
walked across the stage with an air of self importance and motioned for the officers to sit down.
“Gentlemen”, he began, “we are 150 miles from Glasgow, Scotland and we just had an incident with our Cruiser
escort, the Curacao. The Curacao did not give way and crossed in front of our bow. There was a collision and the
Cruiser was cut in two. I am afraid there are many casualties and others who need rescuing. We of the Queen Mary
will not take part in the rescue effort. I have notified ships in the area and they are rushing to the scene of the
collision. I am under strict orders to deliver you safely, without delay, to your destination. No stopping for any
reason, especially now that we are close to our destination and the danger of German submarines raises as we near
our port.”
There was a low murmur from the Officers who had been below deck. Even though they had heard from others
about the incident, the confirmation by the Captain seemed a second surprise.
“Gentlemen,” he continued, “this incident will not be spoken about by anyone until this war is over. The enemy
must not learn of anything about this incident or this ship. You need to stress this most important security precaution
with your men. We have sent a distress signal to ships in the area that will arrive shortly to rescue the survivors.”
The Captain, without dismissing the Officers, simply left the room.
Theater yelled out, “dismissed,” and Beryl left with the others. (2)

An American Colonel in the front of the

(2) Curacao
The Curacao collision is a true event and happened very similar to its description here. There were 441 seaman
on HMS Curacao and less than 100 were rescued. The RMS Queen Mary was 81,000 tons and HMS Curacao was
only 4,190 tons so the cruiser was sliced into two pieces and sank in only a few minutes. The bow of the Queen
Mary had a 50 foot gash which was later repaired with cement for the return trip back to New York.
*****
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Beryl returned to the top deck and joined Frank. Frank was standing by the railing looking back toward the stern
of the ship as if there was still something he could do to help the sailors.
Both stood there looking at the ocean. It was about 3:00 PM.
“The ship’s Captain just addressed all the officers about the accident. We need to assemble the platoon and tell
them that this incident is to remain top secret. Nothing is to be said about the accident until the war is over and we
can assume any leak about this will be a court marshal offense.”
“Ok,” Frank replied, “Do you want to tell the men?”
“Yes, I’ll talk to them.”
The two looked out in the ocean, as if they would see a sailor or debris from the accident. Frank was still thinking
about the sailors who had been without life jackets and trying to swim among the parts of the ship floating and
sinking around them.
“You should have seen the authority in the Captain’s manner,” Beryl said after a long silence. “As if God had
ordained him to be in charge and he knew it. He was standing in a room of American officers and telling them how it
would be regarding the incident: totally confident of his authority.”
Frank smiled, “I understand that in the navy, a captain of a ship is god.”
"Yes, and they can stand in front of colonels and generals and give them orders."
“Yes, but different,” Frank said. “I think the British have a different way of expressing their authority. When you
look at their history, their leaders have always had an implied God ordained authority. Their Kings and Queens didn’t
have to raise their voice to have someone’s head cut off. A simple nod of their head would signal the executioner to
lower the ax. When you look at our history, we were the opposite. Americans were a bunch of mixed breed rebels. A
key reason for the great migration from Europe was to get away from the European totalitarian authority. So we
Americans are more prone to question authority. We don’t follow blindly. We question everything and authority has
to earn their crowns.”
“Also, the Brits have had over two years of this war, so leading and following have become more ingrained. Once
you get into life and death situations, there is a lot of pressure to conform and listen to authority. Take a look at your
platoon. They still tend to gripe out loud and have their rebel moments, but when we get closer to the cannons you’ll
see all of them looking to you for answers to their survival.”
"Changing subject," Beryl said. "What about the gandy dancers?"
Frank smiled, liking the curiosity of his lieutenant.
"So the gandy dancers have these long poles, but they have to all lift them at the same time, in unison. That is
where the crew chief comes in. He has a song or a chant with a cadence so on the third or fourth beat, the men all
lift at the same time. I witnessed this when they were working on the tracks around New Ulm. It was fascinating.
Not only the teamwork but it seemed the chant or song was energizing and they could go on forever." (3)
(3) Gandy Dancers
The chant by Sergeant Dietz was patterned after the railroad Gandy Dancers who realigned the rails by hand with
long 'Gandy' iron bars. It took four or more men to work in unison to make the alignment, a fraction of an inch at a
time. Gandy Dancers were mainly African American, Chinese and Mexican. Dietz, according to the story had a
chant in 1942, modeled after the Gandy Dancers who worked in and around his home town in Minnesota. Although
Dietz is a fictional character, the Gandy Dancers are real and their chants can be found on the internet.
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The chant about the Jelly Roll and Suzie originated with the Gandy Dancers.
The origin of "Sound Off" ("The Duckworth Chant") is credited to Private Willie Lee Duckworth of Sandersville,
Georgia in 1944. Duckworth was an African American soldier serving in the United States Army.
*****
"So you adopted the songs to work with a jogging platoon?"
"Yes," Frank laughed. "Quite a bit. But the advantage of the chant is that it lifts moral and keeps the men in step.
In Florida I added a few insults about officers when the lieutenant wasn't running with us and it was a big boost to
men."
"Many of the gandy dancer lyrics wouldn't go over on an army base."
Frank sang in a quiet tune.
"I don't know but I've been told...........Susie has a jelly roll."
"I don't know, ugh......I don't know, ugh.
"Susie, Susie, don't you know...........I can make your belly grow."
"Don't you know....ugh. don't you know...ugh."
"Your belly grow...ugh. Your belly grow...ugh."
Beryl smiled. "So on the beat of the 'ugh' the dancers would all lift in unison?"
"Yes," Frank answered.
"I don't understand, Susie has a jelly roll. Is she serving doughnuts?" Beryl asked
Frank lowered his voice even more.
"In that culture, a jelly roll is a vulva."
Beryl leaned his head back in an exaggerated motion as a gesture of understanding.
“Lieutenant Edgell,” a voice shouted from the upper deck.
Beryl turned and looked up.
“Sir,” the soldier shouted, “Captain Connors would like you to join him in the aft main lounge.”
Beryl nodded in acknowledgement and turned to Frank.
“I guess we’re going to find more about our destination. “Go tell the men about the Curacao and the security
warnings, I’ll catch up with you later. “
Frank turned to go.
“Oh, by the way,” Beryl said and Frank stopped.
“Which way is aft?”
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Frank laughed and pointed.
The main lounge didn’t look much like a main lounge. The Queen Mary luxury liner would have plush carpet,
colorful lighting and overstuffed furniture. Queen Mary the troop carrier had bare floors, crude lighting and old
wooden tables and chairs. The elaborate mahogany side panels had been covered with sheets of leather for
protection. Beryl entered the main lounge to find Captain Connors and the other platoon leaders. Beryl greeted the
officers and took a seat at the wooden table.
“First, let’s start with the cruiser accident,” Connors began. “Have you all briefed your men and stressed the
seriousness of the security?”
Keil said yes.
"Sergeant Dietz is doing that now," Beryl answered.
Everyone nodded their heads except Lt. Jack Johnson.
“Johnson?” Connors asked.
“Not yet sir.”
One could tell from Connors expression he was not happy with this answer.
“See to it immediately after this meeting,” Connors said. He could have just said, ‘see to it after the meeting’, but
by inserting the word ‘immediately’ he was asserting his authority over an officer who was slacking. Like when your
mother called you into dinner and ended with a loud and forceful....'NOW.'
“We now know a little more about where we’re going,” Connors said.
“We’re heading to Glasgow, Scotland. There are army camps all over the British Islands so we still don’t know
our final destination. When we reach Scotland we’ll disembark and march to the train station where we’ll board one of
the many luxury trains, compliments of the British Government. That’s all we know. We don’t know how long we’ll be
on the train and where it’ll be traveling. You can tell your men exactly what I’ve told you here.”
“Sir,” Beryl asked. “Can we assume that K-Rations will be the meal on the train?”
“Yes, if something else is offered then it’ll be a pleasant surprise.”
Lieutenant Keil Jarvis looked at Beryl and smiled. “Do you want backup when you have to tell Tork?”
It was well known throughout the company that Tork was a big and often eater. He could go through a midnight
machine gun exercise, crawling through mud and rain with machine gun tracers flying overhead and bunkers
exploding around him and smile when it was over. And smile when told to do it again; but if a meal was late or not to
his liking, he was quick to complain.
“No,” Beryl smiled back. “I’ll need backup when someone tries to steal my best BAR man.”
“Get your men ready,” Connors said. “I want this company to look sharp. If we have to march to the train station, I
want the Scottish people to see a proud, if not quite ready Army coming to their rescue. One last thing. General
Gerhardt wants the division looking smart and crisp and doesn't want the men to be lugging their bags through the
streets that will be lined with onlookers. He wants rifles on shoulders and the men marching in step. Tell your men
to make sure their bag is well labeled and to leave them on the trucks on the docks: the trucks will transport them to
the train station where the men will be reunited with the bags."
"That’ll be all.”
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The Lieutenants got up to leave.
“Beryl,” Connors said. “I need a word with you.”
“Yes Sir.”
After the other Lieutenants had left the lounge, Connors turned to Beryl.
“Beryl, I am having problems with Jack. I told you I may be making changes. Once the shooting starts, I may need
to pull him out of the action and replace him. If I can’t get a good replacement, I may put Frank in for a field
commission. What are your thoughts about that?”
Beryl hesitated for a moment.
“Sir, I think I know Frank pretty well. He’s committed to remain in the noncom ranks so he can be close to the men
and be more effective. He doesn’t want to be an officer. I think he’d turn it down, he’s done it before.”
“Thanks for the information, Beryl,” Connors said without offering a rebuttal or comment.
"And by the way............tell Frank no singing."
He smiled and turned to leave.
Beryl left to find Frank. He could understand Connors and the reason to replace Johnson. He was also
concerned about losing Frank. Connors had a job to put together the best fighting Company and he apparently saw
a need to get better leadership in the third platoon. He hoped Connors understood his comments about Frank and
not press the issue.
Beryl found Frank by the railing where he had left him. He told Frank about the meeting and the need to get the
men ready as they neared Glasgow.
“Frank, do you sense a bit of caution in Connors when he tells us something?”
“I assure you,” Frank answered, “Connors is anything but shy when it comes to command. What he is shy about
is making too many promises to his men. It isn’t a matter of being too negative or shy from being too positive: it's
part of his personality to work with good information. You will find he is not afraid to say that he doesn’t have enough
information or the correct information before committing himself.”
"Did you brief the men on the Curacao accident?"
"Yes sir, taken care of."
"Another thing," Beryl added with a slight smile.
"We will probably be marching from the ship dock to the rail station and Connors specifically mentioned that you
were not to lead in any singing."
Frank laughed.
The Queen Mary listed and they both grabbed the handrail and looked toward the bow to see if a collision was
eminent. Since the Curacao accident it was automatic to look to the bow of the ship on each turn. Frank lit a
cigarette. He enjoyed it much more on deck than down in the quarters where the men had to smoke after sundown.
At sundown all the lights of the ship were turned off and no smoking was allowed on deck, conforming to the rule of
all lights out after dark. Soldiers, who smoked, which was most of them, had to go below deck to the inner areas to
light up and maintain the darkness of the ship. The British called it security so a German sub would not be able to
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see the Zippo lighter’s flame in the dark. The soldiers who smoked called it paranoia. If they could go four times the
speed of a surfaced German sub, surely a Zippo flame would make little strategic difference.
“Do you have any pictures of your family?” Beryl asked Frank.
Frank pulled out his wallet, letting the cigarette dangle in his lips.
“Here’s a picture of my parents.”
Beryl took the picture and looked at it closely.
“These look like blue-eyed Germans to me.”
“That’s another story,“ Frank said smiling.
“You sure look like an Irishman,” Beryl jested.
“Could be.”
“Speaking of blue-eyed Germans, I’m going to go get Tork for a run around the deck. Can you fill in the men on
our destination and get them ready?”
“Yes Sir,” Frank answered. “What is it about Tork?”
“I like the kid and he needs help staying in shape. Also, he needs more confidence in himself."
Frank smiled.
“Confidence but not too much independent thinking,” Frank said.
“There is a reason for the training and coordinated drills: it's called ‘casualties.’
Once in battle, you will be losing men. These casualties will be replaced by soldiers with unknown skills and
weaknesses. Once we take the battle to the continent, in a matter of weeks we can expect half of this platoon to be
dead or wounded and replaced by men we know nothing about. You won’t have time to get to know the
replacements. That is why train and drill is the curriculum.”
"I understand that," Beryl replied.
"But I learned on the football field that sometimes it is the improvised play which prevents you from a big loss of
yards or gets you a big gain. Certainly, the majority of the game was played by the coach’s playbook; however, since
you can’t always depend on the other team to do what you planned, it was sometimes necessary to improvise. We
can’t always anticipate what the German soldiers will do so we need some independent thinking in the ranks. I hope
to develop some of that in our BAR man. Once in a battle, he needs to look for opportunities and we can't expect him
to just wait for an order. He has to seize those opportunities."
Frank's answer to this was a little side nod of his head, as if to say.....'ok, it is worth a try.'
Beryl said goodbye and retreated to go to the enlisted men’s deck.
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Run on the Deck
“Hello Private,” Beryl said when he reached the third deck.
Private Torkildson stood and replied, “Good afternoon Sir.”
Beryl liked Tork, a big kid from Iowa who volunteered before his draft number was up. Basic training had been
tough on Tork. He grew up on a farm with plenty to eat and the typical farm chores. His upper body was strong but
his legs had a hard time carrying his large frame. He was overweight and the farm chores did little to strengthen his
legs. During basic and advanced training, Tork had a rough time with the hikes and running exercises. His specialty
was the BAR because of his marksmanship and ability to carry the heavy machine gun and the ammunition. Now the
task was to strengthen his legs and turn some of his fat to muscle.
“Are you ready for your run,” Beryl asked.
“Yes sir.”
Tork began putting on his knapsack. This was not any sort of punishment for Tork. It was Beryl’s way of helping
him gain strength in his legs. The two climbed the stairs to the upper deck.
“Do you want to walk a lap first or shall we run?” Beryl asked.
“Let’s run Sir.”
After several laps, Beryl slowed to a walk. Tork slowed in pace with his lieutenant.
“How do you feel?”
“Fine Sir, “Tork replied, breathing heavier than his lieutenant.
“Frank has a lot of good things to say about your marksmanship.”
“Yes Sir.”
Beryl walked to the railing and stood looking out into the North Atlantic. Tork joined him. After a few minutes of
silence, both started talking at once.
“Sir......,” Tork said.
“Tork.....,” Beryl said at the same time.
“Sorry sir.”
“No need for sorry Tork."
“Yes sir,” Tork replied.
Beryl turned to face Tork. The sun was setting behind the ship and the long rays of the almost submerged sun
extended from the horizon to the wake of the ship.
“Tork, you’re from Iowa, right?” Beryl asked.
“Yes Sir.”
“Farmers?”
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“My folks have a farm in Iowa where we raise corn and some livestock. I’ve spent my whole life there. The first
time I left Iowa was in the Army.”
”Tell me about your family.”
“Well Sir, there’s my mom and dad, four sisters and a brother. We have two Labradors, a bunch of chickens,
eight cows and two horses. We still have the old tractor that came with the farm in 1930 and five years ago my dad
bought a used John Deere.”
Beryl was always amused when he asked that question about family. Usually the soldier would say he had one or
more dogs and then mention his parents and last would be his siblings, if mentioned at all.
“It takes a lot of discipline to work a farm,” Beryl said.
“Yes sir, it does.”
“Get up every morning at dawn and work until sundown?” Beryl asked with a smile.
“Actually, sir, before dawn,” Tork replied with pride.
“Before dawn?”
“Yes sir, before dawn.”
“How did you do it?”
“My dad taught me to set my mental alarm clock. So, every morning I would wake at 4:00 AM. It just became a
habit.”
“Is your family religious?” Beryl asked.
“Oh yes Sir, our family is Lutheran. Every Sunday afternoon we take turns reading the Bible. Mom said it was
important for us to learn how good men think so we can always be good Christians. “
“I think our mothers are a lot alike,” Beryl said. “We didn’t read the Bible as regularly as you did, but Mom was
always talking to us about the Gospels and Christian work.”
“I still read the Bible every Sunday for at least an hour,” Tork said. It’s like setting my mental clock to get up at
four in the morning. I set my Sunday clock to take time to read the Bible.”
“Let’s run,” said Beryl, “We still have work to do.”
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Firth of Clyde
The Queen Mary sailed into the Firth of Clyde late in the afternoon on the fourth day out of New York. The Firth of
Clyde is on the Northwest coast of Scotland, an inlet surrounded by small islands. The military and politicians had
decided on this location because of the narrow inlets and the ease of securing the area from German submarines
and the German Luftwaffe. The ship slowed to a crawl to maneuver through the narrows, past islands named Arran
and Bute and through a narrow inlet with small towns on either side. The Queen Mary slowed even more as it
entered the narrowest part of the channel with the village of Gourock on the right and Dunoon on the left. She then
made a slow turn past Gourock, Gourock Bay and then a right turn to the docks of Greenock where barrage balloons
flew overhead to prevent air attacks by the Luftwaffe. The Queen Mary slowed to a stop as it pulled alongside the
dock where the dock workers began tying the ship to the dock cleats.
The Queen Mary became a shouting gallery as captains, lieutenants and sergeants directed the soldiers on their
packing and where to wait for disembarking. The soldiers were scurrying, trying to fit 80 pounds of gear in a 50
pound bag. They would be in the British Isles for a long stay and this bag would contain their living room, bathroom,
clothes closet and bedroom plus necessities such as cigarettes, chocolates, writing materials and envelopes.
Beryl and Frank were trying to supervise the commotion in their own platoon. The adage of the weakest link was
true with a platoon. Beryl and Frank were both searching out the soldiers having the most trouble with their packs
and barracks bags and helped them catch up with the tempo of the rest of the platoon. Company C had been lucky.
They had been assigned to the lower cabins, eight to a room and had more time while waiting for the upper decks to
depart the ship. Frank and Beryl were going from room to room checking out the packing.
“How’re you doing?” Beryl asked Tork.
“Fine sir, I’m almost ready.”
Beryl could hear Frank arguing with a private and stood listening for a minute.
“You can’t pack it and you sure as hell won’t be able to carry it, “Frank was saying forcefully to Private Bell.
“I can do both, “Bell replied with a little more force than even he expected.
“This cost me good money and I won’t leave it behind.”
Frank reached over and took the small phonograph from Private Bell. Bell had bought it from one of the Queen
Mary’s crewman. Some of the crewmen would sell items to the American soldiers, knowing they would have to leave
it behind. After the soldiers departed, they would scrounge through the soldier’s quarters looking for anything that
was left. The bigger the item, the more likely a sergeant would order the soldier to leave it.
“Forget it and finish packing.”
“Sarge,” Bell said, “I won’t leave it behind.”
Frank was done with the discussion. He threw the small, wind-up phonograph on the floor and the wooden frame
shattered.
Bell grabbed Frank by the arm and his face contorted in anger.
Frank stared into Bell’s angry eyes and whispered.
“Stand down soldier."
Bell’s hand slowly left Frank’s arm. His face was still contorted with anger.
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Frank glanced over to Beryl who was watching silently.
Beryl then addressed the rest of the soldiers.
“Remember, we will be loading our bags on trucks and marching to the train station. Who knows, General
Gerhardt himself may be watching so look smart. Check you rifles, your gig line and your boots. We want these
islands to witness a professional army joining them. "
This was Beryl’s way of supporting Frank without interfering.
Other platoons were moving and Beryl estimated they had only a few minutes before they joined the queue to
disembark the Queen Mary. He surveyed the platoon and except for Bell and another private, the platoon seemed
ready.
“Tork,” Beryl said, “can you help Forsythe with his barrack bag?” Forsythe hadn’t rolled his clothes tight enough
and was having a hard time getting the last of his belongings into the bag.
Tork didn’t reply. He walked over to Forsythe and with his farm-raised strength, crushed the contents of the
barrack bag so it could now be easy to close.
Captain Connors stood in the hallway with his first sergeant, Drews.
“Company C,” Drews shouted, “stand ready.” All the doors of the cabins were open and each room had been
instructed on the order they would file into the hall. Everyone was standing and ready.
“Company C, fall in.” At this command, each soldier lifted the heavy barrack bag and put it on their shoulder.
*****
It seemed like a long time for the Queen Mary to dock in Greenock as the last several hundred yards were under
the power of tugboats: slow moving and slower to maneuver the ship to the dock.
In the order of their closeness to the gangway, the soldiers came out of their rooms, into the hallway and followed
the soldiers that had departed ahead of them.
The daily exercise regimen of Beryl’s platoon had readied them for what lay ahead. By the time the platoon had
climbed stairs and walked the long distance to the gangplank, they were breathing harder than usual. The line of
soldiers slowed as they reached the open air. The hills surrounding the Firth of Clyde were green and rolling and the
village of Greenock was out of another world. Scotland's most common trees and flora could be seen across the
inlet; Scots pine; silver birch; alder; oak; ash; elm; juniper; elder and wild cherry all dotted the rolling hills as well as
Scotland's national flower, the Thistle.
As they made their way down the gangplank to solid ground they were greeted by a British Band, sounding a
welcome note for the soldiers who had come to live or die for their cause. As each company arrived, they threw their
bags onto the waiting trucks and immediately lined up in formation on the dock, ready for the next leg of the journey
which would take them to Glasgow and the train station. It would be a long and memorable distance of just over 20
miles. The soldiers marching to the main street were not aware of the eyes of the current Bruce who descended
from Robert the Bruce.
The Earl of Elgine and Kincardine, Anthony Bruce, was aware of them. He was watching from a distance at the
spectacle of American soldiers departing from the Queen Mary and forming up on the dock. He watched with
Scottish pride as the soldiers began to fill the streets of Greenock. He was proud of the Scottish traditions and
history and proud that the Queen Mary that was constructed in this Firth of Clyde was bringing the American Army to
his land. The Earl of Elgine and Kincardine was proud to display his country to the arriving Army. If only they knew
the rich history of this country and this land. He wondered if they appreciated the local ancestors who had fought for
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independence from the English and began to accumulate wealth in the shipping business and more wealth later
th
when trade began to flourish in the Americas and West Indies in the 17 century. The Glasgow merchants had taken
advantage of their western port and became wealthy by importing rum, sugar, tobacco and other goods from the new
lands. Later, the merchants began to take advantage of the rich deposits of iron ore and coal in the region and this
led to the Glasgow region becoming a major shipbuilding center. The Earl of Elgine and Kincardine watched the
parade of American soldiers marching through Greenock and the tears forming in the corner of his eyes were tears of
pride and relief.
Beryl was in as much awe of the surroundings as everyone who departed the ship. The streets were lined with
the citizens of Greenock. The adults waved small American flags as the children walked alongside the column of
soldiers on their way to the train station. The children were acting like it was a circus coming to town and they ran
alongside the soldiers, waving and yelling cheerful ‘hallo Yanks’ at the soldiers.
“Hi kid,” Beryl returned the greeting to a small, freckled Scottish boy. He reached into his pocket and pulled out a
stick of gum and handed it to the boy. The big grin Beryl got in return was all the thanks he needed.
“Hey Yank, got any gum?” Beryl could hear in the distance. The soldiers had never marched so exactly before
and the reception by the Scottish reception 'committee' bolstered their pride even more.
“Hey Yank, got any gum?” was like a rally cry. The soldiers straightened their postures and increased their pace,
realizing they were a parade and bringing the pride of America to this Kingdom of Strathclyde. The shouts of the
children picked up their spirits and gave them new energy. The column of soldiers stood taller and marched more
precisely as they fumbled in their pockets to find gum to throw to the children. They would later write home and
mention the warm welcome they had received when landing in the British Isles.
Beryl looked over to Tork who was marching with a big smile and long strides. Tork’s free hand was searching in
his pockets for anything he could throw to the children. Beryl smiled to himself and glanced over to where Anderson
was marching. Anderson ignored the children and looked straight ahead as if he was one of many pall bearers:
serious and solemn.
The march to the Glasgow train station was one of the easiest long marches they had experienced in the military,
20 miles from the docks to the train station in Glasgow. The soldiers marched as if they were walking down the
graduation isle. Heads were high, smiles were broad and the soldiers marched through the ancient streets as if they
were entering an ancient Kingdom, which it was.
While the docking of the Queen Mary and the disembarking both seemed to last an eternity, the 20 mile march to
Glasgow seemed a fleeting experience. The reception in Greenock continued down the path to Glasgow and every
shout, every call of 'welcome yanks'........ was like an adrenaline shot and every soldier of the 29th Division felt as if
they could continue marching to eternity.
As this massive fraternity marched through Port Glasgow, Lang bank and Bishopton and neared the ancient city
of Glasgow, they weren't as awestruck as they were with the visual they had when nearing New York and its never
ending buildings that extended beyond the horizon. The awe they experienced upon nearing Glasgow was an awe
of wonderment and surprise.
The old architecture of the buildings, strange shop signs that hawked tobacco, baked goods, spirits, small hotels,
jewelry outlets and other common goods. The strange double deck buses that augmented the underground rail
system dating from 1896 were parked on side streets to make way for the parade through town. In the distance the
th
soldiers could get a glimpse of some of the mansions built by the tobacco barons of the 19 century: some with stone
Greek pillars and others, 2 and 3 storied mansions with elaborate stone work.
These barons began amassing their fortunes in the 1700s through a process called the triangular trade. There
were two triangle trade routes: one was the imaginary triangle from Africa, northwest to the Americas and northeast
to Europe, then back to Africa. Slaves were transported to America where a cargo of rum, tobacco and cotton would
be loaded for Europe. From Europe south to Africa they would transport textiles, rum and manufactured goods.
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A second but similar triangle was made up of ships following a route from Africa to the Caribbean to New England
and back to Africa. The goods traveling this route would be slaves from Africa to the Caribbean, then sugar to New
England and rum and manufactured goods from the colony back to Africa.
The cobblestone streets resounded with the marching steps of American soldiers.
“Quite a reception”, Beryl whispered to Frank.
“I think they’re glad to see us”, Frank whispered back.
Beryl thought to himself. So this is the land of the orphan King James. He guessed that they would be taking a
train to England, the second home of the orphan King.
The assembly at the rail station was orderly as each platoon retrieved their barracks bags from the trucks and
settled on the location assigned them. The soldiers set their barracks bags on the ground and either sat on them or
lay on the ground, using the bag as a large pillow. Beryl and Frank sat on their bags and watched the activity at the
train station.
“You know Sarge,” Beryl said when they were settled. “I can’t wait for our next mail call.”
“Expecting news from home?”
“I’m hoping for news from a wife who may be pregnant,” Beryl answered.
Beryl looked around, thinking of Esther’s last words on the train station.
“How long is this wait?” complained Private John Bell. “First we’re cramped into a steamer for four days and now I
suppose they’ll have cattle cars for our next ride.”
Anderson gave Bell a stern glance.
Frank looked at Anderson and nodded his head in the direction of Bell.
Anderson stood and walked over to Bell, said something to Bell in a low voice, stared into Bell’s eyes, and waited.
Bell sat down on his barracks bag.
Private Joseph Kuzinski looked over to Bell and Frank.
“Hey, maybe someone left a Cow in our cattle car and we can have some fresh milk,” Kuzinski said.
This was typical of Kuzinski. Born and raised in Brooklyn, Kuzinski was the youngest of eight children: four boys
and four girls. The conflict in the family started with the parents, whose normal method of communicating was to
shout at each other. They would have divorced years ago accept for the eight children. Now with all the children out
of the nest, they stayed together because of fear. Fear that they would be alone. The conflict in the family had
always flowed downhill to the children and it seemed that everyone was shouting. Even a simple request, like, ‘how
long are you going to be in the bathroom,’ was a reason to shout. Kuzinski was the peacemaker. No matter how
heated the argument, he was the one to try and lighten the atmosphere with a quip or antic, turning the attention on
himself and away from the argument. One day during the parent’s normal arguing, his father got so angry he left the
house, swearing he wouldn’t be back. The next day Kuzinski was caught shoplifting candy from the corner store and
the police took Kuzinski home where his mother expressed shock at the incident. The Priest came by and talked to
Kuzinski and his mother and later in the day, Kuzinski’s father came home, having heard about his youngest son
stealing candy. Kuzinski was sent to his room and the parents talked for hours in the kitchen. They talked for a long
time about their youngest and why he would do such a thing, and then they talked about everything.
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Bell shot a hard look at Kuzinski.
Frank looked at Kuzinski and smiled.
“Hey Sarge,” Tork said loudly, “are they going to feed us some hot chow on the train?”
The rest of the platoon heard Tork and they laughed together at the big kid who was always hungry.
Frank spoke so everyone could hear.
"You were all given sandwiches on the ship before leaving and I suggest you ration yourselves."
The train to take them to their next destination was slowly pulling in front of the station. On the side of each car
was printed in colorful letters: London, Midland & Scottish Railway. The Scots had anticipated the awesome task of
moving 15,000 American soldiers and had rallied rail cars and locomotives from all over Scotland to Glasgow. In
addition, troop transport trucks had also been commandeered to augment the rail system. Company C had arrived
on the ferry just as the company ahead of them had boarded the train and was pulling out of the station: followed by
a locomotive with empty passenger cars.
The clouds that had been threatening all morning began their ritual shower on Glasgow. All of the soldiers at
once began to retrieve their rain gear that consisted of a simple waterproof poncho. Beryl felt relieved when he
heard Company C's second in command, Lieutenant Mark Whitaker shout through the rain.
“Company C, fall in.”
Each platoon lieutenant yelled for his Sergeant who in turn yelled at the men.
The squad leaders yelled, giving the men in the squads a point to assemble. Everything happened fast.
Company C had done this hundreds of times at Fort Meade, AP Hill Carolina, Fort Blanding, Florida and Camp
Kilmer. The entire Company was assembled and ready in less than a minute.
“Load em up .”
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The Train Ride
The loading of the train was orderly. A few men stumbled on the steps to the train car, not anticipating their large
barracks bag banging against the railings and tipping them over. Company C settled into the three cars assigned to
them and began the wait for the rest of the soldiers who would be riding this train.
Beryl and Frank settled into the forward car.
th

“I would guess this is vintage 19 Century,” Frank said as they took their seats.
“They probably pulled a lot of stuff out of mothballs to accommodate the visiting Yanks,” Beryl replied.
“I’m looking forward to our time here,” Frank said. “I’m sure we’re going to get some real English hospitality.”
Frank was only thinking of the future. The past could have been filled with beautiful memories: however, the
recent past clouded those memories and came to the forefront when he allowed his mind to ramble backwards. His
parting with his mentor was still a painful experience and so he put a mental wall between Camp Kilmer and
everything before it.
Beryl wasn't thinking so much about the here and now as he was the past and the future. His time in Goodland,
the marriage, the love making and the future......back in Goodland on leave.....hopefully.
The background noise at the rail station provided a good excuse to remain silent due to the loud nature of the
steam locomotive and the need to speak over the blasting of the steam engine as it built pressure for the journey.
The train started to move slowly away from the Glasgow station. The soldiers were still trying to settle in and
make room for themselves and their bags. Beryl stood up and walked to the front of the car.
“Men, listen up, there’s a lister bag at the back of the car with fresh Scottish water, no ice, no Scotch, just good
Scottish water. I’m told this’ll be a long journey, so get comfortable. The curtains on the windows are for security so
leave them in place after dark. When the Queen Mary entered the Atlantic we entered a war zone. Now we’re in the
middle of it. Remember, our host has been at war for over two years and they are very serious about security. Every
shopkeeper, farmer, schoolboy and housewife here is a sentry and a watchdog. Remember, we’re guests here, not a
conquering Army. So conduct yourselves accordingly.”
Beryl turned to see an old Scotsman in a train uniform.
“Halo Yank,” said the trainman with a thick Scottish brogue.
“Hello,” Beryl replied with a smile. He was smiling to be friendly but also because he was amused at the sight of
the old man and his accent.
“Whar ye bin?” the old Scotsman asked.
“Excuse me?”
“Whar ye bin?” repeated the trainman.
“Uh, where?” Beryl asked, still not understanding.
“I osked ye, whar ye bin Yank?” the trainman repeated.
“I don’t understand the question,” Beryl replied.
“We’ve bin getting clobbered fer threy years, Yank. It’s aboot time ye showed up.”
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“Oh, you mean where has the American Army been?” Beryl said with a laugh.
“Exoctly,” said the trainman with a smile and a glint in his eyes.
Beryl looked at the trainman and smiled, not knowing if the trainman was serious or jesting. He thought it best to
treat it seriously until he knew for sure.
“We’ve been waiting for Roosevelt to make a decision. I guess the Japs made the decision for him so here we
are,” Beryl said in a serious tone.
“So here ye be,” said the trainman, “a little late but weer glad ta see ya.”
“Has it been bad?” Beryl asked, wanting to show concern but also wanting to learn more about the local frame of
mind.
“Bod?” It was a rhetorical question. “The last time ye Yanks knew this type of devastation was when yur North
and South wur beatin up on each other. Devastation like when Sherman marched through yor South. Only for us it
isn’t a marching army. Now tis the uncertainty of Hitler and what he’s preparing to throw at us. You should’ve been
here in 1940, before our flyboys got control of the air. Bombs were droppin every night. Every mon, woman and
chile knew how to handle a fire hose and work a bucket line
“I’m sorry we couldn’t have been here sooner.”
“Well, yur here now and we’re glod to see ya. What’s yur name son?”
“Beryl Edgell.”
“Edgell, ye don’t say.” The trainman beamed.
“Why do you say that?” Beryl asked.
“It sounds like an English name ta me,” the trainman replied. “Did yur oncestors come over from our Islands?”
“We haven’t traced our ancestors back that far.”
“Wall, tis likely yur ancestors came from a region in England call Edgehill. There wos a famous battle there
between the rebels who called themselves Parliamentarians and one of the King’s sons, Prince Rupart. Except for
that battle, I cannet tell ya else about Edgehill. Yur ancestors wur probly chicken thieves who got caught and had ta
flee the area to avoid bein hanged,” the trainman said with a laugh.
“So my ancestors took the name of Edgell?” Beryl asked laughing.
“Ye, probly chicken thieves,” the old trainman repeated, still laughing. “Or more likely they wur poachers in the
King’s forest.”
“No, probably chicken thieves. My family has always been great cooks when it comes to chickens. And you know,
a stolen chicken always tastes better.”
The trainman laughed.
“Wall, I guess we haf ta thank the Japs,” the trainman said in a more serious tone.
“Yes, it was a terrible thing, but it got us here.”
“How do yur German folk feel aboot helpin us?” the trainman asked.
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“I believe they’re for it,” Beryl replied, “many of them from my small town joined right after Pearl Harbor. In my
platoon there are several German names.”
“Thot’s good,” said the trainman.
There was a pause in the conversation.
“We wur afraid yur ambassador to England would have too much influence on Roosevelt. God knows Churchill
had little influence.”
“You mean Joseph Kennedy?” Beryl asked.
“Ye, Joseph the Irishman,” the trainman said. “Do ya know he gives speeches here and in America to German
groups and tells em that America should remain neutral and stay out of the war. After all, he says, our monarchy is
German.....Saxe-Coberg-Gothe."
“No, I didn’t know that,” Beryl answered. “We don’t read much in the newspapers about the ambassador to
England. By the way, why did the monarchy name the change from Saxe-Cobert-Gothe to Windsor?" Beryl said
wanting to change the subject.
"Thot was because of the first great war against the Germans. The monarchy wanted to distance themselves far
from any association with Germany."
"That's understandable. Why did they choose the name Windsor?”
“Wall,” the Scotsman said, thinking. “It must come from the name of Windsor Castle.”
“And how did Windsor Castle get its name?” Beryl asked, now smiling.
“Cause the main gate opens to the small village of Windsor, thot’s why. So it must ov been named after the
village.”
“And how did the village get its name?” Beryl laughed.
“Thot’s a mystery to me Yank. My but yur full of questions. I hope yur action is as lively as yur askin. We’ll win
this war in a fort night.”
The old Scotsman and Beryl were now laughing.
“Wall, glad yur here Yank Edgell,” he smiled. “If I see ya in a pub I’ll buy ya a pint. Now must be off ta my duties.”
“It was good meeting you, Sir,” Beryl said.
Beryl was thinking about what the Scot said about the Germans in America and their loyalty and juxtaposed that
thought with the FDR edict to put tens of thousands of Japanese-American families in camps, stripping them of their
businesses and homes and treating them like prisoners of war. What if it had been the Germans who had attacked
the east coast of America and devastated New York City and Washington D.C.? Would there have been retribution
against the German population in America?
The trainman walked to the next car as Beryl moved through the train car and found his empty seat next to Frank.
Frank had been talking to Private Stephen Gault. Gault was from Michigan and his father worked at General Motors.
“My dad’s working eighteen hour days, seven days a week,” Gault was saying as Beryl sat down. “When I get
tired and depressed about some of the things the Army has me doing, I just think of him and feel a lot better. If I
were home in Detroit, he’d have me on the same schedule building airplanes for the war.”
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“Does your dad work on the assembly line?” Beryl asked as he sat down.
“No, he’s the Vice President of Production,” Gault answered.
Just then Private Leonard Forsythe approached Beryl and Frank.
“Sergeant, Lieutenant,” Forsythe said.
“No thanks,” Beryl and Frank said to Forsythe at the same time.
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Private Forsythe
Private Gregory Forsythe was from Pennsylvania and one could tell from his neat appearance, his diction and the
way he carried his 5' 10" frame that he had pride in himself. His dark brown hair was always groomed and he never
had an odor problem. When he spoke the listener automatically assumed he was well educated even though he had
not extended his education after High School. His father was a steel worker and provided well for his family.
Leonard had spent a summer doing flunky work at the steel mill, working in the Executive offices doing odd chores
and it was there he met young Catherine, daughter of a Vice President at the mill. Since love knows no class lines,
the two became infatuated with each other and dated secretly through their senior year in high school. After high
school, Leonard joined the military and when he came home on leave from basic training, the young couple
announced their intention to marry. Leonard’s parents were happy for him, but it was a cautious happiness.
Catherine’s parents reacted as if their daughter had announced plans to become a missionary in another part of the
world. Catherine’s father was too caught up in steel product problems to give much concern to his daughter’s future
but Catherine’s mother reacted with a great deal of ire. She had looked forward to the day when her daughter would
return from Vassar and announce her engagement to a handsome Ivy League student. She secretly enjoyed
daydreaming about how she would prepare for her daughter’s wedding and figuring ways to persuade her husband
to spend the enormous sum of money the wedding would cost. The announcement came as a shock. Not a shock
of concern for her daughter and her future, but a shock of all her plans crumbling. The big wedding at the country
club, the large guest list, and the elaborate reception would now be canceled. She wasn’t going to embarrass herself
now after years of telling her friends how she looked forward to her daughter’s future. Gregory and Catherine had
been insistent on getting married during his time home. The wedding and reception, instead of being a major
Pennsylvania event, became a simple church wedding and a home reception. Instead of hundreds of guests, the list
was less than fifty friends and close relatives. Catherine’s mother had insisted on keeping the list small. She
reasoned to herself that a large list would make it appear as if this was a normal wedding with parental consent. By
keeping the list small, it was a show to her friends in society that her daughter planned this wedding. She wanted her
friends to know of her disapproval and the simple wedding with the small guest list was her messenger.
“Only twenty-five cents for a pair,” Gregory said to Frank and Beryl.
“Private Forsythe,” Frank said rather officiously, “how much do you earn with your private enterprise?”
Leonard smiled, “Last month I sent my wife $42 from my private enterprise.”
“That’s a lot of shoe shining,” Beryl said laughing.
“It comes out to a buck an hour, a lot more than the Army pays.”
“No thanks, Greg,” Frank said. “Or maybe you’ve forgotten, we don’t pay for services, we ask for volunteers.”
Gregory could see he wasn’t going to make a sale here and walked to the front of the car where the pickings
might be easier.
Beryl chuckled.
Gregory moved to the front of the car. As he approached he saw Private Harvey Pierce in a verbal spar with
Private Gerald Somerfeld.
“So what’s so special about Flatbush Avenue?” Somerfeld was asking Private Harvey Pierce.
“Have you ever been to a small village?” Pierce asked.
“We have lots of small villages in Minnesota,” Somerfeld answered.
“Well, Flatbush is a small village surrounded by six million New Yorkers, Pierce said. “We all survive together.”
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“You sure it’s not just another New York ghetto?” Somerfeld asked.
“What’s your problem, Jerry, you have something against New Yorkers?” Pierce asked, emphasizing the name
Jerry.
“Anyone need their shoes shined?” Forsythe asked the group at the front of the car: “only 25 cents a pair.”
“Ask the Jerry,” Pierce answered, “he has lots of Minnesota egg money to throw around.”
Pierce had stepped over the line with this comment. Everyone knew Somerfeld was sensitive to his first name.
Jerry was a nickname given to Germans in WW1 because the shape of their helmet resembled a chamber pot and
the British had for a century nicknamed their chamber pots, jerries: so Pierce's comment was a double insult. In the
small Minnesota town Somerfeld grew up in his family was one of many German families: however they were vastly
outnumbered by the many Swedish and Norwegian families in the area. Beginning in the late 1930s, Somerfeld's
family had been sensitive about their German heritage and all the bad things they were reading about Nazi Germany.
His mother wanted to change their name to Summerfield, a more English sounding name and she argued with her
husband repeatedly about the harm the name was doing to them and the children. Somerfeld's father was adamant
about remaining with their German sounding name. He proclaimed that he was proud of his heritage and his family
had been honest and caring German citizens in Berlin, when Berlin was the center of Europe and culture. The
arguments waned until Pearl Harbor, 1941. The mother had a new fear to throw into the argument. What if
Roosevelt decided to put Germans into camps with the Japanese?
The father scoffed and the verbal sparring continued until Gerald joined the military.
resigned and never brought up the subject again.

The mother became

When anyone called him by his first name he would immediately correct them and say, “Call me Somerfeld.”
Pierce had more than stepped over the line because he had said ‘the jerry’ instead of just ‘jerry’.
Somerfeld, who was sitting in the aisle seat, stood up, took one step, and grabbed Pierce by the shirt collar.
Pierce reacted quickly, standing and grabbing Somerfeld by his collar.
“The name is Somerfeld,” Somerfeld said in a low determined voice.
“Watch it farm boy.”
Somerfeld gave Pierce a hard shove that sent Pierce back into his seat. Pierce tried to hang onto Somerfeld’s
shirtfront and tore it open as he fell backward. Pierce tried to get up but Somerfeld was over him, still standing in the
aisle but towering over Pierce who was sprawled on his aisle seat.
“Somerfeld to you,” Somerfeld said with one hand grasping Pierce’s shirt front and the other hand raised, ready to
strike Pierce. Before he could strike, a hand clasped around Somerfeld’s wrist.
“Are you teaching lessons in manners Private Somerfeld?” Beryl asked in a normal tone of voice.
Somerfeld looked back at Beryl who was still holding his wrist.
“No Sir.”
“He was just showing me some hand to hand combat tricks,” Pierce said in a voice pitched higher than normal.
“Let’s leave the training for the field,” Beryl said and turned and walked back to his aisle seat next to Frank. He
didn’t bother to turn to see if the fight had ended. He was sure it was over for now.
Somerfield sat in his seat across the aisle from Pierce and they spent the next several minutes glaring at each
other.
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In the back of the train car the sound of a smooth soft voice was singing. Private Dennis Love was always
crooning. His hero was Bing Crosby and Bing’s latest hit had been released in the spring of 1942.
Oh, give me land, lots of land under starry skies above, don’t fence me in.
Let me ride through the wide open country that I love,
Don’t fence me in.
Let me be by myself in the evenin’ breeze,
And listen to the murmur of the cottonwood trees,
Send me off forever but I ask you please,
Don’t fence me in.
Just turn me loose, let me straddle my old saddle
Underneath the western skies.
On my Cayuse, let me wander over yonder
Till I see the mountains rise.
I want to ride to the ridge where the west commences
And gaze at the moon till I lose my senses
And I can’t look at hovels and I can’t stand fences
Don’t fence me in.
Oh, give me land, lots of land under starry skies above,
Don’t fence me in.
Let me ride through the wide open country that I love,
Don’t fence me in.
Let me be by myself in the evenin’ breeze
And listen to the murmur of the cottonwood trees
Send me off forever but I ask you please,
Don’t fence me in
Just turn me loose, let me straddle my old saddle
Underneath the western skies
On my Cayuse, let me wander over yonder
Till I see the mountains rise.
Ba boo ba ba boo.
I want to ride to the ridge where the west commences
And gaze at the moon till I lose my senses
And I can’t look at hobbles and I can’t stand fences
Don’t fence me in.
No.
Poppa, don’t you fence me in.
Private Dennis Love finished the Bing Crosby song. Love was a blue-eyed blonde from Macon, Georgia and he
liked to think of himself as the second coming of Bing Crosby. His was in love with himself and his last name. He
used his last name in any situation.
“Trouble with that M1 soldier? Let Love fix the problem.”
“I tell the ladies. If you want a recipe for happiness, add Love and stir.”
“The eleventh commandment, Love can fix all.”
Private Leonard Forsythe was walking to the back of the train car, having made no ‘sales’, as Love finished his
song.
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“Hey Dennis, just what is a Cayuse anyway?” Leonard asked.
Dennis Love looked up, “It’s a small pony. You could’ve figured out that for yourself. What else would he have
been on with a saddle?”
“Why don’t you just say he was riding his pony?”
“I didn’t write the song.”
Next came a familiar cry from the center of the train car.
“Does anyone know when we eat on this train?” It was Tork.
Frank felt it was time to stand and make some announcements.
“Listen up!” He shouted to be heard over the many conversations on the train.
“You all know there’s a lister bag at the back of this car. Pretty soon they’ll be handing out K rations on every
car.”
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K Rations
The mention of K rations brought a brief chorus of groans from the soldiers.
“I’m told we won’t be stopping along the way except for short stops to change engines and crew. Don’t get any
hopes up for strolls through English villages. We’re going to be on this train at least tonight and most of the day
tomorrow, so get comfortable. Also, I’m told there is a chow car on this train. Private Torkildson, you just volunteered
to scout the train and find out if there’s a chow car and how we go about assaulting it.”
Frank sat down just as Tork, eager to volunteer for the mission, stood up and walked to the gangway to the next
train car.
The military had different categories of food to feed the tens of thousands of troops in the field. When a large
army moves, as the saying goes, it moves on its stomach. This has been true ever since man left their village to
conquer another. In early tribal wars, the soldiers were able to live off the land and what they could forage from
conquered villages and their surroundings. This practice continued through the ages and as armies increased in
size, a quartermaster group attached to the army was responsible for foraging into the countryside on their journey to
find livestock and grain to feed the soldiers. Napoleon was responsible for the method of preserving food over long
periods of time. He had the problem of feeding a 100,000 man army on the march so in 1795 he offered a reward for
anyone that could invent a method. A French chef who had been experimenting with the idea of preserving food
presented his idea in 1810 and was awarded the 12,000 Franc prize. His method consisted of placing the food in
glass jars, sealing them with cork and sealing wax and placing them in boiling water. Later the tin can method of
preserving made mass production practical. In World War I, the practice of foraging gave way to feeding the men as
many hot meals as possible and providing ‘emergency’ rations between the hot meal opportunities. Trench warfare
signaled a new era in feeding the army that moves on its stomach. What if the army wasn’t moving? Or if it moved,
how to provide the calories and nutrition that a soldier needed to keep up his strength and moral? The soldiers in the
trenches in France were given emergency “Iron” rations. These were food packages that consisted of dried beef,
wheat and a dash of chocolate. The taste was very unpleasant but it provided the daily calories a soldier needed.
The unpleasant taste, by military accounts, was intentional to discourage the soldiers from relying too much on the
emergency ration. In truth, the industry supplying the military with the ‘Iron’ ration was not capable of making a good
tasting, high calorie, preserved food supply that the soldier could carry in the field for days or weeks. Instead of
pressuring industry to make something ‘tasty’, the military took a flaw and made it a feature. The poor taste would
discourage soldiers from relying on the ‘Iron’ ration for long periods and motivate commanders to supply hot meals
whenever possible.
After World War I, little attention was paid to the problem of feeding the soldiers in the field. It was, after all, the
war to end all wars. This military attitude began to change in 1935 when it became apparent that all wars were not
ended and the possibility of another major conflict was eminent. The military began to look at the rations of the
soldiers. By then the ‘Iron’ ration had given way to the C ration. Typical of military, classifications were given each
type of meal and grants were given to private industry to study and recommend how to feed the troops. The most
desirable rations were the A and B classifications. The A ration was fresh meat and vegetables and the mainstay
when troops were garrisoned for any length of time. The B ration was canned goods that could be heated in the field
and still provide the calories and nutrition for a soldier who was active 8-12 hours a day.
The most attention was paid to the ‘emergency ration’. This was a packaged meal that the soldier would have in
the field to sustain him over a long period of time when the A and B rations were not available. These rations were
designated K rations. The K ration was pre-packaged foods the soldiers could carry to the field. They were small
boxes containing three packages of preserved food, cigarettes and a small amount of coffee grinds.
The military manuals stressed that the K rations should only be used as emergency food supply and soldiers
should not be sustained on the emergency ration for longer than ten days. This was of course the military’s way of
stating in a manual the ideal battle campaign conditions. In truth, most battle campaigns do not follow the manual.
th
The soldiers of the 175 Regiment, like their brothers in other outfits, would rely on the emergency rations and their
own foraging skills during the campaign.
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“Hey Tork, this is a scouting mission, not a one-man assault,” shouted Private Kuzinski from the other end of the
train car.
“Save some for us.”
Everyone on the car who was not sleeping laughed.
“Hey everyone, look at this.” Private Harold Davison had pulled back the security blind on the window and was
looking at the countryside.
There was a small scurry as everyone sitting next to the windows pulled back the blind to see.
“It’s just a bunch of sheep,” Forsythe said in a half groan.
“Yeh, but look at ’em. They look miserable.”
In the large Scottish plain were several hundred sheep grazing. The miserable look was from the mud that caked
most of their bodies.
The men looking out the window lost interest after a few seconds and returned to their slumber.
Davison was still holding his security blind aside as if fascinated by the scene.
“Hey Davison,” Kuzinski half-shouted, “do you know how ranchers count a large herd of sheep?” He waited a few
seconds and answered his own question.
“You count the legs and divide by four,” he laughed along with a few others.
“Actually Ski,” Davison answered, “when you have several thousand sheep all you need to do is count the number
of black sheep. There are about 100 sheep for every black sheep in the flock. Count the black sheep and multiply
by 100.”
Kuzinski sat a little lower in his seat. He had again been bested by Davison.
PFC Kevin Ferguson BAR man from Manzanola, Colorado was walking by and stopped when he heard this
conversation.
He looked at Davison.
"I come from sheep country and Davison, you are both right and wrong. The one black sheep in a hundred isn't
an act of nature or sheep genes. It is part of a regulation if you want to have a grazing permit for your sheep. One
black to every one hundred sheep is required by law so they can audit the number of sheep you are grazing."
Kuzinski sat up in his seat with a smile.
Davison gave Ferguson look of respect: a slight smile and a nod of the head.
Frank looked at Beryl and smiled.
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Private Davison
Davison was the mystery man in the platoon. He was always coming up with little facts and figures for the
platoon but never gave a fact or figure about himself. He was from somewhere in New England but no one knew
anything about him. Speculation about his background ranged from Davison being a Professor’s son to Davison
being a nephew of a U.S. Senator. Davison didn’t talk about himself because he was a bastard son of a single
mother in a small town. He never knew his father who had left the small town of Bangor, Maine when he learned that
Davison’s mom was pregnant and like many men in that situation, chose the escape route over the path of
responsibility. Davison's mom was a proud person and despite the stares and hushed conversations behind her
back, she was determined to remain in Bangor and raise her son. She worked hard in the only laundromat in
downtown Bangor and she and Davison lived in a small apartment above the store. During his early school years he
became a loner both out of choice and the village design; convincing himself that the whispers and stares were best
ignored and to not depend on anyone for friendship. This attitude and the way he walked with a singular purpose
kept everyone at a distance and allowed him to develop the strength of independence. He was most comfortable
around adults rather than youngsters his own age. They were impressed with his mature manner, the way he talked
while looking into their eyes like an adult and his vocabulary which was beyond his years. As he progressed into
high school, his 5' 10" frame matured also. His brown hair was always well combed and his mother made sure he
always had starched and ironed shirts and trousers. Davison had compensated for his bastard status and reinforced
his loner self identity by staying in the apartment and reading everything possible. His playground was the Bangor
Public Library and his athletic activity consisted of turning pages. As he progressed through high school, there came
a realization of the difference between himself and his fellow students. While he was concentrating on being first in
his class and excelling, he developed a condescending attitude toward the fellow students in school. He mused at
their childish behavior and the dependence they had on friends and the peer pressure to join and remain in a clique.
When he graduated his mind was shaped and he was determined to be a leader and maintain an independent spirit.
Tork returned from his mission.
“Sir,” Tork said to a half sleeping Lt. Edgell.
“Yes Tork,” Beryl answered.
“Sir, there’s a chow car on the train but I couldn’t get close to it. The men are crowded in line three cars deep
from it.”
“Thanks Tork, mission accomplished. We’ll have to live off K Rations until we get to where we’re going.”
Tork walked back to his seat, mildly depressed at his failed mission, more depressed at having to eat K Rations.
Privates Gault and Davison were talking as Tork sat in his seat. The rest of the platoon was either sleeping or in
slumber.
“No luck Tork?” Gault asked as Tork sat down across the narrow train car aisle.
“No luck.”
“That’s OK Tork,” Davison said. “An army may move on its stomach, but it gets its motivation from hunger and
fear. That’s how we learn to obey orders so well. Fear of the non-coms, officers and the enemy and hungry to get it
over with so we can return to normal. A little hunger is a good thing.”
“Do you really think we are motivated by fear,” Gault asked Davison. “Or is it respect for our superiors that
makes us want to do well?”
“Fear is a lot more primordial than respect for ourselves or superiors,“ Davison replied with the assertion of an
authority on the issue.
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"When you were going through boot camp, were you thinking of how much you wanted to please the top sergeant
or were you hustling to do it well enough so he wouldn’t yell in your face? I would guess the latter.”
“That’s boot camp, Gault said. I’ll admit it always starts with fear but at some point the fear turns to respect for
yourself and the authority. Primordial instincts have a way of being replaced by a higher instinct. Higher meaning a
more refined and civilized motivation. Fear can be transcended to pride just as basic hunger instincts transcend to a
desire for well-prepared food. Lust can change to love. Fear to pride. Hunger can turn from grunting in a field for
turnip roots to taking the time to earn and prepare a beef stroganoff.”
“Yes, but it was fear and hunger that got you there.”
Private Anderson opened his eyes, looked at Davison and Gault and tried to adjust himself in his seat to be more
comfortable.
Tork listened, wondering why anyone would have such a conversation.
“You’re both crazy,” Tork finally said. “Fear is fear and food is food. Who cares about motivation? Who cares why
we do anything? Just do it and stay out of trouble. And if you’re hungry, eat what’s available.”
Both Gault and Davison laughed.
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Scottish Villages at Night
The train was now rolling through the night covered Scottish countryside. The only light on the train was the
strong beacon on the front engine showing the endless pair of steel rails that joined together at the end of the light.
th
The soldiers of the 175 Infantry, Company C were asleep except for the lone guard on each train car, standing near
the rear of the car by the lister bag. The countryside was dark and as the train rolled through the Scottish villages
only the bare outline of buildings could be seen. The British Isles were still in a blackout for fear of the German
Luftwaffe.
The population of the British Isles was sleeping better in this year of 1942. It had been almost three years since
the Luftwaffe came almost every night to bomb the cities and terrorize the population. Three years since the
population could not sleep and three years since they went to bed every night knowing they could not sleep. Every
sound in the night would wake them to a wide-awake, wide eyed start and was followed by the fitful and usually
unsuccessful attempt to return to sleep. This lack of sleep and knowing that the following night would be more of the
same was a tremendous war burden on the population. The ones injured in the actual bomb destruction were only a
portion of the casualties as the psychological toll of the war permeated through the entire population. Adults would
sleep in a light slumber, sometimes awakened by the crying of the young children who went to bed in fear. A child’s
bed was normally a haven at night, a place where they could go to escape their small stressful world and sleep,
knowing the parents were nearby guarding them from all evils and bogymen. But in the year of 1940 the parents
could not guard them from the evil and the intruders that were falling from the sky at random. The evil was in the
minds of the Germans who were ordering the bombings and the pilots who were flying the planes. The evil was
faceless to the populace on the ground. The children heard and read about the Germans and the Nazis but they had
never seen one. They couldn’t put a face to the evil and the evil wasn’t something your parents could protect you
against. Most children slept like their parents, half asleep and half awake, with every sound in the night bringing their
small slumbering body’s upright in bed.
The train rolled through villages that were black and lifeless from the outside. The dark outline of buildings and
homes shaped the landscape with the appearance of total peace and slumber. But as the train neared the villages,
bringing the soldiers who would help in their fight against the evil from across the channel, the sound of the puffing
steam engine and the vibration of metal wheels on the iron rails would only alert the small village of an approaching
noise, a noise not unlike in the days of the Luftwaffe raids. The population of the small village would awake in a start.
Even though the trains rolled through every night and it had been almost three years, the villagers would still open
their eyes. No lights would appear in the village outline. Inside the homes the parents and children would no longer
sit upright in bed but just lie there to see if the sound would go away. Sometimes they would go to the darkened
windows to see if there were explosions in the distance. They would be able to return to bed once they had
confirmed the noise to be the nightly train.
During the Luftwaffe raids in 1940, the villagers could not distinguish a rail noise and vibration from a bomb
dropped from the sky. Some nights they would look in the distance and see the fires of a nearby city and hear the
noise of explosions. On these nights there was no returning to sleep. On these nights they would gather the children
and find shelter. It was several years later that the rumble and vibration of the train could be ignored and a full sleep
was possible. In 1942 the population was returning to some sense of normality in that the adults and children were
able to sleep at night, awake briefly to the passing train, and return to a sleep that would help them maintain a daily
schedule. Not normal was the energy and long hours the adults spent during the day rebuilding from rubble and
performing what task they had chosen to help build their island kingdom defenses and armies. The fear was still in
them; the fear of the faceless German intruder and the fear of losing a relative or friend to the enemy bombs. The
fear of defeat and what comes with defeat in a war. The fear was accompanied by anger. An anger that was so
great it had to be locked away because if it were left to be free and wander, then all reason and normalcy would be
destroyed. The anger was like a fire. If uncontrolled it would destroy everything around it and engulf everything in its
path. The population contained the burning fire as in a wood stove. Contained and let burn, it provided the energy
needed for the long days of building and rebuilding. They let the fire burn slowly. They used the energy from the fire
to stand twelve and sixteen hour days for their defense and war effort.
The sun was rising over the Kingdom as the soldiers began to wake and visit the lister bag and the cars single
small bathroom. Many of the soldiers, upon waking, pulled back the blackout curtain to look out on the English
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terrain. As if a glance to the world outside the train would help them out of their disorientation. All they saw was
the English countryside going by slowly and the different shades of green, orange and red on the trees and natures
signal of coming winter with the fallen leaves.
Beryl and Frank were awake, sitting upright in their seats with their eyes closed. Each had their own thoughts of
the past, present and future events strolling through their minds. Beryl’s thoughts were mixed and aimless. It was if
his mind was playing ‘king of the hill’ and his thoughts were having a game of who could be on top. His memories of
home would be on top and then the journey across the Atlantic on the Queen Mary would win and they would swirl
around on top of the mountain until toppled by questions of where they were going on this slow English train. Any
game of ‘king of the hill’ always had one or two stronger players. Beryl’s mental king of the hill game had Goodland
and Esther as the strongest forces, followed by his current job as Second Lieutenant in the ‘Dandy Fifth.’ When
Esther and Goodland were on top, Beryl’s mind would display images of his family: Esther, Mom Sylvia, Dad Yale,
Brother Forest, Sister Helen and his nephews Lynn and Steve. He sometimes allowed himself to wonder what his
new son would be like. Would he be like Lynn or Steve? If Esther was really pregnant, the baby would be due in
April of next year, 1943. What if it was a girl? His mind was settled on that issue because a girl would be like his
sister Helen who he often thought was the most beautiful girl in all of Kansas.
A hand on his shoulder ended the mental game of ‘king of the hill’.
“Lieutenant Edgell,” a voice was saying in almost a whisper.
Beryl opened his eyes and his mind raced to the moment.
Beryl looked up, “Yes Sergeant.” He recognized Captain Connors’ First Sergeant.
“Sir, the Captain is holding a meeting of the platoon leaders in his train car in 15 minutes.”
“Thank you Sergeant.”
Frank opened his eyes. “Do you think they’ll tell us now where this train is heading?”
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Meeting with Captain Connors
“I hope so,” Beryl said as he stood up. He walked to the back of the car and washed his face with water from the
lister bag. He filled his canteen with water and stepped into the small bathroom where he fumbled in his pockets for
his shaving razor wrapped in a wash cloth. From another pocket his pulled out his tooth brush and small tube of
paste and brushed his teeth. Since becoming an officer he was more conscience of his grooming and he knew his
Captain would observe everything about how he conducted himself and his outward appearance. It was important to
send a message to Connors that he respected his authority and above all, his standards. This approach, Beryl felt,
was the first step in earning Connors' respect and over time, his conduct as a platoon leader would crystallize that
respect. Beryl finished and walked through the two cars to where Captain Connors was holding court at the rear of
the third car. Beryl approached with a walk of confidence and feeling good about himself. Before greeting the
Captain he glanced down to make sure his gig line, the line that extended from his shirt buttons, down through the
belt buckle and his fly, was straight.
“Good morning, Captain, Sir,” Beryl said
“Good morning Beryl, please have a seat.”
“Thank you, Sir.”
“How’re your men doing, Beryl?” Captain Connors asked.
“They’re fine sir, except for Torkildson. His first attempt to assault the chow car failed but I think today he may be
desperate enough to accomplish his mission.”
The Captain gave a short laugh and then with the demeanor of one who was about to explain the workings of an
apparatus, he explained the following in a monotone, matter of fact voice.
“I met with Battalion HQ this morning and here’s what we can tell the men. We’ll be arriving in an industrial town
called Birmingham this morning. All the men will depart the train and make a marching formation. Leave all
barrack’s bags and equipment on the train. Battalion will be responsible for guarding the train and our equipment.
This will be a six hour layover at least. We’ll march about two miles to some large industrial buildings that have been
temporarily arranged for our arrival. The men will first be given shots. Just like basic, if the man in front of you or
behind you faints, it’s up to you and the other man to carry him through the line. The men will march to an adjacent
building which has been set up like a theater. Here the men will be given a legal lecture by the Provost Marshall who
will instruct the men on local customs and English laws. At the end of his talk, a British officer will try to explain the
British money system. The men will remain seated after the talk. Then the good part, each platoon will be called out.
When your platoon is called, you’ll file out to the next building where you’ll be given your pay in British currency. If
anyone has American money there’ll be an officer who’ll exchange it for British money. Once you’ve been paid,
march the men back to the train station. I expect a lot of locals to be hanging around the station trying to sell their
wares. Give the men a break and let them wander the station for a while before loading them on the train.”
“Any questions?”
“Yes Sir,” spoke Lieutenant Keil Jarvis from the second platoon. “Do we know our destination yet?”
“Yes we do, but for security reasons, only Battalion and Company COs are to know until we arrive.”
Captain Connors looked at Beryl and Lieutenant Johnson and paused for a moment, waiting for another question.
“OK men, get your platoons ready. I want Company C to look sharp. Our British hosts have a thing about
appearance and punctuality.”
Beryl stood with the other platoon leaders, nodded at the Captain and left the car to return to his men.
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Beryl and Leadership
Beryl walked through the two train cars to his own platoon car. He had heard the Captain’s message and was
formulating his own message to his platoon. He was also evaluating the Captain and the way he handled himself at
meetings. Beryl was constantly evaluating. When he wasn’t analyzing his own men he would be thinking about his
superior officers and how they handled themselves and their authority. Ever since his mother had told him to be a
leader he found himself watching people and their behavior. He watched the manager of Horns grocery store and
the way he handled clerks and stock boys. He watched the barber and how he treated the shoeshine boy who
worked after school shining shoes. He was most intent watching his high school coaches and how they managed
their authority. He watched and tried to understand their behavior. Were they doing it right? What effect did their
style have on the person they ‘managed’? He was also trying to figure out his own style of leadership. What makes
a good leader he would continually ask himself? What leaders have the qualities he would want in his own
leadership style?
He enjoyed pondering the world figures and seeing them in the Goodland theater newsreels. General George C.
Marshall was the one leader he thought about the most. As Chief of Staff of the military, Marshall had the look and
walk of a true leader. He was always composed when he talked to the press and his direct answers assured all who
watched that he was in command. Roosevelt and Churchill were in command of two great nations and their
leadership was through their eloquence and convincing dialogue: they also both had a force in their voices that
resonated confidence and unwavering conviction. Eisenhower was a general of the people and his smile and calm
voice was assurance to those soldiers who followed him that he would lead them with the most calculated strategy
into winnable battles. He, like Omar Bradley, commanded with the strength of their intellect and the respect they
garnered from their decisions that proved faithful to the desired outcome. The one leader that stood out in contrast to
all the above was General George Patton and his leadership style which was more like an aggressive sergeant than
a general in the army. His bullying style was effective in producing results: however, there was a great deal of
resentment from his subordinates and an even greater lack of confidence among his peers. Instead of soft spoken,
he ruled his command like a self centered braggart and was looked on as more of a pusher and prodder than a
leader.
Long before leaving OCS, Beryl was formulating his officer persona and giving a great deal of thought to what
'leadership' meant. He learned through newspapers, newsreels, and radio of the different characteristics of the
leaders in 1940 and began sorting out those traits he was capable of and those that he could adopt and this led him
to a greater assessment of himself: what was he capable of in the here and now and the near future. He drew upon
his teachers in high school, what they taught, how they taught, particularly what they taught about the great figures in
history. He thought about the coaches he had in tennis and football and any traits they might have that he was
capable of adopting and he would ask himself; in the course of self betterment and learning to lead; what must he
learn or achieve; what action(s) must he take to arrive at the desired end result; and how to think critically of himself
to judge his progress. In this latter case, he remembered his favorite teacher, Mr. Beeson who taught civics. In
addition to teaching the fundamentals of civics, government processes, current events, and economics, Beeson also
taught critical thinking about government and how to engage in the democratic process. His favorite tool was the
Benjamin T chart and he started by drawing a vertical line down the middle of the blackboard and the heading on the
left would be pro and on the right, con. The students were the input: they would offer the pros and cons of a
particular subject and then using Franklin's method, they would begin crossing out arguments of equal value. So if
there was one pro that had the same value as two cons, all three would be crossed off the list. This was his method
to introduce critical thinking into the classroom on the subject of civics. He would then take the discussion to a higher
level by dividing the class into two camps, the pro camp and the con camp and allow them to collaborate as debate
teams. During his brief 90 days at OCS, Beryl would find himself with a pad and pen jotting down his personal pros
(strengths) and cons (weaknesses) and instead of crossing off those of equal value he would debate with himself
how to go about improving the pros and reversing the cons.
Beryl turned this mental exercise into an everyday routine. He not always had a pen and paper handy but he
could exercise his mind along the T chart and debate routine. Every day small crisis situations would arise, like the
incident on board the Queen Mary with Private Bell and Frank. Beryl observed the incident and from the outset, he
debated the pros and cons of Franks actions: what should the sergeant do and what should he avoid. Beryl's
immediate thought was for Frank to definitely take charge and use the force of his rank to resolve the conflict. It was
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a small incident but still it was an assault on Frank's authority and he had to assert himself and handle it directly
because the situation required an immediate result. There was no time to retrain Bell. The situation was a here and
now impasse and Bell had put Frank in a dilemma with his belligerence. At the time of the incident, Beryl's first
thought was to avoid involvement and as the action unfolded, his instant T chart concluded that Frank needed to
proceed from force of character to some type of no-contact physical force. Beryl hadn't considered the action that
Frank ultimately carried out, yet he approved of it as a proper compromise.
At some point in his ponderings, Beryl decided that with authority comes a different set of tools and the leader
must learn to be proficient with those tools. Only then could the leader earn the respect and thus the loyalty of those
who followed. Frank, like all sergeants in the army, was constantly dealing with questions of authority from the men
in an immediate situation. He had to deal with it directly and conclude it in the moment. Beryl had observed this in
boot camp. The sergeant's tools were an array of shouting, threatening and the force of their character to elicit the
type of behavior in the men to do the task and do it right. The officers rarely if ever used that type of tool: unless you
were Patton, Beryl had mused. It was their task to lead and delegate to the sergeants the role of enforcer. He had
understood this part of authority and decided that the word ‘asserting’ was a key element of authority. What tools did
a person have in using their authority and how would that person assert the authority entrusted to them? A sergeant
would assert with shouts and threats and at all times demonstrate that he was in charge..........he was the one to
obey.
But for the most part an officer would use a different set of tools. And the strength of his tools was determined by
the amount of respect he had earned from his subordinates and the reputation he had built through past decisions
and actions. Beryl, the platoon strategist, had to rely on the strength of his sergeant to get things done. As the
platoon leader he had the ultimate arrow in his quiver and that was the power to recommend court martial or other
severe penalties. This tool was known to his subordinates, it was implied and real...........yet rarely used. How the
men reacted to his orders in battle depended on the strength of his bars and the confidence the men felt in his
decisions. In the end, he saw the sergeants in the Army as the real workhorses and the officers holding the reins.
The sergeants got things done.
Leading was one element of the equation and the other was how to insert an ingredient so the rest would follow?
Leading by example was, of course, one trait that could instill confidence in the men as long as the outcomes of
those examples benefited the individual and the group. In a herd of wild mustangs it may appear that the leader is
the strong stallion when in fact it is the older mare in the herd that 'commands' respect from the other horses
because of the common sense she exhibits and the positive results of her leading: where to pasture, which watering
hole she drinks from and how she leads them away from danger. The stallion has a role, but not the lead role.
When you view a herd of feral mustangs galloping across a plain, the lead mustang will be an older mare. The
stallion will be in the rear and his role is to protect the herd from outsiders and make sure they stay together as a
pack: nipping at the heels of stragglers. The stallions got things done. Once the older mare has gained the
confidence of the herd, then they will follow her where ever she goes because they trust her. The same holds true for
a squad, platoon, company or any unit in the military. Trust and respect are the key elements of leadership and the
power to have a following. In the mustang herd the stallions may come and go, thus the problem of establishing trust
and respect long term. The older, stronger mares tend to stay with the herd and that is how their leadership role has
evolved and how they command the following of the herd. In the military the concept of lead by example is true in
the younger officers and sergeants: it is important to gain trust and respect in a very short time and leading by
example is the way to accomplish both. In the mustang herd, lead by example is achieved by the older mare with
good decisions for the herd and their confidence in following the mare's actions that have benefited the herd. Career
officers and non-coms 'earn their stripes' so to speak not only through their actions but also through their decisions
and the wisdom of their leadership.
Within a platoon you have privates, corporals and sergeants and the stratum is predetermined by the number of
stripes. It appears as an established caste system within the unit and everyone with a determined permanent role:
however, as in any group there are the dynamics of personality and power and the intragroup struggles to be the
most favored. In the herd of mustangs there are constant power plays to be closer to the leader and the most
favored by the stallion. Just as there are no dynamic or radical changes in a herd and the stratum remains relatively
constant, there are no major changes in the platoon during peace time: only the minor scuffles like trying to be first in
line at chow time or the first to the shower. During a military campaign or a battle, the hierarchy can change rapidly
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and dramatically as casualties change the makeup of the unit when replacements are inserted. The new members of
the unit will at first yield to a subordinate role of equal ranks as they assess the existing ladder and once they have
determined the weaker ones of the herd, they will begin their jockeying to better their position and occasionally, the
follower may find himself a leader on the field: field commissions from non-coms to officers have been a common
practice throughout the history of military operations.
Beryl walked through the two train cars putting his thoughts together and rehearsing the short speech he was
about to make to the men: knowledge and authority. He knew the information he would be giving and the way he
would deliver it. He also knew the importance of how to handle questions on what he didn’t know. A leader doesn’t
stumble over his words when he doesn’t have the information. Answers to questions without answers needed to be
brief and direct, with a knowledgeable explanation of why there is no answer to the question. It was time to be like
Ike.
Beryl sat down next to Frank.
“How did it go?” Frank asked.
Beryl explained the meeting and the coming events in Birmingham as explained by the Captain. Everything
would go as planned except for the return to the train station and letting the men mingle with the locals and the
vendors. He stressed that he wanted no incidents at the station that would embarrass or reflect badly on the platoon.
They talked for a while about the stopover in Birmingham and then Beryl stood up.
“Listen up,” Beryl shouted at the train car full of soldiers.
He waited a few seconds.
“Listen up; I have a few words for you.”
Beryl then explained to the men the main points of the meeting with Captain Connors.
“This will be our first real meeting with the locals,” he explained. “I want this platoon to look and act with the same
pride you have always shown the other platoons. From what I’ve seen, you are the best. Before we leave this train,
everyone take a moment to shave and straighten your uniforms. Look each other over and help each other. I know
you are all a little tired, but don’t look it. When we arrive, I want a formation on the station platform. Sergeant Dietz
will lead you through the different stages of our stay in Birmingham.
“Any questions?”
“Sir?” Torkildson had shouted from the back of the train car.
“One other thing,” Beryl said as he smiled. “We have no information on a chow hall here in Birmingham so I
suggest you take this opportunity to fill up on K rations. Or you can take a chance that there will locals on the train
station hawking their wares: which might include food. Did you have a question Tork?”
“No Sir,” Tork answered as he slumped back in his seat.
Private Davison stood up.
“Sir, will we have time to go into Birmingham? I would like to see the St. Philip's Cathedral and some of the
Victorian buildings.”
“No Davison, there’ll be no time. The only sites you see will be at the train station when you’ll have a few
moments with the locals. Sergeant Dietz has a few words.”
Frank stood up and gave his usual brief talk about appearance and behavior.
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"Leave your barracks bags on the train. This assignment will be long and tedious and a lot of sitting. Keep an
eye on the soldier sitting beside you and if you see him nodding off, give him an elbow to keep him awake."
He included an oblique threat if there were any incidences with the locals on the train station and finished with
instructions to the men to use the train car’s lavatory and freshen up.
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Birmingham
The exit from the train, the formation and the march to the center went better than planned. Beryl was especially
proud of his platoon, which looked and acted better than all the other platoons on the platform. When he passed
Captain Connors he got a nod, which he knew meant the Captain more than approved of how he had prepared his
platoon.
The city of Birmingham was 14 centuries in the making, starting as a small Anglo-Saxon village and evolving into
a major industrial city. With water resources and a growing population of immigrants, the city grew to become the
center of the auto industry and industrial innovation, much like Detroit, Michigan. Its skilled workforce and scientific
curiosity of the leisure class propelled it forward as a leader of inventions for all types of industrial applications. In the
th
19 Century it was registering more than three times the number of patents than Manchester and other industrial
towns in England. It's innovators were developing automation tools for processes that were power driven by steam
engines or waterfall power and the concept of the division of labor, breaking down a process to many steps to
reduce the need for skilled labor, provided Birmingham the competitive edge in the industrial world. This competitive
edge brought riches to Birmingham, resulting in a large middle class that attracted the service workers and purveyors
of the types of goods demanded by an affluent class.
The first world war illuminated the importance of Birmingham in the industrial age with its vast network of small
factories and industrial giants. One commander commented that the first world war was a battle between the
German industrial giant, Krupp, and the might of Birmingham's industry. The German bombing raids in 1940 took its
toll on the population and buildings: over 1300 factories and buildings were destroyed and over 5,000 casualties
counted.
The Jewellery quarter is an area in central Birmingham that at one time had over 25,000 workers employed in the
design and manufacture of jewelry. As a result of this prosperity there were lavish homes built within the district
alongside St. Paul's church and jewelry 'factories' sprang up in the quarter.
The day in Birmingham was long. Some estimated it would require less than six hours for all the required
activities. Although everything was organized to an extreme, every stage took longer than planned. The process of
giving each soldier a series of shots took longer. The speech by the Provost Marshall and a member of the English
constable office seemed to drone forever. Beryl thought it could have been faster if they had just said to follow the
Ten Commandments. The Englishman went into great detail on subjects that were common sense to the men and
had a few suggestions regarding the safety of the men that Beryl thought was very useful. He talked to the men
about the air raids and the shelters to use if they were visiting London. He also cautioned them about crossing
streets. Since the cars drive on the opposite sides of the street than in America, a lot of Americans step off the curb
looking in the wrong direction. He also noted that most Americans who have been injured in England in the past
have been injured as pedestrians walking into the path of a car or truck. On every subject he went into great detail
and Beryl would find this to be a trait among all Englishmen he met. If you asked an Englishman a question there
was never a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer. There were always details followed by more detailed details.
The soldiers went through the planned itinerary in shifts. After the shots a group would go to the theater for the
talk by the Provost Marshall. It was planned this way so the men could sit for a while and the queasy ones could
gather their strength. After the Provost Marshall, the men would proceed to another building for a brief explanation of
the English money system. They would then file to another building where they could receive their pay in British
pounds and exchange any dollars they had with them. By the end of the day, the men were anxious to march back
to the train where more K Rations were promised. They were also anxious to see what vendors were on the train
station in the hopes of getting some decent food.
The short march back to the train station seemed to take forever. Time has a way of slowing when you are
anxious for something. The men of the First Platoon definitely had a faster pace in their march. When they arrived,
locals who were just as anxious as the soldiers for their arrival greeted them and began hawking their wares. A
group of young girls were standing around a large table that was filled with pies.
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“Be on board the train in thirty minutes,” Frank shouted as they arrived. “Fall out,”
Most of the soldiers stood for a few minutes, not quite knowing how to proceed. Tork was the first one to walk to
a vendor selling pastries. He bought a handful and downed them before the next soldier in line could decide on a
choice. Tork then proceeded to the young girls with the table full of pies.
Davison walked over to where Anderson was sitting on his barrack's bag.
"Conor," Davison said in a low voice.
Anderson looked up to acknowledge he had heard.
Davison squatted so he could be eye level with Anderson.
"There is an old cathedral not 2 blocks from here that I want to see. I will put my bag over in that corner so Dietz
won't know I am missing. Keep an eye on it will you."
Anderson gave Davison a look with furrowed brow as if signaling his disapproval and shook his head.
Davison relocated his bag and snuck out of the station.
Private Dennis Love walked slowly over to an elderly lady with a bag of toiletries for sale.
“Hello,” Dennis said. “What have you got for shaving soap?”
“Gooday Love,” she replied as she opened her bag wide for him to see.
“How did you know my name?” Love responded with surprise.
“I don’t know your name.”
“But you just said gooday love,” Dennis said with a small amount of facial animation.
“Oh,” she started, “is your name gooday?”
“No,” Dennis laughed, “my name is Love, Dennis Love.”
The elderly woman laughed. “What a beautiful name you have. And my, what a beautiful Yank you are. Well Mr.
Love, would you like some shaving soap?”
Dennis was still smiling and nodded. “Yes I would, what have you got?”
Further down the platform Tork was buying three pies and trying to sort out the English money he had just
received from the paymaster. The girls selling the pies wore a uniform with an emblem of the Order of St. Johns, the
English version of the American Red Cross.
“So, you have pennies, shillings and pounds,” Tork was saying, “How much for three pies?”
One of the young girls who had a constant smile on her face replied.
“Each pie is two shillings, so it would be six shillings. If you give us a pound note, you’ll get back fourteen
shillings. Twenty shillings make a pound. Or, if you have a ten shilling note, we’ll give you back four shillings.”
The girls were enjoying this big Yank and wanted to keep him around so they started asking him questions about
where he was born and did he have a girlfriend back home.
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Tork was more interested in the pies, but he answered their questions with a shy politeness.
Private Pierce entered the group.
“What have you got there?” He asked.
“Pies,” replied three of the girls in a chorus.
Pierce opened his eyes a little wider and saw an opportunity.
“How many do you have left?” he asked as he was reaching for his wallet.
The girls looked surprised and one started counting.
“We have thirty-two left,” she said after counting.
“How much are they?” he asked.
“Two shillings a pie," the oldest girl beamed.
“That’s sixty-four shillings,” Pierce calculated quickly.
“I’ll give you two pounds for all of them.”
“Two pounds is only forty shillings,” the girl replied.
“Yes, but I’ll be selling them to the other Yanks later tonight when they get hungry. I need to make a small profit.”
“That is quite the profit indeed,” exclaimed the oldest girl. “You can have the lot for three pounds.” She then
folded her arms as if to signal the negotiations were over.
Private Pierce from Flatbush Avenue was about to proceed with the negotiations. He had just started his money
haggling tactics and he knew he could get a better price. Just then another platoon arrived and he could see his
opportunity disappearing as the soldiers of the new platoon began to check out the vendors on the platform. Pierce
decided it was time to act and besides, he could mark them up easily once the train started rolling.
“Ok,” he said in a brief panic. “Here’s your three pounds.”
He gathered all the pies he could and rushed to the platoon’s train car. After five trips he had all the pies stashed
under his seat.
Private Anderson wandered through the train station, not talking or responding to anyone.
Private Gault was looking up, down and around. He was interested in everything, especially architecture and old
buildings. He went over to a news stand and bought a newspaper.
After 20 minutes, Beryl stood.
“Let’s board the train,” Beryl said to Frank.
“First Platoon,” Frank shouted, “board the train.” He repeated the message again and watched as the men began
walking the platform to their car.
Private Love was having fun with the pie girls who were folding their table to leave, having sold out all their pies to
Private Pierce. He was joking about his name and the girls were laughing with him and enjoying this blonde,
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handsome Yank. Most of the girls were in their mid-teens and having fun with the Yank. The oldest girl who was
nineteen had a more romantic swoon in her look and voice.
“When you grow up with a name like Love,” Dennis was saying with his low Bing Crosby voice imitation, “Love
becomes your existence. It surrounds you and fills your heart.”
The oldest girl who had heard most lines from the English boys was amused by this new approach from a Yank
and was anxious to spar.
“Your heart may be full of it,” Mr. Love. “But I suspect your brain may also be full of it. If this were a tennis match,
the score would be Anna 15, Love love.”
“But this is not a tennis match,” Dennis answered.
“I doubt that it is a love match either, Mr. Love.”
“Private Love, on board,” Frank had shouted from the first platoon train car.
Dennis turned around as if to acknowledge the order and then looked once again at the oldest girl.
“Match suspended on account of train,” Dennis said. “Maybe next time,” he said as he turned and walked quickly
to the train.
Anderson looked around for Davison. His bag was still in the corner where Davison had hid it. He could see the
conductor waving his arm to signal 'all aboard.' The other platoons, disappointed they didn't have a chance to mingle
on the platform, grabbed their barracks bags and loaded onto the train.
Davison was walking back to the train station. He figured he still had a few minutes and enjoyed the scenery and
exercise. As he neared the station he heard the train whistle blow and picked up his pace. Once inside the station
he looked out at the railroad tracks and saw the train was moving and now a real panic set in. He ran to the corner
where his bag was located and picked it up. When he turned to board the train he realized it was rapidly picking up
speed and he started to run and felt the heavy weight of the bag pounding on his shoulder. He was running faster
than the train and thought he could make it to the steps of the last rail car. To his surprise, the train now began to
speed away from him and he realized he wouldn't be able to make it with the heavy bag.
His first thought was to drop the bag and run to the train: but then all his belongings were in the bag and he would
likely not ever see them again.
He tried to run faster and was ready to give up.
A soldier appeared on the steps of the last car and jumped off: running to Davison.
Anderson grabbed the bag off Davison's shoulder, turned, and chased the speeding train. Davison and Anderson
reached the steps at the same time and both heaved the bag onto the top step. Davison jumped first and was
followed by Anderson.
They were both breathing hard as they stood in the open vestibule of the last train car. Davison started to
laugh..........more of a nervous laugh than a humor laugh. Anderson joined in.
"I hope it was worth it," Anderson said between chuckles.
"Thanks Conor, you saved me." He hesitated and continued: "yes and no."
Both soldiers finally caught their breaths.
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"How so?"
"The church had been bombed pretty badly. There were no stained glass windows, just boards covering the
openings and it was pretty well gutted."
The vestibule door opened and Dietz stepped onto the back deck.
"Here you are," he said with a tone of surprise.
"Hello sergeant, we were just enjoying the last sights of Birmingham," Davison replied.
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Pierce and Pies
The sun had gone down by the time the train pulled out of the station. The soldiers were settling into their seats
for the next leg of the journey that was still unknown to them. Tork had been sitting in his seat with the pie on his lap,
waiting for his appetite to build so the pie would taste even better. The brown crust on the top looked like the best
crust he had ever seen. He closed his eyes as if to nap; unaware that Private Pierce was watching him.
Pierce knew the best price for the pies would be when Tork bit into his pie and let out a moan of joy. The other
soldiers would then start to wish they had bought some pies and at that point Pierce would produce his thirty-two little
gold mines. He knew they all had money in their pockets, a month's pay of $50, or about 62 British pounds. Most
likely they would have one Pound notes and he decided that would be the price.
The train rolled south from Birmingham. The interior lights on the train were dimmed to observe the blackout
order. From the back of the car was a low, melodic voice.
“Oh, give me land, lots of land under starry skies above, don’t fence me in.
Let me ride through the wide open country that I love, don’t fence me in.”
The men near Tork would glance over occasionally to see if he was eating his pie.
Frank and Beryl were talking in a low voice.
“Do we still have any idea where we are going?” Frank asked.
“No, but I think I have an idea, “Beryl replied.
At the rear of the car the men were settling in for the next leg of the journey. Davison had pulled back the
blackout curtain and was trying to see the countryside through the dark of the night. Sorenson was sitting with his
eyes closed and Gault was playing with a deck of cards.
“Hey Davison,” Kuzinski said,” Do you know where the English got the idea of how far to separate the rails for the
rail cars?”
Before Davison could answer, Gault replied. “Because that was the distance between the Roman chariot wheels.
Since the ruts in the road were that distance, they decided to make the rails the same width.”
“Right,” said Kuzinski.
Davison looked up from his window gazing. “Kuzinski, do you know how the Romans determined the distance
between the chariot wheels?”
There was silence as each man thought of the answer and shook their heads.
Davison smiled. “Because, when they put two war horses side by side, the width of their butts determined the
width for the wheels on the chariot.”
Just then several of the men stood and walked toward Tork who had opened his eyes and was looking more
intently at the pie. Pierce stood up, remaining near his gold mines. Tork lifted the pie and turned it in his hands as if
to make a ceremony of the meal. He raised it to his open mouth, held it there for a second and returned it to his lap.
He looked up at the crowd around him and smiled.
“Will you take a bite already?” Kuzinski exclaimed.
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He and the others were curious at the contents of the pie and they knew Private Pierce had some hidden that
might be for sale. Tork was enjoying this. His appetite was more than ready and he would have begun eating had it
not been for the attention he was getting.
“Gentlemen, be patient,” Tork said in a ritualistic voice. “We need to savor this moment.”
“At least tell us what it is,” Kuzinski implored. “Is it apple? Cherry?”
Tork, as if on impulse, lifted the pie and took a bite. The men around him moved in closer.
“Aw jeeez,” he shouted as pieces of crust and cold white lard flew from his mouth.
Everyone jumped back as if Tork was vomiting and they didn’t want any to land on them.
“What is it?” Kuzinski half shouted.
“I don’t know, but it tastes awful.”
Tork broke the pie in half to look inside. The men moved in closer. Pierce was on the outer ring of men looking
intently, imagining his 32 gold mines turning to dust.
Inside the pie was a great deal of cold, hardened lard, small pieces of meat and vegetables: mainly brussel
sprouts.
“What is that stuff?” asked Private Somerfeld.
Tork’s face had contorted to a combination of disgust and anger. Pierce looked as if someone had hit him in the
nose. The men who were seated and watching began to laugh. Tork raised the two halves of the pie to the crowd
around him.
“Here, taste it,” he said with a face that looked like he had just had a dose of Cod Liver Oil.
Private Davison took a half of the pie and brought it close to his face so he could examine it and smell it.
“This looks like the English version of a quick lunch. With this pie and a pint of ale you could make it through the
afternoon work.” Davison laughed and handed the pie back to Tork.
Tork reached over to the window, opened it, and threw the two halves of the pie into the darkness.
Somerfeld looked at Pierce and smiled.
Somerfeld didn’t say anything. He didn’t have to. His smile was his message to let Pierce know he was happy for
Pierce’s misfortune.
Pierce gave Somerfeld a brief nod of the head, letting Somerfeld know that their issues weren’t over.
Frank and Beryl had laughed with the rest of the men.
“Where?” Frank asked when the men had returned to their seats and the only sound in the car was the constant
rhythm of the metal wheels clicking on the iron rails.
“Tidworth in Southern England,” Beryl replied quietly.
Frank didn’t reply or continue the conversation. He sat back in his seat and let his mind wander over the journey.
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Later in the night when most of the men were asleep, a lone figure quietly opened the window and one by one,
decorated the English countryside with small, golden brown disks filled lard and brussel sprouts.
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Tidworth
Beryl had guessed right. The train was moving slowly through middle England toward the town of Tidworth and
the Salisbury Plain. Beryl had read all he could about England during his brief time in Goodland because he wanted
to know more than his men about the places and customs. The Goodland library was sparse on material, however,
he did find information from the time the ‘dough boys’ were in England for World War One, the war to end all wars.
The events he read about were similar to the future he was about to experience. The ‘dough boys’ had been loaded
onto transport ships in New York and journeyed across the Atlantic to England. When they arrived in England, they
were marched to Tidworth Barracks near Salisbury to train for trench warfare and the various types of chemicals and
gases the Germans would be throwing at them. Beryl assumed the barracks would still be standing and it was to be
their destination.
Tidworth Barracks is located in Southern England, ten miles north of the old town of Salisbury. The area was
chosen because of a large open plain that extended 20 miles to the west and was aptly called the Salisbury Plain.
This large open area was ideal for all types of training exercises where a large number of troops could practice
maneuvers. In 1904 the government of England had taken over this vast tract of open plain in order to convert it to
army barracks and training grounds. A village called Shipton Bellinger is located south of Tidworth and near the
army post.
This small village was established in the dark ages and had been originally called Sceap Tun, which meant sheep
farm in the Old Saxon language. A sheep farm would have thrived well in the area because of the large Salisbury
th
Plain for grazing sheep and the 12 inches of annual rain. Toward the end of the 13 Century, an English Lord had
th
taken over the small village and the village name evolved to the 20 century name as Shipton Bellinger. Before the
first Great War, the village was small and consisted of only a small pub, a village store, a butcher’s shop and a
church. The few homes in the village were made up of chalk walls and thatched roofs. The materials for the homes
were gathered locally: the chalk from the village chalk pit was mixed with a supply of local clay to make the dried
bricks for the walls and the thatch roofs were constructed from local supplies of hay. The architecture looks odd to a
foreign visitor who has never seen a thatched roof. The roof drapes the cottage as if someone had thrown a wooly
blanket over the top. The thatching droops around the sides of the building, making the building appear to have a
sad expression. It’s as if the buildings are sad to be waiting on a narrow winding road for a bus that never comes.
Occasional travelers stop in the village on their way to Salisbury or Stonehenge. Salisbury, with its grand cathedral,
is the nearest city located ten miles to the southwest of Tidworth and Stonehenge is eight miles to the southwest.
London is located 60 miles to the east.
The English Army began the intrusion on this small village in 1903 and changed its character forever. The
government began its large building projects, bringing in load after load of red brick to construct the buildings and the
barracks. Similar to many small towns which had experienced a military buildup nearby; Shipton Bellinger began to
expand with new shops, laundries, homes and factories. Parkhouse Road and High Street in Shipton Bellinger were
the main roads and the construction of new buildings was rapid. A mile north of the village, the construction crews
were erecting corrugated iron buildings for temporary military quarters. The building of red brick quarters began and
a ‘tent village’ was hastily established for the recruits who would be arriving before the permanent buildings could be
erected.
Shipton Bellinger, which existed as a small intimate village, lost its innocence and never recovered. Before 1904
every family was acquainted and considered friends. A visit to a local shop was a social event and the purchase was
as an after-thought. The village was on a first name basis; everyone, even the children, were greeted by their first
names. A person’s own business was not private because the village needed conversation and what better topics
than the local happenings. On Mondays when the London Times newspaper was delivered to the local pub, the men
would gather and discuss the events of the world. Few strangers would travel through Shipton Bellinger and when
they did, it would always bring out the curious and add a new conversation piece to the table or pub. By 1905, the
strangers in Shipton Bellinger outnumbered the village population. Visits to the local shops for purchases were less
social as the shops became more crowded with customers and the owners had no time to chat. Shop owners were
too busy with a new inventory schedule that meant getting more deliveries in larger quantities and their small-scale
economy of ordering once a month would no longer satisfy the demand. The village began to lose touch with itself
and lose touch with each other as the conversations were now focused on Tidworth, the activity at the barracks; the
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new strangers in town; the buildings going up; the new factory for beer and lemon drinks; the new laundry; and all
the gossip accompanying these activities. The children of the village also changed and instead of a day exploring
and disturbing the pheasants and rabbits in Croft Woods, they would spend the day in the village watching the
workmen build.
By 1914 when England joined France to fight the German army, Tidworth was a large barracks complex. On the
east side of Salisbury Road was Tidworth with a large field and building complexes and on the west side of the road
was Tidworth camps with row after row of barracks and buildings. Thousands of recruits were interned at Tidworth to
train for the war in France. When the recruits were not marching and drilling, they were digging long, eight-foot deep
trenches in order to train for the trench warfare in France. When they were not drilling or trenching, the men were
learning about gas and becoming intimate with their gas masks. They were taught how to wear the mask and how to
change it for the different types of gas the Germans would be using against them. They learned to fear the deadly
silent fog more than the enemy riflemen.
After the war the village once again became a stable small town. Tidworth Barracks was no longer a garrison for
thousands of soldiers, but home to a Company of the regular British army. Shipton Bellinger returned to a village
existence but not as a small intimate village, but as a small commerce village. The soldiers at Tidworth were
continually rotating so new faces could always be seen in the streets and shops. The children returned to their
exploring of the woods and streams in the area. The shopkeepers reduced their deliveries and inventory to meet the
lesser demand. Two of the village men had returned from France with their evidence of the war, a missing hand and
a missing leg. They returned with stories of the war and the horrors of the gas and trenches.
Beryl had guessed right.
Tidworth.

By morning the train was pulling into the Andover train station, 20 minutes from

“Listen up, men,” Frank shouted to the men in the train car. “It looks like we’ve arrived. I want you to hit the
latrine and make yourselves presentable. Start with the back row; Love, you first.”
Frank sat down and pulled on the chain around his neck that held his dog tags. He looked at the tags for a long
time and said a silent prayer, giving thanks for their safe journey and asking for strength and guidance in the coming
months.
Beryl reached across Frank and pulled back the blackout curtain. The sun was up and they could see the English
countryside of soft rolling hills interrupted by large plains. Small stands of forest dotted the landscape. They were
th
only a few miles from the Tidworth rail station and the speeding train was beginning to slow. The men of the 29
Division were about to experience another unknown event; the unknown of Tidworth barracks and the training they
would receive. They had experienced this anxiety of the unknown many times and each time the symptoms of
anxiety had been reduced by their faith in the military system of always having a plan. Someone in charge would
have a plan and a way of discharging the plan through the chain of command. These planners had a way of
anticipating all contingencies, or foul ups as the foot soldiers called them. It would be no different at Tidworth
Barracks.
“Beryl,” a soft voice said
Beryl looked up. It was Captain Connors.
“Beryl, find Keil and come to my train car.”
“Yes Sir,” Beryl answered.
Connors turned and walked to his car. Beryl stood, straightened his uniform and walked forward to find Keil.
“Keil, Connors wants to see us,” Beryl said as he greeted Keil. Keil had already prepared his men for the arrival
and they looked sharp and alert, as if eager for the next journey.
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“Here we go,” Keil said to his platoon Sergeant Guy Sager. Keil stood and walked with Beryl towards Captain
Connors’ train car.
“Did Connors say what he wanted,” Keil asked Beryl as they were walking through the train car with Johnson’s
platoon. Keil shook his head at the scene. The men of the third platoon were half asleep, disheveled, and with a
look of irritation on their faces. As he passed Lieutenant Johnson and Sergeant Mueller he said Good Morning and
continued walking.
At that moment Johnson stood and addressed Keil. “Are we having a meeting?”
Keil stopped and looked at Johnson. “No Johnson, he just asked to see me and Beryl.”
“What about?”
“Don’t know,” Keil said as he moved around Johnson and continued walking. Beryl nodded to Johnson and
Mueller and followed Keil. Johnson glared at the backs of his two fellow officers and sat down.
Captain Connors stood as they approached.
“Good morning, gentlemen,” he said, “please have a seat. We have some more information about our destination.
th
We’ll stop at Tidworth Barracks where the 29 will be staying for awhile. The reason I asked you here was for a
special assignment.”
Keil and Beryl exchanged glances at the mention of a special assignment.
st

“Don’t worry; I think you’ll like this assignment. It seems that the Big Red One, the 1 Division has been at
Tidworth and they just moved out to North Africa to join the British. They left a few soldiers behind so Tidworth can’t
accommodate all of us. I’ve been asked to volunteer two platoons to set up temporary quarters in one of three
villages: Oxford, Oxfordshire and Shipton Bellinger. The locals have volunteered their church and homes to quarter
your men. I want you and your platoon Sergeants to volunteer for the private homes in Shipton Bellinger. Your men
will be taken to the church and from there the locals will take some of them in. If any of your men feel uncomfortable
with this, they can stay at the Church.”
Connors paused, waiting for a response. Beryl was the first to speak.
“Is this the special assignment?” he smiled.
“This is it. Do you volunteer?”
“Yes Sir,” Beryl and Keil answered together with a ring of enthusiasm.
“I want you to know I was asked to meet with you two specifically. It seems someone at Battalion has noticed your
platoons. This isn’t the soft assignment it may seem. The Brits are still not accustomed to the Yanks way of doing
things. Remember, their boys are in North Africa fighting and their homeland is being invaded by a bunch of arrogant
yanks, so you can see why there may be a little resentment. Tell your men that they are like American Ambassadors
and their job is to allay any fears of our crudeness and help them to like us.
“Will we be training in Shipton Bellinger?” Keil smiled.
Connors laughed. “No Keil, you won’t be training in Shipton Bellinger. That’s the tough part of the assignment.
Every morning at 0430 the 6X6s will be at the church to pick up your platoons. Your men will be outside the church
in formation ready to load up. For now, you’ll be ready every day, Monday through Saturday.”
“Any questions?”
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Beryl and Keil looked at each other and shook their heads.
“OK, get your men ready. When the train stops you’ll locate the 6X6s that’ll take your men to Shipton Bellinger.”
Beryl and Keil stood and started walking to their train cars. Neither spoke because they were thinking about their
upcoming talks with their men. Beryl was thinking about his platoon and each man. He saw no problems with his
soldiers and the way the locals would accept them: except for Anderson and maybe Pierce and Bell.
“Listen up men,” Beryl said in a loud voice. “We just got our next assignment.”
The men sat up in their seats. They had been waiting for some word on their next destination and the train car
became very silent. The only sound was the slow clacking of the iron wheels on the rails. Beryl let the silence hang
for a moment, as if teasing them.
th

“We’ve been chosen for a special assignment. The 29 Division will be stationed at Tidworth Barracks for the next
few months. During our stay here, we hope to get the chance to visit local attractions like Stonehenge and the
Salisbury Cathedral and maybe get a chance to visit London…….and now for the special assignment. It seems the
Big Red One has been here training for North Africa. Last week they pulled out but left some soldiers behind. That
th
means there is not enough room at the Inn for all of the 29 . You men, because of your superior behavior and
demonstration of great diplomacy, have been chosen to be quartered at the local village of Shipton Bellinger.”
Beryl stopped talking and let the men absorb this information. Tork looked at Somerfeld and smiled. Pierce looked
up at the ceiling of the train car. Frank smiled. Anderson stared directly ahead.
Beryl then explained the details of the 6X6s taking them to the Shipton Bellinger church and the early morning
formations that would take them to Tidworth every day. He also cautioned them about the locals and the need to
make friends.
“They don’t assume all Yanks to be friendly and courteous,” Beryl continued. “I would expect them to be cordial in
the beginning and it’s up to each man to make friends. If any of you feel uncomfortable about this arrangement,
you’re welcome to stay at the church. Cots will be provided and I’m sure you’ll be comfortable; any questions?”
Each man had his own thoughts and it was their turn to let the silence unnerve the young Lieutenant.
“Ok, that is all,” Beryl said after a moment of silence. “When we get to the church you can make your decision
about staying with a local family.”
Beryl sat down next to Frank.
“I’m looking forward to this,” Frank said as Beryl sat down. “Maybe we can have some home cooking.”
“What do you think Anderson will do?” Beryl asked.
“I think he’ll stay in the church.”
“Maybe that’s best for now.”
Beryl told Frank what he knew about Tidworth and the surrounding area. Frank listened and then filled in details
about Stonehenge and the Salisbury Cathedral.
“I’m particularly interested in Stonehenge,” Frank said. “It shows what you can do with the right amount of
manpower and ingenuity. The inner stones weighed over four ton. Did you know they brought them from over 200
miles away? The 50 ton outer stones were transported from 30 miles away; must have taken years to build it.”
“Considering we can move two tons of earth in less than an hour, it doesn’t seem like such a hard task.”
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“Two tons?” Frank asked with a furrowed brow.
“Sure,” Beryl smiled. “A division of riflemen digging foxholes under fire can move a lot of dirt.”
As the train rolled to a stop, Frank stood and addressed the soldiers of the first platoon.
“Get your gear and form up on the platform. As soon as we locate our six by sixes we can move out.”
Frank turned to Beryl.
“I'll go look for the trucks.”
“Ok,” Beryl replied.
When the soldiers were in formation Beryl turned to them and in a loud voice for all to hear he explained the
situation.
The soldiers of the First Platoon gathered their heavy barracks bags and left the train car to assemble on the
platform. Beryl told the men to form up and remain at ease. He looked over to the formation of Keil and the second
platoon. The men looked sharp.
"At ease men. Remember what your pamphlet said............we are here as guests and we will treat all British as
our gracious hosts. What we are doing in Shipton Bellinger is most unusual: you might call it a last resort. Billeting
troops in private homes is an extraordinary measure and hopefully we will be for a very short while. The first division
relocated and took all the barrack tents with them and since this is the rainy season, the Army decided to resort to
this means of providing you a place to stay. You will take all your meals, breakfast, lunch and dinner at Tidworth.
These people are on food rationing so if they offer you something, either decline or take a minimal amount to be
polite. The Army will be paying them a small stipend for their troubles; however, I suggest you visit the PX and pick
up some small tokens for your personal appreciation, like anything with sugar, a bottle of spirits or tea. They are
short on everything here."
“Anderson, Gault, Davison,” Beryl said in a voice loud enough for his squad leaders to hear.
They looked up and walked over to Beryl with questioning looks on their faces.
“Yes Sir, ” they said in unison.
“How does your squads feel about staying with the locals?” Beryl asked in as friendly a voice as he could
manage.
Anderson looked at Beryl with a blank look before speaking.
“I’m not sure Sir.”
“Why don’t you talk to them between here and Shipton Bellinger so we know how many cots are needed in the
Church.”
“This way Sirs,” Frank shouted to Beryl and Keil as he rounded the corner of the train station.
“Form up,” Beryl shouted and as if an echo, Keil shouted at his men to form up and both officers stepped aside
and allowed their sergeants to take over from there.
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Shipton Bellinger
The trip to the small village of Shipton Bellinger was only ten miles from Andover but it seemed like a long
journey to the men of the First and Second Platoons. They were busy looking at the surrounding countryside with
small hills and scattered pockets of forests. To the right they could see the vast openness of the Salisbury plain that
hosted soldier training in the first Great War and recently had felt the pounding of the Big Red One in their training
th
exercises. It would soon feel the shoe leather of the 29 Division. The trucks moved slowly along the narrow, winding
road that was bordered by a narrow thicket of briars, weeds and shrubs. The men sat silently in the back of the trucks
enjoying the scenery and letting the anxiety of the next army unknown inhibit their tongues. The men were happy to
be here. Happy to be off the Queen with her sharp turns and happy to be off the train with its stiff backed seats and
the constant noise of the rails. Now in England they would at least be able to see some new countryside, new sights
and experience a new culture. And hot meals. They hoped their stay at Tidworth would be a long one. Long enough
to enjoy writing and receiving letters from home and long enough to empty the contents of the barracks bags and feel
planted somewhere. The only anxiety they felt now was the unknown of the British and the type of welcome they
would receive in the family homes.
The trucks rolled along the roadway to Shipton Bellinger and slowed to less than five miles an hour. The truck
drivers had been instructed to be extremely cautious in villages and towns so as not to disturb the locals and avoid
any kind of an accident. The English children often played in the streets and if a truck were to hit a child it would be a
major reversal to whatever good will had been achieved. The truck drivers appreciated these orders because as
much as they practiced, it was hard to get used to driving on the left side of the road.
In the lead truck was Anderson's first platoon with Anderson sitting by the tail gate across from Private Kurt
Brummer, his assistant squad leader.
"What is your choice?" Anderson asked Kurt.
"I'm for staying with a family," Kurt replied.
"And you?"
"I will be staying at the church."
Anderson looked to the front of the truck and addressed his squad.
"Listen up............you need to make a decision on where you want to billet in Shipton."
He turned to the PFC next to him.
"Andrew?"
"Private home."
Anderson continued addressing his squad, asking the same question:
Berger and Krahn. They all replied that their preference was a private home.

Henze, Jansen, Somerfield, Brandt,

Anderson looked at Andrew Viray, the squads BAR man.
"Good, looks like I will have the church all by myself."
Viray was dark skinned with black hair, dark brown eyes and thin eyebrows that were thin and wide apart. His
Mexican heritage was easily noticeable although his speech was neutral with none of the accent or rhythm usually
found in a Texas native.
Brummer spoke next.
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"If you read your manual, you will note that they, unlike Americans, are not too keen on coffee so don't make
coffee one of our gifts. I am sure they won't mind you making it in their home. And don't bring them Spam. They
have been practically living off it for a couple of years. If you can get your hands on some beef, that would be the
best treat you can give them."
From the front of the 6X6 Somerfield spoke.
"Not sure about the rest of you, but with my luck, my host will have a beautiful, daughter, who won't be able to
keep her hands off me."
Viray was the first to laugh and the rest joined in.
Anderson nodded his head as if to approve of Brummer's speech.
The driver slowed almost to a stop as he took a right turn onto a road that followed the River Bourne and 200
yards on the road he turned into a driveway of a large complex next to the church. Several cars were already in the
open area.
“It looks like we have a reception committee,” Beryl said to Keil.
Beryl and Keil were riding in the cab of the lead truck and they were slowly approaching the church. A small
crowd was gathered outside the church and stared at the oncoming caravan.
“I bet we’re about to see some more British punctuality and planning,” Keil responded.
“Looks like the Priest is going to welcome us,” Beryl said.
As the lead truck came to a halt, Beryl and Keil jumped out of the cab. Keil walked into the crowd and greeted the
priest.
th

th

“Good-day Sir, Lieutenant Keil Jarvis, Second Platoon, Company C, 175 Infantry Regiment of the 29 Division.”
“Welcome Leftenant Jarvis,” the man responded. “I’m Robert Bracton, the parish priest here. That is my church
there. We’ve been expecting you. This group of citizens has been so kind as to open their homes to your men. We
have also prepared the church and I want you to know you are very welcome to stay here.”
The priest was an older gentleman, balding; cheeks and chin were reddish as if too much sun; aquiline nose that
was reddish at the tip; and thin rimmed glasses. He held his stout figure and broad chest on his six foot frame in a
commanding, somewhat self-importance manner. When he extended his hand for the hand shake his smile sent a
message of warmth and jocularity.
“Hello Father Bracton,” Beryl introduced himself. “I’m Lieutenant Beryl Edgell of the First Platoon.”
The two men shook hands and Beryl felt a genuineness in the priest.
“How would you like to organize this, Sir?” Keil asked the priest. Keil was using his diplomacy and was deferring
to the priest to lead the way on this expedition. He was anxious to make a good impression and ingratiate himself to
the village. During the ocean voyage, Keil had learned from the ship hands on the Queen Mary that the British loved
the word ‘organize’. If you asked a ship hand for help, he would ‘organize’ the solution for you. Keil learned quickly
and applied his new cultural information to the current situation.
“Well, Leftenant Jarvis,” the priest responded with a very slight air of importance.
“I suggest you unload your men and we can sort out who goes where.”
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“Father Bracton,” Beryl said, “personally my sergeant and I would like to live with one of the families.”
Keil turned to talk to Sergeants Dietz and Sager who were standing by the lead truck. Frank and Sager
understood and began instructing the men to unload and fall in.
“That should be no problem, Leftenant. Edgell,” the priest responded.
“Leftenant Edgell,” a voice from the crowd said softly, “we would be happy to have you in our home.” The voice
was from a small man who was standing next to his wife in the crowd.
Beryl looked over to see a middle aged couple, appearing to be between 45 and 50 years old.
Beryl walked over and introduced himself to the couple.
“Hello Leftenant,” the man said. “My name is Lloyd Biggerstaff and this is my wife Marge. Once you get your men
organized we can walk to our home, it’s just a short distance.”
Lloyd was shorter than his wife who stood about 5 foot 7 inches tall: Lloyd still had his slim physique while Marge
had grown slightly since her days of being the town catch. Lloyd wore a wool tweed single breasted suit while Marge
had on a sun dress with a pattern of small triangles. Beryl observed that they could have been brother and sister
what with their straight edge noses, square jaw line and thin cheeks.
“And we would be happy to have your Platoon Sergeant, we’re neighbors,” another voice said.
“Thank you sir, I’ll just be a few minutes,” Beryl answered
Beryl walked over to where the men had assembled. The pastor was talking with Keil, Frank and Sager.
“Let’s see what we need,” Keil was saying to the Pastor.
“Sergeant Dietz, Sager,” Keil said and both men approached him.
"What have you got for a count?"
"Only one at the church," Deitz replied.
"Everyone in private homes," Sager answered.
"Let's see if that is a problem," Keil said and turned to the priest.
"It looks like we will have about 76 who want to live in private homes," Keil said tentatively, not knowing the type
of response to expect."
"Splendid," the priest responded. "Everyone here has multiple rooms to let so it will work out just fine."
Beryl walked over to the Biggerstaffs.
“Leftenant Edgell,” Marge said as he approached, “I have prepared a small dinner if you can join us.”
“I would love to Mrs. Biggerstaff.”
“Please call me Marge Leftenant.”
“If you promise to call me Beryl.”
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"And you can call me Lloyd.”
“Settled then, its Lloyd, Marge and Beryl,” Beryl said smiling broadly.
“It’ll be nice to have a young man around the house,” Marge said, “our son is with the British Army.”
Beryl directed the conversation at Marge and asked her about her son.
Some of the men were greeting families and others being led by the priest to meet the local families who would be
their host for the next few weeks.
Frank turned one last time to the group.
“Remember, 0430 in front of the church, in formation, full packs.”
The only soldier not moving was Anderson. He remained standing in the parking lot. The priest walked over to
Anderson and motioned for him to walk with him to the church.
Beryl nudged Frank’s arm and led him to the couple that had volunteered to be Frank’s host.
“This is Frank Dietz,” Beryl said.
“Glad to meet you,” the man said. “My name is Glyde Brown and this is my wife, Alecia.”
They shook hands and Beryl noticed the marked difference in Glyde and his wife Alecia. Glyde sported a look of
a Roman centurion with a Roman nose, high cheek bones and thick eyebrows while Alecia was a striking middle
aged woman with classic facial features; eyes wide apart; lips that were full and equal in thickness; symmetrically
thin eyebrows. Beryl imagined her to be of equal beauty and perfection as Greta Garbo or Sylvia Sydney in her
younger days.
By now the Biggerstaffs had merged with Beryl, Frank and the Browns.
“Why don’t we walk home and once you’re settled, we can have a little afternoon tea,” Mrs. Biggerstaff suggested.
*****
The two couples and their charges walked the short distance through the village to the neighboring homes of the
Biggerstaffs and Browns. They walked past the bakery, the butcher shop, the dry goods store, a curio store with
items relating to Salisbury and Stonehenge, a market, the local Pub and a restaurant. The short walk turned out to
be over a mile and the elderly couples in front of Beryl and Frank were walking with a lively gait. Beryl would later
learn that before the war, both couples would take their annual holidays by walking across England. They would start
at the river Bourne that ran through Shipton Bellinger and follow it to a tributary and make a turn: if they felt like it.
Lloyd, Marge, Glyde and Alecia would put on their knapsacks and set out for a direction they felt would be of interest.
At the end of each day of walking, they would find a bed and breakfast for a good meal and a good night’s sleep. In
the morning they would have a hearty breakfast, put on their sacks and continue the journey. Beryl and Frank were
both thinking, ‘short walk indeed’, as they walked the mile with their heavy barracks bags, rifles and full packs.
The sitting room of the Biggerstaff home was small and filled with furniture. The fireplace was small and the
mantle had family pictures, a war decoration from Lloyd’s time in the war to end all wars, a picture of a young man in
British military uniform, a small glass slipper and a rack that held smoking pipes and a tin of tobacco. In front of the
fireplace were a sofa and two arm chairs facing each other, separated by a small table. This arrangement made for
easy conversation during the afternoon British tea ceremony. The sofa was small, just big enough for two adults to
sit in comfort. In the corner of the room was a small glass hutch that held memorabilia from the Biggerstaffs
ancestry. Another corner of the room was adorned by an old bookshelf with works by classic British authors: Charles
Dickens, Thomas Hardy, Jane Austin. The room was small, no larger than fifteen by fifteen feet. On the wall facing
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the street was a glass window with six panes and since the beginning of the war the glass panes had been
decorated with large strips of tape in an X pattern. Underneath the window was a small table with a radio that
received all the attention during the BBC news broadcast in the evening.
Beryl followed the Biggerstaffs into the small home. He looked around quickly as they walked through the front
door and immediately felt comfortable. It was a small house with the odor of old furniture and books.
“Lloyd,” Marge said, “why don’t you take Beryl upstairs and show him his room. I’ll get some tea brewing.”
“This way Beryl,” Lloyd said pointing to the stairway.
“We certainly appreciate what you’re doing,” Beryl said as they started up the flight of stairs.
“Never you mind the thanks,” Lloyd responded. “We’re the ones who should be appreciating you boys coming
here to help us fight.”
Lloyd led Beryl to a small bedroom with a single bed, small dresser and a small table with a lamp.
“This is our boy’s room,” Lloyd pointed out. “I’m sure he would be proud to have you share it with him. You get
settled in and join us downstairs. The bath is at the end of the hall if you want to freshen up.”
“Thanks,” Beryl replied as he set down his bag, rifle and pack.
Lloyd left the small room and Beryl opened his bag. As he unpacked he noticed a photograph on the small table.
It was in an old wooden frame and the picture was of a very pretty girl. Beryl could tell it was a recent picture and
assumed it must have been the son’s girlfriend. On the wall was a poster board with an assortment of medals pinned
to it. Beryl looked closely and read the small print on the medals. They were all soccer medals the son had won in
his middle school. Beryl finished his unpacking and went down the hall to the bathroom.
“He seems like a nice young man,” Marge said to Lloyd as he entered the small kitchen.
“Yes he does,” Lloyd responded. “It’ll be nice to have him around, even if it’s only for a few days.”
Marge hesitated, “I sure do miss Sonny.”
Lloyd put his arm around his wife of 27 years. “I know dear, so do I.”
“I wish he would write more often,” she almost sobbed.
“Now dear, he writes regularly to Kate and she keeps us up to date. A young soldier has only so much time to
write letters and don’t we want him to keep her happy. He knows we love him so let him use his energy on Kate.”
Beryl’s footsteps on the stairs alerted them and Marge returned to her tea preparation.
“Marge,” Beryl said as he entered the kitchen. I have some coffee packages here and some cookies from our K
Rations. I’m afraid the cookies aren’t very tasty but they’ll do for a snack.”
“Thanks, Beryl,” Marge answered looking down at the coffee packs and over to Lloyd. “We do enjoy a hot drink in
the morning. Here, have some of our Thypoo tea. Most everything is rationed here but we do seem to get enough of
this tea.”
“C’mon into the living room,” Lloyd said to Beryl.
“Now Lloyd,” Marge said, “don’t be boring him with all that ancestry stuff.”
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Beryl and Lloyd entered the small living room.
“Actually,” Beryl said, “I would like to hear about your ancestry.”
“Another time Beryl, I see Glyde and Alecia are here.”
Lloyd went to the front door and opened it to greet the Browns and Frank.
“Frank, you and Beryl sit here on the sofa. The girls can sit here,” Lloyd said, pointing to the two armchairs.
Frank looked up at the photograph on the mantle.
“Is that your son?”
“Yes, that’s our boy, Sonny,” Lloyd answered. “He is a long way from here now, somewhere in Africa.”
“Was he part of the Dunkirk evacuation?” Frank asked. Wondering how long their son had been in the military.
“Yes,” Lloyd answered. “He joined a few months before and was sent to France. It was a perilous time for us.
We knew he didn’t have a chance fighting the whole German Army. The Germans could have slaughtered all
300,000 of our boys and the French soldiers that were with them, but Hitler hesitated. That hesitation gave us time
to bring them all home. Yes, perilous time indeed.”
“It was an amazing rescue,” Frank said, “from what we read about it.”
“Sonny was picked up by a banker from London in his eighteen foot pleasure boat,” Marge said.
“It was the damndest thing,” Lloyd said. “The banker and a thousand others joined the navy ships and took their
pleasure boats and yachts across the channel and picked up 300,000 soldiers.”
“Except this banker hadn’t filled up his petrol tank,” Marge laughed, “and they ran out on the way back. Had to
throw a line to another boat and get towed to the Thames.” She laughed.
“Where’s your son now?” Beryl asked.
“He’s been fighting Rommel in Libya and Egypt for two years now.” Lloyd answered. “Two years ago we drove the
Italians out of Egypt. Then Hitler sent Rommel in to take over the campaign. He landed in Libya and started his
campaign against our boys and the French. He took Tobruk and just kept driving his tanks to Egypt. But now Monty
is in charge and he just attacked El Alamein. If anyone can route the Germans, it’s Monty.”
“Oh, there’s Kate,” Marge said.
Kate didn’t bother knocking; she walked through the front door and into the living room.
“I heard you’d been invaded by the Yanks,” Kate said as she entered the living room.
Beryl and Frank stood and smiled. Kate was pretty, petite, an image of her mother and laughing.
“Yes, and now we’re captivated,” Beryl said as he extended his hand for a shake.
Kate extended her hand and then went around the room shaking the men’s hands and kissing Marge and Alecia
on the cheek. Beryl and Frank introduced themselves.
"Glad to meet you Beryl and Frank, I am Kate Edwards from down the lane."
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“I just got a post from Sonny,” Kate said, pulling a letter from her dress pocket.
“He’s OK and very encouraged that Monty is now in charge. He said everyone has regained their fighting spirit
and they plan to drive Rommel into the Mediterranean. He said to say ‘hi’ to everyone and give mum a kiss.” She
leaned over and kissed Marge who was trying not to cry.
“I’ve heard good things about Montgomery,” Beryl said to the group. “Some say he is too cautious, but he values
his men’s lives more than deadlines set by the politicians.”
“Here, here on that one,” Lloyd said.
“Well, he’s got my Sonny so he’d better be good,” Marge said almost crying.
“Oh, and another thing, he said to send more cookies and if not too much trouble, wrap them in a pair of new
socks,” Kate laughed.
“I’ll bring some from the base,” Frank volunteered.
“So you’ll be training at Tidworth?” Kate asked.
“Yes,” Frank answered, “but right now there is no room.”
“Your First Division just moved out and headed to Egypt,” Glyde said.
“And they left a few behind,” Alecia said. The tone in her voice had a sound of bitterness or anger.
“Now Alecia, that’s behind us,” Glyde said
“Did you have some trouble with the First Division?” Beryl asked.
“Isolated little problem,” Glyde answered.
“Isolated indeed,” Alecia responded. “They tore up my garden in the middle of the night.”
“Really, it was just a few Yanks with a little too much spirits.” Glyde said. “For the most part, they were all good
boys, good manners and such.”
“Is there a problem with food,” Frank asked?
Lloyd answered. “Yes, quite a problem. Fresh vegetables are hard to come by unless you like Brussels sprouts.
We Brits can feed the world on Brussels sprouts.”
“Every home has a garden with Brussels sprouts and your boys planted lots of potatoes before going to North
Africa,” Alecia said. “Course, now someone has to go out and dig them up.”
“Sounds like a good job for Johnson’s platoon,” Frank said smiling at Beryl.
Beryl laughed.
“So Yanks,” Kate said looking at Beryl and Frank. “Where are you from in the States?”
“Kansas,” Beryl answered.
“Minnesota,” Frank answered.
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“Ah, the shy Americans,” Kate said looking at Marge.
Marge laughed.
“Shy?” Frank asked.
“Yes shy,” Kate answered as she chuckled with Marge.
“It’s a little thing Kate and I have discovered,” Marge answered. We’ve labeled you Yanks by where you come
from.”
“If you’re from the middle we call you shy,” Kate continued. The Easterners are forward, the South has the
manners and the West has fun.”
“Awe shucks ma'am,” Frank said with a grin while casting his eyes downward.
Kate and the others laughed at Frank's pretense of being shy.
“You don’t seem too shy.” Kate said.
“Maybe shy like a handsome fox,” Marge laughed.
“Well, we best be going,” Glyde said to Alecia.
“Yes, thank you for the tea and the company,” Alecia said to Marge.
“I’ll walk with you,” Kate said. “I need to get back to the shop.”
“I’ll go with you,” Frank said. “I still need to unpack my bag.”
The four left the small house and walked toward the Brown’s home a hundred feet away. Beryl looked out the
window to see Frank and Kate in a lively conversation. They both seemed comfortable with each other as if they
were old friends. Kate reminded him of Esther in the way she was able to engage a stranger in a conversation and
make it seem as if they had been friends for a long time.
“Beryl,” Lloyd interrupted Beryl’s thoughts. “We’re having a Yank dinner tonight if you would care to join us.”
Beryl turned from the window. “Yes, that would be great. What is a Yank dinner?”
“A Yank dinner,” Marge said, “is meat and potatoes. What makes it a Yank dinner is the meat. We’ll be having
your Yankee Spam.”
“Spam?” Beryl asked with a surprising tone.
“Spam,” Lloyd laughed. “Not all that bad if you fry it and add a little spice.”
“Thanks to your Roosevelt,” Marge continued, “Spam has helped us get by our food shortage here. It’s really not
bad at all.”
“Actually pretty tasty,” Lloyd laughed. “It’s just pork shoulder.”
“We have it a lot back home. Nothing like fried Spam and eggs on a cold morning.” Beryl laughed with them.
“What say we walk down to the Pub and have a pint before dinner?” Lloyd invited.
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“That sounds good, my buy.” Beryl replied. He felt he could use a beer after the long train ride.
“You go on,” Marge said. “I need to sit awhile.”
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*****
Beryl and Lloyd walked back through the village. Beryl told Lloyd of his conversation on the train with the
conductor and asked Lloyd if it had been bad in Shipton Bellinger. The buildings in the village seemed untouched by
war, but Beryl knew the psychology of the town would have changed since 1940. Everyone had new activity; war
chores that were required to protect the town and prevent the enemy from bringing harm. Conversations in the village
would have expanded to daily interest in the war and the war effort at home. Local gossip that could have consumed
an afternoon in a parlor would be quickly passed and then the conversation would turn to speculation about the war
and any news about the local men who were fighting on foreign soil. The local gossip just didn’t seem important any
more. Families would receive letters from their sons and husbands and any news would be circulated through the
village in the chain of personal contacts. Since the chain included everyone in the village, the news would travel
quickly and only require a few hours to reach the outer edges. Beryl and Lloyd walked past the church where Private
Anderson would be spending the night and continued in silence to the Pub. Lloyd’s thoughts were on his Sonny and
the letter Kate had received. Beryl’s thoughts had jumped around from Kate to Esther, back to Kate, quickly lighting
on the Spam dinner and then to the church.
“So Beryl,” Lloyd said as if waking. “You got a wife back home?”
“Yes, her name is Esther and we’ll have our first child next spring.”
“It must be hard leaving her home and coming here.”
“Yes, but we need to be here and I have to admit, it’s exciting to be a part of all this. You don’t get much
excitement in a Kansas farm community. I would rather it be an excitement of a different kind though.”
“I agree, exciting it is. War has a way of bringing out the beast in a man and that beast surely has a way of
enjoying it. That is, until he’s wounded and then the pain replaces the excitement. The rush of adrenalin that makes
war exciting can go away quickly when you are lying in the mud and trying to stop your own bleeding. The
excitement can quickly become disbelief. Disbelief that you have become a casualty and you might die. Yes,
exciting it is until you see your only son put on a uniform and board a train. I could see the excitement in his eyes
and it reminded me of myself in 1917. I felt the same excitement in my uniform and no one could have dissuaded me
from believing it was to be a great adventure. You can’t tell a young man that he is about to experience a horror. He
wouldn’t believe you anyway.
“Is that what you told Sonny when he left for France?”
“No, I knew better.” He was like most of the others. Feeling strong in his uniform and looking forward to the
adventure.”
“And when he came back from Dunkirk?” Beryl asked.
“Oh, he had changed all right,” Lloyd replied. It was like his mind had grown 20 years. All of a sudden he was no
longer the boy in an adventure. He was a man with serious duties and adult responsibilities. Yes, he had a quick
passage into manhood and you could see it in his personality. There was something missing and I think it was his
boyhood that he had to bury in order to live up to his new responsibilities.”
“How was he different? I have read about the minds of some of the men returning from the first War and their
inability to cope with a normal life.”
“Oh no, not that extreme. He was still able to laugh and fall for Kate. It was more in the little things. Where he
used to ignore small problems and laugh at them, he came back and took on the smallest problem as a mission. I
believe he was both healthy and strong in that he could enjoy himself and yet take on a small crisis with a bit of zeal.”
“We have a bartender like that back at the Goodland Vets club,” Beryl said. “He’s a great bartender and all the
Veterans like him. He’s full of humor. But let the smallest thing go wrong, like the ice maker jamming up and he
takes it on like a mission. It’s like he is two different people.”
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“Yes, two different people. Here we are Beryl, the Great Pub of Shipton Bellinger.”
The sign on the Pub was old and Beryl couldn’t make out the name. The name had been etched into the wood
and colored, but the seasons and time had disfigured it so it was not readable. Walking into the pub was one of
those 'entering another world' experiences and the change in light from the outdoor twilight to the darker interior of
the pub took some eyeball dark adaption. The bartender behind the short bar was tall and stout and sported a
handlebar mustache. In front of him were three levers for pouring the ale and behind him was a shelving with mirrors
and whiskey bottles lined up on the shelves along with wine glasses. There was a large wooden frame hanging next
to the shelves with a painted crest in bright reds, blues, black and gold: with a fierce lion in the center surrounded by
furling ribbon shapes. Wall lamps hung around the large room and one bright ceiling light was over the bar. The
many tables and chairs had aged over the years and their grain was shiny from wear.
The late afternoon gathering at the town Pub had already begun with villagers and soldiers of Beryl’s platoon.
Lloyd greeted the many villagers who were there and when asked of Sonny, he cheerfully answered that he was
doing fine now that Monty was in charge. Lloyd greeted the bartender and asked for two pints; one for him and one
for his yank guest. When one of the villagers looked at Beryl, he would smile and nod his head as a greeting. Beryl
felt a mixture of tension, curiosity, and friendliness in the Pub. He felt both welcomed and resented as he and Lloyd
moved to the bar.
Lloyd ordered two pints and the bartender set them on the bar.
“Cheers yank and welcome,” Lloyd said as he raised his glass.
“Cheers,” Beryl answered with a raised glass. “I’m grateful for your hospitality.”
Beryl looked around the Pub and saw Frank, Tork and Forsythe at a table with Glyde Brown and some of the local
men. He nodded at Frank in greeting. Frank nodded back and jerked his head sideways as if pointing with his
gesture. Beryl returned with a quizzical look. Frank jerked his head slightly in the direction at the end of the bar.
Beryl nodded in acknowledgement and looked to the end of the bar where Anderson was sitting alone with his beer,
not talking or mingling with the villagers who were around him. He was sitting with both hands around his beer glass
and looking straight ahead, like staring into a void or admiring the back bar. Beryl shook his head slightly.
There was something about Private Anderson that Beryl could not decipher. Anderson had a private demeanor,
an aloofness to the outer world. What must have been troubling Anderson was a question Frank had asked himself
many times and Beryl had asked the same thing to himself since joining the platoon. When a young soldier was
showing signs of bitterness or anger, the problem was usually with a girl back home. Beryl dismissed this as too
simplistic because Anderson seemed more complex and a girl back home, no matter what she had done, could not
have had the effect on Anderson that was revealed in his isolation.
“Beryl, this is Arthur, the best bartender in Shipton Bellinger,” Lloyd said with a spirited voice.
“Glad to meet you Arthur,” Beryl said as he reached out his hand to shake. “My name is Beryl.”
Arthur quickly grabbed a towel and dried his right hand for the handshake.
“Glad to meet you yank Beryl and glad to see you here,” Arthur said.
His greeting was genuine for he loved all Yanks with their good manners and eagerness to spend their money at
th
his Pub. He had served thousands of Yanks since the arrival of the First Division and now he had the 29 Division to
greet and serve.
"And just for the record, I am not only the best in Shipton Ballinger..........I am the only one."
Beryl and Lloyd laughed along with Arthur.
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“Beryl will be staying with me and Marge for awhile,” Lloyd reported to Arthur. “It seems they ran out of bunks at
Tidworth so we’ll have him as a house guest.”
“You’re lucky, Beryl,” Arthur laughed. “Marge is the best cook around.”
Beryl just smiled to acknowledge the compliment to Marge.
“Hello Lloyd,” Frank greeted as he approached the bar.
“Hello Frank.”
“Beryl, could I talk to you for a minute,” Frank said as he motioned to the door.
“Sure Frank. Lloyd, could you order us two more.” Beryl took out a one pound note from his pocket and laid it on
the bar.
Beryl and Frank walked outside in the October air that was chilled by the breeze coming in from the coast of
England. The village street was a busy scene of locals walking home from work and stopping in the shops to make a
purchase.
“What’s up Frank?”
“Did you see Anderson sitting at the bar?”
“Yes.”
“I think Anderson could be a great soldier and squad leader, but first.......,” Frank stopped short of ending the
sentence.
“I want to try something tonight and I want you to know about it in case it backfires on me."
“What do you have in mind?” Beryl asked.
“I have a bottle of Scotch and I want to corner him in the atmosphere of the church and talk to him. I haven’t been
able to get him to open up and I’m hoping the Scotch and the quiet of the night will open the gates of his mind and let
me in so I can help him. If I can just get him talking then I might be able to discover what’s eating him. I have a
theory about him and it might take some time so I won't be observing a curfew tonight, nor will Anderson. I’ve met
loners and rebels and their problem usually stems from early problems with parents or authority. If I can get him to
open up, maybe I can help him in some way. Who knows, it is worth a try."
Ok,” Beryl replied. "You will tell me about the conversation and results?" Beryl said more as an order than a
request.
“Beryl,” Lloyd shouted and motioned Beryl to the bar as Beryl and Frank entered.
Frank joined the group at his table.
“Beryl, come over and have a drink with our vicar.”
The priest lifted his glass and continued his greeting speech he had started at the church: it started with gratitude
for the yanks supporting them and visiting their small town of Shipton Bellinger. Beryl listened with only a part of his
mind. He was mainly thinking about Anderson and the meeting at the church and the giant question marks Frank
had planted in his brain about Anderson, his behavior and Frank's strategy.
“Leftenant Beryl,” the priest was saying. “May I call you Beryl?”
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“Oh yes,” Beryl responded, waking from his other thoughts. “Please do.”
“As I was saying, you yanks have been a tremendous help to our little part of England. Oh, not just in the money
and food, but your First Division, they were real troopers. Why they did work around here that had nothing to do with
training. Yes, we really appreciate it and look forward to you 29ers staying awhile.”
“I think you’ll find most of the yanks are happy to be here,” Beryl replied.
“Well, Beryl,” Lloyd said as he tilted his glass to finish. “We best be getting home to supper.”
Beryl and Lloyd said their goodbyes and left the Pub. The sun was just going down and the twilight was making
gray shadows around the buildings and trees. Lloyd talked the entire journey: the beer had lubricated his tongue.
He described each shop along the walk, what they sold and how they came to be in Shipton Bellinger. Included in
the shop description was a side note on the owners and how they contributed to the town and the war effort. Beryl
noted that Lloyd, unlike most gossipers, had nothing bad or dark to say about the villagers. He wasn’t sure if that
was just Lloyd’s personality or if the villagers were the angels he described.
They arrived at the Biggerstaff home to the aroma of the dinner prepared by Marge. As they entered you could
hear her singing in the kitchen. Lloyd led Beryl to the living room where he invited Beryl to sit and then walked to the
small table and turned on the radio.
“Must have the nightly news,” Lloyd said as he reached to a shelf under the radio and picked up three small
glasses and a small bottle. The BBC broadcaster was telling the listeners about some mundane events that were
happening in London.
“You can’t tell if these things really happened,” Lloyd said as he set the glasses and bottle on the small coffee
table between the sofas. “A portion of the broadcast is in French. We suspect the BBC is sending messages to the
Free French. Mainly we want to hear the war news.”
BBC Radio Broadcast – November 4, 1942
1942: Rommel goes on the run at El Alamein
The German army in North Africa is in full retreat, after suffering a comprehensive defeat in Egypt
at the hands of the 8th Army under General Bernard Montgomery.
News of the victory came in a special joint war report from British Headquarters in Cairo this evening.
It described the retreating columns of German soldiers as "disordered" and said they were being "relentlessly
attacked by our land forces, and by the Allied air force, by day and night."
It went on to say that Allied troops have captured more than 9,000 prisoners of war, including the commander of
Germany's Afrika Korps, General Ritter von Thoma.
Casualties among the German troops are known to have been high.
The King sent a message of congratulations to the Allied Commander in Egypt, General Harold Alexander, saying
"The 8th Army... has dealt the Axis a blow of which the importance cannot be exaggerated."
It has taken 12 days and nights of fierce fighting around the desert village of El Alamein to drive back the massed
forces of the German commander, Field Marshal Erwin Rommel.
The village is at a bottleneck in the corridor formed by the Mediterranean coast on one side, and the impassable
salt marshes of the Qattara Depression to the south.
The 8th Army has been dug in there, holding back Rommel's advance towards Cairo, ever since the first Battle of
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l Alamein in July. The second Battle of El Alamein began on 23 October with a heavy bombardment of the
Germans' five-mile-deep minefields to drive a way through for Allied troops.
Since then progress has been grindingly slow as the German army put up a hard-fought defense. But inch by
inch, the Allied soldiers made their way forward.
The first indications that victory was imminent came yesterday, when the Germans abandoned a whole series of
important positions without a shot being fired.
Then long columns of enemy transports began to build up along the coast road as the retreat began.
The triumph is already being described as the beginning of the end for Adolf Hitler in North Africa.
After months of defeat, retreat and stalemate, it is exactly the change in fortunes the Allies need to drive him out
of Africa altogether.
Just as the news ended, Marge came into the living room and poured herself a Brandy. Lloyd told her of the main
events broadcasted by the BBC and when he finished, Marge invited Beryl and Lloyd into the kitchen for dinner.
“I hope you like your Yankee Spam,” she said. “You know we don’t get much meat for the table and this has
really saved us. You can get tired of lamb and mutton after two years of war.”
“I like Spam,” Beryl said cheerfully.
They sat at the small table in the kitchen. Marge had prepared a large pan of brussel sprouts and boiled potatoes
to go with the Spam.
“I don’t think I recognize this,” Beryl said smiling.
“Marge has a dozen ways to cook Spam so you don’t recognize it,” Lloyd laughed.
The chunk of Spam had been put on a platter and cut in a pattern that made it look like three tiny T-bone steaks.
The normal pinkish gray color of the Spam had had been altered to a dark brown with a sauce that Marge had
prepared and poured over the top of the cooked cuts. Around the edges of the plate Marge had placed small sprigs
of the Sprouts to decorate the platter.
“Now eat up, Beryl,” Marge said as she sat down. “You’ll need your strength for the morning. I’m sure they’ll have
you working hard at Tidworth. Of course, you being an officer and all, you probably don’t have to work as hard as the
men, but I’m sure it’ll be a long day for you.”
She looked at Lloyd.
“Did you hear anything about the Dickerson girl when you were at the Pub? Seems she joined the Nurses Corps
and will be going to London next week. Her mum is really going to miss her. I don’t know how she’ll manage that
shop all by herself now. It was such a chore when the two of them were working it. Now I don’t know what Ginger is
going to do. I suppose she’ll have to take on a helper, but that little shop can’t be big enough to support a helper.”
Marge looked at Beryl.
“Carolyn is a neighbor and has a little confectionary shop. They make all their own goods and what with the war
and the shortage of sugar and chocolate, they have had a rough time filling their shelves. Of course, Ginger has a lot
of imagination and she invents her own baked goods and candy. Some of it is right tasty. She has inventiveness
with the little bit of fruit she can get.”
Marge was talking fast and taking small bites of her food so she could chew and talk at the same time. Beryl
wasn’t sure if this was the normal Marge or the Marge who was nervous at having a U.S. Army officer at her dinner
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table. He looked at Lloyd who was chewing his food slowly and nodding at each of Marge’s sentences. He
concluded that this was the normal Marge. She was probably a little energized by the Brandy and the excitement of
the dinner and a houseguest. Marge ran out of steam and asked Beryl about his family in Kansas. Beryl politely told
her his story of being born in Akron; his family; his father’s illness that was poorly diagnosed; the move to Colorado;
then Kansas and his recent marriage and now waiting for his firstborn. Marge was actually silent during his story, not
interrupting once but genuinely interested in his life and background.
“Well,” Beryl said after a long monologue on his life, “if you’ll excuse me, I need to retire to my room. I have a
large envelope from my wife I want to look at and write her a letter.”
“Oh, that’s all right,” Lloyd said. “What time would you like breakfast?”
"Please don't bother...........I'll be having breakfast at the base. By the way, I will be up at 3:30am for the trip to
the base. I hope I won't disturb you."
"No worries..........just leave the door unlocked when you leave."
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Church Meeting
Beryl thanked Marge for the dinner and went upstairs to his small room. His immediate thought as he climbed
the narrow staircase was Frank's meeting with Anderson and questions appeared about the way Frank was going to
soften Anderson so he would talk. Frank was only two years older than Beryl but Beryl sometimes felt that Frank
was twenty years older with twenty years more of life’s experience. He seemed to know the right moment to use his
force of personality with the men and when to use his rank. He could be stern when the men appeared not to listen
and he could listen when the situation required more information. Frank was more than just intelligent about history
and languages and academics, he also knew people, why and how they acted and the reasons behind their
behavior. Beryl couldn’t understand how seven years in a Catholic Seminary could teach Frank so much about
people. The academics he understood. But how did Frank know about the psychology of people and more so, how
did he learn to instinctively deal with the problems that relate to people? Beryl could understand why his mother was
so good at understanding human nature and the nature driving the human. She was intelligent and observant and
was able to catalogue all the events she had seen or heard over her lifetime. This gave her a library of solutions and
with it, some wisdom when confronted by an unusual situation. But how did Frank learn about human behavior?
Beryl imagined a seminary as an old Monastery with row after row of dusty shelves of books that dated back to the
ancients. Priests in brown garb would be walking the halls, chanting in Latin and nodding to one another as they
passed. If a young student could not answer a question, the Priest in the brown garb would pull out a switch from
underneath the clerical smock and strike the young student in admonition. Beryl laughed at himself for his small
imaginative digression about the life in a Catholic seminary. Frank was definitely a complex person with a broad
education and a broader understanding of people. Beryl felt certain Frank was in his own backyard playing in all his
familiar surroundings.
Frank walked the stone steps to the front door of the church. He hadn’t seen any lights through the small gothic
windows of the church during his approach. The large heavy door swung easily as he pulled the handle and stepped
inside. He looked down to see the stone floor where he was stepping and then he looked up at the interior of the
small village church. He couldn’t guess the age of the church but imagined it to be more than a hundred years old
and well preserved. On the darkened alter a small candle was burning and its glow outlined the alter table, the
podium and a small set of choir pews. The high wall behind the alter was adorned with a Jesus on the cross outlined
with stained glass windows. He turned to walk between a row of pews and toward the side alcove that led to the
back of the church and a door leading to a back room and a side door leading outside. He listened for a second and
opened the side door to a large courtyard that was enclosed by a stone fence covered with ivy. Anderson were
sitting at a stone table in the courtyard. He was alone.
Frank walked over, set the bag with the scotch on the table and sat down: all this without asking Anderson if he
wanted company. Anderson was watching Frank with a curious expression; head tilted slightly; eyes looking upward
at Frank's approach; and then settling in on the bag followed by eye to eye contact.
"Join me?" Frank asked, producing two small glasses he had 'borrowed' from the Brown's cupboard.
Anderson didn't answer right away. He was still processing this strange event unfolding in the quiet night air by
the church.
Frank took the bottle out of the bag and poured scotch into the two glasses. He was intentionally letting the
silence cut through the night air. He lifted his glass and took a sip.
Anderson took a sip.
"Beautiful night," Frank said without intonation or facial expression. Just a matter of fact statement not meant to
elicit an answer or comment.
Now it was Anderson's turn to let the silence hang, suspended as if time had stopped.
Frank mused to himself about this minor standoff, as if both were waiting to see who would break first, or who
would submit to the other's will and stir the silent night with a word. He decided to give Anderson this first victory and
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allow him to claim the prize of outlasting his sergeant.
"What do you think of the new lieutenant," Frank finally asked.
Anderson looked up at Frank, lifted his glass and took a sip.
"Seems competent," Anderson replied and then after a brief hesitation he followed with......"What do you think?"
"I like him," Frank answered.
"I think we lucked out."
Anderson pursed his lips and tilted his head slightly as if to say 'could be.'
“I’m a little concerned about Viray and Tork," Frank said, deciding to get the conversation going so he could steer
it in the direction he intended.
"Both of them could shed some pounds. A BAR man needs to be more nimble and quick on his feet.”
“I agree,” Anderson responded.
“Do you have a plan for Viray?” Franks asked as he poured scotch into the two small glasses.
“I plan to run with him until his legs are stronger and that should help shed a few pounds. I've talked with Gault
about this. He wants to do the same with Tork so we will probably do it together."
Frank took a sip and let the silence disturb whatever Anderson was thinking. He noticed that most people
become very uneasy when there is a lull in the conversation and silence is front stage: only Anderson didn't seem
uncomfortable with the intermission.
Anderson lifted his glass and took a sip. The two soldiers sat there, neither one bothered by the lack of sound or
voices. It was like another test of wills.
Frank looked around at the exterior of the church. He let the silence hang a little while longer."
"I love these old churches," Frank finally interrupted the quiet night air. "Saw a lot of them when I was attending
the seminary."
“You were in the seminary?” Anderson asked with a surprise tone?
Frank saw a small breakthrough at this point. Anderson asked a question and it was directed at Frank personally.
“Yes, for seven years.”
Anderson smiled for the first time since he had laughed at the pork pie incident on the train.
“Why did you quit?” Anderson asked
“I knew I was too weak to live the life of a priest,” Frank answered. “And there were some personal differences in
the doctrines of the church. I still love the church, but I decided I would be a better member of the flock instead of a
shepherd leading the flock. Besides, I couldn't stay in Minnesota with all this going on in Europe.”
The silence returned but only momentarily.
"My family lives in New Ulm, Minnesota.......a small village.........quite a bit bigger than this."
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Frank took another sip and looked from his glass to Anderson.
“Do you have family back home?”
“Kind of.”.
“Kind of?” Frank said. Not as a question but as an unfinished sentence he wanted Anderson to finish.
“Yes, kind of,” Anderson said and took a long swig of his Scotch.
“Am I missing something here?” Frank asked. “I don’t understand a ‘kind of’ family.”
“I have several so called families,” Anderson said.
Frank decided to wait before peeling back the outer skin of this onion.
"When I first met Beryl I showed him a picture of my parents. Do you know what he said? He asked me why my
parents were blue eyed Germans when I looked like a typical Irish.”
“You do look Irish," Anderson said and with a slight smile.
"And I told Beryl that it was another story for another time. But let me tell you that other story."
“This is a story that few people have ever heard.” Frank said. “One could look at it as a society’s desperation or
you could say it was an act of great human kindness, a humanitarian solution to several problems faced by those in
authority. The authority in this story was nothing but kindness and concern and the solution to their problem may
appear as a callous gesture but it was in fact an act of love and great foresight.”
Frank took a drink of his Scotch. He had never told this story before and was feeling himself choking on the
emotion that it was bringing to the surface of his mind. He had prepared himself many times to tell the story but was
never able to follow through on his preparation. When he found himself in a situation where the story was
appropriate he would convince himself that this was not the occasion and put the story back into the personal niche
of his brain. He took another drink of his Scotch, convinced that this was the occasion and the story should be told in
order to accomplish this night's mission.
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Revelations
“I’m not sure how to begin this,” Frank started. “The problem really started a long time ago; a period of time
during the great migration from Europe to America. Ships would arrive in New York and unload their human cargo
on Ellis Island. The ships were filled with young immigrants from Ireland, Scotland, England, Scandinavia, Germany
and to a lesser extent, other countries in Europe. These were young men and women who had saved the money to
come to America and start a life in a country with a reputation of freedom and the promise of wealth. These young
people were not the weak or the timid of the Europe; they were the strong and of course they were dreamers.”
Frank paused, taking another drink of his Scotch.
“They would leave Ellis Island and travel in the thousands to the busy streets of New York, Boston and
Philadelphia. Many became employed in local sweatshops or worked the streets, preying on the new innocents who
arrived in a steady stream. Imagine tens of thousands of young people living on an Island that was a mixture of the
wealthiest and the poorest of this country.
The slums were filled with shops that sold inexpensive goods, cheap food, and of course, cheap spirits and
entertainment. The young people were not only filled with the energy from their dreams, they were filled with a spirit
for living. They came to America to live and they believed in the one promise that the only country in the world had
stated in its creation. America is the only country that promises, no guarantees, the freedom for the pursuit of
happiness. And pursue they did. These young immigrants, with their dreams and energy, would fill the halls and beer
joints on the weekends to realize a brief, but intense happiness. It was their reward for surviving the week.
These young men and women couldn’t wait for their ultimate reward of success. They wanted a more immediate
gratification for their hard work in the factories. The weekends at the halls were their reward and their confirmation
that they had made the right choice in taking the long journey. Most of these young people found their niche and
although they didn’t succeed to the point of moving uptown where the wealthy lived, they were able to find the
stability and contentment of a steady job and the beginnings of a family. Many, however, were not strong enough to
delay their reward and pursued a transitory happiness in the beer halls.
City slums have a way of trapping those who demand an immediate gratification for their ability to survive a few
days at a time. They act on impulse in their pursuit of happiness. The moment is important to their self-esteem and
happiness. They still had their dreams, but their dreams had long ago been watered down with tears of failure and
the alcohol of frustration.
Society can tolerate these failures and for the most part, society will exploit them. These are the cheap laborers
whose brains are numb with the disbelief of lost dreams. These are the workers who increase the owner’s wealth
during the day and are pushed back into their slum at night. Society tolerates these souls who have sold their dreams
for brief pleasures and in small ways patronizes their existence. But what happens when you have a ghetto of young
people is that every society is confronted with by-products of this brief pleasure seeking. Crime, filth and disease are
by-products of the ghetto. Ninety years ago, New York awoke to a by-product that couldn’t be corrected with more
police and more health inspectors. It was a by-product of the weekend revelry of the young."
Frank took another sip as Anderson sat there with a numb stare on his face.
“The by-product of this pleasure was human life.”
“Babies were born by the thousands,” Frank continued.
“These weren’t planned babies. These babies weren’t born to parents who looked forward to their new family.
These babies were born to young women who had long ago lost touch with the male contributor and were left to deal
with the result of one night at the beer hall. Young women whose watered down dreams were now diluted even more
by the liquid that had entered them and had produced an unimaginable burden: a burden of a new life that required
time, attention and the means to sustain it. These young women weren’t capable of coping with motherhood.
Emotionally and financially they couldn’t care for their young and had to turn to some means to keep alive and keep
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their new born alive. It wasn’t as if they didn’t love their young. When a woman experiences the growth of the
embryo to a fetus and to a human child inside of her over the period of months, there is a bond of love that develops
that no man could ever imagine. They were faced with the impossible task of surviving while caring for a new born.
With no means of support, they needed an alternative that would guarantee both of their survival."
" It was a reality they had to face.”
Beryl looked at Anderson as he took a sip of his Scotch and in the partial moon light, he thought he saw
glassiness in Anderson’s eyes.
“Society has ways of dealing with by-products,” Frank said.
“In New York there was a group, mainly led by the Catholic Church that established orphanages for these new
babies. One solution was to put a cradle in a vestibule and the new mother could simply leave the child in the cradle
without any explanation. Thousands of young women who had experienced countless tears of lost dreams, would
make a midnight walk to the orphanages with their no-questions cradles. They would experience a new kind of tear.
Not the bitter, salty tear of lost dreams, but a sweet, heartache tear of carrying their new infant to a place where they
would be nurtured and given a chance to live, and never to be seen again. For the most part, these young women
loved their new infants and their love was great enough that they were willing to endure a lifelong ache of emptiness
to insure the infant’s survival.”
“Frank,” Anderson interrupted.
“Do you really think these mothers loved their babies? They left them on door steps! How can you say they loved
them?”
“That is something a man could never fully understand,” Frank replied.
“Even if a woman has a carnal union and the baby is the by-product of that union, the mother will still love the
baby as part of herself. During the nine months of the infant growing inside of her, the mother establishes a bond that
even she cannot understand. Yes, in some cases, she hates the thought of being pregnant. She is angry with herself
and her consort. She may outwardly exclaim her hate and disgust. But in that ninth month when the infant is born,
there is an emotional attachment that can never be erased or pushed deep enough in her mind. She lives with that
attachment and even when the baby is long out of her sight, she’ll feel the ache of the emptiness she created."
Anderson was sitting more erect on the cement bench and leaning forward with an attentive posture.
“Sometime around 1850, the problem was overwhelming New York. The streets were teaming with an estimated
30,000 homeless children who had lost their parents to disease or accidents and in many cases the parents put them
out on the streets because there was no food at home. The orphanages were filling with new infants and young
children to the point where they considered turning down any new deposits.”
“There were thirty thousand children on the streets?” Anderson asked.
“Yes, thirty thousand,” Frank answered. “And it took a large imagination to solve the problem.”
“The solution came out of Boston,” Frank continued.
“While the problem of street children and orphans was getting out of hand in New York and Boston, there were
thousands of families in the Midwest that would welcome new additions. A man in Boston got the idea that if the
Midwest wanted more people to populate the land, why not gather up the street children and ship them west. They
could be adopted by the farmers and have a better life on the farms than in the streets of Boston or New York. It was
sort of an indentured servant plan. Some of the children were accepted into the family while others were treated like
unpaid farm hands, living in the barns and working the fields.”
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"A radical solution," Anderson almost whispered.
“It was a radical solution,” Frank answered, “but a radical solution to a radical problem. A local Minister, a man
named Charles Loring Brace was concerned with the problem in New York and began the movement by copying the
Boston plan. Only he called his a family plan. He was genuinely concerned with the welfare of these children. His
plan wasn’t designed so much to clean up the streets of New York of these urchins, but a plan to find a better life for
the children.
Reverend Brace’s plan stressed that the children were to be a part of the family and receive an education. The
plan worked extremely well. Notices were put in the newspapers in small towns in the Midwest notifying families that
a train would be carrying orphan children to their town and they should meet it at the station and select a child.
When the train arrived, the children would be lined up and the families would choose the one they wanted. If two
families wanted the same child, then the child would make the decision of which family to adopt. Later, Brace put in
a process where the families would send in an application. The applicant was required to provide a description of the
child they wanted: boy or girl, age, color of hair and eyes.
Brace even gave it a name and the movement became known as the Orphan Trains.
Fifteen years after Reverend Brace started his family plan, New York was experiencing another crisis with babies.
Babies were being born by the hundreds and abandoned by their mothers who couldn’t care for them. The New York
Foundling Hospital, which was operated by the Catholic Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul, started an
organization called the Catholic Charities of New York. It became well known that you could leave your baby in the
vestibule of their building, anonymously, with no questions asked. The sisters even placed a white cradle in the
vestibule to encourage mothers to leave their babies with them as opposed to leaving them on the streets to die. It
was very humanitarian, but you can imagine the problems it created.”
“Too many babies," Anderson said.
“Too many babies,” Frank replied. “The Sisters started the ‘Baby Train’ movement. They worked with Priests
throughout the Midwest to find families for these babies. Being Catholic, they would only place the babies with
Catholic families and they had an application process like Brace’s Family Plan. The family would send an
application, a baby would be tagged for the family, and a receipt would be sent to the family that included the number
of the tag on the baby and the rail station where the family could pick up their new born. The Sisters would load a
train with the babies and women to take care of them and travel to the Midwest. When they arrived at a designated
station, the family would present their receipt and receive the new member of their family.
The orphan train program lasted for 75 years. Some people estimate that over a quarter of a million children and
babies were sent West on these trains of mercy.”
“Why are you telling me this story?” Anderson asked.
“Because this is a story of brotherhood,” Frank answered. “The brotherhood of a society and the way society
found a humanitarian answer to a real human problem.”
“I still don’t see the connection,” Anderson said.
“You will shortly. When the orphan train movement began ninety years ago, the Sisters of Charity and Reverend
Brace were certainly following their hearts in finding homes for these new members of society. And for the most part,
the plan worked and these children were able to live a healthy existence and grow to be productive members of
society. Of course, like any plan, a flaw would appear in isolated cases. Some of the children who were sent West
early in the Boston plan, found themselves as virtual slaves on small farms with cruel owners. And it was difficult
throughout the plan to insure the families receiving the orphans would be kind and loving.”
“Did you ever know any of these orphans?” Anderson asked.
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“I was baby number 42,” Frank answered.
Anderson looked at Frank in disbelief. “You were an orphan train baby?”
“Yes Anderson, and so were you,” Frank said, looking into Anderson’s eyes.
Anderson was silent for a minute; he took another drink of the Scotch.
“It wasn’t an orphan train,” Anderson said. “It was an orphan bus to upstate New York. By now Anderson’s nose
was running and a tear was slowly staining the side of his cheek.
“Did you have a good adoptive family?” Frank asked.
“Yes, they were OK,” Anderson answered, putting his hand on the side of his face to try and hide his tears.
“But it wasn’t the same as having your own family,” Frank said.
“No, and I don’t know why she abandoned me,” Anderson replied through the tears.
“Anderson, she didn’t abandon you,” Frank whispered so Anderson would have to be more attentive to hear him.
“Yes she did, you don’t know,” Anderson sobbed.
“I do know, my mother left me at the Sisters of Charity. I was in that white cradle in the vestibule.” Frank was
now leaning closer to Anderson.
“How can you act like you’re normal when you have no parents, no brothers and sisters and you’ll never know
your mother?”
“I can act like I am normal because I am normal,” Frank answered. “In fact I am more normal than most people.
You see, I am luckier than most people because I have a mother who put me in the white cradle because her love
for me was so great that she was willing to live her life in emptiness just so I would have a good life. A better life than
she could give me. Her daily ache for me was far more painful than the pain I felt by not having her.”
“Aren’t you angry with her?” Anderson asked. By now the tears were drying and Anderson was listening closer to
Frank’s words.
“Angry? Not at all. In fact, even though I don’t know her and have no image of her face in my mind, I have loved
her even more since understanding what she did. I know somewhere in this world is a woman who loves me deeply
and aches every day to know who I am and where I am.”
“Don’t you wonder every day who she is? Anderson asked.
“Of course I wonder, but not every day. But I know that she didn’t abandon me and that is the difference between
you and me. In your mind you have an image of a young terrible girl throwing you in a garbage heap. In my mind I
have an image of a lovely young girl who carries her baby to the Sisters and practically dies from grief at having to
leave her new born in the vestibule. I have forgiven her many times over.”
“How can you forgive her?”
Frank answered. “Not in person, but in my heart. I forgive her for myself. I forgive her in order to cleanse my
own heart and keep out the anger that would otherwise destroy me. Much like your anger is destroying you.”
“I have a right to be angry,” Anderson said.
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Frank took a sip of scotch.
“You can’t see through your anger to love the two people, your adopted parents, who love you most and who are
your best friends,” Frank said.
“You can’t see past your own anger.”
“Remember in the bible, Mark, Chapter 9.......... the passage where it says...........and he took a child, and set him
in the midst of them: and when he had taken him in his arms, he said unto them that whosoever shall receive one of
such children in his name, receiveth him: and whosoever shall receive him, receiveth not only him, but God that sent
him.”
Frank paused.
“We were both given and received in His name. The Sisters, our parents and yes our real mothers who loved us.
And we are more fortunate for it.”
“How can you say that?” Anderson asked.
“Because you have two spiritual parents,” Frank answered: “one that loves you more than anything and was
willing to sacrifice herself for you and your adoptive parents who love you more than if you were their own.”
“Your anger is preventing you from loving yourself or others. You have to begin the process of learning to love
yourself, forgiving your natural mother and only then can you experience real love.”
“I don’t feel a love for myself,” Anderson said.
“I know,” Frank said. “I can see it and feel it. Do you remember the Commandment, Love thy neighbor as
thyself?”
“Of course,” Anderson answered.
“And do you know the importance of this commandment?” Frank asked.
“To love your neighbor,” Anderson answered.
“That’s not the way I interpret it,” Frank said. “I believe Christ was telling us to love ourselves and through our
love for ourselves we are able to love and be loved. When we love ourselves we live our life to maintain that love.
We forgive others because anger in our minds only clouds our self-love. We help others in need because it
reinforces our love for ourselves and allows us to love our neighbor more.”
“Self-love sounds selfish,” Anderson said.
“It may sound selfish. But self love is not being egotistical and putting yourself above all others. The self-love I
am referring to is not narcissism or an over bloated ego. The love that Christ was referring to is a love of oneself that
transcends the flesh and the ego. It is a way of life we need to live to insure our own contentment and self-love. If
we strive to maintain our own self-love and see the self-love in others, there is no greater spiritual happiness to
achieve. We don't have to look for it. Happiness becomes a part of our being, our soul so to speak. And with it is a
love of fellow men and their well-being. What other purpose do we have on this earth?”
Anderson didn’t answer. He sat there looking at the glass of scotch in his hand; sitting in the silence of the
English night.
"I'll let you get some sleep," Frank said standing.
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"We have an early morning," and he walked through the church and to the home of the Brown family.
Anderson walked slowly across the courtyard and into the church. His mind was as confused as his Scotch leg
muscles that carried his frame to the altar. He stood for a long time, looking at the bare alter and the even barer
figure of Christ on the cross. The Scotch and Frank’s words were swimming in his mind. He slowly knelt and dried
his eyes with his sleeves.
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Letter From Home
Beryl entered the small room, Sonny's room, and went to this barrack bag. Inside he retrieved a large envelope
addressed to him and the return was Mrs. Esther Edgell. He sat on the bed and leaned back against the headboard
and read the letter.
My dear husband,
I hope your trip was memorable and uneventful and you spent your time thinking about me.......just as I spend my
time thinking about you. Can you just see me at the shop? Put in a curl, think about Beryl, put in a curl, think some
more about Beryl.
You know I love you and think about you often and I think about that wonderful event next spring when our little
one comes into the world. While I am at it, Lucille is also pregnant. I am due in April and Lucille is due in May. Won't
Doc Gulick, the baby doctor, have a busy springtime? The beauty shop is busy and I am meeting all the wives and
sweethearts in Goodland and hearing of their sweethearts and husbands. Of course they hear about my husband.
"So Beryl said this in his letter, put in a curler, and Beryl said that in his letter, put in a bobby pin." I am not sure I
should be telling them about you. I might be getting bigger tips if they didn't envy me so much.
We had a girls get together last week with Helen, Lucille, Lois and Lelia. Lelia's sister (I guess that would be
Lucille's Aunt), Vadne, had mailed a transcript to her and it was a copy of a congressional hearing regarding Vadne's
first husband, Captain Lewis Whisler. It reads like a dime novel murder mystery so I thought you might enjoy it. It is
55 pages long so I wrote a synopsis for you, only nine pages. Imagine........robbery, hatchet murders, suicide on an
army base. Enjoy the read.
Since my last letter there is not so much gossip. Forest is still being Forest so we all pray it doesn't blow up.
Helen writes that her daughter is the most loving little girl which will change when we have our 'most loving' little girl.
I am spending a lot of time at the telephone building with the other ladies of Goodland making bandages out of
donated cloth. I pray you never have to see one of these in your military life.
Your brother Harold wrote to Yale and Sylvia: I think he was looking for sympathy. He is now located on a cattle
ranch in Colorado to avoid the draft and even though he is a friend of a friend of the owner, he is treated like all the
other cowhands. He sleeps in the same bunkhouse, eats the lousy food, and puts in 10 hour days. Still, he says, it
is better than being shot at. What bothers him the most is that half the hands are Mexican and they are always
laughing and talking in Spanish and he doesn't know what they are saying or if they are laughing at him. They
probably are.
Your dad and Sylvia are doing fine. When Yale isn't on the road, he and your mom are making repairs around the
house: a lot of painting both inside and out. Your dad's health is good and every Monday he hits the road with the
company truck. He is so quiet you don't know if he is happy or miserable with his job. He never complains. Sylvia is
taking a trip to Akron to see her family next month so me and Lucille will be spending time with Yale and cooking him
some hot meals.
I wish there was more good news, but we appreciate the uneventful.
Enjoy the mystery. It begins as an investigation by the House Committee on War Claims to address the request
of Blanch Winters for a $25,000 compensation due to the loss of her husband who was murdered on the Camp
Funston (Fort Riley) army base during a robbery by a Captain Lewis Whisler (Vadne's first husband) of the Army.
I love you and miss you,
Esther
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END OF PART ONE

BERL - A WAR DRAMA - PART 2
Training
The small wind up alarm clock on Beryl’s dresser rang at 3:30 in the morning. He wanted to be up early to give
himself time to get oriented and wake up fully for the day’s events. He washed and dressed quickly. This was
another day of anticipation, the military unknown of what to expect. He quietly walked down the flight of stairs and as
he reached the bottom he heard a noise from the small kitchen.
“Good morning Beryl,” Marge said in a low voice.
“Good morning Marge, you’re up early.”
“Oh Marge, this isn’t necessary. You don’t have to get up early for me.”
“Oh, it’s not just for you Beryl. I got up early every morning for my Sonny. He was a big eater and we loved to
have this time for ourselves. He was always so talkative in the morning, going on about the military and Kate. He
sure loves that girl and I think she’s in love with him. Here I go, talking about us. What about you Beryl? Is your wife
your childhood sweetheart?”
“No,” Beryl smiled. “I had a few sweethearts but it was all innocent boy and girl stuff. I didn’t meet my wife until I
was twenty-four. She lived in a nearby farm town.”
“How did you meet?” Marge asked, as she put the bacon and eggs on the plate. She normally saved the scarce
bacon for dinner to break up the monotony of the Spam and mutton, but she wanted to share this delicacy with her
new guest.
“Actually we didn't just meet: I went looking for her. The librarian in our town gave her a good reference, you
might say. She lived in a nearby farm town and also worked in the library so one day I drove over there to meet her.
Our first date was at the Smokey River, just outside my home town of Goodland. Not much of a river but a good
picnic area. We spent the whole afternoon there talking and getting to know each other and she was quite the talker
which really was attractive and her laugh was infectious. I think for me it was love at first sight.”
“That’s lovely,” Marge said. “Love at first sight must be exciting. Lloyd and I both grew up here in Shipton and we
were childhood rivals. We fought about all the little things children can fight over. We were both the same age but
he was smarter and always got the better of me. He finally wised up and started to let me win a few contests when
he reached his manhood, if you know what I mean. He was a smart one all right. Played me like a trout on a line he
did. Then when he landed me he stopped letting me win. I knew I’d been had but by then I was in love with his dear
soul.”
Beryl laughed. “Esther is smarter than me so I think I was the trout and she set the hook.”
Beryl looked up at the kitchen clock. It was ten minutes after four in the morning.
“I need to get to the church.
can try to scrounge something.”

Is there anything I can bring home from Tidworth? I don’t know what’s there but I

“A little beef would be wonderful, but I doubt if you can find any in all of England. Tea would be nice. We’re a
little tired of this rationed Typhoo tea.”
“I’ll see what I can do,” Beryl answered as he got up and headed for the door.
The church was a mile away and Beryl walked quickly. He looked for Frank but no one was in sight this early in
the morning. His thoughts turned to Esther and he relived some of their happy times as he walked the cottage lane
to the church. It had been a long time since he had thought about their first date at the Smokey River. Esther had
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volunteered to help with swimming lessons for the elementary class in Goodland. She was in her bathing suit
teaching some young children how to swim and she was far outnumbered. There were too many children and Esther
appeared a little frustrated trying to work with all of them at the same time. Beryl joined her in the water and started
helping one of the children. She smiled and thanked him and after the lessons they sat on a blanket, watched the
swimmers and waders and talked of their families and early lives. Beryl told of his encounter with Thelma at the
Goodland library and they had a good laugh.
The first date had been arranged at the Smokey River amid the children and they had been together since.
As he neared the church he could see other soldiers walking the lanes. Some were rushing and still trying to get
their uniforms presentable. Others had got up early enough and were walking at their leisure. He spotted Frank in
the group in front of the church and Anderson was also there, sorting out his squad to see who was there and who
was still missing. In the distance he could hear the 6X6 trucks coughing and slowly approaching the village.
“Lieutenant Edgell,” Frank said as he approached.
“Yes Sergeant.”
“We’re still missing a few men.”
“Have Anderson send one of his men to get them,” Beryl replied.
“Anderson,” Frank half-yelled.
“Yes Sergeant.”
“Send one of your runners to make sure the stragglers are on their way,” Frank ordered.
“Yes Sergeant.”
“Forsythe.” he shouted.
Forsythe hurried over to where Anderson was standing and Anderson instructed him to run back down the lane
and encourage the stragglers to double time to the church. Forsythe put down his pack and started running to the
cottage section of Shipton. In a few minutes Beryl could see jogging figures in their green fatigues coming up the
lane and Forsythe, acting like a sheep dog, running from soldier to soldier, prodding the slower ones.
The ride to Tidworth was slow and chilly. Beryl and Frank rode in the cab of the second truck while the squads
rode in the back, tightly packed in the canvas-covered troop carrier.
“Hey Love, “Kuzinski shouted over the noise of the engines. “Are you writing your memoirs already?”
Private Love looked up from his small, pocket sized notebook, shrugged and looked back at his writing.
“Naw,” Forsythe shouted. “He hasn’t got any memories to write about.”
“Maybe he got lucky with the farmer’s daughter last night,” Private Davison shouted.
Love had to smile at this last comment.
“If you saw the farmer’s daughter, you wouldn’t call it lucky,” Love shouted.
“Really Love,” Forsythe asked. “What are you writing?”
“Songs,” Love replied.
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“Songs about what?” Kuzinski asked.
“About Love of course,” Love replied.
“What do you know about Love?” Kuzinski asked.
“Why the tablet?” Forsythe asked. “All you need is a postage stamp to write about everything you know about
love.
“Aren’t you supposed to experience something before you write about it?” Kuzinski asked.
“Experience I’ve got,” Love replied.
Kuzinski and Forsythe laughed at this last comment.
“Experience, yes.” Forsythe laughed. “But not in the love category. Let me write your songs. I have real
experience.”
“What would you know Forsythe,” Love smiled. “You’re and old married man.
Kuzinski held out his arms as if to sing.
“They strolled down the lane together,
Forsythe’s eyes were filled with stars,
He led her to the pasture gate
And lifted down the bars.
He knew not how to love her
And she really didn’t know how,
For he was just a farmer boy
And she was a Guernsey cow.”
“Nice try,” Love said. “But that one has already been written. Try to be original next time.”
“Did anyone else have Spam ala Brussels Sprouts for dinner?” Somerfield asked.
“I did, and it was great,” Tork shouted. “Not enough of it though.”
There was a general murmur as everyone confirmed their evening meal of Spam and Brussel Sprouts.
*****
“What do you suppose Captain Connors has in store?” Frank asked Beryl.
“No idea, I don’t even know the schedule. If no one is around, take the men and find a chow hall. Connors himself
may not know the schedule.”
“When in doubt,” Frank smiled. “Take the men on a 25 mile hike.”
“It seems to be the MO,” Beryl replied.
The trucks were now moving into the Tidworth compound. The sun was not yet up and the compound was dark,
observing the blackout rules and the silhouettes of the buildings were a study in gray and black. The sentry on duty
waved the trucks through the gate and the outline of slow moving sentries could be seen around and near the
buildings. The drivers seemed to know where they were going and drove the trucks to a large building that could
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have been a headquarters. They pulled into the large parking area and stopped.
“Captain Connors, Good Morning,” Beryl said as he jumped down from the cab of the truck and was greeted by
Connors. Connors returned the greeting and the salute and said good morning to Frank.
“Sergeant, take the men to the chow hall and meet on the commons ground at 06:30,” Connors instructed.
“Lieutenant, you and Keil join me in the officer’s mess.”
Frank walked back to the rear of the truck and yelled at the men to fall in. There was a commotion as the men
scrambled to unload from the trucks with their backpacks and early morning clumsiness.
The three officers began walking north to the officer’s mess.
“You’re lucky to be in town,” Connors said as they walked. “There’s a lot of confusion here. We’re to meet Major
Morton at 0700 to plan a training program and discuss how we settle in here. I’m not sure if even he knows what’s in
store. It looks like you’ll be staying in Shipton Bellinger for a a while longer since the boys from the First Division
won’t be leaving until mid-November. We’ll know more by the end of today.”
This was a typical message delivery by Captain Connors. He told you what he knew (planning a training
meeting), made observations on why there wasn't more information (a lot of confusion here), known reality (staying in
Shipton longer) and future expectations (know more by end of today).
They entered the officer’s mess hall. It was a large hall with round tables and chairs to accommodate discussions
among the officers. At one end of the hall was a long table that could have been the ‘head’ table where the
commanders sat and looked out over their flock.
“Just like the spirit of Camelot,” Keil said smiling, “Round tables for the Knights of the Round Table.”
The men went to the buffet that was set up for the officers. Metal trays were sitting in a bed of hot water and
contained a variety of strange looking bacon, fish and a meat they couldn’t recognize. Scrambled eggs were in two
of the containers alongside the fried potatoes. At the end of the buffet was a cook with a skillet and hot fire, ready to
prepare the officer’s eggs as they wished.
“No thanks,” Connors said, passing the cook with the skillet.
Beryl went to the large coffee urn and filled a cup. He had already eaten at the Biggerstaffs and was full from
Marge’s generosity. Beryl walked to the nearby table where Connors was holding court and sat down.
“How’re the locals treating you?” Connors said as he began his breakfast.
“Fine.” Beryl answered.
“Very hospitable,” Keil answered.
“I talked to Morton about the locals taking us in,” Connors continued. “We can’t expect these people to feed our
troops so he wants to make sure all meals are taken here at the base. The food shortage here is acute. We may be
here for a while and we don’t want the villagers saying we scrounged off them.”
“As long as it isn’t Spam, Sir,” Keil said. I think every man in my outfit had Spam and Brussel Sprouts last night.”
Connors smiled, “I’ll make a note of it. Also, tell your men to be extra nice to any young Brit they run into. I guess
there are some 4Fers in these villages who gave the boys of the First Division a hard time. It seems they resent us
talking to their young ladies and drinking their beer.”
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The door of the officer’s mess opened and Major Roger Morton, Commander of the Dandy Fifth’s 1 Battalion
walked in with his Executive Officer, Anthony Friend. Right behind him were platoon leaders Jack Johnson and
Arthur Carlson. Connors motioned for Johnson and Carlson to join him at his table.
Morton and Friend went to the buffet, filled their trays and walked to Connor’s table. As they approached,
everyone stood.
“Mind if we join you, Captain Connors?” Morton said as he sat down. The five men exchanged greetings and
were soon joined by Johnson and Carlson.
“We have to cancel our meeting today,” Morton said as he was chewing his breakfast. “But I have a special
assignment for Company C.”
“What would that be Sir?” Connors asked.
st

“It seems the 1 Division planted several fields of potatoes on the south end of Salisbury plain. Check out a
couple of deuce-and-a-halves and spend the day helping with the harvest. I don’t know how long this’ll take so let me
know tonight how big a job it is. Talk to Lt. Colonel Mund at Quartermaster about getting some baskets or something
to collect the potatoes and find out where he wants them delivered.”
“Harvest potatoes?” Connors asked with a smile.
“Yes, Captain,” Morton smiled back.
“We have a big food problem here,” XO Friend said. “Fresh potatoes will help.”
“We figured that,” Connors said to Friend. “Most of my men had Spam and Brussel Sprouts last night for dinner.”
“I understand you talked to the quartermaster,” Friend said to Connors.
“Yes Sir.”
“I don’t want you asking for provisions for your hosts in Shipton,” Friend said. “We have enough problems with
supplies, mainly food, to be supporting the locals.”
“It’s not supporting the locals, Sir,” Connors replied. “It’s helping them support us while we’re living in their
homes.”
“No supplies, Captain,” Friend said a little too forcefully. “The men can eat here; they don’t need to eat off the
hosts.”
“It’s hard to turn down their hospitality, Sir,” Connors said with his own force.
Connors and Friend had command and personality conflicts since Friend joined the Dandy Fifth in Florida. Friend
had his way of commanding which was by the book when he wanted to assert his authority and when he wanted
things to go his way, he had the capability to ignore the book and rationalize his actions. All commanders have this
unique mental capacity and the great commanders are able to look at the objectives and achieve greatness with or
without the book. The army organization depended on these free thinkers who know how to get the job done in a
way it would be acceptable to both the command structure and the politicians who ran the military. Major Friend was
not a great commander. He was typical of commanders whose main objective was not so much achieving an
objective, but to satisfy their command ego and avoid blotching any pages on the book.
“Sir,” Beryl said looking at Connors. “My men can buy what they think is fair at the Post Exchange and take those
provisions to the hosts.”
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Friend was about to object when Lt. Colonel Morton spoke.
“We have another citizen issue. I don’t want our 6 X 6s rolling through these village streets at four in the morning.
It’s too disturbing on the locals. From now on you’ll march your men silently to Tidworth every morning. You can
transport the men back to Andover in the trucks at the end of the day.”
“Yes Sir,” Connors replied.
Morton, who was a fast eater, stood to leave. All the officers at the table stood with him.
“Let me know how big a job this potato field is going to be,” Morton said to Connors. Morton and Friend walked
to the door of the Officer’s mess.
“Potato fields?” Keil was the first to speak.
Connors laughed. “It’s good to get your hands in the soil now and then; takes you back to the basics of life.”
“Basics, like in crawling on all fours?” Keil laughed.
Beryl laughed with him and added: "good training..........I expect when the shooting begins we will be doing a lot
of crawling on all fours."
“I anticipated trouble from Friend on this quartermaster issue,” Connors said. “The quartermaster agrees with me
about the provisions and he knows what he’s doing when it comes to supplies. When the trucks pick you up there’ll
be some boxes in the back. Tell your men to help themselves. And by the way, we’ve changed the pickup point.
From now on your assembly area will be Clarendon Hill, about half a mile west of the road.”
“How did we get chosen for this assignment?” Lieutenant Johnson asked in his normal objecting voice.
“We obviously volunteered,” Connors replied. “Tell your men to stuff a few potatoes in their packs to take back to
Andover. These people have been on short rations for almost three years and it’s the least we can do. Remember,
we’re guests here, not the conquering Army. Relations with the locals are just as important as the training. Besides,
it’s their potato field.”
Connors looked at his watch and stood.
“Assemble your men and hit the fields. I’ll meet you on Clarendon Hill at 1700 hours.”
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Potato Field
The long day in the potato field was tiring for the men of Company C. None except for the farmers in the
Company had ever experienced stoop labor before and the day of bending over and digging up the potatoes was
straining new back muscles. The field was larger than anyone in the Company had anticipated, covering over forty
acres. Once the men resigned to the dirty job, they knelt down and used their trenching tools to dig up the potatoes
and place them on the burm. Other soldiers would walk along the burm with gunny sacks and put the potatoes in the
sacks for transport to the trucks. Trucks were assembled at the end of the field to haul the cargo back to the Tidworth
commissary for storage. The officers and sergeants were standing near the trucks observing the harvesting.
“Frank, I feel a little guilty watching the men,” Beryl said. Both men were standing next to a hauling truck at the
end of the field.
“Yes, I feel the same way,” Frank answered. “But this is kind of like KP, officers and sergeants don’t do kitchen
duty either.”
They looked out over the field where 140 soldiers were kneeling on the ground and digging up potatoes.
“Isn’t there a creed somewhere that says you don’t ask your men to do something you wouldn’t do yourself?”
Beryl asked.
“That only applies to dangerous assignments, not KP duty,” Frank laughed.
Beryl looked over to where Johnson, Jarvis and Carlson were standing next to a potato truck with their sergeants.
“This may not be a dangerous assignment, but it is a special assignment the entire company should be involved
in. Besides, I need some exercise,” Beryl said and walked to the back of the truck where a stack of sacks lay. He
picked up three sacks and walked to the furrow where the men of his platoon were digging.
He turned back to Frank and shouted, “Lead by example.”
Frank looked over to Keil who was shaking his head and smiling. At once they both walked to the stacks of gunny
sacks. Keil’s Sergeant, Guy Sager, followed Keil. Right behind him was Lt. Arthur Carlson of the fourth platoon and
his Sergeant, ‘Killer’ Kalinowski. Lieutenant Johnson and Sergeant Mueller remained by the trucks.
“I thought you were going to teach him how to be an officer?” Keil laughed as he approached the sacks.
“I’m trying, but he can be stubborn,” Frank answered with his own laugh.
For the rest of the day, the three officers with their Sergeants walked to the field with empty sacks and returned to
the trucks with their load of potatoes.
As the late afternoon sun was descending on the horizon the men of Company C walked slowly to their transport
trucks and climbed aboard. The day of toil in the fields had been more difficult than a 25-mile hike. The trucks
carried the men to the mess hall where they would take their evening meal before loading onto the trucks and
returning to Shipton.
Beryl, Keil, Carlson and Johnson walked the short distance from the enlisted men’s mess hall to the Officer’s
mess hall. Beryl, Carlson and Keil were pounding their uniforms with their hands to get out the dirt from the fields.
Johnson, with his clean uniform, ignored their antics and the conversation.
“Don’t you feel good,” Beryl asked. “It always makes a man feel better after working the soil.”
“Oh yes,” Keil answered. “And tomorrow morning when those new muscles I found today are screaming at me, I’ll
remember how good it feels.”
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“Getting back to your roots, “Carlson said, “takes on a whole new meaning in a potato field.”
As the Officers entered the mess hall they saw Connors sitting at one of the tables motioning them to join him.
They proceeded to the buffet line and after filling their trays with mutton, potatoes and Brussels sprouts they walked
to Connors’ table.
“You look like hell,” Connors said to Beryl, Keil and Carlson.
“Just doing a little field training,” Keil laughed.
“How did you stay so clean?” Connors asked Johnson.
“I wasn’t part of the field training.”
“So you and Mueller had a good day watching your men?”
“Yes Sir.”
The look on Connors face was all Johnson needed to know Connors didn’t admire the way he spent his day while
the other officers had joined the men in the fields.
“Beryl,” Connors said. “There’s a Women’s Institute in Shipton Bellinger that we need to liaison with and build
some good relations. They do all kinds of work for the war effort. Seems the First Division started to get involved
and now we’ve been asked to send a couple of volunteers to see how we can help or scrounge some supplies to
share with them. I want Sergeants Dietz and Mueller to handle this assignment. Dietz comes across well, he’s
educated, and Mueller can handle the scrounging part.”
“You want Mueller for this assignment?” Johnson asked.
“Yes, Johnson, I want Mueller for this assignment.”
“May I request prior consultation before one of my men is assigned, Sir?” Johnson asked with an officious tone.
“Yes you may ask,” Connors answered. “And you’ve just been consulted.”
Connors turned to look at Beryl, with his back to Johnson. Ending the conversation.
“Tomorrow morning have Dietz and Mueller check out a jeep at the motor pool and visit the ladies at the Institute.
They gather at a church in Shipton so they won’t be hard to find.”
“Sounds like good duty,” Keil quipped. “Any chance I can volunteer. I’m pretty good with the ladies.”
“We’re here to build relations, Keil,” Connors answered smiling. “not court them.”
“Sir,” Beryl asked. “How did it go with the quartermaster today?”
“Very well,” Connors answered. “The trucks are ready. Also, you’ll find mail sacks.”
“Mail!” Keil said, "the men will love that!”
Connors stood to leave and the other officers stood with him.
“Tomorrow I want to visit Shipton and Andover with you, “Connors said to his Lieutenants. “After you march your
men in from Tidworth, meet me here at the officer’s mess. Tell your Sergeants to take charge of the potato detail.”
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“Yes Sir,” the four officers said in unison.
Beryl and Keil walked quickly to Clarendon Hill to meet the trucks for the ride to Shipton. Frank was standing in
the field next to the lead truck. The platoon was already loaded and ready to travel to their temporary quarters. Beryl
approached him, feeling good about mail call and his dinner with Connors.
Frank saluted Beryl and Beryl returned the salute.
Beryl told Frank of the meeting in the Officers’ Club and the morning assignments.
“So Connors found a way to get me and Mueller on a common assignment?” Frank smiled.
“Cunning Connors,” Beryl answered.
“A day with the ladies,” Frank said and paused. “Should I take Private Love?”
Beryl laughed. “You and Mueller should be able to handle these middle-aged married women.”
The ride back to Shipton was silent. The men were tired and the anticipation of mail call at the church seemed to
occupy them. During the ride they examined the boxes left by the quartermaster and passed out the coffee, tea,
canned beef, candy and sugar. Each man also had a full pack stuffed with potatoes and extra potatoes inside their
shirts.
Beryl greeted Marge as he walked into the small cottage. She was cheerful and explained that Lloyd was down at
the Pub for his evening pint. Beryl declined dinner since he had eaten at the officer’s mess and gave her the
provisions from the quartermaster and the potatoes.
“Here is a little something extra,” Beryl said reaching into his backpack. He handed Marge a tin of Earl Gray Tea
and a bottle of Scotch.
“Oh, Beryl, this is wonderful.” She leaned over and kissed him on the cheek.
“I need to clean up and read my letters,” Beryl said, a little embarrassed at Marge’s kiss. He hurried up the stairs
to his small bedroom and decided to clean up before having his mail treat and writing letters.
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The Ax Murder
Beryl took his dopp kit to the small second floor bathroom, disrobed and took a shower: feeling better after
ridding all the dirt and sweat he had accumulated. Next to shave and brush his teeth. He returned to his room and
sat on the bed with the rest of Esther's letter; the nine pages she had prepared for him. He was very curious and was
anxious to read the Congressional Hearing notes. (4)
(4) Congressional Investigation into the Ax Murder
Web site where original full transcript is located:
https://books.google.com/books?id=S2YWAAAAIAAJ&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false
The original transcript of the proceedings is highly detailed in 55 pages of testimony, with extensive details by the
guards on duty that night, copies of several supporting documents such as the lease agreement between the military
and the bank company.
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Committee on War Claims
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The committee met at 10 a.m., Hon. Benjamin K. Folkt (Chairman) presiding.
(H.R. 6595, Sixty-Sixth Congress, First Session)
A BILL For the relief of Blanch Winters.
Chairman Folkt opened the proceedings by producing a letter from Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War, where he
stated that due to the further evidence submitted by Mrs. Winters to the department (not included in the letter) the AG
should amend its findings and that Mrs. Winters may appeal to Congress for redress. Congress is hereby requested
to investigate the liability of the Government, to wit, the U.S. Army, as to the murder of Charles F. Winters on the
base of Camp Funston, Fort Riley, January 11, 1918 and respond to Mrs. Blanch Winters request for redress in the
sum of $25,000. While Charles Winters was at the bank on the base, he was protecting the assets of the Army and
Army personnel and was killed by Captain Lewis R. Whisler, Captain of Company E, Three Hundred Fifty Fourth
Infantry Regiment. On the night in question, Captain Lewis entered the bank with the intent to rob its contents and
during this action killed Mr. Winters with an ax and another employee of the bank.
The committee chairman directed Congressman Robert E. Evans (Nebraska) to begin the proceedings
whereupon, Evans began to question Lieut. Co. William T. Hunt, Inspector General.
Much of the Inspector General's testimony centered around the guards on the night of the robbery: their routines,
routes, what they had access to and what might they be able to observe.
During this interrogation, it was ascertained that the guards had performed as per their duty and if they had seen
Captain Whisler in or around the bank, it would not have alerted them to challenge the Captain.
Congressman Evans then proceeded to introduce into evidence the statements of the guards on duty that night:
Private Bosker B. Brady; Private Dan McLaughlin; and Private Charles J. Holt.
Exhibit 1
Testimony Of Privates Brady, McLaughlin and Holt
Congressman Robert E. Evans (Nebraska) introduced Exhibit 1. Most of their statements and testimony centered
around the route of the guards and the time line of between 6pm and 8:30pm. Congressman Evans was particularly
interested to know if they had seen an officer in the vicinity of the bank and if so, did that officer have a suitcase with
him. Privates Brady and McLaughlin both denied seeing a captain; however, Private Holt had seen an officer who
was carrying a red suitcase and appeared to be in a hurry. He was unable to provide a description other than that
the officer's height was around 5 foot 8 inches. Private Holt stated that he passed the bank at approximately ten
minutes to eight.
Congressman Evans asked about sounds or light coming from the bank and Holt responded that he was about 30
feet from the bank when he passed it and 'no'............. he didn't hear any sound or see any light. Upon further
interrogation, Holt admitted that he encountered an officer around 11pm and the officer was carrying a red suitcase.
Once they passed, the officer began to trot. Holt then notified the MPs and they apprehended the officer. Holt
justified his notifying the MPs because he had heard the Army bank had been robbed.
Exhibit 2
Report on the Investigation with Reference to Army Bank Robbery
The full investigation occurred between January 12 and January 22, 1918. The introduction to the report stated
that its contents included: the suicide of Captain Lewis Whisler; the recovery of $56,516 from the walls of the room
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occupied by Capt. Whisler; and a summary of the events and injuries.
"As a result of the investigation, it appears that between about 7:30 p.m. and about 8 p.m., on the evening of
January 11, 1918, Captain Lewis Whisler, Three hundred and fifty-fourth Infantry, robbed the Army bank situated on
the zone in Camp Funston, killing Messrs. Obed M. Hill, Ozark, Okla., and Charles Ohleson, No. 421 South Colorado
Avenue, Kansas City, and wounding Messrs. John W. Jewell, Springfield, Mo., and Charles Winters, No. 3532
Baltimore Avenue, Kansas City, so that they died at the base hospital, Fort Riley, Kansas.; the former at about 9.15
p.m., that date, and the latter at about 1 a.m., January 12, 1918, after every possible care and attention had been
given to the same, and that Mr. Kearney Wornall, of Kansas City, was dangerously wounded but has since
recovered. That the death and injuries to all the foregoing were due to wounds inflicted by a hand ax in the hands of
Capt. Lewis Whisler, Three hundred and fifty-fourth Infantry. In this bank room between the hours approximately
above stated.
Theories and clues as regards an accomplice or accomplices of Capt. Whisler have been thoroughly investigated
without result. The bank officials, based on their first check of their bank books, state that the total amount of money
missing is $62,826.21, which leaves an amount of $6,310 shortage."
Exhibit 3
Lease Agreement
Exhibit 3 is a lengthy lease agreement between the quartermaster of Camp Funston and William Huttig of Kansas
City to conduct a banking institution on the grounds of the Army base.
Exhibit 4
State of Kansas - State Board of Health - Division of Vital Statistics
Standard Certificate of Death
Exhibit 4 contained the details and death certificates of the men killed in the robbery.

There followed the death certificates of Carl W. Ohleson, Obed N. Hill, Charles Fuller Winters, and John W.
Jewell.
In all four cases, the cause of death was as follows: 'Shock and hemorrhage produced from traumatic injury to the
head, said injuries consisting in contused lacerated, and incised wounds, fracture of the cranial bones, laceration of
the brain tissues, rupture of important nerve centers. Premeditated murder.'
Exhibit 5
Report of investigation of death of John W. Jewell, Carl W. Ohleson, C. Fuller Winters and Abed N. Hill
The report is a summary of the investigation by Major Levi G. Brown of the incident of the bank robbery and noted
in the summary was a statement by Kearney Wornall who was in the bank at the time of their injury and was taken to
the base hospital where his statement was taken. Captain Lewis Whisler committed suicide at or about 12:45 p.m.
on January 12, 1918. On January 16, 1918, $56,600 of the $62,820 taken from the bank on January 11, 1918 was
found in Captain Whisler's room. The report then describes the events at the bank.
"From the evidence, I find that at or about 7:45 p.m., in the 11th of January, 1918, Carl W. Ohleson and Abed N.
Hill were killed and C. Fuller Winters and John W. Jewell were mortally wounded, from which wounds they died, by
Capt. Lewis Whisler in manner and circumstances as follows:
Capt. Lewis Whisler entered the bank and at the point of a revolver made them lie down with faces down, and had
Kearney Wormall tie their hands behind them with rope furnished by Whisler: they were gagged, the bank robbed,
and they were beaten and cut over their heads with a hatchet resulting in "contused, lacerated and incised wounds,
fracture of the cranial bones, laceration of the brain tissue, rupture of important blood vessels, and the interruption of
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the normal functions of important nerve centers." which caused death."
The next section of the report described the crime scene in detail and the actions of the medics and hospital in
caring for the injured. This was followed by a sworn statement from Kearney Wornall.
"That he was employed in the Army Bank at Camp Funston, Kansas. On January 11, 1918 after the day's
banking business had been done, he was engaged in balancing in his particular cage at the bank: that it was not
customary at the bank to wait on people after the doors were closed. At about 7:30 p.m., the door having been
accidentally left open, and the key had not been turned, when suddenly a captain came in the door, and stepped
around the east end of the counter where Winters was working. He brought a hatched with him, pulled it out of his
pocket and tried to hit Winters, but he does not know whether he did or not. After this the captain stepped around the
counter and pulled an automatic gun. He and Winters had a parley over a hold-up. Winters having no idea that this
was a hold-up; the same opinion was held by everyone in the bank except the captain. The captain was much put
out that his motives of robbery were not being taken seriously. He took several minutes in explaining that he was
short (he was short in his Company fund account that he was responsible for), and had to be made good, and took
this particular time in being able to make good. He told them they better believe every word he said, that their lives
depended on it. Made all of us lie down on top of each other, having picked out Wornall last for the purpose of tying
the others. Wornall tied them all; the captain was not satisfied with the job and tied them tighter. The captain took
the rope out of his pocked and said he had plenty. The captain was fully prepared as to the smallest detail. The
hold-up seemed to go very smoothly; he required a particular lamp to be turned out, and a particular window to be
shaded. Winters several times told the men: "We are going to play square with him and let him get away." The
captain said he could get away within an hour. He had gags for each one of the party, and used them in the most
brutal way. I, Wornall, laid on my stomach with a gag in my mouth trying to think of this man's name for 30 minutes.
So far as I know he was the only person connected with the affair; saw no one else, if there was anyone on the
outside. The captain in question was about 35 or 40 years old; about 5 feet 10 inches in height; smooth fact;
weighed about 150 pounds. Knew he was a captain, as he wore a captain's uniform and insignia, and knew he dealt
with the bank in official capacity as captain. He stayed in the bank for half an hour. Took a sack from under the
counter and filled it with $20 bills. It may have been Capt. Lewis Whisler, but I am not sure. I do not recollect when
the captain hit me; he must have hit me shortly after he hit Winters. I do not remember anything about being struck.
Did not see him hit any of the other members of the party; that is, Olson, Hill and Jewell.
Upon viewing the body of Lewis Whistler at 5:45 p.m., who had committed suicide, Kearney Wornall stated under
oath that this was the man who came in the Army Bank, Camp Funston, on the evening of January 11, 1918, and
committed assault upon Carl Olson, O.N. Hill, Charles Fuller Winters, John W. Jewell, and himself, and robbed the
bank of a portion of its funds."
What followed was a report of the death of Capt. Lewis Whisler. Cause of death: Suicide by shooting himself with
United States Army rifle. Death was not in line of duty. Death was the result of officer's own misconduct. Body is
now in base hospital morgue.
Exhibit 6
Testimony of Corpl. Rae B. Trimmer, Company E
Exhibit 6 is the testimony of a company clerk who testified that the previous Thursday Capt. Whisler asked him to
make up an insurance application for him for $10,000 in favor of his son and mail it to his wife at Salina, Kansas, as it
would benefit his son more than his wife, being separated from her. Trimmer noted in his statement that the captain
acted strange that week and had scattered records all over his desk. He had acted queer and had not greeted
Trimmer in his normal, smiling manner. On January 12, the captain came out of his office and asked if they had
caught the robbers. At about 15 minutes to one Trimmer and a sergeant went into the orderly room and found the
captain's body on the floor.
The previous Wednesday, the captain had the assistant clerk help him with some books and stated that he was
short $100 in the company fund.
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Exhibit 7
Statement of Private James Lee Newell
The statement of Private Newell is a detailed account of the guard duty on the night of January 11, 1918.
Exhibit 8
Statement of Private Fred Vanderpool
The statement of Private Vanderpool is a detailed account of the guard duty on the night of January 11, 1918.
Exhibit 9
Statement of Private Floyd Herbert Montgomery
The statement of Private Montgomery is a detailed account of the guard duty on the night of January 11, 1918.
Exhibit 10
Letter of inquiry from Rep. Evans to Major Reginald Meade, former Surgeon at Fort Funston
In this letter, Congressman Robert E. Evans (Nebraska) is asking the Major about a telegram he sent to Mrs.
Charles Winters regarding the mental state of Capt. Whisler and wherein it was the belief of Major Meade that
Whisler was insane at the time the murders were committed. Evans further asks the Major if in his opinion, Whisler
was unsafe to be at large or to be in charge of men? And if the Major did believe Whisler to be insane and unstable,
did the Major report this to the proper channel?

January 25, 1921
Major Meade responds to the inquiry from Congressman Robert E. Evans (Nebraska).
The Major responds that 4 days before the murder he saw Whisler and that Whisler acted quite peculiar and
strange: and didn't seem to understand the courtesies of the Army. He was making an inquiry about one of the men
in his company. The major commented to Whisler that he talked rather insulting for an inferior officer and Whisler
stared at him like an insane man. After his suicide, Col. Richmond found a letter written by Whisler. In the letter
Whisler confirmed that he had been considering suicide and "this gave him a good chance." That confirmed Major
Meade's opinion what Whisler was insane.
February 1, 1921
Congressman Robert E. Evans (Nebraska) sends another letter to the Major.
In this letter, Evans poses more questions. Was there negligence on the part of the Government resulting in the
death of Charles F. Winters? Did the Major observe in Whisler's behavior anything that made it the Major's duty to
have Whisler restrained? The Major had described Whisler as "criminally insane." Did the Major believe that Whisler
was morally responsible for his acts?
Exhibit 11
st

Letter from Congressman Evans to Elmer F. Robinson (formerly 1 Lt. Company E.)
January 22, 1921
To a Judge of unknown place or position regarding a letter Lt. Robinson wrote to Evans
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In the letter, Robinson stated that shortly after arriving at Funston, Whisler told him his property accounts were not
in good shape and he had been charged with a lot of Government property that he couldn't account for, with no
receipts as to their disposition. Whisler was worried. Robinson further stated that Whisler was a hard worker, not for
a moment insane, very agreeable to work with and friendly. Robinson described the night of the robbery. They had
attended an officer's conference at 6:30pm. Later at 9 p.m., after the crime, they went to French class and during the
class orders were issued that all officers report to their companies and check up on the men. The following morning
they were both in the officer's barracks until about noon and Robinson stated that he didn't notice any strange
behavior in Whisler. He observed that the officers of Company E knew Whisler better than Major Mead and the
officers believed Whisler was normal. Robinson offered his opinion that the robbery was premeditated since Whisler
had prepared his room to hide the money and it took 5 days to find it. He finished by saying that he didn't believe
Whisler robbed the bank with the intention of hurting anyone: however, upon leaving the bank, one of the men tied up
said that he knew Whisler and that they would get him, whereupon Whisler killed them with a hatchet.
January 17, 1921
Letter from Congressman Evans to Lt. Robinson
Congressman Evans is delving further into the question of Whisler's insanity and if the officers had the same
opinion as Major Meade and in Robinson's opinion, was Whisler insane.
February 10, 1921
Letter from Congressman Evans to Lt. Neil Cline
Lt. Cline was assigned to Company E and Congressman Evans is asking the same questions regarding the sanity
of Whisler and if any Government officers had such an opinion. Cline responded that he believed Whisler was
insane and that he had been acquainted with Whisler since May of 1917 before they became officers. He was
Whisler's roommate in the same squad room for three months and on several occasions there was a discussion
about Whisler and the consensus was that he was crazy. Whisler had several behavior quirks that reinforced the
idea that he was not mentally stable; he would stare blankly for 20-30 minutes; his hobby was signal work and he
would practice it at all hours; he would pace in front of the barracks with an open book. Lt. Cline described how he
had gone with Whisler to the French class the night of the robbery and he seemed in a better mood than his normal
self. The next day, after it was announced that one of the injured men told authorities that he could recognize the
robber, Whisler became agitated and worried.
Following this line of questioning by Congressman Evans, Congressmen Bertrand Snell New York and
Congressman John C. Kleczka (New York) called for Colonel Hunt to testify. Most of the testimony centered around
the transfer of money to the bank, who was responsible for the money and should have there been a special guard.
Col. Hunt replied that the banks had safes and the primary reason for guards walking a route and checking doors
was for fire protection. The attention was then placed on who was responsible for private property placed on a
military installation and Hunt said he was not a legal expert and couldn't give a proper answer. Congressman
Kleczka then produced a letter from Lt. Col. H.S. Howland (formerly Assistant Chief of Staff, 89th Division) to Mrs.
Blanche Winters dated January 24, 1921. Mrs. Winters had asked if guards or private individuals would be allowed
to exercise authority on a military reservation and Howland's answer was a resounding no, the military would never
share police control on a military base. When an individual or other entity places assets on a military reservation,
they would fall under the government jurisdiction. Also, there are circumstances where an individual or company is
allowed to conduct business on a military establishment, he or it falls under the rules and laws of the military. When
General Woods established that zone at Camp Funston, everything and person in that zone, including Mr. Winter's
bank, was entitled to protection from the military police. Howland concluded that when the Government funds were
deposited in Mr. Winter's bank, the military should have added extra protection to the bank and those funds.
At this point in the hearing, Congressman James G Strong (Kansas) asked Col. Hunt why he held an
investigation and Hunt replied that he was asking to insure the guard duties were carried out properly. Congressman
Strong pressed him and asked if the purpose of his investigation was to cover up any liability of the Government for
the murders of civilians on government property. Hunt dodged the question and Strong persisted by following with
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an accusation. Wasn't it true that no matter how many guards around the bank, Whisler could have walked right past
them? Hunt agreed and reiterated that the guards were for fire protection. Congressman Strong then switched the
emphasis and asked Hunt if the bank was in a temporary building at which Hunt responded in the affirmative and
described the temporary building as a one room wooden construction. Strong was trying to point out that the
conditions of this bank were out of the ordinary, with 20 - 30 thousand soldiers depositing and withdrawing funds and
the extra night duties to reconcile these accounts and that extra precautions should have been made.
*****
Congressman Strong then surprised Col. Hunt with the following, "Do you know anything about the loss of a
diamond ring on Mr. Winter's finger when he was taken to the hospital?" Hunt acknowledged that he had
investigated the occurrence and found that between the time in the operating room until his death the ring
disappeared. Strong then asked Hunt if he knew the value or a description. Hunt answered that it was a sizeable
diamond in the ring, possibly a carat in size.
At this point, Congressman Evans intervened. His main mission in this case was to determine the government's
liability with regard to the bank, the murders and now the ring and he asked Col. Hunt if he considered the
government's liability during his investigation: at which point Hunt responded....'no.'
Congressman Evans then took over the line of questioning and directed it to the agreement between the
Government and the bank. In the agreement, the bank agreed to 'carry the necessary insurance against fire,
burglary, fixtures and business. Congressman Strong pointed out that if the military took over responsibility for the
private enterprise, why would an agreement require that enterprise to have insurance?
Congressman Reed of West Virginia asked the question if whether or not the bank could have hired their own
police protection? Hunt answered he didn't know of any restrictions for this act. Reed continued.....pointing out that
the War Department had full access to the bank and its books so a captain would not have been barred from the
premises at any hour. The conclusion of this testimony was that the bank had the right to have a guard, or guards,
inside the bank but not outside the bank.
*****
The next witness to appear before the committee was Captain William P. Montgomery. A captain in the Judge
Advocate General's Department in the Army. Before that assignment he was captain of Infantry at Camp Funston
and served as adjutant to the provost marshal, responsible for the general guard and police of the army base. and
before that in civilian life, he was assistant attorney general of Kansas. Montgomery explained to the committee that
in November of 1917, he and the provost marshal determined that there were overlapping duties in the guard unit
and the decision was made to develop a permanent cantonment guard who would act as police in certain zones on
the base and not as sentry guards. Each unit within the base would fill that role in their own zone. Thus, before taps,
9 p.m., the guards would not challenge anyone on the base. After taps they would. The main purpose of
Montgomery's statement had to do with where the bank was situated on the base and in which guard zone it was
located. Within that zone were retail outlets; theaters; stores; restaurants; Y.M.C.A. and other stores. The
permanent cantonment guards were responsible for policing that zone: much as a policeman would walk his beat.
Once it was established that the bank was in the zone, the committee pursued the issue of responsibility of
guarding the banks on base. It was determined from the testimony that the guards were not responsible for the bank
or its contents: which would necessitate them entering the bank and this was not in their charter. The conclusion was
that the Government was not responsible for the safety of the contents of the banks on base.
In the opinion of Montgomery, if Mr. Winters was working after hours and an officer requested to enter the bank,
Mr. Winters would have admitted him.
Congressman O'Connell, representing the state of Montana asked a hypothetical question. "If a band of
highwaymen entered the base with the purpose of robbing the bank, would the guards protect the bank?"
Montgomery answered in the affirmative stating the guards would protect any property in that instance.
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Congressman Evans then introduced a new line to questioning: pertaining to the court martial of Lieutenant
Dwyer. Dwyer was a surgeon in the brigade at the time and Capt. Whisler sent one of the men in his company to
Dwyer's dispensary for an illness. Dwyer examined the soldier and believing he was a malingerer, marked him as fit
for 'double duty' and sent him back to his company. Within three days the soldier died of pneumonia. Captain
Whisler initiated court martial action against Dwyer.
Congressman Snell of New York then delved into the question of Captain Whisler being insane. Montgomery
said in his testimony he had no opinion as to that description and it was not a topic among the officers. If there had
been a concern, the matter would have landed on his desk.
Congressman Snell of New York introduced an official statement by Lt. Stanley Epstein, a member of Company
E, wherein he testified that on the day before the robbery, Capt Whisler acted strange.....unable to keep his mind on
the duties at hand. wildly holding his head, pacing the floor and eventually turning the Company over to Lt. Epstein.
He described Capt. Whisler's demeanor as being abstractness and depression. Lt. Epstein concluded that based on
his and others observations, Capt. Whisler was mentally unbalanced.
Congressman Snell then introduced another statement by a Sergeant of Company E, Sergeant John Sarpy
Cabanne, wherein he stated that due to Capt. Whisler's personal peculiarities and unbalanced administration of the
company's affairs, he was unsound mind.
Congressman Snell proceeded to introduce another statement, by Neil F. Cline who was in officer's training camp
at Fort Riley, Kansas with Capt. Whisler. Affiant further stated that at the time of the murder he was a second
lieutenant in Company E, Capt. Whisler being the captain of the company, that Capt. Whisler manifested many
peculiarities including his manners, looks, orders, and conduct, all which gave every evidence of his being mentally
unbalanced.
Congressman Evans then introduced into the record in the case of Vadne Whisler v. Lewis Whisler, granting a
divorce to Mrs. Whisler from Lewis Whisler on March 6, 1917. The divorce was granted for reasons of extreme
cruelty and the revelation that Lewis Whisler had contracted syphilis at an earlier date. Vadne Whisler was granted
sole custody of their son, Duane Elmo Whisler, and awarded alimony in the amount of $12.50 semi-monthly and
support for said child in the amount of $15 semi-monthly. In addition, defendant was ordered to pay all taxes on the
real estate owned by plaintiff and defendant and all costs relating to the divorce action.
Congressman Snell then produced a letter addressed to him from P.G. Harris, Adjutant General, dated May 11,
1920, wherein AG Harris offered the opinion that the Government was in no moral or legal responsibility relative to
the death of Charles Winters. Congressman Snell then produced a letter from Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War,
where he stated that due to the further evidence submitted by Mrs. Winters to the department (not included in the
letter) the AG should amend its findings and that Mrs. Winters may appeal to Congress for redress.
Committee Chairman Benjamin Folkt then read from a statement of a proceeding on this matter and the
enactment by the Senate and House of Representatives to direct the Secretary of the Treasure to pay Blanch
Winters, widow of Charles F. Winters the sum of $25,000 compensation for the loss by death, on January 11, 1918,
at Camp Funston.
The statement further states that While Charles Winters was at the bank protecting the assets of the Army and
Army personnel, he was killed by Captain Lewis R. Whistler, Captain of Company E, Three Hundred Fifty Fourth
Infantry Regiment.
Chairman Folkt then adjourned the proceedings.
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Sergeants Dietz and Mueller
Early in the morning, Sergeants Dietz and Mueller met at the NCO mess hall. They planned to have a leisurely
breakfast together and a lazy drive to Shipton for their mission with the ladies.
Frank was aware of the reason why he and Mueller received this assignment and thought about how he would
begin the conversation.
After breakfast they both lit their cigarettes and enjoyed their coffee as Frank told Mueller about his personal life
and background in the Army.
Mueller joined in and talked about his similar assignments, his growing up in Wisconsin and his dedication to the
Army. Long after the mess hall had cleared of the soldiers, the sergeants decided to find their jeep.
The drive to Shipton was a short trip and Frank was anxious to engage Mueller in a conversation that would help
him accomplish his mission that Connors and Beryl had assigned him.
“How do you like working with Lieutenant Johnson?” Frank asked.
“Are you kidding?”
Frank didn’t answer. He knew if he let the silence hang the sergeant would answer.
“Let’s just say the Army needs a stricter mental test for officers,” Hank laughed.
“He does seem a little officious.”
“Officious?” Hank laughed again. “Somehow I got the short straw.”
Beryl just shook his head.
“You know Frank; I used to love the Army. I joined in 1940 because it looked exciting and I wanted to be part of it.
Now I don’t know.”
“I’m sure you still love the Army Hank, you were dealt bad cards with this hand. You don’t stop loving poker
because you get a bad hand. You play the hand and go onto the next deal.”
“But I’m afraid this hand will last too long. I’m stuck with a bad hand and no way to fold.”
“Have you asked for a transfer?”
“I talked to Connors,” Hank answered. “But he said the platoon needed someone with my experience and pretty
much told me no transfer.”
“Stay in the hand and play the cards you’re dealt,” Frank said with a serious note.
Hank laughed. “How do you stay in a hand when every other phrase is: ‘that’s a direct order sergeant’?
Has Lieutenant Edgell ever used that on you?”
“No,” and I don’t think he ever will.”
“So how do you change an officer?” Hank smiled.
“You appeal to his strong desire to be respected by his men and his superiors,” Frank answered
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“And how do I appeal when he won’t even listen?”
“If someone in authority uses their rank a little too harsh, it’s usually a sign of weakness. Kind of like a poor poker
player who doesn’t know the subtle methods of bluffing. Lieutenant Johnson shouldn’t be too hard to figure out. If
he’s always giving the direct order, then you can tell he’s bluffing most of the time. He’s weak. He has to give direct
orders because he’s never learned to work as the leader in a team and he’s insecure in that role.”
“He doesn’t seem insecure, just the opposite," Frank replied with assertion.
“Believe me, he is. Otherwise he wouldn’t be giving direct orders all the time.”
“Ok, so he is weak, then what?” Hank asked curiously.
“You could take the high road,” Frank answered. “The military is very specific about its command structure and
Lieutenant Johnson has certainly read the manuals. You confront him and ask him why he isn’t allowing you to do
your job according to the manual. By referencing a higher authority, the manual, you appeal to his desire to have a
spotless record.”
“And he would say that he has the ultimate responsibility and he could lead anyway he wants to insure
compliance.”
"It is now time to spring the trap," Frank replied.
“You respond that so far the method hasn’t worked and the men don’t respect him or you. What can he say to
that?"
"He'll dodge it, just like he seems to dodge Connors' criticism or suggestions."
"He'll dodge it and then immediately forget it ever happened and continue on his way."
"Don't let him forget it," Frank answered with more force than he intended.
"Suggest that you are willing to work with him if he’s willing to work with you. You two haven’t yet established
your leadership roles within the platoon. Start there. You might want to explain to him that the men don’t respect an
officer who lowers himself to the tactical and mundane chores of a platoon. The platoon sergeant performs the
chores of coordinating the activity of the men while the Officer performs the strategic leadership of defining the
activity. Let him know that you’ll start treating him with respect when he allows you to do your job. If he agrees, then
you show him in small ways in front of the men and don’t be afraid to give him his respect.
“If I do that the men will think I’m weak.”
“And what do the men think of you now?”
Hank looked at the road ahead, letting Frank’s last words ignite the small embers of shame he had felt many
times in front of the men.
“How would you suggest I start?” Hank asked.
“Tell him you want to talk to him because it’s obvious that the men don’t respect either of you and what’s worse,
Connors isn’t happy. Point out that you want to reverse this and you’ll start by giving him more respect in front of the
men if he’ll afford you the same respect as an NCO. This is the middle road, a little confrontational, but it should get
the dialogue started.”
“If I tell him the men don’t respect him, he might do the opposite and get worse.”
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“Believe me Hank, he already knows the men don’t like him. He just needs to hear it. And if it does get worse, he
might just bluff himself out of the game with Connors help. Either way, you’ve changed the game for the better.”
“Frank, where do you get this stuff?” Sergeant Mueller asked. “Didn’t you just come from the Seminary?”
Frank laughed.
“The Seminary isn’t all praying and Latin verses. Boys will be boys. We managed to get in a few poker games and
we certainly had to learn the authority structure in order to survive. We also had some Psychology classes. They
prepared us to deal with people and people problems. That’s the life’s work of a Priest.”
The jeep with the two sergeants pulled into Shipton to begin their day’s assignment.
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Esther’s Letter

My Dearest Beryl,
I have good news, I’m pregnant.
The doctor said the baby should be arriving in April. He also said that I was very healthy and we can have as
many babies as we want. I find that good news. I am so happy we agree on a large family. I think I enjoy being
pregnant and would not mind being pregnant for the next several years. Lucille thinks she’s pregnant again and I am
not sure if she is as happy as Forest about a third child in the family. We all get together after Church on Sundays
and it is so much fun being with the family and playing with Lynn and Steve. They are such happy boys and I can’t
wait to provide an addition to the Sunday family.
I loved your last letter. I miss you so much and wish we could talk more about our feelings. I want to be close to
you right now. The word heartache has a real meaning for me with you being away. It is a real physical ache that
one feels. I always thought it was a state of mind, but now I realize that it is both a mental and physical feeling. I am
so happy with our ‘adult’ love. I never imagined it could be so overwhelming. Every waking moment you are on my
mind. It’s as if my whole world is this giant wall and the wall is covered with pictures of you and me together. All I
can see is this wall and I have to blink to bring myself back into the other world of Norton and Goodland and daily
activity. You are so handsome and caring that my mind wants to keep you in front of me all the time. I find it hard
just to walk down Main Street because the wall appears and I forget where I am going. The wall is also protecting
me. When I read War news I get so fearful that you may not return. That is when the heartache can be very painful
and I want to cry to ease the pain. But then the wall appears and I see us together at the Smokey, going to church,
at the cinema and in our bedroom and the pain goes away.
Beryl finished reading his letter from Esther and the one from his mom, Sylvia. He started to answer his letters
and decided he was too tired. He lay on the bed and indulged his thoughts with images from home and the family.
He wanted to be home in April when the baby arrived and his thoughts turned to ways he could arrange the trip.
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Anderson
The small village Church with its single overnight guest became cold during the night and Anderson paced the
isles of the Church to keep warm and let his mind wander through his life both past and present. There were so
many years of anger at a mother he never knew and he had never understood what it meant to forgive. The talk with
Frank in the church courtyard was still clear and pressuring him to change the way he felt about his mother and
trusting others. He had never prayed before and it was something he felt uncomfortable doing, even in the village
church. He knew he had to be both the voice of his anger and the voice of God, but he had never talked to God
before and was confused about how God would reply. He paced the isle from the front door to the Alter trying to find
answers.
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Trouble in the Chow Line
The home of Bill and Alecia Brown began to stir with activity at four in the morning. Alecia was up early brewing
the coffee Frank had brought them. She was in a happy mood with two men in her house and was enjoying the
chance to please them. She heard Frank’s footsteps on the stairs and straightened her apron. She could hear him
singing.
“Gaudeamus igitur, iuvenes dum sumus. Gaudeamus igitur, iuvenes dum sumus Post iucundam iuventutem, post
molestam senectutem nos habebit humus, nos habebit humus. (5)
(5) Gaudeamus Igitur
Gaudeamus Igitur is historically a combination of a drinking song, graduation ceremony song or just a popular
th
fraternity/student song. This popular beer drinking song was found originally in a Latin book from the 13 Century
and translates to "On the Shortness of Life" and is known as "So Let Us Rejoice." Following the tradition of carpe
diem, or, 'seize the day' it is a song of celebration and merriment. In the United States it first appeared in the Yale
University song book in 1853 along with other popular Latin songs like Integer vitae and Lauriger Horatius.
Let us rejoice, therefore,
While we are young.
After a pleasant youth
After a troubling old age
The earth will have us.
“Good Morning,” Frank said as he entered the kitchen.
“Good Morning Frank,” Alecia answered. Her cheerfulness could be heard in her voice. “You have a very nice
singing voice Frank. Was that a Catholic hymn you were singing?”
Frank smiled and answered: "yes, something like that."
“I like to sing it in the morning. It starts my brain.”
“Glyde won’t be down this morning. He was up late with the Home Defense meeting. Seems there’s still a lot to
do. When he came home last night he said something about repainting the road with camouflage and replacing the
litmus paper on the mailboxes.”
“What is litmus paper on the mailboxes?” Frank asked.
“It’s a special paper that detects some of Jerry’s gases. I get so tired of carrying that gas mask around all the
time. What with me handbag, the mask and all, I feel like a lorry just walking to the store.”
“I really admire the English people,” Frank said. “You’ve gone through so much and you’re still fighting with all
your energy. It shows a real character in a people.”
“Character?” Alecia said laughing. “It shows how bloody scared we are. A little fright can put the fear of God in
ya and make you run a lot faster. We’ve been runnin since 1939. And what with our men being gone and hearing of
death from places like Burma and North Africa, you got to keep busy just to keep your mind off what may be
happening.”
“So, where’s your daughter now?” Frank asked.
When they first met at the Church, Glyde had mentioned their daughter Angela.
“Oh, she’s in London working for the war department. She has a clerical job and they keep her real busy.”
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“Very pretty girl, that’s a nice picture of her in my room.”
“Oh yes, she is a pretty one. And smart too. I don’t know why she works in a clerical job. She’s a lot smarter than
that.”
“She must get her looks from her mother,” Frank said.
Alecia blushed.
“You Yanks can sure be full of blarney. Now finish your breakfast, it’s almost quarter past four.”
Frank hurried the last few bites of his breakfast, grabbed his hat and went to the front door where he had laid his
backpack.
The March from Shipton to Tidworth was a few miles and the early morning November cold was more than
enough to wake up the sleepy soldiers. It was also dark because of the blackout restriction. They followed the road
west and then turned north to join other GIs from Oxford who were making their early morning walk to Tidworth. The
walk from Shipton to Tidworth took almost an hour and the men of Company C went straight to the enlisted men’s
mess hall for their morning meal. The mess hall was one of the largest halls on the base and was also used as a
meeting hall, theater and party hall. The men of Company C put down their backpacks and went straight to the
serving line.
“I could eat a horse,” Kuzinski said.
“You might be eating horsemeat,” Davison answered. “You know there’s a food shortage over here.”
“That’s Ok, as long as it’s a thoroughbred,” Kuzinski replied.
“Hey Forsythe,” Pierce yelled. “Didn’t your wife send you some steaks in the mail?”
Gault whispered to Pierce.
“Take it easy, Pierce, he didn’t get anything in the mail call.”
“Nothing?” Pierce replied in a whisper.
“There had better be plenty of fried potatoes,” Tork said loud enough for the servers to hear. “I sure picked my
share yesterday.”
Anderson, who was further up the line shouted back at Tork.
“No potatoes Tork, but plenty of powdered eggs.”
Tork groaned. His host had fed him a small breakfast at four in the morning but he was still hungry from the
march to Tidworth.
“I wonder what the High Priest has in store for us today.” Private Bell said in a voice loud enough for those around
him to hear. A few of the men knew that sergeant Dietz had left the seminary to join the Army and Bell had come up
with the nickname ‘High Priest’ for Dietz. No one else in the platoon joined him in this name-calling. Bell was the
only one who had shown Dietz disrespect and since the phonograph incident on the Queen Mary, Bell was
determined to get back his self-esteem by criticizing Dietz. He had an itch that needed scratching. Instead of
ignoring the itch and letting it go away, Bell had resorted to his name game in an attempt to gain followers in his ego
battle with Dietz. The rest of the platoon ignored Bell and thought him a fool. The fool persisted alone.
“Grow up Bell,” Anderson said as he was spooning powdered eggs onto his metal tray. This was the first time
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Anderson had come to Dietz’s defense and the first time he had confronted someone so outwardly.
“Grow up?” Bell answered.
“Yeh, Grow up and leave Dietz out of your personal problems.”
Bell moved forward in the line so he could be face to face with Anderson.
“The High Priest is my personal problem,” Bell said. His remark and the way he stood facing Anderson was as if
he was making a physical challenge.
Anderson turned so he could be facing Bell. “You’ve got a problem but it isn’t Dietz.”
Just as Bell was about to make a move on Anderson, a large hand grabbed Bell by the collar.
“Get back in line, Bell.” The large hand belonged to Tork who was not only upset with Bell for disturbing the
morning calm, but mainly because Bell had moved in front of him in line prolonging the time before he could eat.
“Hands off, Tork,” Bell shouted.
Tork ignored his warning and pulled him back to the line. Bell dropped his metal tray and swung, hitting Tork in
the left temple. At the same instant, Anderson left his metal tray on the buffet slide bar and was behind Bell. Tork
was looking at Bell in total surprise. No one had ever swung at him, let alone hit him. He wasn’t sure what to do
next.
“Bell,” Anderson said in a soft voice. Bell turned to see Anderson facing him.
“Pick on someone your own size.” The irony of the statement was that Tork was a good foot taller than Anderson
and outweighed him by 75 pounds.
Without responding, Bell swung at Anderson with his full weight. Anderson made a slight dodge move, avoiding
Bell’s fist. Bell had expected to connect with Anderson’s skull and was not prepared to balance himself. As his
swing missed, his body became unbalanced and swayed forward. Anderson grabbed Bell’s shirt collar and pulled
downward, sending the unbalanced torso to the floor. As Bell’s body slammed against the floor, face down,
Anderson followed it with a knee in the small of Bell’s back. This was quickly followed by an upward pull on Bell’s
hair, bringing his head painfully upward.
“Ok, Ok,” Bell said through the pain.
“Learn some manners,” Anderson said to Bell and pulled Bell’s head higher.
Anderson then let go of the Bell’s hair and got up, looked at Tork, and returned to his tray that was left on the
serving line. Tork was rubbing his temple, still a little surprised at being hit and more surprised at Anderson’s quick
reaction.
“You’re lucky Bell,” Somerfield said. “Tork would have plowed right through you.”
Bell didn’t respond. He picked up his tray and went back to his place in line.
The morning meal was silent for the first platoon. Tork was still in a mental daze over the incident. Bell was still
stewing but dared not carry it further, sensing that the platoon supported Anderson and Tork in this confrontation.
The tension caused by the incident was fading too slowly for Kuzinski.
“It’s not that I dislike powdered eggs,” he said loudly. “I just don’t understand why they take a perfectly good egg,
squeeze all the liquid out to make a powder, and then later add water to make scrambled eggs. Why don’t they just
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give us the eggs?”
Kuzinski didn’t expect an answer to his rhetorical question. He was about to continue when Davison answered.
th

“Kuzinski, have you ever heard of shipping and storage?” Gault asked. “There are 14,000 men in the 29
Division. If each man eats three eggs a day, that’s 42,000 eggs they would have to ship and store every day.
Besides, it would take an army just to crack 42,000 eggs a day. Imagine the whole Division cracking eggs all day.
That wouldn’t leave much time for training and fighting. Maybe we could convince the Germans to put away the guns
and have egg fights every day. That way no one gets hurt and we all get fed fresh eggs. The winner could be
determined by which side gets the least eggs to eat. If the Germans throw more eggs at us, we get to eat more but
the Germans win because they threw more than we did.”
Sergeant Dietz entered the mess hall.
“First platoon,” he shouted. “Finish up, time to work the soil.”

Davison stood and left his half empty tray on the table. Tork reached over and scooped the contents onto his tray
and began shoveling the eggs into his mouth and walking slowly to the tray drop-off counter. He shoveled as he
walked.
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Connors and Staff visit Shipton and Bournemouth
Captain Connors and his officers were just finishing their breakfast at the officer’s mess hall. The officer’s dining
room was orderly and had the appearance of a restaurant. The morning meal was set up in a buffet fashion while
the noon and evening meals were served as in a restaurant. Waiters were provided and the officers could order off a
menu that was neatly written on a chalkboard at the entrance.
“First,” Connors was saying. “I want to look at Shipton and Andover. Then we need to drive down to the coast
near Bournemouth and look at all the facilities. I hear we may be pulling some guard duty to help out the Home
Guard.”
“We should be going through Salisbury on the way,” Keil said. “We may want to make a quick stop at the
Cathedral.”
“Should we stop for military or historical reasons?” Arthur Carlson smiled as he asked the question.
“Military, of course,” Keil smiled back. “It’s the tallest buildings in this part of the country. Never know when we
have to requisition it for a lookout tower.”
“Keil has a point,” Connors smiled. “We’ll make a quick stop.”
“I might mention,” Beryl joined in. “A short distance from here is Stonehenge. We may need to pull guard duty
there to protect this valuable resource.
“Is that stretching it?” Arthur said.
“Not at all,” Beryl replied. “Given the superstitious nature of the German High Command, they may see
Stonehenge as some kind of secret weapon.”
“Ok, ok,” Connors gave in. “It won’t hurt to know this area. Let’s get that jeep.”
The motor pool at Tidworth was busy in the early morning. Trucks were going in and out for troop movements
and Officer’s jeeps were being picked up by drivers and Officers. Officers with the rank of Major and above had their
own driver and their personal jeep. Connors and his four Platoon Leaders crammed into the jeep and drove to the
Supply depot.
“You have some packages for me,” Connors said to the sergeant as they entered the supply office. “Captain
Connors.”
“Yes sir,” the sergeant replied. The sergeant looked through some metal shelving and returned with four boxes.
“Were you able to find any Earl Gray?” Connors asked.
The sergeant put his index finger to his lips for silence and whispered to Connors.
“There’s going to be one upset full bird today,” he said, referring to a full Colonel.
“Thank you,” Connors said as he reached to shake the sergeant’s hand.
The Sergeant shook Connors hand and clasped the English Pounds that Connors had palmed.
The officers climbed into the now overcrowded jeep with five officers and four small boxes.
“What’s with the Earl Gray?” Lieutenant Johnson asked.
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“It’s the favorite of the English and very scarce. We need to stop in Shipton and Andover and deliver these
packages to the Mayors; a little public relations for their support.”
“What’s so special about it?” Lieutenant Carlson asked.
th

“Old Charles Grey was an Earl in the 19 Century. The story goes that he got the recipe from a Chinese friend.
They take black tea from India and Sri Lanka and add a special oil to give it a unique flavor.”
“Like Hashish oil?” Carlson smiled.
“Not quite. It’s oil that comes from acidic oranges called Bergamot. The same oil is used in perfumes and candy.”
“Why is it so popular?” Beryl asked.
“Addicting,” Connors said. “Like a good Scotch.”
The five officers drove the short distance to Shipton and then on to Andover. Both the Mayors were hard to find in
the early morning and both were very grateful for the packages. They made small talk and Connors expressed his
gratitude to the Mayors for their hospitality towards his Company. The Mayors reciprocated with thanks for the
Americans being on their land and willing to risk their lives for England. When they opened the packages and found
hard to get items like sugar and Earl Grey tea, the officers could see the grown men getting a little weepy. The
Mayor of Shipton recognized Beryl and Keil from the first church meeting.
“You’re staying with the Biggerstaffs,” the Mayor said to Beryl.
“Yes Sir,” they’ve been extra nice to me.”
“Fine family, and their boy Sonny is first rate. He’s in North Africa you know.”
“Yes Sir, his friend Kate came over to the house with his recent letter.”
“Ah yes, Kate Edwards, a fine girl,” the Mayor said. “The military is trying to get her to go to London for the War
Department, but she wants to stay here and be close to the Biggerstaffs. She’s a smart girl, that Kate.”
“I agree,” said Beryl. “First rate.”
“We need to be going,” Connors said. “Again, thanks for your hospitality.”
The officers climbed into the jeep minus the four packages and headed west toward the Salisbury road. They
drove through the ancient town of Salisbury and past the Cathedral. The Cathedral complex took over a century to
build and the Officers of Company C were awed by its size and complexity. The Cathedral spire, which is over 400
feet high and the tallest medieval structure in the world, can be seen for miles.
“Frank would like to see this,” Beryl said as they drove slowly past the Cathedral.
“I’m sure he will,” Connors answered.
The drive to the coastal town of Bournemouth took over an hour as the Officers slowed through each village to
see the architecture and unique style of the villages. They would pass old barns and houses built in the wattle and
daub Tudor style alongside more modern structures of red brick. Red brick being the more preferred building
material. Unlike the American farm scenery where you would see new pole barns alongside crumbling wooden
structures on the farms, the barns in the English countryside appeared new and old and well kept. The countryside
was either fields of hay, clover or vegetables or pastures with Guernsey or Holstein cows. Occasionally they would
pass a field of sheep. When they reached Bournemouth, they began by asking for the Mayor who in turn directed
them to the officer in charge of the Home Guard in this region. They pulled the jeep alongside an old two-story
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building constructed of red bricks that gave it a look of being official governmental property.
“Let’s go see Lieutenant Clark,” Connors said as they got out of the jeep.
Just inside the front door of the building was a large desk with a very official looking elderly man wearing a
herringbone tweed top coat and corduroy trousers. He looked to be on his sixth decade in age and held himself
straight and proud. His weathered face and strong chin gave the impression of one who had toiled in the out of
doors. His thin mustache aided in his look of authority.
th

“Good morning,” Connors said. “I’m Captain Connors of Company C, 175 Regiment, 29th Division. We’re here
to speak with Lieutenant Clark. I believe he’s been notified of our visit.”
“Captain Connors?” the gentleman repeated.
“Yes, Captain Connors.”
“One moment Sir.”
After a few moments Leftenant Clark walked into the reception area. In his left hand was a cane and he walked
with a pronounced limp. He was neatly dressed with a tie, stiff collared shirt and creased trousers. His blue eyes
th
almost had a twinkle in them as he limped towards the officers of the 29 Division.
“Captain Connors,” Clark said with an outstretched hand. “I’m happy to meet you.”
Connors shook hands and introduced his officers. Clark led them down the hall and up the stairs to a second
floor conference room.
“Would you like some tea?” Clark asked
“That would be fine,” Connors replied.
“Have a seat while I organize it.” Clark said and left the room.
“Organize it?” Carlson said.
“You need to get used to these British ways,” Connors said. “If it needs to be done, someone organizes it. If it’s
not obvious, then you plan it and then organize it. Of course, you may be missing some details, so you have to
organize a search party to find the missing details. Then debate ensues as to the makeup of the search party. So
they organize a committee to determine who has the expertise and is qualified to be on the search detail. If there is
any dissent on the committee, you then regroup and debate who should be on the committee to select the searchers.
It’s all very British chain of command. When they have a plan that is missing details, they are very exact on what
details are missing.”
“And depending on the officer in charge, he can move on the plan or use the missing details as an excuse to
delay,” Keil interrupted.
“Exactly,” Connors replied.
“Tea will be here in a moment,” Clark said as he reentered the conference room.
“I understand you will be assisting the Home Guard in the patrol of our area here,” Clark said while standing in
front of the conference table.
For the next hour Clark went into great detail about the area covered under his jurisdiction. The area began at
Fort Victoria, a small peninsula extending to the edge of the Isle of Wight: a small island appearing to be separated
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from the mainland like a piece of a jigsaw puzzle ready to be inserted. From Fort Victoria the area extended
westward through the coastal beaches of Bournemouth to another peninsula called the Sandbanks that extended to
another peninsula to form Poole Harbor.
“Our jurisdiction ends at the tip of the Sandbanks,” Clark was pointing to a map on the wall that had been marked
up and contained several small pins.
“We have guard stations along the coast, simple wooden shacks equipped with small stoves, binoculars and a
radio that is wired to the other stations along the beach and to the command post which is located here,” Clark said
pointing to a pin located inland from the Bournemouth beaches. “There are 48 stations along this route and each
sentry checks in once per hour. The times for check in are posted in each shack and in the command center”
“Any questions?”
Connors looked at his officers and shook his head no.
The older clerk in the tweed coat entered the room with a tray filled with a large tea pot, cups and spoons and a
small canister of condensed milk. As Clark continued they all sipped their tea.
“Well then, the command center is equipped with a chalk board for noting the times of check in and any
exceptions or unusual occurrences.”
“What happens if a sentry is taken out right after he checks in?” Beryl asked. “You have an hour of unguarded
time.”
“Good Question,” Leftenant Edgell. “Each sentry is instructed to check in with his neighboring sentries every ten
minutes. He must check in with the five adjoining sentries. This would cover an area of approximately two and a half
miles. We doubt the Jerries would sneak attack this large an area. And if they did, they would likely be making a lot
of noise so we would all hear it and be alerted.”
“And if they get no response,” Keil said. “They would alert command center.”
“Exactly,” Clark smiled. He stood a little taller and extended his chest outward as a show of his pride in plugging
all the holes in his defense and showing the Americans the superior organization of the British.
“And you’ve been guarding this coast for three years with the home guard? Carlson asked.
Clark nodded.
“Have you had any incidents?” Connors asked.
“Nothing out of the ordinary,” he answered, “just a few cases of mistaken identity during the evening hours. It was
all handled very properly. During the German bombing raids we lost over a hundred civilians, actually very minor
when compared to London.”
th

“How does the 29 Division fit in with your home guard?” Connors asked.
th

“The 29 is the main defense of the British Isles at the moment,” Clark responded. “We have set up a garrison
th
here in Bournemouth and have been told it would be the housing for the 29 soldiers. If an incident occurs, the
sentry commander will notify the garrison and your troops will be deployed to defend the area.”
“How many troops will be garrisoned,” Johnson asked.
“We can handle up to 80 of your men, or about two American Platoons. If you’re called, you’ll be dispatched
immediately to the troubled area.”
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“Sounds like a volunteer fire department,” Johnson said. His voice and expression had a hint of sarcasm.
“Right so, chap,” Clark answered. Clark had answered Johnson with a condescending expression. As much as
he valued the Yank’s support, he wasn’t tolerant of Yankee cynicism of the Home Defense.
"May I assume you are coordinating all this with the Division command?" Connors asked.
"Yes sir," Clark answered very respectfully in contrast to his brief exchange with Johnson.
Connors looked at his watch. They had been discussing the Home Guard for almost two hours and with great
detail. Connors was hungry and his watch confirmed it was time to eat.
“Thank you for the briefing, Leftenant Clark. I think we’ll take a drive along the coast and see the terrain first
hand. Would you like to join us?
“No thanks, I have another meeting I must attend.”
The officers shook hands and the Americans returned to their jeep.
“Volunteer fire department?” Carlson blurted to Johnson as they climbed into the jeep. “These people have been
at war for three years and you call our help a volunteer fire department?”
“That’s what it looks like to me,” Johnson answered. “What are the odds the Germans are going to attack
England when they’re bogged down in Stalingrad? That officious little Brit was acting as if the Isle of Wight and
Bournemouth were Hitler’s main concern.”
“That’s why this country is still running,” Keil joined the discussion. “Each of them treat their duty as the most
important job on the island and that’s why everything is so efficient. They don’t have any slackers on these islands.”
This last comment was a direct slap on Johnson’s problems with his platoon and Johnson became silent.
"Jesus," Connors blurted. "Johnson, you have about as much diplomacy blood in your brain as a rattle snake."
The drive to the beach was less than a mile through the curving streets of Bournemouth and it was a silent short
trip. When the long expanse of the beach came into view, all the officers were impressed with the resort appearance
of the seaside. Except for the architecture, it could have been any coastal beach in America: Florida, Carolinas or
California.
“Looks like a resort,” Carlson exclaimed. “Who would have thought England would have beach resorts like this
when all we see of England in photographs are pictures of hills and boulders and red double deck buses.”
“Pull over to that Pub,” Connors instructed Keil who was driving. “Let’s grab some food and eat outside.”
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The Pub and War Talk
The officers were met with the same eagerness they had encountered at other English shops. The Pub owner,
wearing a white apron, made them feel welcome and was eager to serve. He was used to the vacationers in the
summer and welcomed their presence and pound sterling. Here, in late October, he was especially happy to see
customers willing to spend.
“Hello.....what do you have for food?” Connors asked as they entered.
“Welcome Captain. We have mutton pie and cabbage soup.”
The four officers looked at each other as if nature had pulled a joke on them.
“I’ll have the cabbage soup and some black bread if you have any,” Keil spoke first.
“Same here,” came the chorus from the others.
“And four pints of ale,” Connors added. “Could you bring it out to the terrace?”
“Right Captain,” the pub owner said as he was walking to the kitchen.
The officers found a table on the edge of the terrace closest to the beach. They were all alone for as far as they
could see.
“Johnson,” Connors said as they sat down. “Do I detect a little contempt for the British people?”
“No Sir, not at all. I just have a little contempt for this garrison assignment."
“What was that comment back there with Leftenant Clark, the volunteer fire department remark?”
“I was just expressing how I felt about our soldiers patrolling their coast.”
“You think we’re here to baby-sit?”
“Sir, I think we have a first priority to be on the offensive against the country that attacked us directly.”
th

“So you think the 29 should be in the Pacific now?” Keil asked.
“Yes, definitely, I was trained to lead and fight. I should be in the Pacific right now fighting the enemy that attacked
us.”
“I can understand your attitude about the fight in the Pacific,” Connors said. “But Hitler is sinking our Lend Lease
ships and we are in a declared war with Germany.”
“And if we split our forces between the Pacific and Europe, we run the risk of losing valuable ground in the Pacific.
We could lose Australia and all of Southeast Asia.”
“How can you say we’re losing ground in the Pacific? Beryl asked. Our Navy destroyed the Japs at Midway and
the Coral Sea. I would say we have them on the run.”
“They still own the islands,” Johnson answered. “And there are scores of battles to be fought taking those islands
back.”
“And what would your strategy be for Europe?” Connors asked.
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“Supply them with what they need to take the fight to Hitler,” Johnson answered. “The Russians and Brits should
be able to take care of Hitler.”
“The Russians aren’t doing too well,” Keil spoke.
“No, but they are slowly killing a lot of Germans.”
“I think we’re big enough to fight on two fronts, Europe and the Pacific,“ Keil said. “Pearl Harbor happened just
ten months ago and look at what our country has done in that short time. In the Pacific we have turned back the
Japanese Navy and taken the fight to them. In Europe we have the First Division now in North Africa helping the
th
British. The 29 is here and who knows where we’ll be next. And besides, we have the Chinese who we can count
on to divide the Japanese forces.”
“I don’t think we can count on too much help from the Chinese,” Carlson said. “They have their own internal
battles going what with Mao in Northern China with his communist rebellion and Chiang Kai-shek in the south trying
to hold onto the government. Do you think either one is going to be fighting many battles with the Japs?”
“If we supply them, they’ll fight,” Keil replied.
“They’ll probably keep the supplies to fight the communist. I haven't read of any major battles between the
Japanese and Chiang Kai-shek," Johnson said softly, knowing his point was well made.
“Personally, I’m glad we’re here preparing for this battle,” Beryl commented. I don’t feel ready to fight any battles,
especially battles in the Pacific. My men aren’t ready and I’m not ready. If we were in the Pacific right now, who
knows how many men would be killed fighting the experienced Japanese. Their tough and they’re dug in.”
“And the Germans aren’t tough and dug in?” Connors asked.
“Yes, but dug in around cities, villages and open terrain: not jungle. I agree with the way this war is being
managed. We need a buildup of men and arms in Britain for an eventual attack on the continent and at the same
time help the British in North Africa.”
“I don’t see the value at all of going to North Africa,” Johnson said.
“It gets us into the war,” Connors said. “And it gets us into battles with a partner who’s been there.”
“Yes, a partner who got slaughtered at Tobruk,” Johnson said.
“And a partner who just routed the Germans at El Amein and with the help of the First Division should be able to
continue driving them east," Keil said without hesitation.
“I personally don’t see the strategy in the North African campaign,” Keil said. “We should be flooding Britain with
our Army and take the war directly to Hitler. Invade Holland and start pushing Hitler back to Berlin.”
“Why Holland?” Connors asked.
“Because if you invade Rotterdam, you have the world's largest seaport and the means to supply a million man
army which is what it’ll take to beat Hitler.”
“I think we need to bend to the British experience here,” Connors answered.
“Right now the only battle feasible in this part of the world is North Africa. The combination of North Africa and
Italy is the Axis’ soft underbelly. We need to draw pressure off of Russia, force Hitler to divert some of his troops
from the Eastern front and give the Russians some breathing room.”
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“I think we’re doing the right thing on the Eastern front,” Arthur said. “We need to supply Russia with just enough
so Stalin can battle the Germans but not win. As long as they’re killing each other, it’s fine with me. Gentlemen, after
Hitler is subdued, you’re going to see communism as the next big threat to democracy.”
“And you would risk a German victory in Russia, with all her oil resources, just to satisfy your paranoia about
communism?” Johnson asked.
“Let’s fight one battle at a time,” Connors interrupted. “Keil, how would you go about invading Hitler this year or
even in 1943?”
Keil thought for a moment.
“We need a buildup of men and supplies, at least 40 divisions to be able to invade Europe. Look at what we have
accomplished in ten months? Get our army over here and invade Europe in mid 1943. Quit diverting our resources
to North Africa. North Africa can’t be a part of a sound strategy. So what if we push the Germans out of North
Africa? What have we gained? We then take the fight to the Italians and who knows how long it will take to march
through Italy. And as for Hitler diverting his troops from Russia, how does a North Africa campaign satisfy that
requirement. He’ll let the Italians go it alone in order to achieve his main objective, the Russian oil.”
“So we build up a force of a million men in Britain, 40 Divisions. Hitler still owns the Air war over Europe. The RAF
fighters only control the coast of Europe. We need long range bombers to even attempt to weaken the German army
in France and the Benelux countries.”
“Yes,” Keil interrupted. “I agree in part with what you say. But a quick strike could establish beachheads, ports for
supplies, and air fields so we can control our perimeter while we march inland.”
“If you had a million men here, now,” Connors smiled. “How many could swim the channel with full gear and
rifles? There’s no means to land even one division on the continent.”
Connors was enjoying his lunch and this conversation. He had spent countless hours with other COs discussing
the overall strategy and political implications of the military and now he was with his four platoon leaders, sparring
over strategies to win the war.
“Well, they found enough boats for the rescue at Dunkirk,” Keil smiled. “And that operation was a few days and
involved over a quarter of a million men.”
“And since then the Germans have been pouring cement and building a fortress on their western front,” Connors
answered. “A lot has changed since Dunkirk. The Germans have been preparing for our invasion since Dunkirk and
when we do invade, it’s going to be one heck of a battle on the beaches.”
“So you agree with the Brits?” Beryl asked.
“The Brits, Churchill, or whoever is making the decision,” Connors answered. “Keil is right. We need to build up
our forces in Britain and train for the invasion. In the meantime we need to somehow take the war to the Axis. Once
we get through North Africa, we take the war to Italy. I don’t think the Italian civilians are as enthusiastic about this
war as Mussolini. Once we land on Italian soil, I think they’ll give in fairly quickly. This’ll leave Germany as the lone
marauder and that has to have an effect on the moral of the German population. Once through Italy, we take the
battle to the Balkans and start commandeering the resources there. This will surely get Hitler’s attention and he’ll
have to divert forces from Russia.”
“I don’t think Hitler’s battle with Russia will last that long,” Keil said. “We really need two strategies. One, if Hitler
is successful in Russia, he can shore up his western wall and make it even more difficult for our invasion. That’s why
we need to act soon, before that battle is decided, and two, if the Russians are successful, they’ll start driving west
and begin taking Europe for themselves. I agree with Arthur, our next battle will be against communism and we can’t
afford to let all of Europe fall to Stalin.”
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“The allies wouldn’t let Stalin take all of Europe,” Connors replied: “Germany, yes, the Balkans, yes, Benelux,
France, Scandinavia and Italy? No. But you’re right. We need to be prepared to invade if Russia is successful. But
consider this, if Russia is successful, the only response from Hitler would be to weaken his western defense by
withdrawing troops from France and the Benelux. This would make our invasion much easier. We still have the
problem of moving 40 Divisions and supplies across the Channel.”
“What about our Navies,” Beryl asked. “Don’t we have ships?”
“It’s a whole different ball game to bring the Queen Mary into a port and unload men and supplies than to do a
surprise attack on a fortified beach. Remember how long it took to unload the Queen Mary. Imagine German 88s
shelling as you unload. No, we need some special landing craft so we can take the beaches in a lightning strike,
catch the Germans off guard and establish an army on the continent before Hitler can send reinforcements. That’s
why we need time. It takes time to design and build the type of craft an army needs. It also takes time to build up our
long range bomber strength here in Britain so we have more than Spitfires to support the invasion.”
“I assume they’re doing that now.” Beryl said.
“You can assume that Beryl,” Connors replied. “Let me share something with you men. Consider this top secret.
Two months ago the British had a prototype landing craft they wanted to test. They also wanted to test the German
fortifications on the coast. They chose a French port, Dieppe, France.
“Where’s Dieppe?” Beryl asked.
Connors pointed in a Southeast direction. “Dieppe is across the channel in that direction, just above La Havre. It’s
a port with fairly deep water.”
“The intent was not an invasion but more of a raid to test the Germans and their alertness and defense. It was
planned to be a ten-hour raid. Land ashore with 6,000 men and tanks, battle the Germans and then withdraw. Out of
6,000 Canadians and British, only 2,500 returned. It was a disaster. It did prove that Hitler is not asleep and the
western front has yet to be weakened. It certainly provided Roosevelt and Churchill information on a course of action
for this year and in 1943. So you see, the North Africa campaign makes a lot of sense. It gets us into action and buys
time for the buildup and the construction of the type of landing craft we’ll need to assault the French shores.”
“I still say Rotterdam should be our objective,” Keil said.
“If we were to invade Rotterdam,” Connors answered. “We would have to practically destroy the very objective of
the mission, the port. This would hinder the shipping needed and once landed, we’d find ourselves outflanked by the
Germans in France and Belgium and Holland.”
“So we have to find a coastal defense that is the weakest, attack in force, hold it, create a supply line and move
inland,” Beryl said.
“That’s about it,” Connors answered.
th

The officers of Company C, 175 Regiment were having an English Ale on the terrace of a small pub in
Bournemouth, England, discussing the strategies of the war and offering uneducated guesses on how the course of
the war should proceed. In Washington and London, the same discussions were being held, but with a great deal
more influence on the industries of both countries. Roosevelt and Churchill were both anxious to take the war to
Hitler and under pressure by Stalin to take action that would divert some of Hitler’s resources from the Eastern Front.
Both heads of state had to deal with the realities presented to them by their respective War Departments. Roosevelt
had to listen to General Marshall who was juggling logistics for the war in Europe and the war in the Pacific; how
much material and how many men to commit to both campaigns. Marshall and Roosevelt both agreed to give
priorities to Europe, especially after the naval victories at Midway and the Coral Sea in the Pacific. The British and
American War Departments were in constant communication, passing information and discussing the progress of the
many campaigns sitting on the drawing board. Code-named Bolero, this was the campaign to put a million American
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soldiers in Britain in advance of the invasion of Europe. Churchill, who was very active with his War Department,
generated a strategy code-named Sledgehammer. Sledgehammer was a large-scale raid to incite air battles with the
German Air Force. A massive raid would draw in the German Air Force to the coast and allow the British Spitfires to
destroy Hitler’s main air strength. This strategy was short lived and the idea was shelved in July of 1943. The main
strategy was code-named Roundup. Roundup was the full-scale invasion of the coast of France in 1943 or 1944.
General Marshall was the chief advocate of Roundup and saw it as the only strategy for beating Hitler. He objected
to the campaign in North Africa, code-named Gymnast, because it would take away from the primary objective of
invading through France. He saw it as a small campaign not contributing to the overall objective. Even if the Allies
were successful in Italy, Marshall reasoned, the only way to beat Hitler, logistically, was to invade the French coast.
The British, on the other hand, were steadfast in their belief that the invasion across the channel was still a long way
off because of the craft and men needed for the assault. They pointed to the disaster at Dieppe as proof of the need
for more long range planning in order for operation Roundup to succeed. They argued that Gymnast was a part of
the overall strategy. A success in North Africa would lead to an assault on Italy. Assuming the Italian population was
against the war and Italy would fall quickly, the Allies could then drive to the Italian held Balkans. Hitler would have
no choice but divert forces from the Eastern Front to defend his southeastern flank. The British War department
pressed this strategy as having the highest probability of success and the quickest way to get Hitler’s attention.
Roosevelt was anxious to get into the fight but at the same time had to assent to the British experience and
reasoning. He gave into the Gymnast strategy to invade North Africa and at the same time pursue the Bolero
campaign to put a million men in Britain to realize the Roundup invasion. The Pacific campaign would have to take a
back seat.
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Harvest Time
Frank looked out over the acres of potato fields and smiled to himself. The men of his platoon were digging with
their trenching tools and harvesting the potatoes as they talked and bantered among themselves. Only a few of the
men were complaining about the ‘stoop labor’ of toiling the fields and most of them were finding ways to enjoy it after
they concluded that the field work was better than the 25 mile forced marching exercises. Frank’s experience had
taught him that when you are building a team, any activity that brought them together in a common goal was a good
exercise. It could be as mundane as scrubbing the floors of the seminary where Frank spent the last seven years of
his life. The activity taught the men each other’s strengths and how the interdependence of the team members
would determine the success of the team and the outcome of the activity. Leaders would emerge from the activity
through a trial and error process and the correctness of their decisions. Pseudo leaders would fall to subordinate
levels because their attempt at leadership failed. The risk takers would surface and even though they were a little
insurgent to the plans of the leaders, their boldness would sometimes penetrate through a problem and allow the
team to proceed to the objective. The activity would also identify the specialists and problem solvers. These were
the imaginative ones who could figure out a way around an obstacle that no one had encountered before or introduce
specialized information that would help solve a problem. And then you had the burros. The ones on the team who
could not see past their noses but were willing to follow the lead and do whatever chore was necessary to
accomplish the team’s mission.
Frank was satisfied that his team identities were emerging and he was fairly confident he had recognized the
different members and their roles. The important exercise now was for the team to realize who they were and learn
to work within the abilities and roles of each member. This would take time and more than the activity of digging up
potatoes.
The men of Company C worked steadily with their trenching tools and the sacks were filling up fast. Private Love
had taken a break from trenching and was carrying a full sack to the truck.
“Dennis,” Frank called. “Are you trying to put me out of a job?”
Dennis smiled. “No Sarge, we’re running out of sacks.”
Frank nodded his head, motioning for Love to join him.
Private Love put the sack in the truck and joined Frank.
Frank held out a pack of cigarettes.
“No thanks, Sarge; it might injure my singing voice.”
Frank smiled and let the silence hang for a few seconds.
“How do the men feel about Gault as their squad leader?”
Love turned to Frank, no quite knowing how to answer the question.
“He’s ok,” Love finally answered.
“Ok in that they respect him?”
“Oh yes, Sarge, Gault is pretty smart and I think the men trust him. He speaks French and German and is one
heck of a shot with his rifle.”
“Does he have trouble with any of his men?”
“Well, Sorenson is a little independent and of course, Forsythe is always trying to show how tough he is, but they
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seem to follow Gault’s orders.”
“Who else in your squad would make a good leader?”
Love thought for a moment and smiled.
“Not me Sarge,” he laughed. “I would have to say Erickson, the BAR assistant. He’s got guts and the men like
that.”
“Let’s go get some sacks,” Frank said, ending the conversation. Frank was still unsure about Gault as a squad
leader and at some point in the future he may have to recommend a replacement for a fallen squad leader.
“Hey Tork,” Davison said. Davison was nearby on his knees in the dirt. “Is this like farming in Iowa?”
Tork laughed.
“No, we didn’t have potatoes. It was mainly corn and livestock.”
“Did you ever get your hands this dirty?”
“Oh yes, every spring when we had to castrate the pigs.”
“You had to castrate the pigs?” Davison laughed.
Tork laughed with him.
“Every spring after school was over.”
“Was it that funny?”
“Yes it was,” Tork said. “Dad would wait until the piglets were about 5 months old and very fast. We would get
them in the pen and my dad would make me wrestle them to the ground so he could do the castration.”
Tork laughed louder at his own story.
“You’ve got to experience trying to catch and hold a 5 month old pig. When I was sixteen I was going to Ames to
spend a few months with my Aunt. Before I left, I saw my dad going to the barn with the razor and Iodine. So I
followed him and he went to the small pen we had in the barn for the new born pigs. He reached down, picked up
one of the babes and castrated it. I asked him why we didn’t do it every year. Why did he wait until they were 5
months old?”
Tork laughed again.
“He said it wouldn’t have been as much fun.”
Davison laughed with Tork.
Frank called for the platoon to assemble and the men stood slowly, slapped the earth from their fatigues and
stuffed potatoes in their shirts. When they were in platoon formation, Frank gave the order for them to march. They
were headed for Clarendon Hill.
Beryl and a company clerk were approaching the hill in a jeep. The men recognized the large sack in the back of
the jeep and knew instantly it was mail call. They slowly began to gather around the clerk who was opening the bag
and calling names as he read the addresses on the envelopes and packages. When he had emptied the sack he was
alone except for the few men who hadn’t heard their name and were still pressed close to him.
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“That’s it gentlemen,” the clerk announced.
“That’s it?” Forsythe asked as he reached over to look into the bag. The clerk opened the bag wide so the men
remaining could see for themselves that it was empty.
“That’s all, sorry,” the clerk replied.
Forsythe had a puzzled look on his face. He couldn’t understand why his new wife hadn’t written. She had
promised to write every day and Forsythe had expected a fistful of letters.
“What’s the matter Leonard?” Private Bell said as Forsythe walked slowly back to the trucks where the men were
opening their letters. “Is the new wife getting distracted already?”
“Shut up Bell,” Anderson said in a low voice.
Forsythe looked at Private Bell and walked to the end of the first truck.
Bell looked at Anderson with a challenging stare and when Anderson stared back, he turned and continued
reading his letter.
“Don’t worry Leonard,” Private Davison said. “I’m sure this Army loses a lot of letters. You’ll be getting a truckload
when they figure out where we are.” Davison’s attempt to console Forsythe had little effect.
Forsythe disappeared to the other side of the truck to hide his expression of disbelief and the small tear that was
forming. He couldn't understand why there was no mail and Bell's comment, new wife getting distracted, rang again
and again in his ears.
During mail call, Beryl was standing next to Frank and Sergeant Guy Sager, Keil’s platoon sergeant. He had
already retrieved his and Frank’s letters and they had pocketed their envelopes to be read later.
“Where’s Keil?” Beryl asked Sager.
“He’s talking with Connors. We’re supposed to pick him up in front of the headquarters building.”
“Let’s load up,” Beryl said to Frank and Guy Sager. The sergeants turned and shouted to the men to load up. It
was a two word command and the men responded immediately. Like most military commands at the platoon level, it
consisted of two words and the men knew instantly what was expected. Since boot camp they had learned a
barrack’s bag of two word commands and like a well-trained animal, responded instantly.
“Listen up.”
“Form up.”
“Look sharp.”
“At ease.”
“Dress right.”
“Chin up.”
“Chest out.”
“Stomach in.”
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“Line up.”
And then there was the one word command that got the most attention because it was always yelled as if it was a
command of three words.
“A……ten……..hut.”
Sitting in the cab of the first truck, Beryl was telling Frank about his day with Connors and the other Lieutenants of
Company C. He couldn’t tell Frank everything because the private who was driving the truck was not to be included
in the information about the trip to Bournemouth. Frank mentioned that he and Hank had gotten together which was
a signal to Beryl that he wanted to talk when they were alone.
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Kate’s Invitation
The trucks pulled in front of the Shipton Church and the soldiers began their walk to their host homes laden with
their backpacks and potatoes. Beryl and Frank agreed to meet at the pub later.
“Hello,” Beryl shouted as he entered the front door of the Biggerstaff home.
“Hello,” came a chorus from Lloyd, Marge and Kate who were in the sitting room.
“How was your day?” Kate said as she stood and approached Beryl.
“Perfect. We took a little trip to Bournemouth and saw some sights along the way.”
“Did you bring some of the sights home with you,” Kate smiled, pointing to his bulging pockets.
Beryl laughed and emptied his potato cache onto the sitting room table.
Marge and Lloyd both laughed at the sight of the potatoes.
“That will surely help our food budget,” Lloyd said.
“Beryl,” Kate said to Beryl who was feeling anxious to go to his room and read his letters. “Mrs. Roosevelt is
hosting a dance party at the Tedworth Mansion next Saturday. I was wondering if you, being a respectable married
man, would escort me to the dance.”
The puzzled look on Beryl’s face gave Kate the signal to explain further.
“We call it the Tedworth Mansion, but actually it’s a mansion of the Duke of Wellington, right next to Tidworth.
The family has loaned the mansion to the American Red Cross ever since your First Division arrived. It’s a beautiful
mansion and they often have dances there hosted by you Yanks.”
“And Mrs. Roosevelt?” Beryl asked.
“Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt Jr. is the temporary lady of the manor. She’s the boss, so to speak. She loves parties
and has been hosting dances since she took over.”
“Oh,” Beryl said, hesitating. His mind was swirling with the propriety of his escorting Kate to the dance and his
fidelity to Esther. A feeling of guilt came over him. He knew it would not please him if Esther wrote and said she was
being escorted to a dance. His mind was still swirling when Kate interrupted his thoughts.
“It’s quite all proper,” Beryl.
“Oh yes, quite proper,” Marge added.
“You can’t put your entertainment on the shelf because of the war, Beryl,” Lloyd said. “I’m sure Sonny wouldn’t
object.”
“How would you like a double escort?” Beryl finally snapped out of his mental doubt.
“A double escort?”
“Yes…………a double escort. Frank and I would be happy to escort you to the dance.” Beryl was relieved at his
quick thinking and sighed internally that he had gotten himself out of a potential uneasy situation.
Kate eyes went wide as she smiled.
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“Two handsome Yanks for an escort,” Kate said turning to Marge, “one married and the other almost a Priest. I
don’t think you could ask for a more respectable date.”
Marge laughed. She was happy for Kate and the opportunity for Kate to have some fun. She was also confident in
Kate’s love for Sonny and the properness of the occasion.
“Saturday night it is, then. Would you excuse me? I need to get to my room and read some letters,” Beryl said,
pulling the letters from his pocket.
“Of course,” Marge replied.
“Saturday night then,” Kate called after Beryl as he was walking up the steps to his bedroom.
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Letters from Home
Beryl had three letters from home: one from his mother, one from Forest and one from Esther.
He quickly read the letter from Forest. His little brother had described his job at Edgell’s Market and the home he
and Lucille had rented, happy to be out of Lucille’s parent’s small basement. The boys, Lynn and Steve were doing
great. Lynn was getting over the ‘terrible twos’ and Steve was teething badly. Forest was missing most of the nightly
baby caring because he, being the only flunky at Cousin Vic’s market now that Beryl was gone, was working ten and
twelve hours a day. Lucille was tired most of the time because Steve was turning out to be a night owl. They hadn’t
been to the VFW hall since Beryl left because Lucille wasn’t in the mood and besides, they were both too tired.
Harold, her oldest was being pressed by the draft board and he had given notice to his manager at Woolworth that
he would be quitting soon and moving to a ranch in Colorado. He left the big news for last. Lucille was pregnant and
expecting again and her baby would arrive sometime in May, 1943. He then commented that Lucille and Esther
might be having babies in the same month. Forest ended with a plea for Beryl to keep himself safe and return in
good health.
Beryl opened the letter from his mother Sylvia. As he tore open the envelope he could feel a small tear
developing. He didn’t have to read the letter to feel Sylvia’s presence and that part of his brain that contained the
mother’s love became very active. Sylvia had started her letter saying how much she missed him and loved him and
how he should take care of himself. She then moved on to the family news. Lucille and Esther were both carrying
their pregnancies well and Forest was walking a little taller these days; as if the baby had already been born. He has
already bought a supply of cigars to hand out and Lucille tried to explain that they would be stale by the time the
baby was born. Forest didn’t care, he would hand these out to announce the event and buy more in May. Sylvia went
on to say she missed her husband, Yale, who was driving his large truck between Goodland, Scott City and Wichita.
Each load was different. He never knew what he would be carrying until he got to the warehouse. Sylvia was kept
busy volunteering for the Red Cross and making packages for the soldiers. She also volunteered one day a week at
the telephone building on Main where the women would gather and bring their old clothing and cloth items. These
would be cut up and rolled into bandages to be given to the Red Cross. Sometimes a representative of the Red
Cross would be at these volunteer groups to talk to the women about what to do in an emergency. Because of the
Doctor shortage, the Red Cross was teaching the wives how to take care of their families and provided each one with
a small handbook on home nursing. Goodland only had one Doctor, Doc Gulick, and he was kept very busy with
colds, flues, accidents and birthing. He had delivered all the babies in Goodland for many years and knew every
family in the Goodland area. Sylvia ended her letter saying how much she missed Beryl and told him to come home
safe.
Beryl put aside Sylvia’s letter and picked up Esther’s letter. He held it in his hands and looked at it. His
mind was now traveling from his mother’s love to his adult married love. He looked at the letter and waited, as if this
journey of his mind was slow and he needed to allow it time to arrive at its new destination. His chest filled with a
different love and longing and when he felt sufficiently full of his new subject, he slowly opened the letter.
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Esther’s Second Letter
Esther had written an entire paragraph connected to the ‘Dear’ greeting. She had used every adjective to describe
love and longing in her greeting. She then continued by saying how her tummy was showing a slight bulge and
quipping that it might be bulging because she has substituted his love for food. She was now in Goodland and
working at the beauty shop. Lucille’s pregnancy had really lifted Forest’s spirits but seemed to make Lucille more
tired than usual. Esther then changed the subject from family to small town news. Esther’s best friend from High
School got a telegram from the Army saying that her brother had been seriously wounded in the Pacific. He was well
loved by the people of Norton and the whole town seemed to be showing its grief. When they met on the street or in
the shops, the greetings now were not the normal smiling hellos but more of a greeting you would expect at a funeral.
The quiet, I know how you feel type of greeting. Esther then apologized for this bit of news but added that she had to
write it because she was feeling sad and knew Beryl would be able to detect it in her writing. She wanted him to
know why she was not as cheerful as in her last letters. She also mentioned that Thelma at the Goodland Library
was busier than usual with townspeople coming in to look at the Atlas to see where the soldiers were stationed and
get closer to their loved ones by looking at a world map. The library Atlas was also a way for families to meet and talk
together about their soldiers in faraway places. Books on England, North Africa and the Pacific Islands were also
being requested by the townspeople.
She had put up a sign asking for everyone to donate their old cloth articles for the Red Cross bandage brigade
and the response had been much greater than expected. Her mom helped her take the bundles of old sheets, shirts,
socks, curtains, pillow cases and towels to the Norton Hotel where they could wash them thoroughly in the Hotel’s
large washing machine. Then they asked for volunteers to meet at the church to cut up the cloth and roll the strips
into bandages. There were so many women of Goodland who came with their scissors that the entire project took
only a couple of hours. A Red Cross lady came and was surprised at the amount of bandages they had collected.
Esther then changed her tone in the letter and began talking about how she missed Beryl and all the things she
wanted to say to him and do for him. She ended with her love and a prayer that God keep him safe.
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The Fight at the Shipton Pub
Beryl sat for a long time letting the words from home warm through his body. It was a warmth full of longing that
made him feel good and lonely at the same time. He decided to answer the letters later and adjusted his mind to start
his body moving from the bedroom to the Pub.
Beryl told the Biggerstaffs he was going to the Pub and walked next door to the Browns where Frank was hosted.
He knocked on the door and it was promptly answered by a very pretty girl.
“Hello,” Beryl said through his surprise.
“Hi, I’m Angela,” the girl said. “I’m the daughter here.”
“Oh, hello.”
She turned and said in a small shout, “Frank, your friend is here.”
“Hi Beryl,” Frank said coming to the door. “I see you’ve met Angela.”
“You must be the daughter who works in London.”
“Yes, just home for a few days to rest up,” she answered.
“I understand you work some long hours in London.”
“Yes, the war department knows how to keep its clerks busy. I would join you but I would probably fall asleep in
my beer.”
Angela reminded Beryl of Kate and Esther: pretty, cute smile, long brown hair and beautiful hazel eyes. She also
had the perky, energetic way of talking.
Beryl and Frank said their goodbyes and walked to the pub.
During WWI the government was strict with the pubs and restricted their hours and amount of spirits they could
dispense: each pub had a daily allotment they could sell. This wasn't due to a shortage, it was caused by the
politicians wanting the workers to be alert during the day and sober. They also outlawed females to work in the pub
because they might tempt the workers to leave work and enjoy the company at the pub. In 1939 all this changed.
Due to the shortage of men, women were welcomed into the pub as waitresses and bar maids. Also, the
government saw the moral boost if the men could spend more time at the pub so they didn't restrict the hours when
spirits could be dispensed. And the government made sure the supply was plentiful.
Beryl and Frank walked to the pub with Beryl dominating the conversation. Beryl told Frank about the trip to
Bournemouth and the discussion on the terrace. He expressed his greater confidence in Connors and his
reservations about Lieutenant Johnson.
“I had a talk with his sergeant,” Frank said.
“Guy Sager?”
“Yes, he’s a good man. Johnson just doesn’t understand the chain of command at the platoon level.”
“What do you think he’ll do?”
“I think he’ll have a talk with Johnson about earning respect and it’ll either blow up in his face or put their
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relationship on the right track.”
The pub was full of locals and the men of Company C. All the tables and bar stools were occupied. Beryl edged
his way between two locals and asked the barkeep for two pints.
“Hello,” Beryl said to the older Brit to his left.
“Hello Yank.”
“Come to take some of our allotment?” The young Brit to Beryl’s right said.
Beryl turned to see who was sitting to his right. It was a young British man, looking to be in his early twenties and
already a good way into the pub’s allotment himself: except Beryl knew there was no allotment issue and spirits were
plenty. Beryl decided that a smile and silence would be best with this young problem. He turned to the older man on
his left.
“I’m starting to like your room temperature ale,” he said. “It’s a lot richer than our beer.”
The older Brit raised his glass. “It goes down a lot smoother than cold beer,” he smiled.
“Yank beer tastes like horse piss,” the younger Brit said to Beryl’s back.
“Have you tried our beer?” Beryl said, ignoring the young Brit.
“Oh, yes. Your First Division had a party and we all went to the base. Quite a good party but the beer was pale
and real cold. Tough to drink and not much taste.”
“Did you hear me Yank,” the young Brit said to Beryl’s back. “Yank beer tastes like horse piss.”
Beryl decided it was time to acknowledge the young Brit and diffuse whatever was bothering him. He turned and
looked the young man in the eyes.
“That’s why we have so much of it. If you’ve ever been to the states you would see that we have horses
everywhere. We throw a little yeast in their barley, drown them in water and out comes good old Yankee beer.”
The old Brit laughed and the young Brit looked at Beryl puzzled. He didn’t know if the Yank was making fun of him
or just making a joke.
The barkeep put two pints on the bar. Beryl paid and took the two pints over to Frank who was standing at a table
with Anderson, Love and Tork.
“Gentlemen,” Beryl said as he handed Frank a glass. The privates sitting at the table raised their glasses.
“A little trouble at the bar, Lieutenant?” Tork asked.
“No, just a young man with too much spirits.”
“Wonder why he isn’t in the military,” Anderson said to the group.
“I suppose England has their deferments and 4Fers just like we do,” Frank answered. “He probably has a war
industry job.”
Anderson nodded his head toward the bar. The young Brit was staggering toward their table with his pint in his
hand. The look on his face told the group he wasn’t coming over to have a friendly chat.
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“We have to remember we’re guests here,” Beryl said softly to the group. Before the young Brit could say
anything, Beryl spoke first.
“I didn’t get your name at the bar,” he said to the surprised Brit. “My name is Beryl, this is Conor, Bill, Frank and
Dennis. Care to join us?”
“I don’t drink with Yanks,” the Brit slurred. “And I don’t care what yer names are. Why don’t you go back to yer
base and leave us to our allotment.”
“Actually, young man,” Frank said. “We would all like to go home, but it seems that a Mr. Churchill invited us to
come here and so we’re trying to behave like polite guests. So far we have found your country very hospitable. And
if I may clarify, it was in world war one that the British had a beer allotment and you might remember we were here
back then also..........just like we are here today. And young man, there is no allotment regulation for this
war..............so can I buy you a pint?”
The young Brit looked at Frank with a puzzled look on his face. Just like at the bar with Beryl, he didn’t know if the
Yank was making fun of him or being sincere.
“Yer can all go back home for all I care.”
None of the Yanks answered this last comment. They let the silence hang until the Brit felt uneasy enough to
continue.
“You should be on your army base taking their allotment.”
“It seems to me you’ve had your allotment and then some,” Anderson said.
Frank rolled his eyes upward at this comment as if to signal to Anderson that he may have said the wrong thing.
“My allotment is my business, Yank.”
Anderson stood. “And my being here is also your business. If you had taken care of your business the way you
should have I wouldn’t be here taking your allotment.”
The young Brits glass went to the floor and he tried to get past Beryl and Frank who were standing. Frank quickly
stepped into his path.
“Hold on, young man,” Frank said. “Like I said, we’re guests here and want no trouble.”
The barkeep was now approaching the table.
“That’ll be enough, Jamie. Leave the Yanks alone.” He took Jamie by the arm and half-pulled him back to the bar.
The young Brit was walking backwards so he could glare at Anderson.
“Lieutenant, I need to talk to you about something, can we go outside,” Frank said to Beryl.
“Sure.” Beryl turned to Anderson and smiled. “Work on your diplomacy, Ok?”
Anderson smiled back. “Yes Sir.”
Outside the Pub the night was very dark and cold and no lights could be seen as all the villagers were inside
behind their blackout curtains. Occasionally you could see a figure walking but barely make out the gender or
anything other than a black upright shadow against the darkened village streets. The RAF had conquered the skies
over England three years ago; however, an occasional German Luftwaffe raid was able to penetrate the British air
wall. This was especially true for the coastal regions of Great Britain.
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“What’s on your mind, Frank?” Beryl asked as they stepped outside.
“Well, it’s more of a personal dilemma.”
“A letter from home?”
“No,” Frank laughed. “Everything is fine at home. My Priest is still trying to get me back to the seminary with each
letter he writes.”
“What is it then?”
“It’s Angela.”
“Angela?”
“Yes, Angela.” Frank looked a little nervous which was not like him.
Beryl smiled. “Girl troubles already and how long have you been out of the seminary?”
Frank laughed.
“It seems there’s a dance at someplace called the Wellington Mansion this Saturday and Angela wants me to take
her.”
Beryl looked at Frank with a little disbelief, “this Saturday?”
“Yes, this Saturday.”
“Uh oh.”
“Uh oh, that’s what I say. Uh oh.”
“No, I mean Uh oh for me.”
Frank looked at Beryl, not understanding what he meant.
“How is it Uh oh for you? This is my first date ever.”
“I mean uh oh for me because Kate asked me to be her escort. I can’t be over here escorting girls to dances.”
“But you told her yes?”
“A qualified yes,” Beryl said with the emphasis on qualified.
“How did you qualify your yes?”
“I told her you and I would both be her escort. That way it’s really an escort and not like a date.”
“Great, just great, I told Angela that you would be joining us.”
“So now we have double dates. This does pose a problem for me.”
The two men stood outside the Pub. Frank lit a cigarette and was looking down at the ground. His thoughts were
on the dance and the evening with Angela and all of its uncertainty. What if she were forward? How would he
respond? He could feel goose bumps all over his shoulders and knew it wasn’t the cold English night.
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Beryl was also looking down at the brick sidewalk. He couldn’t and wouldn’t have a date. Even if he didn’t tell
Esther, he would know and it would bother him. He would know each time he looked at Esther after the war.
“I have a solution,” Frank finally said.
“A solution?”
Frank smiled with pride over his problem solving.
“It’s simple. We invite Lloyd, Marge, Glyde and Alecia to the dance with us. No double date; just a group going out
for the evening.”
Beryl smiled. “Great strategy. We’ll invite them tomorrow night so they have plenty of time with no excuses.”
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Potato Incident
The Company C potato mission lasted the balance of the week and kept the men occupied with activity that was
different from the mundane drills at Tidworth. Other companies having full pack marches and drills were jealous of
Company C and expressing their jealousy by making fun of the dirt covered soldiers. The barbs were flying both
ways in fun as the Company C soldiers realized they were lucky to be digging in the dirt and not marching every day.
There was very little equipment for the men to train with at Tidworth. One of the biggest problems facing the Allies in
1942 and 1943 was the supplies for the troops in North Africa and the potential buildup for operations Bolero and
Roundup. In 1942 the German submarine command had sunk over 1,000 Allied ships, a million more tons than was
th
constructed in the same period. This left the training of the 29 Division dependant on what supplies and equipment
got through the submarine assaults. In the early days at Tidworth, the training regimen consisted of marches and
fire/maneuver drills. Platoon leaders were quick to volunteer their men for any duty that was different in order to
provide some variety in the soldier’s activities.
“Fall in,” Frank shouted to the men of the first platoon. The soldiers quickly assembled according to each man and
each squad.
“This will be your last day in the potato fields. I want to give you a fair warning to save your English Pounds for a
better use than buying the local ale.”
Private Love looked at Torkildson who was standing next to him in formation.
“Maybe they’re bringing us some girls,” he whispered from the corner of his mouth.
“Maybe they’re bringing us some food,” Tork whispered back with a voice that had a small hint of desperation.
Dennis Love couldn’t hold in the laugh.
“Private Love,” Frank shouted. “Is this a formation?”
“Yes, sergeant,” Love shouted back.
“Is formation a social event, Private Love?”
“No Sergeant,” Love answered. He was no longer laughing. Even though he knew the sergeant to be friendly
when they were not in a military situation, he understood the sergeant to be serious in his military role and strict with
the men during ‘office hours’.
“Private Love, come forward and demonstrate to the platoon how a good soldier keeps his mouth shut during
formation. And while you are demonstrating how silent you can be, also show the men of the first platoon how a good
soldier should do push-ups silently.”
Private Love came forward, dropped to the ground face first and began doing push-ups.
“As I was saying, save your money,” Frank said in a loud voice so the entire platoon could hear him.
“Straighten that back and touch your chin, Private Love,” Frank said to Dennis who was moving up and down
slowly.
Frank had intended for this to be a short formation: make the announcement and dismiss the men to the chow
hall. He decided to lengthen the time and give Private Love a good workout with the push-up drill.
“Men………………….,” he continued. “Division headquarters has decided to allow for three day passes starting
next week. There will be a train that leaves for London on Friday mornings and returns on Sunday nights. You don’t
have to go to London but I would suggest you all take advantage of this and make at least one trip. We won’t know
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when our turn comes until next week so save your money.”
Frank looked down at Private Love who was starting to struggle with his push-ups and looked back at the platoon
with a small smile on his face.
“Men, did I ever tell you the story about my three-legged pig on our farm in Minnesota. This was the most
remarkable pig in all of the Mid-west.” Frank was talking slowly now, wanting to draw out the time to prolong Private
Love’s lesson. Some of the men of the platoon were smiling, understanding the intentions of the sergeant.
“One day the tractor tipped over in the field and trapped my father underneath the wheel and he couldn’t move.
Well, this remarkable pig ran to the field and rutted in the earth until he had freed my father from the tractor.”
Frank looked down at Private Love who was now sweating even though the cold November wind gave the rest of
the platoon a chill.
“On another occasion, my mother was out hanging clothes when this big gray wolf came into our yard and started
to charge her. Well, this remarkable pig got between the wolf and my mother and scared the wolf off; probably saved
her life.”
Private Love was now moving slowly, with each push-up being slower and harder.
“Well, one day a Bible salesman came to our house and my Dad invited him in for coffee. As they were enjoying
their fresh brew, the pig came to the back door for his usual table scrap handout. The salesman commented that he
had never seen a three-legged pig before and asked my Dad how the pig got that way.”
“Well, my Dad told him the tractor story and the salesman asked again why the pig only had three legs.”
“Then my Dad told him the wolf story. The salesman again asked about the three legs.”
“Well, my Dad looked at that salesman with a little disgust and replied in a voice that farmers usually use with an
ignorant city slicker and he said.”
Frank paused.
“You may know your Bibles but you sure don’t know farming. A good farmer knows that you don’t eat a
remarkable pig all at once.”
The men in formation laughed, except for Private Love who was now barely able to lift himself up with each pushup.
“That’ll be all Private Love, platoon fall out,” Frank shouted.
The men began the slow walk from Clarendon Hill to the mess hall.
Private Kuzinski was walking with Privates Love, Anderson, Torkildson and Forsythe. He was still chuckling over
the pig joke. Private Love was feeling his arms where the pushups had strained his muscles.
“Thanks for nothing Tork,” he said.
“What did I do?”
“You made me laugh with your stupid comment about food.”
“I don’t see anything funny about my food remark.”
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“What food remark?” Kuzinski asked.
“Nothing,” Love said.
“Did I ever tell you about the three legged dog?” Kuzinski asked. The others groaned. If Kuzinski couldn’t find
humor in a situation, he told a corny joke which usually amused them. Not because it was funny, but because it was
so corny.
“No, Ski, I don’t think you’ve ever told us about the three legged dog,” Anderson replied.
“Seems this three legged dog walked into a saloon and sauntered up to the bar. The barkeep walked over and
asked the three legged dog what he wanted.”
Kuzinski paused because he was already laughing at the punch line.
“So, what did the three legged dog want?” Private Love asked.
“He said to the bar keep, I’m looking for the man who shot my paw.” Kuzinski laughed harder while the others
smiled at yet another of Kuzinski’s corny jokes.
The line was beginning to form at the mess hall as other Companies were coming off their day’s activities. The
soldiers of Company C with their dirt covered fatigues got in line. Many of them had bulges in their shirts where they
were carrying the potatoes for their hosts.
“I’m hungry,” Tork said
“You’re always hungry,” Love offered.
“I bet I’ve lost 20 pounds since we got here.”
“Does you good,” Anderson said. “By the way Tork, when we get to Shipton we need to go for a run with Viray.”
“A run? I can hardly walk now.”
Anderson smiled. “The run will do us both good. Besides, I would like to meet your host family.”
“You’d like them,” Tork said. “They remind me of my parents.”
“They’re farmers?” Anderson laughed.
“No, they’re both hard workers and she reads a lot. My mom reads a lot.”
“What does she read?” Anderson asked.
“Everything. She likes the classics: Melville, Poe, Stevenson and the Greek classics. She’s always talking about
them and comparing our farm life and community to the lessons and morality of the classics. I think she was trying to
be a mother teacher.”
The men in the chow line were too absorbed in their own thoughts and conversations to notice the officer
approaching from the rear of the line. This officer wasn’t coming to eat at the enlisted men’s mess hall, he was
coming to perform his own inspection and satisfy a suspicion.
“What have you got in your shirt, Private?”
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The voice was that of Major Anthony Friend, Executive Officer of the first Battalion. He had ordered Captain
Connors not to take provisions from the Quartermaster for their host families and he suspected the men were
stealing’ potatoes. He was addressing Private Gault.
“Uh, what Sir,” Gault answered nervously.
“What have you got under your shirt, Private?”
“It’s a potato Sir.”
“Where did you get the potato, Private?”
“From the field we worked today, Sir.”
“Who does that field belong to, Private?”
“It belongs to the United States Army, Sir.”
“And who does that potato belong to, Private?”
“The United States Army, Sir.”
Major Friend stepped back and looked down the chow line at all the soldier with bulges in their shirts.
“Everyone in this line who has potatoes in their pockets or under their shirts, step out of line and come with me.”
“Sir,” Anderson said directly to Major Friend.
“I don’t see you with any potatoes Private, you don’t need to come.”
“Sir, I stay at the church in Shipton so I don’t have a host family, so to speak. But these men are well intentioned
to want to take something to their hosts.”
“Private, stealing for good intentions is just as bad as stealing for bad intentions. You men with potatoes come
with me.”
Anderson turned to Private Love who had three bulges in his shirt.
“Give me a potato, Dennis.”
Dennis reached inside his shirt and gave Anderson a potato. Anderson put the potato in his pocket and stepped
out of line with the other so-called potato ‘stealers’.
“Sir,” Anderson addressed Major Friend. “We’ve dug up thousands of potatoes this week and we didn’t consider it
stealing to take a few dozen to the Shipton hosts.”
Major Friend looked at Anderson with contempt. “You men come with me.”
The men followed the Major who walked briskly and with a purpose. Everyone looked at this procession; an
immaculate Major being followed by dirt covered privates. The procession followed the base road past the Officer’s
mess, around the corner along the road that contained the infirmary and the Post Exchange. The privates were
unsure of where they were going. The Major then made a left turn and the men were surprised to see the Provost
Marshall’s building. It was now obvious that the Major was taking them to the Military Police office.
The Major entered the building and asked the clerk at the front desk to see the officer in charge. After a lengthy
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conversation, the Major turned and told the men to sit in the long row of wooden benches normally used by visitors.
The Major was obviously upset that all the Officers were at the evening meal and he would have to wait until one of
them returned. This meant he would have to delay his own meal and he seemed to be getting more upset as the
minutes passed.
The potato ‘thieves’ sat silently. They were getting more and more nervous as the time passed. This was the
result of their own thoughts imagining the consequences of being court marshaled. Private Love could see his
singing career on hold as he spent time in the Army prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. Tork was thinking how his
parents and the small farm community would treat him when he came home from prison. Everyone had their own
thoughts on how this potato incident would affect their lives: everyone but Anderson. He was thinking of a way to get
the men out of this predicament. His anger at the major mingled with his thoughts on the strategy to defend
everyone who had bulges in their shirts. The easy strategy would be to inform the major that the permission to take
the potatoes had come from Lieutenant Edgell. He knew this was not acceptable and quietly whispered the same to
the other privates.
The clerk had sent an MP to the officer’s club to inform the officer in charge that there was pending business at
the Provost Marshal’s office. After a thirty-minute wait, the MP and an officer came walking up the sidewalk to the
building. Major Friend met them at the entrance and all three walked into the officer’s office. The privates sitting on
the wooden benches all adjusted themselves nervously. Their personal fears grew stronger. Their imagining of the
worst grew louder in their minds.
Anderson smiled as his imagination leapt forward to a court martial scene. He could see a long table with highranking officer’s sitting in judgment of the potato thieves. They would be listening to the prosecuting attorney describe
the horrendous and malicious behavior of the privates in their attempt to steal valuable government property. He
would plead with the court to mete out the harshest penalty for these criminals, these enemies of the army, the
perpetrators of the worst kind of deed. And he would ask for the maximum punishment to set an example for the rest
of the soldiers who may be tempted to steal the valuable potatoes that the Army so desperately needed to win the
war against Hitler and the scourge of Nazism. In the courtroom would be Major Friend, sitting at the prosecutor’s
table in his dress uniform and highly polished brass, ready to testify and take credit for his apprehension of these
enemies of the U. S. Government. He would proudly claim that it was he who discovered the thievery and it was he
who single handedly took the prisoners to the Provost Marshall. The look on his face would show the court that this
was a man of extraordinary courage and a man of the highest of principles who could have easily confiscated the
property and used it for his own personal gain. The major would testify that single handedly he confronted these
worst of criminals and with a great risk to his own life, had surrounded them and marched them to the prison keeper.
The prosecution rested its case and the defense attorney, with no defense to give on behalf of the soldiers who were
caught red-handed, would wave his hand to the court to signify that all was hopeless and he had no defense.
Anderson woke from his daydream when the sound of 6X6 trucks pulled up to the Provost Marshal’s office. He
stood to see through the tape on the pane glass of the outer door. The sight of Lieutenant Edgell and Sergeant Dietz
coming up the walk made him feel relief and at the same time disappointed. It would be good to be represented now
before this issue went further but at the same time Anderson had looked forward to a battle against Major Friend.
Beryl and Frank came through the front door and walked to the bench full of soldiers.
“What happened, Anderson?” Beryl asked.
“We were in the chow line with our potatoes and the Major came up and brought us here.”
Beryl leaned closer to Anderson. “You don’t have a host, why did you take potatoes?”
“He didn’t, Sir,” Private Love said to Beryl. “Anderson asked for one of mine after the Major accused us.”
“Wait here, “Beryl said to the men.
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He and Frank turned and walked to the clerk who, like a sentry, guarded the entry to the offices.
“I believe Major Friend is here. Could you tell him and the officer in charge that Lieutenant Edgell is here.”
“Yes Sir.”
The clerk got up and went to the door of the Provost Marshall’s office. After knocking, he opened the door and
gave the message.
“One moment Sir,” the clerk said, returning to his desk.
Beryl looked at Frank. “This guy has been a thorn ever since Kilmer. It’s as if he is looking to bust someone.”
The door to the office opened and a captain motioned to Beryl and Frank.
“Come in gentlemen,” Captain Zeitler requested.
Beryl and Frank entered the office to see Major Friend sitting in front of the Captain’s desk.
“Lieutenant Edgell and,” the Captain hesitated.
“Sergeant Frank Dietz,” Frank said.
“Yes, Sergeant Dietz. Gentlemen, we have some serious charges against the men in the outer office. These
men are part of your platoon, I believe. The major here has pressed charges that they have stolen government
property. I don’t have to tell you that this could be a court martial offense. At the least they will be put on report and
the punishment could be anywhere from a reprimand, fines, stockade time or all of the above.”
“Sir, these are good men and they’ve not stolen government property,” Beryl answered.
Major Friend, unable to remain silent any longer, stood up to see Beryl eye to eye.
“Lieutenant Edgell, these men were taking property that belongs to the Quartermaster. We call that stealing.”
“But Sir,” Beryl answered. “I am the one guilty of giving them permission to take a few potatoes to their hosts.”
“Lieutenant Edgell,” the major said to Beryl. “These men were standing in a chow line with potato bulges in their
shirts. These may not be serious charges, but you and your men are certainly guilty of being stupid. Do you realize
the food and supply shortages we have here? The Kraut submarines are sinking three of our supply ships every day.
That’s a million tons this year. I understand you wanting to help out your British hosts, but this comes from Division.
Everything is in short supply and we have to conserve........even on potatoes.”
The captain was looking uneasy. He would rather have been at the officer’s club enjoying an evening of food and
spirits than to be trying to settle a dispute over potatoes.
“Major,” the Captain asked. “What do you want me to do? Are you pressing charges?”
“Of course not, I needed to get these men out of the chow line before someone from Division saw the potatoes
and raised a stink.”
“Is that why you brought them here? Beryl asked.
“Lieutenant, I brought them here to impress upon you, their leader, that orders are orders and to warn you to be
more careful when you countermand a Division order.”
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“I didn’t countermand a Division order, Sir. I didn’t see the contraband as belonging to the Quartermaster until it
was put on the trucks and delivered to his stores. Until that time, the men were digging in British soil and extracting
British potatoes.”
Friend looked at Beryl with tight lips. “Fine line Lieutenant.”
“Sir”, Beryl replied with all the respect he could put into his voice,
“It’s very difficult for the men to accept the Brit’s hospitality without anything in return.”
“Edgell, let this matter rest. If your men are going to take potatoes or anything else to their hosts, make sure
they’re more discreet, understood?”
“Yes Sir.”
Major Friend stood, put on his hat and left the room.
Beryl turned to the Captain. “I apologize about this. The hosts are being very gracious to the men and we
wanted to return their generosity. The potatoes seemed a minor offer to them but a nice gesture.”
“I understand, Lieutenant. Executive Officers sometimes need to be stricter with the rules. They do all the grunt
work for their Commander and really don’t get the respect they deserve. They practically keep a Regiment running;
similar to your relationship with your sergeant. You get the credit and he does all the work.”
Beryl and Frank smiled at this last comment.
“I would suggest you curtail your gifts to the hosts. Major Friend does have a point about military property. Even
though potatoes seem a bit trivial, the Army looks at these small matters as a snowball starting an avalanche.”
“Yes Sir,” Beryl answered.
“I wouldn’t be too concerned about this going any further. Now I need to get back to the club.”
Beryl and Frank walked to the outer room.
“Gentlemen,” Beryl said as he stood tall before them.
“I apologize for putting you in this predicament. Everything here is in short supply and the Major was making a
point about Division orders to conserve. No action will be taken.”
“Let’s hit the trucks men,” Frank said as he headed for the door.
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Churchill’s Speech
The truck ride back to Shipton was slow and by now was without the novelty of seeing the brick cottages and
stone fences. The scenery had become familiar enough that the men now spent the time reading their mail from
home. The soldiers who hadn’t received any mail were sitting silently. Private Anderson had received a letter and
was reading it over and over.
Private Harold Davison chuckled.
“What’s so funny,” Kuzinski asked. He was always interested when someone was having fun or laughing.
Davison looked up from a newspaper clipping he had received from his father.
“Just something my Dad sent me.”
“Let me see.”
Davison handed the clipping to Kuzinski who started to read it.
“What is it?” Private Love asked.
“It’s an article about Churchill. He goes to Canada and decides to hop down to the lower 48 and give a speech at
Harvard.”
“Harvard?” Private Bell questioned.
“Harvard.”
“While we’re over here, he visits Harvard and gives a speech. Why didn’t he go to Camp Kilmer and talk to the
soldiers who are coming here to save his butt?”
Kuzinski, seeing a chance to get the attention, stands and clears his throat. He lowers his chin to his chest and
imitating Churchill speaks in a thick British accent.
“Here now, today, I am once again in academic groves -- groves is, I believe, the right word -- where knowledge
is garnered, where learning is stimulated, where virtues are inculcated and thought encouraged. Here, in the broad
United States, with a respectable ocean on either side of us, we can look out upon the world in all its wonder and in
all its woe. But what is this that I discern as I pass through your streets, as I look round this great company?
“I see uniforms on every side. I understand that nearly the whole energies of the university have been drawn into
the preparation of American youth for the battlefield. For this purpose all classes and courses have been
transformed, and even the most sacred vacations have been swept away in a round-the-year and almost round-theclock drive to make warriors and technicians for the fighting fronts."
Private Bell interrupted. “Yeh, more like round the clock Frat parties and chasing skirts across campus."
“Twice in my lifetime the long arm of destiny has reached across the oceans and involved the entire life and
manhood of the United States in a deadly struggle. There was no use in saying 'We don't want it; we won't have it;
our forebears left Europe to avoid these quarrels; we have founded a new world which has no contact with the old.'
There was no use in that. The long arm reaches out remorselessly, and everyone's existence, environment and
outlook undergo a swift and irresistible change. What is the explanation of these strange facts, and what are the
deep laws to which they respond? I will offer you one explanation -- there are others, but one will suffice."
“I have an explanation,” Private Somerfield said. “So the war profiteers can get richer.”
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Kuzinski ignored the interruption.
“The price of greatness is responsibility. If the people of the United States had continued in a mediocre station,
struggling with the wilderness, absorbed in their own affairs and a factor of no consequence in the movement of the
world, they might have remained forgotten and undisturbed beyond their protecting oceans: But one cannot rise to be
in many ways the leading community in the civilized world without being involved in its problems, without being
convulsed by its agonies and inspired by its causes. If this has been proved in the past, as it has been, it will become
indisputable in the future. The people of the United States cannot escape world responsibility. Although we live in a
period so tumultuous that little can be predicted, we may be quite sure that this process will be intensified with every
forward step the United States make in wealth and in power. Not only are the responsibilities of this great republic
growing, but the world over which they range is itself contracting in relation to our powers of locomotion at a
positively alarming rate.
“We have learned to fly. What prodigious changes are involved in that new accomplishment! Man has parted
company with his trusty friend the horse and has sailed into the azure with the eagles, eagles being represented by
the infernal -- I mean internal -- combustion engine. Where, then, are those broad oceans, those vast staring
deserts? They are shrinking beneath our very eyes. Even elderly parliamentarians like myself are forced to acquire a
high degree of mobility.
“But to the youth of America, as to the youth of all the Britain, I say, 'You cannot stop.' There is no halting-place
at this point. We have now reached a stage in the journey where there can be no pause. We must go on. It must be
world anarchy or world order."
By now everyone in the truck had stopped reading their letters and were watching Kuzinski do his impersonation
of Churchill. They were not watching because of the humor in his attempt at a deep-throated, slow British accent.
They were listening because of the interest in what Churchill had to say to the American youth.
“We do not war primarily with races. Tyranny is our foe; whatever trappings or disguise it wears, whatever
language it speaks, be it external or internal, we must forever be on our guard, ever mobilized, ever vigilant, always
ready to spring at its throat. In all this, we march together. Not only do we march and strive shoulder to shoulder at
this moment under the fire of the enemy on the fields of war or in the air, but also in those realms of thought which
are consecrated to the rights and the dignity of man.
“The great Bismarck -- for there were once great men in Germany -- is said to have observed towards the close of
his life that the most potent factor in human society at the end of the 19th century was the fact that the British and
American peoples spoke the same language. That was a pregnant saying. Certainly it has enabled us to wage war
together with an intimacy and harmony never before achieved among allies.
“This gift of a common tongue is a priceless inheritance, and it may well someday become the foundation of a
common citizenship. I like to think of British and Americans moving about freely over each other's wide estates with
hardly a sense of being foreigners to one another. But I do not see why we should not try to spread our common
language even more widely throughout the globe and, without seeking selfish advantage over any, possess
ourselves of this invaluable amenity and birthright.
“It would, of course, Mr. President, be lamentable if those who are charged with the duty of leading great nations
forward in this grievous and obstinate war were to allow their minds and energies to be diverted from making the
plans to achieve our righteous purposes without needless prolongation of slaughter and destruction.
“Nevertheless, we are also bound, so far as life and strength allow, and without prejudice to our dominating
military tasks, to look ahead to those days which will surely come when we shall have finally beaten down Satan
under our feet and find ourselves, with other great allies, at once the masters and the servants of the future. Various
schemes of achieving world security while yet preserving national rights, traditions and customs are being studied
and probed.
“We have all the fine work that was done a quarter of a century ago by those who devised and tried to make
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effective the League of Nations after the last war. It is said that the League of Nations failed. If so, that is largely
because it was abandoned, and later on betrayed; because those who were its best friends were till a very late
period infected with a futile pacifism; because the United States, the originating impulse, fell out of line; because,
while France had been bled white and England was supine and bewildered, a monstrous growth of aggression
sprang up in Germany, in Italy and Japan.
“We have learned from hard experience that stronger, more efficient, more rigorous world institutions must be
created to preserve peace and to forestall the causes of future wars. In this task the strongest victorious nations must
be combined, and also those who have borne the burden and heat of the day and suffered under the flail of
adversity; and, in this task, this creative task, there are some who say: 'Let us have a world council and under it
regional or continental councils,' and there are others who prefer a somewhat different organization.
“All these matters weigh with us now in spite of the war, which none can say has reached its climax, which is
perhaps entering for us, British and Americans, upon its most severe and costly phase. But I am here to tell you that,
whatever form your system of world security may take, however the nations are grouped and ranged, whatever
derogations are made from national sovereignty for the sake of the larger synthesis, nothing will work soundly or for
long without the united effort of the British and American peoples. If we are together nothing is impossible. If we are
divided all will fail.
“Let all of us who are here remember that we are on the stage of history, and that whatever our station may be,
and whatever part we have to play, great or small, our conduct is liable to be scrutinized not only by history but by
our own descendants. Let us rise to the full level of our duty and of our opportunity, and let us thank God for the
spiritual rewards he has granted for all forms of valiant and faithful service.”
Kuzinski paused and stared at the newspaper article. He was not looking up at his green clad audience to see if
he was getting the attention he had intended with his theatrics. He slowly sat down, handed the article back to
Davison and joined the others in the silent ride. As the truck entered Shipton everyone was staring ahead in his own
private thoughts or reading their letters for the second or third time. Only Anderson was distracted by a figure
walking along the road. It was a familiar figure and when the truck passed, Anderson looked at the angry face of
Jamie, the young Brit at the Pub who was complaining about the Americans consuming his allotment of spirits.
Jamie recognized Anderson and his expression changed to a scowl of contempt.
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Tedworth Party
The weekend arrived quickly for Beryl who was anticipating the Dance at the Tedworth mansion. He had been
looking forward to the event until the Biggerstaffs and Browns had gracefully declined his invitation. He was now in
the emotional conundrum of wanting to go to the dance but feeling guilt over the ‘date’ he was having with Kate. He
knew it wasn’t a real date since he was escorting Sonny’s girlfriend to a light social event at Tedworth and they would
be with Frank and Angela. No, he thought to himself. It wasn’t a date it was a double date, and no amount of
rationalization would allow him to enjoy the anticipation. He applied the ‘Golden Rule’, imagining Esther on a ‘double
date’ and his rationalization failed the test. Beryl was in the Biggerstaff’s sitting room pondering his dilemma when
Kate came through the door.
“Hello Beryl.” Kate was wearing a summer dress even though it was early November and she was, as usual, very
cheerful.
Beryl stood, still uncomfortable.
“Hello Kate. Have you heard any word from Sonny? How’s he doing in North Africa?”
questions revealed his nervousness.

The back-to-back

“He’s fine. I just got a short letter from him and he said the movement eastward is progressing. I guess that
means they are pushing the Jerries back across Egypt.”
Beryl was relieved when Frank and Angela came through the door. Angela went over and hugged Kate.
“How’s everything at the war department?” Kate asked.
“Oh, you know, same old thing. Clerk this, fetch that and frown at the old gizzards who want to pat you on the
fanny for doing a good job.”
Everyone laughed. Angela, like Kate, was always in good spirits and found the humor in any situation.
“I thought the English were always so proper,” Frank said.
“Very proper, but sometimes these old gentlemen’s minds get confused between proper and grope her. Shall we
go? I could use a pint and a little dancing.”
Kate had borrowed her employer’s car for the short drive to Tedworth with the promise to drive straight to
Tedworth and back to conserve his rationed gas.
“Have you been to the Tedworth Mansion?” Kate asked Beryl and Frank.
Both replied no.
“You’ll love it. It’s one of our local treasures.”
Kate proceeded to give her version of the history of the Mansion.
“This whole area is known as Tidworth and it stretches for miles. From the Roman time in the sixth century to the
eleventh century, the area was settled by Saxon tribes and the region was divided into South and North Tidworth.
King Harold II, the Earl of Wessex, owned parts of Tidworth in 1066 when he took his armies to the region known as
Hastings to fight off the invading Normans. Alas, he was not the victor and William the Norman became known as
William the Conqueror and had himself crowned William the First of England. His first order of business was to figure
out how much to tax the locals so he ordered a complete census of his new kingdom.”
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“The Domesday Book,” Frank interjected.
“Yes, the Domesday Book; which was a tally of every person, cow, chicken and anything of worth in England. The
th
book describes this region in detail and is a great historical source for anyone interested in 11 Century England. We
also credit Willy with replacing the old Saxon paganism with Christianity and bringing order to the hodgepodge of
feudal ownership and rivalries. Over the course of many centuries the ownership of Tidworth changed hands
several times. The bubonic plague in the fourteenth century nearly wiped out the population of this whole region. In
th
the 17 Century the Smith family bought South Tidworth and it was kept in the family for over 200 years. The great
legacy of the Smith family was their love for fox hunting and Tedworth Manor became a gathering point for royalty
and the upper crust to engage in their favorite sport. The Smith’s sold the estate to the Stanleys who later sold it to
the Kelks who later sold it to the War Department. That was in 1897. Since then the military has maintained the
Mansion which was for a time the Salisbury Plain Commander’s residence. The current occupant is the American
Red Cross.”
“Here we are,” Angela said as the small British sedan pulled into the Tedworth Mansion grounds.
Beryl and Frank had expected to see a castle but were instead presented with a very large stone structure where
the plainness was only interrupted by the many windows and the minor relief images. The large mansion was L
shaped and adorned with ashlar facades on the east and south sides and the large square stones of the facade gave
the mansion a castle strength appearance. The size of the mansion was emphasized by the numerous bays on the
south side. In a way it looked like what one would imagine a military mansion would be: large, stone like and solid.
Angela had parked the car in the back of the mansion so they weren‘t able to see the front facade with its three, two
story sections adorned with second floor balconies and the center main section faced with four Greek-style pillars.
The symmetry was lost in the front facade by a long, high ceiling single story addition to the left side that appeared to
be weighing down and tilting the entire Mansion.
Angela turned off the motor and ran to the other side of the car to open the door for Frank.
“C’mon Yank,” she laughed. “Escort me to the ball.”
She hooked her arm through Frank’s and started to lead him to the entrance. Beryl and Kate laughed and walked
behind the animated Angela as Frank smiled, albeit a nervous smile.
“Must be some royalty here,” Beryl said pointing to a Rolls Royce sitting in the parking lot.”
As they entered the Mansion, Frank and Beryl could see and appreciate the grandness of the building. Where the
exterior was plain and colorless, the interior was adorned to the point of regal. Oak trim and strategically placed
paneling gave the residence a rich wood look. The fireplaces, stairways and oil paintings all echoed the magnificent
past of this great mansion.
“Hello,” the middle-aged, stately looking woman greeted them at the main rear entrance. “Welcome to Tedworth
House.” The woman was dressed casually and looked younger than her 53 years. She was very handsome with full
lips, a straight line nose, narrow cheeks and high cheek bones.
The double-daters greeted the woman and introduced themselves.
“I’m Eleanor and won’t you join the others in the great hall. There are refreshments and we’ll have music later for
some dancing.”
“Thank you, Mrs. Roosevelt,” Frank answered.
“Have we met before?” Eleanor asked as she turned to look directly at Frank.
“No Ma’am, but I am familiar with your work in establishing homes away from homes for the military; The Soldiers,
Sailors, Marines and Army clubs.”
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“I’m flattered you knew.”
“And you’re married to what’s his name?” Frank asked.
Eleanor laughed. “You mean General Theodore Roosevelt Junior.”
Frank laughed. “Ah yes, that’s his name.”
“I believe he outranks you sergeant. You might do well to remember his name.”
Frank laughed again. “Is that your Rolls in the parking lot?”
“Heavens no, generals get paid more than sergeants, but not that much more.”
“But you are a Roosevelt.”
“A Roosevelt yes, but not the Roosevelts of Hyde Park like FDR. The Roosevelts are cousins but we’re the
Oyster Bay branch. And..........we are Republicans and not rich.”
“Who belongs to the Rolls?” Angela asked.
“We have a special guest tonight, I’ll introduce you later. Run along now I must greet the people behind you.”
Beryl turned to see a dozen men and women behind them waiting to enter the Mansion.
Beryl took Kate’s arm and led the ‘double-daters’ to the hall where the other guests were gathered. The four
walked slowly, looking up, down and sideways to let their minds capture the images of the interior. As they were
passing the grand staircase of the great hall Frank stopped and stared at the statue that had been placed in a small
alcove.
“Antonio Canova.”
“You know this sculpture?” Angela asked.
“Yes, the Three Graces; Goddesses who represent light, fertility and joy. Canova’s most important works were
the tombs of Pope Clements thirteen and fourteen. That’s how I was first introduced to his works.”
Angela looked at Beryl and Kate.
“Handsome and smart; C’mon let’s get some refreshments.”
They walked into the large hall to see it was already filled with guests. Beryl looked around and immediately saw
Private Love hovering over a young woman in uniform. He appeared to be the only first platooner at the dance.
Private Love looked up at the same time and raised his glass of beer to Beryl. Beryl nodded and felt the tug of Kate’s
hand on his elbow and followed her and Frank to the bar.
“Four beers,” Frank said to the bartender who was really a Red Cross worker.
“Is there anything or anyone you don’t know?” Angela said to Frank.
Everyone laughed.
“Mrs. Roosevelt is quite well known in the military circles.”
“As a General’s wife?” Angela asked.
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“No, she works with the YMCA to establish clubs for service men.”
“Clubs or dating services,” Kate said. “Look at all the girls here. The entire WAF and ATF are here and half the
village girls.”
“What is WAF and ATF?” Beryl asked. Never being embarrassed to ask questions when he didn’t know what the
other person was saying.
“WAF is the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force and ATF are the women soldiers of the Auxiliary Territorial Service.
They’re our women in uniform.”
The Red Cross girl set four beers on the counter. The beers were a light, clear yellow color.
“Aah,” Angela said as she lifted the glass, “the Elixir of Life.”
She took a sip of beer.
“Oooh, cold beer. Do you Yanks keep it cold to numb your taste buds? This is terrible.”
“It’s an acquired taste,” Beryl responded with a laugh.
“Acquired? How can it be an acquired taste when it has no taste?”
“Hello Lieutenant,” the voice from behind Beryl said. Beryl turned to see Private Love with a young girl hanging
on his arm. Beryl introduced everyone.
“Private Love is our platoon talent. He sings, writes songs and we assume he can dance.”
“But can he shoot straight? Kate laughed. “This is a war, not your Hollywood.”
“Everyone calls this a theater, ma’am,” Love quipped.
Kate looked at Angela. “Fast on his feet, he must be a good dancer.”
“If you can find a guitar, I’ll sing you my new love ballad.”
“Is it about love between two people?” Kate asked. “Or is it about how wonderful Private Love is?”
Love laughed.
“Ladies and Gentlemen, can I have your attention please.” Eleanor Roosevelt was on a small stage speaking into
a microphone.
The conversations in the hall quickly ended and Eleanor was able to speak to the quiet crowd.
“We have a special guest with us today. I would like to introduce you to Lady Nancy Astor, the first woman ever
to be elected to the British Parliament. That was in 1919 and she has worked hard ever since to represent her
constituency. When she is not in Parliament, Lady Astor visits the military bases to bring encouragement and words
of thanks to the soldiers who are fighting or preparing for that fateful day. Lady Astor?”
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Lady Astor
The woman entering the stage was dressed as if going to a formal ball. Her dress, jewelry and mink stole were
impressionable on the audience. Her posture was erect, not in the sense of good posture but more in the sense of
importance and all knowing. She would be called a handsome woman, not pretty, but handsome with her fleshy lips,
aquiline nose, high cheek bones and prominent chin.
“Now we know the owner of the Rolls,” Kate whispered to Beryl. He turned and smiled.
“Thank you Eleanor,” Lady Astor said into the Microphone.
“I don’t want to keep you long, so I will be brief. Most of you don’t know me so let me start with a little
background. My family lived in Danville, Virginia when I was born. My father had been a Confederate officer and
after the war we were very poor. My four sisters and I knew terrible poverty. Dad was a tobacco auctioneer but work
was hard to find. When I was eighteen, I met and married a Bostonian and we had one son. Unfortunately the
marriage didn’t last. I traveled to England to recover from the stress of the divorce and found this to be the most
beautiful country; outside of Virginia, of course.”
The crowd obliged with a small laugh.
“It was here I met Waldorf Astor, another American who had come to England and fell in love with the people and
the land. Well, I married Waldorf. Of course I married beneath me, all women do.”
Lady Astor paused to wait for the laughter to die down.
“It just so happened that Waldorf was very rich and of course that made him the handsomest man on the planet. I
would say the entire universe but in these times I am very careful not to offend any deity.”
More laughter.
“Honestly, do you know what I like most about rich people?” Lady Astor paused to let the audience think a
second about the question.
“Their money.”
The audience of soldiers, villagers and WAFs and ATFs laughed more than politely. It took a while for the room
to be silent again.
“As a member of Parliament I must voice my opinions and my opinions are sometimes in support of or contrary to
the opinions of the Prime Minister. I supported Mr. Chamberlain when he believed that Adolph Hitler wanted peace.
At that time we all were living with wishful thinking and wanted to believe that we could continue the peace we had
known for 20 years.”
She paused.
“At the time, Winston Churchill was warning the entire country that Hitler was a scoundrel and not to be trusted.
I’m afraid those of us who wanted peace so badly turned a deaf ear on this great man, but we are now 100% behind
him, just as we are 100% behind you who are working to preserve our way of life and stopping the Nazi tyranny.”
Lady Aster paused and took a sip of her water glass.
“It is well known that Winston and I have had our differences. I’m not telling secrets out of school when I tell you a
couple of stories about our relationship. You may not be aware that I don’t believe in drinking. I don’t drink myself
and I urge moderation for anyone who does drink. Now, Mr. Churchill likes to have his brandy now and then and
sometimes in between.”
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The audience laughed.
“Last year I was having a costume party and Winston asked me for my suggestion on a disguise for him.”
She paused and took another sip.
“I said, Mr. Prime Minister, why don’t you come as sober Prime Minister.”
The audience appreciated this humor and gave her a small applause.
“Mr. Churchill is not to be outdone. Several weeks later he was having a state dinner and Waldorf and I attended.
Well several brandies later, he was appearing a little inebriated so I walked over to him and said, Mr. Prime Minister,
you are drunk.”
“He looked up at me, shook his head slowly, and replied......and you are ugly, but I shall be sober in the morning.”
Beryl, Frank, Kate and Angela joined the rest of the audience in a loud laughter that could be heard throughout
the Mansion.
“I still owe him one. No…..make that two. Last week we had a small dinner party and during the desert course I
looked over to him and told him that if I were married to him, I would poison his coffee. Before the first guest could
laugh at my quip, Winston replied, Nancy, if I were married to you I would drink it.”
Every nook in Tedworth Mansion vibrated with the laughter.
“Seriously, I am here to give you my most heartfelt thanks for the work you are doing: our thanks to the soldiers
protecting this land and the WAFs and ATFs who are on the line with our soldiers. You who are from the village, I
know you are working hard to support the war effort and your loved ones who are fighting on foreign soil. Eleanor,
you and the Red Cross are very appreciated for the work you are doing. I am profoundly convinced that we will
prevail over this tyranny and my conviction is made even stronger each time I look out on a crowd of young people
like you. God bless you all and have a good time tonight. And please drink with moderation. The reason I don’t
drink is because I wish to know when I’m having a good time. Good night.”
The audience laughed and applauded and the record player began playing a slow song.
Kate excused herself and went off in search of Eleanor.
Angela looked at Frank and led him to the dance floor.
Beryl turned to Private Love.
“Where is the rest of the platoon tonight?”
Dennis had his arm around the waist of the young WAF. “They said they were going down to the pub for a few
beers. Would you excuse us Lieutenant?”
“Of course, be ready to sing your song. I think Kate went off to find you a guitar.”
“I’m ready,” Dennis said as he led the young girl to the dance floor.
“Frank,” Angela finally broke the silence. “Did you go directly from the Seminary to the Army?”
“Directly,” Frank answered.
“You’ve never had a girlfriend?”
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“I’ve had many girl friends, but nothing romantic.”
“Have you ever been in love?”
“In love? Yes, many times. But not in the way you’re asking. I have known family love, brotherly love, love of my
neighbors, love of Christ and the Virgin Mary.”
“But never a romantic love?”
“No,”
Angela pulled Frank in closer to her and put her head on his shoulder.
Beryl was standing by the bar talking to a young village girl. She had approached him and started the
conversation by saying she had seen him in the village several times with his men. She had hinted at wanting to
dance but Beryl avoided the hint, preferring to fulfill his escort duties to Kate.
“Well, I found a guitar,” Kate said as she approached Beryl and the young girl.
“Oh, hello Edith,” Kate said to the young girl.
“Hello Kate, are you with Beryl tonight?”
“Yes, he’s my escort. He’s staying with the Biggerstaffs until they find room for him at Tidworth.”
“How’s Sonny doing? Do you hear from him?” Edith’s questions seemed to come out a bit nervously and a bit of
a reminder to Kate that she already had a soul escort.
“He’s fine, doing well.”
“Well, excuse me.” Edith smiled at Beryl and walked to the other side of the hall.
“Can’t leave you alone for a minute,” Kate laughed.
“I’m innocent.”
“Where’s Dennis, I found him a guitar.”
“You see that pride of lionesses over there? I think you’ll find him in the middle.”
Kate walked over to the gathering of young girls and found Dennis in the middle, attempting to entertain all of
them and hold out promises to each.
“Dennis,” she half-shouted.
Dennis looked up but then glanced back down at a young girl who was in the middle of telling him something.
“I found you a guitar and Mrs. Roosevelt will announce you in a minute.”
This got Dennis’ attention and he immediately excused himself from the throng. He gently pushed his way through
the girls and up to Kate.
“She wants me to play?”
“Of course she does. I told her you were the next Bing Crosby.”
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“I can’t live up to that, but I would like to try my new ballad.”
“The guitar is over by the stage. Just let Eleanor know when you’re ready.”
Dennis went over to the stage and picked up the guitar. As he was thumbing each string and tuning the guitar,
Edith walked over to him and started talking. Then Eleanor joined the two and after a moment she went to the small
stage, lifted the needle off the record and walked to the microphone.
“Ladies and Gentlemen, Ladies and Gentlemen.”
The dancers stopped and looked to the stage.
“We have a young man here who is going to entertain us with a love ballad he wrote himself. Private Dennis
Love.”
Dennis walked to the stage and a large group of girls gathered at the front so they could see this young crooner
up close.
“Thank you Eleanor,” Dennis said into the microphone.
“You might call this my unfinished work. It’s a ballad about love; more of a philosophy of love than an actual love
between two people. It’s about letting yourself find love and it is called Lovebeats.”
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Lovebeats
Dennis made a light strum on the guitar.
“Lovebeats”
Lose yourself to love and
Open wide your mind
Enter the realm of loving
Expect and you will find.
Let your heart go wander
And obey your wanting soul;
Yours is not to ponder
Life is found when love is whole.
Value all your Lovebeats,
Open wide your mind.
Value all your Lovebeats.
Expect and you will find.
Love is not a feeling
And one kiss is not the goal
Vintage love is healing
And mellowed to make you whole.
Love can try your senses,
Or take your breath away.
Value all your Lovebeats
Every single day.
Love can leave you angry,
Or make you want to cry.
Value all your Lovebeats,
And enjoy it when you try.
Value all your Lovebeats,
Open wide your mind.
Value all your Lovebeats.
Expect and you will find.
Lower all your fences and
Open wide your mind.
Venture into Lovebeats,
Expect and you will find.
Love can leave you angry,
Or make you want to cry.
Value all your Lovebeats,
And enjoy it when you try.
Lose your fear of feeling,
And open wide your mind.
Vail yourself to healing;
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Expect and you will find.
Love can leave you angry,
Or make you want to cry.
Value all your Lovebeats,
Every Painful try.
Value all your Lovebeats.
Every painful try.
Value all your Lovebeats,
Enjoy it when you try.
Value all your Lovebeats,
Expect and you will find.
The audience was silent for a few seconds, waiting to see if there was more. When they realized Dennis had
finished the song, they all smiled and applauded.
“That was wonderful,” Kate said as she was applauding.
Beryl and Frank were applauding and smiling.
“I think he could be the next Bing Crosby,” Angela said to Frank.
Dennis set the guitar down. He was smiling and his smile showed his appreciation to the audience for their
applause. Eleanor joined him on the stage.
“Thank you Dennis, that was very good. Now if we can turn another record I think a dance is needed to bring us
all out of our love stupor.”
The music started and Eleanor left the stage and approached Beryl.
“May I have this dance?” She asked.
“My pleasure ma’am.”
Beryl felt a little uneasy walking to the dance floor with a General’s wife. His manners had been honed enough to
know he should begin the conversation with a compliment.
“This is very generous work you are doing at the Manor, Mrs. Roosevelt.”
She looked at him and smiled. “Thank you Lieutenant, but please call me Eleanor and may I call you Beryl?”
“Yes, ma’am..............I mean, yes Eleanor.”
The song was a slow Glenn Miller tune and Beryl was feeling comfortable.
“I heard the General had a heart attack recently,” Beryl said, not knowing what other direction to take the
conversation.
“Yes, it was a mild one but he still has his Roosevelt fire in the belly and charges on; as if every task is a San
Juan Hill to be conquered, just like his Dad.”
“And your son Quentin is also over here.”
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“Yes, he’s now in North Africa. Quentin Roosevelt II. We named him after Teddy’s younger brother who was a
fighter pilot in the First World War and killed in action.”
Beryl looked into Eleanor’s eyes that were looking toward the ceiling. He could tell she had temporarily wandered
into her private world of family and concern for her son. Her head and eyes moved quickly back to Beryl’s face when
another part of her mind reminded her of the present.
“I see you’re married,” she said, bringing his hand closer to her in order to glance at his wedding ring.
“Yes, last spring. And now we’re expecting.”
“How wonderful; I’m sure you’ll make a great father.”
“Thank you, but it’s a whole new territory for me. I just hope I don’t stumble too many times.”
“Count on stumbling, everyone does. It’s how you pick yourself up and continue that’s important.”
A young Red Cross girl tapped Eleanor on the shoulder. Eleanor turned with a surprised look. A General’s wife
was not accustomed to being cut-in on during a dance.
“Yes,” Eleanor said. Her voice and face both had a surprised and a small amount of annoyed look.
“A soldier from the Quartermaster’s office is here.”
“Oh, yes, Beryl would you excuse me. I have to go back to work.”
“Of course,” Beryl smiled
Eleanor went off with the Red Cross girl and Beryl returned to Kate at the bar.
“I think we lost Frank and Angela,” Kate said as Beryl approached.
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Evening in England
Frank and Angela were wandering through the Tedworth Mansion looking at all the collections of art and the
mansion’s architecture.
“You seem to know a lot about art and history. Do they teach you that at the Seminary?” Angela asked.
Frank smiled. “Yes and a whole lot more. We get seven years of Latin, History, Science, some Psychology and
then there’s free time to pursue any other study.”
“All this is to prepare you for the Priesthood?”
“Yes.”
“And did you feel prepared when you left?”
“I felt prepared as far as understanding people and the reasons they are who they are today. But understanding
and having the answers to help them are two different things.”
“You didn’t feel you had the answers?”
“In some ways I felt I had the answers, but my heart and mind were at odds over remaining in the seminary.”
“Your heart said stay and your mind said go?”
Frank smiled
“Something like that.”
Kate thought for a moment.
“And when your heart ached because of the evil German war machine, your mind said to join the fight.”
Frank smiled. He wanted to say.....“No, my mind said to join the army and meet a pretty English lass.”
"Something like that."
“Seriously, Frank, why do you suppose the Germans are the way they are? How can people justify invading and
killing their historical neighbors?”
“In one word, I would have to say oppression.” Frank responded cautiously.
“Oppression?”
“Yes, oppression. The human spirit is very resistant to oppression. Whether it’s an oppression of religion,
economic or basic freedoms, the human like the animal, resists oppression. Or put another way, caged. If that means
resorting to tyranny to gain back freedoms, then the individuals in a society will find a leader who will promise them
their freedoms. Oppression will always lead to tyranny. In order to understand the German war machine today, you
have to look at the history that preceded their current tyranny. Following the First World War you had a generation of
young people who grew up with barely enough to eat because the victors of that war insisted upon reparations. They
grew up hungry, knowing that an event they had no control over, the First World War, was somehow the reason their
grain and livestock were being sent to the victors in that war and they had to starve for the sins of their fathers. This
is a case of the collective individuals finding a leader who promises to free them from the oppression of the victors.
In Hitler, they found a strong leader and they had no opposition to his taking over the country and disbanding
democracy. They wanted their pride back and food on the table. The problem with tyranny, whether in an individual
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or a society, is that it tends to grow outside the boundaries of the basic needs that gave birth to it in the first place.
Hitler could have stopped after he took back the Rhine territory and refused any further reparations. His individual
tyranny wouldn’t allow that. His own oppression in his youth and the mental defects that resulted from his childhood
developed his personality into a tyrant with insatiable needs. Once in power, he shaped his society with SS troops,
Gestapo and a military to insure that the collective individuals were fed and had no recourse to his grand plans. By
the time the individual Germans woke up to his tyranny, it was too late. His propaganda machine was working
overtime and his Gestapo was eradicating any opposition. Without the oppression from the First World War, I doubt
if the Germans would have allowed Hitler to take over the government and burn down the Reichstag. But when you
have a choice of food versus voting rights, the basics usually come first.”
*****
Saturday night at the Shipton pub was not the usual weekend crowd. The soldiers hosted in Shipton filled the pub
and changed the normal quiet charm to a small mob of imbibers. The tables and barstools were all occupied and
many patrons had to stand as they enjoyed their spirits and conversation. Gault walked in, looked around and
excused himself through the crowd as he made his way to the table where Ski, Somerfield and Martinez were sitting.
“How do you get a drink around here?”
Ski looked up.
“Work your way to the bar or you’ll wait forever.”
Gault saw Anderson sitting at the end of the bar and walked over.
“Can I nudge in here?”
Anderson looked up and nodded his head.
Tork entered the Pub with a package and spotting Gault and Anderson, maneuvered through the crowd to the end
of the bar.
“What’ve you got there?” Gault asked.
Tork looked down at his package.
“A present for the locals from Lieutenant Edgell,” Tork answered as he pulled two bottles of Scotch from the bag
and put them on the bar.
The barkeep glanced up and seeing the bottles, walked to the end of the bar.
st

“This is a gift from the 1 platoon,” Tork smiled. “Lieutenant Edgell would like you to give it out to the villagers.”
“That’s mighty kind of you Yank and I’m sure they’ll enjoy it.”
Tork and Gault ordered a beer.
“Can I buy you one?” Gault asked Anderson.
“No thanks.”
Pierce walked into the Pub and made his way to the end of the bar, avoiding the table with Somerfield.
“Hey Tork.”
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Tork looked up. Pierce seemed to avoid everyone in the platoon except Tork. Pierce was comfortable with the
farm kid.
“Hi Pierce,” Tork answered. Gault nodded his head to Pierce, acknowledging his arrival.
The barkeep walked over.
“I’d like Ale and two more for that table over there,” Pierce said pointing to the table with Ski, Martinez and
Somerfield.
“There’s three of your fellow squad members at that table,” Gault said.
“I only recognize two,” Pierce answered a little belligerently.
The barkeeps wife set the two beers on the table and Pierce raised his glass.
“Ski, Martinez, enjoy and don’t give any to the Jerry.”
Somerfield stood up and walked to the bar, face to face with Pierce.
“Do you want to settle this outside, here and now?”
“I would love to,” Pierce answered.
*****
Angela took Frank’s arm and started to stroll.
“That sounds almost sympathetic to the Germans,” Angela said. She was trying to follow Frank’s reasoning that
oppression leads to tyranny and the way he applied it to the Germans of their day.
“Not at all,” Frank answered. “I am sympathetic to the hunger and oppression they experienced prior to Hitler. I
can understand their need to find a way to gain back their freedoms, their food and their pride. I can even
understand how a society loses control under a tyrant and how, unchecked, they allow the tyrant to go beyond their
basic needs and commit atrocities that the average individual in that society would never consider. I’m convinced
that the basic German is a good person. Unfortunately the basic German is caught up in this mob mentality and
there is no way for them to speak out or oppose the events. A society must be careful when it loosens the reins on a
leader to gain freedom or fear from unknown threats. A clever leader can do things in the name of the country and
liberty that the individual would never consider doing. He can use the mob mentality of the society to do his bidding. I
don’t absolve the German population for loosening the reins on Hitler, but I understand it.”
“Do you feel right about this war Frank? Angela asked. “It’s almost as if you were saying that the German
individuals aren’t to blame. Does that mean we shouldn’t be killing them?”
“Angela, I’m convinced the only way to stop the tyrant is to wage this war. If we only had the means to rid the
German’s of this crazy man, then a lot of good men on both sides would be saved. But we don’t have that means so
we must wage this war. Having said that, I am also convinced that the victors, and we will be the victors, need to
insure that the conditions imposed on the Germans after World War One are not repeated after we win this war. This
war and the last war need to be strong historical references to later generations on what oppression can lead to in
the individual and in the society. The allies will suffer for oppressing the Germans after World War I. This generation
of Germans will suffer greatly for allowing the tyrant to go unchecked. It’s a lesson for both sides.”
“So you’re saying we should have stopped Hitler earlier.”
“Yes, I guess I am. Your Chamberlain and my Roosevelt should have done everything short of war to stop Hitler
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after he invaded Poland. All one had to do was read ‘Mein Kampf’ to understand Hitler and where he was
headed.”
“Frank, everyone says that now. If only we had heeded Hitler’s message in Mein Kampf.”
“That’s the problem,” Frank said. “People look back on his Wagnerian diatribes and say we should have seen all
this coming. When in fact, all we needed to do was to analyze the first two chapters where he talks about his own
childhood.”
“You can deduce his current behavior from the first two chapters?” Angela contorted her face to the incredulous
look.
“Hitler the individual was a victim himself in his childhood. He was bullied as a young boy and young man. His
parents and the village oppressed his normal ego development and his chance to love himself. He couldn’t erase
these memories so he followed a course that many people follow when feelings of inadequacy overwhelm their ability
to reason. They turn to rationalization and commit acts that provide them with a sense of power over other people.
Hitler found his power, and his ego, in his Arian race. His own personal oppression led to his ability to rationalize
beyond all norms and he fed his ego by subjecting people, races and other countries to his will.”
“Frank, you seem to be blaming society for creating Hitler,” Angela said.
“Society is to blame. Society and parents are to blame for the criminals and the tyrants. If a child is oppressed
through abuse, peer ostracism or neglect, that child will grow up with painful memories. His or her self-esteem will
not have the opportunity to develop and the child will grow up without a healthy feeling of self love. But that child or
adult will, in their own way, find a self-esteem or ego and it is usually based on acts that are outside the boundary of
acceptable village behavior.
An early indicator is how they react to authority. Remember, it was their childhood
authority, the parents and the village that gave them the painful memories so we can expect them to rebel against
authority at an early age. In their early development, they began to feel that authority was cruel or unfair to them and
so all authority became their enemy. You can see how this child and later the adult will rebel against the very norms
of the authority. Their rebellion becomes their ego, their self-esteem. And every time they can demonstrate to the
village their difference, or their rejection of the village norm, they are feeding their ego and their self-esteem.”
“But Frank,” Angela interrupted. “It’s important that we have some rebellion to our authority and the norms of the
village. That is how we progress as a society. When we find new ways of social living or governing, we have to
rebel against the old village ways, like absolute monarchy or feudalism. We have to rebel against our parents and
some of their norms. Otherwise there would be no social progress.”
“I agree. It’s important that we rebel. As long as our rebellion leads to everyone having the opportunity to
develop with a healthy self-esteem, then the rebellion is progress. If our rebellion leads to any kind of repression
over another’s ability to develop a healthy self-love, then we can no longer say the rebellion is progress. If Hitler had
stopped after he took back the Rhineland and ceased the reparations, then we could say that it was a healthy
rebellion. He was giving the German people back their food and their self-esteem. But he went beyond the healthy
rebellion.
“How do we stop the tyrant from developing?” Angela asked. “We know there are parents today who are abusing
their children, peers who are degrading and insulting others in the village who may not be as smart or as handsome
or as well dressed. It goes on all the time.”
*****
Pierce and Somerfield started walking to the door of the Pub. Ski, Kendall, Tork and Gault followed them.
Anderson raised his glass for a refill.
Outside the Pub Tork moved between Pierce and Somerfield.
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“C’mon guys,” he pleaded as Pierce reached behind Tork and grabbed Somerfield’s jacket.
Somerfield took a swing at Pierce and clipped Tork on the back of the head. Tork grabbed each man’s shirt and
tried to hold them apart. Pierce tried to return the punch and hit Tork on the shoulder. Tork had had enough. He
yanked both men to the ground and they landed hard. He put his knee in Pierce’s back and grabbed Somerfield
around the neck.
“Cut it out!
“This is none of your business Tork, stay out of it,” Somerfield yelled.
“Remember the unit lessons? We fight as a team, not against each other,” Tork said.
Pierce slipped out from under Tork’s knee and stood looking at Tork and Somerfield on the ground.
Anderson walked out the door of the Pub to see Tork and Somerfield on the ground.
Pierce walked over and tried to kick Somerfield but hit Tork in the back.
Anderson jumped on Pierce who was several inches taller and threw him to the ground. The fierce punching by
Anderson brought cries from Pierce to quit.
Anderson, Tork and Somerfield all stood as Pierce was nursing his bloody nose.
“What did you do that for?” Pierce yelled at Anderson.
Tork was rubbing his back where Pierce had kicked him.
“Get out of here before I finish it,” Anderson said and walked back into the bar.
Pierce looked around and seeing no support, started walking down the village road.
“What’s wrong with you two?” Tork asked Somerfield.
Somerfield looked at Tork. He was angry with Tork for interfering and yet he knew this Iowa farm kid had done it
in friendship.
*****
Frank thought for a moment.
“Yes it does. And the village has to be very careful not to oppress or take away the freedoms of those who are at
fault, the bad parents or the peers. The village can be alert to developments. The village can seek out those who
are beginning to rebel with unhealthy conduct. By the time the village recognizes the problem, the painful memories
and the hate for authority have already been seeded in the child’s mind. It’s important for the village to act before
this develops into the child’s ego base. We can’t take the child away from the parent. But as a village we can offer
opportunities outside the home for the child to develop. My big regret at leaving the seminary was not having the
opportunity to work with children who are troubled. I believe the church is the ideal sanctuary for children who have
been abused by parents or peers. Remember, in order to start the child down a different path in their feelings on
authority or themselves, you must begin by teaching the child how to rebel against those poor influences. You need
to teach them that the authority in their lives that abused them was wrong and they should reject the behavior of that
authority. This can’t be accomplished with a frontal attack on their parents or peers. It can be accomplished by
teaching them and showing them that there is an ultimate authority, God and the church, who loves them and would
never harm them physically or mentally. As they learn this lesson, they will themselves come to realize that their
childhood authority was wrong and they will gradually rebel against the oppression at home and in the village. The
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church will replace their abusive authority and their love of God will provide them a standard on which to base their
behavior. Teaching them about Christ and the lessons in the Gospels will give them a foundation of conduct and a
standard on how they should develop and treat their fellow man. How they need to befriend the less fortunate, not
oppress them. How they should act against bad authority.
“You seem very absolute in your belief that the church can help the individual, and thus a society.”
“I believe it to my core. And the most important service of the Catholic Church that will help the individual is the
confessional. The act of confession is important for individuals to unload the pain they’re carrying. Remember,
oppression leads to tyranny. This goes for the individual and their own painful thoughts. The human mind has a built
in defense mechanism. We tend to repress painful thoughts and memories. But repressing them only stops the pain,
it doesn’t stop the influence they have on our behavior. The confessional allows us to unload. Gives us a chance to
start over and not let the pain build up inside of us. It’s a small step in changing the way a person feels about
themself and gives the priest the opportunity to start them on a new path to self-love. It reveals to the Priest the
problems in the village and in the individuals.”
“But if the individual is repressing the pain and the memories,” Angela said, “these certainly wouldn’t be revealed
in the confessional.”
“Not the memories, but the resulting behavior. Most of the work of a Priest is outside the confessional. The
confessional only reveals the behavior. The Priest then counsels the parishioner outside the confessional.”
“You know, Frank, we’re not all Catholics. There is good in all religions and their ministers do good work in the
community.”
“I believe that also. Any religion based on the healthy development of man and this planet is a good religion.”
Angela looked at Frank. She knew she was in the company of a very complex man but also a man with insights
and the ability to see the world in both spiritual and temporal terms. She wondered why a man who had spent so
th
much of his life within the church would now be a sergeant in the 29 Division. Certainly he was trained for some
higher purpose than as a rifle platoon sergeant. A number of questions were crossing her mind and she wanted to
spend more time with this almost-Priest turned sergeant.
“And how would you define Frank Dietz?” Angela asked; taking a step closer to him.
“A Roman Catholic to the core,” Frank answered with a smile.
“With all the revelations and miracles?”
“Yes, with all the revelations and miracles. The Catholic Church is my spiritual family, unshakeable.
faith is Angela Brown?”

And what

“Angela Brown is a superstitious, totem loving, God fearing believer in miracles who is full of uncertainty and
angst and believes her Protestant religion is the true religion.”
Frank laughed with Angela.
"But Frank, seriously," Angela said looking directly into his eyes.
"Half the population don't go to church or have a religious belief. If you try to kidnap their children and pull them
into a religious circle, you may cause an even stronger rebellion: you know........villagers with torches and pitchforks."
Frank let out a mild chuckle.
"Angela........you have touched on one major ingredient to the rearing of a child.........and that is education. Teach
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children how to think..........how to look at the world objectively and apply the philosophy of logic to all situations.
How to discern right from wrong. And yes, teach them some psychology so they understand what an ego is and how
it develops and how they should reject those constructs that inhibit their healthy development. I'll admit, the Catholic
church is not the total answer. The complete answer is all the forces that make up our positive social progress:
church, education, the local constable, the charities working for positive change, some of the government groups and
volunteers and of course institutions like the boy and girl scouts. We all need to be on the alert and do what we can."
Angela smiled in agreement.
“Shall we join the others?” Frank asked.
“Yes,” I’ll need to go home soon; early trip to London in the morning. You need to join me there when you get a
chance. There’s a lot I want to show you.”
Frank and Angela returned to the hall. Beryl and Kate were on the dance floor and Private Love was talking to
Eleanor. As they walked over to Private Love, Angela stopped and turned to Frank.
“You know Frank, you’re more fun when you’re trying to meet a pretty English lass.”
Frank smiled, with a little amount of bewilderment. 'Had she read my thoughts before?'
“Sergeant,” Eleanor motioned to Frank. “I was just talking to Private Love about our Christmas Party. We’re
planning a Christmas party for the children in Shipton, Andover and Oxford, and Private Love has offered to help with
the entertainment and a few of his songs. Do you think he’ll be able to get off duty for the occasion?”
“I’m sure we can arrange it. I’ll talk to Lieutenant Edgell.”
“If you’ll excuse me,” Dennis said to the group. “I promised a dance to that young lady.” Dennis smiled, pointing
a young WAF.
Beryl and Kate were dancing a slow dance. Both seemed to be involved with their own private thoughts and the
slow music was an inducement for their dreamy moods. This was not the partner they would have chosen for this
dance, their desired partners being in another part of the world and out of reach. The comfort of being in someone’s
arms and the atmosphere of the Mansion made them both feel closer to their lovers in the distance. They felt no guilt
being with another partner. As if the thoughts and longing for their life chosen mates would cloud over any guilt of
being with a stranger on the dance floor. Kate was the first to break the silence.
“Beryl........Lieutenant Edgell.......are you in there?”
Beryl started as if he were being awakened from a deep sleep. He often found himself planning for the future with
his new son or daughter. When he had these dreamy moments he would think of the all the activities and tasks he
would teach him or her. He decided early it didn't matter what gender they were, he would be teaching the same
thing: how to swim, riding a bike, paddling a canoe, fishing, riding a horse, how to drive a car, how to
hunt.................boy or girl, made no difference.
“Oh.....yes,” he smiled.
“Did you enjoy your trip to Goodland?” Kate asked.
“Goodland?” At first Beryl was confused by her question.
“Goodland, weren’t you just now in Goodland?”
“Yes, I guess I was. This music is bringing back some good memories. I’m afraid my mind took a little trip.”
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Kate laughed. She knew she was also guilty of taking a mental trip. Her journey had been to North Africa to be
with Sonny.
“I’m sure she is worried about you and thinks of you constantly,” Kate said. Knowing those were her thoughts
about Sonny and how difficult it was to keep her mind on the present. She would often lose several minutes of her
waking time thinking about Sonny and have to force herself to pay attention to the present. When she tried to
recapture those lost minutes of what she was doing it was as if the brief events had been erased. This happened at
the shop where she worked and during her walks home. She would awake to the present and not be able to
remember the last few minutes of her life. At the shop she would be arranging the merchandise on the shelves or
dusting and she would only awake when a customer entered. This would bring her back to the present but she was
unable to remember the arranging or the dusting. It would also happen when she walked home from work. Her
thoughts of Sonny would be so strong that she would walk the distance and only awake to the present when she had
to reach for the door knob of the family home.
“It does get lonely, doesn’t it?” Kate said as the song on the record player was ending.
“Lonely in a yearning sort of way,” Beryl answered.
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Gas Training
The late November weather in southern England was a wet coldness. It was the type of chill that seemed to
penetrate even the thickest of clothing. The remainder of the First Division had received their orders for North Africa,
th
making space for the members of the 29 Division in Shipton and Andover. Beryl’s platoon reluctantly packed their
barracks bags and climbed onto the 6 X 6s for the journey to their more permanent home, Tidworth Barracks.
Anderson was looking forward to the move. The rest of the Platoon was reluctant, enjoying the pampering and the
easy life at the host houses but agreed that the 4:30 am marches from Shipton to Tidworth would not be missed.
The trucks pulled up to the barracks compound for the enlisted men. It was noon and there was still a half day of
training. Tidworth was already an active ‘city’ with platoons marching or running to their daily training exercises.
Most of them were in full packs making their daily 25 mile hike through the English countryside. The supplies were
still not adequate for the troops to train on the rifle ranges or the assault fields.
“Get settled in and form outside in thirty minutes,” Frank yelled at the men as the trucks stopped in front of the
barracks for the First Platoon.
“All you need are your gas masks today.”
There was a general groan from the men. They had twice been put through the gas mask training in Florida and
Camp Kilmer.
“How many times do we have to practice getting gassed?” Private Bell asked to the general audience, not
expecting an answer.
“Until they kill us,” Kuzinski answered with his usual laugh at his own sense of humor.
“You’re funny Ski,” Bell said as he was entering the barracks with the rest of the Platoon.
The soldiers were hurrying to unpack their barracks bags and neatly arrange their belongings in the footlockers.
Every item had its correct place according to the Army manual. The shoe polish, rolled socks, kit for toilet articles,
underwear, all had to be in the exact location in the footlocker and the men knew that an inspection would be soon.
It was always soon.
“What’s in these beds, anyway?” Tork said in a loud voice so everyone could hear.
Several of the men stopped loading their footlockers to feel the mattress of their cot.
“It’s straw,” Davison answered, “must be a shortage of goose down in England.”
“Hey Tork, that’s in case you get hungry in the middle of the night,” Kuzinski laughed.
“If anyone needs their boots shined tonight, let me know,” Forsythe announced to the soldiers. The six weeks in
Shipton had reduced his ‘odd job’ earnings and this month he would have little to send to his wife in Pittsburgh.
“Hey Forsythe, have you heard from your new wife lately?” Bell asked. Everyone knew he wasn’t interested in
Forsythe’s letters from home and there was a silence in the barracks that followed this question.
Forsythe ignored the question and resumed the task of arranging his footlocker.
Anderson walked over to Bell and said in a low voice.
“Bell, if you don’t get off Forsythe’s back about his wife, you’ll have to deal with me.”
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Bell looked down at Anderson who was a good six inches shorter.
“I see all that time in the Church didn’t soften you up much, did it?” Bell moved his face closer to Anderson when
he spoke which was his way of challenging Anderson. He had noticed some changes in Anderson during the six
weeks living in Shipton but this confrontation reminded him of the old Anderson; the silent, usually belligerent
Anderson.
“My time in the Church hardened me to jerks like you. Get off Forsythe’s back.”
Frank stepped into the barracks.
“Let’s go men, fall out.”
Everyone hurried to finish unpacking. The one’s who had been slower just threw their remaining articles into the
footlocker.
The march to the gas training was over a mile. The small wooden buildings for the gas training had been situated
on the northern end of Salisbury plain. The British had carefully planned the location so the wind would carry the gas
into the northern woods and not into the main area of Tidworth. The plan had been completely studied by the British
military architects. They didn’t want the training gas to be carried by a wind down to the Headquarters or support
buildings. Careful study of the normal wind patterns and proximity to the rest of the Army post had occupied the
planners for several weeks. After much studying in the British fashion, they chose the site by the north woods. Their
planning had been supported by the daily wind charts and interviews with the locals to determine local weather
patterns. They knew that a single incident of gassing the officers in their headquarters would bring on a British
inquiry where they would have to answer for their choice of location.
The platoon stood in formation in front of an old wooden building. The building was small, about 20 feet by 20 feet
square and there were no windows. A single door in the corner of the building was the entry and exit point.
“Men,” Frank yelled.
Frank was standing next to a sergeant who held a gas mask and a tear gas canister in his hands.
“This is sergeant Baxter,” Frank yelled. “He’ll be taking you through the gas training so pay attention.”
“Men,” Baxter yelled. “This is the tear gas training site. Behind me is my little cottage of pain. I am the master in
this cottage and you will follow my instructions precisely. Anyone not following the orders of the master of this
cottage will be invited back this afternoon for another training session. You will enter this building in a single file.
When you walk through the door, you will turn right and proceed along the wall. The first man through the door will
continue along the walls until he has returned to the door. You will stand against the walls, facing the middle of the
building. Once inside you will follow my instructions closely. First, I will tell you to put on your gas masks. Make
sure they are secure on your face. Next, I will pull the pin on this canister and let the room fill with tear gas. When I
tell you to remove your gas masks, you will do so immediately. No one is to move from his location until told to do
so. When I tell you to exit, the man nearest the door will lead the rest of you outside. I want no one rushing to the
exit. You will proceed in a single file along the walls until you are outside. No running, no pushing.”
“Any questions?”
No questions were asked. The men were dreading this part of their training and every soldier briefly relived the
chamber experience in Fort Blandon. Of all the training they had been through and would go through, the ‘gas
chamber’ was the most hated.
“Squad leader,” Baxter shouted and pointed at Anderson. “Lead your men into the building.”
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Anderson led his squad through the door, turned right and proceeded along the wall. Corporal Davison followed
rd
nd
with the 3 Squad and Gualt followed him with the 2 Squad. Anderson stopped when he had followed the four
walls around the building and was standing next to the door. The last soldier through the door was Kuzinski.
“Lucky Ski they call me,” Kuzinski said as Sergeant Baxter entered the room and closed the door. “I’m next to the
door and the first one out.”
“Men, put on your gas masks,” Baxter shouted.
The soldiers pulled their masks to their faces and tightened the straps in the back. Many of them were still
adjusting their masks when Baxter shouted through his own gas mask.
“You will hold your positions until I open the door and instruct you to walk single file out of the building. When I
tell you to exit, the man next to the door will lead you out single file.”
He pointed to Anderson.
Everyone could hear Kuzinski’s loud moan through his gas mask. He was the last man in and stood next to the
door. But if Anderson was to lead the men out that meant Kuzinski would be the last man out. Kuzinski would have
to walk along the four walls before he would be outside in the fresh air.
Baxter pulled the pin on the canister and the tear gas gushed out, filling the small building.
“Hold your positions men,” Baxter shouted in a muffled tone.
The gray smoke began to fill the small building.
“Remove your masks,” he shouted.
Everyone slowly removed their masks after taking a deep breath so they could hold it as long as they could before
breathing in the noxious fumes.
Baxter slowly walked to the door, turned to make sure everyone had removed their mask, and opened the door.
He stood at the door entrance for what seemed like an eternity. He then walked back to the center of the room and
pointed to Anderson.
“Lead your men out, Corporal.”
Anderson stepped toward the center of the room and gave a shove to Torkildson who had entered the building
right behind him. Torkildson rushed outside. Anderson stood in the building and gave each man a little shove as
they passed him. By now the men of the first and third squads were coughing and blinded by the gas and tears in
their eyes. Kuzinski and the rest of the second squad who were the last to walk the four walls to the door were bent
over and pushing the man in front of them. Anderson held his position near the last wall and waited until the entire
platoon neared the exit. He looked back to see Kuzinski fall to the floor and vomit. Baxter was still standing in the
middle of the room with his gas mask on and looking bored with the exercise. He glanced at Kuzinski and then
turned his attention back to the door to make sure no one was running. Anderson rushed to Kuzinski and grabbed
his arm. Everyone was out of the building by now and Anderson lifted Ski and half dragged him to the door. Ski was
coughing and vomiting and tears flooded down his cheeks as Anderson half carried him to the door. Outside the
building was a scene of misery. The men were on their hands and knees coughing and vomiting. Canteens were
being opened and the men were pouring fresh water over their faces to wash away the gas from their eyes. Anyone
experiencing tear gas could not imagine anything more stinging miserable than tear gas in the eyes: more miserable
than if someone poured jalapeno juice into your eyes and membranes. Baxter walked calmly out of the building and
closed the door.
“Congratulations men, you survived my little cottage of pain,” he said as he removed his mask. “They’re all yours
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Sergeant Dietz.”
Frank was in agreement with the men. He hated this part of the training. A 25 mile hike was hours of strenuous
walking, but the few minutes in the ‘gas chamber’ was a brief torture that any man would gladly exchange for any
th
other training. No one knew or could have anticipated that in the coming months the 29 Division would undergo
training that would almost equal the torture of the gas training but last for hours.
Frank watched as his men slowly recovered from the gas training. Kuzinski was lying on the ground vomiting
what remained in his stomach. Anderson was bent over him taking turns pouring water on Kuzinski’s face and eyes
and his own. Tork was crying, both from the tear gas effect and his own pain. The men who weren’t vomiting were
on their knees coughing and splashing water from their canteens.
Frank walked over to Kuzinski and Anderson.
“How is he?”
Anderson looked up. His face was covered with water and tears.
“He’s ok.”
“Well done in there,” Frank said in a low voice.
Anderson didn’t answer. His chest swelled. Not from the need to cough and clean out the gas fumes, but from
the comment by the man he most respected. Since the meeting at the Church with Frank, Anderson had spent many
hours remembering the conversation and trying to understand his own feelings. The more he contemplated his own
situation and feelings, the more he grew to admire the almost-priest sergeant who had shown a concern for this New
York orphan. These were the first words of respect from Frank since the Church meeting and Anderson could not
understand the feeling he was having in front of the cottage of pain. His tears from the gas began to mix with the
tears of his own pride.
“Thank you, sergeant,” Anderson answered in a voice that was choked with the gas and the emotions of the
moment. Anderson poured more water on Kuzinski and then himself. He knew that his tears weren’t exclusively gas
tears and was ashamed that he would be crying openly among his squad members.
Frank handed Anderson his own canteen and watched as Anderson poured the water over Kuzinski’s face to
wash away the vomit and tears. Frank knew he was watching a changed person. The seminary student inside him
felt an emotion he had experienced many times after helping another human with a burden. Frank had helped
Anderson with his emotional burden and Anderson had just demonstrated that his bond with his fellow man had
changed from one of selfishness to concern. Anderson could have been the first one out of the gas building but he
chose to remain inside and make sure the men made it out safely. Frank stood and looked around at the first platoon
writhing and vomiting.
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Esther’s Third Letter
November 28, 1942
My Dearest Beryl,
I love you, I miss you, I love you, I miss you, I love you.
I know it must be difficult for you to be away from your family and loved ones. Everyone here misses you so
much. I do hope you find comfort in knowing that we all love you so very much and pray for your safety every day.
We all gathered at your Mom’s house for Thanksgiving. It was a happy/sad Thanksgiving because you weren’t
there. It wasn’t the same as last year when we were all so happy and comfortable and there was little talk of the war.
Now it seems that’s all we talk about. Your Mom refuses to discuss the war, even though I know she reads the
newspaper daily and devours every bit of news about the war. Your Dad, Bud, Forest and Bill spent most of the
afternoon on the front porch talking about all the happenings in the war against Japan and North Africa. Sylvia has
put a ban on discussing the war in her house so the family can have a bit of normalcy. I think she wants the children
to hear as little about the war as possible. It consumes the adults and she doesn’t want Lynn, Steve or Nellie Jane to
start having nightmares about a war that they can’t understand and will not harm them.
We sat down for dinner about 4pm and since the men seemed to be talked out, we talked about what everyone
was doing. Harold did most of the talking about how he hated the cattle ranch, the hard work, and his fellow
'cowboys.' Helen was here with Nellie Jane and Bill. They drove over from Loveland yesterday. Nellie Jane and
Lynn will be four years old next year. Don’t forget Lynn’s Birthday, July 13. He adores you so much and a letter from
you would be his greatest gift. He looks a lot like Harold but I think he takes after you. He asked me why you weren’t
at the dinner. I wanted to tell him the truth, that you were in a foreign country getting ready to fight an evil man.
Sylvia answered him first and said you were working hard in another country and couldn’t come home for
Thanksgiving. He pointed out that Dad, Bill and Harold could come home, why not Uncle Beryl. We didn’t know what
to say. Your mom went into the kitchen, I think to cry. Lucille put Lynn on her lap and told him that being a man
meant there were some things a young boy and men must do. A young boy must eat his vegetables and go to
church. A man must work to bring home the vegetables and sometimes he must work longer and misses dinner.
Just like his Dad sometimes misses dinner because he has to work longer. Uncle Beryl is working hard and he
couldn’t be home for Thanksgiving. Lynn seemed to understand this but his pouty face showed he still wasn’t
completely happy with the situation.
It seems the war news is all everyone talks about. It really has brought everyone together here and in Norton.
Before all this, Norton and Goodland were just small towns with small town gossip. The Protestants talked about the
Catholics, the Catholics looked down on the Protestants, the farmers complain about the implement dealers, the
implement dealers about the farmers, the hair dressers talked about everyone and when you ran out of steam, you
could discuss crops, weather, crops and more weather. Now we talk about the war and the men who are not here.
Every week the letters arrive from the soldiers and any news soars through town like a flock of Robins, landing on
every family’s doorstep. Of course, the intimate talk in the letters is never discussed. It really hits us hard when the
news is bad. I don’t think you know the Gilbert family and their son Charles. Last week they got news that his ship
was sank and there were no survivors. I think everyone in town cried at one time or another. Mrs. Gilbert came into
the library and sat for the longest time looking at the Atlas. As if looking at the blue ocean on the Atlas would help
her understand why her son died and allow her to accept it. I went over to offer my sympathy but the words weren’t
there so we just cried together. It seems if when I am not crying because you are away, I am crying for our little
town.
Enough of the war talk. Your son (or daughter) is doing fine. I have gained a few pounds and the tummy is
starting to look like a classic Botticelli belly. No bouts of morning sickness and I am feeling very good. I think my
system likes having a baby inside so when you get home we can have as many as you want. The doctor said the
baby would arrive in April and I do pray that you can be home.
Do take care of yourself my love. I pray for you every day and think about you all the time. I am comforted
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knowing how strong you are and the wisdom of your young age that will keep you safe. When I pray for you I feel
something answering me that says you are being watched over by God and he loves you very much and He will keep
you safe.
By for now my Love,
Esther
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Beryl’s Second Letter
December 8, 1942
Esther, I love you.
I received your November letter and it gave me a good excuse to cry. Not that I need an excuse but the tears are
warmer when they flow from love and longing. I think about you all the time. I really missed everyone over the
holidays and longed to be back in Goodland with the family. Did Mom make her special cranberry salad? Mom
writes often but she doesn’t say much about Dad’s health. How is he holding up?
I am doing well and we are all safe here. My platoon is a great bunch of guys and I am blessed with a platoon
sergeant who does an excellent job of keeping me out of trouble. You would like Frank. He is an ex-seminarian and
knows a lot about human nature. He joined the Army right before his final vows. Frank could be an officer or any
other position in this Army. He speaks Latin and German (parents are Minnesota Germans) and is the most
intelligent person I have known. I watch him work with the men and know that I could never get the results he has
had in these few short months we have been together. You would like him. Feel secure that I am surrounded by
good men and we will keep each other safe.
When we first arrived here, the Army post was full so they put us with families in a small village near the post.
The family I stayed with had a son who was fighting with the British in North Africa. I think they were happy to have
me around. The wife treated me like her son and we both enjoyed the company. I can tell she is worried all the time
and when the postman arrives she runs with fearful anticipation to see what he has left. She knows in her heart that
the British Military would never send bad news through the mail but she still freezes when she sees the mailman
coming.
Last week we moved from the village to the Army Base. In a way I feel more comfortable here, more like an
officer who belongs instead of a houseguest. The training has been increased so we are working longer days and it
helps the men keep their minds off home. The village we stayed in is called Shipton Bellinger and we can go back
there on the weekends. It helps the local economy. They may not love Americans but they sure like our money.
Seriously, for the most part, I feel welcome here and they are sincere in their friendship.
Last Friday we attended a gathering at a local Mansion. Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt Junior was the hostess. She
and the American Red Cross have taken over the Mansion to give the American troops a home away from home.
She is quite the lady; very stately and very friendly. She invited Lady Nancy Astor to the gathering. Lady Astor gave
a small speech to the group and entertained us with her stories about her and Churchill. Here’s one. Lady Astor
said to Churchill, if I were married to you I would put poison in your coffee. Churchill replied, Honorable Lady Astor, If
I were married to you I would drink it. Bob Hope will be here in a few weeks and perform for the soldiers at a local
theater. I am hoping to get the time to see his show.
England would be a paradise if you were here. We could see all the castles, visit London, walk the beaches and
stop in the little village Pubs when we got tired. I promise to bring you here after this is all over and we can enjoy
another honeymoon with the tyke in tow.
I’m not sure if it is possible but I am starting to work on getting a leave in April when the baby is due. I will let you
know how it goes.
I love you and miss you,
Beryl
Beryl folded the letter and put it into the envelope. He was a verbal person and writing letters was very difficult for
him. Even though he understood his feelings, he was not always able to put them on paper unless he was in the
mood. As he sealed the envelope he felt a small guilt pang in the back of his head. The word ‘gathering’ kept
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repeating in his mind.
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Monastery Escape
The sound of the battle for St. Lo was faint, yet it could be heard in the distance. Guns from both sides were
firing rapid volleys. The sun had gone down and the battle continued.
“Have you noticed anything unpleasant about the battle sounds?” Frank asked.
“Yes,” Beryl replied somberly. “They aren’t getting any closer. Days and nights of fighting and we aren’t making
any headway.”
“Looks like that’s where the Germans are making their stand.”
Other sounds, closer to the Monastery, directed their attention to the other side of the wall. Germans were
shouting and the noise of trucks echoed off the stone encampment.
The large wooden door opened and a German rushed in, shouting for the prisoners to stand and make a line for
the door. As they slowly stood, the officer began shouting for them to hurry. A Sergeant entered the room with a
large German Shepherd on a leash and walked to the end of the hall where he began shouting at the prisoners. His
shouting prompted the dog to begin straining at his leash and barking. Frank was walking slowly behind Beryl in the
long line of soldiers. When they reached the outside of the main hall, Frank poked Beryl in the back.
“More prisoners.”
Several Germans were herding a group of American soldiers from the trucks to the gathering prisoners outside
the building.
“Looks like a platoon, at least,” Beryl whispered.
“There goes their count.”
Frank looked quickly around. A Monastery was a large compound with many buildings, a small city to serve the
needs of the monastic order. And like a small city it required kitchens, bake houses, a brewery, library, chapel,
dormitories, infirmary, doctor’s house, sheds for storing grain and livestock, guest houses for visiting dignitaries and
the poor, workshops, and a garden shed for tools to tend the garden.
The column of men exited the large nave and turned right in the direction of the Monastery gate, two large
wooden doors leading to the Monastery court yard. The new prisoners were joining the line of soldiers walking to the
courtyard where the German guards would put them in formation for a new count. The German soldiers escorting
the new prisoners were shouting and shoving their charges. The German guards were shouting at the line to hurry
and the barking German Shepherd added to the commotion and confusion. Another right turn and they passed an
old wooden shed with its door ajar from a broken top hinge. The small shed was barely visible in the shadows of the
taller structures.
“Let’s go!” Frank whispered as he grabbed Beryl’s sleeve and pulled him around a corner and to the small shed.
Before he realized it, Beryl found himself inside the shed squatting next to Frank.
“What now?”
“It’ll be real quiet once the prisoners are in formation. We need to wait.”
Frank and Beryl sat on the dirt floor. It was black inside the small shed and they waited. They couldn’t talk so
each man pondered their next move. Frank was trying to understand the layout of the Monastery from his history
lessons. He knew there were many buildings and easy places to hide. He also knew there were many small doors
leading to the outside as well as the large main gate.
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“We have to leave tonight,” Frank whispered. “When they start the engines on those trucks, let’s get out of here.
We’ll leave by the same door where they brought in the new prisoners.”
Frank leaned against the wooden wall of the shed and closed his eyes. He wanted to think about home and
wonder if he would be able to settle in a small Minnesota town when the war was over. He wanted to think about a lot
of things besides this war and his mind wouldn’t allow it. The adrenalin passing through his system wouldn’t allow
such calming thoughts.
“We need some rifles,” Beryl whispered.
Beryl couldn’t see Frank smiling.
“Let’s get back to our unit before starting another fight.”
The commotion in the Monastery dwindled to silence and was suddenly interrupted by the sound of the truck
engines starting and gears grinding.
“C’mon, let’s move,” Frank whispered. “We need to be out of here before they bring that dog back inside.”
Both men stood and Frank led the way through the broken door. The outlines of the buildings were more visible
as each man’s eyes were well adjusted to the dark. They stayed close to the walls for concealment as they slowly
crept toward the outer door. Rounding the last structure before the door to the outside, Frank stopped suddenly. A
sentry was standing next to the door casually, as if he was guarding a door for no reason. Both men froze where
they were standing and hoped the sentry couldn’t hear their throbbing hearts.
The sound of truck engines helped them breathe normal. Frank looked at Beryl and put his finger to his lips for
silence. He leaned closer to Beryl’s ear.
“Stay here,” he whispered.
Frank then turned and started walking casually to the sentry. As he got near he said in a normal voice.
“Haben Sie eine Zigarette?”
The soldier, without thinking, began to fumble in his top shirt pocket. Before he found the pack he was looking
for, Frank’s hand chopped at his throat, smashing his Adam’s apple. The soldier dropped his rifle and grabbed his
throat with both hands. He wanted to yell but couldn’t. Frank picked up the rifle and smashed the soldier
unconscious. Beryl was at Frank’s side.
“We can’t leave him here,” Beryl said.
“Grab the rifle,” Frank answered as he leaned over and lifted the German soldier.
With Frank in the lead carrying the unconscious soldier, both men walked rapidly through the door.
They knew from the battle for St. Lo which way was north. Any direction would lead them to Germans. They
th
walked north away from the battle sounds and St. Lo, hoping to find a way to the American line and the 29 Division.
Frank with the dead German and Beryl with the rifle quickly found their way to the countryside and off the main road
to St. Lo.
Frank led the way to a clump of trees and flung the dead German off his shoulder.
“I need to rest.”
“Do we need to bury him?”
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Frank was breathing hard from carrying the dead German for over three miles.
“I don’t think so,” he answered.
Beryl searched through the soldier’s arsenal and found shells for the K98, two grenades and the bayonet for the
rifle. It was only a few minutes when Frank stood.
“Ok, let’s go.”
They walked west, keeping the fires from St. Lo in sight and staying in the bocage. Beryl carried the rifle
and shells and Frank the grenades. It was nearing morning and the rising sun was lighting the land and casting
shadows.
“We need to find a place to hide for the day,” Beryl said.
“I was thinking the same thing.”
“Let’s keep going, we can’t stop in these fields.”
Beryl and Frank kept walking, careful at each field they entered. The more the sun rose in the East, the more
their fears rose. They walked into the next field and saw a small farm house with sheds and a large barn.
“Finally,” Beryl said.
They walked to the barn, convinced that the occupants of the farm house would welcome and conceal them.
Frank entered the barn first and looked around at the stalls and loft. It could have been a barn in New Ulm or any
rural area in America.
“Let’s try the loft,” Beryl said first. “The way I snore we need to be well concealed.”
Beryl climbed the ladder first. Although he hadn’t slept for 20 hours, his legs made no complaint knowing that rest
was a few short yards away. He went to the right of the loft, pointing for Frank to go to the far other side. Both men
settled into the hay and made themselves comfortable.
“Good night Frank.”
“Good night Beryl.”
Beryl lay back, not believing that he was free and about to feel the wonderful sense of sleep. He thought about
his wife and family and the love he felt for them. His mind went dark as fatigue took control.
Frank couldn’t sleep. His thoughts were on his life’s choice and leaving the priesthood. He knew there was no
path back to his old life or the future that was planned for him when he turned 16 years old. The priest mentor who
had known him and was deeply saddened with his choice was no doubt praying for his safety and the safety of his
soul; the soul who had broken more than one of the Ten Commandments and couldn’t return.
Beryl was the first to awake at the sounds on the hay loft wooden steps. He raised his head to peer over the hay
mound he had gathered around his body. He lay as still as he could.
The German soldier reached the top and instantly saw Frank’s knee sticking out of the hay. He ran to the left of
the loft and stood over Frank, pointing his K98 at the sleeping body.
Frank raised his head and saw the German soldiers pointing his rifle at him. He instantly held his hands in the air
and asked them not to shoot.
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“Nicht schiessen, bitte.”
“Raus,” the soldier commanded.
Frank stood slowly, trying to waken his senses. Where’s Beryl, he thought. Do they know he’s here? Don’t try to
be a hero, save yourself.
At that moment, a shot was fired from the K98 and the German soldier fell.
Beryl jumped from his hay concealment and ran to Frank.
“Let’s get out of here,” he shouted and ran to the ladder.
When he reached the first rung of the ladder a PK98 shot fired and Beryl fell to the barn floor.
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Soldiers Visit Shipton
“I’m starving,” Tork said to no one as he walked from the shower to the row of straw beds in the barracks.
The barracks were dimly lit and the soldiers of the First Platoon were showering and getting cleaned up after a
long day on Salisbury Plain. The mess hall would be open for another hour and the men were hurrying to shower
and rush to the long line for an evening meal. The training at the ‘Cottage of Pain’ had emptied all their stomachs
and they were anxious to get their fill, even though it would probably involve Brussel sprouts.
“Hey Tork,” Anderson shouted from his bunk where he was putting on his shirt. “Want to go to Shipton for some
fish and chips?”
“I’m broke,” Tork answered. His disappointment was showing on his face.
“I’ve got money, let’s go.”
Tork hesitated a second.
“Sure, let’s go.”
“Mind if I go with you?” Davison asked.
“Sure, come along,” Anderson answered.
Anderson looked over to Forsythe who was lying on his straw bunk staring at the ceiling.
“Forsythe, why don’t you join us?”
Forsythe didn’t answer. He couldn’t understand why his new wife hadn’t written and he had doubled his efforts to
get odd jobs for money to send home. As if the money would bring her closer and buy her attention. He knew he
was in a battle with her mother who never approved of the marriage and he hoped the money would help Catherine
prove to the mother that he was worthy. The mother was strong and had opinions on everything. Worse, she
pushed her opinions on anyone who would tolerate her and insisted that what she knew was fact and what others
thought they knew was supposition. In the few brief times Forsythe had been around the mother he never saw her
back down and quite the opposite, she ranted at anyone who wouldn’t see life as she saw it. Forsythe was not
comfortable with his situation. If the mother was really against the marriage, she would constantly be haranguing
Catherine about the poor choice and how Catherine had ruined her life. Forsythe knew this was a battle and part of
him knew he had a poor chance of winning. The illogical, emotional part of him insisted he keep trying and send
more money. When he let his objective passions ponder his situation, he knew he was in a losing battle and time
was on the mother’s side. The clock and this war were her friends. His only allies were his love letters and the
money he sent.
“Forsythe, want to come?” Anderson repeated.
Forsythe awoke from his thoughts.
“No thanks, I need to do some enterprising.”
“My boots need a good shine but I don’t have any money,” Tork said.
“You can do mine too,” Anderson said. “I’ll pay for both.”
“Thanks guys,” Forsythe answered although without his usual enthusiasm when he had just nailed a customer.
Davison yelled from the end of the barracks.
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“Forsythe, you can get a little business from the 3 Squad.”
Forsythe stood and walked quickly to the end of the barracks.
“Here you go,” Stoddard said and handed him a pair of boots.
Privates Ferguson and Vasquez handed Forsythe their boots.
Davison’s squad was like all other squads, a mixture of boys from throughout the country. Ferguson, his BAR
man, was from Manzanola, Colorado and used his street smarts to bully the rest of the squad to his bidding.
Ferguson's assistant BAR men are Love and Marks: both are southerners, Love from Macon Georgia and Marks
from Columbia, Tennessee His assistant squad leader was Steve Stoddard from Bemidji, Minnesota, birthplace of
Paul Bunyan. Pierce from Flatbush avenue is the squad scrounger. John Larson from Blair Nebraska, a village on
the Missouri River and he is the medic for the 3rd squad. John Munson is a rifleman from Dayton, Ohio. Edwin is
also from Ohio, Toledo and also a rifleman. David Feldman, rifleman, from Millville, New Jersey. Ron Kirby, rifleman
from Naples, Florida and finally Leonard Vasquez, rifleman from Asheville, North Carolina.
The road to Shipton was wider than the normal village-to-village roads in the area. The quarter moon was barely
enough light to see the way on the road and the shadows of the stone fences lining the road helped them find their
way. The three soldiers had signed out at the guard station and began the short walk to Shipton.
“Tork, why don’t you have any money? Davison asked. “We just got paid last week.”
“It’s the PX, I spent it all on food.”
Davison and Anderson both laughed.
“Don’t laugh,” Tork cried. “If the Germans don’t get me, starvation will. This army is trying to kill me with bad food
and not enough of it.”
“I think you had it too good on the farm,” Anderson said. “Normal families don’t have that much to eat. They have
to budget their food and the little money they have doesn’t go that far.”
Anderson said this as he thought about the tight budget of his foster parents and the many ways his foster mother
would buy cheap food and try to make it look and taste as if every meal were special.
“We had plenty,” Tork answered “especially eggs. Mom had to limit me to six eggs a day after we gave some of
our chickens to our neighbor.”
“Six eggs a day?” Davison couldn’t believe what he was hearing. “We were lucky to get one a week.”
An Army jeep passed them. In the moonlight they could see it was an officer but the face was shadowed by the
brim on the Army hat.
“Thanks for the ride,” Tork said to no one as the jeep sped along the road to Shipton.
Another jeep pulled alongside them.
“Want a lift to Shipton?”
The MP driving the jeep had pulled to the side of the road.
“Yes, thanks,” Anderson answered.
The three hopped into the jeep. The jeep had its winter cover on which consisted of a canvas top.
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“What unit you boys with?” the MP asked, stepping on the gas.
th

“175 ,” Davison answered.
“The Dandy Fifth,” the MP laughed. “Whoever gave it that name must not have liked it very much. Where’re you
boys from?”
Anderson, Tork and Davison each answered, giving the city and state where they were from.
“Never been to Iowa, you a farm kid?”
“Excuse me sir,” Davison interrupted the MPs flow of questions.
“Don’t call me sir, son, I work for my pay,” the MP said.
“Excuse me corporal,” Davison said. “Why is it that MPs and officers always refer to the troops as boys or kids or
sons? It seems to me that we have at least earned the privilege of being referred to as men.”
The MP glanced back at Davison and wasn’t sure if he had just been dressed down or if the soldier was politely
correcting him.
“It’s just a habit, soldier, no disrespect intended.”
“I didn’t take it as disrespect. I was just curious. It’s a small issue with human nature that if you name something
or someone repetitively, it or they will take on the characteristics of that name. If you call someone stupid enough
times, they will begin to believe you and start acting stupid. They’ll quit reading and resign themselves to a life of no
mental aptitude. It would seem to me that if this Army really wanted to build a mean fighting force, they would refer
to the boys as men of iron or freedom defenders, or any name that would instill in them an identity they had to
achieve. Calling the soldiers boys gives them an identity of immature incompetents.”
“Freedom defenders?” Anderson laughed.
“I like men of iron better,” Tork laughed.
The MP laughed.
“Are you a college kid or something?”
“College kid,” Davison repeated. “Notice the name kid always goes with the word college when referring to the
students? No wonder they party too much and act adolescent. They aren’t expected to act like adults.”
“I give up,” the MP laughed.
“In your defense, corporal,” Davison said in a supporting tone. “Your job puts you into situations with soldiers who
are acting immature or illegally. It’s only natural that you would refer to your prisoners as boys because that was
their behavior when you arrested them. By calling them boys, you start their punishment early and instill in them a
corrective behavior. If you have to get involved in their lives, they don’t deserve to be called men because they are
acting as boys. In order for them to be called men again, they have to start acting like mature men.”
Anderson and Tork were smiling. They weren’t sure if Davison was kidding the MP or if he was seriously
explaining to the MP why he had made the mistake of calling them boys.
The MP took his foot off the gas pedal and let the jeep slow down as they entered Shipton.
“Where you headed, freedom defenders?” The MP asked.
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They all laughed.
“Fish and chips,” Tork shouted.
The MP stopped the jeep in front of the Pub.
“Thanks for the ride,” Anderson said.
“Yeh, thanks, Tork said.
“Good night men,” The MP said. “Don’t make me come and get you as boys.”
“We’ll behave, corporal,” Davison answered.
The pub was filled with soldiers and villagers. They made their way through the cloud of smoke and smell of hot
lard to the back where the small kitchen window served the fish and chips.
“Three orders of fish and chips, please,” Anderson said to the cook.
Anderson looked at Tork whose face was showing disappointment.
“Make that four orders, please,” Anderson shouted at the cook who had walked back to the lard vats.
Tork smiled.
“I’ll get the beer,” Davison offered and walked to the bar.
“Isn’t that your friend over there,” Tork nodded his head in the direction of the end of the bar.
Jamie, the angry young Brit from was sitting at the end of the bar.
“Let’s try to avoid him.”
“That’ll be one Schilling, six pence each,” the cook said as he handed them the four pages of newspaper
containing the fish and chips.
Anderson reached into his pocket and handed the cook a pound note.
Davison had secured a table that was left vacant by three villagers.
Tork and Anderson sat down. Tork was looking at his two orders of fish and chips as if a feast had been put
before him. He closed his eyes briefly.
“Do you always say grace?” Davison asked.
Tork smiled. “Always.”
“I can imagine your grace,” Davison said. “Dear Father, bless this food and help the poor. I give thanks for this
helping and wish there were more.”
Anderson laughed.
“You shouldn’t make fun of prayers,” Tork said.
“Sorry Tork, no disrespect for your religion.”
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“Aren’t you religious?” Tork asked.
“Of course, only an idiot would be without a religion.”
“What religion are you?” Anderson asked, “Protestant?”
Davison finished chewing his bite of fish while his mind was chewing the answer.
“No, protestant would be ok, so would catholic. But I like to think of myself as a Deist.”
“Deist?” Tork asked.
“Yes, Deist,” Davison repeated.
“Is that your own private religion?” Anderson asked.
“Deism in itself is private and individual,” Davison answered. “It simply means that through my own reasoning
faculty, I have established that the existence of God is a fact. Some Deist use the term 'supreme being' but I prefer
to keep it simple and just say God so others will better understand me. He’s my closest companion. I am also a little
bit of an existentialist.”
“And what is the Exi part?” Tork asked.
“Existentialism? It’s a convoluted philosophy that doesn’t normally allow a belief in God. But what it does allow,
and, why it’s important, is that it emphasizes man’s freedom, his freedom of choice and most important, that we are
all responsible for our actions. Nothing happens to us that it isn’t our fault.”
“Nothing?” Anderson asked.
“Nothing.”
“If you’re killed in a tornado, you’re at fault?” Tork asked.
“You’re at fault,” Davison answered. “If you live in a tornado region you should know enough about them to know
how to avoid them or how to protect yourself.”
“Robbed of your money?” Anderson asked.
“Either don’t have money to rob or don’t be in a place to be robbed.”
“If a Kraut kills you?” Anderson asked.
“You should have shot him first.”
“So, you really believe that you are responsible for everything you do and everything that happens to you?”
Anderson asked.
“I have to,” Davison answered. “I refuse to believe I’m a victim. Once you start believing you are a victim then
events control you, not you controlling the events. If I’m responsible for my own actions, my mind is free to learn and
develop with no constraints. It makes me more responsible for my actions because there’s no person or cause I can
blame.”
Tork leaned toward Davison, “Why don’t you just pick a religion, protestant or catholic, and call yourself a
Christian?”
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Davison thought for a minute.
“I don’t mean to insult anyone who calls themselves a Christian, but for my own personal beliefs, I would be a
hypocrite if I called myself a Christian.”
“A hypocrite?” Tork asked. “What do you think a Christian is?”
“When I read the Bible,” Davison answered, “I see Christianity as strictly Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. There’s
no way I could live up to those standards and call myself a Christian.”
Tork was prepared for this discussion since Sundays on the farm were spent in church and at home reading the
Bible.
"So what was Jesus?"
Davison answered slowly, not wanting to offend Tork.
"Jesus, Moses, Mohammed, Buddha were all great philosophers and men of morality and ethics. We have much
to learn from them about how to live our lives and treat our fellow man."
"Why are you a cynic regarding Christianity?" Tork asked.
“When I read the Gospels, I have a real sense of the message of Christ and the teachings for how we should live
our lives for humankind. I don’t know of any Christian that lives according to the Gospels...........most of them have
two coats. You are aware that 94% of Germans considered themselves as Protestant or Catholic in 1939?"
They sat silent for a moment. Davison was taking another bite of fish, Anderson thinking about what Davison had
said and Tork wondering what Davison had said.
“Are you saying,” Anderson replied, “that a true Christian would not be here learning how to kill?”
“Are you religious?” Davison answered.
“I guess I don't call myself anything.”
“Is there anywhere in the Gospels where Christ condones killing?”
“Maybe not in the Gospels, but the Bible does say ‘eye for an eye’ and that’s good enough for me.”
“That’s in the Old Testament in Leviticus. A true Christian doesn’t live by the Old Testament, only the four
Gospels. The old testament was judgmental, Christ wasn’t.”
Anderson thought for a moment before speaking.
“So what do you do with aggressors, like Japan and Germany?”
Davison thought for a moment before speaking.
“Christ, Moses and Mohammed were certainly capable of rage and action. Like the time Christ entered the
Synagogue where the money lenders were doing business. He yelled at the Jews and overturned their tables
because they were defiling the House of the Lord. But he didn’t break any of the Ten Commandments. He didn’t kill.
He found another way of expressing his outrage. I’m sure if you were in a position of leadership, you could have
found another way of handling the aggressors. Wouldn’t you?”
Anderson hesitated and before he could answer another voice intruded on their conversation.
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“Whot’s this, a Yank with two meals.”
The voice was Jamie the Brit speaking to Torkildson. He was standing next to Tork looking at his two orders of
fish and chips. His body was swaying slightly even though he was standing still. Jamie was drunk. Tork looked up,
a little confused.
“Yes, I’m hungry,” was all he could say.
“We’re all hungry Yank. Just because you have the money doesn’t mean you can buy more than your share.
And that goes for our beer allotment too.”
“We would like a little peace here,” Anderson said to Jamie.
“It seems to me like you’re getting a lot of peace,” Jamie slurred, “a piece of mine and a piece of his, and a piece
of every man’s allotment in here.”
“I'll say again, there is no allotment issue and there is plenty of beer. You’ve had your say, now leave us,”
Anderson said.
“I’ve had my say he says,” Jamie said, looking at Davison. “And he wants me to leave! What me coming over here
to be friendly and to offer my allotment.”
Jamie tossed his beer mug full of beer at Anderson’s chest. The mug tumbled from Anderson’s chest to his lap,
spilling the beer as it tumbled. Anderson’s calmness was a contrast to the tension that rose in everyone nearby.
Anderson looked at Davison. Tork put both arms around his fish and chips to protect them.
“To answer your question Davison, the answer is yes. But I am having a little problem right now with
existentialism.”
Anderson stood slowly.
As he stood, Jamie’s right arm went into motion with a wild swing at Anderson. Anderson put his left arm up,
catching the blow and grabbing Jamie’s arm at the same time. His right hand spread wide formed a V at Jamie’s
throat and his right foot swept behind Jamie’s ankles. In an instant Jamie was on the floor with Anderson’s right knee
in his chest and right hand at this throat.
“Listen you angry little man,” Anderson said in a low deliberate voice. “You have a lot of problems, but we’re not
the enemy. Take your anger somewhere else. If you ever bother me again I’ll tear this arm off and beat you with it.”
Anderson tightened his grip on Jamie’s right arm.
Jamie looked into Anderson’s eyes with a look that combined fear, anger and hate.
Everyone in the pub was silent and all the eyes were watching Anderson. The bartender calmly walked over to
the Yank’s table.
“Ok, boys, enough excitement for tonight.”
Anderson looked up at the bartender and slowly released Jamie’s arm. He looked down at Jamie and then slowly
stood. The beer on his uniform was a large stain that started at his chest and ended around his knees.
“C’mon Jamie,” the bartender said, “time for you to go home. I’m afraid you boys need to go back to Tidworth;
enough for tonight.”
The door of the pub opened and the MP who had given them a ride walked into the smoke-filled bar. His face
was calm until he looked over to the Yank’s table to see Anderson with a stained uniform and a young Brit on the
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floor.
“Problem here?” the MP said to the bartender.
“No problem, just a small accident. The Yank spilled his beer and young Jamie here slipped on the spillins,” the
bartender said to the MP.
The MP looked at Anderson.
“Is that the way it was, boys?”
“That’s what happened,” Anderson replied.
“C’mon, I’ll give you a ride back to the base.”
Tork and Davison picked up what was left of their fish and chips.
Jamie was now standing, still looking at Anderson with hate.
The four Yanks left the pub and climbed into the military police jeep.
As he started the jeep, the MP looked at Anderson who was in the passenger seat.
“What really happened in there, son?”
Anderson looked at the MP who had just called him son. He smiled.
“Just a little problem with Jamie the Brit,” Anderson answered. “What’s his problem?”
“So what happened back there?” The MP asked, not answering Anderson’s question.
Anderson briefly described the incident at the pub and the earlier encounter he had with Jamie.
“Sounds like you two are on a collision course. I would avoid him if you can. The commander is very touchy
about our relations with the locals. He’ll be coming down hard on anyone who has a run in.”
The MP pulled the jeep up to the guard shack. His charges signed in and thanked the MP for the ride.
“You boys take it easy, now,” he smiled.
“Thanks for the lift,” Davison answered. He turned to Tork and said in a loud voice, “c’mon freedom defenders.”
The barracks lights were on but dim. In the corner by the fireplace a group was playing poker and the rest of the
platoon was lounging on their bunks, reading or writing letters. Since joining the army they would write to everyone
they knew in order to get news from home and receive something at mail call. There was something about mail call
and the anticipation of getting a letter or package. Even if you had received a letter the day before, if your name
wasn’t called today it was a big disappointment.
“Is it raining?” Kuzinski said looking at Anderson’s beer stained uniform.
“A little present from Jamie the Brit,” Anderson answered.
Kuzinski jumped off his cot.
“Really? What happened? Did he throw it at you?”
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“Mug and all,” Davison answered.
“Did you clobber him?”
“It was nothing,” Anderson answered. “What’s going on here,” Anderson asked, pointing to the group in the
corner.
“A little poker game,” Kuzinski answered. Then he spoke in a whisper.
“Pierce is taking Forsythe to the cleaners. Forsythe knows poker like I know Latin; nothing.”
“Why is Forsythe playing then?”
“He hasn’t heard from home and he thinks if he sends more money the situation will change.”
Anderson shook his head and walked over to the poker gathering. Pierce, Forsythe, Bell and Ponter were sitting
on the floor, each with British money in front of them and Ponter was dealing a new hand. The pile of money in front
of Pierce was considerably larger than what lay in front of the other players.
“How’s it going, Leonard?”
“Not too good. When I win there’s nothing in the pot. When I lose it’s all my money in the pot.”
Davison was looking down at the poker circle.
“Most people look at poker as a game of luck when really it’s a game of skill. From what you say Leonard, I would
surmise that you’re up against some skilled players. You may want to bow out.”
“My luck will change,” Forsythe said.
Davison rolled his eyes.
Late in the night the barracks was dark and quiet. The sounds from the sleeping soldiers could have been easily
mistaken for sounds from a barn full of sleeping animals. The only oddity in this chorus of cacophony came from one
cot where the occupant was holding back tears and his occasional sniffle would be barely audible among the other
sounds.
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A Dark Christmas
In peace time, Tedworth Mansion would be lit up for the festivities of Christmas. The tall windows on the first floor
of the central house and adjoining wings on each side would be framed with green garlands decorated with bright
Christmas lights. A large Christmas tree could be seen through the window of the east wing, fully decorated with
ornaments and lights. The second story windows of the main building and the adjoining wings would be decorated
with smaller garlands and lights and the hedge rows on the south side of the mansion would be decorated with lights
and small ornaments. The crowning piece was a garland of green and lights bordering the triangular pediment that
framed the top gable of the central building. The Tedworth Mansion, always a source of pride for the nearby villages,
would be a welcome cause for a stroll during the holidays to see the annual decorations.
The third year of war in England, 1942, witnessed a different Tedworth Mansion. The windows would not have
their colorful lights and decorations. The decorations in this year would be tape applied to the windows to prevent
shattering during an aerial attack and thick black curtains to keep the glowing lights inside the mansion from
escaping to the dark night and providing a target for the Luftwaffe.
The villagers living nearby had no cause to stroll to Tidworth to see the mansion. They knew there would be no
decorations, no lights, and Tedworth would be just another sad reminder of the war and the threat from across the
channel.
The activity inside the mansion was an attempt to forget the war and prepare for the holiday festivities. Mrs.
Roosevelt was busy planning for the parties she would host for the soldiers and the village children. In keeping with
tradition, she would have a party for the officers at Tidworth. She was also planning an open house for the enlisted
men and a special party for the children of Oxford, Shipton and Andover. The pages of details for the parties were
stacked on the desk in Mrs. Roosevelt’s spacious office. The rich wood panels on the walls, the large mahogany
desk and the other office adornments were a reflection of the past military occupants: the Tidworth commanders who
had occupied the office and planned the movement and training of the soldiers at the barracks. Paintings of the early
owners of Tedworth Mansion hung on the walls: the Asshetons and Smiths.
Mrs. Roosevelt looked over the lists. There was the food for the parties, which in her mind would take an army to
th
assemble. She felt lucky that the quartermaster at the 29 Division was helping her and giving assurance that he
would be able to provide whatever she needed. She picked up the list and looked over the quantities she would
need. If she were back in Oyster Bay, she would simply decide on the menu and turn over the details to her staff
who would toil over the details and make sure everything was perfect for the party. Here at Tedworth she had Red
Cross staff that had never heard of Oyster Bay and knew little of hosting dinner parties. She picked up the
telephone.
“Major Mund please,” Mrs. Roosevelt spoke formally.
“Hello Dick,” this is Eleanor at Tedworth.
“Fine, thank you. I was looking over this list for the children’s party. The menu looks too much like the non-com’s
menu. We need some kiddy food. Something they don’t have often and is fun food.”
She hesitated, listening to Mund on the other end of the telephone.
“Yes I like surprises but not when it comes to planning a party. What do you have in mind?”
“Hot dogs and spaghetti?” She laughed. “Yes, I know kids like to slurp their spaghetti. Ok, make your special
sauce and we’ll go with that. Thanks, bye.”
She hung up the telephone and looked at the list for the Children’s party. The food was coming together and now
for the entertainment. She had asked her contacts in Washington and Oyster Bay for help but Hope and Crosby had
conflicts for the dates of her parties. She resigned to do something local for the entertainment and was waiting for a
call from Lady Astor who had volunteered to help find some talent. She picked up the telephone.
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“Hello, this is Mrs. Roosevelt again at the Tedworth Mansion. Could you please get a message to Major Mund
that I would like him to telephone. Thank you.”
She hung up the phone.
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Special Assignment
Captain Connors and his four platoon lieutenants were leaving the headquarters’ building. Edgell, Keil, Johnson
and Carlson were following him as he headed for the Officer’s club where lunch was being served. All of Company
C, 144 men, was on special duty during this second week in December and their training had been suspended along
with the 25 mile marches. The special duty was primarily KP.
The five officers of Company C filled their trays and chose a round table with six chairs.
“I have another special assignment,” Connors said as he swallowed his first bite of food.
Lieutenant Jarvis smiled. He had been with Connors long enough to know the expressions on Connor’s face and
his tone of voice when he was giving out ‘special assignments’. A low tone voice, slow and deliberate, with the eyes
in a slight squint would mean that the Lieutenants would not be happy with the special assignment. During this
training period, it would be an unpleasant activity. If Connor’s voice was a normal or animated tone and his eyes
normal or open wider, it would be a task that the Lieutenants would enjoy.
Connors’ voice and eyes were normal.
“And what might that be, Captain, Sir?”
“Your platoons will be on KP all this week and we’ll be in briefings for the most part.” A briefing was another way
of saying that the officers would be in their own training program during the week, except officers didn’t have training.
That word was reserved for the non-coms. Officers either had briefings or went to schools or colleges. In the field it
was briefings.
“The special assignments are for your sergeants.”
He turned to Keil, Johnson and Carlson.
“There is a women’s auxiliary in Shipton that takes on any volunteer work needed. They could use some strong
arms and it would be a good chance for your Sergeants to help out the locals.”
“What kind of a project is it?” Keil asked.
“A very important assignment,” Connors smiled. He was eating slowly and enjoying the brief suspense he had
created with his officers.
“When this assignment is over,” Keil said slowly, “will Sergeant Sager thank me or will I have to watch my back
side?”
“Oh, I think Sager will have mixed feelings about this one. You might say it’s a high ranking KP duty.”
“Kitchen Police for a sergeant?” Keil laughed.
“I think we should watch our back sides,” Carlson laughed.
“Do you have any details you might want to share?” Keil asked.
“It’s really quite simple,” Connors answered. “Have them requisition two jeeps and go into Shipton. There is a
local baker named Mr. Borden. It seems Mr. Borden is helping the war effort by baking over 300 meat pies a week
and helping the locals with the food shortage. The Women’s Institute in Shipton is involved with this cause, as well
as other activities. Your sergeants are to volunteer their time and transportation for whatever is needed. Mr. Borden
will introduce your men to the Women’s Institute.”
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“That doesn’t sound too bad,” Johnson said.
“Sounds like good duty to me,” Carlson joined in.
Connors turned to Beryl.
“Beryl, I have an assignment for you and Frank.”
Beryl smiled at Connors. “Yes Sir?”
th

“I want you to grab a jeep and get to know this area, from here to the coast, first hand. If the 29 is supposed to
be guarding this island, we should know what we’re defending. Take Frank and a couple of squad leaders with you.
Try to imagine if the Germans stormed the beaches in the Bournemouth area and look for defensive positions where
we would have the advantage. Assume that it would be a surprise attack so we need a fall back plan. Take a map
and tablet. I want drawings and simple to read plans. “
Connors looked at Keil.
“Next week I’ll take Keil, Johnson and Carlson here to look over your plan first hand. Don’t take this assignment
too lightly.” Connors smiled, “we’ll be checking your strategy.”
“Sir,” Beryl said. “Won’t Battalion already have a plan in place?”
“I’m sure they do and I expect that will be the topic of the Officer briefings this week. If you understand anything
about battle, understand that you can never anticipate the enemy’s moves, your own equipment failure or all the
other contingencies in a battle. The more we know about the terrain, the better we’ll be able to improvise.”
“Captain,” Johnson spoke, “what is our special assignment for this week.”
Connors smiled.
“It must be good, “ Keil said.
“Battalion has requested three officers for special duty so I volunteered you three.”
“Thank you sir,” Keil said, “but I thought the word volunteer was reserved for the person who is doing the
volunteering. Thus, one cannot volunteer for another, one can only volunteer for oneself.”
“Stop Keil or we’ll get the RHIP lecture,” Carlson laughed.
“Rank Has Its Privileges, Gentlemen,” Connors smiled. “The three of you will report to Battalion HQ tomorrow
morning and see the XO. He’ll give you instructions on how to behave and where to report.”
“How to behave?” Keil asked.
th

“Yes, how to behave. There’s a group of politicians arriving this week to look over the situation here and the 29 .
Each of you’ll be assigned to a dignitary.”
“Assigned?” Carlson asked. “We’re going to be valets to some dignitaries?”
“Not exactly valets, but it wouldn’t hurt to help carry their luggage.”
“How come Beryl gets out of this duty,” Keil asked.
Carlson laughed, “Battalion wants polished officers.”
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“With a little class,” Johnson added.
Beryl sat up straighter in his chair and tilted his head up. “Brains for strategy, brawn for luggage, gentlemen.”
Keil groaned.
Connors laughed.
Johnson smiled, happy with the assignment.
“I can’t wait to throw darts at Beryl’s strategy, “Carlson laughed.
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XO Major Friend
“What do you think?” Beryl asked, “Anderson and Davison?”
“I was thinking Anderson and Gault,” Frank replied.
"Why Gault. I thought you said Davison was the smart one."
Frank hesitated.
"I like the fact that he worked around his father, the engineering type. He could add a different perspective, you
know, engineering type stuff like angles, line of sight and that sort of thing."
Beryl gave his head a slight tilt and pressed his lips together. The look when you want to say....'ok, fine with me.'
Frank and Beryl were standing in front of the Officer’s barracks. Beryl had told Frank of the conversation at the
Officer’s Club and the assignments for Keil, Johnson and Carlson. They had a good laugh and Frank commented
that Johnson might appreciate rubbing elbows with political sorts. Frank had guessed right. Johnson was pleased
with the assignment and the chance to collect names for dropping when he got home.
Frank turned to leave. “I’ll check out a jeep in the morning and have breakfast with Gault and Anderson. Pick you
up at the Officer’s Club?”
“About 8 would be good,” Beryl replied as he turned and walked into the barracks.
Beryl entered the barracks and put his letters on the small desk next to his bunk. His mother, Forest and Esther
had written to him. He quickly read Sylvia’s and Forest’s letters. News at home was scarce. His dad was doing well
with his truck driver job and they were looking forward to the family gathering at Christmas. Helen and Bill would be
driving over from Loveland with their daughter. Forest had a little less to say. Edgell’s market was doing ok but the
hours were long. Cousin Vic and his wife Tillie were putting in seven days a week and were always suggesting to
Forest that he needed to put in more hours. He ended this subject by saying that he was visiting Horns Grocery to
see about getting his old job back. He was excited to hear that Beryl was in England and envied his ‘world travels’
and finished by asking Beryl what he needed over there so the family could send packages. Beryl opened the letter
from Esther. He read it slowly and small tears welled up in his eyes. She talked about the baby inside her and her
hopes he could be home for the birth. Then she went into detail about how much she loved him, missed him, and
worried about him. She was reading and hearing stories about the men in combat being killed or injured and the
stories about men being killed during training. Sometimes she cried herself to sleep worrying about him.
Beryl put the letter down and wiped his eyes. He knew Esther could be a worrier and in this case would be
making the worst out of a bad situation. She was also silent about the things that worried her and didn’t express her
feelings well when she was sad. Beryl had a few hours before dinner at the Officer’s club and decided to spend this
time writing letters. He wrote his mother a short letter, telling her how great things were going and the warmth of the
British people plus a few comments about the bad food and how much he missed her cooking. The letter to Forest
was brief since he knew the family would be sharing his correspondence. He told Forest that he should feel lucky to
go home to his own bed and wife every night. He described the straw filled mattress in the Officer’s barracks and
said he could hardly sleep. He wanted his brother to be glad to be home and not serving in the military and went into
detail about the bad food and bad weather. He finished by advising his younger brother to be patient with Lucille and
more understanding the closer she got to the May birth.
Beryl addressed the envelopes and sealed them. He decided to take them to the company clerk and stop by the
Provost Marshall’s office on the way to see if there was anything new regarding the fight on the New York wharf with
the dockworker. He was sure the man was a German spy and he was curious if they had caught him. Another
reason to see the Provost Marshall was a small detail he had forgotten in the reports and felt compelled to correct
this minor omission.
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Provost Marshall
Beryl looked in the mirror, checked his tie and gig line, put on his hat and walked out the door. The Provost
Marshall’s office was two hundred yards away at the Headquarters’ building. He wasn’t sure if he needed an
appointment but if he did, then he could make one while he was there. He walked quickly. The cold damp
December air gave him more energy. His thoughts were still on his letters and home and he almost missed returning
two salutes and giving one to a Major who he passed.
“Lieutenant Edgell,” a voice shouted from across the road.
th

Beryl woke from his daydreaming and looked up to see Major Richard Mund, Quartermaster of the 29 Division.
Beryl stopped and saluted Mund.
“Yes Sir,” Beryl said in a crisp voice.
th

“We’ve only met once Lieutenant; I’m the Quartermaster of the 29 Division.”
“Yes Sir,” Beryl replied. “How can I be of service?” Beryl was getting a little nervous. His first thought was the
potato-stealing incident and he was trying to remember the details so he could respond.
“I need to talk to you about a conversation I had with Mrs. Roosevelt. You know, over at Tedworth House.”
Beryl hesitated, shifting his mind from potatoes to Tedworth House.
“Oh, yes Sir, Mrs. Roosevelt.” Beryl said not so crisply.
“She’s trying to line up entertainment for her children’s Christmas party and she asked me to get a hold of you.
You have a private named Dennis in your platoon.”
Beryl was awake to the topic now and answered with more assurance.
“Yes, Dennis Love, he was at one of her parties. Sings and plays a little guitar.”
Mund shook his head as if agreeing.
“Could you send Private Love over to the Tedworth House and assign him to help Mrs. Roosevelt with the
entertainment?”
“Yes Sir, I’m sure he’ll enjoy the assignment,” Beryl replied smiling.
“That’ll be all,” Mund said.
Beryl saluted and Mund returned the salute and continued on his way.
Beryl made a mental note of the Dennis Love assignment and continued walking to the Provost Marshall’s
th
building. He had first met Mund at Camp Kilmer during his indoctrination to the 29 . Mund had practically grown up
in the Quartermaster Corp. He had joined the Army after graduating from college as an Accountant. His ability to
beg, steal, scrounge and count gave him the talent to excel in the Quartermaster Corp.
Beryl entered the Provost Marshall’s office and was greeted by the clerk who asked him his business.
“Lieutenant Beryl Edgell here to see the Provost Marshall.”
“Is he expecting you?” the clerk asked respectfully.
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“No, but if this is inconvenient, I can make an appointment,” Beryl replied.
“That won’t be necessary,” a voice from behind the clerk said.
“What can I do for you Lieutenant?” Captain Zeitler was standing in his doorway.
“I believe you have a file on me and the incident in New York and Chicago. I just wanted to check up on the
status. Is there anything new?”
“Come on in, Lieutenant.”
Beryl followed the Captain into his office. Zeitler went to a file cabinet and easily found the file on Lieutenant
Edgell.
“Sit down Lieutenant,” he paused for a moment.
“Let’s see. You had a conversation in the Chicago terminal with a private who was asking a lot of questions about
troop movement. Then, approximately two weeks later you had a confrontation with a dockworker at the New York
port while boarding the Queen Mary. In your statement you said it was the same man who was at the Chicago train
station. Then it goes on to describe in detail your conversation and the confrontation.” Zeitler paused, and then
quickly read the rest of the report.
He looked up at Beryl.
“And then you described the man, in good detail I might add.”
“It was easy to recount,” Beryl answered. “I spent enough time with him in Chicago.”
“Is there anything else you remember that we can send to the FBI?” Zeitler asked.
“Well, yes there is,” Beryl said hesitating. “I failed to mention the man’s first question when he sat down.”
“What would that be Lieutenant?”
“He asked me where I was from,” Beryl answered. “I was reading a paper and didn’t give it much thought. I told
him I was from Goodland, Kansas.”
Zeitler looked down at the report.
“I’m not sure if that’ll help, but I’ll send it to the FBI in Chicago.”
Captain Zeitler stood. “If I get any information from the FBI, I’ll let you know.”
Beryl stood and thanked the Captain.
“I would appreciate it Captain.”
Beryl walked out of the office, thanked the clerk and left the building.
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Beryl and XO Major Friend
Beryl woke early the following morning. He was looking forward to the day’s journey and the chance to see more
of southern England. He was glad to have Frank and the squad leaders with him; especially Gault who was always
good for a lively conversation.
Beryl dressed quickly and walked to the officer’s club. His mind was pondering Esther’s letter as he entered.
“Good morning, Sir,” Beryl said to XO Major Friend as he walked through the officer’s club.
“Good morning, Lieutenant,” replied Major Friend. “Why don’t you join me?”
“Thank you, Sir,” Beryl replied as he walked to the buffet.
Beryl looked forward to this casual time with the XO. Since the potato incident he had felt a little uneasy whenever
he encountered Major Friend and he saw this as a chance to mend a small fence.
Beryl filled his plate and returned to Major Friend’s table.
He sat down just as Major Friend was putting a fork full of fried potatoes in his mouth. Beryl experienced an
internal wince as he remembered the potato incident. Then he felt slightly more ill at ease since he would be the first
to speak.
“Thank you for the invitation, Sir,” was all Beryl could think of at the moment.
Friend swallowed his fried potatoes with a gulp. It was a habit learned by officers when dining. Never talk with
your mouth full and don’t put more food in your mouth than you can gulp in case a superior officer or lady asks you a
question.
“My pleasure Lieutenant Edgell, I would enjoy the company.”
Beryl glanced around the room. The XO of the First Battalion could have any company he wanted at the officer’s
mess.
“Connors has good things to say about you Lieutenant,” Friend started the conversation.
“Thank you sir,” Beryl replied. “I have a very high regard for the Captain.”
“You’re not a college graduate, are you Lieutenant?”
“No sir.”
Friend smiled. “Doesn’t matter, about the only part of my college I use here is my Reserve Officer Training Corps
studies.”
“Where did you go to school?” Beryl asked.
“Massachusetts College in Amherst,” Friend answered. “They had a good ROTC reputation.”
“Will the military be your career, Sir?”
“Don’t know yet, Lieutenant,”
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“Why did you choose ROTC?”
“It sounded like fun,” Friend smiled. “Amherst has a long tradition with their ROTC program dating back to 1863.
Eventually they added horses to the program and we were trained in riding, bayonet charges, sabers, and artillery.
We even played a little polo.”
Friend was older than Beryl and had a lot more time in the military. He graduated from Amherst in 1938 and
th
joined the Army. He was assigned to the 29 Division as a platoon leader. Friend was quickly promoted to first
lieutenant because of his attention to detail and the way he handled himself. By early 1941 he was a captain with his
own company. After Pearl Harbor, the military scrambled to adjust to the new wartime organizations and the
thousands of recruits that were arriving every day. Promotions came quickly in that first year after Pearl Harbor as
the military expanded exponentially. When the former XO of the First Battalion was promoted, Friend was the first
choice of Roger Morton.
“How about you?” Friend asked.
“Not sure if I am smart enough, Sir,” Beryl smiled.
Friend looked up from his plate and leaned back in his chair. It was obvious he was enjoying the direction of the
conversation.
“It’s not about being smart, Lieutenant. It’s about common sense, guts to lead, and keeping all your superior
officers looking good to their superior officers; much like private business. Anyone or everyone can advance or stall
your promotions and your career.”
Beryl smiled. He hadn’t expected this kind of candidness from the XO.
“I don’t know much about politics, Sir. About all I know is how the people of Goodland Kansas elect the mayor
and every four years the town divides on the national elections.”
“Take some advice, Lieutenant,” Friend smiled. “If you’re not good at politics, don’t waste your time in the military
or running for office. Both are made up of a good old boys club that look after each other. All they do is barter over
where the pie goes. If you’re a good little boy then they’ll look after you and give you enough of the pie to get you reelected or promoted. If you go in with an agenda to make changes, there’ll be no pie for you and no promotion.”
Beryl laughed mildly at this philosophy.
“How did you become a Major so quickly.”
“I figured out the formula real early,” Friend smiled.
“Formula?”
“It’s an easy formula. Science of Newton and Hindenburg.”
Beryl smiled.
“Newton and Hindenburg?”
“Yes Beryl, Apples and Balloons. Newton’s theory of gravity, apples fall from trees. Hindenburg’s theory of
dirigibles, you make any tonnage rise if your container is lighter than air. The apples are blame and criticism and
must fall down the chain of command. Credit and glory are the balloons and they must go up the chain of command.”
Beryl laughed.
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“There’s more Lieutenant,” Friend laughed with Beryl. “The apple is the key. You don’t want it to fall directly on
your head so you have to be adroit at ducking or in some cases, swatting the apple so it falls on someone who is not
in your chain of command.”
Beryl laughed again.
“And what if you can’t deflect the apple?”
Friend smiled.
“Then you find a new career.”
They both laughed at Friend’s last remark. Beryl was now feeling comfortable with Friend.
“You performed well at the potato incident, Lieutenant.”
Again Beryl experienced an internal wince. He was hoping Friend had forgotten about the incident.
“There are times you take a direct hit by the apple when it’s too obvious that you made the decision. If you had
tried to deflect the apple by saying Mund approved it, you would have lost respect from me and gained the wrath of
Mund. Sometimes you take a direct hit and get more respect than if you had tried to redirect it.”
“That’s good advice, Sir,” Beryl replied but not smiling.
Friend looked over Beryl’s shoulder.
“I believe Sergeant Dietz is here for you,” Friend said.
Beryl turned around and saw Frank by the doorway, not quite at attention.
“Will you excuse me Sir, my sergeant is here to pick me up.”
“You’re excused Lieutenant,” Friend answered.
“By the way, Lieutenant,” Friend smiled, “enjoy your trip to Bournemouth.”
This time the wince was not internal. Beryl’s shoulders rose slightly and his eyes squinted.
“Carry on Lieutenant and enjoy your week.”
“Thank you, Sir,” Beryl said as he turned to walk to the door.
Beryl and Frank left the officer’s club. The jeep was in front with Gault and Anderson in the back seat. They
walked to the jeep and Frank took the driver’s seat.
“Did you have a good morning with Major Friend, Sir?” Frank asked.
“Yes Sergeant, very good.”
Gault and Anderson were shrinking at the mention of Major Friend.
“Lieutenant,” Frank smiled. “Did you talk about potatoes or anything else important?”
Gault and Anderson looked at each other as if they had been betrayed.
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“No, sergeant,” Beryl smiled, “just apples and balloons.”
Frank smiled but didn’t answer. He knew there was a story there and he and Beryl would talk about it later.
Frank started the jeep and pulled away from the Officer’s mess parking lot and took the road that led to the exit
from Tidworth. He had a satchel with him full of pencils, papers and a few maps of the area and handed it to Beryl.
He and Beryl would be taking this assignment serious, especially after learning that Major Friend was aware of it.
END OF PART TWO
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BERYL - A WAR DRAMA - PART THREE
Gault
The ride south was quiet as everyone was still waking up and absorbed in their own thoughts. Frank slowed the
jeep as they entered Shipton Bellinger, being aware children may be on the road walking to school. The town was
awaking slowly and only a few villagers were on the streets making their way to their tasks. All the shops were
closed but you could tell from the aroma the bakery owner had risen early and was preparing to fill his shelves with
fresh bread.
th

Frank steered the jeep through the narrow road leading through Shipton. The narrow road, old 19 century
architecture and thick stands of trees leading into the village gave one the feeling of entering another time period.
The red brick buildings built during the time of the building of Tidworth Barracks told a story of an old village trying to
th
emerge from the 19 century. The older structures looked fragile with their walls built of rocks and stones piled one
on top another and held together by mortar. Adding to the strange appearance were the thatch roofs that gave the
appearance of a large wooly blanket thrown over the top of the structure and allowed to droop down the front and
sides. The only indication the village was of this time was the network of electrical poles and wires lining the roads
and fingers of wires leading to each building.
Gault stirred in the back seat of the jeep.
conversation.

He had emerged from his tired feeling and was looking for a

“Sergeant.”
“Yes Gault”, Frank answered quickly, also wanting to liven up the journey.
“Do you know in some parts of this county the inhabitants are called Moonrakers?”
Frank laughed. “No Gault, I didn’t know but I think I’ll soon know why?”
Gault scooted forward in his seat and leaned his arm on the back of Beryl’s seat, happy to oblige the sergeant.
“It seems one night a couple of moonshiners were smuggling their booty out of this area when they spotted a tax
man coming along the road. They happened to be crossing a bridge at the time so they threw all the bottles into the
river and then hastily took their rakes to the river’s edge. When the tax man reached the bridge he stopped his horse
drawn buggy and stepped to the bridge railing.”
“Say there,” the tax man shouted, “what are you doing down there raking the water.”
One of the moonshiners looked up and answered, “why, we’re raking cheese.”
Gault then delivered the ending.
“The tax man watched as the two moonshiners were scraping their rakes across the top of the water where the
moon was making a bright yellow reflection. He shook his head, laughed to himself and climbed back into his buggy.
He would tell this story to everyone he met and the name for folks in this area endured. They were the Moonrakers.”
Beryl, Frank and Anderson all laughed.
“I heard that one in Shipton at the pub," Gault said after laughing with them.
Beryl, feeling the fresh air and ready for entertainment, spoke next.
“I suggest we make a stop in Salisbury and visit the Cathedral. Frank, what can you tell us about it?”
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“Let’s let Gault amuse us,” Frank answered.
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Salisbury Cathedral
“Gentlemen,” Gault began with a professorial tilt to his head, “You really can’t appreciate the Cathedral without
th
first knowing its forbearer, Old Sarum. In the 11 century, the first Norman Archbishop of Canterbury appointed rural
Bishops for major areas of England. Then as now, a Bishop must have a Cathedral as his home. Sometime in 1090
a great ceremony was performed and the cathedral was consecrated. Unfortunately, a week after the building
began, a storm destroyed it. About a decade later, under the reign of Henry 1, they started again. For a lot of political
th
and religious reasons, the Sarum Cathedral was never completed and under King Richard 1, in the late 12 century,
the decision was made to move the cathedral from Sarum to Salisbury, near the Avon River. The cathedral we’ll see
was begun in 1220 and completed about forty years later.”
“The building is made of masonry and cut stone and the style is English Gothic.”
So far, Anderson was following Gault. This last description prompted him.
“What is particular about English Gothic?” Anderson asked.
“Well,” Gault answered, “Gothic is really a misnomer. Gothic refers to the Germanic tribes and English Gothic
might really refer to anti-Roman and Greek architecture. Gothic is an emphasis on height. Build the building so it
appears taller than it really is and point the windows so they seem to be rising forever. All the arches are pointed.
th
th
Rib vaulting replaced flat roofs. It was as if the inhabitants of the 12 and 13 centuries wanted to build their
structures as an affirmation of their need to reach up to the heavens and find their God and answers to the mysteries
of the stars and planets that perplexed them; everything emphasized the vertical. Gothic is an architectural stairway
to Heaven.”
Gault ended his ‘lecture’ and sat back with a look of satisfaction.
The four in the jeep party were silent for the next several miles as they all thought about the Gault monologue.
Beryl’s thoughts of Salisbury quickly turned to Goodland, his wife, his mother and his nineteenth year. Frank’s
mind was flooded with memories of the seminary, Minnesota and his own doubts about who he would become.
Anderson was only full of doubt. Doubts about his own lack of knowledge and doubts about how he would become a
person he wanted to become without the foundation to achieve his goal.
The silence was broken by Beryl.
“Is that all?”
Gault, who had his own thoughts of the history and the Cathedral, awoke and answered shortly.
“Beauty and splendor can’t be described, Sir. I can only give you the history and style. The splendor of the
Cathedral you have to experience and feel. I am afraid words would only cement an impression that would cloud
your sight and your feelings.”
These few last words held the jeep party in suspension for several miles.
thoughts, none of which were connected to the cathedral they were about to visit.

Everyone returned to their own

Frank steered the jeep along Salisbury road with the Oak and Elm tree linings. His mind was swirling with
thoughts of the seminary, his adoptive parents and their love, and his thoughts of his choice to leave the church and
join the army.
He was glad it wasn’t evening in Minnesota after a liter of red wine when everything went to his chest and the
closeness of these situations flooded his heart and forced tears a grown man could not fight back. Those moments
and hours he reserved for himself and his red wine. Hours when he could connect his swirling thoughts with his
heart and feel one with God and humanity. When he could sing the hymns to himself and make every cell in his
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body a spiritual temple. He knew at these times he could have the most intimate relationship with God without the
need for the Catholic Church or any religion. He would pour another glass and lounge in the euphoria of his
connection to a spirit who was outside of his mind and his world.
Driving along Salisbury road, Frank was reaching the mental contentment he rarely experienced without a third
glass of wine. He was feeling tranquil with his fellow soldiers and their common journey. In fact, he wasn’t thinking
about anything. It was as if he had reached euphoria without the need for hymns or mantras or wine and his mind
was tingling as his eyes were watching the narrow road to Salisbury. A tiny synapse in his brain was hoping no one
would break the silence and disrupt this moment.
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Frank and Anderson in the Cathedral
The drab green army jeep pulled into the large parking area for Salisbury Cathedral. The four occupants were
silent as they viewed the immenseness of the 800 year old wonder. The four soldiers stepped out of the jeep and
began walking to the cathedral. Frank and Anderson headed straight for the entrance while Beryl and Gault decided
to first circle the building to enjoy its immenseness from the outside before the dessert of the interior.
th

The Salisbury Cathedral had been built in the 13 Century during the Reign of Henry III for the Bishop of the
region, Richard Poore. The location of the Cathedral and town was to be known as New Sarum, a short distance
from the historic area of old Sarum. Henry III had a document created for the construction and financing of the town
and cathedral and therein provided special instructions for the building of the area and also allowances and privileges
to the bishop, his staff and the townspeople who would occupy the area around the cathedral. Bishoprics during this
time would have a cathedral, an adjoining walled village and everyone in this area would have the privileges of being
exempt from taxation and tariffs. The bishop and his successors would be the caretakers of the cathedral and town
forever and enjoined from any transfer of the rights and property. The responsibilities and privileges contained in the
document were similar to other bishoprics in Bath and Winchester.
Beryl and Gault walked to the side of the cathedral. The basic structure was in the form of a cross but with a
smaller crossbar located above the main bar. On the side of the main building is a large cloister area, a place for
meditation and prayer and resembled a large square park with grass and a giant cedar of Lebanon tree. This natural
area is surrounded by four ornate vaulted walkways. The north walkway adjoins the main Church building and the
east walkway leads to the Chapter House, an octagonal structure that was the meeting place for the clergy.
The single spire of the cathedral reached over 400 feet into the sky and could be seen from miles away, pointing
to the sky as a finger of faith proclaiming the one supreme figure to whom this edifice was dedicated. The two
soldiers continued to the west side of the building complex where a west front presented them with a wall of stained
glass windows and niches where statues were placed in relief. The wall was approximately fifty feet wide and fifty
feet tall and in the center was the Gothic styled entry way. At the top of each end of the wall were small spires.
Frank and Anderson entered the west end of the cathedral and were immediately presented with a view that
stopped all who entered. The main nave of the Cathedral, over 450 feet long, seemed to extend forever until it
ended with the Trinity Chapel on the far eastern end of the building. The high ceilings, vaulted in Gothic style,
seemed to hang from the sky. On each side of the nave were open gothic style walls separating the main nave from
walkways on each side. Frank and Anderson walked slowly toward the Chapel on the east end. They came to the
main transepts, the large halls that extended like arms of the cross projecting outward. Further on, they came to the
smaller transept arms projecting out from the nave. The center of the nave between the main transepts and the
smaller arms was the location for the choir and roped off from visitors. Frank was anxious to see the Trinity Chapel.
Chapels were the main showpiece of Cathedrals and adorned with elaborate stained glass windows.
Their silence, like the silence of all who walk into a cathedral, was not so much out of reverence, but more to
allow their minds to absorb the magnificent structure. Frank felt himself breathing shallower as emotions of his
seminary life were awakened by the visual stimulation. Anderson’s silence was simple awe.
After a long period of being silently immersed in the sights of the cathedral, Frank was anxious to talk. He
motioned Anderson to the Nave with seating. They sat down in the fold up chairs toward the west end of the
Cathedral. The chairs were fold up so the Clergy could remove them and have two-thirds the length of the nave
open so they could accommodate more people who would stand during the service. After a few minutes, Anderson
was the first to speak.
“I guess Henry didn’t believe in thievery on a small scale.” He had learned of the Tudor king and his rebellion
against the Pope and the Catholic church when in his middle school history class.
Anderson was referring to Henry VIII who broke with the Catholic Church and the Pope so he could divorce his
wife who did not bear him a male heir. He established the Anglican Church, appointing the monarchy the head of the
church and confiscating the Catholic property, including Salisbury Cathedral. The Anglican Church was organized
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similar to the Catholic establishment with bishops and priests. A bishop’s home base was a cathedral and Salisbury
became the home of the Anglican Bishop.
Frank smiled, “it still serves the same purpose, bringing religion and a sense of order to the people of the region.
Anglicans aren’t that far removed from Catholicism.”
Anderson smiled, “I’ve heard Anglicans were merely Catholics without the rules.”
Frank laughed a stifled laugh. Both were talking in low, almost whisper tones.
The two soldiers sat silent for several minutes. Their eyes moved slowly up and down the Nave, right and left to
the walkways.
The bells in the 400 foot spire began to ring. The ringing was pronounced in the nave and both soldiers looked
up, as if they would be able to see the bells. It was noon time and the bells of Salisbury Cathedral rang to remind the
villagers of their need to devote a portion of their day to prayer and giving thanks to the Lord. Frank looked at his
watch and stood. Anderson stood slowly, a reluctance to leave the cathedral and stood in the nave as Frank walked
outside.
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Anderson
Anderson walked by himself through the great halls. He was immersed deep inside himself and when Gault
broke the silence, he barely heard and his brain disregarded the interruption. His thoughts were on his foster parents
and the dysfunction he had brought into their home. The first big battle he fought with them was on the first Sunday
after his arrival. As they were getting ready for their Sunday church ritual, Anderson was in his room brooding. This
was his Sunday ritual. Being alone, away from people and feeling sorry for himself. His manna from heaven was a
food of self indulgence, a mental narcissism where he would look into his mind’s mirror and see a hostile world that
knew nothing of his existence. Anderson would spend hours in his room on Sundays and feed off the negative
charges he created and as if he was rehearsing for a play, he would repeat the same story and images in his mind
every Sunday.
The play would always begin with him lying in a room full of single beds. The room was dark and sobs from the
others in their beds would stir the night. Anderson sometimes joined the sobbing orphans in their nightly chorus and
grew to dislike himself and the others for their weakness. Though he was only four years old, Anderson was
beginning to understand strength, whether on the play ground or in his bed alone at night. The orphans who cried at
night were not crying for lost images of a parent or for specific reasons, their sobs were for a generalized loneliness.
They were missing something they could not describe or feel.
The images of the dormitory room full of beds would blend with images of the playground and the other orphans.
An older boy would approach him and begin to make mock sobbing sounds and taunt him. This happened
repeatedly until the image of the fight where he was on the ground trying to protect his face and feeling the blows.
The play would switch scenes and Anderson would see himself on top of the older orphan, thrashing until his
adversary was sobbing like the dormitory orphan nightingales. Except, this victory never happened. It was a part of
the play Anderson had inserted with his ability to blend reality and wishful thinking. The anger of the beating and the
unrequited revenge would swell inside him and feed the rest of the play’s images. His first foster parents in Utica
New York were middle aged Italians with no children and they weren’t prepared for the anger and energy Anderson
brought into their home. His next image was of his foster father putting a lock on his bedroom door that could only be
unlocked from the outside and after many shouting matches, the father would carry him to his room and lock the
door.
The scene changes and Anderson is back at the orphanage, older and angrier. Several years go by, several
years of listening to the sobs in the night and then the trip to the new home. The new home contained siblings who
resented the intruder and were adept at baiting his anger.
The final scene of Anderson’s play was a collage of fighting, anger, threats and hard work. The play had no
ending. There was no applause or smiling faces. Like the sobbing that could rock the orphans to sleep, Anderson’s
play would spend the energy of his anger and bring him to numbness and eventually slumber.
“Beautiful, isn’t it?” Frank asked, approaching him slowly
Anderson woke from his images.
“Yes it is.”
Frank looked into Anderson’s eyes and thought he saw a change he couldn’t describe or label. Frank touched
Anderson’s shoulder.
“Time to go.”
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Captured
Frank jumped to his feet, hearing the thud of Beryl's body on the earthen floor of the barn.
"Nicht schiessen, nicht schiessen," he yelled as he stumbled through the straw to the ladder.
The sight he saw below sent a chill through his entire body. Beryl lay on the floor surrounded by three German
soldiers while by the door to the barn was an old farmer, obviously the owner of the farm. The farmer looked more
frightened than Frank.
Frank was ordered to descend the ladder and he turned to put one foot after the other to slowly climb down the
wooden rungs. His mind was swirling with thoughts and questions: the main question was the seriousness of Beryl's
wound. Intervening thoughts were of his captors and what lay in the future.
When he reached the bottom he put his hands in the air, facing his captors. One of the German soldiers waved
his rifle towards the limp body of Beryl and Frank spoke in German.
"May I look at his wound?" He asked with a small plead in his voice.
The ranking German answered yes.
Frank knelt down and turned Beryl over on his back. He saw a trickle of blood coming from a side bullet wound
and pointed to the wound, asking for some type of bandage. A second German produced a small satchel and
handed it to Beryl who opened it and found first aid articles. As Frank began covering the wound and stopping the
bleeding, Beryl began to stir. The fall had rendered him unconscious and he was now slowly recovering himself.
The third German put his rifle end on Beryl's chest and the expression on his face was of anger and if revenge
had an expression, it would be included. This small band was obviously a squad and most likely a squad of close
bonding. Frank understood the anger and need for revenge because since their arrival in Normandy, it had been a
reoccurring mental theme with each battle and each loss in the platoon.
Frank looked at the soldier and put his hands together in a prayer/pleading fashion and said to the German.
"Please, I apologize for your friend and I will pray for him. Please do us no harm."
The soldier's look went from anger to a quizzical, thoughtful expression: not expecting this from an American
enemy. He slowly lifted his rifle barrel from Beryl's chest.
*****
"How are you feeling," Frank asked as he took special care to look more closely at Beryl's face and expression.
He didn't see the pain grimace one would expect with a bullet wound, no matter how flesh or shallow it was located.
"I have been better," Beryl answered with a weak voice. "Can you lift me up so I can lean against the wall?"
Frank got on his knees and reached down and offered both hands to Beryl who took them and pulled himself
upright against the monastery wall.
"That is not so bad, almost tolerable," Beryl said as he felt the bandage on his side.
"I think you were shot at an angle and the bullet went through the skin," Frank said in a questioning tone of voice.
"I believe you are right," Beryl said as he felt the lump on his forehead. "This hurts more than the bullet wound."
"That was quite the fall.
diminished capacity.
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I thought you were dead," Frank said, still looking at Beryl's face for any sign of

"I'll see if I can find a medic and get you something to kill the pain."
Beryl chuckled.........."bad choice of words."
Frank smiled, realizing it was not a time to be saying 'killed' or 'deaden the pain.'
"Frank," Beryl said in a low slow voice. "If I had been dying , would you have administered last rites?"
Frank hesitated before answering.
"Well you not being Catholic and me not being a priest, I probably wouldn't have."
"Good," Beryl replied. "Besides, I don't believe in the last rites ceremony. No disrespect, but one can't be a
sinner all his life and be forgiven on his death bed. King James wrote about it in his Basilikon Doron; Don't believe in
the last rites and the selling of indulgences and live a righteous life and always be ready for death."
Frank smiled at this small town man talking about his religious beliefs.
"I have to admit;" Frank said slowly as if choosing his words. "It would be one of the main doubts I had while in
the seminary. But when you think about it, religion is for the comfort of the believer. The last rites allow a person to
die without the angst or fear of going to a place called hell..........a place always present in our lives," Frank smiled
again. "Because religion keeps it in our conscience to better manage the flock."
Beryl was staring out over the crowd of soldiers in the monastery as he listened to Frank. It brought to mind the
concept of transubstantiation and his confirmation classes that clearly differentiated Catholics from Protestants.
"Another Catholic ritual that has puzzled me is the whole notion of transubstantiation. Protestants reject this
notion, but the Catholic church maintains its reality. Do you have any doubts on this?"
Beryl's question was another surprise for Frank and he tilted his head and did a slight nod.
"Strange you should mention it. Yes, it was and is one of my doubts. The idea that a mortal man, a priest, could
take the bread and wine in his hands and it miraculously becomes the body and blood of Christ. I believe it was a
Catholic way of controlling the flock by bestowing the priest with special powers. You have hit on two of the three
main doubts and reasons for leaving the seminary."
Beryl's expression was to beg the question: head tilted back, eyebrows raised and lips pursed.
Frank smiled.
th

"Yes, the third is celibacy. It came about in the 12 century under Pope Gregory VII and the Concordat of Worms
which was later ratified under the First Lateran Council. I believe it was mostly political in nature and with power
wielding intentions. Up to that point, bishops could marry and when they died, the bishopric was inherited by one of
his offspring or a relative. The church wanted to change this whole concept so the property of the bishopric would
belong to the church and the pope would name a successor. In that same council, was a power compromise
between Rome and the Holy Roman Emperor on who could legitimately appoint bishops and priests. This issue was
decades old and led to strife and warfare. The church fought to have the age old tradition changed: that of the Holy
Roman Emperor appointing popes, bishops and priests. It was ratified that only the pope could appoint bishops but
with HRE consent and bishops had the power to appoint priests."
Frank paused.
"So I look upon the third issue as a political power struggle and not germane to the Gospels."
Just then the German guard approached them and motioned for Frank to stand. In German he said:
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"You are the one who speaks German, come with me."
*****
Beryl and his ‘staff’ spent two days in Bournemouth walking the streets and making notes on the buildings, their
sizes and locations and distances from the beach. They estimated it would take over an hour for any reinforcements
to arrive from Tidworth so a company of men would have to hold the beach until they could arrive. The problem they
faced was the nine mile long beach and how to hold any position on the beach for over an hour. The second
problem was the shallow depth of the beach and the closeness of hotels and buildings, providing almost an instant
cover for troops landing on the beach. Another problem was the existence of Pool Harbor to the west of the beaches
and it could provide further landing areas at the flank of the town. (6)
(6) Bournemouth, UK

Bournemouth, UK is located 25 miles south of Salisbury and known for its resort style commerce. The Victorian
architecture gives Bournemouth a distinct upper crust look with its multi-faceted roof styles, multi-sided porches,
several gables and they typically include turret towers and dormer windows. St. Peter's church is located in the
middle of Bournemouth with its 200 foot spire.
*****
“There is no way a company of men could hold this town for an hour,” Beryl was saying to his men. ‘A German
battalion could overrun and flank whoever is here.”
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Gault was thinking and calculating.
“If you spread 144 men over a nine mile area,” Gault said slowly, finishing his calculations. “That’s over 330 feet
between each man, or a little over a football field.”
“Or, about one and one half squads for every mile,” Frank added.
Anderson was looking at the maps they had made of the town.
“The only way is to hit them on beaches,” Anderson said.
“On the beaches?” Gault asked.
Anderson pointed at the map.
“Here you have Meyrick Park and over here the Queens Park,” Anderson said. “You put mortar and artillery
pieces in these parks and have them sighted on the beach area. At least you could start the battle when they first
arrive. This may slow them down, but a lot will get through.”
“Another way of slowing them down would be to put concertina wire all along the beach,” Beryl added. “It would
slow them down for the artillery fire.”
Frank’s mind flashed to Stonehenge.
“If you put a wall of large boulders in the water then they wouldn’t be able to land the boats and the men would
have to swim or wade to shore.”
“And across the opening to Poole Harbor,” Gault added.
"It might not sit well with the locals. But you are right, Poole Harbor does present a problem. It will require at least
a squad with a lot of BAR ammo to cover the inlet."
Beryl pointed to the map they had made of the buildings and streets.
“If you concentrate the men in these tall buildings with a clear shot at the beaches, you catch them in a cross fire.
Which means of the 12 squads, there would be 11 remaining with 11 BARs when you subtract the one squad
guarding Poole Harbor. That is a little more than one squad per mile. Can't be done with just squads.”
Gault made pencil marks along the beach, signifying 300 feet.
"What if instead of just squads, you had each rifleman carry a BAR and set up a cross fire on the beach?"
"We have to narrow their attack to a smaller area along the beach so wire or boulders may work. That way we
can set up a crossfire for the area where we have driven them."
Frank pointed to buildings located just south of the two city parks.
“This could be the fall back plan. When they start to penetrate the town, fall back to these buildings and adjust
the artillery and mortar fire.”
The discussion ended at sundown on the third day and the group returned to Tidworth. Beryl was satisfied with
the work he and his men had performed and felt confident it would be well received. He was looking forward to the
next morning when he would meet with Connors, Jarvis, Johnson and Carlson.
The drive back to Tidworth was slow going and Gault and Anderson were energized and animated.
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Anderson was questioning Gault on his math and his ability to calculate numbers so quickly.
"You have this ability to convert miles to kilometers and kilometers to miles. How do you do it so quickly?
How many miles in 60 kilometers?"
Gault smiled. He liked being challenged
"36 miles," Gault replied quickly.
Anderson laughed.
"Ok, what is the trick? I want to know."
"The key is 6 and 10, remember that," Gault replied with a smile.
ths

"A kilometer is 6-10 of a mile. Converting from kilometers to miles starts with dividing the kilometers by 10. You
then simply multiply that number by six and you have miles. 60 kilometers is easy. Divide by 10 equals 6 and you
then simply multiply 6 by 6, or 36 miles."
"Oh," Anderson responded as his eyebrows raised and his head nodded.
"So," Gault continued, now happy with his passing of knowledge.
"The reverse is true for miles to kilometers. Divide by six and multiply by ten. So 36 miles becomes 60
kilometers. You just have to remember that converting from Kilometers to miles is a conversion from a larger number
to a smaller number, thus divide by 10 and multiply by 6. When converting from miles to kilometers, you are going
from a smaller number to a bigger number. Divide by 6 and multiply by 10."
Anderson smiled, happy he know knew the formula.
"60 kilometers."
Both soldiers laughed and the officers in the front seat joined.
The jeep pulled into Tidworth Barracks. The soldiers had eaten in Bournemouth, another chance to try the local
cuisine and ale.
Frank steered the jeep through the complex and pulled up in front of the Officers barracks. Beryl got out with his
leather pouch of the maps they had drawn and their report.
“Why don’t the three of you take tomorrow off,” Beryl suggested.
Frank looked at Anderson and Gault.
“I think we can keep this jeep for another day,” Frank answered. “We might want to check out Stonehenge and
see if those boulders can be moved to Bournemouth.”
Gault and Anderson laughed.
Beryl tapped the hood of the jeep. “See you Friday morning. Meet on Clarendon Hill at 0700 for a long run.”
The next morning Beryl was up early and rushed to the Officers club. He had just sat down when Connors
walked in. Connors nodded, acknowledging he had seen Beryl.
Behind him arrived Johnson, Jarvis and Carlson.
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Connors sat down at Beryl’s table.
“How was your mission?”
“It went very well Sir,”
“Good, I have a conference room reserved at the HQ building. You can share your findings with us.”
Johnson arrived at the table.
“How did your trip go?” he asked Beryl.
“Very well," Johnson answered.
"How was your duty with the politicians?” Beryl continued.
“You mean our valet duty?”
Beryl and Connors smiled.
Jarvis and Carlson took their seats at the table.
“The great strategist has returned,” Carlson smiled.
“You can hear all about it at the meeting,” Beryl replied. “So, how was your valet duty?”
“It was certainly a memorable few days,” Johnson answered.
“Who were the dignitaries?” Beryl asked.
“U.S. Senators,” Jarvis answered.
“Did you get to carry their luggage?” Beryl laughed.
“Of course, and we were paid handsomely!” Carlson exclaimed.
“You were paid?” Beryl asked, raising his eyebrows.
“When was the last time you had a T-bone steak?” Jarvis asked.
“T-bone?” Beryl said. “The last time I had anything that looked like a T-bone was a piece of spam cut in the
shape of a T-bone in Shipton.”
“This was the real cow, Beryl,” Carlson laughed.
“No bull?” replied Beryl
“No bull, “Carlson answered.
“Of course, they insisted on going through the chow line at the enlisted men’s mess and take a meal there.”
Johnson added. “But that was just for show. They only had one meal in the mess hall then it was off to their private
room at the officer’s club.”
Connors interrupted the light banter of his officers.
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“Let’s get over to HQ and see what Lieutenant Edgell has for us.”
The four officers walked the short distance from the Officers’ mess hall to the HQ building.
Beryl laid out the maps on the conference room table and then handed Connors a hand written report on the town
of Bournemouth, the beach area and Poole Harbor. Connors handed the report back to him and told him to read it to
the group.
During the next hour, Beryl read the report and frequently pointed to areas on the map. The report included
justifications for the strategy based on the terrain and the situation that was anticipated. When he finished he looked
around the room.
Johnson was the first to speak.
“It seems to me, if they’re really interested in securing the beaches at Bournemouth, they would rotate tanks
down to the beach area. This would certainly augment the artillery fire.”
This was the beginning of a lively discussion among the Lieutenants about securing a beach area. Connors
contributed with questions about their comments and reasoning. After an hour of this amusement, Connors stood
and called a halt.
“Ok, gentlemen,” he began. “Division won’t be sending men to Bournemouth. We have many Cruisers all along
the coast patrolling and they’ll be our early warning system. This exercise has been more for your own training and
mental preparation. Beryl’s mission was to devise a strategy to protect nine miles of a beach area. For the last three
years, the Germans have been building fortifications and defenses all along the French coast. We’ll be hitting an
area of the beach sometime in the future. I hope this little exercise has given you more of an appreciation of what is
in store for us and all the obstacles that may be stopping or hindering us from our mission.”
Connors looked at Beryl.
“I’ll have the report typed up and present it to Morton tomorrow. I’m sure he’ll appreciate your efforts.”
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Christmas at Tedworth
Tedworth Mansion was dark with the blackout curtains hiding the light and activity inside. Mrs. Roosevelt’s
Christmas party was just beginning and the automobiles were arriving and dropping off the village children. Inside,
the volunteer army of young ladies was busy preparing food and piling up the presents that had been donated by the
soldiers from Tidworth Barracks. A dark green army car drove into the parking lot. Beryl, Frank, Kate and Angela
emerged with light steps of enthusiasm. The four hadn’t been together since the last party at the Mansion and the
ride to the mansion had provided Beryl and Frank a chance to tell the ladies about their trip to Salisbury Cathedral
and the girls adding a little history to their story.
“Here we are Yanks,” Kate said.
Angela hooked her arm through Franks and the two couples walked to the mansion. Once inside the door, they
knew they were at a Christmas Party. The mansion was decorated throughout with lights, cranberry strings, and a
full assortment of ornaments. The cacophony of children delighting themselves with the urging of the adults could be
heard as soon as the couples walked through the door. There was no one to greet them. The adults were busy with
the children, serving refreshments and stacking presents under the twelve foot tall pine tree in the main hall. Beryl
and Kate followed Frank and Angela. Kate lifted her left elbow and nudged Beryl, at the same time pointing to the
hands of Frank and Angela that were holding each other. Beryl looked at Kate and winked.
The party was just starting and the chaos was evident. Children were moving about, adults were active as they
responded to questions, requests and directions of Mrs. Roosevelt. There was a clamor on the far end of the hall as
the makeshift stage was being erected. The interior lights were a sharp contrast to the darkness of the exterior and
the blackout curtains that were shielding the warm glow of the party from the security blackness of the outside world.
The festive atmosphere created by Mrs. Roosevelt demonstrated her talent for being a hostess, whomever the
guests.
“This is beautiful,” exclaimed Kate as she grabbed Beryl’s elbow.
Beryl responded by putting his hand over her hand and pulling her along.
“There’s Dennis,” Beryl said and pulled Kate towards the stage.
“Let’s go see the Love God,” Frank answered, pulling Angela’s arm that was crooked through his elbow.
As the two couples walked to the stage area, Dennis glanced up and saw his superiors approaching him.
“Excuse me ladies,” Dennis said softly to the group of English girls who were gathered around him.
Dennis took a step toward Frank and Beryl, smiling broadly and extending his hand for a shake.
Beryl outstretched his hand and shook Dennis’ hand.
“Good evening Lieutenant….Sarge,” Dennis said as he shook hands.
The two couples, as in a chorus, replied, “Good evening.”
There was a brief second pause.
"Are you the entertainment for tonight?” Beryl asked.
“Yes sir, Dennis replied, “and I want to thank you for this great assignment.”
“Thank yourself, Private Love,” Beryl answered, “Mrs. Roosevelt went all the way to the top to make sure you
were here. You must have made quite an impression.”
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“Well, he sure made an impression on me,” Angela said with a slight randy tone in her voice.
“So when does the entertainment begin,” Kate asked.
“Right now, I guess,” Dennis answered. “Eleanor wanted some entertainment before we served the meal. That
way the volunteers could collect themselves and prepare for serving.”
“Eleanor is it?” Beryl asked animated. “First name basis. Does that mean old Teddy had better watch out?”
Dennis was laughing. “Believe me sir……. ”
Before Dennis could finish, a soft voice interrupted the group.
“Dennis my hero,” Eleanor said, “would you please do something to quiet down the crowd.”
Dennis looked at Eleanor. His look was one of adoration and admiration.
“I can begin,” Dennis said in a crooning voice, “but I am not sure it’ll settle things down. This crowd doesn’t want
to sit and be entertained. These are children who want to participate.”
“You be the judge, Mr. Love, I’ll leave it in your hands.”
“Thank you Ma’am,” Dennis said respectfully.
Dennis leapt onto the stage and after looking for a second, found the microphone and his guitar.
The two couples backed away from the stage to allow room for the children and the swooning girls. A young
English girl came on stage with an easel and large white cards. On each card were stanzas of the songs that Dennis
would sing.
Dennis nodded to the girl and then spoke into the mike.
“Hello,” he said and the room was silent.
“Young ladies and gentlemen,” Dennis admonished, “I am not here to sing and dance for you. You are here to
sing and dance for me. So when I say hello, you answer hello. When Elizabeth here points to the white card, you
are to sing or shout the words on the card. Let’s try that again.”
“Hello.”
A small chorus answered hello.
“Louder!” Dennis said.
“Hello!!!!” came the answer.
“Ok, let’s start with the first song,” Dennis shouted,” a variation of the Crawdad song. When Beth points to the
card, you sing or shout the words. Now first, we need a little practice. I want everyone to sing or shout the words
unk unk.”
Dennis half shouted into the mike, unk unk, and the children timidly repeated it.
Let’s try that one more time, he paused, then shouted in the mike, unk unk.
This time the children became a chorus of unk unk.
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Dennis strummed his guitar.
“Wake up honey you've slept too late."
Dennis hesitated and pointed to Beth. The children shouted.
"Unk, unk"
”Wake up honey you've slept too late
Crawdad man done passed your gate”
Beth pointed to the next card.
”Unk, unk, unk-unk, unk-unk”
“The old duck hen said to the drake
No more crawdads in this lake.”
The children shouted.
“Unk unk, unk-unk, unk-unk”
“Sold my crawdads three for a dime
Your crawdad's not as fat as mine.”
“Unk unk, unk-unk, unk-unk”
“Whatcha gonna do when the lake goes dry
Sit on the lake and watch the big birds fly.”
“Unk unk, unk-unk, unk-unk”
Dennis had changed the last line from............'Sit on the lake and watch the crawdads die'.........to 'Sit on the lake
and watch the big birds fly.'
Dennis stood and in unison with Beth, applauded the children for their singing.
“Ok,” shouted Dennis into the microphone, “this next song is about a sailor of the sea. So, I want you all to stand,
clasp your hands in front of you and bend over. When you sing the verse, rock your feet back and forth."
"Show them Beth.”
Beth animated a singing sailor by rocking her feet back and forth and swinging her arms.
“Ok, let’s go,” Dennis shouted.
“I'll sing you a song, a good song of the sea.”
Beth pointed to the card and the children joined in.
”With a way, hey, blow the man down.”
Dennis sang;
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”And trust you'll join in the chorus with me.”
Children joined in;
”Give me some time to blow the man down”
The song continued with Dennis singing and the children joining in.
"There was an old skipper I don't know his name
With a way, HEY, blow the man down
Although he once played a remarkable game
Give me some time to blow the man down
His ship lay acalmed in the tropical sea
With a way, HEY, blow the man down
He whistled all day but in vain for a breeze
Give me some time to blow the man down."
Dennis stood and applauded the children. They were squealing with fun.
"Ok.........here is one I know you all know. It is called Five Current Buns."
Dennis strummed his guitar and began to sing.
"Five currant buns in a baker's shop.
Big and round with a cherry on the top,
Along came a boy with a penny one day,
Bought a currant bun and took it away.
Four currant buns in a baker's shop.
Big and round with a cherry on the top,
Along came a boy with a penny one day,
Bought a currant bun and took it away.
Three currant buns in a baker's shop.
Big and round with a cherry on the top,
Along came a boy with a penny one day,
Bought a currant bun and took it away.
Two currant buns in a baker's shop.
Big and round with a cherry on the top,
Along came a boy with a penny one day,
Bought a currant bun and took it away.
One currant bun in a baker's shop.
Big and round with a cherry on the top,
Along came a boy with a penny one day,
Bought the currant bun and took it away."
"Ok, for the last one," Dennis shouted into the microphone. "In the spirit of Christmas and I am sure most of you
know it so sing along."
"Christmas is Coming, The Geese are Getting Fat."
"Ready now...........sing it loud."
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Dennis strummed his guitar and started to sing.
"Christmas is coming, the geese are getting fat,
Please to put a penny in an old man's hat;
If you haven't got a penny a ha'penny will do,
If you haven't got a ha'penny, God bless you."
“Ok,” Dennis said loudly into the microphone, “let’s eat.”
The children clapped and jumped about as the adults tried to steer them to the tables set up for dinner. Dennis
put down his guitar and walked off the stage.
“Let’s go outside for a cigarette,” Frank said to Beryl and Kate as he took Angela’s arm and walked to the door.
The couples walked to the door leading to the parking lot. Angela had linked her arm through Frank’s and was
leaning on him slightly.
“Dennis is certainly one of the America’s treasures,” Kate said to Beryl.
“I can’t wait to watch his career after this war is over,” Beryl answered.
When they reached the car, Angela opened the door and reached for a bottle of Scotch she had hid under the
front seat.
“This is adult time,” she said, as she opened the bottle and took a sailor’s swig.
She passed the bottle to Frank who took a long draw.
He passed it to Beryl who took a swig and passed it to Kate.
Kate looked at the bottle, took a small swig, and passed it to Angela.
“Merry Christmas,” Angela said as she took another sailor’s swig of the Scotch.
Frank laughed, “Merry Christmas.”
Beryl and Kate were silent for a second and then unceremoniously answered, “Merry Christmas.”
They were thinking this was not such a merry holiday. They were oceans apart from their loved ones.
Beryl sensed Frank and Angela wanted to be alone.
“Kate, let’s go for a walk. I haven’t seen the grounds of Tedworth yet.”
They slowly turned toward the mansion and began to stroll, leaving Frank and Angela leaning against the car.
Beryl was the first to speak. “What do you hear from Sonny?”
“Not much, really,” Kate answered. “The news is we’re pushing Rommel back into central Libya, recapturing
Tobruk was a major win for us. In his last letter, Sonny said the weather was miserable with rain every day.”
Then she laughed. “He wants more socks. The boys can’t seem to keep their feet dry.”
Beryl smiled.
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“What do you hear from Esther?” Kate asked.
“She’s doing well. The baby should come in April. I need to find a way to be home then. It would sure be great for
both of us.”
“Can’t you get some leave?”
“I’m not sure if it’s possible, we have a pretty tight training schedule.”
Frank and Angela were talking by the car and taking sips of the Scotch. Frank had told Angela about Salisbury
Cathedral.
“And what about you, Frank?” Angela asked. “Have you reconciled with your God and religion? Are you ready
for this war?”
Frank looked at Angela. “I’m not sure. I’ve thought about it a lot and I don’t think I’ll have any problems once the
shooting starts. But one doesn’t know until that moment how they’ll behave.”
“Maybe you need some more anger, or hate,” Kate said softly.
She was trying to understand if the ex-seminarian Frank had any doubts about this personal dilemma.
“That might give you more resolve today for what lies ahead tomorrow. I’m sure the soldiers in the Pacific have
that resolve after Pearl Harbor. Certainly the merchant seaman who have been killed by the German submarines
should make you angry in a way.”
“That’s the crux of it,” Frank said. “I don’t want my resolve to be motivated by anger. Anger denotes revenge and
I don’t want to kill another human out of such a baseless motivation. A war or battle should be fought for reasons
that rise above base human emotions to a plateau of a higher good.”
“Like a crusade,” Angela interrupted.
“Much like a crusade,” Frank smiled.
“It’s hard for me to imagine the mind of the German or Jap soldier. More base than anger or revenge. It is the
baseness of thievery and subjugation. The building of a national ego on their ability to be more forceful against weak
cultures escapes me. How does one build the pride of a nation on such a meager foundation?”
“Frank,” Angela said as she turned closer to him and put her hand on his arm, “would it be possible for you and
Beryl to come to London for the New Years? I have something I want to show you.”
Frank raised a questioning eyebrow. “We might be able to manage that. And Kate too?”
“Yes, of course Kate, if she can make it. I’m not sure if they would be comfortable with it, however I can get them
separate rooms at a nearby home.”
“I think I can get Beryl out for the week between Christmas and New Years.”
“Frank,” Angela laughed, “it’s next week.”
Frank just smiled.
“I’m serious, Frank,” Angela said with a serious smile.
Condescendingly she said softly and slowly, “Now Frank, I’ll make all the arrangements. You just call me with the
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time of your train’s arrival in London and the time it departs back to here. I’ll arrange everything else.”
Frank wasn’t thinking about London and Angela’s words. He was thinking about here and now. The excitement
of being with an exciting woman and the fear of not knowing what to do. He knew he was an amateur in romance but
he was determined to show Angela affection without embarrassing both of them. He also knew the average high
school graduate would know what to do in this situation and here he was immersed in confusion. Was this a situation
where it was better to ask for forgiveness than permission? It worked on the Monsignor many times when he had
snuck out from the Seminary to meet friends, play poker, smoke and guzzle beer. He could not find any wrong in the
Gospels with his actions and there was no harm, except for his head the next morning with a hangover and a
nagging question of how much money he had lost. But this wasn’t a meeting with the Monsignor about all night
poker games. In front of the Monsignor, Frank had never perspired or felt anxious.
“Are you romantically involved?” Frank asked in a quiet, conversational tone. He knew the question would force
those background thoughts to the front and bring honesty to the nervous situation.
Angela looked up at Frank. She had been gazing out onto the gardens, waiting for Frank to lead with a statement
or question. She was actually playing a guessing game with herself on whether he would begin with a serious start,
or turn the situation to humor; the easy way out for most men who lacked the confidence around a young woman.
She was about to offer him the Scotch bottle again. English beer may be the elixir of life, but nothing like a bottle of
Scotch to be the lubricant of love.
Angela let the silence run longer. She also knew the power of silence and the drama it added to a situation like
the one she was experiencing.
“Involved?” Angela answered. “I wouldn’t say involved. More like being close to involvement.” The smile on her
lips was the subtle signal to Frank she had just thrown him a curve and the ball was in his court.
Angela waited. How would he interpret her answer? If he was weak, he would take it as having competition and
back away. She was hoping for a confident reply and got it.
Frank leaned towards Angela.
“Is this close enough?”
“Yes,” Angela answered as she leaned up to Frank and kissed him lightly on the lips.
“Merry Christmas,” she said.
Frank put his hands on her waist, pulled her close and kissed her lightly and longer.
“Merry Christmas to you.”
They were separating slowly as Beryl and Kate came around the corner.
Beryl and Kate saw the end of the touch and surmised what had just happened.
They both smiled.
“Let’s get back inside, I think the meal is over and they’ll need us,” Beryl said loud enough for Frank and Kate to
hear.
The two couples walked slowly back to the mansion. The night air was cold and quiet. As they entered the
mansion they were met with warmth and the rustle of activity.
The children were helping by walking their trays to the end of the hall. Dennis was back on stage making small
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adjustments to the guitar and thinking of two or three songs that he could sing. Mrs. Roosevelt suggested he refrain
from singing the traditional Christmas songs since most of the children had fathers they hadn’t seen for months and
she was afraid they would start weeping.
Frank, Beryl, Angela, Kate and the other adults were moving the tables to make room in front of the stage for
dancing and games. The children were now fidgety and needed to move about. They all kept looking at the large
Christmas tree with the dozens of presents.
Dennis spoke into the mike.
“If you know the words of this song, help me sing it. This a short one to get us warmed up, Sing a Song of
Sixpence.”
Sing a song of sixpence
A pocket full of rye,
Four and twenty blackbirds
Baked in a pie.
The King was in his counting house
Counting out his money,
The Queen was in the parlor
Eating bread and honey
When the pie was opened
The birds began to sing,
Was that not a tasty dish
To set before a king?
The Maid was in the garden
Hanging out the clothes,
When down came a blackbird
And snapped off her nose!
Dennis then asked the children to sit and listen to two songs and then they would have a final, fun song. As
Dennis sang ‘Clementine’ and ‘Scarborough Fair’ the adults took a breather. The two couples walked to the far end
of the hall and watched the children react to the ‘Atlanta Crooner.’
As they watched, Frank was looking around the room at the decorations, children, Red Cross workers and the
décor of the mansion. The tingle he felt in his brain was a result of the Scotch, a sensuous kiss, and the atmosphere
in the Mansion. He thought to himself: ‘this is much better than three glasses of wine.’
Beryl looked down at Kate and smiled.
Kate looked up at him but not with the same smile.
“Beryl,” she whispered, “look over there.”
Beryl looked in the direction she was pointing. In the far corner of the room was a small shadow sitting against the
wall.
Beryl squinted. Not to see better but more of a curiosity squint. He gave Kate’s hand a slight squeeze and
walked over to the small shadow whose head was buried in his arms. Beryl approached and noticed his footsteps
didn’t stir the shadow.
Beryl sat down next to the small British lad and remained silent.
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After several minutes of listening to the boy’s sobs, Beryl reached into his pocket and took out a chocolate bar,
the one he planned to give Kate at the end of the night as a ‘thank you’ for the evening of fun.
Beryl slowly unwrapped the bar near the boy’s ear so he would look up in curiosity. The boy stopped sobbing but
didn’t look up. Beryl broke a small piece off the bar and put it in his mouth.
“You know,” Beryl said quietly and slowly. “When I was your age, someone told me my father would die soon and
I cried a lot, thinking how much I would miss him.”
Beryl waited for the silence and the boy finally looked up at this man in a US Army uniform with gold bars. He had
never been this close to a Yank before and in his little mind, he regarded Yanks as someone of importance from a
foreign land. He wiped his eyes and cheeks on his shirtsleeve and continued to stare at Beryl.
“I was a little boy when I thought my dad would die and now I am a grown man and my dad is still alive.”
“My dad’s in the war,” the boy said, almost sobbing again.
“Yes he is,” Beryl replied. “And I bet you miss him.”
The boy didn’t respond, he just looked at Beryl and sobbed.
“Your dad will come home soon,” Beryl lied.
“Soon?”
“Yes, soon. All of this will end soon and your dad will come home and I can go home to my family. I sometimes
cry when I think about my family and think how much I miss them.”
“You cry?”
“Of course, we all cry sometimes. But we still have to do our jobs and have fun now and then. You have to go to
school and help your mother and have fun when you get a chance.”
The boy looked at Beryl.
“When do you cry?
“I cry when I’m lonely, but never when I’m at a party or with other people. That’s the time when we get to have
fun. I usually cry at night in my bedroom just before I go to sleep. That way I can be happy when I am with my mom
or with other people.”
“I miss my dad,” the boy said, looking straight into Beryl’s eyes.
“And he misses you,” Beryl responded. Beryl put his arm around the small boy and held him. He knew he was
unsure of what to do next but he also knew a hug can cure a lot of sadness. A tear shaped in Beryl’s eye.
“Are you sad?” The boy asked.
Beryl looked at the boy.
“I am sad because you and I should be out there having fun and saving our tears for later.”
Beryl handed the boy the rest of the chocolate bar and smiled. The boy took the bar and a bite and smiled at
Beryl.
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“Let’s go have some fun,” Beryl said as he stood and held out his hand for the boy.
The soldier and the boy walked to the crowd of children in front of the stage and Beryl slowly parted the crowd to
lead the boy to Private Love. He lifted the boy onto the stage, gave him a hug and winked at Love who took the
boy’s arm and pulled him close while he played his guitar. Beryl gave the boy a smile and walked back to his friends.
Frank smiled as Beryl approached. “You could have been a Priest.”
“Or an Army Sergeant,” Beryl replied smiling.
Frank looked around and said to Beryl and Kate in a low voice.
“We’ve been invited to London next week, think we can get a couple of passes?”
Beryl looked at Kate, back to Frank, then Angela and back to Frank.
“We certainly have earned it. Let’s say yes now and then worry about getting the passes later,” Beryl said with
confidence.
Dennis finished the Scarborough Fair song.
“Ok, boys and girls. You all know this song and how it’s played. I need two adults to make an arch with your
hands. Boys and girls, form a line and when the music starts, dance through the arch. When I say the word ‘Lady’,
the adults will bring the arch down, catching whoever is underneath it. Boys and girls, when you’re caught, go over
to the Christmas tree and make another line and wait, or dance until the song is done.
London Bridge is falling down
Falling down, falling down
London Bridge is falling down
My fair lady
Build it up with iron bars
Iron bars, iron bars
Build it up with iron bars
My fair lady
Iron bars will bend and break
Bend and break, bend and break
Iron bars will bend and break
My fair lady
Build it up with gold and silver
Gold and silver, gold and silver
Build it up with gold and silver
My fair lady
London Bridge is falling down
Falling down, falling down
London Bridge is falling down
My fair lady.
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London
The London and Southwest train was pulling into the London Waterloo Station with Frank and Beryl on board.
The lieutenant and sergeant were excited to see the British capital; they had never been to a nation’s capital,
including Washington D.C. and now they were entering one of the great capitals of the world. Waterloo station had
been hit hard during the German Blitzkrieg and the British government had hastily cleared the wreckage to insure
trains could still come and go. The station was an important transportation line for goods and travelers from the
southwest of England. Over the years, the London planners had carefully constructed rail lines and stations to insure
all areas of the United Kingdom had easy access to London. Paddington station served the west, Marylebone the
northwest, Euston, St. Pancras, King’s Cross the north, Liverpool the northeast, Fenchurch the east, and London
Bridge the southeast.
London, as a city, didn’t emerge until the late 6th century AD. The first recorded name for London was
Londinium, given to the region around the Thames by the invading Romans. The Roman rule lasted for three and a
half centuries and when the Romans gave up their influence in the fourth century, all of England was in
administrative disarray. The Anglo Saxons attempted to build a structure and divided England into various kingdoms
but no kingdom with one rule prevailed. The Saxons who controlled eastern England in the area around London did
little to build a capital, even though the Thames river was an ideal waterway for trade and contact with the European
th
continent . Pope Gregory 1, in the late 6 century tried to establish Christianity in the London area, however, the
th
th
small beginning could not sustain itself and the area returned to paganism. Throughout the 7 and 8 centuries,
Christianity began taking hold and the British Isles became more stable. The Viking raids on the island increased in
th
the 9 century and King Alfred the Great, who had consolidated the kingdom under his rule by then, was able to
defeat the Vikings and introduce stability to the Islands. The invasions by the Vikings was a lesson in defense for the
King. Since most invaders of the island took advantage of the Thames river in order to transport their armies inland,
the King began the construction of defense walls in what is now London and it became the center of commerce and
rule.
th

The 11 century was tumultuous for the city. King Edward the Confessor oversaw the building of the Abbey of
Westminster and a palace. Edward died in 1066 with no apparent heir and the council refused to recognize his
cousin, Duke William of Normandy. When the council elected Edward’s brother-in-law, Harold, William invaded
England by crossing the channel and landing on the southern tip of England at Pevensey. Here he occupied a stone
fortress built by the Romans and prepared his army for battle. William met Harold in Hastings and the true heir to the
throne was victorious over Harold’s army at the historical Battle of Hastings. He immediately granted London a
formal charter and allowed them self rule as a city. By 1072 William had subjugated all of England to his rule and for
several decades London enjoyed relative calm and prosperity. William’s greatest architectural achievements were
the building of the Tower of London, Windsor Castle and his gift to future generations was the compiling of the
Doomsday book.
th

In the late 12 century, London, under Richard the Lionhearted, gained new status as the King granted the rights
of the citizens to establish a mayor with representative aldermen for the different districts of London. Richard was
the second in a long succession of the Plantagenet line and provided the mayoralty of London even greater power
and freedom than his predecessors. Following Richard was John, who, through a series of blunders, bad decisions,
and unpopularity, was forced to sign the Magna Carta, the most significant event of his reign for his subjects. The
Magna Carta was the Bill of Rights for the English people. It guaranteed rights and liberty to the populous and
placed the Monarchy and magistrates under the rule of the law. The Magna Carta provided for the complete
independence of the church and the rights of heirs to inherit the property of their forebears. The cities and ports
throughout England were granted the same rights as London had enjoyed since William the Conqueror while
individual freedoms included fair payment for a person’s service to the crown or government and protecting the
individual from undue seizure of property by the sheriff or any other official.
London during this period was the commercial capital of England and enjoyed the prosperity of an active trade
with the continent. The Monarch, however, did not consider London the ‘seat’ of the government and remained
outside its walls at Westminster, Palace of Sheen and Baynard’s Castle.
th

th

The 13 and 14 centuries saw a variety of political and monarchial maneuverings, yet the building of London
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th

continued with the influence of the church, the rich merchants and the government of London. The late 15 century
and the beginning of the Tudor monarchy was to herald in a new era of prosperity for London and its claim as the
center of commerce on the island. Culture in the city began to surface with the patronage of poets like Chaucer.
th

The next major change in the city was in the 16 century after Henry VIII established the Church of England and
confiscated most of the property of the Catholic Church. Monasteries were closed and the buildings turned over to
merchants. Many of the church’s buildings were torn down and their stones were used for palaces or new buildings
for the crown. The East End of London had been under the jurisdiction of the Catholic Bishop and when this area
was freed by Henry VIII, it began to be populated by the poor and middle class because the nearby docks and new
factories required cheap labor. The nobility began moving back into London and took up residence in the former
Bishop’s residences. Their presence in the city made them more aware of the conditions of the population and along
with the merchants, established schools for the children of the poor and middle class. Henry VIII made contributions
to the city with hospitals.
In 1558 Elizabeth, daughter of Henry VIII and Ann Boleyn, became Queen and her reign lasted for 45 years,
during which time she executed her cousin Mary, Queen of Scots and successfully defeated the Spanish Armada.
Her reign was a period of strife between the Protestants and the Catholics, yet London continued to thrive. The
combination of trade with the continent and cloth production insured a prosperous period. The architecture of this
period began to change from the early Norman to the Gothic style. Many of the churches and buildings were rebuilt
th
to reflect the Gothic influence. The architecture and buildings in the 17 century and beyond were influenced by the
great fire of London. Building codes were instituted and new structures were required to be built of stone, marble or
any type of mineral that wouldn’t burn; thatched roofs were prohibited. Culture flourished during the Tudor reign with
the popularity of Shakespeare, Spenser and Marlowe.
The Tudor reign ended when Elizabeth died, childless. The next major monarchy was the Stuarts (1603-1714),
beginning with James 1, formerly James VI of Scotland. Two great events, the great fire and the plague occurred
during the Stuart reign. The Stuarts ruled for over a century (with a brief tenure by Cromwell who ruled after Charles
1, son of James 1, was executed) and it was the first time all of the island was united under one rule. James 1 sired
nine children, however, his only memorable contribution to the city of London was to support a project for delivering
clean water to the city. Other contributions by the Stuarts included allowing Jews to return to London and permission
for them to build a synagogue. Toward the end of the Stuart reign, St. Paul’s Cathedral was rebuilt and stood as the
most magnificent Cathedral in the world. In the early 1700s, the Act of Settlement was passed providing only
Protestants could be eligible for the throne and this led to the next dynasty, the Hanoverians, beginning with George
1.
The Hanoverian reign lasted from 1714 to 1837. Architecture took on a luxurious appearance with government
and merchant buildings. The constitutional monarchy was established and Britain elected its first Prime Minister.
Even though England lost its American colony, London thrived during this period as the great capital and dominated
over half the civilized world.
th

The 19 century was the beginning of a golden age for London. The next in line for the monarchy was Queen
Victoria, a Hanoverian. She married Prince Albert and her reign became known as the Saxe-Coburg-Gothe dynasty.
England controlled the oceans and this was visible in the buildings and spirit of the English people. Buckingham
th
palace was constructed and became a visible sign of the opulence of the monarchy and the country. The 19
century was the grand era of the industrial revolution and the English were at the forefront of new inventions. The
vast network of railroads was built and the London underground became a reality. Prince Albert, who was an
aficionado of art and history, was very active in establishing museums of art and history.
th

In the first half of the 20 century, the Hanover monarchy (at the outbreak of WWI) changed the name of the
th
reign from Saxe-Coburg-Gothe to Windsor, after the name of the Castle. The progress made in the 19 century
th
continued into the 20 century. Electric lights, automobiles, gas lights and modern conveniences were being invented
and London was in pace with the other great world capitals in adapting to the new luxuries.
It was mid-morning when the train pulled into Waterloo station. Frank and Beryl stepped onto the platform and
both were silent as they took in the view and walked to the curbside.
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“Anxious to see Angela?” Beryl asked.
“Of course, wouldn’t you be?”
Beryl smiled and nodded.
The two Yanks stood on the curb looking both ways, still confused about the traffic patterns and driving on the
wrong side of the street.
“I see what the Provost Marshall meant about Yanks stepping off the curb and getting run over,” Frank quipped,
“this could be hard to get used to.”
Beryl was looking the other way. “There she is,” Beryl said and began to wave at the approaching sedan.
Angela slowed to the curb, waved and stopped in front of the Yanks. She jumped out of the car showing her
excitement to see them.
“Hey Yanks,” she said in a randy voice, “need a lift?”
Angela opened the trunk and the Yanks threw in their bags.
“Where’s Kate?” Angela asked
“She begged off,” Beryl answered.
At first Kate was excited to go to London and have some fun and Marge had encouraged her, saying it was
innocent and Sonny wouldn’t mind. At the last minute she changed her mind. Her conscience had won over her
desire for fun.
“Well Beryl, we’ll just have to make sure you’re entertained,” Angela said.
Angela pulled away from the curb and headed north on Waterloo Road toward the Waterloo Bridge and inner
London.
“First, we’ll take you to a Bed and Breakfast near my flat and you can settle in, briefly, then off to lunch,” Angela
said as she raced the sedan across the bridge.
“Famed Somerset House on your right,” Angela said. “I assume you have read your history, so I’ll only point
things out; no narration unless you ask.”
Across the bridge Angela turned the car west on Strand.
“How was the train ride?” Angela asked. She felt she needed to spur the conversation since the Yanks were busy
soaking in the sights of the capital.
“Very pleasant,” Frank answered. “A lot better than the train ride from Scotland to Tidworth.”
“Where’s your flat?” Beryl asked
“Over by Hyde Park, nicely located.”
“St James Park on your left,” Angela said as she went through the roundabout and headed north to Constitution
Hill. “Buckingham Palace is also on your left.”
“Do you work near there?” Frank asked.
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“About a mile walk, good for the figure.”
Beryl chimed, “What’s the agenda?”
“After Lunch we’ll take a drive to a special place,” Angela answered, as if secretly. “Hyde Park is on your left. At
the end of the park you’ll see the famed speaker’s corner. If you have a cause or feel like venting, you can always
find an audience and competition.”
As the sedan neared the intersection of Park Lane and Bayswater Road they could see the small crowd on the
corner. Handmade signs proclaiming the end of the world, hate for Hitler and other statements were being carried by
Brits with a cause. One man was standing on a ladder above the crowd giving an impassioned oration.
Angela steered the Sedan through the roundabout and headed west on Bayswater Road.
“Almost there,” she said, as she made three quick turns and pulled in front of an old two story house.
“Here we are.”
Beryl and Frank took their luggage out of the trunk and followed Angela to the front door. The door opened
before they reached the front porch.
“Hello, Hello,” a middle aged lady greeted them. “Come on in. My name is Grace.”
She smiled at the sight of the two handsome yanks and touched her hair as if to give it more curls or less of a
mid-day look. She wasn't trying to flirt...........just letting her vanity have its way.
“Hi,” Angela replied. “This is Leftenant Edgell and Sergeant Dietz, Beryl and Frank.”
They shook hands and followed Grace through a long hall to the back of the house. She opened the door to a
large room with four beds, a sink and a small clothesline.
“The wash room is down the hall with a loo and shower. Here are four keys; two for the front door and two for the
room. Breakfast is served below from 6:30 to 8 and it’s included in the room.”
Grace handed two keys to Beryl and two keys to Frank.
“Please be quiet if you come in after 10. Have a good time in London.”
Frank and Beryl set down their luggage and followed Angela to the car.
“That should be cozy, and what with four beds maybe Grace is planning roommates for you,” Angela laughed.
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London East End
Angela turned the car onto Bayswater and proceeded in the same direction as Waterloo Station. When she
arrived at the Waterloo Bridge on Strand she continued heading east, following the path of the River Thames.
The river cuts a serpentine path from the English Channel, through London and westward. As the river nears the
East End of London, it takes a sharp turn south, then west and north, cutting a U shaped bend in the river. The area
north of the U shape is the East End.
Angela followed the Strand along the river’s edge.
“A couple miles ahead is the Tower of London,” she said to Frank who was sitting next to her in the front seat.
“Are we visiting the sites of London?” Beryl asked from the back seat.
“Not today Yank, more important matters.”
“Can you tell us the mystery?” Beryl asked.
“We’re paying a visit to the East End,” Angela answered.
When the car was near the Tower of London, Angela made a few quick turns and pulled in front of a Pub.
“Let’s get some lunch,” she urged as she grabbed her gas mask and hand bag and opened her door.
They walked into the Pub and all heads turned; Angela a Brit, obvious by her dress, with two American soldiers,
one an officer.
Angela spoke to the bartender, “Three drafts and three of your lunch specials, please.”
“Let’s sit over here,” she said to Frank.
Angela had a reason, besides hunger, for the stop at the pub. Before the tour of the East End, she wanted to give
the Yanks a sense of the history of this noble land area that had so much of an influence on London and England as
a whole.
"Long before the East End was populated, it was a large field of trees and plains. The London Bishops were the
caretakers of this vast area which provided good hunting for the Nobles and Clerics. In the time of Richard I, a
hospital was erected to serve the blind of the region and it was thereafter known as Spital and Spitalfields. Other
names were added over the years to distinguish districts in the area: Bethel Green, Stepney, Mile End, Wapping,
Limehouse, Bromley, West and East Ham and the Isle of Dogs.
th

The East End of London and its influence on English culture began in the 16 Century when Henry VIII
confiscated the property of the Catholic Church. London needed breathing room and a place to grow. The freeing of
the East End forest and fields became an opportunity for the merchants and gentry of London to expand their
enterprises. They bought land, initially for farm animal grazing and let out parcels for gardens. It wasn’t long before
the merchants realized the benefit of having factories close to the river and a building boom was created. Low cost
wood framed houses sprang up quickly and were rented to the seaman and ship dock workers who were anxious to
be closer to their work and as manufacturing began to thrive in the district, more workers, native and foreign, moved
to the area. This influx of population, the rapid building of shacks for housing, and the lack of sewers and fresh water
soon turned the East End into an infested slum, giving the great plague of 1603 the petri dish needed to spread
across England.
The culture of the East End was the culture of sailors, dock workers, and low paid laborers, both men and women.
Among the capitalists who fled to the East End were the brewers who found an eager consumer in their back yard.
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The high ratio of Pubs to homes in the area was indicative of the type of entertainment for the population in poverty.
Other industries that flourished were the prostitutes, weavers, silk workers, match stick makers, ship repairman, coal
haulers and hundreds of ‘small businesses’ dealing in cheap gin and entertainment.
th

Crime in the East End during the 18 Century flourished as no police force had been established. Riots among
the established workers were not uncommon as immigrants flooded the East End and began working for lower
wages. These riots gave way to grievances in other areas of the East End as agitators found audiences eager for
relief from their poverty. It began with anti-Irish and anti-Catholic campaigns and spread to the different ethnic
groups crowding the area. The new machinery introduced in the industrial revolution gave rise to riots and strikes
against the new mechanization that stole the jobs of the labor force. The poor in the East End had nothing to lose for
th
they were already at the bottom of the ladder. Early in the 19 Century, the council of London made the decision to
establish a police force, primarily for the East End and satisfy the demands of the merchants living in London proper.
th
The East End, in the late 19 Century, was the crime scene for the many victims of Jack the Ripper, however, the
biggest crimes in Spitalfields were the living conditions and the exploiting of the poor by the industrialists. Immigrants
from all parts of the world were crowding into this district and small sectors were forming: Chinese, Jewish, Irish and
aliens from every nation on the continent were settling in the area. As the crowding grew worse, so became the
labor disputes, health hazards and the life expectancy.
The industrial revolution in the early 1800s changed life in the Spitalfields. New industries moved in along with
the soot and smell of manufacturing. The middle class who had lived on the borders of the East End began moving
out as the dirt, grime and noxious smells overtook the area. Trade with the rest of the world increased the demand
for new docks for loading and unloading cargo, shipyards for repair and the building of new ships. It also brought with
it cheap printing methods and information to the poor. Writers like Charles Dickens were writing about the East End.
th

Conditions in the East End during the late 19 century were little better than at the beginning of the Century.
There were, however, improvements in sanitation when the city installed a giant drainage system for all of London.
Cholera was still a problem due to the lack of fresh, clean water and the problem was rectified with the
establishment of a water works. In spite of these sanitation improvements, the discontent of the East Enders was
high due to the factory working conditions and in the mid 1800s, the word dreaded by the capitalists, unionism, was
finding a foothold in London. Organizers were able to take the energy of this angry work force and build trade unions
in everything from engineering to match making. At the same time, the followers of Karl Marx’s philosophy and
rhetoric were teaching and attempting to organize a left wing movement. Both peaceful and destructive marches
were organized to draw attention to the working conditions in the factories, the dock areas and the many small
contract cottage industries. The union activity not only engaged the men, it extended to the women in the match
factory. By the time of the match girls strike, unionism had spread across the globe and was receiving a lot of press.
Support for unions and strikes came from other unions in London, Ireland, Scotland and even from unions in other
countries. Money was pooled by these unions to support the striking workers who spent their days on the picket line.
th

The beginning of the 20 century and on the eve of WWI, the East End was becoming more ‘civilized’. Jews from
throughout Europe were immigrating to England and settling, for the most part, in the East End. They brought special
skills with them and developed new techniques in the clothing industry. A ‘Jewish sector’ grew up in the East End
and it distinguished itself in the way this ethnic group cleaned out both the human and garbage filth from the streets
in front of their homes.
The next large transformation of the East End was at the beginning of WWI. Factories were converted and new
ones built for the munitions needed to support the war to end all wars. By now, large brick tenement houses had
been constructed for the working class and the sanitary conditions had improved considerably. Buses were seen on
the streets of London and the East End and the working class was able to be more mobile and enjoy their weekends
outside the narrow streets and alleys. The casualties of the WWI East Enders were mainly casualties in the ranks of
soldiers who fought on French soil.
During the period between the wars, the quiet of peace was replaced with the misery of the depression. Strikes
were common as workers were laid off and unemployment increased. The soup kitchens were extremely busy in the
1930s and also a place for organizers to increase their following. Anti-Semitic groups swelled in number to
persecute the Jews and Fascist leagues were formed to carry out the persecution. Two safety valves in this period
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reduced the tension among the poor and the ethnic groups. The Parliament passed the extended voting rights for
men and women and the City of London embarked on the building of apartment houses for the workers. It wasn’t
until 1939 that full employment returned to the East End."
“This is good,” Beryl said, “what is it?
Angela had finished telling the Yanks the history of the East End and was biting into her own lunch.
“Mutton Pie with potatoes and carrots,” she answered.
“Pretty good,” Frank said. He was about to follow with a quip, however, Angela’s mood had become more and
more serious as she related the story of the East End.
“How did the workers live when there was no work?” Beryl asked.
“If they were on strike, there was no strike fund so they had to depend on the church’s soup kitchens, each other,
and the Poor Tax; which was a way of taxing the middle and upper class to help keep starvation in check on the East
End.”
“Does our journey today have anything to do with the East End during World War Two?” Frank asked.
“Time to go,” Angela answered.
Beryl went to the bar and paid the bartender for the beer and lunches.
The three got into the car and Angela drove back towards the river and headed east past the Tower of London
and onto a road called The Highway that intersected with Commercial Road heading north. After a short, silent drive
she turned right on Bethnal Green Road and pulled over to the curb.
Angela opened her door and Beryl and Frank followed. For the next two hours they walked the streets of the East
End and Angela didn’t need to describe the rubble and bombed buildings; she knew the Yanks would observe and
deduce for themselves.
After a few blocks walking, Angela began the second part of her story.
She began with the story of the children of the East End.
The Second World War, like the First World War, began after Germany invaded a neighboring country. In 1914 it
was Belgium and in 1939 the German target was Poland. On September 3, 1939, Britain officially announced a state
of war and with the pronouncement came the preparedness of the British to withstand what they knew would be
bombing raids across the channel.
The air raid warning system had been installed after WWI and the communication system was in place for early
warnings along the eastern coast of England. The next precaution was the evacuation of the children in metropolitan
London.
“Try to imagine thousands of children being bused to train stations with their little satchels or sacks,” Angela said.
“These children were as young as four years old and some into their teens.”
“In some cases babies and their mothers were evacuated away from their homes and husbands. All the children,
except the ones with their mothers, had a tag on their jackets with their name and parent’s names. The scene at the
bus and train station was mayhem. Children and mothers were crying and the escorts were scurrying to try to keep
everyone calm. These little tykes would cry and cry and only stop when they were on the train and exhausted. The
trains went to all parts of England and the children were put with any family who would have them. In some cases,
the children were put in groups and billeted in such places as old laundries or inns, convents and buildings no longer
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in use. Most of these children were from the East End and they were the Cockneys. Cockneys had the reputation for
rough living, rough language and an accent that was sometimes hard to understand by the average Englishman.
The children of the East End learned their parent’s ways early in life and took their raffish manners to the country;
much to the chagrin of their hosts. In some cases, these children were taken in begrudgingly and soon found
themselves in an abandoned warehouse with other East End children.”
“The children of the East End who stayed in the country brought back to the East End a new dimension of life.
For the first time, these children saw live cows in fields instead of the cows led to the slaughterhouses of the East
End. They played in haystacks and learned how to fish and swim in a clean river or lake. They were able to play
football and romp in vast fields. For the first time, they could wander in the strawberry fields and pick the delicacies
that would be on the dinner table the same day. Who knows what good influence the evacuation had on some of the
children; what experiences they had would motivate them to grow beyond the boundaries of the East End and raise
their families outside the stigma of the Cockney culture.”
“What’s a Cockney?” Beryl interrupted with the question.
Angela laughed, “A cockney is a small egg or a city dweller. It’s from Middle English and hard to say how it
became the moniker of the East End dwellers. You Yanks who’ve been accustomed to the ‘normal’ English will have
a hard time understanding the Cockney accent. Just remember, fill in the consonants.”
“How do we do that? “Frank asked.
“Just remember they tend to drop consonants, and most often the h and t at the beginning of a word. So house
would be ouse, tell would be ell, winter would be win’er, water would be wa’er. To complicate matters, they also
change consonants. Th in the middle of a word may be changed to ff or vv; father would be favver or cathedral could
be caffedral.”
They turned the corner and Angela continued her monologue.
“The people and teenagers who remained in London and the East End were furnished with tables reinforced with
iron so the family would have a place in the house to run for shelter. Families with a back yard could get small
shelters that were more like sheds. Some families would find pieces of metal to put under their mattresses so they
could hide under the bed when the bombs came.”
“All this activity turned out to be a premature evacuation,” Angela smiled. “For the next nine months we lived with
the twilight war, or as you Yanks like to call it, the phony war. Not much happened in Western Europe until the
following spring when the Germans invaded Holland. By then we had sent almost 400,000 troops to France to help
the French stop the Germans. I’m sure you’ve heard about the massive sealift of Dunkirk. Anything that could float,
almost a thousand ships, boats and even steam ferries crossed the channel and picked up half a million soldiers.”
“In June the Blitz across France began. By then many of the children from London and the East End had returned
home. In fact, many came home for the holidays and remained there. There was a lot of complaining about the
government and how they didn’t know what they were doing. On top of that, the air raid sirens would go off every
time someone saw a shooting star and the people were really getting tired of that nonsense. There wasn’t a great
deal of confidence in the administration.”
“In July and August of 1940, the German Luftwaffe was concentrating on our airfields and ports, staying away
from the population areas. Toward the end of August a German bomber pilot bombed London and we retaliated with
th
bombing Berlin. You might say, that was when the battle really began. On September 7 , Hitler unleashed
everything he had and for 57 straight days the German bombers were over England. Early in the bombing,
Buckingham palace was bombed, and the population was furious. Hitler must have known the importance of the East
End with all the docks, factories and thousands of laborers for they seemed to suffer the most. The evacuation of the
children had taken place a second time, however, on this occasion, many of the children were to come back to the
East End with no homes and no parents. Every day 1, 2 or 3 hundred German bombers would come across the
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channel and devastate London.”
“Do you know what an incendiary bomb is?” Angela asked.
“It’s a bomb meant to start very hot fires and do a lot of destruction,” Beryl answered.
The Yanks could tell Angela was becoming emotional at this point.
“They dropped incendiary bombs on London and the East End. Over a million homes were destroyed in those
two months. Thousands were killed and tens of thousands were wounded. Every hospital in London was damaged
and yes, a case of a school building being bombed while it was occupied.”
Angela took each Yank by an arm and turned into a Pub. She held up three fingers to the bartender and said
Guinness. The three sat at a corner table with a window and the view of a bombed out building across the street.
Frank was the first to speak. “That was quite the tour Angela.”
“And the history lesson,” Beryl followed.
“I guess you can see why we Brits are so determined in all the work we do: the precautions, safety measures,
rebuilding, 18 hour days and sometimes seven days a week. For fifty seven days thousands of Londoners lived in
the tubes. Teenage boys were doing the work of men when they should have been enjoying a life of school and
sports. Thousands of children were in strange homes and places knowing their parents and homes were the target
of a mad man.”
“Your determination is understandable,” Frank said softly. “Too bad you couldn’t tell this story to the entire 29
Division.”

th

“I was hoping you would help with that,” Angela answered. “I don’t see the sense of urgency in the Yanks nor the
th
fire that is going to be needed to win this war. It seems like the 29 is on an English holiday.”
“I understand your attitude Angela,” Frank said. “Many of the boys don’t understand why we’re here. They have
no anger, in fact, many of them are Germans and most of them have Germans living in their neighborhood. I don’t
believe the answer is to get them angry or fill them with propaganda that’ll make them want revenge. I think we’re
doing exactly what we need to do and that is to train. Believe me, when the shooting starts and they see their
buddies dying, they’ll get their fire and motivation up. I just hope the decisions being made here in England are
rational and strategic and not for some revenge motive.”
“I don’t think we Brits feel the same way, Frank,” Angela said. “Before this war is over, the German people will
know what it’s like to hide in cellars and see their dreams burned to the ground. You may call it revenge, but I like to
think it more of a lesson to any population who gives their leaders unchecked power to wage war for their own
aggrandizement and maniacal ambitions.”
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Frank and Angela
Angela with the two Yanks drove east and south on their return to central London. Angela pointed out the docks
that were bombed and more of the East End that still looked like a war zone but signs of clearing rubble. The
rebuilding, for the most part, would have to wait; the first priority had been to repair the electric and gas utilities and
make sure the water and sewage works were operating.
As they neared Hyde Park, Beryl spoke.
“You know, I’m really tired and I have a ton of letters I need to write. Why don’t you drop me off and you two can
go have dinner. I’ll catch some fish and chips at the corner place close to the bed and breakfast.”
“Come on Beryl,” Angela said, “I didn’t depress you that much.”
“You sure did,” Beryl laughed.
“Come on Beryl,” Frank said, “it’s Christmas Day and Saturday. You have all day tomorrow to write letters. We
don’t have to go back to base until tomorrow night.
“No really,” Beryl protested, “I’m too tired to be good company tonight.”
Angela pulled the car up to the curb outside the Bed and Breakfast. Beryl opened his car door, patted Frank on
the shoulder, and walked to the front door.
The bedroom was large with four single beds, a small sofa, an old style long neck sink and curtains with bold pink
flowers. The room was too big for a bedroom or living room in this small house. Beryl guessed it used to be two
rooms before the Bed and Breakfast entrepreneurs took out a wall to make this large room so would accommodate a
small family. Parents with small children would be attracted to the arrangements.
Beryl took off his tie and threw it on one of the beds. It was quiet in the room and Beryl appreciated the silence
and solitude of the moment. He couldn’t remember the last time he felt this kind of calm: it may have been on the
train to Chicago or the last time he was sleeping next to Esther. He could feel his veins open and the warm blood
flow through his relaxed body; a small tingle in his scalp felt as if his brain was dancing to the silent rhythm of the
solitude.
“I like this feeling,” Beryl said aloud, to no one.
He had felt this way many times before on the occasions when everyone in the family had left their small home.
He would walk from his room to the kitchen, through the living room and back to his bedroom and experience the
same feeling he was now having in the London B&B. Beryl enjoyed these times when he let his mind roam free and
enjoy the quiet and memories of the past. His mind was like a young puppy let loose in the woods, prancing about,
smelling everything and enjoying the freedom to explore. Beryl lay down on the bed and closed his eyes. Mental
images poured through his mind: images of home, the holidays, family, the food, the talks on the porch, playing with
his nephews, and then a torrent of memories of Esther. After a long time prancing through the woods, his mind
began to shut down and the images would slow and fade. This moment was what he knew to be his most awake and
relaxed state. He could hear noises; he could feel if there was a breeze and he could make a slight shift in his
attention and hear himself breath. Mostly, he would lie there as if in a coma and enjoy this special solitude of his own
making. It was as if his mind was there but his body had taken another journey, devoid of feeling. Only the slight
tingle in his scalp gave him any sense of being inside his body. Beryl knew this feeling and solitude would not last
and in twenty to thirty minutes, he would become more aware of his surroundings and begin to feel his extremities,
hear his own breathing and his mind would start to fidget. First the images would return, mostly images of here and
now. Then the images would be accompanied by voices, music or conversation. He would be wide awake now and
feel a renewed energy; a need to get up and do something. It was a need to end the solitude and do something or
be with people. Beryl lay there, trying to extend the moment but the rested part of his mind was urging him on with
thoughts of tonight; walking the short distance for some food, enjoying the London night, returning and sitting down to
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write letters. His mind jumped to the afternoon with Frank and Angela and the East End. He realized how far away
he had been in Goodland, Kansas and his ignorance of other people’s suffering. Goodland was a town of solitude,
walled away from the world of war and misery, with only small windows of newspapers written by editors who
themselves did not know but used their history of reading about misery to write stories about happenings in places
where they had never been. Beryl had looked out those small windows, yet he could not put to words the scene in
the East End or the words he had heard from Angela’s trembling lips: moving rapidly from the emotion of the
memories and the anger at the cause as she slowly spoke.
Beryl tried to imagine his own capability for revenge. Angela had morphed from the tearful East End tour guide to
the avenging angel: the angel who experienced the most horrible of human behavior, the killing of families, the
separation of parents from children and she was determined to teach by example. And the example would be felt by
the population who had allowed this carnage and the lesson would be to all future societies to reign in their tyrants
before they themselves became victims of a ricocheting wrath. Beryl tried to imagine something similar happening to
Goodland but he couldn’t find an image or an enemy that made any sense. Yes, he had wanted a rematch when he
lost in tennis and would play harder to win. But Angela was talking about killing a population and he sensed her
emotions were shared by most Britain’s, just as the Americans after 1941 were angry at the Japanese for their sneak
attack on Pearl Harbor. He didn’t feel anger at the Germans or the Japanese. He then nodded to himself. What if
Forest had been on the USS Arizona? Would that have awakened or gave birth to a killing emotion?
Beryl stretched his arms wide, took a deep breath, and rose from the bed. He was feeling refreshed and his mind
was alert as he walked to the bathroom to wash his face and put on his tie. The bathroom was small and the fixtures
were odd, odd in the sense he was still becoming acquainted with the British style of plumbing. He washed his face,
felt his chin and decided to shave. He would have his Lieutenant bars on and to him it meant a standard of dress
and behavior.
The London evening felt cold and Beryl buttoned his overcoat. He remembered his directions and walked
towards Hyde Park, hoping to find a pub where he could buy some fish and chips. The park as well as the street was
dark and he could see the dark outline of the large trees that were scattered on his side of the park. He enjoyed this
time alone and the new sights were like seeing a movie for the first time. He passed a large grand hotel with a black
out curtain on the front entrance, yet behind the curtain was a brilliant lobby full of people and activity.
The dark street reminded Beryl of his moments alone and his enjoyment of the dark and quiet. Recently these
had been his moments to enjoy his ‘friendly talks with God’. Like having a phantom friend who he could talk to and
actually have a discourse. His friend would ask questions about Beryl: who he was, why he thought certain ways,
his opinions and his latest contact with another human. His friend could be harsh, humorous and most of all
inquisitive. His friend insisted on truth and candidness. Beryl would occasionally express an idea or opinion and his
friend would scoff, ask the source of such an idea, and with wit or scorn, challenge the young Goodland mind. If
Beryl was experiencing something new and alone, like this night, his friend would help him see past the facades of
the buildings and people.
Beryl smiled to himself. He had indulged in these friendly talks since his days at the Goodland library reading
about King James. His first attempt happened during a visit to the Smokey River to think about where he was going
in life and he found that thinking was a mixture of trying to plan his life while random thoughts interrupted his pattern.
With no paper or pencil, Beryl was left with jumbled words floating without a structure. He remembered the Basilikon
Doron of James 1 of Scotland and tried to have a ‘friendly talk with God.’ He found he was talking to himself and
getting nowhere. He tried to imagine an image of God, but the image kept changing and distracting him. Beryl
laughed at himself several times with the thought he might just be making himself crazy. He had read somewhere it
was ok to talk to yourself, but when you start to have a conversation, it was a sign of mental instability. Beryl fought
through this reasoning and decided he would find a way to have his friendly talks. It was better than praying to a God
who didn’t answer. People pray to God every day. Who would dispute your sanity if a part of your mind played the
part of God and answered? Or how could anyone deny that it was actually God taking control of a part of your mind
to share in these friendly talks.
Beryl would watch the slow movement of the Smokey River, noticing the surface ripple and cap as it moved
among the rocks while the water just beneath the surface was flowing steady and calm. He realized his mind had
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similarities to the river. When he meditated, the thoughts below the surface were calm, almost silent while his
senses were alive and rippling with surface activity. It was at the Smokey River he began to practice meditation and
his friendly talks with himself. Beryl as the human, on the surface making rippling sounds and God, the undercurrent,
as the quiet, almost distant voice in his mind.
As he walked in the chill night, Beryl let his mind wander, not grabbing onto any of the images flowing through his
mind. He knew if he clutched an image, the words and thoughts connected to the image would awaken and he
would be grounded on that thought. It would be like hearing a song in the morning and having the song dominate
your brain for the rest of the day. He was unwilling to focus. His mind was threshing like a harvester in a wheat field
and freeing the grain from the stalks; allowing them to float temporarily in the air before being grounded by gravity.
Images floated and Beryl just smiled, waiting for an image that would give him pleasure in his solitude. The flying
memory debris was a collage of home, school, play, sports, girls, family, music, religion, ordinary images of
Goodland and recent ones of the military. Beryl was able to enjoy his solitude even in a crowd of strangers. Many
times he would be smiling, enjoying a memory and realize strangers were looking at him, wondering what this lone
person was smiling about. As he reached the corner, across the street from Hyde Park and the famous ‘Speaker’s
Corner, an image appeared so strong he lost his focus on the void. The image was a picture of a small boy in an
outhouse glaring at Beryl and hating to the point of tears.
Beryl was seven years old and Forest was five. Their dad, Cyrus, had brought home a new puppy and somehow
the puppy climbed into the outhouse on the seat area and had fallen through the seat hole. It was a family
emergency. Dad could not reach down far enough to rescue the puppy and his attempts to lasso the dog with a rope
failed. He looked at Beryl and Beryl, who knew instantly Cyrus’ plan, had backed away, protesting he was too big to
come up through the hole with the puppy. Cyrus had no time to argue and before Forest could yelp, he was being
lowered through the hole at the end of a rope tied around his waist. The next time Beryl saw Forest he was being
raised to the surface, covered in human slime and struggling to hold onto the very frightened and smelly pup.
Beryl smiled to himself. Normally he was very protective of his younger brother but he saw no harm in letting
certain chores flow downhill to the younger siblings. He didn’t see these dodges as a traitorous act. Forest knew he
had been the scapegoat in this adventure and it was a few days before the brothers resumed their play together, with
only a small amount of trust missing.
Beryl crossed the street; looking both ways twice to make sure he wasn’t a target of an unknowing auto and
walked quickly to the other side to speaker’s corner. He smiled as he imagined a speaker’s corner in Goodland
where the preachers, coaches, barbers, bartenders and hair dressers could vent to a crowd.
Beryl looked up from the ground toward the sky. A blackened London made the stars very visible, like the
countryside around Goodland. An image darted through his mind, a shooting star of an image and he grabbed it. It
was an image of Jamie the Brit. Another shooting image appeared, this time of Floyd, a young boy in Goodland who
reminded him of Jamie. Beryl grabbed it before it could fade. His mind turned to these two images and he wondered
about their similarities. Would strangers look at them and try to understand why they were frowning and not smiling?
Do they have a reason to smile and if not, what kind of images floated through their angry minds that prevented the
pleasure of their thoughts. What kind of life had they lived where their only images spawned anger and rebellion?
Beryl remembered the only time he had seen Floyd with his dad and it was at the barber shop. Beryl was with his
dad who was getting a haircut and Floyd and his dad were waiting on the wooden bench for a chair to open. Beryl
was nine at the time and Floyd was a year older. Floyd’s dad had spent the fifteen minutes waiting for a chair to
berate young Floyd about his chores, his grades, and just about every activity of the young boy. He kept repeating
that Floyd was good for nothing. Beryl remembered he couldn’t understand why a dad would treat his son this way,
especially in public, in front of one of Floyd’s schoolmates. Why would a dad belittle his son privately, let alone in
public? Maybe those were the images Floyd experienced as he grew older and his solitude was not an experience of
pleasure, but a rebirth of the pain of his father’s abuse. Beryl thought how lucky he had been to have been born to
parents who cared more for his mental well being than for their own selfish esteem. Beryl looked around and decided
the late lunch had been plentiful for the day and he wanted to return to the bed and breakfast. He made an about
face and walked in the direction of the B&B. He passed speaker’s corner and crossed the street, hesitating to look
for traffic. A young couple was entering the crosswalk as Beryl stepped off the curb and Beryl lifted his hat and with
his Edgell smile, greeted the young lovers. They both looked up in surprise at this American officer and smiled in
return. The young English girl smiled broadly and said ‘hallo Yank’ and the young man saluted as they kept walking.
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Beryl smiled to himself. One of the first lessons in life his mother Sylvia taught him was the power of a smile and
greeting to a stranger. He was no bigger than a tyke when Sylvia would walk with him down Main Street and say
hello to everyone they met. Soon Beryl would mimic his mom and say ‘good morning’ or ‘good afternoon’ to passing
strangers and the reinforcement of the returning smile instilled in the tyke the power of a smile or greeting and the
reward of the brief joy one could create in another. Sylvia also taught him the power of a compliment. On those
walks down Main Avenue Sylvia observed the pedestrians and would find something in their dress to compliment: a
hat, a handbag, or a dress. Beryl discovered later in life that men appreciated a compliment on their hat and he was
liberal with his compliments.
Beryl entered the B&B quietly and crawled in bed to enjoy a long sleep.
The early morning sun was visible through the blackout curtains. The door to the room opened slowly and Frank
crept into the room with his shoes in his hand. Beryl had been awake since before the sun had begun to warm the
walls of the home. He was tempted to speak but the shoes in the hand were a hint Frank wanted to sneak in
unnoticed. Beryl remained still until he heard Frank’s deep sleep breathing.
The train ride back to Tedworth was quiet. Frank had said he was tired and was trying to sleep. Beryl was
respecting Frank’s privacy and he wasn’t sure how to begin a conversation. He knew better than to ask about
Angela and Frank’s most private world. As the train pulled into Tidworth, Beryl woke Frank.
“We’re here,” Beryl said, giving Frank a nudge on the shoulder. Frank stirred, looked up and then checked
himself.
They stepped off the train and Beryl hesitated as he saw Anderson standing on the platform.
Beryl sensed something was wrong and walked over to Anderson.
Anderson saluted and Beryl returned the salute.
“What is it Corporal?” Beryl asked.
Anderson swallowed hard before answering.
“Forsythe’s dead,” Anderson said slowly.
Beryl and Frank looked at each other and stood silent.
“He hung himself in the latrine last night,”
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Tidworth Springtime
Southern England in the spring is wet and the temperature varies greatly from day to day. The training began to
vary as equipment arrived. Mortar and rifle fire could be heard on the plain as the men were able to practice with
their weapons. Beryl was very satisfied with the three squads in his platoon. The men were expert with their rifles
and the fire and maneuver exercises showed a greatly improved teamwork.
Connors and his four platoon leaders were in the Officer’s club at Tidworth.
“My men are at peak performance now,” Beryl was saying, “how much more training is needed?”
“This is a build up Beryl; we’re waiting for the forces needed to strike. Besides, there are a lot of phases ahead
that require more training.”
“Is there any news on the promotions for the squad leaders?” Beryl asked. “My men have earned the sergeant
stripes and besides, they need the increase in pay.”
“They're coming Beryl, be patient,” Connors answered and then looked at Lieutenant Johnson. “I see your
platoon has vastly improved, Jack. I’m glad to see it, you had me worried for a while.”
“Thank you Sir,” Johnson answered.
Johnson’s Sergeant, Hank Mueller had cornered Johnson at the practice range and while their platoon was firing
their M1 rifles, Hank had approached Johnson about the issues with the platoon and his authority. Hank had
expected Johnson to protest and cut off the conversation, but to his surprise Johnson listened. Hank had mulled
over the talk he needed to have with Johnson and points Frank had given him. He started the conversation by
acknowledging the problems they were having and accepted responsibility for his share. He then delivered his trump
card regarding the men in the platoon and their lack of respect for both of them. Johnson had been taken aback at
Hank’s candidness and couldn’t answer or protest. Hank was able to get through his entire presentation and then
waited in silence for the message to sink in. Johnson was nonplussed and didn’t speak, so Hank had excused
himself and walked to the men firing their weapons.
Johnson had been the next one to bring up the subject. Hank was leaving the NCO Club and Johnson called to
him. They began walking towards the enlisted men’s barracks and Johnson confessed they had indeed had a
problem and he wanted to work with Hank to correct it. The conversation extended their walk past the barracks and
around the base. When they had finished, Johnson extended his hand and Hank shook it.
Connors ordered another round. He enjoyed these casual times with his officers; both for the company and to
better understand his subordinates.
An officer approached the table.
“Lieutenant Edgell,” the officer said to Beryl.
Beryl looked up to see Captain Zeitler of the Provost Marshall’s office.
Beryl stood, “Good evening Captain.”
“Lieutenant, could you stop by my office tomorrow morning?”
“Certainly Sir,” Beryl replied. “Is it one of my men?”
“No, no, nothing like that,” I just need to clear up a few things. Well, I’ll leave you gentlemen to your evening.
See you in the morning Lieutenant.”
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Beryl sat down, looked at the other officers and shrugged his shoulders.
Connors spoke next.
“I have another special assignment.”
Keil Jarvis rolled his eyes.
“Do you need volunteers?” Carlson asked.
“No,” Connors smiled. “I already have one.” Connors looked at Beryl.
“While you are Provosting tomorrow, have Sergeant Deitz take a squad of men into Shipton. Seems one of our
trucks went off the road and battered one of their stone walls pretty bad. Morton wants it repaired fast. He’s taking a
personal interest in this and he’s arranged to have a deuce-and-a-half with tools ready in the morning.”
Beryl stood. “I need to find Frank, excuse me.”
Beryl walked out of the Officers Club and headed for the enlisted men’s barracks. The long barracks had two
private rooms at the doorway for the Sergeants. Beryl entered the barracks and knocked on the door.
Private Viray saw Beryl enter and yelled “Attention!”
Beryl immediately replied, “as you were men.”
Frank opened the door to his small room.
“Lieutenant Edgell,” he said, surprised.
“Another special assignment from Connors,” Beryl said as he smiled.
Frank smiled and nodded his head. He grabbed his hat and motioned to the door. Outside the barracks, Frank
stopped and turned to Beryl.
Beryl repeated the order from Connors and when he finished, he suggested to Frank to take Anderson's squad.
“Yeh, I think a couple of them worked construction and should know something about mortar.”
“Have fun,” Beryl said and left the barracks.
*****
Beryl walked into the Provost office at 8am. He was curious about the request to visit and he was thinking about
the German spy he met in Chicago and New York.
Captain Zeitler was in the outer office,
“Come on in,” Lieutenant. “Coffee?”
“Yes, thank you,” Beryl answered.
The captain nodded to his clerk and led Beryl into his office.
He sat down and picked up a file.
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“Seems like you’re going to the States on leave,” Zeitler began.
Beryl sat down. He couldn’t believe what he was hearing. Connors had already declined his request for leave in
th
April because of the training schedules and a possible move by the 29 Division. Now Zeitler was telling him a leave
was in his schedule.
“I don’t understand, Sir,” Beryl said.
“The FBI in Chicago has a man in lockup and they suspect he’s the German you ran into at the train station. They
want to make absolutely sure he’s the man and they want you there for a positive ID.”
“Will I have enough leave to visit home?” Beryl asked.
th

“You’ll get a month. Your orders will be cut for you to leave tomorrow, April 8 . You need to report back in by May
10 .”
th

Beryl had a large smile on his face. Esther was due in April and he was smiling at his luck. He was questioning
himself on whether to surprise her or let her know he was coming.
“Does Connors know about this?”
“He will tonight. I wanted to make sure you had no objections.”
“No objections Sir,” Beryl answered with a broad smile.
"I can see that," Captain Zeitler smiled in return and stood.
“Have a good trip Lieutenant. I’ll be anxious to hear how it comes out.”
Beryl stood and left the room. He walked slowly to Division headquarters, still in disbelief over his luck.
Frank was leading the 1st squad to the motor pool.
“Sergeant Dietz,” Beryl called.
Frank looked up and walked over to Beryl.
They exchanged salutes.
“Do you think you can handle the platoon for a month?”
“What’s up?”
“The FBI wants a positive ID on our German friend so it's off to Chicago and then Goodland.”
Frank smiled.
“That’s great news, you might be home for the new arrival.”
“I hope so. I’ve got to go see Connors and then get my orders. Don’t work them too hard.”
“Good luck on your trip.”
The deuce-and-a-half was ready as Connors had promised. Frank signed for the truck and pointed for Private
Brummer to get in the driver’s seat
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“How do your men like this assignment,” Frank asked.
“I think they’re pretty happy with it,” Brummer answered. “The men want to know what we’ll do for lunch.”
“We can always go back to the base,” Frank answered.
“Or the Sergeant can buy,” Brummer answered with a smile.
Frank looked at Brummer who kept his eyes on the road.
“Nice try private,” Frank laughed.
As the deuce-and-a-half pulled slowly into Shipton it was easy to see where the accident had occurred. A ten foot
section of the wall was collapsed with stones and pieces of mortar lying around the ground. Frank instructed
Anderson to have his men start sorting the stones and pieces of mortar.
“I need to find someone in the village that can make sure we’re doing this right.”
Anderson walked to the back of the truck as Frank walked the narrow road.
“Ok, men,” he said, “let’s clean up this mess. Sort the stones and throw the mortar pieces into the back of the
truck.”
Brummer jumped down off the truck and yelled to the rest of the squad.
“Ok grunts, let’s go to work.”
“How about a bucket brigade for this mortar?” Private Jansen suggested.
“Good idea,” Brandt responded and stood next to Jansen.
Barkman picked up a large piece of mortar and handed it to Arlett, who handed it to Miller. Miller stood there for a
moment as Lindstrom, Somerfield and Henze got in the line.
The squad medic, Private Berger from Branson, Missouri began pulling out the stones and stacking them on the
side of the road.
Private Bell from Baltimore walked over and began helping Berger. The rest of the squad began sorting mortar
and stones.
After almost an hour, the men looked up to see Frank returning from the village and walking towards the working
squad with someone at his side. As he approached the working crew, he said loudly.
“Listen up men, this is Jamie and he’s agreed to give us directions on how to build this wall so it looks authentic
old England.”
Bell turned to see Jamie the Brit standing next to Frank. He and the whole platoon had heard about the problems
between Anderson and Jamie the Brit and were surprised to see him standing there. Frank had found Jamie at the
Pub and offered to pay him if he would help with the construction by advising them on how it should be done. Jamie
was at first skeptical, but after Frank bought him a pint and talked for a while, Jamie had agreed.
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Trip to Goodland via Chicago
The train pulled into the Chicago station. It was early in the morning and Beryl had risen from his slumber and
took his dopp kit to the lavatory to freshen up. The long ride on the Queen Mary back to New York had given him a
chance to relax and rest and now he was feeling tired after the long train journey. He had decided a surprise visit to
Goodland would be more fun and he further rationalized it by telling himself if he called, everyone would be working
hard to prepare for his arrival and he didn’t want a lot of fuss.
Beryl stepped onto the Chicago platform with his barracks bag. He looked around and began to walk to the main
station area. He had been told two agents would meet his train and he looked for two men in dark suits, his vision of
the standard dress of FBI agents from the movies. Beryl smiled to himself. Two tall men were standing at the
entryway to the station looking out over the platform. Beryl walked to two men in the dark suits and ties.
“Hello,” Beryl said.
“Lieutenant Edgell?” one agent said.
Each agent pulled out their ID to show Beryl.
“I’m agent Musil,” the first agent said.
“Agent Wilson,” the second agent followed.
“Beryl Edgell,” Beryl said, extending his hand. Both agents were about the same height, 5' 11" and both wore
smart, black fedora hats. Both agents appeared to be trim and one could imagine a muscular build underneath the
black facade. Agent Musil had the slim narrow face while Agent Wilson's face was more rounded. Musil had the
narrow eyes and straight nose while Wilson's eyes were wide apart and his nose was more of a ski jump
appearance. Both had firm handshakes.
They shook hands and walked to the front of the station. Beryl smiled again when he saw the black sedan sitting
by the curb. Black suits and black sedans.
When they were in the car, Agent Wilson turned around in the front seat.
“We don’t expect this to take too long. We just need to ID this suspect and get your statement.”
“How did you catch him?” Beryl asked.
“We got all the reports from your first visit to Chicago and from the MPs in New York. Your description was very
good and so we’ve been watching the train station. We also alerted some of the staff here at the station to keep a
look out and call us.”
“We got lucky,” Agent Musil said as he drove through the Chicago morning traffic. “The owner of the concession
stand called us and said he thought our suspect was there.”
“We just came down and arrested him,” Agent Wilson added with a smile.
“Does he speak German?” Beryl asked.
“We don’t know,” Agent Wilson answered. “He won’t give us an address or any other information.”
“He has a good story, though,” Musil said. “He claims to be a homosexual and he uses the uniform and the train
station to pick up young recruits.”
“Did you find out if he’s been in New York?” Beryl asked.
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“No, like I said, he isn’t talking much.”
“Do you have any information on the girl who picked him up at the train station?” Beryl asked.
“He says he doesn’t like girls and doesn’t know any who own a car,” Wilson answered.
Agent Musil pulled the car into a parking lot of a large government building. The three men got out.
“You can leave your bag in the car,” Wilson said. “We’ll drive you back to the train station.”
The agents led Beryl up a flight of stairs and down a long hall to a room with an agent standing beside the door.
The agent opened the door and Beryl was led into a small room with bars on the windows.
Beryl was looking face to face with the man in the train station.
“We meet again,” Beryl said, wanting to hear the voice and see the mannerisms.
“Do I know you?” the German answered, sitting back in his chair.
“We’ve met a couple of times,” Beryl said. “Where did you get the uniform?”
“I gave a Private $50 for it. Is that a crime?”
Beryl was certain this was the man. He turned and nodded to Agents Musil and Wilson.
As Beryl turned to leave the room and write his report for the FBI, the German smiled.
“Maybe we’ll meet again sometime, maybe in Goodland.”
Beryl turned and looked at the German spy. The threat was obvious.
Wilson led Beryl to another room with a conference table.
“Are you going to convict this guy?” Beryl asked.
“With your testimony, it should be easy,” Wilson answered. “First, let’s get your statement.”
“Will I need to come back and testify?”
“Depends on the prosecutor and how much more evidence we can get on him,” Wilson answered.
“We have the bag with the camera and gun from the wharf and we should be able to link them to this guy. We’re
now following up on the girl in the sedan who picked him up at the rail station.”
Beryl sat down and began writing his statement. He wrote about the Chicago train station and the incident on the
New York wharf. He ended his statement repeating the last words of the German about seeing him in Goodland.
Beryl felt this was the clincher that he had identified the right man.
The train ride to Goodland was long and tedious. Beryl tried to sleep but the excitement of going home and the
drone of the iron wheels clacking on the rails kept him awake.
The train arrived in Goodland in the late afternoon. Beryl had gone to the lavatory to shave and brush his teeth
and he was wide awake with excitement when the train finally came to a halt at the station. With business finished in
Chicago and England a long way off, he could think about his family and the next few weeks.
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Beryl grabbed his barracks bag and stepped onto the platform. He was home. He walked into the small station
and looked around, thinking the station seemed smaller than the last time he was here. Beryl stepped outside to the
small porch, having decided to walk the mile or so to his mom’s house. Taxi service in Goodland was nonexistent.
Beryl threw the bag over his shoulder and started walking to Walnut Street. Before he traveled the first block, a car
pulled alongside him and Bob Amos, one of two policemen who patrolled Goodland stepped out of the police car.
“Hey Beryl,” he shouted. “Hop in; I’ll give you a lift.”
Bob had been dating Lucille’s sister, Lois, and knew the Edgell family well.
Beryl shook Bob’s hand and jumped into the patrol car.
“Home on leave?” Bob asked.
“Yes, for about ten days, then have to get back.”
“I may be joining you soon,” Bob said. “Plan to join the army.”
“How’s everything in Goodland?” Beryl asked.
Bob smiled, “quiet as usual except for all the pregnant Edgell women.”
Beryl laughed.
“Are you still dating Lois?”
“Oh yes.”
“Is there marriage in your future?”
“If a Deves girl is good enough for you Beryl, she’s good enough for me.” Bob laughed. (7)
(7) Amos
Bob Amos married Lois Deves (Lucille's sister) and they bore three children: Lawrence Amos, Linda Amos and
Randall Amos. As of this writing they all reside in Minnesota.
*****
Bob drove the police car to Walnut Street and stopped the car in front of the small home with an old wooden front
porch.
Beryl looked at Bob.
"I would like to go to the Robinson house to see Esther first."
"Well, you see Beryl, that is the problem when you try to surprise someone. Sometimes you are the one
surprised. She moved back to Norton last week so her parents could be near to help her and the birthing.”
Before Beryl could step out of the car, the front door opened and Sylvia came running down the walk. She had on
a summer dress and a white apron and her arms were wide open as she ran to her son. As they hugged no words
were spoken. Bob put Beryl’s bag on the sidewalk and drove away in the Goodland police car. Beryl and Sylvia
hugged for minutes as they let their tears stream down their cheeks and onto their clothing. Neither could speak
because their throats were too tight from the emotion of the reunion.
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In the kitchen of the small home Beryl and Sylvia talked as Sylvia prepared the evening meal. Beryl was reluctant
to talk about England and let his mom do most of the talking.
“I called Forest and he’s coming right over with Lucille, he sure misses you.”
“How’re they doing?” Beryl asked.
“Pretty much the same,” Sylvia answered. “Lucille is due in a few weeks so she doesn’t get around as much as
usual.”
“How about Lynn and Steve?”
“They’re great, a two year old and four year old can really keep a pregnant mom busy. I think she is pretty tired
these days.”
A car pulled up front. Forest ran to the porch as Lucille slowly got out of the car and carried herself to the house.
Beryl and Forest hugged and slapped each other on the back. Beryl looked up to see Lucille struggling up the
porch stairs. He ran to the front door and grabbed Lucille’s arm, gave her a hug and led her into the living room. The
three young Edgell’s sat in the living room talking as Sylvia hurriedly peeled more potatoes for the extra mouths to
feed. She could hear the chatter in the next room and thought how great it was to have her boys together again.
Beryl was describing England and some of his adventures without talking about the training or the gossip among the
troops about their next destination.
The door opened and Lois walked in with Steve and Lynn. Lynn’s mouth flew open when he saw Beryl and flew
to his uncle’s open arms. Steve followed and the three laughed at the reunion.
“Dinner’s ready,” Sylvia said.
Everyone gathered in the small dining room adjoining the kitchen.
“How long will Dad be on the road?” Beryl asked.
“He should be home tomorrow,” Sylvia answered. Anticipating Beryl’s next question she continued.
“He’s doing well and his health is good. He says truck driving suits him, he gets to sit all day.”
Everyone laughed.
Beryl was fidgety and it was obvious to everyone.
“Let’s eat up so you can take us home and use my car to drive to Norton,” Forest said. “I’m sure you’re anxious to
see Esther."
Beryl smiled at the suggestion and began to eat more rapidly.
Norton is located 100 miles Northeast of Goodland near the Prairie Dog State Park. Beryl drove the old sedan
over the two lane highway, being careful not to speed. He had driven this route many times when he was courting
Esther and in his earlier days, he thought nothing of pushing the pedal past the legal limit. Now, however, as a
husband, almost a father and an officer, he was being more careful. The two hour trip to Norton was relaxing as
Beryl thought about all the things he wanted to say to Esther. He was feeling refreshed after the home cooking and
visiting with his family.
Beryl parked the car in the street and walked up to the small fourplex apartment building. The fourplex was
owned by Esther's parents and they lived in one unit and rented out the other three. Esther's timing for having the
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baby was perfect as they had one furnished unit vacant. The light was on in the small apartment and Beryl walked to
the door and knocked.
He waited. He knew Esther would take a minute to get up and open the door. He checked his tie and gig line, a
habit he had acquired.
The door opened and Esther stood there, eyes bulging.
Neither said anything, they opened their arms and embraced. Esther began to cry and Beryl struggled to hold
back the tears. After minutes of hugging, Esther led Beryl into the small living room and began wiping her tears.
“I missed you,” Beryl said softly.
Esther smiled, she still couldn’t speak.
Beryl touched her stomach. “How’s our boy doing?”
Esther smiled. “He’s a kicker.”
They sat for a long time and talked. All Esther could say was how she missed Beryl and how happy she was he
was home. She said it in many different ways.
Beryl rambled between telling her he loved her and plans for his stay.
“Let’s go to Goodland tomorrow, “he said. “We can stay there with mom and it will be easier on you. Besides, I
would feel better if you were in Doc Gulick’s care. He did ok with Lynn and Steve and besides, he has been your
doctor up to now.”
The next morning the love birds slept in and had a late breakfast.
Beryl drove Forest’s sedan along the two lane road towards Goodland. Esther’s luggage was in the back seat
with Beryl’s barracks bag.
“How are you and Doc Gulick getting along?” Beryl asked. "Are you following his order?"
“Yes, of course," Esther answered. "I really like him. He is a regular icon in Goodland. I think he’s delivered
every baby born in Goodland since 1900. That should qualify him."
“I have some names picked out,” Esther said.
Beryl looked at Esther in surprise. All this time traveling and he hadn’t even thought about a name for the baby.
Beryl smiled, “what have you got?”
“Well,” she said slowly, “a good boy’s name would be Beryl Yale Edgell.”
“And IF it’s a girl.”
“I was thinking about,” she paused. “Lois Sylvia Edgell.”
Beryl smiled. “That’s exactly what I was thinking.”
Beryl stayed on the highway until he came to the Edgell Market. He pulled the car into the parking lot and he
could see his first cousin Vic through the large windows. Edgell’s market was a good stopping place for travelers on
their way to Denver or traveling east to Wichita and Kansas City. The locals supported the market because Vic had a
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way of keeping fresh vegetables in stock and the town admired this very young couple who had opened the market
and offered free delivery.
“I’ll stay here,” Esther said as Beryl jumped out of the car.
“Hello Vic, hello Forest,” Beryl said as he entered the market.
Vic looked up from the cash register and walked quickly to Beryl and shook his hand. Vic’s wife, Tillie, came from
the back and gave Beryl a big hug.
“I need to get Esther over to mom’s house,” Beryl said. “Do you want to drive us over so you can have your car?”
Forest looked at Vic who nodded yes.
“Sure, let’s go.”
Beryl jumped in the back seat as he threw the keys at Forest.
“Are you still working long hours?” Beryl asked.
“Yes, and I am thinking about going back to Horns grocery. It’s closer to home and the manager said he would
like me back.”
When they arrived at the Edgell home, Sylvia was in the kitchen boiling water for her weekly wash as the sedan
pulled up in front. Beryl got out and helped Esther walk to the porch as Forest took the luggage and barracks bag
from the back seat.
Hearing the car, Sylvia walked to the front porch.
“I have the spare room ready,” she said, giving her boys a kiss and hugging Esther.
At 4:30 am on the morning of April 18, 1943, Esther woke Beryl to say the great event was close to happening.
Beryl dressed quickly and ran the two blocks to Lucille’s mother’s house on Cherry Street, the pink house. He
knocked loudly and Forest answered, wearing only his underwear.
“It’s time,” Beryl said, still breathing heavily from his run.
Forest disappeared and came back quickly with the keys to his sedan and gave them to Beryl.
“I’ll be right there”, Forest said as Beryl ran to the car.
Beryl drove home and Esther was on the front porch with a small bag loaned to her by Sylvia. He jumped out of
the car and ran to the porch; stumbling on the first step and flying face down, catching himself with his hands and
arms.
Esther laughed.
“Don’t make me laugh she said, and don’t be in such a hurry,” she said as Beryl picked himself up. Beryl helped
her into the car and threw the bag in the back.
The Goodland hospital was just beginning to wake as Beryl pulled into the parking lot. He helped Esther to the
emergency room where a lone clerk was sitting behind the long admitting desk.
“We need Doc Gulick,” Beryl blurted as they entered. “I’m going to have a baby.”
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The woman behind the desk laughed and picked up the phone to ask for Doc Gulick.
“He’ll be here shortly, why don’t you have a seat and we’ll get started right away,” she said after hanging up the
phone.
Beryl reached over and took Esther’s hand. She gave him a reassuring smile.
Lois Sylvia Edgell was born on the morning of April 18, 1943. Beryl, Forest, Lucille and Sylvia were in the room,
each taking turns holding the baby and telling Esther how great she looked.
Esther scoffed, knowing her hair was a mess and she looked like she had just gone through a Kansas tornado.
Fifteen days later, the same group was in the same room only it was Lucille in the hospital bed and a baby boy
was being passed around. Beryl could not believe his luck, or maybe it was his destiny, to have a home leave when
his wife and sister-in-law both gave birth and added to the Edgell clan. The Edgell brothers spent the remaining time
of Beryl’s leave passing out cigars and connecting with all the inhabitants of the Goodland village.
*****
Beryl stood on the train station with Esther, Sylvia, Forest, Lucille, Steve and Lynn. Lucille was holding her new
baby boy, Bob and Esther her new baby girl, Lois Sylvia.
Beryl looked at his family and smiled. His sadness at leaving was mixing with the warm feeling of his family.
He held back his tears as he boarded the train, looking into the eyes of his family who weren’t able to block the
flow.
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Romance in London
As Beryl was boarding the train in Goodland, another train arrived at the Waterloo station in London and a
sergeant of the ‘Dandy Fifth’ nervously looked himself over before stepping onto the platform. Angela had written to
Frank a week earlier and invited him to London for some R & R. Frank had hurried to ask Connors for a pass and it
was granted without hesitation.
Frank stepped off the train and ran along the platform to the main station, propelled by the adrenalin pumping
through his system to see the first woman of his adult life. He had no specific thoughts as he ran and allowed the
energy of anticipation to stroke the pleasure centers of his brain. Where normally he would greet every passerby,
this occasion demanded he ignore all outside stimuli and concentrate on the end goal: Angela the angel who taught
him the pleasure of love.
“Frank,” a female voice yelled.
Frank looked up and saw Angela standing next to a sedan parked near the curb. She was yelling and waving for
him and the broad smile on her face showed her own anticipation at seeing this Yank who had captured her curiosity
first, her mind second and then her body. Frank ran to Angela, no longer inhibited by his sheltered teen years in the
seminary and his doubts about the male role in a close relationship with a beautiful woman.
“I missed you,” Frank said, burying his face in her neck and holding her tight.
Angela was holding his head, trying to position for a kiss.
After several seconds, she grabbed the hair on the back of his head and pulled.
“I want a kiss Yank,” she demanded with a smile.
Beryl met her face and kissed first her forehead, then her nose and then her mouth. They held the kiss for a long
time.
A London bobby walking by, stopped and smiled. (8)
(8) London bobbies

The London bobbies are the policemen, so named because of the man, Sir Robert Peel, who established the
London police force in 1829. They are also called 'Peelers.'
*****
“Ya know, there are better places for that and your sedan is illegally parked.”
“He’s right, let’s go,” Angela said as she took Frank’s hand and led him to the car.
The drive to Angela’s flat was quick as Angela swerved through traffic with one foot on the gas and ignoring the
brake pedal. The Friday traffic was heavy and she became impatient at any reason to slow down or stop.
“Did you have a good trip?”
“Very good but not as exciting as this,” Frank answered with a laugh.
“Oh, the excitement has yet to begin,” Angela laughed.
“I’m not sure I could take much more”
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A car pulled out in front of Angela and she swerved to miss it as she hit the horn button several times.
“Are we going to a fire?” Frank said still laughing.
“You better believe there’s a fire,” Angela answered, swerving the car again.
“And you’re just the man that can put it out.”
“You sure I don’t need a bucket brigade?” Frank asked as he held on a little tighter to the seat.
“You’ll do fine with the equipment you have,” Angela smiled, looking at Frank.
“The road Angela, the road.”
“Don’t worry, we Brits invented traffic and know how to drive.”
Angela pulled the sedan up to the curb and stopped.
“See, safe and sound,” she said as she jumped out.
“C’mon Yank, there’s a bottle of wine waiting for us.”
“Chateau La Amor?” Frank said as he took her hand.
“Yes, vintage four months, 3 days and ten hours.
Angela’s flat was a small apartment above a bakery and she had her key in her hand by the time they reached the
door to the stairway. The couple ran up the stairs, giggling and laughing as they reached the door to the flat. Angela
unlocked the door and turned to Frank.
The flat was sparsely furnished with a small sofa, large bed, a wardrobe, closet and bathroom. In a corner were a
small stove, sink and cupboards. Angela kicked off her shoes and walked to the corner where the wine and two
glasses were sitting on the counter. As she uncorked the wine, Frank took off his shoes and walked up behind her
and grabbed her around her waist.
“It’s so good to be here with you,” he said as he kissed the back of her neck.
Angela didn’t reply. She hesitated and then filled the two glasses with wine.
“Listen Yank, if we don’t down this quick it might spoil.”
Frank reached for a glass as Angela turned to face him with her glass in her hand.
“Here’s to me and you,” Angela said, raising her glass.
“Here’s to us,” Frank answered, emphasizing the ‘us.’
They took a sip of wine and walked to the small sofa.
“I missed you so much,” Angela said. “I never understood what people meant by heartache until I met you. It
really aches you know.”
Frank just smiled at her and took a gulp of wine.
“No really,” she smiled. “Feel here, you can feel the throb of the pain.”
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Frank felt where she was pointing and kissed her.
The small flat grew dark as the sun went down and the sleeping lovers began to stir. London was quiet without
the clanging of fire bells and the citizens slept more comfortably knowing the RAF was on patrol.
Frank woke to a darkened room, a noiseless city and a lover curled next to him. The ceiling above the bed was a
variegated English plaster with aged patterns that any active imagination could play the ‘what’s in a cloud’ game. He
moved slightly to adjust his back to the mattress and Angela hugged him closer in her sleep. Frank was a word
person and as he looked to the ceiling a single word, in capital letters, was written both on the ceiling and in his
mind’s eye: EUPHORIA.
He had never felt closer to God than he felt now with Angela. God had always been an abstract and no amount
of wine could bring him close enough to caress the bond of a spiritual love. Logically he loved God and always
would but in his most sober or wine colored thoughts could he ever be embraced so closely as by the woman lying
close to him.
Frank smiled as he lay looking at the ceiling.
“My Angela, my Angel,” he said in a whisper.
“I’m sorry God. I was not worthy to touch your hand and ascend to your spiritual level. If you’ll grant me your
blessing then I’ll be happy to bond with one of your angels and serve you through eternity.”
Angela stirred and moved her hand to Frank’s chest.
“Is it a sign she has captured my heart and you agree,” Frank said to the ceiling.
Frank was still enough of a Catholic that the thought of miracles and revelations could peer through his rational
barrier and tickle his imagination. When he wanted a sign to rationalize his behavior, then he could find it in any
assortment of shadows, clouds or even wall patterns.
“Frank, who are you talking to?” Angela asked in her hypnagogic state.
“I’m talking to your soul, my dear Angela,” Frank answered as he rolled over and descended the length of her
being as he whispered his thoughts of love and adoration for her sweet taste.
The small coffee pot on the stove began to whistle and Frank ran from the bathroom to pull it off the hot burner.
He was wide awake and hungry for food and conversation. Angela rolled over in the bed and looked up to see Frank
by the stove, clothed only in a bath towel wrapped around his waist.
“The last time I felt this good I was a suckling babe.”
Frank looked at Angela and smiled. She was beautiful in her nakedness and ruffled hair.
“I’ve never felt this good.”
“I’m sorry Frank; I forgot you were never a suckling babe.”
“I am now,” he smiled.
Frank brought the two cups of coffee to the bed and handed a cup to Angela. They sipped their coffee and smiled
at each other as if no words were worthy for this moment and no words could entertain their minds more than the
images of each other’s face. After a long while, Angela set her cup on the floor and put her head on Frank’s lap.
“I love you Frank,” Angela whispered.
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Waterloo station was full of Allied soldiers on Sunday afternoon: soldiers on leave with their three day pass and
now returning to Tidworth. Angela and Frank walked through the station calmly, strolling as if there was no clock to
urge them on. Frank made sure they were early for the train because he wanted ample time to say what he was
thinking.
“Good-Day Sergeant,” said a voice from the crowd.
Frank and Angela looked up to see Private Love coming towards them.
“The Love maestro,” Angela shouted.
Frank held out his hand.
“Good afternoon, Private Love.”
Dennis shook Frank’s hand and looked at Angela.
“We met at the Mansion, I’m Dennis Love.”
“How could I forget, I still have Lovebeats from your song.”
Dennis looked at Frank, then at Angela and smiled.
“I’m the expert and I can tell Lovebeats when I see them,” Dennis said as he looked back and forth between
Frank’s and Angela’s eyes.
“Gotta go, promised a lass I would give her one more kiss before boarding the train.”
Dennis turned and ran through the station.
“You Yanks are so open with your emotions,” Angela laughed as Dennis ran away.
“Open, honest and vulnerable,” Frank said as he joined her laughter.
The couple walked slowly to the platform, the same platform where Dennis would be making his final embraces.
“Do you go back to your clerking tomorrow?” Frank asked.
Angela laughed, “Frank, you don’t really believe I’m a clerk?”
“I believe what you tell me.”
“Well believe this: after the war and you rush back to my arms, I’ll tell you all about it.”
“Frank,” Angela said, changing the subject. “I meant it last night when I said I loved you.”
Frank stopped and turned to Angela. “I know.”
“I also know I love you and those words could never convey my feelings I have for you. Trust me for my actions
and how I have adored you this weekend.”
“Do you think we can have a life together?”
“I know we can. I know your spirit is within me and all the energy of my heart will struggle to be with you again.”
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Southern England
The Queen Mary was packed with soldiers on the voyage across the Atlantic to fulfill the Bolero strategy of putting
a million men in England for the invasion of the continent. Beryl enjoyed the four days at sea with no responsibilities
and little to do but think, dream and exercise. He thought about the men in his platoon and how they had changed
over the last months in both their training and personal maturing. The training had hardened their minds and bodies
to combat while the forced close association with their fellow soldiers had softened the provincialism they had
brought with them to the Army. Beryl winced to himself when he thought about Forsythe and his own failure to
somehow intervene in the young boys troubles. Frank had tried to help by writing a letter to Forsythe’s wife and
helping Forsythe with his letters. Still, Beryl felt there must have been something more he could have done.
Beryl and other soldiers who had been home on leave didn’t respond to the barking orders of Sergeants at the
Tidworth train platform. The green recruits exiting the train were barely out of basic training and they had learned the
hard way that a Sergeant can make life a hell if you didn’t respond immediately to his command. Beryl made his way
through the commotion on the station, smiling at the soldiers in their teens and early twenties who were still getting
accustomed to their heavy barracks bags.
The scene of Tidworth was somehow surreal. Beryl had just time traveled from England to Goodland and back to
England and now Tidworth. It was as if he had slept, woke up in Goodland, slept again, woke on the ocean, slept
again and woke at Tidworth barracks. As each scene changed a new page of the book of images in his mind
changed.
Beryl walked into the officer’s barracks and inserted his key into his locker. The key refused to turn left or right,
no matter how many times he jiggled it and he stood and looked around. There was something different. Then he
looked at the name stenciled on the locker, ‘Higgens.’
Beryl smiled to himself and decided he needed to go to Headquarters and find out where his unit was located; for
now he was an orphan.
“I’m here to see about an assignment,” Beryl said to the clerk at HQ.
Beryl gave him his identification.
th

“Yes, Lieutenant,” the clerk replied. “The 29 Division moved out to Devon last week. You’ll need to catch a
ride.”
“Where can I find them in Devon?”
The clerk walked over to a table with maps and stacks of paper.
“Devon is in the far southwest corner of England. You might recognize Plymouth, England, the port where most
American immigrants sailed from. Great beaches and large sand dunes called the Moors.”
st

“Let’s see, the 1 Battalion, Company C. Oh yes, here it is.”
The clerk brought a map over to Beryl and pointed.
“Your Company is located in this region called the moors of Devon.”
“Can you be more specific?” Beryl asked.
“The Army took over this whole region for training and when they left, it was a hit and miss as to who went where.
th
We’re still waiting for word from the 29 HQ on the billeting assignments. You could check with the finance office
because they are paying the hotel bills. Your best bet is to get to the region and start asking questions. Sorry,
Lieutenant, it’s the best I can do.”
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Beryl thought to himself. 'Hotel bills'?
Beryl thanked the clerk and proceeded to the Provost Marshall’s office to check in with Captain Zeitler.
Captain Zeitler was happy to see him, or more so, anxious to hear the results of the Chicago trip.
“Lieutenant Edgell,” Zeitler said smiling and holding out his hand. “Come on in.”
Beryl sat down at the Captain’s desk and quickly told his story. In the back of his mind were the last word’s of the
German. “Maybe we’ll meet again sometime, maybe in Goodland.”
“So it was the man?”
“No doubt about it,” Beryl answered. “If this guy is an indication of our German enemy, we’re in for a tough battle.”
“I wouldn’t worry Lieutenant,” Zeitler said. “The tough outfits are fighting Stalin and they’re being killed by the tens
of thousands. If we ever do invade, there won’t be much they can throw at us.”
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Devon - Cornwall
th

The 29 Division had moved to the Cornwall – Devon area in the south of England in the spring of 1943 and
would remain there until D-Day. Cornwall-Devon would be their last training ground and the allies had taken extra
security precautions in this area of southern England. The measures they took were as radical as the evacuation of
the children of London during the 57 day bombing raids in 1940.
The British had organized the forced evacuation of several thousand families and livestock in the area resulting in
empty homes, businesses and hotels. They had arranged the remote billeting of thousands of British children during
the Battle of Britain and were busy doing the same for all the men, women and children around south Devon and
Slapton Sands. Livestock was being relocated and in most cases the displaced families were compensated.
Beryl caught a ride with an MP and drove the familiar route through Salisbury to Bournemouth and west to Devon.
He was both anxious and curious about the new assignment and was excited to meet with his platoon. The MP was
th
familiar with the area, having escorted many trucks of the 29 Division to Devon and he easily found the field where
st
the 1 Battalion had set up camouflaged tents. The jeep drove through the rows of tents and Beryl recognized some
of the men and equipment but no sign of Company C.
“What Company are you with?” the MP asked.
“Company C.”
The MP pulled the jeep into the field and stopped next to a large tent where men were milling around. The
privates and corporals saluted Beryl as the MP turned off the motor.
“This Lieutenant is from Company C. Any ideas on where he would be billeted?”
A Corporal stepped out of the group.
“There are a couple of hotels on the beach area in Marazion and Penzance; I think you’ll find some of them there.
Try the Chymorvah.”
“Thanks,” the MP shouted as he started the motor and drove back on the road. “Not sure if this is your group, but
we can at least get some information.”
“What kind of hotel is the Chymorvah?” Beryl asked.
“It’s a private hotel and if your platoon is there, they sure picked an ideal billet. You have an ocean view looking
out over St. Michaels Mount, a small mountain in the bay that has a small village, a medieval castle and a church. At
low tide, you can walk to it across a causeway.”
The town of Marazion was a coastal resort town, narrow and wide. All the inhabitants wanted to be close to the
ocean for the view of the bay and St. Michaels Mount so the new building projects were along the shore instead of
being inland. The businesses also wanted to be close to the shore because it is where the tourists visited and
strolled. The surrounding countryside was a series of fields, bocages like in France: however, the hedgerows were
shorter and not as thick. The roads were narrow between the fields and mostly one lane. West of Marazion was a
large marsh area that separated Marazion from the next coastal town, Penzance.
“How old is the hotel?” Beryl asked.
”Over a 100 years and all granite, but don’t worry, it’s also all elegance.”
Beryl sat silent as the jeep drove the narrow road along the coast.
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“Here we are Lieutenant,” the MP said as he pulled into the driveway of the hotel. The Chymorvah was a large,
two story hotel, gray from the granite of the walls and sitting close to the bay. When the jeep came to a stop, Beryl
recognized Private Somerfield standing sentry duty by the door.
“Thanks for the ride,” he said as he grabbed his barracks bag.
Somerfield saluted and Beryl returned the salute.
“Where’s Frank,” Beryl asked.
“He’s inside, Sir, probably in the parlor.”
Beryl smiled.
“In the parlor?”
Somerfield smiled as Beryl went through the front door and was immediately met by Frank.
Frank smiled and shook Beryl’s hand.
“Here, let me take that.” Frank said, reaching for the barracks bag.
“What did we do to deserve this?” Beryl asked, still smiling.
“You can thank Connors, Friend and Morton. Seems they like the way this platoon handles itself and believe we
are civilized enough not to tear up this British treasure.”
“Are we billeted here or guarding it?”
“Billeted,” Frank answered as he led Beryl through the hotel. “And Uncle Sam is paying the bill.”
“Where’s the rest of the company?
“They’re down the road in hotels and private homes.”
“Who else is here?”
“Lieutenant Jarvis and his platoon,” Frank said as he pointed to a room. “You and Jarvis are in here.”
“Where’s your room?” Beryl asked.
“I’m down the hall with Sergeant Sager.”
“Do we have a training schedule?”
“We’ll know more tomorrow. Morton is calling a meeting of the battalion at a local warehouse. So far, it’s been
daily 25 mile marches. I think that’ll change after tomorrow.”
Beryl unpacked his barracks bag, glad to have a dresser and closet for his personal items. Frank left to change
the sentry on the front door.
Beryl looked out the window over the bay and St. Michaels Mount and thought about how strange this world
seemed compared to the flat plains of Goodland. On the top of the Mount was an old castle and Beryl could clearly
see the top of the walls with crenels (slits) and merlons (raised sections between the crenels) where the soldiers
defended the castle from above and could fire arrows and use these openings to drop stones and boulders when the
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enemy was too close. He thought about all the new sights the Army had exposed him to and the new lands he had
seen and would see. He was thinking about the future when the war ended and he would return to Goodland. He
could not see himself working at Horn’s Grocery after the war and wondered what he could do after experiencing so
much because of this war. Beryl woke from his daydreaming by the opening of the door.
“Hello Beryl,” Jarvis said entering the room.
“I heard you’d arrived. Let’s go down to the garden.”
Beryl and Jarvis walked down the hall to the seaside doorway. Jarvis did most of the talking, explaining how they
moved from Tidworth to Devon and after a few nights in tents, were billeted at the hotel. Every morning the platoon
leaders would meet with Connors and every day it was the same thing, a 25 mile march with full gear. Jarvis finished
by explaining that the sergeants would lead another march in the morning while the officers were to meet with the
battalion at a local warehouse in nearby Penzance, England.
“How far away is Penzance?”
“Only a couple of miles,” Jarvis answered. “Connors is billeted in Penzance and he’ll send First Sergeant Drews
to pick us up at 0700.”
The following morning Beryl dressed and went down to the large room where the hotel served the meals. The
buffet style was intended for both enlisted men and officers, paid for by Uncle Sam. Since the evacuation of Devon
by the British government, the local businesses appreciated the patronage by the U.S. Army and kept their
businesses going. Beryl walked over to the buffet and looked over a bowl of dried fruit, another bowl of hard boiled
eggs and an assortment of rolls. In a large pan was a white, milky fluid with parts of fish submerged. A small cabinet
to the side contained various grains and cereals.
Beryl filled his plate, sat down and was soon joined by Frank.
“How’re the men doing? Beryl asked.
“Good, except for Pierce and Somerfield. I had to break them up at Tidworth.”
“Problems?”
“No, just the usual alpha male stuff.”
“Next time let’s not break them up and let them work it out. What do you have planned for the men today?”
Frank held up a stack of paper.
“I’ve been working on this for some time. German lessons for the platoon.”
“Lessons?”
“Language lessons. They should know some basic German.”
Beryl reached over and took the top sheet and started to read aloud.
“Raus – “Get out of there.”
“Kommen Sie hier – Come here.”
“Sind Sie allein? – Are you alone?”
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“Ich werde verwundet – I am wounded.”
“Nicht Schiessen - Don’t shoot.”
“Haende Hoch – Put your hands up.”
“Wir Uebergeben – We surrender.”
“Vorsicht Minen – Caution mines.”
“Wo ist ihr Kommandant – Where is your commander?”
Frank laughed, “We’ll work on your pronunciation later.”
The front door opened and Sergeant Drews walked in, spotted Beryl and Frank and walked to their table.
“Good morning Sir, sergeant.”
Beryl and Frank stood.
The warehouse in Penzance was not active in commerce, given the evacuation and Morton had constructed a
small stage with a white backdrop. His headquarters personnel had set up a projection system and microphone.
The officers filed in, some as early as 30 minutes and the warehouse filled before the scheduled hour.
Punctually, Morton walked onto the stage as the lights were dimmed and a spotlight turned on to illuminate just the
Colonel.
“Gentlemen,” Morton began. “Most of you have been in Tidworth for over a year and now you are here in Devon
for the next phases of your training. You have trained well and I would expect your men to be expert marksman and
your platoons well trained on how to work as a unit. This year of waiting has been necessary so we could build the
transports to lead a massive assault, anywhere we want.”
Morton paused. Very few soldiers, except for Eisenhower, knew the exact details of operation ‘Overlord’.
Everyone assumed the massive build up in Great Britain was for the purpose of invading the European continent, but
few people knew where or when, not even Morton.
“We are now ready for our next phase of training.” Morton continued.
The operator turned on the projector and a large map of southwestern England was on the screen behind Morton.
“While you men have been enjoying the luxury of Tidworth, your engineers have been preparing this region for
your next training phase. They’ve been working hard to build a terrain with obstacles similar to what you might
expect later. Phase one of your training will be a series of exercises on how to fire and maneuver and take down a
well fortified concrete bunker. These are live fire exercises with real bullets, real grenades and navy shells flying
over your heads. Your men will learn how to prepare their weapons for waterproofing and how to protect themselves
and their equipment during the assault. ”
Morton looked out at his officers.
“Phase 2 is where we’ll train platoon and company size units to move onto a beach and fight their way through
various obstacles: barbed wire, concrete walls and anything the Division can think of to prepare you.
There
are two purposes for every phase; to train you and your men to attack and to allow the planners time to adjust the
training and equipment to make us more effective.”
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“Phase 3 is where we teach the men how to load onto barges and become accustomed to a short sea voyage that
will end in assaulting a beachhead. These exercises are designed to train your men for the inevitable and insure we
have explored every pitfall and opportunity in our arsenal.”
“As we train our men how to fight and be engineers, tank commanders, chemical officers and the assortment of
specialists under your command, the most crucial part of our training is how to assault land when an ocean or
channel stands between us and our objective. Thus we have Exercise Tiger. As you know, the British government
has relocated thousands of families from their homes in southwest England. This relocation was necessary for two
reasons. One, for the security and secrecy of our training and, two, we’ll be training with live ammunition.”
Morton pointed to the map and let his information sink in before he continued.
“On land, the army may move on its belly and petrol, but when you assault a continent, transport is the key
element.
Morton pointed to the map.
“On the southern end of England is the town of Plymouth. Here, to the right is Start Bay and Slapton Sands.”
Morton made a circle with his pointer.
“This gentlemen, will be our land assault practice area for Phase 3 of the training.”
Morton paused and let the silence allow his words to sink in.
“Here is the general strategy of Phase 3,” Morton continued.
“The exercise will consist mainly of two operations. The first operation is the loading and unloading of the
Landing Ship Tank, LST for short. The LST is a giant ship with two decks and its own motor.”
The projector operator changed photos and displayed a picture of an LST on the screen. (9)
(9) Landing Ship Tank - LST
The LST was a critical vessel for loading and unloading soldiers and equipment off beaches both at Normandy
and in the Pacific Theater. It was considered indispensible, along with the aircraft carrier, destroyer and submarine.
The LST was over 300 feet long and 50 feet wide and could carry 20 Sherman tanks in its lower deck and jeeps, light
trucks on the upper deck and a company of soldiers.
The flat bottom LST had a ballast system and when at sea could take on water for stability and when ready to
beach the craft, the water would be pumped out to give the ship a shallow draft. The ship could then be driven to the
edge of the beach, the front double doors opened and a ramp dropped to allow the vehicles to disembark. The
smaller craft on the upper deck would be lowered either by an elevator or ramp to the lower deck. The LST was a
slow ship, reaching 11 knots at full power: powered by either two diesel engines or two steam reciprocating engines
that could produce 2 - 3,000 horsepower.
Upon arriving at the beach and before 'beaching' the ship, a large anchor would be thrown out and the anchor
chain would be let out for 1-200 yards. The LST, once unloaded, would wench the chain back into the ship, pulling
the ship off the beach.
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Unloading onto the beach

Top deck of the LST

*****
“As you can see, the bridge is in the rear of the ship and extends about 30 feet above the deck. The motors and
drive gears are also located in the rear. There is a top deck for handling men and equipment. There is also a lower
deck, as you can see in this picture. The lower deck can handle tanks and trucks as well as troops. One LST can
easily transport one company of men: 144 enlisted and 16 officers. In the front of the LST are two twenty-five foot
high doors that open for access and a ramp. The LST can land on a beach so the men and equipment can easily
embark; next picture.”
The image changed on the stage canvas.
“This next picture is a much smaller craft. Each LST will have two boats capable of carrying a single platoon or a
squad and a jeep. The Landing Craft Vehicle Personnel, or LCVP, is highly maneuverable. It can land on a beach,
drop its front door for the men to exit and back off the beach to return to the LST for a second load. Part of the
training is for your men, with full packs, rifles and ammo, to climb down rope netting from the deck of the LST to the
LCVP. The LCVP will transport their load to the beach, back off, and return to the LST for the next load.”
“Since this is too slow, many of you will crawl down the netting to a rhino ferry, next slide.”
“The rhino ferry is a very large pontoon boat with outboard motors on the back. It’s very maneuverable and can
handle jeeps, trucks and soldiers.”
“The Navy and Coast Guard personnel driving these transports will also be practicing. We assume the entire
continent of Europe has been surrounded by sea mines so the exercise for the seaman will be to follow a mine
sweeper on a lane to the beach. They have to learn to keep their craft in the lane, drop their cargo, and get the hell
out of the way for the next craft. These exercises will be conducted regardless of the weather and in fact, bad
weather will better prepare us.”
"Keep in mind gentlemen, the men in the pacific are also hitting the beaches, so our folks back home are working
overtime to build these crafts for the war effort and it will take some time before we are fully equipped."
“Now that you know the general layout of the training, we need to get down to specifics. Today we will assign
training schedules and the movement of the men. All platoon leaders are excused. Company commanders and their
first sergeants will join me at the map table.”
The spotlight shifted from Morton to a corner of the warehouse where a large table displayed maps of the area.
Major Friend announced, “Fall out.”
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Beryl and Jarvis walked out of the warehouse with the other platoon leaders and mingled with the officers who
were lighting up. Johnson and Carlson joined them and the conversation turned to the training schedules.
“I guess we’ll be here for a while,” Johnson said.
“I could get used to this hotel living,” Jarvis smiled.
"Don't get too comfortable, Keil," Beryl said looking at Jarvis. "The MP who brought me here said it was a very
temporary billet. The engineers are building huts and erecting tents out on the moors and when they are done,
which will probably be within the week, we leave our life of luxury and soft beds."
“I thought we were trained and ready to go, but it looks like there’s more to come, “Carlson said.
"I don't think anyone anticipated this," Beryl added.
st

Beryl looked over to the other platoon leaders of the 1 Battalion. Most of them were young, in their early to mid
twenties, and hardly looking like the seasoned fighting force they would be meeting when the invasion started.
st

The soft living at the Devon hotel was short-lived and the 1 Battalion found itself out on the moors, enjoying the
outdoor life and the tent city erected by the engineers. The tent city was indeed a city with tents for barracks; medical
tents; chow tents; a small commissary; officer's quarters; even a few beer tents. The platoons were rotated for the
assault practice on the bunkers and when they weren’t scrambling up sandy beaches, ducking at the sound of the
Navy shells firing over their heads, they were marching through the moors with full packs and rifles. The marches
were phase 2 in endurance as the men soon learned marching on hard ground was light exercise compared to the
sand in the moors where boots would sink into the light sand and the legs needed more power to make the next step:
more strenuous than walking up a flight of stairs.
Throughout the summer and fall of 1943 the men trained in the Devon area. Weekend passes were granted and
the soldiers could take the train from Plymouth to any part of England they desired. The main destination was
usually London with its numerous sights, pubs and friendly girls. The pubs seemed to have an endless supply of
spirits with no allotment limit and the girls seemed to have an endless fascination for the yanks with their easy ways
and open wallets. Frank was one of the many soldiers who boarded the train to London for long weekends and
every opportunity he found he would be with Angela.
Christmas came and went and New Years was more of a celebration of being closer to ending the monotony of
training and nearer to the excitement of the invasion.
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On Leave in Goodland, March 1944
Beryl had many reasons to be excited as the train pulled into Goodland. His battalion would soon be in the final
training stages before the invasion and he would see his daughter, one year later, since her birth. He had many
opportunities to exert his outgoing personality and engage in conversation during the course of his journey, but he
was feeling an overwhelming sense of nostalgia about home mixed with the anxiety of the pending battles. His mind
had captured his voice and stilled it with memories of the past and images of the future.
Beryl smiled when he thought back on the soldiers who stood out for one reason or the other.
Anderson: the orphan kid from upstate New York, who overcame his hate and became an admirable squad
leader, respected by his men.
Tork: the big farm kid from Iowa who overcame hunger, turned fat into muscle and became the best BAR man in
the Company.
Davison: the brains of the outfit.
Bell: the rebel from Baltimore who wouldn’t give up his war with Sergeant Deitz.
Forsythe: whose potential was snuffed by a mother’s ego and a wife who couldn’t win the family battles.
Gault: the son of a Michigan executive who learned how to be a leader and also learned his father’s teachings
were from years of experience.
Kuzinski: the gem of the platoon who could find humor in diversity.
Pierce: the tough kid from Flatbush who was good at scrounging and sparring with Somerfield over small issues.
Love: the boy from Atlanta who wanted to be the next Bing Crosby.
Krahn: the medic from Marion, Iowa with the heart to become a doctor.
Berger: the expert rifleman from Branson, Missouri
Somerfeld: at odds with Pierce, from Sauk Centre, Minnesota
Ferguson, aggressive BAR man from Manzanola, Colorado
Viray, quiet Mexican-American BAR man from Vernon, Texas
Beryl laughed inside when he remembered the antics of the platoon: the potato incident and the English pies from
Birmingham. His mind hesitated as he felt a sensation of regret over Forsythe’s suicide.
The squealing of the train’s brakes, iron on iron, woke him from his daytime remembrance and he looked out on
the Goodland train station. His family was standing on the platform and they waved frantically as Beryl’s train car
passed them and came to a stop. Beryl grabbed his barracks bag and walked quickly to the end of the car. As he
stepped off the train, Esther was there to grab him in her arms and squeeze. At first neither spoke....they just kept
squeezing harder and kissing each other's necks. It was Beryl who broke it off and took his daughter into his arms
along with his mother.
Beryl spent one day in Goodland, hugging his family and half the town before he, Esther and baby Lois drove to
Loveland, Colorado to see his sister, Helen. Beryl and Helen were the middle children in the Cyrus-Sylvia household
and always had a special bond. Helen could not come to Goodland because of Bill’s job so Beryl decided to visit
Loveland and have a second honeymoon; a honeymoon with his wife and a beautiful setting to visit his sister.
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Beryl steered the sedan through an older neighborhood in Loveland. Helen and Bill had a small house with two
small bedrooms; one for themselves and one for their daughter, Nellie Jane. Helen ran out the door to greet them
when she saw the sedan pull up in front of the house.
She grabbed Beryl and hugged him, noticing he was slimmer and feeling more solid. Esther came over with the
baby and Helen opened her arms to include Esther in the hug.
After a long minute, the three walked into the small home.
“How’s Bill doing?” Beryl asked as he sat down on the sofa.
“He’s living and working at the Navy base, training new recruits. I go see him every other weekend,” Helen
answered. “How’re you doing Beryl?”
“Life could not be as wonderful as this,” Beryl said, looking briefly at Esther.
“It would be perfect if you didn’t have to return to Europe.” Esther replied.
“It would be more perfect if you were pregnant,” Beryl smiled.
Helen laughed. “Give it time. When you come home for good you’ll have lots of time for children.”
Helen then turned serious.
“Do you have a safe position in the Army?” She asked.
“Very safe,” Beryl lied.
Esther moved closer to Beryl and hooked her arm around his.
“I know you’ll come back, my love. We have a whole life to live.”
The two honeymooners sat in silence.
A small tear formed in Helen’s eye. “You will come back Beryl; we couldn’t bear it if you didn’t. Promise us you’ll
stay safe and out of danger.”
Beryl smiled as he lied again. “Don’t worry my little sister, I’m safe and I will be coming home.”
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Slapton Sands
April in southern England is the rainy season and just as rain can add turmoil to the natural elements, it can also
cause chaos to Allied Armies preparing for a great rescue on another continent. The million man force that took two
years to build in England was now rotating shifts at Slapton Sands to train for eventual assault on a French beach
that was fortified by the renowned General Rommel. Ike knew from Air Force photos that the beaches of Normandy
were lined with bunkers and if his men were to be ready, they would need to be trained on how to attack the German
fortifications. The training on the moors was a series of fire and maneuvers on bunkers built by the Allies for training.
The second phase of training was to learn how to load onto an LST, ride the ship through rough waters, climb the
netting down to an LCVP or Higgens boat and storm the beaches.
Military events were not new in Southwest England and specifically the Cornwall - Devon area. Since the first
th
Roman invasion in the fourth decade of AD to the American invasion for training purposes in the 20 century, this
th
th
th
area of England is known for its battles and power struggles. Viking hoards raided the coast in the 8 , 9 and 10
centuries and were repelled, The conquest by the Normans in 1066 saw little change in the area. Other than the elite
having their property confiscated, the new Norman rule brought few changes to the population and they continued to
prosper in the mining of tin and agriculture. Other conflicts that occurred in the Cornwall-Devon area were the 'War
of the Roses' which pitted the House of Plantagenet (red rose) against the House of York (white rose) for claim to the
th
English crown. In the 16 century the area was the main target of the monarchy to erase the Catholic stronghold in
England. The prayer book rebellion centered in Cornwall-Devon over the imposition of the Crown to the use of the
new Book of Common Prayer and the attempt to eliminate all practices of the Catholic religion. The natural tendency
of the population in this region was to rebel for any reason against a central English authority and this new
th
imposition, coupled with new taxes, was more than the people would tolerate. In the mid-16 Century the authorities
began to enforce more strenuously the Prayer Book edict and outlawed, with oversight, the elimination of the
Catholic Latin rites. The army of rebels, known as the 'Cornish Army' gathered followers and they marched northeast
to present their cause. One of the arguments of the Cornish men from the west, whose language was a derivative of
an old Celtic dialect, was their objection to the English version of the prayer book, which they couldn't understand.
This elicited a reply from the authorities that the Cornish had lived with the Latin version for centuries and they didn't
understand that either. In the spring of 1549 the Cornish population began to hold marches and demonstrations to
press their cause. These gatherings soon became an army and the armed conflict began. King Edward VI became
alarmed with these events and ordered the rebellion to be suppressed at all costs and the costs became the death of
hundreds of the Cornish army and the confiscation of property of the Cornish gentry.
Connors assembled his company on a sandy stretch of the moors to relay the orders from the Battalion
commander.
“Listen up men,” First Sergeant Drews barked.
The 144 soldiers of Company C stood at attention.
“Tomorrow morning we’ll march to Weymouth for our final exercises. We’ll be on heightened alert and have live
ammo.
Connors paused and lowered his voice. Every man in the company had to strain to hear his next words.
“You men are well trained and every step we take from here reflects the quality of our training and your ability to
th
learn and adapt. I’m proud of you and I will proudly compare your abilities with any company in the 29 .”
Connors paused.
“Weekend passes have been suspended until further notice and I think you all know what that means.
Tomorrow’s exercise will be different than what you’ve had in the past. Learn from your experience tomorrow
because we’re getting close to the real thing. I want you to be aggressive out there but I also want you to be careful.
This is no time for casualties. You have learned to train as a unit and I want each of you to watch over yourselves
and those around you. That’ll be all.”
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Connors looked at his first sergeant.
First Sergeant Drews dismissed the Company.
The last training exercise for Company C was called Fabius 1, Assault Force O. On April 22, 1944, Company C,
th
st
rd
th
along with the entire 29 Division, 1 Division, 743 Tank Battalion and the Engineering Brigade assigned to the 29
Division assembled in the Weymouth, England area. This would be the largest coordinated training exercise prior to
D-Day, involving over 50,000 men and divisional support equipment. The Navy and Coast Guard supplied over 150
ships for this exercise: LSTs, LCIs, LCVPs, Rhino Ferries for transport, and Battleships and Coast Guard cutters for
security.
Company C was in the midst of 30,000 soldiers in full gear, rifles ready and full ammunition clips. They were
slowly walking to the open bays of the mammoth LST-491 class transport for the simulated landing on Slapton Sands
st
beach. Connors, Whitaker and Drews were in the lead followed by Beryl, Frank and the 1 Platoon. Anderson was
one step behind Beryl and Frank and at his side was his assistant squad leader, Kurt Brummer.
The noise from the jeeps and trucks that were ahead of the column and the tanks that were behind the column,
the last to be boarded, added to the dense fog of motor exhaust that hung over the soldiers. Visibility was very low in
this pre-dawn exercise as the soldiers walked to the LST. The only light was the feint bulbs inside the LSTs that
provided just enough illumination so the soldiers and drivers could see their way to the ramp. The front of the LST
was two large double doors leading into a darkened metal cave.
Gault and Martinez were walking side by side and behind them were Tork and Kuzinski. As they approached the
LST they all looked up at the tall barge that was resting on the beach with its 25 foot doors open and the ramp in
place for the embarkation of troops, jeeps, medic wagons and supply trucks that would enter the giant opening and
proceed to a ramp where they climb to the upper level of the LST. Once loaded, the ramp would be winched upward
and the tanks would be loaded on the lower deck.
"Hey Tork," Gault said in a low voice but loud enough so Tork could hear him.
It took a second before Tork could switch his attention from his visual to his auditory sense. Like all the troops, it
was a moment of awe.
"Yes?" He finally answered.
"Do you see anything biblical in this scene in front of us?"
There was no immediate response as Tork was paging through his bible memory to try and figure out Gault's
reference. After several minutes Gault provided a hint.
"Old Testament."
Tork gave a chuckle.
The column of Company C entered the large opening and began to follow the procession of jeeps and trucks up
the ramp. The sound inside the ship was almost deafening as the engine noises echoed off the walls of this giant
metal cave. The movement was slow as the jeeps and trucks labored up the ramp to the upper deck. The ramp was
o
at a 30 angle and as the soldiers of Company C began their ascent they all realized the need for their training: this
was just one of the physical obstacles they would face in the future. Connors and his platoon officers were at the top
of the ramp directing the soldiers to areas where they could settle: among and between the vehicles and toward the
front of the LST. As they settled in, most of the soldiers took off their backpacks and tried to find a way to sit in the
cramped upper deck. The rest were looking out over the ocean where hundreds of ships were assembled for the
exercise. Gault and Tork moved to the edge of the top deck to get a better view of all the organized commotion
happening on the beach and in the harbor.
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Tork spoke first.
"Are you referring to the book of Johan?" He asked Gault with a smile.
Gault returned the smile.
Tork continued.
"I have to admit, that LST opening looked like a giant whale ready to devour us."
Gault answered,
"And when it is done with us, it will vomit us onto a beach. I can see the similarities here."
For most of the day, the LST maneuvered among the other LSTs, battleships and minor transports, waiting for the
signal to proceed to shore as the exercise began. It was difficult to determine the order or sequence of events about
to happen: however, when the battleships began to fire their 16 inch naval guns toward the beach area and the
minesweepers began their approach, everyone knew the exercise was about to begin. The LST with Company C
was joined by Higgens boats. (10)
(10) Higgins Boats
The Higgins boats were an invention of Andrew Higgins of Louisiana who designed the flat-bottom boat for use in
the Louisiana bayous and the Gulf of Mexico. Its design allowed for oil and gas exploration in the gulf and bayous.
When the military became interested in the design for landing men and jeeps on the beaches of Normandy, the
original design was modified with a front gate assembly that could be released and the entire front wall of the boat
dropped and became a ramp to allow troops and small vehicles to storm the beach. The Higgins boats could hold a
platoon of men and one or two jeeps and the military designation was LCVP, landing craft vehicle and personnel.

*****
Connors instructed the men to begin their descent down the rope ladders and onto the boats that would take them
to shore. The rest of the cargo of the LST would have to wait for landing before driving onto the beach.
The Fabius training was observed by both military and naval planners and when the day was over, they
assembled to critique the exercise and make adjustments for the assault exercises that would follow. Then a tragedy
th
befell the exercise named Operation Tiger on April 28 .
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Operation Tiger was a similar operation to Fabius, with men and equipment loaded aboard over 300 LSTs and
similar craft and assembling at sea for the practice landing on Slapton Sands which had similar in features to Utah
beach in Normandy, France where the VII Corps and IV Infantry Division would be assaulting on D-Day. The Army
engineers had erected iron and barbed wire obstacles to simulate the Normandy beach. Unlike operation Fabius,
this would be a night operation. (11)
(11) Operation Tiger
The convoy of 300 ships was circling far out into Lyme bay as they waited for their turn to enter the lane and
begin landing. The last group to land was eight LSTs, loaded with engineers, chemical specialists and quartermaster
corps. The ships circled slowly waiting for their turn to enter the lane and head for the beach while across the
channel, there was another army and navy with their own objectives.
The German occupied force in France controlled all the beaches and ports on the French coast. The beaches
were secured by bunkers and troops and the channel was patrolled by fast E Boats: larger versions of the American
PT boats with three 20 cylinder Daimler-Benz diesel engines. These were swift boats with torpedo launchers on the
top deck and their daily mission was to patrol the English Channel and attack any Allied craft that came close to the
coast. On the night of April 27th, E Boats from the Cherbourg peninsula were patrolling the southern coast of France
and their commander received a call from shore that there was extreme radio traffic across the channel in Lyme Bay.
Nine E Boats were ordered to investigate.
The E boat attack was swift and deadly. LST 507 was the first casualty as two torpedoes struck the LST
broadside and it began to sink immediately. Men and body parts were flying through the air and several were floating
on the water as the LST became an inferno of burning gasoline and oil from the vehicles on board. This fiery liquid
spilled over into the ocean and made a blanket of fire on the ocean surface. Adding to the devastation, Army 6X6
and medic trucks were exploding on board as the LST sank into the ocean.
Shortly after the 507 went under, the black, stealthy E-Boats attacked another LST, also hitting it broadside and
the commotion was as great as before. Trucks and jeeps began to explode as the craft listed to one side. The same
carnage that befell the 507 was also occurring on the 531 with bodies and parts flying into the air and soldiers being
flung into the cold sea. The craft sank quickly with live and dead bodies floating in the bay. A short time later a third
LST was torpedoed by the German E-Boats. LST 289 suffered damaged but didn't sink. Over 700 soldiers and
sailors lost their lives in this exercise.
*****
On a hill overlooking the beach at Slapton Sands stood over a hundred officers and sergeants, some with
binoculars. Among this group was General Eisenhower supreme commander of the Allied armies, General
Montgomery, Allied ground forces leader, and Admiral Sir Bertram Ramsay as well as the commanders and officers
th
of the other divisions who would land on D-Day and D-Day plus 1. 175 Regiment was in this latter group destined
to land on D-Day plus 1.
There was very little conversation among this group of brass as everyone was concentrating on the activities in
the Lyme bay area with the LSTs, the Higgins boats, and rhino ferries circling offshore waiting for their turn in the
queue. A British destroyer and corvette were assigned to protect the LSTs, and the barrage balloons floating above
the LSTs were there to protect against enemy planes.
Beryl and Frank, along with Connors and the rest of Company C were standing on the deck of the LST waiting for
their time in the queue of ships going ashore. They were observing the activity between them and the beach.
"I guess if Ike wants a simulation of the invasion, he gets a simulation," Lieutenant Whitaker remarked while
looking through his binoculars.
"Something is bound to go wrong," Connors answered. "The size of this flotilla alone spells disaster on the
horizon."
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Beryl was the first to answer Connor's remark.
"I guess that is why we are here...........to iron out the kinks in the plan."
Connors and Whitaker both chuckled.
"Quoting from Churchill, plans are of little importance, but planning is essential." Connors remarked.
Whitaker lowered his binoculars and spoke next.
"Ike had his own observations on planning.............he said they were worthless but the planning is everything."
Drews was the next to speak.
"Ike also said that the definition of an emergency is that it is unexpected and no amount of planning can predict
their occurrence."
What Drews said was almost prophetic as the battleships began firing their naval guns at the Slapton Sands
beach to give more realism to the exercise. All eyes were focused on the beach and witnessed the accident about to
happen.
Two Higgins boats were rushing to shore to unload their platoons when the navy destroyer fired several vollies at
the beach and coming close enough to a Higgins boat to damage it and injuring and killing several of the soldiers.
Eisenhower lowered his binoculars and gave a stern look at Montgomery who kept his binoculars trained on the
beach. Neither General knew that the American and British who were responsible for coordinating the activity were
on different radio channels. The American coordinator had not received the information about a delay in the landing
and sent the Higgins forward to the beach area before the battleship had fired. The battleship fired their vollies at the
appointed time.
Beryl looked at Frank and whispered.
"I don't think it was planned."
Frank glanced a Beryl.
"First friendly fire casualties of this war?"
Medics on shore rushed to the scene on the beach and began giving first aid while other medics of the VII Corp
were dragging the dead bodies off the beach.
The remaining LSTs began their process of following the lane of the minesweepers to the beach and unloading
their cargo. As soon as the soldiers and vehicles had disembarked, they were rushed to a staging area out of the
path of the cargo of the LSTs that followed. Company C had arrived in Higgens boats alongside the LST with the
vehicles. Connors, Whitaker and Drews stood on the beach urging the men to hurry as their boats landed and
rushed them to a staging area away from the beach. The platoon leaders and sergeants were reinforcing this need to
hasten and the men were straining as their boots sunk into the soft beach and slowed their advance. Their profile
looked like they were running but their motion on the beach was no more than a fast walk. They finally arrived at a
grassy knoll overlooking the beach and when Connors gave the command to stand down, the men, exhausted from
their brief trek across the Sands, threw off their packs, sat and began observing the rest of the exercise.
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Letter to Esther
Dear Esther –
I love you with all my heart. Darling I never dreamed I would meet such a person as you in all my life. You are so
thoughtful and generous, so kind and gentle, and so terribly loveable. Darling, I love you so very much.
How is my little sweetheart. Your last letter said she was walking more behind her scooter, and she was getting
prettier. I don’t see how she could get any more beautiful than she was when I last saw her. She is such a lovely
little lady, and I love her dearly.
Well, Darling now for this “Will”. It is just one of the things they require an officer to do. Take the “Will” and put it
with my birth certificate and our marriage license, where you won’t lose them.
Darling where we are going I don’t know; if I did, I couldn’t tell you. My letters from now on will be censored, so
they will not contain anything about what I am doing or where I’m at. I can say I am safe with a great bunch of
soldiers around me. I may have mentioned Frank, my Sergeant. He is a one of a kind soldier. He almost became a
priest and the schooling he got in the seminary provided him a lot of insight into human nature. He has a strong
mind, body and character. One of my squad leaders (appointed by the former platoon leader), Anderson, was
troublesome and a loner but Frank worked with him and now he is one of the best. All the men, for the most part,
work well together. I have this big kid from Iowa (Tork) who was overweight and had a hard time on the marches
with the load we have to carry. Today he is more trim and muscular and I am sure his parents wouldn't recognize
him. Besides Frank, we have a couple brainy types who can think fast and analyze quickly. One is from Detroit,
Gault, and he grew up in a house with engineering as a hobby. The other one, Davison, will probably become a
famous writer. We also have what could be the next Bing Crosby. His name is Dennis Love and he sings and plays
the guitar. Very handsome and the females really swoon over him. We will look for his records after this is over.
This last year of training has done wonders for all the men in my platoon, and in the company for that matter.
Trust me, I am as safe here as on the streets of Goodland.
One thing the censor won't touch is that I love you Darling with all my heart. Take good care of yourself honey
and I’ll see you soon.
Your husband forever
Beryl
Beryl reread the letter and thought about all he didn't say. No mention of Forsythe and suicide. No hint of
troubles in the ranks between Pierce and Somerfield. He had overheard Bell complaining about Frank and the rest
of the squad shutting him down, but not worth mentioning to Esther. Satisfied, he folded the letter slowly and
inserted it into the envelope.
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D-Day Plus 1, June 7, 1944: 175

th

Regiment into Normandy
th

The gray sky and rough seas in the English Channel heightened the anxiety of the soldiers of the 175 Infantry
Regiment. They had been on the water for hours waiting for word to go ashore while all around them the battleships
of the US and British navies fired their guns at the beaches of Normandy. The men of Beryl’s platoon were waiting
for the signal to depart the LST, the 500 foot troop barge loaded with parts of the regiment along with vehicles and
equipment.
They could hear the faint sound of rifle and mortar fire from the beach area. The sea and the distant beach
th
swirled with activity with supply boats going to shore and returning with the wounded men from the 29 Division who
th
th
had landed on D-Day and were now fighting their way inland. The 115 and 116 regiments had been chosen to be
the lead elements on D-Day, the force to attack the enemy entrenched in the bluffs atop the Normandy beach. The
th
remnants of the first day could be seen by the men of the 175 . From their distance on the LST, they could see the
small specks on the beach that was an accumulation of dead bodies, burned vehicles, German obstacles and
equipment that was left behind. Large craters dotted the beach where the Navy had shelled just hours before the
th
invasion and dead bodies of the men of the 29 could be seen as if hiding in the craters that seconds before their
death had been their only attempt at cover. The confusion on the beach was matched by the confusion on the rough
sea. Supply boats, tank barges and assortments of vessels were trying to land on the beach and the unloaded
vessels were trying to maneuver off the beach without colliding with the incoming traffic. The large ships had barrage
balloons to thwart off German air attacks and they added to the surreal scene of the channel. The Germans had
lined the beaches with ‘hedgehogs’, iron structures made up of six iron bars bolted together in a starburst pattern to
thwart any craft trying to land. The hedgehogs prevented the allies from using the entire width of the beach for
landing and the Navy engineers were only able to clear five small areas of the obstacles. This made the loading and
unloading more difficult and the traffic congestion near and on the beach was slowing the process. Like ants
assembling for a food march, the beach was a series of five lines of men and vehicles emerging from the channel
and turning westward toward the main exit off the beach: a small ramp like road called Vierville draw.
Beryl and Frank were on the top deck of the LST surrounded by the men of the first platoon. Most of the men
wore an outer skin of calmness that had been layered by the hours of waiting on the ship and listening to the big
battleship guns pounding Normandy. They had long ago stopped flinching at the sound of the guns. Now they
rested, each with their own thoughts and fears of the coming battle and knowing the small chance they would survive
to the end of this war. They had all written letters home before loading onto the ships and barges that would take
them across the channel. Letters of goodbye without trying to sound macabre; letters that contained emotions for
their family they would not have said in a lifetime except for this war.
Beryl and Frank stood together on the outer edge of the circle of the first platoon. Neither had spoken since
boarding the LST, yet their minds swirled around the same thoughts. Was the training adequate? Did it prepare
them? Remember the details: survival is in the details.
Beryl turned to Frank and to subdue his nervousness, said aloud:
“M1 rifle is the standard GI issue, 30-06 shell, semi-automatic and a 600 yard range.”
“German standard is the K98 rifle, bolt action, five shot clip, range 600 yards.”
Frank answered.
“The German standard automatic rifle is the MP40, 10 pounds, range 200 yards, 500 rounds per minute. The
American standard automatic rifle is the Browning automatic rifle, 19 pounds, range 600 yards, rate of 550 rounds
per minute.”
Beryl replied: “American mortar, 60mm, weight 42 pounds, range 1,985 yards, rate of 35 per minute. The 81mm
weighs 136 pounds and has a range of 3500 yards.”
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German MG42, weight 55 pounds, range 2,000 yards, fires 1200 rounds a minute. American 50 caliber Browning
Automatic Rifle, weight 19.4 pounds, range 1,800 yards, rate of 500 rounds per minute.
Frank: “German mortar, 81mm, weight 124 pounds, range of 2,400 yards. Also a 120mm, weight 600 pounds and
a range of 5,700 yards.
“The infantry regiments have 105mm mobile Howitzers with a range of 6,000 yards,” Beryl continued.
“I think we passed that quiz,” Frank quipped.
“I would like to go through this whole war without hearing the burp of the MG 42,” Beryl answered.
“If an MG42 can pin down a whole company of men just by firing and changing locations, what do you think it can
do to a platoon?” Frank asked.
“A lot of damage,” Beryl answered. “Fire and maneuver might not work in all situations. We have to flank and
take out the rest of the squad who are supplying the MG42 with ammo. Keep the platoon spread out.”
Frank smiled, “we have a plan and the men have the training, now for the real test.”
“I feel sorry for the tank boys,” Beryl said. “Imagine facing a German 88mm flak gun. It can shoot five miles up in
the air and be real deadly when used as artillery or shooting at a tank.”
Beryl held up his thumb and index finger, approximately 4 inches apart.
“I wouldn’t want to see a shell with this diameter heading in my direction, no matter how much armor surrounded
me.”
A loud explosion interrupted their conversation. In the distance near the beach, a large barge with vehicles was
cascading towards the sky from the explosion of the mine it had hit. All the men on the LST looked towards the
th
falling debris. There were men on the barge whose body parts were air born and the men of the 175 regiment
renewed their angst over the near future. Hands fumbled through pockets to find cigarettes and Zippo lighters.
Some of the men began to walk in circles to expend their nervous energy. No one spoke because the only thing on
their minds was fear and none was ready to admit to the feelings in their chest and stomach that was aggravated by
their thoughts.
“That woke everyone up,” Beryl said softly.
“I hope we don’t peak too early,” Frank replied. “The men could get battle fatigue just by being on this ship.”
th

The men of the 175 were weighed down with the equipment they had to carry to shore and beyond. They had to
be prepared to live on their rations for 2-3 days and this added to the weight of their gas mask, rifle, ammunition, first
aid kit, bayonet, life preservers, hand grenades, canteen, and the contents of their haversack.
th

th

A small speedboat was nearing the LST and a sailor was yelling through a bull horn, “175 ordered to shore, 175
th
ordered to shore.” It sped past the LST and traveled toward the next LST carrying members of the 175 . Everyone
started looking at each other as to what to do next. Captain Connors was talking to an officer of the LST. After a
brief conversation, he turned to address his company. With the commotion on the water and on the beach, the
decision was made to not wait for the LST to beach but transfer the company to a rhino ferry.

The rhino ferry was a crude version of a pontoon boat. Pontoons bolted together and powered by outboard
motors. The rhino ferry had no sides so there was no shield from any shelling from the beach except for the three
army trucks already loaded onto the ferry. In addition to the rhino ferries waiting alongside to transport the men to
shore, LCVPs were bobbing in the water, waiting their turn to pull up alongside the LST. The rhino ferry waiting for
th
the 175 was heaving up and down in the rough sea and the crew was grabbing onto the cargo nets to better secure
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the ferry alongside the LST.
“Get ready to embark,” he shouted and pointed to the side of the ship. “We’ll be going over this side and down
the cargo nets to the rhino ferry that will take us to shore.”
Everyone looked at Connors in dismay. They had only trained on Higgens boats and the rhino ferry was a new
experience.

Connors shouted again, “Platoons go in order, first through fourth.”
Beryl looked to Frank, “Let’s get em ready.”
Frank turned to the platoon.
“First platoon,” he shouted, “over the side.”
Tork was the first to the side even though he was the heaviest and carried the most weight. He swung his leg
over the side of the LST, grabbing a hold of the loops of the cargo net.
Kuzinski was alongside Tork.
“If this net’ll hold Tork, it can hold anything,” he shouted as he swung his leg over the side.
The thirty-six soldiers of the first platoon scrambled to the cargo net as Frank shouted encouragement at them.
Beryl’s platoon scrambled over the side of the LST as the second platoon was gathering to follow.
Dennis Love missed one of the rungs of the cargo net and yelled from the pain in his crotch.
“Whoever came up with this idea should be shot.”
“He probably will be”, Davison shouted back.
“Let’s go men”, Frank shouted. He was the first one on the rhino ferry and was shouting at the men on the net.
He and Tork were standing on the ferry looking up.
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“Sarge,” shouted a Navy crewman, “better get down on one knee or you might lose your balance. We won’t be
stopping for men overboard.”
Frank waved in recognition of the advice.
Frank repeatedly shouted at the platoon, telling the men to kneel down and hold on.
When the last man scrambled on board, the rhino ferry began a slow crawl toward the beach and the wind was
moving the ferry to the east of their landing zone.
Connors, Whitaker, Drews, Beryl and Johnson walked to the rear of the rhino where the crew was working to
steer the ferry to shore. Connors yelled up to the crew steering the ferry.
"You are going off course," he shouted at the sailor steering the ferry.
"You are drifting east of our target!"
The pilot of the ferry put up his hands with a gesture of: "I can't help it."
As Connors approached the Navy crew, one of them shouted, “better brace yourself Captain,”
The rhino ferry hit a wave and the bow lurched into the air. All the soldiers were teetering and grabbing for the
deck of the pontoons.
“Is this top speed,” Connors shouted to the navy crew.
“Yes sir,” came the reply. There was only so much power in the two 150 horsepower outboard motors and the
wind and sea determined their direction more than the rudder.
Connors reached into his map pouch and pulled out a small map.
“We’re supposed to land at Dog Green,” Connors shouted, pointing to the Vierville Draw as the ferry was drifting
several hundred yards east to 'Easy Red.' (12)
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(12) Path of 175th - Isigny

“That’s the plan sir, and we’ll try. But as you can see, there’s a lot of traffic around Dog Green. W e’ll do our best,
but the main objective is to get you to shore.”
Connors touched the lip of his helmet. Not as a salute but as a respectful acknowledgement. He turned to his
platoon leaders and shouted above the noise of the outboard motors.
“When we hit the shore, don’t waste a lot of time assembling your men. Just get them close to the bluff and get to
that draw. We’ll worry about getting the company together once we know the situation on shore and get up Vierville
draw.”
The four Lieutenants nodded.
Beryl turned and walked unsteadily towards his platoon. The bolted pontoons rode the waves like a long chain
and it was difficult to hold a steady gait. He walked to the area where Frank and his platoon were gathered together.
Most of the men were sitting, the only way to maintain balance.
Beryl moved into the middle of the platoon and squatted.
“Here’s what we know,” he shouted over the noise of the pontoon motors and navy shelling. “When we land on
the beach, go straight for the edge of the bluff, out of any line of fire.”
Beryl pointed to Vierville Draw.
“That road is our immediate destination. Stay close to the bluff and move in a column to the road. Don’t stop until
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I give the order. There’s a lot of traffic on the beach, so work around it. Frank and I will lead. We won’t be looking
back to see where you are. I expect all of you to take a personal responsibility to keep the platoon together. If
someone near you gets hit, drag them close to the bluff, call for a medic and continue on. Don’t stay with the
wounded, just get to the draw and keep moving.”
The men nodded their heads. They had heard their Lieutenant and understood his command. There was no
need for a reply.
“Any questions,” Beryl asked. “Pick a partner and check each other out. Make sure your life preservers are half
full and make sure everything is secure. When you are on the beach next to the bluff, drop the life preservers and
follow Frank and me.”
The rhino ferry was moving slowly and drifting to the East. The winds from the West were strong and the
outboard motors on the ferry couldn’t hold the course. Many of the supply boats, with more powerful engines, were
heading toward Dog Green and creating a traffic jam.
Connors looked back at the national guardsman steering the ferry. As they made eye contact, the guardsman
shook his head and pointed towards Easy Red.
The journey to the beach was slow. LCVPs were passing them and headed to Dog Red. The lead LCVP with a
mix of soldiers from Companies N and I was making good headway against the waves when the bow of the LCVP
struck a mine. The small craft exploded and pieces of soldiers, equipment and boat went straight into the air.
Everyone on the ferry stood to view the falling debris and then put their hands over their helmets as the debris
started falling on them. At that moment, the men knew their training was over and the war was real. They also knew
th
that the men on the boat were part of the 175 , comrades and possibly a friend. The ferry inched toward shore. The
sound of rifle and artillery fire was only dampened by the large guns of the destroyers that were shooting inland. The
men stood now, huddling behind the jeeps, medic trucks and other vehicles on the ferry. A sudden jolt buckled the
front end of the ferry as it hit a sand bar. Everyone tensed tighter. The guardsman frantically shifted the engines in
reverse and with a full throttle, slowly edged the ferry off the sand. As the ferry drifted further east, the guardsman
put the motors in forward gear and full throttle. The men could hear rifle shots and see bullets hitting the water
around the ferry and hear the pings as the medic truck took fire. Connors walked to the front of the ferry and looked
down at the water. He waved back at the guardsman and yelled at his company.
“29ers, let’s go,” he yelled. Soldiers began jumping into the water which was knee high and they were running
and splashing to shore. Bullets were still hitting the water around them.
Beryl and Frank hit the water at the same time and slowly made their way to shore. When they reached ankle
deep they separated by several yards and lowered their profile by leaning over as they ran to the bluff in a zig zag
pattern, taking quick glances behind them to check on the rest of the platoon. Tork and Anderson were right behind
them. At that moment a German 88 shell hit the beach a hundred yards to their left. The explosion threw sand in the
air and shook the earth. Frank was the first to reach the bluff and knelt down to watch the rest of the platoon come
ashore. As the men began to gather at the bluff, Beryl stood and started walking to the west towards Vierville draw,
almost 2 miles away.
"Lieutenant," came a shout from the water. Beryl and Frank both turned to see Somerfield bending over and
st
grabbing the arm of a fallen soldier...........it was Private Barkman, 1 squad. As he started to drag the body to the
bluffs, Private Brummer rushed back from the beach, grabbed Barkman's other arm and together they dragged the
body to the bluff. When they arrived at the bluff they turned Barkman over just as Krahn arrived with his medic bag.
Barkman and Brummer stood watching.
Frank shouted; "Barkman.....Brummer.......let's go. It's out of your hands now."
Frank took a step away from the bluff to see if could see where the rifle fire was coming from and jumped back
just as bullets hit the sand where he had been standing.
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Everyone was off the ferry now and crouching close to the bluffs. They walked/ran while crouching and their wet
boots sank into the sand and made the journey more strenuous.
As Beryl took the lead, Frank stopped and turned to urge the platoon to stay close to the sandy bluff and keep
their heads down. He was waving his arm in a circular motion to hurry the men. He saw the two last men of the third
platoon jump off the Rhino Ferry and began splashing to shore. He recognized Feldman and Kirby of the third squad
as they went down at the same time. The way they fell sent a minor lightning bolt through Frank's chest. The
wounded go down in sections: knees buckle, arms droop, head bends, then on all fours and finally slumping to the
ground: similar to a person fainting. The mortally wounded go flat, all at once: Feldman and Kirby fell like a stone
being dropped on the ground. Davison, Love, Stoddard and Ferguson rushed to the water's edge and with shells
hitting all around them, they dragged the two casualties to the beach and the bluffs. Private Larson from Blair,
Nebraska ran to the scene with his medic bag. Just as before with the early casualties, Davison, Love, Stoddard and
Ferguson stood watching as Blair was administering first aid.
Frank shouted loud enough for the entire platoon to hear, in spite of the wind and noise of battle: "Davison, Love,
Stoddard, Ferguson...........hustle. You are done there. Stay close to the bluffs."
The 2 mile crouching run brought every soldier closer to their own mortality. Every few yards a body was lying on
th
the beach and most of them had the 29 Division patch on their shoulders. There was no distinction of rank or MOS.
Privates, sergeants and officers lay on the beach: riflemen, clergy and medics. The German shells had no
preferences or specific targets when it came to the soldiers.
Smoke was rolling from a burnt tank, a medic truck and a supply truck. Coupled with the odor of the shells, it
blocked out one of the soldiers senses. Halfway to Vierville draw Beryl held up his hand and nodded to Frank who
understood and walked quickly back along the column to check on the platoon.
“Everyone here?” he asked every fourth or fifth man. Each man looked in front and back of him. Satisfied
everyone had made it, Frank walked quickly back to the front of the column.
“We made it,” Tork said to Anderson. “Don’t you think they could have at least picked up the bodies?”
Anderson started to say something when Tork continued.
“Dumb question,” he said softly. “These men sure got hit.”
th

th

th

The 29 Division was responsible for Omaha beach and on D-Day, the 115 and 116 regiments assaulted the
beaches at Normandy in the early morning hours. The navy had bombarded the beaches before the assault in an
attempt to reduce the firepower of the German army that was well entrenched. Concrete bunkers that could
withstand bombing from the sea and air protected many of the enemy soldiers who had sat and waited for the
invasion by the allied forces. Vierville draw was a main road from the beach to the small village of Vierville Sur Mer
at the top of the cliff and the Germans had built up this area with concrete bunkers and trenches, able to fire on the
invading force. A concrete wall had been constructed across the draw to prevent tank and vehicle movement inland.
On the west side of the draw, a large concrete bunker housed a German 88. In addition to the hedgehogs on the
beach, the Germans had constructed barbed wire and mine field defenses.
th

Two companies of the 116 landed at Dog Green on D-Day, directly in the line of fire of the emplacements at
Vierville draw. Many didn’t make it to shore. As the ramps of the LCVPs were lowered to unload the soldiers, the
gunfire from the bluffs was a wall of bullets that slaughtered the men. The men who made it to the beach were
further assaulted with rifle fire, mortars and grenades. The success of the initial German defense could now be seen
th
on Dog Green. Dead bodies, burning tanks, blown up equipment and blood spots littered the beach as the 175
walked to the draw. Rommel had done his job well.
The men flinched as a bullet hit the sand.
Love and Davison were walking close to the bluff. Love was humming a tune.
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Davison gave him a questioning look.
“Keeps me from going crazy,” Dennis replied.
In the front of the column, Frank and Beryl began walking faster. The noise of the vehicles and shelling prohibited
any conversation and at this time, both men were concentrating on where they were and what they should be doing.
“Edgell,” Connors shouted.
Beryl turned to see Connors running towards him.
“Yes Sir,” Beryl said. He knew better than to salute. Salutes in combat only let the enemy know where the
officers were and it was like candy to the German snipers.
Connors pulled out his map.
“Edgell, get your men up the draw and assemble briefly at the top. Stay out of the way of the traffic. When you’ve
assembled, move west along this road to Vierville Sur Mer. Turn East and go to this little village, Formigny. We’ll get
everyone sorted out there and then our mission is to turn west and south, go through La Cambe and take this town,
th
th
Isigny. Elements of the 747 tank battalion will join us for the mission. The 116 is going to take this road west to
th
th
Grand Camp and link up with VII Corp who landed on Utah beach. The 116 will be on your right flank and the 115
will be on your left. ”
Beryl was following Connors with his own map.
“They’re still mopping up around Vierville Sur Mer so tell your men to expect sniper fire, mortars and an
occasional 88. We’ll be walking all night. Good luck.”
Beryl nodded his head and stuffed his map back into his pouch.
Frank had kept the column moving and Beryl walked at a fast pace to catch up. He was walking on the outside of
the column, away from the bluff, when several bullets hit the beach and sand kicked up into the air. Beryl jumped
closer to the column, almost knocking down Private Gault.
“Frank, get out your map,” Beryl said as he reached the head of the first platoon.
Frank looked back to see Beryl and reached into his map pouch.
Frank, when we get to the top of this draw we’ll go into Vierville Sur Mer and then turn East to Formigny. That’ll
be our first rest stop while the regiment assembles. From Formigny we are to go to La Cambe. Our objective is
th
th
Isigny. The 115 will be on our left and the 116 on our right. We are supposed to have tank support starting at
Formigny.” “What’s it like up there?” Frank asked.
“We’re told to expect sniper fire, mortars and some occasional 88s. Go back down the column. Tell the men that
when we get to the top of this draw, be ready to shoot if we get shot at. If we run into a sniper, give Private Gault a
chance to get him. If that fails, send out the BAR team.”
The column was reaching the draw and Beryl held up two fingers to signal his platoon to pair up side by side for
the march up the draw. The traffic on the draw was shoulder to shoulder and fender to fender. After the slow
movement through the sand and debris of the opening of the draw, the road became a smooth paved surface and
the column began moving faster. Halfway up the draw, on the left side, was a quarry and as the column passed it
they could see General Gerhardt and his staff pouring over maps while their assistants were relaying information
th
th
from the 116 and 115 regiments. The area was roped off so no one could see the maps and their attempts at
strategy.
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“Where’s one seven five,” Gerhardt was shouting. “I asked for them three hours ago.”
A Colonel standing near Gerhardt replied, “They’re in the draw now, Sir.”
“It’s about time. It’ll be sundown before they get to Formigny. Do you know how critical this could be?”
His question was rhetorical, like most of his questions. He didn’t expect an answer but he did expect everyone to
realize the importance of the question.
“Where’s Cota,” Gerhardt asked an aide.
th

“Sir, he’s in St. Laurent with the 115 mopping up.”
th

General Cota was Gerhardt’s assistant commander of the 29 Division.
The column moving past the quarry couldn’t understand the problems and issues facing the Generals. Most of
the radiomen who came ashore on D-Day had either lost their equipment in the water or the equipment
malfunctioned when they hit the beach. A General can only operate with information and the main problem facing
the Generals was the lack of tactical events that were happening in real time. They were trying to make decisions
with information that was 2-6 hours old. As the column reached the top of the draw, General Gerhardt passed them
at a fast pace. He jumped into a jeep and without an escort, sped down the road towards Isigny. Beryl and Frank
learned later both Gerhardt and Cote were hands on Generals. If they didn’t have all the information they needed,
they jumped into a jeep and went looking for it.
The column moved slowly until they reached the village of Vierville Sur Mer. The village was the first of many
Normandy villages where they would see the might of the Navy guns. Brick buildings had been hit by navy fire and
the rubble was piles of brick, wood beams, furniture and clothing, kitchen utensils and dead German soldiers. The
steeple of the church had been hit and the debris lay partially on the church roof and the ground around the front of
the church. The Germans had used the high point of the steeple to spot for the German 88s at the incoming allied
soldiers. The navy guns had taken out the steeple and a major advantage for the German gunners.
st

The 1 Battalion approached the village. Everyone was alert to the distant sounds of rifle and mortar fire.
“Hey Tork,” Anderson said in a loud whisper.
“Yeh?”
“Are you scared?”
“I don’t think so,” Tork said as he turned to look at Anderson.
“You’re not? Why not?”
“Well, I am surrounded by the platoon and I have this big gun,” Tork answered with a smile.
The platoon was entering Vierville Sur Mer and heading to the road that would take them to Formigny. Every
soldier was tense and alert as they moved inland and closer to the German army whose objective was to prevent an
allied beachhead or in more simpler terms: kill every soldier who made it to the beach. The soldiers who professed
not to be scared were too numb from fear to recognize their own feelings.
As the platoon turned to the left, a rifle shot came from a pile of wreckage on their right and the cry of a wounded
soldier came from the rear of the column. The entire column went down in a crouching position, facing the direction
of the rifle shot. The sound of an M8 Scout Car came up the road from the draw and raced to the pile of wreckage.
The M8 scout car is a small version of a tank, but with six rubber tires instead of metal tracks. The gunner began
firing the 37mm gun at the direction of the sniper. An officer yelled out.
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“Column, keep moving.”
The men stood and continued to walk in the direction of Formigny. They all kept looking over their shoulders as if
to make sure the sniper was dead. The driver of the M8 stayed between the column and the sniper fire.
Connors came running up the road.
“Edgell,” Get your men into the bocage. (13)
(13) Bocage and Hedgerows

Since the Roman times, the farmers and landowners had surrounded their fields with high burms and allowed
trees and brush to grow up on top of these high mounds of dirt. The dirt burms varied in height, from four to eight
feet and the foliage on top of the burm would extend the height another several feet. The fields enclosed by the
hedgerows average 100 yards by 100 yards. Each field had one or more entryways, usually nor more than a few
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yards wide and they were located randomly across the bocage. In some places, the farmers would separate two
fields with a six foot wide sunken lane bordered on both sides with high hedgerows. The hedgerows above the
sunken lanes had grown together to give the affect of walking through a tunnel. The hedgerows posed a large
problem for the military and their attempts to move inland. The high burms were thick with trees and brush and
neither riflemen nor tanks could pass through them. In order for the tanks to follow or lead the patrols through a
hedgerow field, they needed to be able enter the field at any vantage point. Despite the intelligence from the Free
French and the photographs from the allied planes, the military had not anticipated the problems they would have in
the bocage. From the air, the Normandy landscape appeared as a series of fields with shrubs delineating the
boundaries. On the ground, the hedgerows were impregnable by the Sherman tanks. In these early days of the
invasion, the battalion engineers would have to dig deep holes in the burm about four feet above ground and lay
charges that would explode the top layer off the burm, enough for the tanks to drive over the remaining dirt: many
times under fire from German mortars and grenades. Back at Division headquarters, engineers were working on a
faster solution. After three weeks in Normandy and many attempts, they arrived at a solution. Each tank would be
equipped with a fork in the front, approximately four feet off the ground. The tank was then able to ram a burm with
the fork, tearing off the top layer of brush and tree stumps. Once this was accomplished, the tank could then drive
over the four foot high ground of the burm that was left.
*****
th

"We’ll assemble here temporarily and wait for the rest of the 175 . Send out two patrols: one to the south and
one to the east. This area still needs mopping up. Tell the patrols not to engage, just clean up small pockets. If they
run into anything big, they’re to get back to this area. Let your men rest but keep ‘em alert. You take the south
perimeter, Johnson will take the north. The Company CP will be in the next field.”
Beryl turned to Frank. “Pick two squads and have them move out.”
Frank walked back in the column.
“Anderson, come with me.”
He walked a little further.
“Gault, over here.”
Anderson and Gault stood facing Frank. This was Frank’s first combat mission and in spite of all the training, he
spoke with a slight hesitation.
“The column will be stopping here for a while in the field. I want you two to take your squads and penetrate past
the hedgerows to the south. Anderson, you go to the right and Gault, you go to the left. There’s no hurry. You’re
looking for stragglers and snipers. Anything bigger than a few stragglers, get back here on the double for
reinforcements. Gault, I’m going with your squad. Let’s go.”
Anderson and Gault turned and gathered their squads.
instructions.

Frank was silent as the squad leaders gave their

“You lead,” Frank said to Gault as they turned to go into the left side of the bocage and next to the hedgerow.
Gault was cautious as he walked close to the hedgerow. They were not thick, but dense enough so you couldn’t
see beyond a few feet. Gault gave the signal for the men to spread out while he and Frank took the middle area.
“First patrol Sergeant?” Frank said in a quiet tone as he looked and smiled at Gault. Gault smiled back.
“First one with live ammo,” Gault whispered. “And live targets.”
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Both men walked cautiously, trying not to step on branches or make walking sounds. They were crouched as they
walked, as if ducking under a low ceiling. Every time a distant mortar or rifle shot sounded, they would flinch and look
around. They walked slowly.
All of Frank's senses were on high alert, yet his mind had time to wander. So far, he thought, the platoon was
performing better than expected. Yes, they had three casualties on the beach but not due to lack of training......a
lack of karma. Frank then had a thought, a first time thought about war: it isn't always about training and skill or your
ability to think on your feet. Sometimes you just happen to be in the sight of a bullet.
60 yards into the bocage, there was a sudden rifle shot to their left. Frank and Gault crouched more, then stood
and began moving in the direction of the sound. They heard more rifle shots, both M1s and German K98s. Frank
moved ahead of Gault and after a few yards, crouched. Gault moved up next to Frank’s side. In a thinned layer of
the hedgerow, they could see the profile of three German soldiers pointing their rifles in the direction of Anderson’s
squad on their left. Frank pointed at Gault’s rifle with the scope. Gault nodded and raised his rifle. His first shot
killed the German closest to them. The other two Germans crouched, but not enough. Gault fired another round and
a second German fell. The third German began shouting.
“Nicht schiessen, nicht schiessen.”
He dropped his rifle and put his hands in the air.
Frank could see Kuzinski and Love stand and slowly move to the German.
Kuzinski was yelling, “haende hoch, raus, haende hoch, raus.”
The Germans soldier slowly stood and moved toward Kuzinski. Kuzinski and Love stood and waited for the
German to reach them. As Love pointed his M1 at the soldiers, Kuzinski patted the German and began throwing
away their cartridge belts, bayonets and grenades. Frank and Gault moved closer.
The four Americans stood looking at the German soldier, except he wasn't German.
Frank tried his German skills to ask where they were from.
“Woher sind sie?” he asked.
The prisoner looked at Frank as in a daze.
“Aus Polen,” the prisoner finally replied.
“Polish,” Frank said to Kuzinski. “You two take them back to the platoon and then rejoin us.”
Kuzinski and Love motioned with their M1s for the prisoner to start walking north, back to the platoon area.
Frank and Gault returned back to the center of the squad’s position in the bocage and began walking south.
Anderson’s squad, to the left of Gault’s squad heard the German surrender and kept moving. He led his squad
another 40 yards and held up his hand for the squad to stop. Everyone crouched down. His first squad BAR man,
Andy Viray, was at his side.
“Andy,” Anderson whispered. “Look at that large tree branch sticking out from the hedgerow..”
Viray looked in the direction Anderson was pointing and shook his head.
“Put a short burst into those bushes.”
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Viray stood up slightly and aimed the BAR at the bushes. He pulled the trigger, allowing several shells to fire.
Suddenly shouts came from the trees.
“Nick schiessen, wier ubergeben.”
Viray shouted, “Raus, Raus, haende hoch.”
Three soldiers, hands high in the air appeared from the clump of bushes.
Viray and Anderson stood and walked slowly to the three soldiers. As they neared they noticed a difference in
their appearance. These weren’t Germans. They had a slight oriental look to them and the squad would later learn
these were Russian soldiers, pressed into the German army after being taken prisoner in the German/Russian
battles. Viray pointed the BAR at the soldiers as Anderson removed their gear. He then motioned for the men to
begin walking north towards the platoon.
“Somerfield, Pierce, over here” Anderson said in a loud whisper. “Take these prisoners back to the platoon and
stay there.”
Both men raised their rifles at the prisoners and motioned for them to start walking.
“First squad, move out,” Anderson said in a normal voice. The first squad came to the end of the stand of
hedgerow and followed the border to the southernmost edge where there was an opening. They crouched at the
edge of the hedgerow and looked to their flank where the second squad should be appearing.
“Well Andy, your first shots with the BAR and you missed,” Anderson said with a smile.
“We only miss when we intend to miss,” Viray smiled back.
Anderson and Viray crouched suddenly as the sound of rifle fire was close, to the north where the company was
resting.
“Hold here, first squad,” Anderson said as he moved towards the second squad.
Frank saw Anderson approaching and began walking to him.
Frank was the first to speak.
“What was that BAR action?”
“Viray rousted a couple of Germans,” Anderson replied. Somerfield and Pierce are taking them back to the
company.”
“We just picked up a couple of Poles,” Frank said.
“Have your squad go back the same path to the Platoon,” Frank instructed.
Frank and Anderson nodded to each other and turned to their squads.
st

The scene in the bocage where the company was resting was unsettling as the 1 and 2
Medics were busy with two soldiers who had been wounded.
th

nd

squads arrived.

Connors was walking, half running down the road to the scene, as columns of the 175 were still arriving at the
meeting place.
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“Company C Platoon leaders,” he shouted.
Beryl, Johnson, Jarvis and Carlson moved quickly to Connors.
“Get your men into Formigny; it’s just down this road. We’ll assemble there briefly if we have to and then onto La
th
Cambe. General Gerhardt is pressing the 175 to get to Isigny before sunup: it’s critical for closing the gap between
rd
rd
the Omaha and Utah beachheads. 3 Battalion is to take the lead. Artillery and HQ will be behind the 3 Battalion
nd
st
and then the 2 Battalion with 1 Battalion in the rear. Company C move left of the road. Company D will move on
the right side.”
The platoon sergeants began moving among the men, getting them to hustle. Connors began leading Company
C to the left of the road; Captain Purcell of D Company was moving his men to the right side of the road.
The sun had gone down in the horizon and it was 10:30pm. The men were already tired from a long day, first on
the ships for hours, the landing and then the march to Vierville Sur Mer. They would be moving all night if they were
to get to Isigny the next day.
The column stopped briefly in Formigny and turned south towards La Cambe. Small white signs with painted
skulls and the words, ‘Achtung Minen’ lined the road. With the darkness came odd shadows and every soldier began
to see things as their minds turned the shadows into enemy figures, gun barrels, wounded and all sorts of military
hardware. Fear had a way of enhancing the imagination and with each step the soldiers seemed to slow their march.
The column had marched for an hour when, just before midnight, the left flank began to take fire.
The burst of an MG42 and several K98s at Company C made the soldiers dive low on the side of the road. The
MG42 had a distinct sound, different from the machine guns of the allies. The MG42 was fired with a burst of bullets,
so close together the sound was a continuous brrrrrrrrrrrrp. Unlike the allied machine guns where you could almost
distinguish between each round being fired.
Frank and Beryl dove for cover and then looked back at their platoon. Several soldiers tried to return fire. The
lead tank in the column retuned fire with its 50 caliber machine gun as the tank’s turret rotated to target the enemy.
The M4 Sherman tank fired as the ping of bullets hitting the armor urged the men to dig in.
The main tank gunner fired the 75mm cannon and a three inch round, 15 pound projectile exploded from the
turret and whistled towards the German position at a speed of 2,000 feet per second. The firing from the German
position stopped and someone yelled for the column to move out. The soldiers slowly stood and began to move until
the MG42 started spraying the column. This time the gunners on the tank had a better idea of the source of the
attack. The 50 caliber gunner was filling the target with bullets as the main gunner adjusted the turret and fired
another 15 pound round. The men near the front of the column had their fingers in their ears to shield against the
burst from the turret gun. The German position became quiet.
The quiet allowed the scream of a soldier to penetrate the night. In the background, the faint sound of trucks and
tanks moving up the Vierville Draw provided a backdrop to join the eerie lone scream. Private Larson, third squad
medic was rushing to the scream: he was joined by Davison and Stoddard. As Larson worked quickly, Davison and
Stoddard went down on a knee to make for a smaller profile. They watched as Larson attempted to save the dying
body of Ferguson.
The Isigny destination would take them through several small towns: La Cambe, Saint-Germain-du-Pert,
Cardonville, Osmanville and finally their destination in this phase, Isigny-sur-Mer.
La Cambe, France was 5 miles southwest of Vierville draw.
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D-Day + 2, June 8, 1944: La Cambe
At 2am on Thursday, June 8, the column stopped for a rest. The men sat on the edge of the road and in fields
and closed their eyes.
Beryl, Frank, Drews and Connors sat near a tank at the head of the column.
“How’s everyone doing?” Connors asked.
“A little nervous, a lot scared,” Beryl replied.
“That’s good, keeps ’em alert.”
th

“The 116 sure took a beating,” Frank said slowly.
“There is a story going around about a platoon Sergeant,” Connors whispered.
“It seems his battalion was pinned down by a machine gun nest. The sergeant, I think his name is Peregory,
crawled undetected to their trench, and with grenades, his rifle and bayonet, killed most of the Germans, captured
three, and then took out another machine gun.”
“They’ll probably give a medal to his company commander,” Frank said with a smile.
Connors smiled and then became serious.
“You’re going to lose a lot of men,” he said to Beryl.
“I know,” Beryl answered. “I think more about that the further we go.”
“You’ll be getting replacements. Work with them.”
Beryl didn’t answer. His thoughts were on his platoon.
The three men closed their eyes in an attempt to get some rest.
At 4am Thursday, June 8, a jeep drove to the head of the column. It stopped at the point where Connors was
resting.
th

“175 , time to move,” a voice shouted and drove off.
Connors, Drews, Beryl and Frank stood immediately and shook off the drowsiness of their brief nap.
immediately began moving back down the column to roust the men.

Frank

The march to La Cambe was slow. The road was more of a dirt track than a road and the men would jump for
cover every time a shot was heard. In the distance, the glow of fire could be seen in the vicinity of La Cambe and
Isigny. Two hours later, as the sun was rising, the column reached a paved road and turned right. The column of
soldiers, tanks and equipment was over two miles long. By 9am the head of the column was nearing La Cambe.
During day and night, planes were continually flying overhead. Piper Cubs were flying low to photograph the
enemy positions and spot targets for the artillery. The RAF and USAF flew bombing and strafing missions over
Normandy. Rarely did the soldiers see German planes.
Connors looked behind him at the sound of plane engines. He could see a squadron of RAF Typhoons lining up
with the road and the column. The Hawker Typhoon had four 20mm cannons for strafing troupe positions and as the
rest of the column turned to see the incoming planes, the cannons began strafing the column.
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“Cover,” was the cry up and down the column as the soldiers dove to the side of the road. From the direction of
rd
the 3 Battalion in front, the men could hear screams of wounded men above the roar of the plane engines. Men
along the 2 mile column were yelling and swearing at the British pilots. After their first run, the Typhoons continued
on towards Isigny.
The column stopped as the lead battalion was tending to the dead and wounded.
Connors was shaken as were the rest of Company C.
“Men of Company C,” Connors shouted with a crackling voice. “If any plane lines its sights on this company, line
your sights on the plane. If it fires, then you’re authorized to unload on it.”
Connors voice was an angry voice. He couldn't understand how such a mistake could have happened since
th
th
th
everyone had been briefed on the paths the 116 , 115 and 175 would be taking.
Connors turned and started walking towards La Cambe and the column began to move slowly. The men were
rd
now wide awake with adrenalin and the column picked up speed as the 3 Battalion began to move out. They
realized in war it was not only the enemy they had to fear but also the mistakes of their own forces.
A jeep was moving quickly down the road and stopped ahead of Company C. After a brief conversation, the jeep
st
sped back towards La Cambe. Another jeep, belonging to the 1 Battalion CO, Lt. Col Roger Morton, came toward
the group. After stopping to talk to the COs of Company A and B, the jeep continued to Connors position. As the
jeep slowed, Morton jumped out.
“Connors,” Morton said as he walked toward Connors, Drews and Beryl.
“We need to mop up this area before heading into Isigny. Move your company to the east of La Cambe and clean
out those buildings over there. We know something is there because of sniper fire. Make a broad sweep to the left
side of La Cambe and rejoin us at the other side of the village. You will be in the lead going into Isigny so when you
rd
reach the other side, fall in forward of the 3 Battalion.”
“How bad was it up there,” Connors asked Morton.
“Six killed and eighteen wounded by our allies, hell of a note. Also, watch out for self-propelled guns. The
Germans have mounted 88s on a motor chassis so they can jump on the road, fire and then retreat back into the
bocage. We’ve got some nervous tank crews with us.”
“Move out,” Morton said as a way of ending the conversation before he returned to his jeep.
Connors turned as Drews, Beryl and Frank began moving along the troops.
st

nd

The 1 Platoon moved to the left side of the village and immediately drew fire. 2 Platoon moved to the buildings
nd
st
nearest the road while the 3rd Platoon swept wide to the left of the village. 2 Platoon drew the first fire as 1 and
rd
nd
th
3 flanked the buildings from the east side. Connors moved with the 2 Platoon and was motioning for the 4
Platoon to move up and use mortars. As the platoons crouched low and moved through the field, Gault waved at
Connors and pointed to the southernmost buildings of the village. Connors wave back.
st

rd

th

“1 Platoon,” Connors half shouted, “fire and maneuver with the 3 Platoon on those rear buildings. 4 platoon,
Carlson, get your mortars set up on those buildings. Go!”
st

nd

The 1 and 2 Platoons began firing on the buildings. Beryl yelled ‘Go’ to his platoon and the men began a
crouched run towards the building. After 30 yards they hit the dirt and began firing. Second platoon began their run
st
rd
to the buildings and passed the position of the 1 by 20 yards. The 3 Platoon was moving further east to flank the
buildings. The fourth platoon (Heavy Weapons Platoon) followed and fired their mortars into the buildings. (14)
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(14) Heavy Weapons Platoon
The fourth platoon in a company during WWII was called the 'Heavy Weapons Platoon' because of its equipment
and makeup. The squads were not the typical 12 man squads: they were smaller 2 and 3 man squads that made up
teams for mortars, anti-tank teams with bazookas, machine gun teams, and grenade launchers. In the Pacific jungle
war, flame-throwers were added to the heavy weapons platoons.
*****
rd

On the far left end, the 3 Platoon was maneuvering around the back of the buildings. A rifle shot came from the
rd
building and a soldier of the 3 platoon fell. A wall of M1 bullets targeted the source. Suddenly the buildings came
alive with an MG42 and PK 98s. The rushing GIs all hit the ground and 144 M1s began firing. Beryl’s platoon was
closest to the building. Davison was low in the brush and using his sniper scope, began combing the windows and
doors of the near building. Tork and Viray were firing short bursts from the BARs.
Beryl looked over to Dennis Love and pointed to his right arm. Love shook his head and began to crawl slowly
towards the right side of the building with large windows. As he got near he slowly took out a grenade, pulled the pin
and threw the grenade through the window. He had excelled in training for the distance he could throw a grenade
and his accuracy. The firing stopped on the first floor of the village house. The firing from the second floor
continued. Beryl could see Love was exposed due to the higher vantage point of the Germans on the second floor.
He yelled at his platoon, “second floor, second floor.” The platoon began to rapid fire into the second floor
windows to cover Dennis’ retreat.
“Bell, grenade launcher,” Beryl shouted.
The grenade launcher on the M1 was hated by all who used it. It was cumbersome and not accurate in most
soldiers’ hands; however, Bell had found a way to master it and was fairly accurate. The launcher, like the bayonet,
is attached to the end of the barrel of the M1. The recoil of the grenade launcher was more than a shoulder could
take so the method of firing was to wedge the stock of the gun on the ground and then fire.
Bell began to quickly assemble his launcher on the M1. The rest of the platoon kept firing. On both sides of the
nd
2 Platoon, men were firing and maneuvering towards their objectives. Carlson's mortar teams were firing at the
building but doing little damage. During training they became proficient with the aim of the mortar; however, this was
their first live fire and in their haste to respond to the command and the new nerves that were firing in their minds,
they could not get a steady aim on the target.
Bell fired the grenade and it flew through the window. The explosion blew part of the wall out and debris flew out
the enlarged window.
“Move up, first squad,” Beryl yelled as he and Frank stood and ran to the side of the building. The first squad
assembled along the wall next to Beryl and Frank.
Beryl yelled again, “Second squad, cover our flank,” and pointed to the building south of them that was being
rd
assaulted by the 3 Platoon.
Gault led his men to the right of the wall where Beryl and the first squad crouched. Gault signaled for his men to
spread out and point their rifles at the south building. As the squad lay in readiness, a lone German soldier appeared
in the doorway, saw the Americans, and stepped back in.
Gault pointed his rifle at the doorway. The German soldier moved into the doorway enough to sight his rifle and
Gault fired one shot. The soldier dropped.
Beryl motioned for the third squad to move up. Company C was completing its move on the southern most
building.
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“Nicht schiessen, Nicht schiessen,” yelled a German inside the building.
Somerfield rose up on one knee and pointed his rifle at the doorway.
“Haende hoch, haende hoch,” he yelled.
The German walked slowly through the door, followed by two more.
“Raus,” yelled Somerfield.
“Wir haben verwundet,” yelled the German.
Frank walked by Beryl and approached the door. He yelled at the second squad.
“They have wounded, let’s clear out the building.”
st

Frank, followed by the 1 squad, walked slowly into the building. A few minutes later they came out with two
wounded Germans.
nd

rd

th

2 , 3 and 4 Platoons were finishing their assault. The buildings became quiet again.
Connors came to where the prisoners were being held.
“Take them to the road and hand them over to S-2,” he said to Lieutenant Keil Jarvis whose men were guarding
the Germans.”
Jarvis yelled at two of his men to take the German prisoners.
Connors looked at the platoon leaders.
nd

th

st

rd

“2 and 4 Platoons rest here. 1 and 3 Platoons are to go across the road in the orchard where the 175
command post is located. Spread out on the west and south perimeter.”

th

On the north and west side of the road was an apple orchard. Colonel Goode and his headquarter company were
organizing in the orchard and making plans to move to Isigny. Goode was talking to his battalion commanders.
“We have G-2 there are about 800 Germans in Isigny. We still don’t know when to expect our artillery. I want
patrols out here, here and here,”
Goode was pointing to a map laying on the hood of his jeep. The areas he was pointing to were west of La
Cambe in a 200 yard sweep west, east and south of the village.
“Morton, you take the east side. Hart, you take the road and Bedford you take the west side. Don’t engage if
resistance is heavy. Just find out what’s out there and protect our flanks. We should have the north side mopped
up, but the south side is still unknown territory.”
Goode looked at his assistant, “let’s get back to Vierville and see what’s holding up the artillery.”
Beryl and Frank walked along the west side of the road and told the men to move into the orchard and rest but
remain alert. Beryl’s platoon had not been picked for a patrol and he was glad for the rest.
Frank moved among the men, telling them to settle in but not get too comfortable.
Gault, Kuzinski, Pierce and the rest of the squads were near the road, on the edge of the orchard. They took off
their packs and sat down under a small stand of trees.
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“Nice shot,” Pierce said to Gault.
“It was a big target,” Gault answered.
“Your first kill,” Kuzinski said seriously.
“Yeah,” Gault answered.
Anderson walked over and sat next to Gault.
“Doesn’t seem like a fair fight, does it?” Gault said to Anderson.
“Nothing in war is a fair fight, nothing in life is a fair fight,” Anderson answered.
“I don’t think those dead bodies on the beach thought it was a fair fight,” Kuzinski said softly.
“Weapons pretty much take the fair out of fighting,” Gault said.
“Artillery, tanks, and fly boys pretty much take a lot of the fair out of it,” Pierce observed. “We just need to survive
to gather up the spoils lying on the ground.”
“Hey, what’s that?” Kuzinski asked, pointing to the road.
Everyone looked up.
An elderly Frenchman and woman were walking down the road toward La Cambe. Both had large bags in their
hands.
Gault stood up and walked to the road.
“Ou allez-vous?” Gault asked the elderly man.
The Frenchman looked up and smiled, pleased to see an American who could speak French.
“What did you ask him?” Kuzinski half shouted.
“Where he was going.”
“Maison à la La Cambe,” the old man answered.
“Home to La Cambe,” Gault said in Kuzinski’s direction.
“Voyage sur,” Gault said to the wife.
“Merci,” she replied.
The old man touched Gault’s arm and smiled. He then reached into his bag and pulled out a small bottle.
“Pour vous,” the man said.
Gault smiled and looked down at the bottle.
“Merci,” he said as he took the bottle and then shook the man’s hand. The wife stepped toward Gault with
puckered lips. Gault leaned over and exchanged kisses on the cheek.
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“Merci,” the woman said.
Gault could see a tear forming in her eye. A tear formed out of so many emotions of liberation, going home and
living without fear.
“Calvados,” the old man said as he pointed to the bottle.
“Calvados?” Gault questioned.
“eau-de-vie fine de pomme,” the old man answered.
“De pomme?” Gault asked.
“Oui, de pomme,” the old man smiled.
“Merci, merci,” Gault answered.
The old man and woman turned and continued walking towards their home in La Cambe they would find
destroyed. .
Gault returned to the group under the tree.
“Pretty good Gault,” Kuzinski smiled; “Your first kiss and booty to boot.”
“What’ve ya got there?” Anderson asked.
“This, my friends is a very fine apple brandy. And since we are sitting in an apple orchard, I assume it was made
right here in Normandy.”
Gault opened the bottle and took a swig.
“Wow,” he sputtered as he coughed. “That is potent.”
He handed the bottle to Anderson.
“One swig.”
“Whew, that is strong apple jack,” Anderson said after his swig.
“You could kill Germans with this stuff,” Kuzinski said between chokes.
“Two hundred proof, at least,” Pierce exclaimed.
Gault put the bottle in his knapsack and sat down.
“It’s called Calvados,” Gault explained. “And from here on we are known as the Courageous Calvados freedom
defenders.” None of the American soldiers knew that the region of Normandy they were in was a French department
called Calvados.
“Calvados to the core,” Kuzinski smiled.
“This is a small bottle, so keep our little club secret,” Gault smiled. “After Isigny we’ll hold another meeting.”
Anderson thanked Gault and left the group. He walked to a near apple tree, sat on the ground and leaned against
the tree trunk. Davison walked over, sat down and leaned against the same tree. Neither spoke for several minutes.
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Anderson’s eyes were closed when he spoke.
“Do you have a good Deist prayer for this type of situation,” Anderson said softly.
“I have my own Deist prayer for all occasions,” Gault answered.
“What is it?” Anderson asked.
Davison was silent for a few seconds.
“Dear God,
Father of all creation.
We thank you for your mercy,
We thank you for your guidance,
We thank you for your wisdom,
And we thank you for your inspiration.”
“What kind of mercy do you thank him for?”
“The mercy of giving us this planet and the genes to evolve so that today, we can thank him.”
“And the guidance,” Anderson asked.
“When he created the universe he created natural laws to guide the planet and its evolution. He created cause
and effect. He created the foundation for mutations and change. He created the principal that for every action there
is an opposite and equal reaction. With his wisdom, he established the law of probability and scientific study to
handle the gray areas.”
“What are the gray areas?”
Davison smiled.
“The gray areas are man and his unpredictable behavior. Man is the most enigmatic part of the universe."
Anderson opened his eyes.
"How does he inspire us?
Davison hesitated before speaking.
"Think long and hard on those five words and it will come to you."
th

On D-Day plus 2, Thursday, June 8, the 116 Regiment was moving west along the Grandcamp road to link up
with the rangers at Pont du Hoc. The rangers had scaled the cliffs at the Point, losing over half their men, and were
th
in a fierce battle with the Germans. The 115 Regiment was mopping up the area between St. Laurent and
th
Longueville to the east. The overall plan was for the 29 Division to move inland from Grandcamp past St. Laurent,
proceed south and capture St. Lo, a key objective of the region.
st

Beryl and the 1 Platoon were wakened from their slumber by the sound of a jeep speeding on the road. It was
the Vixon Tor, General Gerhardt’s jeep. No one knew why he would name his jeep after a witch’s peak, however,
some who took his orders understood. The jeep slowed as it reached the orchard. Gerhardt jumped out of the jeep
th
and walked over to the huddle of 175 officers.
“Why are you stopped here?” Gerhardt barked. “This road is clear all the way to Isigny. Get this regiment
moving.”
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Colonel Goode replied he was waiting for artillery.
“You don’t need artillery,” Gerhard blurted. “Let's move it!”
Gerhardt turned and walked briskly back to Vixon Tor.
Colonel Goode turned to his Battalion commanders.
“Let’s get ‘em moving and make a plan on the way,” Cote said.
Goode turned to his assistant.
st

“1 Battalion is right there. Get them moving first, then the third, then HQ, and the second last.
The time was 10:30pm, Thursday, June 8, D-Day plus two.
st

Morton and Connors walked over to the 1 Battalion, looked over the situation and Morton barked his order.
st

“1 Battalion, move out: Company C right side of the road with Company B on the left.”
He turned to Major Friend.
“Get over there and tell A and D Companies to fall in and move out along the road.”
Captains Connors and Owens began assembling their companies. Sergeants were moving among the men
st
urging them to move faster. Frank was walking among the 1 platoon offering his encouragement for the men to
assemble.
“Let’s move it. Everyone on the right side of the road,” he barked.
st

By 11pm the 1 Battalion was assembled and moving towards Isigny.
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D-Day + 3, June 9, 1944: March to Isigny
At 1am on Friday, June 9, the columns were marching to Isigny, a French town of several hundred people and at
this point in the campaign, several burning buildings. The area around Isigny was known for its Guernsey cattle and
cheese. During the four years of German occupation, this region was encouraged to continue raising cattle and
making cheese for the occupying forces. When the Normandy invasion began, the retreating Germans killed the
livestock in the fields to prevent the invaders from enjoying the spoils. The odor of rotting flesh filled the air.
The column would travel either by road or through the fields of the bocage, a series of meadows surrounded by
hedgerows.
th

The column followed tanks of the 747 battalion through the destroyed village of La Cambe.
Frank turned to Beryl, “good time to be watching out for snipers.”
As Beryl turned to answer, a shot sounded over the noise of the tanks. Everyone in the column crouched to one
knee and looked around. The German snipers used smokeless powder and it was impossible to trace the sniper
except for the direction of the rifle firing.
st

Private Brummer, assistant squad leader of 1 Squad and also sniper material was behind Beryl and Frank and
sighting his rifle on a pile of building rubble on the right side of the road. The tank gunner was firing at a standing
building with doors and windows still intact; the obvious place for a sniper. Davison looked calm as he waited, still
concentrating on the rubble pile.
In the column behind Beryl and Frank a soldier was writhing with pain. A medic was standing over him working
hurriedly with sulfa powder and gauze bandages.
A shot was fired, startling Beryl and Frank.
“Got him,” Brummer shouted. "Like shooting deer in Kentucky."
Frank instantly ran back to the injured soldier, it was Private Erickson of the second squad.
“How is he?” Frank asked anxiety in his voice as he knelt down next to the medic.
“Dead, I’m afraid,” Sorenson answered.
Frank looked down at the body. Erickson’s chest was covered in blood and sulfa powder. The gauze bandage
was soaked. Frank wanted to say something of meaning for the men who were near, but no words came to his mind.
He had a deep feeling of hurt and anger. He turned and walked back to Beryl.
“It’s Erickson, he’s dead,” Frank said.
Beryl looked at Frank and then turned to look back down at the column.
“Brummer, nice shooting.”
The column moved slowly, at about 1 mile. The men were more alert and looked around as they walked. Ahead
of the column was the village of Arthenay and the buildings that made up the village were burning. C Company had
been deployed to the right of the road, spread out in a 100 yard line in the field. Less than a mile from La Cambe the
sound of machine gun fire erupted.
The men of A and D companies ran to the edge of the hedgerow burms. The sound was coming from west of C
Company in the field. Tracer rounds could be seen racing through the night as Company C took cover and open
th
fired and the battle sounds continued without a pause. The lead tank of the 747 sped ahead to a break in the
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hedgerow and immediately drew fire. An 88 fired at the tank and missed. The tank sighted the location of the 88
and as the machine gunner was firing the 50 mm gun, the turret operator was sighting the 75mm turret gun on the
88. Before the 88 fired again, the tank gunner fired the 75mm. The explosion at the source of the 88 filled the night
as both the gun and the munitions for it were hit and this signaled that the 75mm had made a direct hit. Several
more minutes of machine gun and rifle fire quieted the German position and the officers began yelling for the men to
continue the march.
“Move out,” Connors shouted.
The column was nearing the blazing buildings of Arthenay. Ahead in the road was a concrete pole across the
st
st
road and the column stopped as 1 Battalion CO Lieutenant Colonel Morton and XO 1 Battalion Major Anthony
Friend began conferring with a map. Major Friend then ran ahead to the lead tank, said a few words and walked
back to the head of the column. He and Morton walked to a small dirt path that turned south.
“Connors and Brandt,” Morton shouted over the noise of the tanks.
Connors and Brandt approached Morton.
“Let’s get away from the glare of those fires,” he said as he opened his map. “This small road will take us south to
St. Germain, and then we can turn west and go another few hundred yards and get back on the main road. Connors,
you take your company and continue on the west side of the road through Arthenay with a couple of tanks. Route
out that small pocket who fired on us. We’ll meet up with you on the other side of Arthenay.”
“Will do, Sir,” Connors replied.
“Major Friend, get back to HQ and see if there’s any news on the artillery.”
The column turned south on the dirt path. The men learned quickly to avoid looking at the glow from the burning
Arthenay. Their eyes were adjusted to the darkness of the path and glancing at the glow only made them temporarily
unable to see in the dark. As the column reached the 200 yard mark and began to turn west, an explosion was
heard behind Beryl and Frank.
Behind them and across the road a soldier had stepped on an anti-personnel mine and you could hear the
screams of the victims over the roar of tank engines. The screams and the glow of the fire from the burning Arthenay
village was a pivotal moment that turned the strange night into a night of the macabre.
The screams were close by and Frank ran back to see the damage and offer help. He was a person who acted
on events and it pained him to see the body of a soldier with no legs and bleeding to death next to several more
around him writhing on the ground from their injuries. The helpless feeling he had on seeing this carnage
overwhelmed his senses and he couldn't think of what to do or what to say. All he could do was to kneel by the dying
boy with no legs and softly say:
"I will pray for you."
Frank turned and walked back to the head of the column.
“What happened?” Beryl asked as Frank approached.
“Anti-personnel mine,” Frank answered. “It got two of the Company D soldiers."
Anderson was standing nearby and as the column continued, he walked back among his squad and after telling
them what had happened, reminded them they needed to keep a space between them and the next soldier. They
didn’t have to step on a mine to be injured, just be close enough when someone else stepped on one.
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Frank took out a small notebook he kept as his diary and log book. He recorded information about his personal
thoughts and now that they were in Normandy, he made notes to himself about the platoon. He also wrote down the
names of the casualties.
nd

PFC Gregory Forsythe Tallahassee, Florida, Rifleman, 2 Squad: SUICIDE AT TEDWORTH May 17
st
PFC Lawrence Barkman, Sterling, Illinois Rifleman 1 Squad: KIA NORMANDY BEACH June 7
PFC David Feldman, Millville, New Jersey, Rifleman KIA NORMANDY BEACH June 7
PFC Kevin Ferguson BAR man Manzanola, Colorado KIA ROAD TO FORMIGNY June 7
nd
PFC Kent Erickson, New Haven, Connecticut, BAR Assistant 2 Squad: KIA ROAD TO ISIGNY June 8.
Frank put his notebook away. He would contact the families when this was all over and talk to them about their
son who served bravely. He had learned in the seminary that white lies were called white because, if used correctly,
they were meant to paint a white picture on a dark canvas. He would tell those white lies so the families would feel
their son died for a cause and died fighting. He would not tell them their son was walking down a dark path in the
middle of the night and a sniper shot him or their son barely made it to the beach in Normandy and was shot by a
faceless enemy. The screams from the Company D soldier brought the war and the dangers to the forefront and the
men became more cautious and the column slowed.
nd

As they approached the road to St. Germain du Pert, the men in the column heard the sound of a battle. The 2
th
Battalion of the 175 was marching through the fields to the right of the column and their objective was to take the
village of Cardonville, just north of Isigny. The S-2 estimate was Cardonville would have a company of riflemen and
88s. Cardonville was a strategic locale not only for its German radar stations, but also as the main link on the
nd
highway from Grandcamp. The 2 battalion had engaged the Germans and the night calm exploded with rifle, tank
st
rd
and 88 fire. The 1 was on the road to Isigny while the 3 battalion was on a path to St. Germain were further
alerted with the sound of an 88.
rd

The tank leading the 3 Battalion column was hit and instantly the sound of MG42s and German rifles could be
heard along the column.
Frank shouted, “cover” as bullets riddled the hedgerows.
st

The 1 Platoon and the rest of the column took cover behind the hedgerows. Anderson and Viray immediately
st
nd
began to climb up the hedgerow for a firing position. The rest of the 1 and 2 squads were slowly following their
example. Viray was the first to fire. He had found a small opening in the thick brush structure on top of the hedgerow
and the sound of the BAR alerted everyone to return fire. The sound of M1s, Thompsons and BARs resounded as
the full scale engagement continued. The lead tank was dead and the second tank sped ahead for a better angle at
the incoming bullets and hit a mine. The right track was blown off.
“B Company, advance to the right,” Morton shouted over the battle sounds.
B Company commander, Pete Darnell, shouted the order and this was followed by his sergeant, Bob Rose
exhorting the company to move quickly
“Company C, return fire.”
st

Company D was the heavy weapons company in the 1 Battalion. The heavy weapons company was so named
because it included mortar squads and eight of the Browning M1917 machine guns. The M1917 was a water cooled,
belt fed heavy machine gun, weighed over 100 pounds and required a crew to man it. Each battalion had a heavy
th
weapons company and in the makeup of the 175 , these were the D, H and M Companies. The M1917 was difficult
to move and was best used in defensive positions. Captain Connors had argued successfully that his company
would best serve the battalion if it could reduce the number of M1917s and equip the company with the more
lightweight BARs. This would provide offensive firepower and the quickness of mobility as the regiment invaded and
stayed on the offensive.
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Captain Owens of D Company motioned for his men to follow and ran down the road to find an area to flank the
German patrol. All the men were slumped over as they ran, hoping the tall hedgerow would cover them.
“Keep up the fire power,” Connors yelled to Company C.
The Germans had two mobile 88s and were pounding the hedgerows and the areas around the tanks. A loud
explosion in the column gave notice another tank was hit. Thick black smoke rose from the damaged tank as the
men scrambled from the floor escape exit: another explosion and another tank on fire. The 88s were zeroing in on
the tanks whose profile was higher than the top of the hedgerow.
“Bazookas, concentrate on the 88s,” Morton yelled.
The tank gunners were returning fire with their 50 caliber machine guns and the bow gunners were lining their
75mm sights on the 88s.
“It would help to see where they are,” Kuzinski shouted as he fired his M1 through the brush.
“Just keep firing at 11 O’clock,” Frank shouted.
Two men of the company approached the hedgerow where Tork was firing the BAR.
“Let us in there,” one shouted at Tork.
Tork scrambled down and the soldier holding the bazooka scrambled up the small slope.
Another explosion in the column and a fourth tank was hit.
The bazooka specialist was able to get a sighting on the 88. After a quick load he fired. A second later an
explosion could be seen on the German side. The bazooka specialist lost his footing and rolled down the hedgerow.
The light from the 88 explosion was enough for the rest of the column to return fire effectively. Suddenly from the
western edge of the field a storm of fire erupted from Company B who had flanked the Germans. After ten minutes
th
of intense fire power from the 175 the German line became silent.
Morton’s command to cease fire was relayed along the column on the road.
The tankers were assessing the damage to their tanks and trying to clear the road.
Morton was telling his Sergeant Major to get Company B back with the column and turn south on the road to St.
Germain du Pert.
Connors and Drews were walking towards Morton who was looking at his map.
“Connors,” Morton said as Connors approached. “You take the road south to St. Germain. I’ll have B Company
on your right flank.”
Morton continued, “The Germans are doing delay actions. As we move in, they attack and then pull back. That’s
why they have those 88s on mobile chassis. We just have to keep pushing ahead, kill as many as we can each time
st
they engage, and keep pushing. 1 Battalion will take St. Germain and then Osmanville which is two and a half miles
rd
southwest of St. Germain. This will insure a clear path east of Isigny. 3 Battalion will follow the first and mop up
nd
the areas we pass through. I believe we can depend on the 2 Battalion to protect our right flank northwest of
Isigny.”
“Any questions?”
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As Morton was talking, the remaining tanks of the 747 continued down the road towards St. Germain.
“Keep your bazookas up front so they can support the tanks and take on any 88s we run into.”
A single rifle shot broke the silence and a private standing ten yards from the officers fell to the ground. The
sound came from the road ahead. It was an additional delaying strategy for the German patrols to leave behind a
sniper to further delay the allied advance.
Beryl shouted, “Medic”, as the officers huddled closer to the hedgerow.
“Anderson, Viray, Davison,” get up this road and take out that sniper.”
Anderson and Viray ran past the officers. Anderson moved to the right side of the road while Davison ran along
the left side. Fifty yards down the road was an opening to the hedgerow on the right. As they neared the opening
Anderson raised his hand and both men stopped and crouched. Anderson raised his rifle to fire and waited. The
wait was short as a German sniper stepped through the opening and raised his rifle to fire. Anderson fired and his
target fell. Both men went to the opening in the hedgerow to check for more enemy.
This was Anderson's first kill. He expected to feel some kind of emotion: sad, hateful, surprised, pleased, proud.
There was no emotion. Only a dullness in his brain. He saw the face of the German sniper before he shot him and it
didn't register any hesitation, sympathy or regret. He felt no more emotion than if he had killed a cockroach scurrying
across a floor. The army indoctrination that German soldiers were pure evil was a success
“We’ll wait here for the column,” Anderson said.
Behind them Morton could be heard ordering; “Let’s get this column moving."
The narrow road leading to St. Germain was very dark and the men walked slowly and softly, as if stepping on a
mine with a light foot would help prevent it from going off. Connors saw this and called for his platoon leaders.
“This column is moving too slow. If someone steps on a mine or an artillery shell comes in, the speed of the
column won’t mean a thing. Let’s get these men moving.”
st

Beryl returned to where Frank was leading the 1 Platoon.
“We need to speed it up. You go back and push and I’ll try to pull from this end.”
st

Beryl barked an order, “Let’s move out 1 Platoon.”
With that order, he stood as tall as he could and began to walk briskly. Every few yards he would turn to yell
st
encouragement to the 1 Platoon. He could hear Frank walking up and down the platoon encouraging the men to
move faster. The column was less than 50 yards from St. Germain when the enemy bullets sent the column into the
banks of the hedgerows. This time the enemy was closer and at times seemed to be directly on the other side of the
hedgerow. As the soldiers of the column huddled next to the hedgerow bank, the sound of MG42s and PK98s made
it impossible for the officers to be heard. Connors motioned to Captain Brandt to flank on the right and Brandt
immediately motioned for his men to follow. Company B began to run down the road looking for an opening in the
hedgerow. An 88 fired and the hedgerow trembled with the burst of the shell.
Connors was yelling for fire power and bazookas.
“Grenades,” Private Love yelled.
st

Some of the men dove for cover. The 1 Platoon knew he was asking for grenades and the men began to hand
him their supply. His reputation for throwing a grenade almost 100 yards had earned him a modicum of respect in
st
training. The men of the 1 Platoon readily handed him their grenades. Love waited until he had an idea of the
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source of the German firing, pulled the pin on the grenade and threw it over the hedgerow. The high arc of the
grenade and the 4 second fuse meant it would explode in the air, but at this point they were throwing everything at
the German delay team.
Private Lindstrom was assembling the grenade launcher on his M1. It was a cumbersome mechanism but it
would launch a grenade like an artillery shell. Lindstrom was quick and he put the stock of the M1 in the ground and
pulled the trigger. The grenade flew over the hedgerow.
Anderson and Viray had climbed to the top of the burm and dug their toes in for stability: they could barely see
over the hedge. Anderson was firing rapidly and Viray was letting out short bursts from the BAR. All along the
column the men were climbing to the top of the hedge to find an opening for a clear shot.
Mortar shells were bursting on all sides of the hedgerow. Most of them were falling short on the other side of the
nd
hedge. 2 Platoon took a direct hit on the road.
The battle lasted less than 30 minutes. B Company had quickly flanked the German patrol and the lone 88 was
silenced with a bazooka. The BAR men had found openings in the hedgerow and the return fire was a wall of bullets.
The cross fire silenced the enemy.
Connors yelled for the column to cease fire. The night became quiet except for the men of B Company who were
mopping up and yelling at their German captors. After several minutes, Captain Brandt returned and he and Connors
rd
st
walked back to HQ Company that was between the 3 and 1 battalions on the St. Germain road. A few moments
later the rest of B Company came back to the road with several German prisoners. One of the prisoners was
wounded and an American medic from B Company was walking with him and trying to bandage the German’s arm as
they walked.
Lieutenants Jarvis, Johnson and Carlson were walking quickly up the road to check in with Connors.
“What’s the situation back there?” Connors asked in a curt, nervous voice. Sweat was running down both sides of
his face from underneath his helmet.
Johnson was the first to speak.
“Pretty bad,” he said in a voice showing both fear and emotion. “A mortar landed right in the middle of my platoon,
rd
3 squad. Four dead and one wounded.”
Connors looked at Johnson, hesitated, and turned to Jarvis.
“One wounded,” Jarvis answered.
“All clear,” Carlson said before Connors had a chance to ask.
“Let’s get these men moving,” Connors said and left to find Lieutenant Colonel Morton.
The column passed through St. Germain-du-Pert. The few buildings of the village were still standing but heavily
damaged and everyone was alert. The recent battle had filled them with adrenalin and the immediate fear of snipers
put the adrenalin to good use in watching out for snipers in every window, door, rooftop and pile of building rubble.
The Germans had obviously pulled back, conceding St. Germain and regrouping at another point in the path of the
th
175 .
The column moved west and after a few hundred yards, came to the main road leading into Isigny. Morton
motioned for B Company to move out to the bocage on the west side of the road on the columns right flank.
The sound of the battle could be heard from the north. The 2
heavy German resistance.
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battalion was moving into Cardonville and finding

th

It was now 3am on Friday, June 9 . The column began slowly marching southwest to Osmanville, a small village
between them and Isigny.
Suddenly a group of planes could be heard coming in the direction of the column.
“Be alert,” Beryl shouted, ‘those aren’t ours.”
Everyone jumped off the road and hugged the nearest hedgerow.
st

A squadron of German planes was heading north and west in the direction of Pont du Hoc where the 101
Airborne was in a fierce battle with the Germans who were determined to stop their advance . Everyone looked up
th
and followed the path of the planes. The planes flew over the column and it became obvious the 175 was not their
target tonight. After a few minutes, they could see the planes dropping flares to light up their targets in the area west
of Utah beach.
“Off the road,” Frank shouted over the noise of a speeding Sherman tank.
The tank was coming from the head of the column, north towards the beach.
Viray, hugging the side of the hedgerow, looked at Anderson, then at Brummer.
“I hope he isn’t retreating.”
Brummer and Anderson laughed.
“What’s so funny,” Viray asked. “If he’s retreating, we’re in real trouble.”
“Andy,” Brummer said with a nervous laugh, “we’re on a foreign road, in the middle of the night, surrounded by big
men with big guns who are trying to kill us. I believe we’re already in real trouble.”
The tank sped through the column sending dust and rocks all over the men.
After the tank passed the men returned to the road.
“Don’t worry, Andy,” Anderson said calmly, “he’s probably looking for a gas station.”
Anderson was not far from being wrong. As the allies poured men and equipment onto the beaches of
Normandy, logistics became the main issue of how fast Operation Overlord could succeed. Vehicles of all types
were required to get the supplies off the beaches and to where the men were fighting: food and ammunition were
first priority. The dead and wounded needed to be ferried from the battle fields back to the beach, along with the
hundreds of prisoners. Tanks were nothing more than a giant gas tank with tracks and guns and fuel was their life
blood. When the fuel supply couldn’t keep up with the tanks, the tanks went looking for the fuel. The fuel needed to
move the allied army every day was equivalent to supplying a large city and it had to be delivered in 50 gallon
barrels. The Sherman tank had a gas tank that could hold 175 gallons and the range on a full tank was 125 miles.
“Move out,” came a shout from the column. The battle at St. Germain confirmed the tactics of the German military
and at any moment the column could be ambushed with a hit and run patrol. The 88s on mobile chassis could move
quickly and a patrol with MG42s could disappear into the bocage. The main road to Isigny and the side roads were
lined with hedgerows and the enemy could be well hidden at any point along the road.
Connor, Whitaker and Drews were in the lead followed by Beryl, Frank, Anderson and Viray.
There was a faint glow a few hundred yards up the road. It was Osmanville.
“How’s your ammo, Viray,” Anderson asked.
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Viray looked around his torso and the equipment he was carrying.
assistant BAR man in the squad who was also an ammo bearer.

He looked back at Private Jansen, the

“Fine I think, depends on how much fighting we have until we get more.”
st

The second squad was following the 1 Squad.
“Tork,” Gault said softly.
“Yes.”
“I just realized I could get killed over here.”
“I’ve thought about it too,” Tork replied. “But I don’t think I’ll die here.”
“Where do you think you’ll die?”
“I think I’ll die on the farm.”
“You won’t have a three legged pig to save you?”
Both men laughed.
“No, I’m going to die in the northwest bedroom of the farmhouse. The last thing I’ll see will be a field of wheat, a
red barn, a very old wife and an old cat trying to chase chickens.”
“I like your optimism,” Gault said. “I think I’ll be staying here for eternity.”
“This war feels like eternity already,” Martinez, who was walking next to Tork, said softly.
Every man in Company C had at one time or another thought about their mortality and where/when they would
die. They thought about what they had not done in life and what they would do over. They thought about all the
sentiments they hadn't expressed to their loved ones and friends. The army had encouraged them to make out a will
so they went over their meager possessions to make sure everything and everyone was accounted for and
remembered. When they had exhausted this trail of thought, they wished there would be no suffering. If they were
destined to die, let it be quick and painless and let them finally see what the afterlife had in store for them. Those
who prayed, prayed a lot for reconciliation with all the fears and doubts. Those who didn't pray had all the same
thoughts and then with a mental shrug of the shoulders they would tell themselves it didn't matter: death was a
journey to an eternal void.
The first and second squad were walking slowly. The men were being extra cautious about the distance between
each man and they were trying to walk softly on the road with possible mines.
rd

Davison, and Stoddard (the assistant 3 squad leader), were in the lead, followed by Love and Pierce.
“Sarge,” Pierce broke the silence.
“Yes Pierce,” Davison answered.
“Where did you learn to shoot?”
“The great woods of Maine,” Davison said with a little pride in his voice.
Davison briefly thought back on his trips into the woods with his rifle. His solitary life style was conducive to those
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lone trips to the woods where he could think as he hunted. Sometimes he would spend whole days in the woods
with his rifle, a good book, a bottle of water and a sandwich bag. He enjoyed these lone times and they reinforced
his reclusive ways: and he taught himself to shoot.
“Deer hunting?” Pierce asked.
“Some deer, but the quail were the most fun. I prefer a moving target.”
“You should have joined the anti-aircraft battalion,” Pierce said
“Too easy,” Davison answered. “Targets are too big. Besides, the guns are too big and you can’t move fast.”
“Why sniper? Pierce asked.
“Not sure,” Davison said pensively. “I like to shoot and I have always been good at it.”
Davison turned back to face Osmanville and noticed the column had stopped.
“Stay alert,” he whisper shouted and motioned for the squad to take cover in the hedgerow.
Beryl and Frank came to a stop at the head of the column. Connors had halted the column and he, with Morton
and Drews were looking at a map.
“Edgell, Connors half shouted.
Beryl ran to the edge of the hedgerow.
“Yes sir,” Beryl said as he approached.
“We’ve lost contact with B Company. Send Frank and a BAR man over this hedgerow and find ‘em. They’re
supposed to be on our right flank and we need to know before we go into Osmanville.”
Beryl turned and motioned for Frank to join him.
“Connors wants you and a BAR man to get through this hedge and locate B Company. They should be on our
flank but we’ve lost contact. Bring one of their runners back with you so we can coordinate the move into Osmanville
and the runner can take Connors’ instructions back to Owens.”
Frank nodded and turned.
“Tork, come with me.”
Frank and Tork ran along the right side of the road, looking for a place to cross the hedgerow. It was 3:30 am on
th
the morning of June 9 and the partial moon glowed over the road and fields. Frank was in the lead looking at the
road ahead and glancing at the hedgerow for a break. They had gone less than 50 yards when Frank climbed up the
hedge bank and began parting the brush. He turned and motioned for Tork to follow him. On the other side of the
hedgerow was a large field, approximately 100 yards by 200 yards, surrounded by hedgerow with a small opening on
the south side.
Frank and Tork crouched beside the hedgerow.
“I figure,” Frank whispered. “We could get shot by Germans or by B Company. We’ll follow this hedge until we
reach that southern hedge.” Frank was pointing to the southwest, in the direction of Osmanville.
“B Company has to be on the other side of this field. We’ll follow that hedge west and hope they’re there.”
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Frank stood in a crouch and began running for the intersecting hedge. Tork followed. When they reached the
hedge, they turned right and hugged the north/south hedge. They had gone about half the distance, 100 yards,
when Frank stopped and crouched on one knee. Tork slowed and knelt down next to Frank. Frank held his index
finger up to his lips for silence. After a few seconds, they could hear voices on the other side of the hedgerow.
“Was haben sie gehoert?”
“Ruhe,” said a second voice in a whisper.
Frank put his fingers to his lips again, emphasizing for Tork to be very quiet. Every synapse in his brain was firing,
trying to locate a pattern of thought that would give him a solution or a way to get around this obstacle. If they
moved, the Germans would know they were there and there was no way to know how many Germans were on the
other side of the hedgerow. It could be a small patrol or a whole Company.
“Ich habe etwas gehoert,” a voice said in a whisper but loud enough for Frank to hear. The German had heard
something.
Frank looked at Tork and pointed to his BAR. As he unclipped a grenade from his belt he said in a loud
commanding whisper.
“Ruhe, das ist ein Befehl.”
The Germans were silent, surprised by a voice from the other side of the hedgerow ordering them to be quiet.
“Warum sind sie hier,” Frank asked in a more normal tone.
“Wir sind auf Patrouille.”
Hearing it was a patrol, Frank lobbed his grenade over the hedgerow and immediately began to climb the bank
with his rifle ready to fire. Tork was beside him. The grenade exploded on the other side of the hedge in the middle
of a German patrol. After the explosion, Frank and Tork reached the bushes on top of the hedge. The patrol was
five Germans and two were looking around in a daze to find something to shoot at while the other three lay on the
ground motionless. Tork pulled the trigger and his BAR let out a burst, killing the two Germans.
“We got lucky, let’s go,” Frank said as he climbed back down the hedgerow.
Frank and Tork covered the remaining 100 yards to the west end of the field. As they approached the western
edge they slowed. There was no sight of B Company but they could hear motion on the other side of the western
hedgerow boundary.
Frank held his hand up for Tork to stop and knelt down on one knee. They waited for some sign of what was on
the other side of the hedgerow and after a few minutes they heard low, muffled voices. Frank stood so he could hear
the voices. It could be B Company or Germans. He waited for more information and after several minutes heard
someone say ‘spread it out.’
Frank called to the other side of the hedge.
“We need to find Captain Brandt,” Frank said loud enough for the soldiers on the other side to hear.
“You found him,” a voice answered.
“Sergeant Frank Dietz, C Company,” Frank said. “Connors wants to coordinate the move into Osmanville and we
lost touch with your company. Can you send a runner back with us?”
Frank and Tork stepped back as a soldier began fighting his way through the thick brush of the hedgerow. He
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jumped down when he had made his way through.
“Let’s go, lead the way,” Brandt commanded.
Frank led the way with Brandt following and Tork in the rear. They were jogging and covered the 200 yards in a
few minutes. When they reached the road leading to Osmanville they turned left and followed the hedgerow. Frank
found an opening and climbed up the hedgerow bank and fought his way through the brush. Brandt and Tork
followed.
“Did you have a little patrol action back there?” Brandt asked Frank.
Frank told the story of the German patrol and how they had spoken German to get them off guard.
“I heard your BAR and figured it was a patrol from your company,” Brandt said. “It was a short battle so I knew
you hadn’t run into a platoon or a company.”
They could see the head of the column in the moonlight. The brass was assembled: Morton, Friend and
Connors.
Morton was talking.
“We’re going to see Gerhardt or Cote here any minute, get this column moving.”
He looked up to see Brandt.
“Brandt, where’s your Company?”
“Just on the other side of this field,” Brandt answered, pointing west. “We’re even with C Company.
platoon patrolling further west of us. We haven’t had contact for the last hour.”

I have a

“Let’s move it,” Morton repeated. “Connors, stay on this course straight into Osmanville. Send two platoons into
this field on the left to protect your flank. Brandt, continue your line through the next field and then take the right side
of Osmanville. So far, S-2 hasn’t been able to predict the enemy. The Germans are hitting and moving to delay us.
I expect a brief battle before they pull back. That’ll be all. Let’s move.”
Connors turned and walked over to where his platoon leaders were waiting for orders.
“B Company is moving on our right flank into Osmanville. Edgell, Johnson, take your platoons into this field on
our left and cover our flank. Jarvis, you have the honor of taking the point on this road. Carlson you follow Jarvis.
Move out.”
Beryl turned and walked quickly to where Frank was talking to the squad leaders.
“Anderson, send someone to find a spot in this hedgerow where we can cross over into that field.”
Anderson yelled for Berger, gave him his orders and Berger quickly began jogging along the hedgerow looking for
a less dense spot for the men to cross.
Beryl looked at Johnson.
“Do you want the first field or the second one?”
“I’ll take the second field and cover our far flank.”
Beryl turned to his squad leaders as Johnson rushed back to his platoon.
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“We will be covering our left flank in the field next to the road. 3 Platoon will be in the field on our left. Move
st
your men into the field, 1 squad leading and spread out.
“What’s the overall situation?” Gault asked.
th

“B Company is on our right flank and the 115 Regiment is spread out on our left. If there are any surprises, they
should be coming from the right.”
Berger ran up to Beryl.
“Sir, I found a spot.”
“Lead the way.”
st

Frank turned and began motioning for the 1 platoon to follow. Sergeant Mueller was busy getting the third
platoon assembled and in line with Beryl’s platoon.
The sound of a jeep could be heard, traveling fast from the direction of Osmanville. Morton’s prediction was
correct. The jeep came to a fast halt at the head of the column and General Gerhardt jumped out.
“Morton, Isigny is your objective!” Gerhardt asked. “Get this column moving!”
“Yes sir,” Morton replied. “We lost contact with B Company but we found ’em.”
th

“General Cote is ahead of you. He’s with the 747 and they’ll be in Isigny within the hour. Those tanks need
infantry. Now get moving.”
Gerhardt turned and walked back to Vixen Tor, jumped in and sped off towards La Cambe.
Beryl, Frank and Anderson entered the hedgerow, followed by the squads and then Johnson’s platoon.
The field was empty except for two dead cows on the distant side. Beryl, Frank and Anderson led the way. A
small fire was burning in Osmanville and in the distance the bright glow of the burning buildings in Isigny.
Osmanville was a small village with a few buildings and a nearby farmhouse. The first and third squads walked
quickly into the field, staying close to the hedgerow. They could hear the footsteps of the column on the road and
stayed abreast of the lead soldiers.
Beryl, Frank, Anderson and Tork were in the lead.
“Where’s Davison?” Beryl asked Anderson. “Get him up front with us. I want Brummer and Davison in this lead.”
Beryl wanted snipers close to him in the lead. Snipers were trained to view a terrain differently than the foot
soldier and Beryl wanted all the trained eyes in front as they traversed this foreign field with only a bare moonlight to
guide the way.
st

Anderson returned with Davison who walked over to Brummer, 1 Squad sniper.
“Davison, keep an eye on the left side of that hedgerow and Brummer, you take the right side.”
The hedgerow that connected to the road hedgerow and made for the south boundary of the field was not as tall
as the road hedgerow, but it was still thick with trees and brush.
“Anderson, take a couple of men and find an opening in that hedgerow.
Osmanville. Be Careful.”
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It should be the last field before

st

Anderson walked back and in a loud whisper called for Viray and Jansen; 1 squad BAR man and assistant.
The three crouched next to the hedgerow and walked quickly towards the bounding hedgerow that separated the
platoons from Osmanville. They had only walked twenty yards when a burst of an MG42 tracer fire came from the
southern hedgerow. It was firing on the road column and it was coming from the point where the hedgerows
intersected.
Anderson ducked closer to the hedgerow with Viray and Jansen behind him. The MG42 was concentrating on the
column and Anderson could hear the scrambling of men on the other side of the road hedgerow as they jumped to
take cover.
Anderson motioned for Viray and Jansen to follow him. They were less than 50 yards from the intersection. The
men of the column were returning the fire sporadically while trying to find openings in the hedgerow.
Ten more yards and Anderson motioned for his men to stop. He pointed to Jansen and his grenade and then at
Viray with the BAR.
Anderson and Jansen pulled the pin on their grenades and Anderson whispered, “now.”
The grenades flew through the air and Viray waited for them to explode.
“Ready Viray,” Anderson whispered.
The blast of the two grenades was loud and silenced the MG42.
“Let’s go,” Anderson shouted.
Viray jumped out front and began pulling the trigger on the BAR. Anderson and Jansen followed.
A PK98 began firing at Viray.
A short burst from the BAR silenced the German gun.
Anderson began to run and reached the edge of the hedgerow. He crouched down and listened. The absence of
sound gave him the courage to climb the burm and look through the trees and brush on top of the hedgerow. The
German patrol was silenced, they were all were dead.
Anderson looked around the hedgerow and found a small opening. As he was climbing the burm to check on the
spot, an M1 cracked from the column and the bullet rustled through the brush a few feet from Anderson.
Anderson yelled, “Stop shooting, it's all clear on the left flank.”
Anderson’s yell alerted Beryl and he turned to Frank, “Let’s go.”
The left flank followed Beryl and Frank and they quickly reached the edge of the southern hedgerow.
“Over here,” Anderson pointed to a spot in the hedgerow where men could cross easily.
st

Once through the hedgerow, the men of the 1 platoon could see the outline of Osmanville. The building
structures were still intact but obviously the victim of war. A barn was located fifty yards to the left of the town in a
field.
“Anderson, check out the barn,” Beryl commanded.
“Berger, Somerfeld, with me,” Anderson called back to his squad.
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The three soldiers spread out and began to walk to the barn.
“Viray, cover them,” Frank said to Viray who was walking next to him.
Viray ran a short sprint and then knelt on one knee. He raised BAR and began searching the barn and around
the barn. A shot fired from the loft window and Berger fell.
Davison immediately aimed and fired. He knew his shot was true because a figure in the window slumped.
Frank ran to Berger who was sitting up.
“Where’re you hit?
“My arm,” James said. His voice was calm. The bullet had gone completely through the flesh.
st

Private Krahn, the 1 Squad medic, was running to the scene.
The left flank column had slowed to a stop.
Frank walked back along the column and urged them to keep going. The men needed to learn that wounded
would be taken care of by medics and they were to continue their duty without hesitating.
The medic was putting pressure on the wound. There was little blood flow and the medic was talking to Berger.
“You need to get this sewed up. It isn’t a ticket home so don’t get your hopes up.”
“Who said I wanted to go home?” Berger answered. “And miss out on the scenic walk through France and
Germany?”
“Bell, join Anderson,” Frank shouted.
By this time, Anderson and Somerfeld had entered the barn and were slowly searching for more Germans.
Anderson pointed to the right side of the barn. Heavy clouds had appeared over Normandy and the lack of
moonlight made the interior of the barn black. Anderson walked to the left side and Somerfeld to the right. Both men
walked slowly, trying to be quiet so they could hear anything that might be in the barn. Bell entered the barn and
stood by the door looking up at the loft. The only sound was the soft footsteps of Anderson and Somerfeld.
This was the type of squad operation that tested the nervous system of the soldier and heightened the impulses
from the senses to the muscles. The brain would be on high alert and ready to take in the sound or sight and in a
millisecond, transfer that information and commands to the muscles. The soldier needed to be in control of his entire
system and not allow one aspect to override another. He needed to keep his senses in check to avoid a reaction that
was based on false, imaginary information and he needed to control his muscular system so he could react on
command and not on impulse.
A very slight movement of the hay in the loft alerted Bell. He slowly raised his rifle, aimed at the middle of a pile
of hay and fired. Anderson and Somerfeld ducked instinctively and pointed their rifles to the loft.
“Nicht schiessen bitte,” a German voice yelled from the loft.
Somerfeld was beneath the loft. Anderson was on the opposite side.
“Raus, Haende hoch,” Anderson yelled.
The soldier in the loft stood slowly with his hands in the air.
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“Mach schnell,” Somerfeld shouted as he joined Anderson on the other side so he could see the loft area.
The German slowly made his way to the ancient wooden ladder that ascended to the loft.
“Schnell,” Somerfeld said nervously.
The soldier descended the ladder and with his hands still in the air pleaded, “Bitte, nicht schiessen.”
Anderson, Somerfeld and Bell relaxed at seeing the soldier with no rifle and pleading. As he reached the bottom
of the ladder, he turned suddenly and began to run to the back door of the barn.
Somerfeld was first to raise his M1 and shoot. The soldier fell with his next step.
Somerfeld slowly lowered his rifle; it was his first kill and he searched within himself for some kind of emotion and
found none. Then he remembered all the dead bodies on the Normandy beach and realized he had become
hardened to killing the enemy long before an actual kill.
“Let’s get back to the platoon,” Anderson said, interrupting Somerfeld’s thoughts.
th

Osmanville was deserted. The 747 tank battalion had met resistance when they had driven through earlier. A
single 88 had fired on the tank force and was quickly destroyed by the tank’s 75mm. Two snipers were quickly killed
by the 50 caliber machine gun and the tanks were slowed only briefly as they prepared to move to Isigny.
st

The 1 Battalion walked slowly through Osmanville. The village was destroyed with only shells of buildings
standing and piles of brick and mortar lay where the buildings were once occupied. . The hundreds of soldiers in the
st
rd
1 and 3 battalions walked through the deserted village and each had a unique thought and a unique method of
handling their fear of the dark shadows created by the rubble.
Company C was leading the way with Company B following.
Beryl and Johnson’s platoons walked through the pastures on the east side of Osmanville, protecting the left flank
st
of the 1 Battalion.
st

Beryl and Frank were leading the 1 platoon nearest the road and Johnson was further to the left.
st

Connors and Drews approached the 1 platoon. They had been on the village road and walked between two
buildings to meet up with the left flank.
“Edgell, Johnson” Connors said as he approached.
Beryl and Frank stopped. Lieutenant Johnson came running from the middle of the left flank column
“Colonel Goode is getting a lot of pressure from Gerhardt to get into Isigny. S-2 can’t tell us what’s there, but
Gerhardt says it’s empty, just walk right in. Edgell, I want you to push ahead and cover the main road leading into
town. There is a bridge over the Vire river tributary and we need it intact. Take a couple of men, at least one sniper,
and secure the bridge. We have been told it has a couple of occupied gun emplacements.”
“Company C will be entering Isigny first. It’ll be our job to hold the road and the bridge leading into town. We need
to secure that bridge, it's vital. Once secured, leave a squad to protect it. Then move along the left side of Isigny
and start clearing out the buildings. Don't move fast. Wait for B Company to get in position on the right side of town
and move together. Once the bridge is secured, send a runner back to B Company and the tanks to let them know
the bridge is secure so they can join you.
“Yes sir,” Beryl answered.
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"Keil, you take your platoon on the opposite side, the west side and move slowly to the river. Wait until Beryl has
secured the bridge on his side and you protect the west side of the bridge until B Company arrives.
Connors addressed Johnson. “Johnson, continue on the left flank: 200 yards before you get to Isigny, move 100
yards to the East side of Isigny and protect the left flank.”
“Any questions?”
No one answered.
Connors and Drews turned and walked back to the main road through Osmanville.
“Anderson, Gault, Davison, ” Beryl yelled.
The three squad leaders ran to Beryl’s location.
“We’re going to quick march to the main road leading into Isigny, covering the left flank as we go. Johnson’s
platoon will be to the left of us and if we get any small arms fire, clean it out quickly and keep moving." Johnson will
mop up behind us.”
Beryl took out his map and showed it to his squad leaders.
“Our job is to hold the bridge and start cleaning out the town. B Company should be behind us and once the
bridge is secure, C Company will concentrate on the east side of town and B on the west side.
Beryl pointed to the map.
“According to this map, we’ll have about 100 yards of scattered buildings before we enter the town. We need to
be cautious so if there are guards on the bridge they will likely have explosives and we don't want to alert them.
Gault, you and Davison will be with me in front to locate the bridge and kill the enemy before they can blow the
bridge. This will be a real test of your sniper skills. We will try and avoid any encounters until we get to within killing
range of the bridge. It is imperative we get to the bridge undetected and take out any enemy guards."
Beryl turned to Frank and Anderson.
"Take the squads to the left and with great caution, follow us. When you hear gunfire and me yell 'Aspera,' you
will know the bridge is secure and time to attack the buildings on this side of the bridge."
Beryl turned to Gault.
"Tell your squad the signal and have them move up once we have secured the bridge. You and your squad will
hold the bridge until B Company arrives."
"We’ll use classic fire and maneuver to secure the buildings. First squad leads the attack on the first building,
nd
covered by the second squad. When the first squad has secured the first building, the 2 Squad will go around the
st
1 Squad and take the next building. It’s real simple. If you are in last place, you move to first place. Once the
bridge is secure, I will be joining you."
“Any questions?"
Beryl looked at Davison and Gault.
"Do you both understand our mission and the need for stealth? We need to surprise the sentries on the bridge
and take them out."
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Davison and Gault nodded yes.
"Let’s go.”
Beryl was excited. This was his first specific mission and the adrenalin was flowing. Up to now it had been
generalized orders to protect the left flank or mop up.
The town of Isigny was approximately 1 mile long and a quarter mile wide. (15)
(15) Isigny

It was larger than a village, comprising over 140 buildings. The buildings on the main road through the town were
two story structures and some were still intact, despite the shelling by the artillery for the last forty eight hours. Two
story structures were common in Isigny and like most small towns, the buildings doubled as shops on the street level
and apartments on the second story. Fires raged in several buildings on the north side of Isigny.
Beryl motioned for his squad leaders to join him and they ran to his location behind the northern most building.
Beryl crouched down on one knee and the others followed.
The sound of the fires in the buildings were loud enough to drown out any sound of footsteps they were making.
Beryl didn't know if the fires would drown out the pounding noise his heart was making.
They slowly moved past the first building and studied the second building. Three of the top floor walls were
missing and they could see two German soldiers pacing the floor of the second story.
Beryl put his finger to his lips and whispered.
"Probably a lookout. Let's go around them. Be real quiet."
The third building was on fire so they stopped when they reached the southern end of the second building. All
three looked intently at the building for any sign of soldiers. The next few steps would take them in the light of the
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fires and expose them.
Gault tapped Beryl on the shoulder and pointed to a dark shadow area east of the building. Beryl nodded yes and
Gault, crouching, moved quickly to the shadow, looked around and signaled Beryl and Davison to follow.
Beryl whispered, "let's go."
They both ran across the clearing of rubble to the shadow. South of the building that was on fire was a two story
wall. Beryl looked between the buildings to the street..........no activity. He then led the patrol further south to the
next building: nothing. The next building was the jackpot. The building was half razed on the north end and there
were several places where Gault and Davison could be concealed and take careful aim.
The wall on the north side had been destroyed and exposed the shop within. The sight was surreal. Amid the
rubble of the wall were still standing mannequins, a counter with jewelry displays and shelving full of hats and gloves.
The top part of the shops front window overlooking the street was blown away and Gault pointed to it. As Beryl
crouched and walked slowly between the buildings, Gault and Davison walked slowly backward, peering up at the
building they had just passed........looking for any sign of life or sniper.
Beryl reached the window and knelt down on one knee. Gault and Davison did the same.
Gault took off his helmet and peered over the window ledge. He held up four fingers to indicate there were four
soldiers guarding the north side of the bridge. Davison slowly lifted his rifle and peering through the scope, he slowly
panned the bridge area. It was obvious the Germans had no plans to defend the bridge and the town and this small
contingency was there to render the bridge useless if it was necessary. Davison crouched lower and lowered his
rifle.
"There are two on each side of the bridge...........two on the east side and two on the west side. Gault, look at the
two on the east side and the small mound in front of them. Does that look like a dynamo exploder to you?"
Gault took off his helmet and peered over the window ledge. He removed a small spy glass and peered through
it. After several seconds, he slowly nodded his head yes. Beryl moved back from the window to give them room and
turned to cover their backs. It was obvious to Gault that the sentries were too close to the explosives to crank the
dynamo without killing themselves. It was likely they planned to run when threatened, leading out the wire from the
dynamo to the explosives until they were a safe distance away. Davison raised his eyebrows and lifted one hand as
a question mark. Why would they be stationed at the bridge, with the dynamite and the dynamo? The tactic should
have been to run a wire from the dynamite, across the bridge and away from harm so they could safely blow up the
bridge and escape the area. Gault understood and just smiled and shrugged his shoulders.
Gault and Davison lifted their rifles to the window opening and peered through their scopes.
Gault whispered to Davison.
"I'll take out the dynamo on the first shot as you take the sentries. I'll follow up taking out who is left."
"When ready, softly cluck your tongue. When I respond with a cluck, you say 'now' and we will fire at the same
time. We have to get all four of them on the first try."
Davison nodded.
Beryl heard the plan and looked around to see the snipers peering through their glasses. He wanted to watch but
he had his own duty...........covering them. The wait seemed forever.
Finally, Davison made the sound of a soft cluck of his tongue. Gault responded and Davison whispered 'now.'
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Two shots rang out and the sound mingled with the crackling of the burning buildings. One sentry fell as the
small metal dynamo broke apart from the 30-06 bullet. This was immediately followed by two more shots. Two more
sentries fell. The last sentry ducked on the bank of the river and returned fire with his PK90.
Beryl ran to the edge of the wall and to the building next to the river.
He peered around the edge of the wall to see the sentry looking and pointing his rifle in the direction of Gault and
Davison
He took aim and fired. The sentry slumped dead.
Beryl yelled 'Aspera.'
The three man patrol moved quickly past the building next to the river and Beryl crouched down when they were
in sight of the bridge, four dead Germans and the destroyed dynamo.
"We wait here for platoon. Watch the bridge."
Frank and the rest of the squads heard the signal and moved quickly south. Before reaching the first building,
Frank motioned to Private Love and pointed to the second story with the two Germans who were now crouching and
hoping to be out of site of the American enemy. He lobbed a grenade and the explosion killed the two sentries.
Frank motioned for the first squad to move up and Anderson quickly moved his squad to the side of the building.
Frank motioned for Private Ponter to come to his side and Ponter responded quickly.
Frank hesitated as he heard rifle fire on the west side of Isigny where Keil and the 2
their drive south to the river.

nd

Platoon were beginning

th

"Go back down the road and alert B Company and the 747 Tank Battalion that the bridge is secure and we are
moving into Isigny."
Private Martinez, assistant squad leader of the second squad motioned for his squad to move and what was now
an eleven man squad ran around the first squad to the second building. This maneuver continued, one building after
another through the eastern edge of Isigny to the bridge. At the same time, Keil's platoon was on the western edge of
town going building to building..........or more precisely..........one rubble heap to another.
Beryl, Gault and Davison waited for the rest of the platoon to arrive. The Vire tributary into Isigny was a little over
40 yards wide and they could see clearly the buildings on the other side of the bridge. Gault and Davison remained
concealed from the buildings and both used their small spy glasses to scope the rubble for any sign of movement.
Beryl had moved back a few yards to watch their rear and look for the rest of the platoon that should be joining them
st
soon. It wasn't long before they heard shots being fired on both sides of the road into Isigny as the rest of the 1
Platoon moved south and Keil's platoon was moving on the west side.
The sound of a Sherman tank, at first faint, became louder and louder as the tank column moved south on the
road to Isigny. The lead tank was moving slowly, looking for targets in the buildings. When it reached the bridge it
halted and turned off his engine just as Anderson came around the last building with his squad. Martinez was close
behind him.
"We need to remove the detonators," Beryl said aloud to the two squads.
"I can do it," Private Henze volunteered.
Frank was now crouching beside Beryl behind the wall.
"Be careful Henze and stay low," he exhorted.
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Henze crouched low and began moving to the bridge and the detonator and halfway to the bridge a shot rang out.
Henze slumped and fell face first. The gunner on the Sherman tank let a burst from the 75mm gun into the building
across the river as Private Viray aimed his BAR and let out several short bursts into the same window of the building.
Frank shouted, "MEDIC."
"Anderson," Beryl shouted. "Get your squad to concentrate on those buildings across the river and cover Krahn."
At that moment, Frank and Krahn began a crouched, fast pace. Krahn to Henze and Frank to the detonators.
When Frank reached the explosives he pulled them off the small mound and down the bank to cover. After less than
a minute he waved to the tank then to Beryl.
The liquid-cooled, 450 hp Ford V8 gasoline engine came to life and the tank slowly moved across the bridge just
as Keil's platoon arrived and met Beryl and Frank on the bridge. B Company was behind him.
Keil led his platoon to the buildings further east of the town as Beryl concentrated on the buildings next to the
main road through town.
The task of cleaning out the buildings began and this was the first real test of the platoon to fire and maneuver in
a town setting.
Beryl, Frank, Anderson and Viray moved away from the side of the first building to get a view of the building’s
st
second floor windows and began firing. Frank stopped firing and motioned for the 1 Squad to take the building.
Anderson waved his men to follow and entered the building through a side door. The building was dark except for
the little moonlight peeking through the busted windows and doors. The squad used the fire and maneuver tactic as
they went from room to room. Anderson entered the first room, clear. Viray entered the second room, clear. The
squad continued down a small corridor, checking all the rooms.
At the end of the corridor was a stairway leading to the second floor. Anderson held up his hand for the squad to
halt. He could hear movement on the second floor. The rest of the platoon had stopped firing and the area around
the building was quiet; only the tank engine and the battles with snipers in the town could be heard. Anderson knew
he had to act quickly. Whoever was on the second floor could throw a grenade and wipe out his entire squad.
Anderson took out a grenade, slowly pulled the pin and motioned for his squad to retreat back down the corridor.
Anderson released the handle, made a brief mental count and lobbed the grenade into the second floor landing
above the stairs. The explosion seemed to shake the timbers of the building. Anderson ran up the stairs to the first
landing with Viray behind him. They both took the second level of stairs from the landing to the second floor. Dust
and debris was floating in the air and the visibility was down to zero. At the top of the landing Anderson crouched on
his stomach and crawled the short distance to the first room overlooking the main road. Two German soldiers in the
room were in a panic. One was looking out the window, the other pointing his gun at the door of the room. Anderson
fired two shots and the Germans were dead. He rose quickly, looked briefly at the dead soldiers and walked back to
the stairway where Viray and the rest of the squad were waiting on the stairs. Viray pointed to Brummer and then
pointed to the rooms leading from the left of the stairs. He motioned for Brummer to follow him and room by room
they walked the second floor, slow and deliberate.
Anderson yelled in a loud whisper down to Beryl from the second floor window, “All clear.”
Beryl motioned for the third squad to continue and waited for the first squad to exit from the building. As
Anderson came out the door, Beryl and Frank continued walking. The rest of the buildings on the outskirts of town
were empty.
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Isigny
th

It was 4am on the morning of June 9 when the U.S. Army entered Isigny and by 7am the town was secure and
Colonel Goode had establish his headquarters in a partially destroyed shop on the main road leading through Isigny.
th
His first order of business was to send two companies and a squad of tanks of the 747 Tank battalion to the Vire
river south of Isigny to secure the bridge leading west to Carentan. Everyone could hear a brief fire fight from a mile
and a half away shortly after their patrol began. The bridge was intact but lightly guarded, with only two gun
emplacements. The tanks 75mm guns took out the machine gun emplacements the Germans had built on the
northeast side of the bridge. The bridge was an old stone arch bridge with several support legs and a spillway
structure to reduce the flow of the river. It was too narrow and fragile for tanks to cross.
th

By now, the town of Isigny was being fully occupied with the two battalions of the 175 and their commanders.
A platoon of Company E began reconstructing the machine gun nests the Germans had used and were now the
burial ground for their dead. A perimeter around the bridge was set up on both the east and west sides. 200 yards
west of the bridge was the small hamlet of Auville. E Company slowly moved west on the road with orders to route
the enemy and secure this as the western perimeter. Occasional sniper fire would erupt and the riflemen would
concentrate fire on the sniper position. A soldier from E Company fired a bazooka into a second story window and
destroyed the wall, window and part of the floor where the sniper was standing.
With Isigny secure, Colonel Goode ordered the men to rest after the long and dangerous journey from the
Normandy beach to Isigny. The men needed time to sleep, eat and allow their bodies and minds to shed the weight
1/2
of the last 48 hours. Colonel Goode ordered kitchen trucks, the 2
ton modified trucks, to hurry to Isigny in order to
provide the battalions with hot meals before their next campaign.
The next two days patrols were sent out on the east side of Isigny to secure the roadway to Lison, their next
objective, and clear the area of snipers and enemy patrols. The area around the Vire river bridge became more
secure as the 1st Battalion patrolled the east side of the river, north and south of the bridge.
Then, a small disaster occurred. One that would require a change of strategy for Cote and Goode. The Germans
were successful in sighting the bridge with their artillery and damaged it sufficiently to make it unusable for soldiers
and trucks.
st

Captain Owens, CO of E Company, General Cote, Major Miller, Executive Officer of 1 battalion and Colonel
Goode were meeting in a partially bombed shop on the main road leading through Isigny. The main road in Isigny
was full of wreckage, making it difficult for the tanks to maneuver through town. The bricks and building debris on the
road required them to bypass the main road, go around a church and then back onto the main road.
Captain Connors, Drews and Whitaker joined the officers. They found a still intact table in the shop and put their
maps on it. The next phase of their operation was to attack and secure the town of Lison.
rd

Outside the shop the sound of a racing jeep could be heard. The S-3 operations officer of the 3 battalion was
maneuvering around the street wreckage and brought the jeep to a halt.
He ran into the shop and addressed Colonel Goode. The date was June 12, 1944: D-Day plus six.
“I have a special assignment straight from Gerhardt himself.”
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Mission to Vire-Taute Canal - June 13, 1944
“A mile down this road is a bridge over the Vire River.
The 175th is to take the bridge and proceed to
Montmartin-En-Graignes. Once it is cleaned up, proceed west to the Vire-Taute canal bridge and secure it." (16)
(16) Mission Vire-Taute Canal

Goode looked at the S-2 officer and in a slight condescending tone of voice, replied.
"The status as of right now is we have secured Isigny and the bridge you just came over. The enemy has
destroyed the bridge over the Vire south of here."
Owens was looking at the S-2 officer. He was thinking: since landing on Normandy, the S-2 intelligence was
spotty at best and it was usually too old to aid the commanders.
"Give us an update on Carentan," Cote said to the somewhat nervous S-2 officer.
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Carentan was a town further to the west and it was the responsibility of the air-borne rangers to siege and hold
th
the town, protecting the far west flank of the 29 Division and insuring the consolidation of the Utah and Omaha
beach attacking forces.
"The rangers have been attacking the town and it's a bitter fight. They estimate another few days to gain control."
"Is this good intel," Cote asked as he looked down at his map, avoiding the look of the officer.
"Yes sir. we have been in direct contact with the major in charge."
"Anything else?"
"Yes, I want a daily report on the events in Carentan. That is our west flank and I don't want to be exposed."
"Yes sir...........we have Piper fly overs daily and communication with the rangers. We will keep you updated."
The officer was referring to daily and nightly Piper J-3 Cubs that flew over the area collecting information on enemy
positions and spotting for the artillery.
"Ok, that will be all."
The S-2 officer turned and left the building
Cote looked at Owens, then at Connors.
"Get a call into battalion engineers. We are going to need boats to get across the river."
Cote looked at his map and then up to Connors. His expression and demeanor were serious, unlike his normal
relaxed and light-hearted personality during peace time.
“It’s all yours. Let me know what you need.”
"We could use some more 81s," Connors responded: referring to the 81mm mortars.
"Since we don't know what is out there, a squad of Sherman tanks would insure our success," Owens answered.
It was customary to include a squadron of tanks on missions into new territories without detailed enemy positions.
The armament on the Sherman tank was primarily the 75mm gun; capable of shooting a 15 pound round that
1/2
traveled over 2,000 feet per second. The round consisted of a 1 pound explosive. The fuses on the shell could be
set for delays of 0.05 or 0.15 seconds depending on the target. It was customary to set the longer delayed fuse
when targeting buildings or gun emplacements.
Cote looked at the company commanders and Goode.
"Ok, we can get you the 81s but with no bridge over the Vire, there is no way the tanks can join you."
"Goode, how soon can we get those assault boats."
Goode was crisp with his answer.
"We should be able to have them delivered within the hour. I will ask for four boats to be delivered 300 yards
north of here and four to be delivered 300 yards south of the bridge."
"Okay," Cote answered. "Major Miller and I will be joining this mission with Company C and we will take the north
route. Company E will be on our left flank south of here."
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Cote pointed at the map.
"Company E is to proceed to the northwest side of Montmartin and Company C will attack the north side."
st

Connors turned to his second in command, 1 Lieutenant Mark Whitaker and his first sergeant, Henry Drews and
nodded his head: letting them know to assemble the company.
Captain Owens turned and left the building to find his second in command and first sergeant.
Drews and Whitaker turned and left the shop. Once outside they began jogging and stepping over the wreckage,
running a zig-zag pattern in the event snipers were still in this section of town. They knew Company C would be on
the east side of Isigny where they had been told to stand down and rest during the past 24 hours. On the south end
of town they found their company in a shell of a building.
“Edgell, Jarvis, Johnson, Carlson” Whitaker yelled.
Beryl heard the yell and recognized Whitaker's’ voice.
“Let’s go, Frank,” he said. He knew rest time was over and he felt the mental push of Gerhardt urging the 175
southward.
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Beryl, Frank and the other platoon leaders ran to the road to meet the Drews and Whitaker.
Whitaker was slightly out of breath as he began to relay Connors’ orders.
"Company C and E are to cross the Vire river in assault boats and proceed north around Montmartin-en-Graignes.
Assemble your platoons."
First Lieutenant Whitaker had a command style that was unlike Captain Connors. Where Connors could relax his
military engrained stiffness, Whitaker maintained his in all circumstances, as if always ready for an inspection. His
slim build, slim facial features and thin straight nose was the perfect facade for a no nonsense, matter-of-fact
personality.
Beryl turned to Frank. “Get the squad leaders, let’s go.”
Frank turned and yelled, “Anderson, Gault, Davison, up front.”
Anderson was standing next to Frank when he yelled.
“Here Sarge,” he smiled.
Whitaker pulled a neatly folded map from inside his shirt.
“Looks like we’re going into action,” Beryl commented to Frank and Anderson.
The sun was rising and it allowed more visibility for the soldiers. Fires were still burning in several buildings. One
had to wonder at the task of the French owners of the shops and homes. How do you begin to rebuild a town when
building parts are scattered over the streets and little is left but the shells? The piles of wreckage in the streets of
Isigny consisted of wood beams, window glass, plumbing fixtures and every assortment of furniture and personal
items. Bricks that once stood layered and cemented together for the comfort and security of the inhabitants, now lay
strewn on the streets and in the building shells. The citizens of Isigny would return now that the allies had driven the
occupying army out of their homes and they would begin, brick by brick, to rebuild their lives.
st

Connors - C Company, Owens - E Company, Major Miller - Executive Officer of the 1 Battalion, General Cote,
th
th
assistant division commander of the 29 Infantry Division, and Colonel Goode, 175 Regiment commander began to
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assemble outside the temporary headquarters of the 175

th

Infantry.

"Connors.............Major Miller and I will go with your company and we will cross just north of here," Cote
explained.

"Owens," Colonel Goode spoke next.
"I will be joining your company."
"Owens, Company E will go further south and cross the river in assault boats. It's 0530. I expect you to be
across the river by 0600 and cover our left flank. You will be closer to Montmartin so expect resistance. Go and
good luck."
“Platoon leaders!” Connors yelled.
Beryl, Jarvis and Johnson ran over to Connors. Their prompt action was not just a byproduct of the war but a sign
of respect they had shown throughout training. Their diligence in quickly obeying Connors' orders not only earned
them the respect of Connors, but also earned Connors the respect of his peers and his commanders.
“Let's get to the river north of here. The engineers should have boats waiting for us,”
Company E, with Owens and Goode in the lead began the short journey south to where they would cross the
river. The Engineer Battalion was waiting for them with M2 assault boats for the river crossing. The assault boats
were light weight boats that could hold 8 riflemen and two crew, easily carried by the 'passengers' and the motor
power was a set of paddles.
Also waiting for them was a sniper in the small hamlet of Auville on the west side of the river. E Company started
crossing the river and a sniper bullet flew past Owens and hit the water. The Company E BAR man let loose a burst
of fire. The sniper fired again and hit one of the riflemen. A Sherman tank on the east side of the river fired a 75mm
round into the building and the sniper became silent. As they reached the shore, machine gun tracers could be
seen, originating 600 yards to the west but with little accuracy.
The area west of Vire river was a gentle sloping terrain that increased slightly in elevation as it gradually came
near the Vire-Taute Canal . There was the typical bocage, field after field, shielded by hedgerows making it difficult
for the companies to have any visibility of enemy positions ahead of them.
Connors and C Company reached the river to find the engineers assembling the boats. It was a slow process, in
spite of a general and major observing......and time was passing..........too quickly it seemed to Connors and the rest
of the company.
Cote looked at Connors.
"Get me a radioman. I need to talk to Owens or Goode.
Connors shouted at Private Dundon of the third platoon.
"Dundon, get up here with that radio!"
He looked at Beryl.
"It will be at least another 1/2 hour before we get assembled on the other side," Connors said with obvious
frustration in his voice and a hint of anxiety.
Dundon arrived and attempted to reach Company E by radio.
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"What is the hold up?" Connors asked............now even more irritated.
"I don't know Sir....................it was working in Isigny."
"Ok, keep trying."
"Shall I send a runner," Beryl asked.
Connors pondered the suggestion and answered.
"No, by the time a runner gets there, they will be across."
During this entire process, Major Miller and General Cote stood by silently, allowing the Captain in charge to
perform his duties.
The boats were now in the water and the long process of moving the company, one squad per boat at a time
across the river began.
Beryl and Anderson's squad were in the first boat crossing the Vire river. An occasional burst from a machine gun
splattered the earth on the other side. Beryl and the squad were crouched low in the boat for the short journey and
upon reaching the other side, they spread out and went down on one knee.
Major Miller, General Cote and Connors came across in the second boat and this process continued until the
entire C Company was on the west side of the Vire river.
Connors yelled at the company, "spread out!"
Cote, Miller, Connors and Beryl took the lead into the first bocage. Connors waved to Miller and Beryl and
pointed to the right. He and Cote turned to the left side of the field as the entire company began to spread out.
Company E, south of Isigny, was moving at a good pace through the seemingly endless fields of the bocage.
One field led to another and upon entering each field, the entire company became more tense with the unexpected.
The company moved west, passing Company C, towards the northern edge of Montmartin and finding enemy
resistance, began moving in the northwest direction.
As they entered a field on the northwest side of Montmartin, surrounded by hedgerows, the enemy began their
ambush assault. The battle raged for two hours with both sides firing mortars and machine guns. The burp blasts of
the MG42s were distinct, with a flowing, run together, legato sound and from Company C, the BAR staccato sound.
The enemy was invisible behind the hedgerows while E Company was in an open field.
Owens gave the order to withdraw but by then it was too late for dozens of the soldiers. The survivors retreated
south and east toward the river with Owens leading the way.
Company C was 300 yards west of the river after a successful crossing when they entered a field and met with
the same fate of Company E.
The company was spread out across the field at around 0830. They had heard the shelling from their right where
E Company was located.
Beryl, Connors, Miller and Cote were walking on the left side of the company that was spread out across the field.
All their attention was on the hedgerows to the right, left and front. When they reached the half way mark across
the 250 yard field an MG42 began firing from the northwestern corner and men in Johnson's platoon began falling as
the rest of the company dove to the ground. Johnson and his BAR man were the first killed. The rest of the
company began firing at the MG42 in the corner. Just as they began returning fire, a second MG42 began firing at
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the company from the southwest corner of the bocage. The company was in a crossfire. The Germans had a few
years experience in the bocage and they devised a strategy of putting an MG42 in opposite corners and creating a
crossfire that took everything in the path of the crossed shells.
nd

Mortars began falling on the Company, mainly the 2 and 3
Platoon and Beryl were yelling at their men to hit the ground.

rd

Platoons. Jarvis, Sergeant Mueller of the 3

rd

The ambush appeared to meet the objectives of the enemy. Several men of C Company were casualties in the
first few minutes and the rest lay flat on the ground for cover.
Beryl yelled at Viray.
"Concentrate your BAR on the southwest corner."
Upon hearing Beryl's order, Gault yelled at Tork.
"Tork, northwest corner."
With that command, Tork got up on one knee and began bursting BAR 30-'06 shells at the enemy.
In the meantime, all the riflemen were firing at the endless hedgerows on their three sides. Fourth platoon was
adjusting its mortar rounds for the far edge of the hedgerows where the main enemy fire was concentrated.
The mortars proved effective along with the BARs and after the MG42s became silent, only sporadic rifle fire
came through the hedgerow.
Cote and Connors were laying in the short grass of the bocage. Cote reached into his pocket and pulled out a
map of the area with elevations.
"Let's withdraw and move south on the western edge of Montmartin and go around the town. South of there is a
small hill where we can have the advantage overlooking the Vire-Taute Canal."
Connors yelled at Beryl, Jarvis and sergeant Mueller.
"Fall back and head south!"
With that, all three platoon leaders urged their men to move
rd

Twenty two of the 3 Platoon were dead along with their leader, Lieutenant Johnson and the BAR man.
nd

Jarvis and the 2 Platoon were taking casualties as they reversed their course and began backing out of the
bocage toward the opening where they entered. Beryl and Connors were both shouting at the men to stay down and
keep firing as they reversed their course.
The MG42 in the southwest corner was again alive and firing at the retreating C company.
Tork, who was a big target, turned and crouched and began unloading the BAR on the southwest corner.
"Let's go Tork," Beryl shouted..............almost in a paniced voice.
Frank was slowly moving backwards, yelling at the platoon to move.
"Anderson!" Withdraw he shouted at the lone figure of Anderson who wasn't moving but remained firing into the
corner.
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"Now Anderson!" He shouted again.
Tork had silenced the MG42 in the southwest corner and was retreating at a fast pace. He would stop every 10
or 20 paces, turn and fire into the northwest corner.
Gault's second squad was slowly withdrawing as Gault remained laying on the ground with his rifle and scope.
Beryl shouted................."let's go Gault."
Gault didn't move and seconds later there came a short burst from the MG42 in the northwest corner. Through
his scope, Gault had observed activity around the weapon and he anticipated the enemy would re-man the weapon.
Seconds later, the MG42 came alive and let out a burst of shells, Gault fired his M1 twice.
As soon as he fired, he got up and started running west to the entry. Both MG42s were silent again.
What was left of the entire company of 144 men began a quick pace east and south and when they were
past Montmartin, Connors called for a halt.
"Jarvis, send a man back along our trail for 100 yards. We need a lookout."
Jarvis yelled for Baker, his 1st squad leader and relayed Connors' instructions.
"Ok, what do we have here?" Connors asked in general but addressing the platoon leaders.
Jarvis was the first to speak.
"I count 8 casualties," he answered with a voice that was somewhere between choking and crying.
Beryl was the next to report.
"Six casualties including the one on Omaha beach."
Sergeant Mueller spoke for the third platoon.
"7 counting the platoon leader," he responded in a voice barely audible to Connors.
Cote broke the silence and pointed to his map.
"We only have a half a mile to a mile to reach this small hill overlooking the canal. We can stay there and observe
any movement near the canal and plan our next move."
The lack of a response from Connors and Miller was a sign of an agreement.
st

Frank was walking among the 1 Platoon. He approached Anderson first.
"Listen Anderson," he said in a quiet tone.
"We all have gotten real fond of you and want to keep you around. Next time you obey an order immediately.
When I say withdraw...........don't hang around and be a hero."
Anderson didn't respond. The blank look on his face was as if Frank was not there and no one was talking to him.
st

Frank turned to the 1 Squad BAR man, Andrew Viray.
"You did real good out there Andy."
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Viray didn't respond. He had always been the quiet one since joining the 175 and the only time he was talkative
and animated was when he was in the company of other Mexican-Americans and they were talking in Spanish. In
the English world he was quiet and reserved.
Frank then approached Tork who stood motionless.
"We are all proud of you Tork........that was some great BAR work back there."
He moved in closer to Tork's face and in a quiet voice.
"Tork, you are a big target and I would hate to see you become a casualty. What you did saved a lot of lives, but
please, be more careful."
Tork surprised himself when he replied, just for the fact he could speak above his emotions.
"I wasn't thinking Sarge........all I knew was we were being attacked and men were falling. Something took over
my brain."
Frank smiled and turned back to the officers who were conferring. He took out his small notebook and started
writing as a lone tear spotted his cheek.
Riflemen:
Corporal Sergeant Conor Anderson, Utica, NY, SQUAD LEADER
PFC Corporal Kurt Brummer, Ashland, Kentucky, Asst SQUAD LEADER KIA WEST OF VIRE
PFC Andrew Viray, Vernon, Texas, BAR
PFC Richard Jansen, Allentown, Pennsylvania, BAR assistant.
PFC Eugene Brandt, Peterborough, New Hampshire BAR assistant
PFC William Krahn, Marion, Iowa, MEDIC
PFC Brian Berger, Sir, from Branson, Missouri, RIFLEMAN
PFC Gerald Somerfeld Rifleman, Sauk Centre, Minnesota RIFLEMAN
PFC Kenneth Henze, Bessemer, Michigan,
RIFLEMAN
PFC Daniel Lindstrom, Clearfield, Pennsylvania, RIFLEMAN KIA WEST OF VIRE
PFC Lawrence Barkman, Sterling, Illinois, RIFLEMAN
KIA BEACH JUNE 7
PFC John Bell Baltimore, Maryland, RIFLEMAN
2nd Squad
Corporal Sergeant John Gault Detroit Michigan, SQUAD LEADER/SNIPER
PFC Corporal Glen Martinez, Houston, Texas, Asst SQUAD LEADER
PFC Edward Torkildson (Tork) Iowa City, Iowa, BAR
PFC Leonard Kuzinski Brooklyn, N.Y.BAR Assistant
PFC Kent Erickson, New Haven, Connecticut, BAR Assistant
KIA ROAD TO ISIGNY
PFC Roger Sorenson, Oswego, New York, MEDIC
PFC Gregory Forsythe Tallahassee, Florida, RIFLEMAN
SUICIDE AT TEDWORTH
PFC Glen Ponter, Lexington, Kentucky, RIFLEMAN
PFC Donald Franks, La Crosse, Wisconsin, RIFLEMAN
KIA WEST OF VIRE
PFC Eugene Folks, Millsboro, Ohio
RIFLEMAN
KIA WEST OF VIRE
PFC Robert Engels, Sioux City, Iowa RIFLEMAN
PFC George Lewis, Hudson, Wisconsin, RIFLEMAN
rd

3 Squad
Corporal Sergeant Harold Davison Bangor, Maine, SQUAD LEADER
PFC Corporal Steve Stoddard, Bemidji, Minnesota, Asst SQUAD LEADER
PFC Kevin Ferguson BAR man Manzanola, Colorado, KIA ROAD TO FORMIGNY June 7
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PFC Dennis Love Macon, Georgia, Asst BAR man (promoted to BAR on June 8)
PFC Dean Marks Columbia, Tennessee, Asst BAR man
PFC Harvey Pierce Flatbush Avenue, NCY, RIFLEMAN
PFC John Larson, Blair, Nebraska, MEDIC
PFC John Munson, Dayton, Ohio RIFLEMAN KIA ENTERING ISIGNY SNIPER
PFC Edwin Dundon, Toledo, Ohio, RIFLEMAN/RADIO MAN
PFC David Feldman, Millville, New Jersey, RIFLEMAN KIA OMAHA BEACH June 7
PFC Ron Kirby, Naples, Florida, RIFLEMAN
KIA OMAHA BEACH June 7
PFC Leonard Vasquez, Asheville, North Carolina RIFLEMAN
At the bottom of the page he wrote: 25 and then the number 11 circled, followed with the date, June 12,1944. 11
casualties since Tidworth with 25 remaining alive.
"Gentlemen," Connors was about to give further instructions when everyone looked north at the sounds coming
across the field. What they saw was Baker returning and he was accompanied by Owens, Goode and what was left
of Company E.
Owens and Goode moved quickly to the officers.
"We were ambushed in the bocage and barely made it out of there. I have about 50 riflemen left in the company."
Cote was the first to speak.
"Get back to Isigny and reorganize. You have had enough for one day."
Owens wanted to say something but his emotions overrode his ability to speak. He just nodded his head.
It was getting late and the sun was going down as E Company began the short journey back to Isigny.
Nighttime was the most frightening time to be walking through the bocage. The tall hedgerows with their gangly
shapes cast every type of silhouette, not only on the ground but within the hedgerow itself. Added to the many dark
forms of the shadows were the imaginations of the soldiers and this created mental confusion as one walked along
the edge of the hedgerow. Similar to looking at a sky of cumulus clouds and seeing different tangible items, arms;
horse's heads; angels; apples; violins; the list is endless. Only in the bocage, when your mind is thinking of the
enemy, you tend to see specific shapes relating to war: rifle barrels pointing at you; tank turrets; German helmets;
and everywhere a German bayonet as the limbs and leaves of the hedgerow produce the shadowy shapes. The
angst of moving among the hedgerows is compounded when there is a slight breeze and the enemy shadows are
moving and the rustle of the branches are the sound of footsteps and bodies moving in and around the vegetation.
The remnant of Company C reached the small hill and began a much needed rest. Cote, Miller and Connors
were looking out over the fields to try and spot any activity on their side of the Vire-Taute Canal.
Beryl and Frank had found a spot on a burm giving them a view of the field and the rest of the soldiers.
“This has been a long night,” Frank said.
“I’m starting to lose some of the fear and my body is saying it’s quitting time,” Beryl replied.
“I could use about 72 hours sleep myself,” Frank said.
“You’ve had psychology Frank, what are these men going through in their minds right now?”
“I assume by these men you’ve included me and you?” Frank answered.
Beryl sounded a nervous laugh, “Of course.”
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“I believe we’re talking about fear as in right now fear. Fear, like anxiety, is angst about a future event we can’t
control. We get worked up over ‘what if’ scenarios. Emotions like the fear we have here are pronounced and remain
over a long period of time, building permanent connections in the brain. The human, in an attempt to maintain sanity,
will fight these connections with other, stronger thought patterns. You’ve heard there are no atheists in foxholes.
The brain will take an emotion like fear that is trying to destroy the equilibrium of sanity and build a stronger emotion
that will drive out the fear and the threat to its survival. These men are working very hard right now to control or
subdue their fear. One positive aspect of fear is that most of the men are doing a mental rehearsal of their training.
They’re thinking about survival. It occupies their mind and keeps the fear from dominating their thoughts.
Unfortunately, when this war is over, there’ll be a lot of casualties because the brain is only capable of so much and
erasing those permanent thoughts of fear and war is a task the brain sometimes can’t manage.”
“Are you saying when we return home we’ll have brain scars?” Beryl asked.
“Precisely,” Frank answered. “Scar is the best word to describe the thoughts and images this war is cementing in
our brains. I have had occasion to talk with many people who have childhood scars and there’s no erasing them.
Sometimes the person isn't even aware of the source of the scar because they have repressed the action that
caused the scar. The best a Psychologist can do is to somehow convince the person to recognize and accept the
scars and channel their thoughts and energy on building new thought patterns that will become their primary brain
activity and save their sanity.”
Beryl looked at Frank. “And the fear will go away?”
“It will pass or be shrouded by our stronger thought instincts to survive,” Frank answered.
“If we survive this, then our scars will include all the fallen men in the platoon. We’ll ask ourselves what have we
st
done right and what have we done wrong. Why did the men in the 1 platoon die? No different than having a child
that is wounded or dies. We are the parents and even though we can’t protect them all the time, we have to teach
them how to survive and avoid danger. At this point we’ve done all we could and now we are in a war. Some will
survive but most will not. Their training and their wits will determine if they survive. Chance, luck and probability will
also play a part but are non-manageable by the soldier. As a leader, you need to put all this into a manageable
perspective and, I hate to say this, attribute your losses to fate you can’t control.”
“But the scars will remain,” Beryl added, “just like some of the men in Goodland who returned from WWI.”
“The scars will remain,” Frank said quietly.
“Everyman here will have scars. And most of those who survive will find ways to overcome their burden. The
ones who are unable to override the scars or bury them will be a casualty of war, no different than the wounded and
crippled we are sending back home now. And society must take care of them.”
“Like the way we took care of the world war one casualties?” Beryl said cynically.
“We didn’t do too well taking care of the world war one casualties. In fact, no country has ever taken care of their
soldiers after a war. When the war starts, as in our revolutionary war, 1812 war, Civil war and world war one, there is
this big patriotic push for young men to join and protect their freedoms. After the war, the ribbons come down and
everyone forgets. The leaders of the country ignore the pleas for support and go on about their business of making
business and fortunes. This pattern has been repeated so many times it’s a wonder America can raise an army in
these times.”
“So why do you think they ignore the soldiers coming home?”
“Because the returning soldiers are a drain on their budget. A budget they would prefer to spend in ways that
helps their friends and help get them reelected. They know if needed, they can dig up the old patriotic banner and
get the population to go to war again. It has worked until now and it’ll work again.”
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“Is the population that shallow?” Beryl asked.
Frank laughed. “Yes we are.”
“So tell me Beryl,” Frank continued. If you go home with two legs missing and no reproductive capability, will you
tell your neighbors and family all this was necessary for our freedoms?”
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Mission Failure
At 0100 on the morning of June 13, Colonel Goode arrived with Company G and remnants of Company E. He
conferred with General Cote and was positioning the company to the south of Company C when they encountered a
German company dug in for the night. The brief fire fight that ensued routed the Germans and they withdrew.
Goode and the commander of Company G, Captain Slingluff, made the decision to curtail any further night action
and wait for morning. As dawn rose Company G found itself surrounded on two sides by a large enemy force.
The ensuing battle decimated Company G and only a small portion of the company was able to return to the Vire
river and subsequently Isigny. Captain Slingluff was killed in action and Colonel Goode, along with less than 100
riflemen were captured and led south and west to the German lines.
Company C was in its own battle. They were fighting the enemy who came at them from the west. At first it
appeared to be a stalemate and then the Germans were successful in pushing east as Company C began to
conserve ammunition. Cote was prepared to advise Connors to fall back when two companies of paratroopers
arrived on their right flank and began assisting the company in the battle.
"The cavalry finally arrived," Anderson shouted at his BAR man, Viray.
"Good," Viray shouted back. "I am getting low on ammo."
The entire company was depleting their ammunition rapidly and when the Rangers arrived, C Company was able
to begin to conserve. They were expecting an air drop to replenish their ammo.
The major in charge of the paratroopers sent a runner to C Company.
"Captain Connors," the runner said as he dove down beside Connors.
"Tell General Cote he may want to consider withdrawing. We have just been given an urgent order to get across
the Vire-Taute Canal and attack the southern edge of Carentan. We'll go north of here to make the crossing. We will
need to abandon this battle."
Cote had been directing the activity on the left flank of the company and ran to Connors and dove down next to
him.
Connors relayed the paratroopers message.
"Without the paratroopers and G Company, we are at too much of a disadvantage. Order your company to
withdraw back to Isigny."
Just as Cote said the word Isigny, German rifles began firing into the Company.

END OF PART THREE
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BERYL - A WAR DRAMA - PART FOUR

Reorganization
"Fall back to the river," Connors shouted above the noise of the K98ks and M1s. (17)
(17) Mission Failure & Escape across the Vire

The enemy was firing into the company which at this point was a moving target. Mortars were landing behind
them as the enemy tried to adjust their angle to reach the company scrambling to the river. In the morning light the
Germans could see the retreating Americans and their thirst for the battle increased as they saw their prey escaping.
Carlson with the fourth squad was directing his mortar squads to adjust for maximum distance and his three man
teams were hastily setting up their weapons and dropping the rounds into the mortar barrels. When Connors reached
the river he was dismayed to find the four boats on the opposite shore and surmised it had been part of the E
Company escape.
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"I need four volunteers, good swimmers, NOW," Connors yelled.
Lewis, Stoddard, Larson and Vasquez immediately removed their packs and boots and jumped into the river.
Cota turned west to where they had been and yelled at the company.
"Set up a perimeter to cover our withdraw!"
th

The engine and track sounds of a tank could be heard on the east side of the river. A tank from the 747 Tank
Battalion was approaching the river's edge to support the retreat of C Company. Its first introduction to the battle was
to fire the 75mm tank gun and the 30mm machine gun, a way of notifying the enemy of its presence in the battle.
The Germans responded to the greeting with a round from their 88mm anti-tank artillery gun, The shot went wide as
the turret from the tank began to turn. Another shot from the 88mm was flying straight at the tank but came up short
in the river. The tank fired and the fierce explosion from the German side gave notice the target had been hit and not
only destroyed the gun but exploded its arsenal of ammunition.
"First squad on me," Anderson shouted as he turned west to face the encroaching Germans. The first squad
spread out and lay on the ground with their rifles pointed west to where they had just been. Viray was on one knee
firing his BAR as he watched the Germans perform their own version of 'fire and maneuver' to a position behind the
near hedgerow.
The bow gunner in the Sherman tank began firing his 50 caliber machine gun over the first squad and Viray
dropped immediately to the ground.
"Stay down, Viray!" Anderson shouted.
The sound of a German Panzer IV tank could be heard in the distance over the sound of bullets flying in both
directions and it alerted Cota and Connors of the danger they were in. (18)
(18) Panzer IV Tank

The most common German tank encountered by soldiers during the Normandy campaign was the Panzer IV tank.
Throughout its life time, the Panzer IV underwent several modifications, the main one being the extra metal shielding
on the sides of the tank to protect it from shelling. It was the cheapest to build and as a result, over 7,000 were
manufactured during the war. The armament on the tank was a 75mm howitzer and two MG 34 machine guns. The
tank specifications were similar to the American Sherman tank: max speed 25 mph and a range of 134 miles. The
Sherman tank had a top speed of 26 mph and a range of 100 miles. Panzer fuel capacity was 120 gallons compared
to the Sherman tanks capacity of 140 gallons.
*****
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Connors looked across the river to see Stoddard rowing the first boat back across the river. As it reached the
shore, Connors shouted at General Cota.
"Take the first boat and cover us from the other side!"
Cota looked up with a small surprise on his face. He was not used to being ordered by a Captain.
"I'll take the second boat," he shouted back at Connors.
The noise from the BARs and the Tank's 30 caliber machine gun made it difficult to hear the shouting between the
leaders and the soldiers.
One by one the squads were ferried across the river as the tank and Anderson's first squad kept firing into the
distant hedgerow where the Germans were concealed. The number of Germans began to grow as more joined the
battle. The firing grew more intense as the C Company squads were landing on the east side of the Vire and joining
in the defense. The Germans were starting to spread out from behind the distant hedgerow and attempting to
advance on the remaining troops at the river. The tanks 50 caliber forced the attacking Germans to the ground and
stopped their progress.
Company C now had all but two squads remaining on the west side of the river.
Beryl, Frank and squads one and two were laying on the bank and firing at the approaching enemy.
"Getting low on ammo." Viray shouted.
Brandt was close by with the BAR ammunition and crawled to Viray with extra .30 06 twenty round magazines.
"Sergeant," Beryl yelled to Frank over the noise.
"Take the second squad to the boats! We will be right behind you!
Frank didn't answer, instead he shouted.
"Second squad on me and to the river!"
The second squad was down to 6 soldiers.
nd

2

Squad

SGT John Gault Detroit Michigan, Squad Leader SNIPER
PFC Corporal Glen Martinez, Houston, Texas, Rifleman, Asst Squad Leader
PFC Edward Torkildson BAR
PFC Leonard Kuzinski Brooklyn, N.Y.BAR Assistant
PFC Kent Erickson, New Haven, Connecticut, BAR Assistant
KIA ROAD TO ISIGNY
PFC Roger Sorenson, Oswego, New York, Medic
PFC Gregory Forsythe Tallahassee, Florida, Rifleman
SUICIDE AT TEDWORTH
PFC Glen Ponter, Lexington, Kentucky,
KIA WEST OF VIRE
PFC Donald Franks, La Crosse, Wisconsin,
KIA WEST OF VIRE
PFC Eugene Folks, Millsboro, Ohio,
KIA WEST OF VIRE
PFC Robert Engels, Sioux City, Iowa, Rifleman
KIA WEST OF VIRE
PFC George Lewis, Hudson, Wisconsin, Rifleman
As Frank urged the second squad to the river and the boats, Folks of Ohio went down hard, dying instantly from a
K98k.
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"Beryl," Frank shouted, "we have two boats, LET'S GO!"
Both squads were down to six men each.
Frank urged the second squad into the first boat and realized both squads could fit.
"Lieutenant.......there's room....c'mon."
Beryl started leading the first squad to the boat as Anderson and Viray remained on the bank firing.
Beryl stood by the stern of the boat and shouted at Anderson.
"Let's go, NOW!
Anderson and Viray turned and ran to the boat as all the men in the boat, the rest of Company C and the tanks
were firing at the approaching enemy. The soldiers were pushing off with their paddles as Anderson and Viray
jumped into the stern. German bullets were hitting the ground on the shore and in the water close to the boats:
mortars were exploding where they had just been dug in. Both turned and resumed firing in the direction of the
hedgerows.
Viray glanced at Anderson and Anderson glanced back. It was if they were reassuring each other of their survival
and the survival of their squad mates. Every man in the battle experienced dilated pupils as the adrenalin surged
through their bodies. Their clothing became wet from the excessive perspiration of the excitement and their strength
increased due to the adrenalin. In rare cases, the soldier would experience hysterical strength and be able to lift a
soldier twice their weight and carry them while running. Throughout the allied campaign, these reactions and
experiences would occur on a regular basis: it was a byproduct of war and battles.
Connors and Cota began signaling for the retreating company to hurry. Cota ran to the tanks and directed them
th
to continue the firing. He knew the battle was over and the Germans would soon withdraw as more tanks of the 747
were arriving.
The men of Company C were now firing and walking backwards as they withdrew towards the Isigny-Lison
roadway.
"Hold your fire," Connors shouted, knowing the Germans were out of range.
The men of the company stopped firing but walked backward until they were assured of the end of the battle.
Viray looked at Anderson and shook his head.
"Imagine doing this all across France and Germany."
Anderson responded with a nervous chuckle.
"We will be lucky to make it out of France."
Viray didn't join in but instead changed the subject. He didn't like facing reality when it was obvious and negative
and he was determined to keep his mind on returning to Texas after the war.
"It was sure good seeing the tanks. I had the same feeling when I saw the movie Cavalry with Bob Steele. Kind
of brings on the goosebumps."
What was left of the second squad was walking abreast of the first squad. The tanks and the Germans had
stopped firing and the silence created a strange white noise in everyone's ears. No rifleman was talking. Cota and
Connors were in the lead talking in low voices so the men couldn't hear. Connors turned to the company.
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"You men find a place and rest," Connors said in a loud voice. "Squad leaders see if you can find a field kitchen
and get a hot meal."
"Edgell, Jarvis, Mueller and Carlson, join me next to the one, seven, five HQ."
Beryl turned to Frank.
"Carry on sergeant."
The four platoon leaders moved quickly to be at Connors' side as all were anxious to learn of the next movement
of C Company. In everyone's mind was the previous night's all night vigil, the morning battle and the escape across
the Vire. Their men would be tired and hungry so hopefully a hot meal would help absorb some of the adrenalin so
they could rest.
th

General Cota entered the partially bombed building, 175 HQ, and greeted Lieutenant Colonel Alexander
th
st
George, 175 commander replacement for Colonel Goode, Major Miller, the XO of 1 Battalion and Lieutenant
nd
Colonel Millar Bowen, 2 Battalion commander. The S1 thru S4 for the three battalions were also present. It was a
bombed out building full of brass. (19)
(19) Battalion Organization
A regiment is made up of 3 riflemen battalions and they are designated as:
1st Battalion consist of companies A, B, C and D.
The 2nd Battalion consists of companies E, F, G and H.
The 3rd Battalion consists of companies I, K, L, and M.
Battalions have four key support elements that are designated S1, S2, S3 and S4. Their primary roles are as
follows:
S1:
S2:
S3:
S4:

Is responsible for all personnel issues relating to assignment, transfers, finance, etc.
Intelligence, counter-intelligence and assorted information gathering for the battalion.
Training and operations planning - anticipating future requirements
Primarily in charge of all supplies, their receipt, storage and issuance to the unit.

At the Division level, these functions are designated with a G1, G2, G3 and G4 distinction.
*****
Cota went directly to the maps.
rd

"Has 3 Battalion started the push to Lison?"
Bowen answered.
"Yes sir, they left yesterday afternoon."
"Do we have riflemen from the replacement depot?" Was his next question.
"Yes sir, they should be entering Isigny now."
st

Major Miller, XO 1 Battalion was the next to speak.
rd

"My men are preparing to move out behind the 3 Battalion."
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Cota looked at Miller.
"Hold off on that order major," Cota said in a quiet, undemanding tone of voice.
Everyone was silent as Cota considered his next strategy.
Connors, Edgell, Jarvis, Mueller and Carlson were in a bombed out cafe across the road from the HQ. They had
found an old wooden table and four chairs and were sitting silent as each allowed their thoughts to wash away the
last 24 hours of the battles, the sorrow of the deaths and the curiosity of the fate of the company and Colonel Goode.
"Do you think Goode is still alive?" Carlson broke the silence.
Mueller shrugged.
Jarvis shook his head as in disbelief.
"I hope so," Beryl responded.
Connors could see this line of thought was not productive and said in a normal voice.
"Let's talk about some possibilities."
He paused so his leaders could adjust to the now and future.
th

"During the withdraw, Cota mentioned we might need to reorganize the 175 but he needed to talk to Goode's
replacement........which would be Lieutenant Colonel George. Whatever they decide, we need to be prepared."
Mueller spoke next.
"What do you think he meant by that?"
Before Connors could respond, a column of riflemen entered the road after going around the Vire tributary. They
were being led by a second lieutenant and a sergeant and judging from the clean condition of their uniforms, one
could assume these were the replacements from the 'Repo Depot'............a depot behind the main attack forces that
collected new arrivals from England and sent them to fill in the ranks when soldiers were killed, wounded or missing
in action. The lieutenant was looking back and forth across the road and into the buildings. Connors shouted.
th

"175 HQ," and pointed to the building across the road.
The lieutenant said something to the sergeant and walked to the HQ.
As he entered the bombed building he encountered all the officers.
"Lieutenant Shourds reporting with replacements, sir."
They all turned to see this lieutenant, young; freshly shaven; and a look of nervousness at encountering the top
th
brass of the 175 . He looked like a picture of efficiency with a straight line nose, thin lips and a short crew cut.
"What do you have?" Cota asked.
"Sir, I have a staff sergeant, 72 riflemen, 2 BAR men and a three man mortar squad."
"Are you the only officer," Cota asked a little annoyed.
"Yes sir..........there were none available."
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"You're excused lieutenant, stay close by."
"Someone get Captain Connors," Cota said, still irritated at the lack of a captain in the replacements.
He turned to George.
"Can someone tell me why battalion S1 can't find one company captain as a replacement?"
Everyone assumed it was a rhetorical question so the room became silent.
Connors entered.
"Sir?" He said to Cota.
"Connors, we need to make some changes."
"Yes sir." Connors responded with a good deal of anticipation. As he waited for Cota to speak he was reminded
of the Mark Twain quote: "No man's life, liberty, or property are safe while the congress is in session.”
He developed an inner smile as he thought how appropriate it was in a top brass military session.
"Here is our situation gentlemen," Cota began slowly.
"The second battalion has been greatly weakened by the almost non-existence of E Company and the capture by
nd
the Germans of G Company. Providing the 2 Battalion with two green companies, neither having a captain to lead
them, would not be the best tactical move. Lieutenant Colonel George, I am proposing we fill C Company's ranks
st
nd
with replacements and designate it as G Company of the second battalion. That way, the 1 and 2 Battalions will
both have only one inexperienced company instead of the second battalion having two. Your opinion?"
Lieutenant Colonel George, who looked more like a clerk than a fighting warrior: his thin rimmed glasses, short
hair, and small stature.............hesitated. He had never been asked his opinion by a general before and it took him a
second to respond.
"I agree general."
Cota turned to the four S1s in the room.
"I'll let you sort this out with the record keeping and designations for each soldier."
He next turned to Major Miller, XO of the first battalion.
"Get your replacements and be on the road to Lison by 3pm."
nd

"2 Battalion CO, Lieutenant Colonel Millar Bowen, I want this battalion on the road by sundown. Follow the
road to Lison and perform mop up operations in the bocage on both sides of the road. You should meet up with the
st
1 battalion by midnight. That's all gentlemen."
Connors was comfortable in the presence of Majors, Colonels and Generals. He didn't have the experience they
had and some were veterans of the first world war, but this was a new era, a new war with new technology for killing.
This war was not the trench war of WWI, it was house to house and town to town and the enemy also had
sophisticated technology. An important difference in the warring factions was the inexperience of the Americans and
the battle tested German army. Connors was confident he could earn their respect if he listened at the right time,
talked at the right time and his words were unequivocal.
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Connors had many questions as he left the round table of officers because he knew the men would have many
but now was not the time to question but to follow the orders and get his company organized. He left the building
and walked across the road to his four platoon leaders who were waiting anxiously.
*****
Two buildings north of Connors and hidden between the east wall and the next hedgerow was a small group of
soldiers sitting in the shade: Anderson, Gault, Pierce and Kuzinski. They were all exhausted, sweaty and too tired to
talk or move. They sat on the ground, leaning against the wall and looking out over the eastern hedgerow. Each
soldier experienced their own collage of thoughts that swirled and changed like a kaleidoscope and changing focus
as new thoughts entered and old thoughts left. Scenes of the battle echoed in their minds as the adrenalin slowly
dissipated. An hour passed and the now rested soldiers began to stir.
Kuzinski was the first to speak.
"Hey Gault................do you suppose this would be a good time for a meeting of the Courageous Calvados
Freedom Defenders?"
Gault looked at Anderson and Pierce who both shook their heads yes. He reached into his haversack and pulled
out the small bottle of Calvados and stared at the label.
"This is a really good apple brandy," he said to no one.
"I like it better than Cognac."
Kuzinski was the first to be curious.
"I've never had Cognac............what's the difference?"
Gault looked at Kuzinski and smiled. He had first tasted Cognac at Christmas time when he was fourteen and his
father made it a tradition to allow his children a Cognac at Christmas when they turned fourteen. On other
occasions, if he was in a good mood, they were allowed a glass of wine.
"Mainly in the key ingredient. Cognac is distilled from grapes and Calvados from apples. The rules governing the
making of Cognac are probably stricter. Special grapes must be used and it must age at last two years in oak
barrels."
Gault opened the bottle and took a small sip. He made a show of tasting his tongue after taking a sip and he
handed the bottle to Pierce who took a sip and handed it to Anderson.
Anderson held the bottle and lowered his head as he pulled a small notebook from his pocket.
"Here is to our fallen soldiers.............Forsythe, Barkman, Feldman, Kirby, Munson, Henze, Brummer, Berger,
Lindstrom, Ponter, Franks, and Folks. May they rest in peace and be remembered."
Gault, Pierce and Kuzinski slowly shook their heads in agreement.
Anderson took a sip and handed the bottle to Kuzinski who felt the need to say something.
"Do you suppose someday we will be able to have a gathering and take a sip of Calvados.................in the spirit
of celebrating something?"
*****
The S1 officer of the second battalion along with the lieutenant who had escorted the replacements into Isigny
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walked toward Connor and his platoon leaders.
"Captain Connors," the S1 captain said as he reached the small group. He and the lieutenant were carrying
small booklets and Connors guessed the reason for the visit.
"Let's get you some replacements. Shall we start with the first platoon?"
"Yes, fine," Connors responded and turned to his leaders. The thought crossed his mind: in just a few days since
June 7 he needed replacements. He shook his head at the realization of this being a ritual............oft times to be
performed again and again.
"Lieutenant Edgell."
Beryl stood and walked to the three officers.
The sergeant who had accompanied the replacement was standing several feet from the officers.
"What are your requirements for the first platoon?" He asked Beryl.
Beryl hesitated.
"I lost 15 and it breaks down to one BAR man, one BAR assistant, one corporal assistant squad leader and 13
riflemen."
The S1 officer, Captain Gould, looked down at his notepad and began writing.
As they walked to where the replacements were standing in formation, 'at ease,' Beryl yelled for Frank to join him.
"Sergeant Dietz, join us."
Beryl looked at the Lieutenant.
"Do we choose a replacement or is there some kind of system?"
"The system is you take what is available: however, I will allow some selections."
Beryl and Frank walked among the replacements, asking questions and choosing each man based on their
answers.
Frank handed the Lieutenant a list of the first platoon's casualties and began writing down the names of the new
members of the platoon. The lieutenant also made notations in his book. The 'R' designation stood for replacement.
CORPORAL John Sauri, Cumberland, Virginia R RIFLEMAN Assistant Squad Leader
PFC Wayne Bruso, Greenville, Mississippi
R BAR man
PFC Fred Granger, Unionville, Pennsylvania
R RIFLEMAN
PFC Roy Ruth, Athens, Ohio
R RIFLEMAN
PFC Greg Coffee, Ithaca, New York
R RIFLEMAN
PFC Ken Hodges, Goose Creek, South Carolina R RIFLEMAN SNIPER
PFC Gordon Barry, Burlington, Vermont
R RIFLEMAN
PFC Bob Booker, Peoria, Illinois
R RIFLEMAN
PFC Joel Henderson, Parsons, Tennessee
R RIFLEMAN
PFC Gayle Thompson, Pittsfield, Massachusetts R RIFLEMAN
PFC Jeffrey Cogon, Waterbury, Connecticut
R RIFLEMAN
PFC Marvin Coons, Gainesville, Florida
R RIFLEMAN
PFC Jack Kelly, Macon, Georgia,
R RIFLEMAN
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PFC Thomas Coolidge, Pine Bluff, Arkansas
PFC James Millis, Hoover, Alabama
PFC Steve Parker, Tulsa, Oklahoma

R RIFLEMAN
R RIFLEMAN
R RIFLEMAN

When the replacements had been chosen, Beryl nodded to Frank who knew the next exercise.
"Replacements! Fall in!"
With that command the replacements assembled in two rows of eight and Frank led them to the area where the
st
1 Platoon was resting. He told them to rest and walked to the bombed cafe building with Beryl. Connors had
remained with the S1 and called for Jarvis to join him for the replacement ritual.
Beryl and Frank were silent as they settled in the wooden chairs next to the old wooden table, the only semblance
of furniture or personal items in the cafe. The replacement process had both of them thinking of the fallen soldiers
and the mortality rate on the battlefield. Frank was the first to speak.
"I am trying to make some sense out of all this but I'll be damned if I can."
"I would like to close my eyes and pretend to be somewhere else, just for a few minutes," Beryl responded quietly.
Frank gave out a deep sigh.
"I've tried, but nothing works. How can you remove yourself when the distant explosions won't quit?"
*****
Davison was sitting in the shade on the east side of a partially bombed wall. He was leaning back and had a
small notebook on his knee and a short stubby pencil in his left hand. These were his happiest times, alone; writing;
thinking; and creating. He had grown up with this behavior and it gave him solace as he escaped the stresses of
small town America; the whispers, bullying, and being shunned. His writing and creating was a way for him to
develop other worlds in which he could smile and laugh without a shadow of guilt or shame from the outside. He
could escape from the looks, the downcast eyes and the physical avoidance of others. Davison had been reluctant
to join the army because he didn't want to leave his mother alone: working in the laundry and enduring the local,
provincial citizens of Maine. But the army called.................no............demanded he become a member through the
new draft system. The parting had been both sad and mixed. He was sad to leave and yet excited at the prospects
of a new world..........a world of adventure that would give him more material to write about. His mother was also sad,
a little afraid for her only son, yet she knew if he survived he would return as a proud, mature man and able to handle
the abuses of his youth.
"What are you doing," Tork asked as he sat down next to Davison.
Davison looked up and smiled. He liked this big Iowa farm boy. He was honest, sincere and caring with none of
the pretentions which might scar an otherwise pure personality.
"I'm writing stories," Davison answered.
"Stories?"
Davison hesitated before answering. He was about to reveal a small window into his world and wanted to make
sure he would be comfortable with it.
"I write short stories and give them to my mother for her amusement."
"Can I see one?" Tork asked with genuine interest.
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Few people had ever asked Davison to see what he had written.........outside of his mother who was interested in
everything he did.
Davison reached into his haversack and pulled out an envelope.
"Here, this is my latest story for my mom. Keep in mind, she works in a laundry."
Tork took the envelope and began to read.
*****
Geoffrey Wrinkles is an old man who reads his local newspaper, the Freedom Voice, and begins a dialogue with a
young editor.
June 12, 1944
Freedom Voice
Attn: Brian Weasley
Topeka, Kansas
Dear Mr. Weasley
My name is Sir Geoffrey Alexander Wrinkles. Oh, I’m really not a Sir in the sense of a Lord or Duke; in fact, I
gave myself the title when I turned 90 years old. I figured if a modern man could survive the wars, diseases and
turmoils of 90 years, walk without an aid such as a cane and still manage one good bowel movement a day, he had
earned the right to have his peers and later generations call him ‘Sir.’
You may call me Sir Wrinkles.
I have been meaning to write to you for some time. I feel we have a common, but different perspective on the use
of words and I wanted to have a brief discourse with you on the subject.
I have always loved names and words. They fascinate me; especially onomatopoeic words that always seem to
roll off the tongue as smoothly as the drool off an ancient chin. Drool is a good onomatopoeic word, so is buzz,
gurgle, gargle, babbling, fart, and my favorite, whistle. Proper names can also be onomatopoeic and they have the
added quality of providing the bearer of the name another dimension to their being. Nicknames are usually bestowed
at an early age by an adult who sees something in a child which is emerging slowly, but not yet fully defined. It could
be a boy or girl who receives this moniker and as they grow, their personalities will gravitate to an identity that
matches their new name. Butch, Duke, Pete, Chuck, and Angel are just a few to mention. Of course you have last
names like Fox and Musil that conjure up an image for the holder to live up to and provide a reflection for the
onlooker.
Then you have words like sesquipedalian, a wonderful word with both onomatopoeic quality and a certain irony.
Old Daniel must have had a good laugh when he put it in his book. The adage that tells you to not judge a book by
its cover could have also mentioned you shouldn’t judge an author by the multi-syllable words that send you rushing
to your dictionary at every paragraph. Personally, I don’t like these seven consonant, seven vowel words. We don’t
speak them, so why should we have to read them? I must say ‘oy vey’ even though I’m not Jewish. Why must the
children of learning suffer so much? Oy vey.
th

You must wonder why I’m writing such a letter to the editor. Here I am in my 90 year and for the first time in my
life, I find myself writing to a thirty-something to offer my opinion when this young soul is still self-educating and trying
to find logic and reason in this world. Not that 90 years will help much, but it does fill your brain with all kinds of
information that one can call upon for answers.
Take for instance, the other winter day when I turned on my car heater and it didn’t blow. No air, not hot or cold.
So I get out my manual and started looking at wires and connections. My last resort was to look at the fuses. I open
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the hood, take the cover off the fuse box and pull each one. They are all good. Leaning over the fender and looking
at this old engine, I spot the housing to the blower motor. Now you would think after 90 years of living with
mechanical contraptions a person would call upon the minutia brain (I just coined this and you may use it royalty free)
where an answer would be hiding. As I leaned over looking at the housing, I did indeed find a nugget in my minutia
brain and when it appeared, I took immediate action and pounded on the housing with my pliers. And you know
young man, that motor starting whirrrring and it has whirred ever since. Whirring, another great onomatopoeic word.
This takes me back to why I am writing to you. I read your column every day so you must be a man of letters or
you at least have some kind of degree; but you know, your education doesn’t always bleed through the ink on the
pages. You seem to think all is black and white, right or wrong, true or false, or just plain whatever you want it to be.
In your education you forgot one basic principle: The Anatomy of Gray. There is a whole world out there you seem
to overlook. The world of gray and all it entails when discussing humans and their events. Even the simplest of
minds see gray and understand society requires these gray areas to co-exist. Take for instance, justifiable homicide;
aggravated assault; accidental drowning; and bold face or white lie. I like this one: ‘yellow journalism.’ You seem to
have skipped the class in adverbs and adjectives. Society comes up with these modifiers to sneak in a little gray so
we can better deal with all types of situations. You seem to avoid them in preference to your trenchant style. And I
guess that is where we differ.
You see, I grew up with a name like Wrinkles and it is a good name and has served me well for these 90 years.
Oh, I must admit, there were times in my youth when I would have preferred another name, a name the other
children couldn’t make fun of or had a bad rhyme to it. Say the word wrinkles and feel your mouth and chin contort,
much like the wrinkles in a newly washed shirt: it’s quite onomatopoeic. To make things worse, my mother hated to
iron so before I ever knew a piece of cloth without wrinkles, she threw our only iron in the garbage and made her
stand that wrinkles were natural and beautiful and part of the fabric of living. So I came to love my name as much as
I love the wrinkles in my shirts and pants and the wrinkles the adverbs and adjectives give us as we traverse the hills
and valleys of our world. Wrinkles give us texture and the shades of gray we require to be a just and fair people.
They provide character: a natural character untouched by the myopic pressure of the iron or the pretentiousness of a
flat, unnatural surface.
You see, young columnist, you are cheating yourself by remaining in your flat world of black and white, in your
starched shirt without texture or the grays that would provide some depth to your world. As you grow older, your
narrow thinking will fail you because you will only ask yourself if the fuse is good or bad and you will always be
obliged to others to fix what is wrong in your life. You will live in your world, devoid of adverbs and adjectives,
without imagination and creativity, and wonder why your career and life are stuck on page three.
I don’t expect you to understand and I certainly don’t expect you to change your two dimensional life because of
this brief letter. You, like most of our society, will continue to look at fuses and the only way you will change and
make a real contribution is if someone, or something, pounds on your housing and starts your motor whirring.
Sincerely,
You may call me Sir Wrinkles
*****
Tork began folding the letter as he looked at Davison with a wrinkled brow of curiosity.
"So what does sesquipa mean."
Davison smiled and answered.
"Sesquipedalian?"
"It is a long word with a lot of syllables."
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Tork nodded yes in recognition of the explanation.
"Doesn't your mom work in a laundry?" Tork asked, remembering earlier conversations.
"Yes, so I hope she enjoys the theme of the story."
"Is your mom pretty smart?" Tork asked, genuinely curious.
"I think very smart. She graduated high school then read everything within her grasp. She also taught herself to
draw and paint and to play the violin."
"My mom is pretty smart in a common sense way." Tork said as his mind began to wander back to Iowa.
The two sat in silence for a moment.
"Did your mom really throw out the iron?" Tork asked with a smile while looking at Davison.
Davison chuckled.
"No, quite the opposite. I couldn't go anywhere without everything looking perfect."
Davison paused with a thought.....................'should I really say this?' This had been his private thought his entire
life and never considered it to be shared with anyone. Not that it brought him embarrassment or shame, it was part
of his personality to be silent and introspective: not caring to share his world. But this farm boy was somehow
beyond the petty nuances of a judgmental mind and he appeared to view others in an innocent, if not naive
perspective.
"You see Tork, when you grow up in a small town and your mother is the only female in town who has a bastard
son, one tends to behave and dress so they are above reproach."
Tork looked at Davison and raised both eyebrows............as if to say, 'is that true? You are a bastard son?'
Davison didn't respond to the look. He just looked out over the bocage, satisfied he had allowed one of his soldier
mates into his private world and happy it had been Tork.
Two soldiers with completely different backgrounds, sitting next to a bombed out wall in northern France talking
about their mothers. It was not such an uncommon scene between battles: soldiers talking about their mothers,
fathers, siblings and dogs and reminiscing about earlier and better times. Or they would tell stories of events that
happened to them in school, on family vacations or just hanging out in their neighborhood. The tales would usually
contain some kind of humor and always have enough embellishment to insure a laughing audience. And of course,
there were the romantic comedies which elicited more laughter when they had the proper amount of exaggeration
and self-deprecation.
*****
Frank rose from his near broken chair and stretched his arms wide. He excused himself from Connors and Beryl
and walked to the next pile of bricks and mortar.
"Anderson, Gault...........find Davison and Mueller and come to the cafe."
Frank returned to the cafe where now the new G Company leaders had gathered. Sergeant Sager had
scrounged more chairs so all the officers and platoon sergeants were gathered and discussing the battle across the
Vire. Frank wanted to relay his next command in front of the leaders so the squad leaders would understand and
carry out his message in earnest.
Beryl looked up at Frank with the obvious question mark on his face: squinted eyebrows, head tilted slightly to the
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side and his lips slightly puckered.
Frank understood the look and held up his index finger as if to say, 'one moment.'
Beryl's response was to tilt his head the opposite way and raise his eyebrows as if to say, 'what?'
Connors addressed Mueller.
"You won't have a lieutenant for your platoon so you are in command as of now. The repo depot seems to be
having trouble supplying enough officers. Pick one of your squad leader sergeants to be your platoon sergeant and
delegate their assistant to be the squad leader for the squad. I have put you in for at battlefield commission and with
the shortage of officer, I am sure it will be approved."
"Yes sir," was Mueller's only reply. He was still disturbed at the death of Lieutenant Johnson. True, they had
started their professional relationship with some unstable roads and S curves: however, after the talk with Frank and
several talks with Mueller, the relationship became solid and as each endeavored to make the situation work, they
came to like the other as a person who shared the same struggles with the military, personal conflicts and every day
challenges.
Frank looked at Anderson, Gault and Davison as they approached.
"We have replacements and I want fill in your squads. Once you have your replacements, gather your squads
and have everyone get acquainted. Pair up the new men with your existing squad members so they have an anchor
into the squad. Clear?"
The three answered in unison..........."yes sergeant."
Frank led the squad leaders to the next building where the replacements were gathered and speculating on the
next phase of their military life. They were huddled in small groups, talking in low voices and getting to know their
fellow 'repo depot' soldiers.
Frank pointed to a spot in front of him and yelled: "form up."
The recruits moved quickly into formation, eight across and two deep.
"Anderson, you first........pick five men." Frank said.
"I need four riflemen and an assistant squad leader," he said as he walked to the end of the line and counted out
four soldiers. He looked at the second row and spotted a corporal.
"Come with me," he instructed the five replacements.
Gault was next and he counted out six replacements.
Last was Davison who picked his replacements announced he needed a BAR man and PFC Bruso stepped
forward.
"You five follow me," he said and led them to the building where his squad was resting.
Anderson led the new squad members to the building where he had left his squad. This part of soldiering was
new to him and he could feel a bit of uneasiness as he considered his next move.
"First, I want the five replacements to introduce yourselves to your new squad members," he said as he pointed to
the corporal. "I will then tell you who your squad buddy will be."
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The corporal stepped forward.
"Sarge, I am John Sauri from Cumberland, Virginia."
"You're with me Sauri," Anderson said.
"Next?"
"Sarge, Steve Parker, Tulsa, Oklahoma."
Anderson looked at his squad.
"You are with our BAR man, Andy Viray."
"Next?"
"Sarge, PFC Fred Granger, Unionville, Pennsylvania."
"You are with PFC Gene Brandt."
"Next?"
"Sarge, PFC Roy Ruth, Athens, Ohio."
"You are with PFC John Bell."
"Next?"
"Sarge, PFC Greg Coffee, Utica, New York."
Anderson looked again at Coffee, tilted his head and continued.
"You are with PFC Bill Krahn."
"Last?"
"Sarge, PFC Ken Hodges, Goose Creek, South Carolina."
"You are with PFC Gerald Somerfeld."
"Ok, pair up and get acquainted."
The replacements walked to their 'buddy' and the pairs wandered to an area of the building where they could talk
in private and get to know each other. Curiosity hung in the air as everyone was eager to know the partner who was
chosen for them and a whole list of questions about the squad, platoon, company and battalion: specifically the
personalities of the squad leader, sergeant and captain.
Anderson took out his small note pad and wrote:
Corporal Sauri - Anderson
PFC Granger - Brandt
PFC Ruth - Bell
PFC Coffee - Krahn
PFC Parker - Viray
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Gault was in another part of the bombed out building with his squad and new replacements, performing the same
pairing exercise.
PFC Hodges - Sorenson
PFC Barry - Torkildson
PFC Booker - Gault
PFC Henderson - Martinez
PFC Thompson - Schmidt
PFC Cogon - Kuzinski
Davison took another approach with the buddy system. Instead of assigning partners, he told the new recruits to
spend a few minutes with his squad members, ask questions, tell them a little about yourself and then pair up and let
him know who the pairs would be. Davison had already chosen Coons to be his partner.
It wasn't long before Stoddard, Love, Marks and Larson approached Davison and let him know who they would be
paired with and said a few words about the new recruit.
PFC Coons - Davison
PFC Kelly - Stoddard
PFC Coolidge - Love
PFC Millis - Marks
PFC Bruso - Larson
Frank arrived and walked among them, observing the interactions and asking questions of the new recruits. He
was looking for character, boldness, sniper material, corporal replacements, and squad leader material. He asked
them about their high school sports and extracurricular activities during high school and what they did after school
and after graduating. How many grew up in a hunting family and what their fathers did for a living. What they hoped
to do after the war. He mused about the different backgrounds and interests and where they grew up. The southern
men were all apt to be sniper material whereas the northern men were indefinable. He had hoped to find one or two
who came from a military family and had military instincts. He found one.
"Corporal John Sauri," Frank began the conversation.
"Yes sergeant," Sauri answered.
Frank would now be observing everything about Sauri.
movements, posture and his answers.

His voice, his mannerisms, facial expressions, eye

"You're from Virginia, I understand."
"Yes, sergeant, Bowling Green, Virginia."
"Isn't there an army base near Bowling Green?"
"Yes, sergeant, AP Hill, a training center."
"Is your father in the military?"
"Yes, sergeant, he is a Master Sergeant in the army assigned to AP Hill."
Frank tilted his head and pushed his lower lip upwards as an expression of being impressed.
"You could have been an officer Corporal Sauri. Why didn't you?"
Sauri smiled.
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"Sergeants run in the family."
Frank was enjoying this exchange and gathering good intel regarding this corporal. His answers were always
crisp, without hesitation so he couldn't be intimidated by rank. His eye movement was always to his left so more than
likely he was searching for the truth and not making up a falsehood or lying and even though his body was
erect.............it was relaxed.
"So, tell me corporal. I understand AP Hill is actually named after Lieutenant General A.P. Hill, a Confederate
General. Is that right."
"Yes sergeant."
"One would think they could have found a northern general to name the fort after, you know, the tradition of the
winner taking the spoils."
"Yes, sergeant: however, Virginia has a high regard for the men who fought to defend the culture of the south."
Frank had heard this reasoning before and knew there was no reason to challenge it.
"Very well, corporal. I'll let you get back to your squad."
*****
Anderson was walking back to his spot on the wall, glad to have the replacement issue settled. His main thought
was how difficult it would be for the men to adjust to the new replacements and for the replacements to learn the
tactics and work with the not yet 'seasoned' soldiers of the first platoon. Six days in Normandy and he had lost half
the squad. How many more would he lose and who would he lose. After a year of training, the men in the
squad............and in the platoon, knew all the members and their personalities and how they reacted to situations.
Each man could almost predict how the soldier next to him would respond in a battle and adjust their response in
kind. Now, half the soldiers of his squad were new to Normandy battles, Normandy terrain, Normandy hedgerows,
enemy firing into their ranks and unsure of their behavior in battle. Anderson was resigned that the 'buddy' system
needed to foster an information exchange between the existing squad members and the new recruits.
He motioned for Sauri to join him.
Anderson felt he needed to get to know his new squad assistant. They conversed in low voices and Anderson
learned what Frank had learned about Sauri's military family and growing up in Bowling Green, Virginia. Anderson
related to Sauri what he felt were the strengths and weaknesses of the squad and Sauri shrugged off the
weaknesses as if they didn't matter. He was a tall muscular soldier with a strong, square jaw line and a straight line
nose that was pointed at the tip. Everything about him was a mirror of his military family background, upbringing and
proper behavior. He spoke with a crisp and confident diction.
Anderson shared with Sauri his total confidence in Viray as the BAR man and told of how his last assistant,
Corporal Brummer had been killed on the Vire-Taute Canal mission.
"He was also the squad sniper and that is what this squad needs. Can I assume you are a good shot with your
background."
Sauri chuckled.
"I'm the best," he said with an arrogant confidence.
"Conor........Conor Anderson," Anderson heard a voice behind him and he turned. Coming toward him was a boy
of maybe 17 or 18, slight build and short in stature.
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Anderson tilted his head slightly and squinted his eyebrows. He had no idea who this soldier was but he
remembered him introducing himself and saying he was from Utica, New York..............Anderson's home town.
"Do I know you?" Anderson asked.
"Probably not," the soldier responded. "I was two years behind you at Proctor High School."
Anderson smiled, thinking what a small world.
"That is always the case, isn't it. You recognize the older classmates and they don't even know you exist."
The soldier smiled, recognizing this bit of logic.
"My name is Greg Coffee...........I am Krahn's partner in the buddy system."
"Glad to have you aboard, Private Coffee. What part of Utica did you live in?"
"We lived on Greenview Drive, a few blocks from the school. Where did you live?"
"Hoover Avenue. You must have also went to Albany Elementary School."
Coffee laughed.
"Yes, but wait a minute."
Coffee was now thinking and remembering.
"I remember you were always getting into fights with the older boys."
Anderson winced internally as he remembered his many fights going to and from school. Before meeting Frank
and the army, he would look back on these times as justifiable defense when it was in reality Anderson's way of
striking out at a faceless anger. The fights gave him a reason explode with anger.
"Yes, it was a long time ago."
"I remember the time you fought with the sixth grader at the school. He was bigger and older than you and there
was a lot of blood."
Anderson tried to remember but failed.
"He had broken a third graders glasses and you jumped on him. You were like a monster."
Anderson now remembered.
"I guess he had it coming," Anderson said softly.
Between the time with Frank in the church and Normandy, Anderson felt tranquil and the most content he had
been in his life. Memories came to him he thought were lost or didn't exist at all. These were the good memories,
the happy memories he had denied himself because they were so small and overshadowed by the angry memories
of the orphanage and being without his real parents. Since the church, Anderson could think about both the good
and the bad memories. The good he could enjoy because they came to the surface and the bad ones he would
observe as events: almost emotionless. Then, six days ago he landed on the Normandy shore and witnessed the
destruction and the bodies of American soldiers on the beach and floating in the water and a new anger arose, even
stronger than his anger of old. Only this anger had a face and a reason to be angry.
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Move Out!
The soldiers rested among the rubble of Isigny. The long march from Vierville draw and the patrol across the Vire
river, coupled with the physical and mental drain of the fear of battle, had exhausted everyone. None of them were
afraid of hard work which in the Army meant 'hard labor' at hauling supplies, digging fox holes or just marching long
distances with 60 pounds of equipment. It was the combination of 'hard labor' and fear of battle that converted the
fire of their energy to spent, untenable ashes.
Anderson walked among the rubble and stopped at each man in his squad. He felt a need to do something as the
squad leader and unsure of what he should do, he decided to check in with each man.
“Hi Brandt,” Anderson said as he squatted next to the slumbering soldier and the fresh replacement.
Brandt opened his eyes, “hi sarge.”
“Are you doing ok?” Anderson asked.
“I think so, except I’m out of rations.”
Anderson took off his backpack and rummaged through its contents.
“I have some lima beans and biscuits here,” Anderson said as he handed the packages to Brandt.
“Thanks Sarge, but what about you?” Brandt asked. He was starving but didn’t want to take food from a friend.
“I have plenty left,” Anderson lied. He then glanced at Brandt's new partner, PFC Granger.
"How are you doing?"
"Fine Sergeant Anderson, thanks for asking."
"You two take care of each other," Anderson replied.
Anderson stood and walked over to where Bell and new recruit Ruth were leaning against the wall. He was
pleased with himself with this conversation and he could have slapped his forehead when he realized he was
imitating Frank: he was asking and showing concern as Frank had displayed many times in the past. It didn't
concern him he was borrowing a technique because he had come to admire his sergeant's mannerisms and the way
he interacted with people. His exchanges were always a show of concern and interest in the other person.
“How’re you doing John?” he asked.
“Fine Sarge, how’re you doing?”
“I’m ok,” do you need anything?”
Bell smiled. “I’m ok.”
"How are you doing.............Private Ruth isn't it?"
"Yes sarge."
"You stay close to Bell. He is a good soldier."
"I will sarge."
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Anderson looked down the wall of soldiers and saw Kuzinski with his hands buried in his face. He walked over to
Ski and put his hand on the back of Ski’s neck.
“How’re you doing Ski?”
Ski didn’t look up. “Fine sarge,” he said in a choking voice.
“Are you ok.”
“Yes, just awfully tired. I get a little emotional when I am this tired.”
“You’ll be ok?” Anderson asked softly.
Ski looked up. His tears had blended with the dirt on his face to form mud streaks on his cheeks.
“Ok sarge, just a little off kilter.”
Anderson patted him on the back, stood up and looked at the rest of the squad who were sleeping.
“Let me know if you need anything,” Anderson said as he turned and walked to where Tork was eating lima
beans and biscuits.
Anderson sat down next to Tork and pulled a paper out of his pocket. He stared at it for a long time, folded it and
put his arms on his knees for a pillow.
Brandt was sitting close to Viray against a wall and within sight of Tork and Anderson.
He pointed at Anderson.
"What do you suppose is on that paper?"
Viray shrugged.
"Letter from home.............letter from a girl............a Dear John.......who knows."
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Campaign to Lison
The combat engineers were assembling a bridge over the river Vire in order for the recon troops and tanks of the
th
nd
747 to cross and go west toward Carentan to link up with units of the VII Corp. Elements of the 2 Armored
nd
th
Division ('Hell on Wheels') had arrived to secure Isigny and allow the 2 battalion, 175 Regiment to proceed to
Lison.
th

Brigadier General Norman Cota, assistant 29 Division commander, spent an hour with the armored division
commander inspecting the defenses and the work on the bridge. He left at 1400 on the road to Lison to find the
th
nd
command post of the 175 regiment. After conferring with 2 Battalion commander, Lieutenant Colonel Millar
Bowen Junior, Cota hopped in the passenger seat of his jeep. He was accompanied by two sergeants; one a driver
and the other in the back manning a mounted 30 caliber machine gun.
Beryl had found a wall in the bombed out cafe and had his eyes closed, trying to add new energy to his almost
spent body. He looked up to see Frank standing over him. It was time to move out.
“Assemble the platoon, Sir?” Frank asked.
Beryl smiled, “yes sergeant, assemble the platoon.”
Beryl rose and checked himself out. Uniform, rifle, gig line, equipment and proceeded to locate Captain Connors.
th

“Captain,” Beryl said as he approached Connors who was exiting the former 175 HQ. “First platoon, Company G,
2 battalion assembled and ready.”
nd

st

Beryl had deliberately announced the entire designation of the 1 platoon so he could cement it in his brain.
“Assemble by the Lison road,” Connors answered, “Your platoon will take the point behind the one tank we have
for escort.”
“Yes Sir,” Beryl answered and returned across the road where Frank was looking over the platoon. He was busy
checking out each soldier. This was his way of spending a few seconds with each man and evaluating their mental
and physical state. As a quick judge of people, he was able to tell almost immediately how they were coping and their
readiness.
“Tork,” Frank smiled as he approached the private.
“Hi Sarge,” Tork answered with his usual innocent and easy manner.
“You look like you are losing some weight,” Frank said.
“I’m starving, Sarge,” Tork answered as his smile changed to neutral and concern.
“Might do you some good,” Frank said. “Besides, you’ll make a smaller target.”
“Thanks Sarge,” Tork laughed. “I’ll remember to tell my stomach when it growls at me.”
Frank walked over to Anderson and Sauri.
“Assemble your squad Anderson.”
He walked over to where Gault was coaxing his squad into formation. The day long rest period was an
interrupted sleep and the men appeared to be weak on their feet with faces that were sagging and not quite alert.
Before the Normandy landing the men had been quick to respond and crisp with their answers to the leaders call and
now there was a certain lethargy in their actions when they were not in a fire fight. Their shoulders seemed to sag
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under the weight of their head which was also sagging.....under the weight of terror and responsibility of battle.
“We have a long march ahead of us,” Frank said loud enough for the three squads to hear, “just one step at a
time.”
Frank looked at the three squads and noted the response and alertness of the soldiers. The 'seasoned' soldiers
seemed a little less attentive than the new replacements and he discounted this behavior.............or maybe forgave it
was a better description."
“Listen up. We’re assembling on the Lison road and marching to Lison today. Walk single file, between the road
and the hedgerow and keep eight feet of distance between you and the man in front of you. Let’s move out.”
Beryl reached into his pouch and pulled out a map as he and Frank led the platoon to the Lison road.
“Looks like about six miles to Lison,” Beryl said. (20)

(20) Isigny to Lison to St. Lô Map

“The best we’ve done in training with full packs is three and a half miles an hour,” Frank offered.
“And with little rest over the last few days, we’ll be lucky to make 3 miles an hour,” Beryl answered.
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“That’ll put us into Lison at about 2000, providing we don’t run into any German patrols,” Frank said.
The march during the daylight hours seemed more strenuous to the men of Company G and Beryl’s platoon.
They were now a full company plus one Sherman tank for support and no knowledge of enemy positions or strength.
To the northwest, near Carentan, the VII Corp was supposed to be pushing south to meet up with the V Corp. If the
VII Corp was successful in Carentan, then a retreating German force would be moving south to join up with their
th
other units and passing through the same territory held by the 175 . Beryl and Frank knew this but the rest of the
platoon was too tired to be thinking of this kind of strategy. Their thoughts were on the immediate discomforts and
the immediate dangers that may be on the other side of the hedgerows.
The first half hour of the march was quiet and the men seemed to walk slower with each step. None of the
soldiers were talking. A conversation on the road would only take their attention away from the main concern,
German soldiers and German mines.
Private Kuzinski reached down and picked up a rock that was big enough to fill his hand. He continued walking a
few steps and then lobbed it over his shoulder behind him, high in the air towards the third squad.
The rock hit the ground and the entire 3

nd

squad jumped off the road and onto the hedgerow burm.

Kuzinski turned his head to see the results of his prank and allowed himself a chuckle.
Frank was quick to turn and view the scene. He hesitated in his march, waiting for the rest of the 2
walk to his position.

nd

Squad to

“Kuzinski,” Frank said with a resolute tone as Kuzinski arrived at his position.
Frank’s talk to Kuzinski halted the column.
“This is a war zone soldier,” Frank said with the authority of a platoon sergeant.
“This conduct will not be tolerated.”
Kuzinski held his head down to signal to the sergeant he had remorse for his action.........even though he had
none.
Frank wasn’t sure if his head was down out of regret, or if he wanted to hide his smile from Frank.
Frank turned and walked forward to Beryl.
“Kuzinski again,” Frank said.
“Might have done some good,” Beryl replied. “This march is making everyone a little tired and lazy.”
Beryl looked up to see Captain Connors approaching at a fast pace. He was holding his maps and had a serious
look on his face.
"Do you suppose this is a volunteer mission?" Beryl said to Frank.
"I think we're getting an assignment," Frank answered.
Connors stopped and looked at his map and then to Beryl and Frank.
"We need to do some mopping up on the way. To our left is a village, Les Oubeaux. Clean it out then cross the
road, go two fields west and then south. You are the right flank and make sure those fields aren't occupied. After a
mile or so you will reach a small village. Remember the German tactic to leave behind a small group of snipers to
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slow us down..........be careful. Jarvis' platoon is behind us on our far right flank. His platoon will remain on the far
right until we get to Lison. Third and fourth platoons will stay on the road. Send a runner back to Carlson's fourth
platoon and pick up a mortar squad to go with you. The enemy resistance is unknown so be careful. If you run into
stiff enemy defense, withdraw and wait for reinforcements. Send a couple of scouts ahead of you so you don't get
ambushed.
"Sir, what is east of us. Who has our left flank beyond my patrol area?" Beryl asked.
th

th

"We have to assume the 115 and 116 Regiments are on our far left heading to Moon-sur-Elle."
"Move out when you are ready," Connors instructed and turned to quick time back to the front of the column
Beryl turned to Anderson who was close by the officers.
"Send a runner back to the 4th Squad and get a mortar team."
Anderson turned back to his squad and yelled. He thought about who to choose and ruled out any of the
replacements.
"Somerfeld, run back to Carlson's squad and bring back a mortar team."
"Anderson, I need two scouts to go ahead of the platoon to make sure we don't get any surprises. Have them go
in the direction of Les Oubeaux and find out what is there."
Anderson turned and motioned for his assistant squad leader, Sauri, to join him.
Beryl and Frank stood waiting for the mortar squad. Frank lit a cigarette and looked out over the bocage.
"It'll be dark soon. I am going to go back and warn the new replacements about what to expect at night in the
bocage. They're jittery enough and the rustle of trees and shadows in the hedgerows are going to spook them."
Frank left to talk to the repo depot men. Beryl walked to Anderson and Sauri and pulled out a map.
"Sauri, we are here and I want you to take this path to Les Oubeaux. Scout it out and try and find out if the village
is occupied. Who are you taking with you?"
"Private Hodges."
"Ok, move out."
Beryl motioned for the column to continue and turned to the platoon.
"Private Bell, on me," Frank said loud enough for Bell to hear.
Bell stepped out of the line and rushed to Beryl.
"Yes sir."
"Private Bell, I just wanted to ask about your relationship with Sergeant Dietz. How would you assess your
attitude toward him?"
Bell was not expecting this sort of conversation and hesitated..............too long for Beryl.
"Ok," was the short answer.
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st

Beryl was speaking in a low voice so the rest of the 1 Squad wouldn't hear.
"Everyone knows about your issues with...............how you call it? The high priest."
At these words Bell winced without any ability to hide his discomfort. He wasn't aware the platoon leader knew of
his animosity for Frank and was feeling very uncomfortable with this conversation. Most soldiers would have become
defensive at this direct confrontation, but Bell, in his obdurate personality, simply deflected the conversation in the
hopes of ending it. He wasn't inclined to change his attitude toward Frank nor his comments behind Frank's back.
"Sir, Anderson and I had a long discussion about this..........issue...........and there is no problem between the
sergeant and me."
"So he is no longer the 'high priest?'
"No sir, no problem."
"Good," Beryl said softly.
"Is that all sir?" Bell asked, wanting get back in line and away from this conversation.
"Yes."
Bell turned to leave and Beryl's voice stopped him.
"You know private............you would have lost."
Bell looked at Beryl with an odd smirk on his face, a challenging smile Beryl interpreted to mean he didn't agree.
"Yes I know."
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Les Oubeaux, France
Sauri and Hodges ran across the field and found an opening in the hedgerow. Climbing through they broke some
branches and moved others out of the way to make it easier for the squad when they followed. They repeated this at
every hedgerow.
Hodges was the perfect soldier and that is why Sauri liked him and chose him as a partner on this mission. He
was athletic, obeyed orders, had initiative when the situation didn't fit the order..........and most of all, he had a
southern accent. Hodges was the type of person you would want as a hunting partner or a helper if you were
ordered to fix the broken tractor. He was a type of personality who had an easy manner, even in a time of stress and
he liked to laugh and have fun.
In a short while, the two scouts entered a field and over the top of the hedgerow on the southern end they could
see the tops of buildings..............they had reached Les Oubeaux.
"What do we do now?" Hodges asked.
There was a long silence before Sauri answered.
"Our orders are to find out if there are Germans in the town without being detected. We've found the town now
any ideas?"
st

The two men of the 1 Platoon were kneeling in the field, silent and trying to figure a way of accomplishing phase
two of their mission.
Finally Hodges spoke.
"I can do a pretty good turkey call. We can go to the southern edge of this field, do a turkey call and if there are
Germans, they are bound to try and find the turkey for some fresh meat."
Sauri looked at Hodges and smiled.
"That is a great idea. But what if the Germans aren't hungry like we are and don't chase the turkey? We need
something a little more fool proof."
"I can do cows, sheep, goats, dogs and any type of barn animal."
Sauri was thinking.
"You can do a good dog barking?"
"Perfect.............do you want a Doberman or a lab?"
"A growling Doberman would be perfect. Let's go to the south hedgerow and find an opening. You do your
Doberman act. If there are Germans in the village, they will send someone to investigate and we have accomplished
our mission. If they don't, we report the results and let the leaders decide."
Hodges smiled.
"What is your plan if they send a squad to the field and decide to continue north to investigate? Doing the same
kind of recon as we are doing?"
Sauri, in his relaxed persona under pressure, smiled.
"Run like hell!"
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Sauri and Hodges walked carefully to the south end of the field they were in and found a small opening in the
hedgerow. They could see a road leading to the north edge of the village and the buildings on the north end. Les
Oubeaux would be described as small village, but not small enough or scattered to be called a hamlet. A hamlet
lacks a central road lined with buildings and normally has a central building acting as the center of activity: an Inn,
government building or a church. Les Oubeaux fit the description of a village. There was no sign of Germans or
occupants.
Sauri motioned for Hodges to move away from the opening and led him to the eastern end of the field. Both were
now talking in whispers and both were almost certain there were no Germans in the vicinity.
"Whenever you are ready pooch," Sauri said, smiling at Hodges. "Remember, we are poking a hornet's nest and if
there are Germans, stay close to the burm and get out of this field."
Hodges nodded and took a swallow. The next sound heard by the resting swallows and robins nesting among the
flora of the hedgerow was a guttural, loud growl of an angry dog followed by a loud barking sound. Sauri put his
hand up for Hodges to stop.
Except for the flutter of birds, the night once again became silent as the two soldiers lay against the burm listening
for sounds from the village. Hodges had a smile on his face while Sauri had calmness as they waited and listened.
In the distance, the feint sound of German being spoken began to blend with the chirping birds and Sauri motioned to
Hodges to follow him north and back to the platoon.
*****
Beryl, Frank, Sauri, Hodges and Anderson were on the side of the field discussing the report from Sauri.
"We were in the field just north of the village and couldn't detect any movement so Hodges made the sound of a
Doberman to see if there would be Germans sent to investigate. And there were."
Frank spoke next.
"So we know the village is occupied but don't know how many."
He knelt down on one knee and told Sauri to map the buildings on the north side. Sauri knelt, pulled his bayonet
and drew the road leading to the village and a building on each side. Then he drew the field they were in and
marked the location of the opening leading south from the field.
"Do you think we can get a our squads through the opening undetected?"
Sauri looked at Hodges who was shaking his head.
"Maybe, we might have to move some branches to get through."
"Let's go find out," Beryl said.
As they began their walk to the next field Frank and Beryl were discussing how to approach the town. They
decided to send a squad to the building on the right and a squad to the left building. 3rd and 4th squad would hold
back until they found what they were up against. After deciding, Frank walked back and gathered Anderson and
Gault and told them the tactics they would be using. Anderson on the right and Gault on the left. They were to
position their squads on the side of the buildings, in view of the road and the rest of the village. Frank had a plan to
draw the Germans out of the buildings and told Hodges to stay in front with him.
He next instructed Anderson to have Somerfeld rig up his grenade launcher. An attachment to the M1 Garand
that is clamped to the bayonet holder and a special housing for the grenade is slipped over the attachment. Few
soldiers liked the grenade launcher because to avoid shoulder injury you had to place the butt of your rifle on the
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ground and this made aiming difficult.
The next few fields heading south to Les Oubeaux were easy to traverse and the soldiers walked with caution,
fearing the unknown of the surrounding hedgerows. The training in England was a style of fire and maneuver to
attack enemy positions in foxholes or buildings. There was no warning or training regarding open fields surrounded
by hedgerows. On the other side of the four surrounding hedges could be K98ks or an MG42: a squad, platoon or a
company.
Beryl, Frank, Anderson and Sauri were in the lead and as they passed through the last field, Sauri tapped Frank
and shook his head. It was now after twilight and the dark of the night dominated.
"This is it," he whispered.
Anderson stayed at the northern opening in the hedgerow and as the men came through, he told them to be silent
and warned them this was the last field before the village. Frank joined him at the opening and began to assemble
the squads, giving them their orders and their responsibilities. Anderson and Gault would be the first two squads
through to the village, followed by Davison and Carlson's squads. Beryl and Frank would lead followed by the BAR
st
nd
men from both squads, Viray and Tork, then Anderson and the rest of the 1 and 2 squads.
Beryl was in front of Gault on the side of the building while Frank was on the right side of the road next to a
building with Anderson. As they looked on both sides of the road they could see an empty village with no activity,
tanks or soldiers. Even though the temperature had dropped to under 60º, all the men could feel the dampness in
their armpits and under their helmets. They were all aware of the silence and the need to maintain silence.
Anderson motioned for Hodges to come forward.
Hodges stepped forward and took a few steps into the village. He looked back at Frank and Anderson who
nodded yes and at that moment Hodges tore into the silence with a screeching gobble of a wild turkey, his best
animal impersonation. At the same moment the BAR men came forward and crouched on one knee as the rest of
the squad spread out and went to the ground. The wait was short.
Two Germans exited a building in the middle of the village, a village with a total of 7 buildings and they crept
st
cautiously toward the north were the 1 Platoon was waiting. Beryl, Frank and the rest were viewing this peculiar
scene wondering if the Germans were creeping so they could catch the turkey or creeping because they suspected
an enemy trap. As the Germans got nearer, one became suspicious of the dark outlines next to the building and he
moved suddenly to a building entrance for cover. Before he got there, Frank fired two shots from his M1and both
Germans fell.
The hornet's nest had been disturbed.
"Let's go!" Beryl shouted as he began to run to the next building, followed by Gault and the second squad. Frank
st
motioned for the 1 Squad to follow him to the next building on the right side of the road. Everyone hugged the side
of the building as they moved forward. Frank motioned for Cogon and Coons to enter the building and they
understood it to mean check for Germans and clear it out. Frank proceeded to the third building in the village and
suddenly Viray's BAR stirred the night with short bursts in the building across the road where Frank was headed.
Beryl was running alongside the building when a sniper round flew past and embedded in the brick wall. He
ducked in the doorway out of sight. The first squad on the other side of the street were shooting at targets above
Beryl's head, into the second story of the building next to him. He motioned to Anderson at the second story where
the sniper was located and held up two fingers to indicate it was the second window. Anderson called for Somerfeld
and motioned to Beryl they were coming to his location across the village road. Beryl yelled at the squad for cover
fire and Anderson, with Somerfeld, ran a zig zag across the road to Beryl's position next to the building.
There was a very brief lull in the battle sounds and Beryl heard the sound of heavy boots on a wooden floor. After
showing Somerfeld the sniper window and pointing to his grenade launcher, he motioned to Anderson the inside of
the building and the second floor. All of the buildings in the village had been the victim of artillery and none of their
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roofs were intact. The crescent moon was enough to provide light in an otherwise dark building.
Anderson was the first through the open doorway and ran to the stairway that led to the second floor. He dropped
to one knee and pointed his M1 up the stairs. Beryl passed him and crept up the stairs, ready to jump off if a
grenade came at them. He got half way up the 30 step stairway and a 'potato masher' came flying from the opening
to the second floor. The handle was rotating end over end and Beryl, without a thought and a lot of luck, reacted and
caught the grenade and instantly flung it back down the hallway. This was his only way to survive the blast. The
German 'potato masher' grenade had a similar short fuse as the GI 'pineapple' grenade, about 4 seconds and
without Beryl's instant reaction, both he and Anderson would have been wounded.
Anderson was now walking up the stairs for the next move. It was a tight fire and maneuver drill in an unknown
hallway. Beryl heard his steps and began to ascend the last remaining stairs as the dust and debris from the blast
clouded the hallway. When he reached the top he moved to the right of the hallway and crouched. Anderson was
behind him and went to the left side and crouched, aiming his rifle at the open doors on the second floor. The dust
cloud was slowly settling and visibility was improving. They could now see to the end of the hall. Beryl crept slowly
so he could see inside the first door on the left. Finding the room empty, he motioned for Anderson to come forward
to check out the first door on the right. Before Anderson was in view, he removed his helmet and placed it on the
end of his bayonet: this would be his decoy. He slowly moved the helmet to the doorway and immediately three
K98ks began firing. Beryl pulled a grenade, stepped to Anderson's side of the hallway and hurled the grenade
through the open door. 4 seconds later the explosion silenced the K98ks and three Germans lay dead.
Beryl and Anderson continued down the hall checking the rooms and making sure they were empty. The sound
of M1s and K98ks could be heard in the village as the rest of the platoon was clearing out the other buildings. Beryl
and Anderson stepped into the last room on the west side of the building.....the side next to the village road. Here
st
they had a view of the buildings on the opposite side of the road and their second floors. Sauri and the rest of the 1
Squad were leapfrogging past each other on the west side of the road. Anderson put his arm out the window and
waved to Sauri who saw him instantly. Sauri put up his hand to halt the leapfrogging as he watched the destroyed
window, waiting for Anderson to make some kind of signal. Anderson pulled his flashlight, stepped back from the
window and gave the signal for a sniper and pointed in the direction of the next building ahead of Sauri. A bullet flew
threw through the window, past Beryl and into the wall.
That was the last bullet from the sniper's weapon. Gault was on the same side of the road as Beryl and Anderson
and he had ran to the open doorway when he heard the sniper rifle. He had acted instantly, knowing the sniper
would have a bolt action rifle and it would be between one and three seconds for him to prepare for the next shot.
The sniper would need to grab the bolt with his right hand, pull up to unlock it from the receiver and pull toward him to
open the breech which would eject the spent cartridge and 'cock' the rifle's firing pin for the next shot. A new
cartridge would be loaded into the chamber. The final act is locking the bolt and adjusting his sight for aiming. In that
brief instant Gault ran to the open doorway just as Beryl and Anderson were coming down the stairs. Gault was
already in a crouched position and aiming at the sniper's window. When he saw movement he fired one shot and the
sniper was dead.
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Small Village
The first platoon crossed the Lison road and was making a slow pace in the fields just west of the road. The
hedgerows were tall on this stretch of the road but not as thick and the road was narrow. There were many places in
the hedgerow where men could walk through to the field on the other side. It was long after sundown and would
have been an ideal night to stroll along the narrow road and enjoy the chirping of birds and the rustle of the branches
th
and leaves. The 175 had landed on D Day plus one, June 7, 1944 and on their evening march through Viervillesur-Mer toward Isigny the moon had been a bright full summer globe and it gave the soldiers both a relief because
they could see where they were going and dread, because the enemy could also see them. The full moon relieved
some of the mystery of the shadows that were more of a gray translucent color than a black hole of the unknown.
th
During the first seven days of the 175 landing and moving inland the moon had undergone a change from a full
moon, through the waning gibbous phase and now as the column moved on the road and bocage toward Lison, the
moon was in its last quarter and 50% visible. The night was not black nor was it a translucent gray. It was just dark
enough to raise the level of anxiety with each passing shadow and each rustle of a branch.
st

Beryl and Frank were leading the 1 Platoon with Anderson's squad next, followed by Carlson, Gault, and
Davison's squads. As the platoon moved through the first field to the second field, the faint sound of marching
nd
soldiers and tank engines could be heard. It was the rest of the 2 Battalion on the road to Lison. In the distance to
th
the west was the Vire river and Montmartin-en-Graignes where it was now quiet, only to be woke by the 117 Infantry
the next day.
Beryl raised his right arm and knelt with one knee on the ground. He was followed by Frank and the rest of the
platoon. They were now half mile on the west side of the road and a half mile east and north of the small village.
They had gone through five fields and the sight of buildings ahead of them alerted Beryl and Frank.
"This isn't on the map," Beryl relayed to Frank in a low voice.
"It isn't just a farm house either. I count three building outlines that are visible. Who knows what is beyond these
buildings."
What they had encountered was not a town or hamlet or a simple farm. It was a farm complex with several out
buildings and equipment and could have been owned by a successful farmer or could be a co-op for the area.
The platoon was close to the complex and there was open ground between the field they were in and a small dirt
tractor road leading into the building area.
Beryl turned and caught Anderson's attention: he pointed to the tractor road and then motioned for Anderson to
lead his squad on the road and into the complex.
Anderson nodded and told Sauri their orders.
"We are going into the first building on that road," he said pointing to the tractor road.
"You take five men and circle the building on the left and I will be with the rest of the squad on the right. If there is
only one entry and you reach it first, wait for me. If it is a barn or two story, keep an eye out for snipers. Let's go."
Anderson raised his right hand and held up all fingers and his thumb.. It was the signal for five and immediately
the first five soldiers in line came to his position. Sauri copied this signal and the remaining five joined him.
Viray was next to Anderson.
"Viray, go with Sauri's group," he said in a low voice. Sauri was still untested and he wanted to make sure he had
all the fire power he needed.
Anderson moved to the road first and walked as quietly as he could to the building. He motioned for his five men
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to follow him: Viray, Brandt, Granger, Ruth and Bell.
Beryl, Frank and the rest of the platoon continued across the field in the direction of the complex.
The large double doors to the equipment shed were on the south side of the building and Sauri and Anderson
turned their corners at the same time and walked toward each other. When they met at the doors Anderson pointed
to the handle on the right and grabbed the handle on the left sliding door. Sauri grabbed his handle as Anderson
held up three, then two, then one finger. Both pulled their handles and opened the double doors. Viray was standing
at the opening, ready to enter when Anderson pushed him aside and went in first. He slowly moved to the left side of
the building and along the wall. Sauri walked to the right side and was followed by his men. He and the entire squad
had their rifles in the fire ready position. The shed was a large 40' X 100' structure with farm implements crowded
into the ground floor and little room to walk between them. Anderson held up his arm for everyone to freeze. The
first implement by the door was an older truck and next to it was a tractor. Further along the shed was a large harrow
and an even larger hay baler. Anderson reached into the truck through the open window and felt around until he
found what he was looking for: the headlight switch. He pulled it and the truck's lights illuminated the interior and the
implements. If anyone was in the shed they wouldn't be able to see the squad who were behind the lights. A large
barn rat jumped from atop the baler and onto the dirt floor. The sudden movement startled the squad and everyone's
head jerked back.
Anderson slowly walked among the equipment with his rifle ready. The rest of the squad stayed by the door with
their rifles ready and pointing at the equipment ahead of Anderson. Every soldier was on their guard with their
senses: eyes and ears and ready to fire their M1 at any indication of movement.
The silence in the shed was interrupted by Anderson.
"All clear!" he said in a normal tone and everyone lowered their weapons and took a deep breath.
nd

Beryl and Frank were leading the 2 Squad on the eastern edge of the complex. Beryl with the second squad,
rd
Frank with the 3 squad and Carlson's fourth squad following. Their first building was a barn with a hayloft. The
double doors were open. Beryl took the left side as Frank and his men took the right side. The interior was black.
Not even an outline of any part of the structure or contents. As Bruso and Larson were the last to enter the half
moon made a silhouette of their bodies and a shot was fired from the hay loft. Tork was the first to react. He moved
to the left to get a better angle of the loft and emptied his 20 shell clip from the BAR. Beryl was close to him and
firing his M1 Garand rifle. Frank looked back to see Larson on one knee: he had had been hit.
"Hold your fire," Beryl yelled.
Sorenson the medic was now at Larson's side to check out his wound.
"Kuzinski, check out the loft," Beryl yelled.
"I've got it," Frank answered as he moved to the wooden ladder rungs that led to the loft.
"Loaded and ready," Tork said aloud.
Beryl unclipped his flashlight and aimed his beam above Frank and into the loft.
Frank was slowly climbing the ladder and he held his Micro Light flashlight in his left hand and his Colt hand gun
in his right hand. He aimed the light beam at the top of the ladder as he took one rung at a time. He heard a noise
and stopped. His head was still a foot from the top of the ladder and he took one more step to see a German soldier
lying on a small mound of hay waving his hand back and forth in a 'don't shoot' type of motion. Frank took the last
few steps to the top and crawled to the soldier.
He turned the soldier over and saw two wounds and blood pouring from them. He knew it would only be a very
short time before he was dead. The soldier reached for Beryl's hand and Beryl took his hand.
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"Ne ubivay menya," the soldier whispered to Frank and Frank realized he wasn't German but either Russian or
Polish. The soldier pointed to his neck and frank saw a chain. At the end of the chain was the cross of the Russian
orthodox church: a cross with a smaller arm above the main arm and an angled arm below the main arm.
"All clear up here," Frank half shouted to Beryl and the squads.
"Larson's ok," Sorenson replied. "He has a dent on the side of his helmet and he may have a headache for a
while."
The soldier was dying and Frank told him in Latin to be at peace, hoping he would understand. Then he leaned
close to the soldiers ear and in almost a whisper he recited:
Per istam sanctan unctionem et suam piissimam misericordiam, indulgeat tibi Dominus quidquid. (21)
(21) Last Rites - Short Version
Per istam sanctan unctionem et suam piissimam misericordiam, indulgeat tibi Dominus quidquid, Dominus tecum.
Through this holy unction may the Lord pardon thee whatever sins or faults thou hast committed, may the Lord be
with you.
*****
At the last word, the soldier's hand that was holding Frank's hand went limp and he knew the soldier was dead.
The farm complex appeared empty and the shots fired didn't produce more enemy, still, Beryl and Frank were
slow to move from building to building and remained cautious. A few more inches and Larson would be on the list of
Killed In Action.
st

The 1 Platoon proceeded unopposed to their next objective, a village with no name on Beryl's map. It was
getting closer to midnight and the temperature had dropped ten degrees, now a cool 64º and the soldiers were
energized by the cool air. The only guide for the journey was the feint outlines of the hedgerows and fields. Each
man assured himself that the dark was a friend and their ears were their main sense...........listening for human
activity which may be close by and signal the presence of German soldiers.
Beryl and Frank were in the lead followed by Anderson and Viray.
Beryl stopped and his small motion cascaded down the line of soldiers as each member of the platoon halted in
their position.
"Frank," Beryl whispered.
"Send two runners ahead. Have them locate the village and determine if there are Germans between us and the
village."
Frank turned to Anderson.
"We need two runners to move ahead and find the village. Tell them to be careful and on the lookout for
Germans. When they have located the village, have them report back to us. We will be continuing this path so they
shouldn't have a problem finding us."
"Understood," was Anderson's reply and he relayed the order to Sauri who volunteered and chose Hodges, the
rifleman sniper to go with him.
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"Let's take it nice and cautious until we know what is up ahead," Beryl told Frank and they proceeded at a slower
pace than if they had been on the road. Frank kept looking behind him to make sure everyone was keeping a safe
distance from the person ahead of them.
June evenings in France during peacetime are a time for gatherings, outdoor sidewalk cafes, after work sports
and an entire mixture of activity that can be found all over the globe. A walk through the bocage country greets the
visitor with vibrant wild flower colors and the sweet smell of the variety of flora. It is the season for outdoor music and
drinking and a time to celebrate life and the freedom of summer. Everyone is in a festive mood as the odors and
sounds of summer energize their spirit of living and friendship. Everywhere you can see and smell the fleur-de-lis,
the most loved flower of France. The lily is like a national symbol in France and is used in a variety of designs from
fabrics to decor. The rain that hampered the D-Day landing was like a midwife to the birthing of new vegetation all
over France. June in the countryside meant wonderful smells and a silence only disturbed by the feint rustle of tree
limbs and leaves.
This evening in June held none of the romanticism of peace time France.
In the distance the sky was lit with the cadence of repeated bursts of eruptions from the explosions of artillery.
The explosions produced a bright globe of light, unlike lightening in a thunderstorm and more similar to a light bulb
being turned on and off rapidly. The air was no longer innocent.........no longer dominated by the earthy aroma and
mixture of natures gift to the senses. These mild and pleasant odors were shrouded by the acrid smell of gunpowder
as it floated over all of northern France. This ammonia-like smell was a mixture of cordite, sulfur and metallic odors
lingering long after the battle and hanging in the air like a cloud cover over the earth. It penetrated the membranes
and remained long after the cloud of battle had left the area.
Sauri and Hodges appeared in the field directly in front of the column and Beryl held up his hand for the column to
stop. The two soldiers ran to the front where Beryl and Frank were standing.
Hodges saluted Beryl and Sauri slapped his hand as it touched his helmet.
Hodges knew instantly he had made a mistake.
"Report!" Beryl said to Sauri.
"There is nothing between here and the village," Sauri said and continued.
Frank put his hands on his hips as if a little annoyed.
"Could you determine if the village is occupied?"
"We didn't get that close." Sauri answered.
The column was a little more relaxed after Hodges and Sauri relayed their experience about the lack of Germans
ahead. Word was passed down the column and the soldiers sped up as the urgent need for caution had been
eliminated. Each field required finding a large enough opening through the hedgerow for the soldiers to pass through
or the tedious task of using bayonets to check for mines at the field opening.
"Looks like the village is south of here and a little west. Less than a mile. Let's get a couple runners to scout
ahead and get closer to town. We need to know if it is occupied by Germans."
Frank turned to Anderson who had closed the gap between him and the leaders.
"Same exercise. Need two runners to scout ahead. Main mission is to discover if there are Germans in the
village. When you get the intel, meet us on this path. If there are no Germans, we will return to the road and
continue with the battalion."
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Anderson walked back to Sauri.
"Well John, do you feel like another scouting mission?"
Sauri smiled.
"Try and stop me sarge. I'll take Hodges again. Us southern boys never pass up a chance for adventure."
Anderson returned the smile.
"Ok, same as before. Scout out the area between here and the village and see if it is empty. Sarge wasn't happy
we didn't already have the information. No chances and don't be detected."
Sauri and Hodges looked at each other and smiled. One would have thought they were given permission to go
deer hunting. Anderson noticed the looks and smiled himself...............he decided he liked these two southern boys
and their calm, confident nature.
The two scouts began their second mission by casually crossing the first field, knowing they had just came from
there and the fields had a high probability of being safe............without Germans behind the surrounding hedgerows.
They were walking together.........ignoring the protocol of keeping a distance because of mines and Hodges was the
first to speak. He was slightly taller than Sauri with non-descript facial features and a muscular build. When he
spoke, he was always absolute and avoided adjectives and adverbs that suggested a 'maybe' connotation: could,
should, I think, I suppose, possibly.
"So you're an army brat?" he said to Sauri with a smile.
Sauri smiled back and answered: "With a capital B."
"Did you ever go hunting?"
"All the time, me and my dad..............and you?"
Hodges hesitated before answering.
"Yes, with my brothers. Ever bag a deer?"
"Of course, 12 pointer."
Hodges smiled.
"I got a 14 pointer two years ago.
Sauri nodded his head.
"First liar doesn't stand a chance."
They had walked through two fields and were coming close to the village. The quiet conversation ended as they
neared the hedgerow adjacent to the northern end of the village. Sauri pointed to a small opening in the hedgerow
and they walked quietly to the burm. Sauri crouched down and peered through the cluster of shrub and limbs. The
visibility was poor and he could barely see any details in the buildings. He turned to Hodges and whispered.
"Can't tell if there is anyone in the village..............any suggestions?"
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Hodges thought for a few seconds.
"After we lost our hunting dog, we would shoot through the reeds to scare up the pheasants and nail them when
they took flight."
"You proposing we shoot into the village to see if someone shoots back?"
Hodges smiled again.
"If someone comes out of those buildings we will be halfway across this field before they can even get to the
burm. Mission accomplished."
Sauri looked back through the hedge and after what seemed like a long time, turned to Hodges.
"Do you see the small sign dangling from the front of that second building?"
Hodges following Sauri's pointing finger, finally nodded yes.
"We will settle this 'who is the best shot' question right here. We both take aim. You shoot first and I will follow in
a few seconds. The one who hits the sign wins the argument."
Hodges smiled and nodded his approval of the contest.
"And if we see Germans coming out of the buildings, we run like hell."
Sauri aimed through the hedge as Hodges lay against the burm, taking aim on the small sign that was sixty yards
away. It was a small sign, maybe two feet by one foot and it was hanging at an angle by one hook. The other hook
had been broken and the sign was dangling. The moon was barely shining over the earth and the two scouts were
straining to see the sign. On both sides of the village road the outlines of the buildings could be seen but with little
detail: just various shades of black and gray like the scenes in the movie 'Citizen Kane.'
Sauri whispered......................."shoot when you are ready."
Hodges adjusted his body for better stability and waited. Then he fired one shot.
The sign dangled for a second and then fell to the ground.
Sauri was about to say something when from the near building a voice shouted.
"poddać, poddać.............surrender.........surrender."
Sauri looked at Hodges, looked at the doorway in the building and saw a soldier with his hands up.
"Let's go," he said and crawled through the hedge to the other side, followed by Hodges. He had his rifle sighted
on the soldier in the doorway.
"Speak English? Speak English?" he yelled and got a broken answer.
"A little, don't shoot..........surrender."
Hodges pointed his rifle at the doorway.
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"More soldiers? More soldiers?"
The soldier stepped away from the door and answered.
"Tak, tak..............yes, yes."
"Tell them to come out."
The prisoner yelled into the building and slowly, cautious figures with their hands up began to emerge from the
building. They looked tired, their bodies slumping and what appeared to be days or weeks of dirt on their faces,
hands and clothes. They all walked with their heads down and gazing at the ground, not making contact with their
captors.
As the 11 soldiers gathered on the road and against the wall of the building, Hodges was checking their bodies for
weapons as Sauri tried to converse with the one who spoke a 'little' English.
"Why do you surrender? There are two of us and eleven of you. What is your name? Are there any more soldiers
in the village?"
It was too many questions at once for the soldier and he had to think so he answered the last question first.
"Name is Julian." Then continued.
"Surrender to be prisoner...........we are fed.............you win war..........we go home to Poland. No more soldiers
here."
Hodges disappeared into the building and several minutes later returned to the road with an MG42, a canister of
ammunition and a stack of saucers. He lay down the MG42 and ammunition and motioned for Julian to follow him.
The rest of the prisoners were sitting next to the building smoking the cigarettes given to them by Sauri. He was
both relieved and anxious now they had prisoners and could return to the platoon.
"What are you doing?" He questioned Hodges................a little irritated.
"We might as well settle this now," Hodges answered as he led Julian down the road about twenty yards and set
the stack of saucers on the ground while keeping one in his hand.
"Ok, Julian," and pointed to himself.
"When I yell pull, I want you to throw the saucer in the air.......like this." Hodges then threw the saucer high in the
air and away from him. Julian nodded he understood.
Sauri spoke next.
"Are you nuts?"
Hodges laughed as he returned to Sauri.
"Us southern boys know how to have fun. You go first. There are ten saucers..........five a piece."
Sauri and Hodges both laughed at the ridiculous situation they were in and Sauri commented that this was not in
any military manual.
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"C'mon.........you go first."
Sauri checked his M1, shook his head, looked over to make sure the prisoners were still sitting next to the wall
and yelled.
"Pull!"Julian threw a saucer high in the air and away from himself to avoid being shot by the shooter. Sauri's shot
missed the mark and the saucer fell to the ground and broke into pieces.
Hodges raised his rifle............looked at Sauri..........said 'too bad' and then:
"Pull!"
Julian threw a second plate high in the air and the sound of shattering glass was Hodges' reward for a shot that
hit its target.
"Don't you shoot a lot of skeet on those military bases? Polo and skeet for sports?"
"It's not over.................yes we shoot skeet but not with a rifle."
Hodges laughed...................."a rifle makes it more of a sport."
Sauri yelled:
"Pull!"
When the contest was over, both men had hit three targets and the argument about who was the best shot was
not settled. By the end of the contest, Julian and the other Polish prisoners were laughing at the two southern
American boys and their sport. Hodges picked up the MG42 and pointed to a prisoner to pick up the two ammo
canisters for the machine gun. Each canister contained five 50 round steel belts of 7.92×57mm caliber ammunition.
The night air was cool and damp as the column of 13 soldiers walked through the fields; Sauri in the lead and
Hodges trailing. In the distance they could see the sky brighten with the flare of the artillery explosions. As they
neared the next field they could see Beryl, Frank and the rest of the platoon running in their direction.
Sauri turned to Julian.
"Tell your men to put their hands behind their heads like prisoners...........like this."
As Beryl neared this strange procession he slowed and confronted Sauri.
"What do you have here?" He said with a curious tone.
"There were enemy in the village but these don't seem to be our enemy. I think they are Polish and they
surrendered immediately."
Frank was listening with squinted eyebrows.
"If they surrendered immediately, what was all the shooting about? And why were there no sounds of PK98s or
that MG42 you are carrying?"
Sauri looked at Hodges and back to Frank.
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"Just some target practice to impress the prisoners they needed to behave."
Frank shook his head to indicate he either didn't believe Sauri or didn't approve of the target practice.
Beryl spoke next.
"Let's get this platoon to the road and rejoin the 2

nd

battalion.

nd

When the platoon entered the road the 2 battalion was close and they were immediately confronted by sentry
and an MP. After explaining their patrol and pointing out the 11 prisoners, he asked where Connors and Company G
were located; then he heard Connors voice.
"Edgell, over here."
th

Beryl, Frank, Sauri and Hodges joined Connors and the top brass of the 175 , Lieutenant Colonel George who
th
nd
had taken over as commander of the 175 after Goode was lost in the patrol over the Vire river; the 2 Battalion
Commanding Officer Lieutenant Colonel Millar Bowen; and his XO, Harold Simmons. Included in this group was
th
Brigadier General Norm Cota, assistant commander of the 29 Division
Hodges answered Connors' questions about the patrol and explained the reason the prisoners had surrendered
so quickly and also the detail that they were Polish and just wanted to get back to their home. The MP standing next
to Connors maintained his serious expression as Hodges talked...............a prisoner was a prisoner.
Sauri explained the patrol, the prisoners, their surrender and the key element, the village of was now empty of
enemy soldiers. Cota and the others were listening to the report with interest.
Connors spoke first.
"What was all the shooting about? All I heard were M1s and no K98s."
Sauri hesitated and cleared the lump in his throat that the question had put there.
"Instead of entering the village to see if it was occupied, we fired a bunch of bullets into the side of the near
buildings: assuming if the enemy was there they would respond. We were in a position to make a rapid retreat and
avoid a battle. Instead of return fire, the prisoners came out of the building with their hands in the air. The rest of the
village was empty."
This was new intel and would determine the disposition of some of the forces. Bowen was the first to speak and
he spoke to Connors and Cota. He chose his wording because Cota was there and always had his own ideas.
"I propose we send a runner to Connor's second platoon, Jarvis, and tell them it is wide open from their position to
nd
and through the village and they should hustle and get abreast of the rest of 2 Battalion. Connors will send out
scouts to our right flank, same objective: make sure the fields west of us are clear. Send out two scouts ahead of
our column on the road and determine if Lison is occupied."
Connors waited to see if Cota had any input and then responded.
"Sounds good to me. I'll send out a couple of scouts."
st

He turned to Beryl and Frank and relayed the orders for the 1 Platoon. We have another mission.........the ball is
in your court."
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"Understood," was Beryl's reply and turned to Frank who nodded and turned to Anderson, Sauri and Hodges who
were talking a few feet away
"I would suggest two other scouts but I believe our southern boys are having too much fun. Let me talk to them."
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Lison
Sauri and Hodges checked to make sure they had a full belt of ammunition which consisted of 10 clips of 8
rounds each: a total of 80 rounds plus the clip in the rifle. A squad of 12 riflemen would have 1056 rounds of
ammunition for their M1 rifles. The BAR man would carry 10 magazines in a cartridge belt and one in the rifle. BAR
men would have an assigned assistant and a designated ammo bearer: each would carry an ammo belt that held 12
magazines. In total, the BAR man would have 700 rounds available to him. A squad that found itself in a 'fire fight'
would have over 1700 rounds of ammunition; which seems like a tremendous amount except for the rapid fire that
depleted bullets quickly.
Both men were alert as they walked into the first field and made their way to Lison. It was common knowledge by
now that the further south the army moved, the closer it came to the German line. Lison was not a large village with
never a population larger than 200. It had several businesses that served the community with restaurants and food
outlets: however there was no industry other than the railroad employees who maintained the trains and the rails.
The rail station in Lison was busy since it was a main hub of traffic with destinations in St. Lo and Caen. Typical of
villages it had a small meeting hall, one or more churches and several homes.
Most of Lison was a pile of rubble, made possible by the allied artillery and battleship guns. The rail lines passing
through the village were destroyed as were most of the businesses and homes. The church was still intact and the
steeple came into view as one moved through the bocage and came closer.
Both soldiers were walking close to the burm to avoid detection and neither spoke. Silence was their ally as they
neared the last hedgerow before the village. Sauri motioned for Hodges to follow him and he turned east and walked
toward the road leading into Lison. Both knelt on one knee and waited, allowing their ears to dominate all their
senses. Small openings in the hedge allowed them to see into the village and the church steeple was visible on the
west side of the road. After several minutes Hodges whispered to Sauri.
"What do you think?"
Sauri hesitated.
"We've accomplished our mission, let's get back to the battalion."
They turned and walked to the next field north and continued until Sauri made the decision to walk along the
hedgerow next to the road. Both men were becoming more relaxed as they were heading north and away from the
enemy lines.
"There's our tank," Sauri said with a note of satisfaction and cheer in his voice.
A sentry at the front of the column raised his rifle and called out. With the exchange of passwords, Sauri and
Hodges walked into the column and found the officers.
General Cota, Lt. Col Bowen, Major Friend and the Company COs were looking over their maps on the hood of
Cota's jeep.
th

“We have to depend on the 115 on our left flank,” Cota was saying as Beryl and Lieutenant Whitaker walked
over to the assemblage.
rd

“We should be covered on our right flank, with the 3 Battalion between us and a retreating German army.
th
They’re walking through fields, wide open, just like the 115 massacre yesterday."
th

Cota looked at Lieutenant Colonel George, 175 Infantry commander.
"Set up your headquarters in Lison, put out patrols in all directions and give your men a rest."
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No one questioned or responded to Cota's direction. They all knew he was a hands on General and still able and
willing to lead men into a battle. He had already proven himself in Normandy and his reputation inspired the soldiers
around him.
th

"I'm going to find the 115 . We need this movement coordinated. Bowen, I expect you to keep in contact with
st
rd
your 1 and 3 Battalions and make sure you are all abreast of each other."
Cota jumped in his jeep and as his engine was started, the lead tank roared to life.
Connors looked at Beryl.
“Let’s go find the other platoon leaders. I want you to take your platoon into the bocage on the west side of Lison.
Go around the village and clean out the south side. If the Germans left a delay team they would likely be there.
We’ll take the road and move into the north side of town.”
Beryl looked at Frank. “Assemble the men sergeant.”
Beryl and Connors walked over to where Mueller, Jarvis and Carlson were waiting for orders.
“How was your march to here?” Beryl asked of Sergeant Mueller.
“I lost one man to a sniper and we had some 88 action,” Mueller answered.
th

“Did you hear about the 115 ?” Connors asked.
“No, what happened?” Beryl replied.
th

nd

“The 115 2 battalion went into a field east of here about June 9th. They were getting settled in, digging
foxholes, when the Germans opened up on them. First they threw up flares to light up the entire field and then 88s,
MG42s and a rifle company opened up on them. We got a few stragglers in here early this morning who said it had
been a real massacre. The stragglers had barely got out themselves. When they got on the other side of the
hedgerow they could hear a lot of men screaming and guessed it was a bayonet charge by the Germans to kill off
who was left and the wounded.”
“An entire battalion?” Beryl asked slowly.
“Yeh, all but about 100. Cota was here and you could see he was a little shaken at the news,” Connors continued.
“How did the men get out?” Frank asked.
“There was some high grass in the field and they first tried to crawl through it. But every time they moved the
Germans would shoot at the swaying grass. So they used their rifles to move the grass near them. When the
Germans started to shoot at the moving grass, they would move a few yards. They did this all the way to the
hedgerow.”
“What did the patrol find?” Beryl asked.
“It was a massacre,” Connors replied. “The Germans had moved out by the time they got there. And there was
definitely a bayonet charge. The medics who went with them were also pretty shaken up. All but about a hundred of
the entire battalion was killed.”
Frank shook his head. The story made him wonder about war and the killing of fellow humans. It wasn’t a
morality issue that disturbed him as much as the ability of a civilized person to look a wounded man in the eyes and
thrust a bayonet into his chest. Shooting an enemy from the distance was not personal. You were shooting a
uniform and the distance prevented you from seeing the living person inside the uniform.
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Connors looked at Beryl
"Edgell, you know your assignment. Don't stray too far. I want you to clear out anything that might be in the
nd
buildings on the south side. I understand between the artillery and bombers, Lison is pretty well destroyed. The 2
Battalion will take the direct route into Lison, cleaning out as we go and meet up on the south side. Bowen will be
setting up his HQ in Lison so remain on the south side as sentry until you are relieved."
"Understood," Beryl replied.
“Let’s move out, sergeant,” Beryl said to Frank.
st

Beryl, Frank and Anderson were walking abreast along with the 1 Squad, followed by the rest of the platoon.
“We could meet a battalion of Germans out here,” Frank said.
“Sir,” Anderson interrupted. “There’s a path leading to the next field”
The platoon had only walked 100 yards. In order to fulfill the mission order they would have to cross over into the
next field and then a short distance to Lison.
Frank motioned to the line of squads.
“Follow through here.”
Beryl, Frank and Anderson turned right and walked a short distance to the opening. What they found when they
walked through the opening was a sunken ditch, barely wide enough for three men to walk abreast. On the other
side of the ditch was another hedgerow. The ditch was lower than the field and produced an effect of walking in a
tunnel. The large trees and bushes growing out of the burm of the hedgerow were 15-20 feet tall and grew together
over the ditch. The squads entered in a single file.
“I don’t like this,” Beryl said.
“Neither do I,” Frank answered.
“If we can’t see them, maybe they can’t see us,” Anderson added.
“But they can hear us,” Beryl said.
rd

Frank turned to see the end of the 3 squad entering the ditch and signaled for silence. The soldiers, not knowing
why, crouched and stopped. Frank then signaled for the column to continue slowly.
Beryl motioned for Frank and Anderson to his location and talked in a low voice.
st

“Frank, send one man from the 1 Squad to go forward to find a path to the next field and send one from the
3 .squad to go back and find a path. The platoon will stay here until we know where we’re going.”
rd

Anderson heard Beryl and started walking slowly ahead of the column to find a path as Frank walked back to the
rd
3 Squad to send a point man in the opposite direction.
Anderson walked slowly, observing the terrain and listening. After he had walked about 100 yards he turned and
noticed that a slight bend in the path obstructed his view of the platoon behind him. He continued walking slowly.
After another 20 yards he saw an opening in the hedgerow and crouched quickly from the sound of German voices.
He listened for several minutes, trying to figure how many voices were on the other side of the hedgerow.
Anderson’s mind was a jumble of words he had heard in training: Frank’s admonitions about not being a hero and
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the unit fighting as a team. He was sent here to scout, not to be a one man army. Anderson turned slowly and as he
turned, his rifle butt hit the side of the burm. He froze and looked back to the path. The German voices were now
quiet. Anderson stood in the same footsteps, not daring to move except to lift his rifle into the firing position. Just as
his rifle was in position, a German soldier jumped into the sunken lane.
Anderson fired one shot.
The soldier died instantly.
His first instinct was to run back to the platoon, remembering Frank’s words about meeting a battalion on this
mission, but his thoughts were on the platoon. If he ran back, the Germans would know their position and be able to
wipe out the entire platoon. If he stayed, he would surely be dead. He glanced back along the sunken hedgerow
where his platoon was waiting. He looked up. The tall limbs of the hedgerows had grown together, making a canopy
over the path. Throwing a grenade was out of the question. On the other hand, the Germans couldn’t throw a
grenade either. Anderson waited. He could shoot them one by one as they came into the path. Surely Frank had
heard the shot and was sending help. Anderson would later relive this moment and wonder at the myriad of thoughts
that went through his mind in the brief moment he stood in his own tracks.
Anderson made his decision. Frank would not leave him here alone, battalion or no battalion.
Anderson put one foot towards the opening, then a second. He stopped and pulled out a grenade. The decision
he made was instantaneous and without forethought.
Anderson charged to the opening, pulling the pin on the grenade and when he reached the open
from the tunnel to the field he threw the grenade and kept running until he was safely concealed on the
the path. He fell to the ground. The dust and smoke from the grenade blurred the opening and the
between the hedgerows. Anderson lay on the ground with his rifle pointed at the opening. He couldn’t
feet and anyone coming through the opening couldn’t see him. Anderson waited.

path leading
other side of
sunken path
see past ten

The dust and smoke began to settle. Anderson could see the opening as if a fog was lifting and the more it lifted,
the more intense his gaze and closer his finger hugged the trigger on his M1.
st

As the debris settled, Anderson could see Beryl, Frank, Tork and the rest of the 1 Platoon in the sunken path
nearing the opening.
Frank motioned for Tork to go to the opening with his BAR. Anderson, upon seeing this, leapt to his feet and as
Tork climbed the burm to the opening, Anderson was on his right side. Both men reached the top of the burm and hit
the dirt. Frank peered over the top and saw a platoon of Germans lying on the ground. Some were wounded from
the grenade while others were pointing their K98ks at the opening. Anderson fired at one soldier who was about to
throw a grenade. The soldier slumped and within seconds the grenade exploded, sending shrapnel over the German
squad.
“Nicht schiessen, nicht schiessen,” the Germans shouted.
“Hold your fire,” Frank shouted as he and the platoon ran to the top of the burm opening.
“Raus, Haende hoch, haenda hoch.”
For a few seconds, there was silence.
“Raus, Haende hoch, haende hoch,” Frank shouted again.
At the moment Frank shouted the last hoch, a K98k fired.
Private Ruth was killed instantly. The population of Athens, Ohio was diminished by one.
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st

The entire 1 Squad began to fire. They were spread out in a semi-circle around the Germans firing a cross fire
volley. Tork’s BAR was full trigger, not the short bursts of his training. All the M1s were firing rapidly. The Germans
began to fire back with no firing strategy.
Private Parker fell, critically wounded.
Anderson grabbed Tork and they both hit the ground.
Several Germans began to cry out, “nicht schiessen, nicht schiessen.”
st

The 1 Platoon ignored the plea and continued to fire into the field of Germans. The cries of the dying and
wounded Germans could be heard over the exchange of rifle and BAR firing.
st

The men of the 1 Squad were laying flat on the ground and firing. The German soldier with the MG42 was firing
too high to hit any of the Americans.
nd

Sergeant Gault came through the opening leading the 2 Squad. The second man through was Private Schmidt
and he was killed instantly with a burst of bullets from the MG42.
Gault yelled, “down, down.”
nd

The rest of the 2 Squad dove for the earth.
The Germans began to plead, “Nicht schiessen, nicht schiessen.”
Frank yelled, “Keep firing, keep firing.”
The fire fight lasted a few more minutes. The flanking of the German platoon had disoriented their leaders and
without a clear strategy, they fired aimlessly at the enemy they couldn’t see.
rd

Davison’s 3 Squad came through the opening. Davison, on seeing the situation yelled for his men to get down
and then led his squad to the left where Anderson and Viray were flanking the Germans. By now the MG42 had
been silenced by Viray’s BAR and the only firing left was from K98ks.
There was another cry from the German side, “Nicht schiessen, nicht schiessen.”
“Hold your fire, hold your fire,” Beryl yelled.
st

Gradually the firing from the 1

Platoon came to an end.

Beryl looked at Frank.
“What do you think?”
“Wait and see,” Frank answered.
Another 20 seconds passed before several Germans stood and raised their hands.
Still no firing.
“Raus,” yelled Frank.
“Wer ist der Kommandant?” Frank yelled.
Another moment of silence.
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“Hier, Ich bin hier, “yelled a German voice.
“Kommen Sie raus, “Frank answered.
The German sergeant stood slowly with his hands in the air and walked towards Frank’s position.
members of the German platoon started to raise their hands in submission.
Anderson, Viray and the 1

st

Other

Squad stood slowly, ready to fire on the Germans.

nd

Gault and the 2 Squad stood on the right. A picture of Gault’s face could tell the whole story of the brief battle.
His pupils were wide open, as if he was in a dark room looking for a way out. The clenched jaw and clamped lips
told of fear and determination. The dirt and mud covering his face and uniform was an art pattern that depicted the
battle and struggle in the field.
“Gault, Anderson,” Beryl shouted, move in and remove their weapons.
st

nd

The 1 and 2 Squads began to walk towards the German position in the field. Several of the wounded Germans
could be heard moaning in pain.
“Sprechen Sie English?” Frank asked the Sergeant.
“Nein,” Answered the sergeant.
Suddenly an M1 fired in the field and all the soldiers reacted as if a door had been slammed in a silent room.
nd

Beryl walked to the 2 Squad and Gault. As he approached he saw Private Booker standing with his head down.
The rest of the men in the squad were stripping the prisoners of any weapons.
“What happened?” Beryl asked Gault.
“That Kraut,” Anderson started, pointing to a German laying face down away from the rest of the prisoners,
“started to run and Booker shot him.”
“Check the wounded and see who can walk,” Beryl ordered Sorenson.
As Sorenson was checking over the wounded, Beryl and Frank were walking among the men of the platoon,
making small comments and helping them to settle their fear and anger. It was important to keep this brief battle in
perspective: a life and death situation was over and part of the consequences of war. Now to adjust their thoughts
back to the current mission.
Sorenson looked over to Beryl.
“There’re six of them who are wounded and won’t make it. The rest can walk with help.”
“All right,” Beryl replied. “See what you can do for the seriously wounded. Davison, get these prisoners moving
through the opening and back down the hedgerow path. And grab that MG42 and all the ammunition. Have two of
your men take them back to the CP battalion on the road. We’ll meet them in Lison.”
Frank was still talking to the German sergeant when Beryl returned.
“He says they were on patrol and when they returned to their company, it had disappeared. So they were going
from field to field looking for their HQ.”
“Bad luck running into us,” Beryl replied.
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“What do you want to do with the wounded?” Frank asked.
“Sorenson said there are six who won’t make it. We’ll leave them here. The rest can be helped by the Germans
who can walk,” Beryl answered.
Frank walked into the field where the seriously wounded had been laid together by the 2
one knee next to the first wounded soldier.

nd

Squad. He knelt on

“Sind Sie Katholish?” he asked.
“Nein,” answered the soldier weakly.
“Wollen Sie mit mir beten?” Frank asked
“Yah, bitte.”
Frank leaned closer to the soldier and whispered a prayer into his ear. He then stood and went to the next dying
soldier. After a few minutes of talking to each soldier, Frank went over to the dead body of Private Schmidt.
Anderson and Tork were standing over the body.
“What do we do?” Tork asked Frank.
“Give your BAR to Anderson to carry,” Frank answered. “You can carry Schmidt back to HQ on the Lison road.
Gault, get someone to carry Ruth and Parker.”
Tork slowly handed his BAR and ammunition to Anderson and then picked up the dead body.
“Anderson, “Beryl ordered in a loud whisper. “Let’s get this platoon around Lison.”
st

Anderson and Tork, with the 1 Squad following, continued walking through the field.
Beryl turned to see Frank walking with the prisoners
“Is the Sarge trying to get intel from the prisoners?” Anderson asked Beryl.
“Not sure,” Beryl replied. In his mind he was revisiting the scene where Frank was praying with the dying German
soldiers. The would-be priest turned sergeant could not completely erase his past mission and found a way to
incorporate it into his current mission.
“I thought Germans were blue-eyed blondes,” Anderson said as they walked.
“So did I,” Beryl answered.
“These prisoners sure look more Chinese than German,” Anderson answered.
Frank had finished talking to the prisoners and hurried through the first platoon to reach Beryl at the front of the
column.
“What did you find out?” Beryl asked Frank as he approached.
“These poor guys have been through hell,” Frank answered. “They’re all Russian and from the same village,
Zima, near the Mongolia border. One day a group of heavily armed Russian soldiers arrived by train at their village
and held a town meeting. All the men in the village were ordered to Moscow to join the military. They could refuse to
go, but then their entire village would be destroyed. The men were put on a train, in a cattle car, and began the
journey west. The journey took several days, stopping in small villages to ‘enlist’ more men for Stalin’s army. At
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each village, while the soldiers were having the town meeting, another group would go through the village gathering
food for the men on the train. Most of what they ate during the long train ride was raw potatoes and raw cabbage.
The trained arrived in Moscow in the middle of the night. The men were marched to a large field just south of
Moscow, given uniforms and a rifle and sent south to fight the Germans. These prisoners were part of a wave of
about 20,000 sent against the advancing Germans. Half of them were killed and the other half taken prisoner by the
Germans. They literally marched across Germany to a prison camp near Munich.”
“So how did they convert from being Russian prisoners to German soldiers?” Beryl asked.
“Once prisoners, they were given a choice. Fight for Germany on the Western front or starve in a prison camp.
These men chose to join the German army. When we arrived here, they were just sitting in the field, not knowing
what to do. Their German commander had left them in the middle of the night last night and they lost touch with their
unit.”
“But why did they fire on us?” Anderson asked.
“They first thought we were a German patrol,” Beryl answered.
“The Germans are ordered to kill any of the Russian conscripts who disobey or try to desert. I think they were just
scared. A German patrol would see them as deserters if they weren’t trying to get back to their unit.”
nd

Tork, Thompson and Coons of the 2 Squad were carrying the dead bodies of Parker, Schmidt and Ruth back
through the opening to the sunken path between the fields.
“I’ve never touched a dead human before,” Tork said softly, “let alone carry one.”
“I have,” Coons answered. “I helped carry my grandfather from his bedroom to the front porch for the mortician.”

Coons was fourteen at the time and had been ordered by his father to help with the dead body. Coons
remembered the body, with only a pair of underwear and no expression on its face. Its face was grayish and pale, the
hands and feet were purple and the skin sagged all over. The father was nervous as he looked at the body, not
knowing how to lift it. He had looked down at Coons and told him to lift the upper body as he lifted the feet. Coons
had protested. Why didn’t the mortician take the body from the bedroom? The father had answered that they were
saving money by carrying the body to the wagon. Coons had protested again. Why couldn’t he take the feet? It
would be easier and he wouldn’t have to look at the dead face. The father had barked at him, yelling for him to grab
the body under the arms and lift. Coons remembered the expression, ‘dead weight’, and had mused to himself the
body seemed heavier than its actual weight of 130 pounds. They had carefully carried the body down the stairs and
into the sunshine of the morning. The mortician was standing behind the wagon, not a fancy hearse, but more of a
utility truck like a milk wagon. Several neighbors were looking out their windows at the scene on the small tree lined
street. Coons had felt embarrassed, not knowing why. Maybe it was the dead body he was carrying or the fact the
body was clad only in a pair of underwear. The mother had wanted him dressed, but the father was adamant about
not wasting clothes on a dead person. This was the father’s final insult to the old man who had been a burden on the
father and the father’s income for years. Coons knew the father was relieved to see him dead, just as the old man
must have been relieved at giving up his soul and escaping the contempt of his son.
“Do you suppose a body with a soul is lighter than one without a soul?” Coons asked Tork.
“Well, I’ve lifted a lot of dead animals on the farm,” Tork replied. “And they do seem heavier after they’re dead.”
“Do you believe animals have souls?” Coons asked, a little amused at the farm boy.
“My mom says all things have a soul, or a spirit. She called it an essence that makes life, whether it’s a plant or
human or animal.”
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“Does she believe everything has an essence?” Coons asked.
“My mom say it’s one essence, connecting all life,” Tork said between his heavy breathing caused by carrying his
fellow soldier.
Coons went silent. The last words of this farm boy gave birth to new thoughts in his mind, thoughts he had never
had nor imagined. James had never looked at the connectivity of life and if there was connectivity, there was
interdependence. All life depended on all life. James immediately associated this with his present situation: an
army, a division, a company, a platoon and a squad on foreign soil. All living and dying in interdependence.
Tork interrupted Coons’ thoughts.
“My mom said it has something to do with a phrase from Donne, ‘For Whom the Bells Toll’, and whenever
someone died, she would say this.”
“That was a Hemingway story,” Coons said.
“Yes, it was, but it was first written 300 years ago by Donne.”
Coons looked up at Tork. He didn’t know whether to have more respect for Tork or his mother.
Beryl, Frank and Anderson were leading the platoon across the field to the next Hedgerow. Lison was a short
distance to the east and they stayed close to the hedgerow for cover. The incident with the lost German patrol wasn't
rd
expected since the 3 Battalion would have certainly sent out patrols on all sides on their march to La Meauffe. It
was possible the battalion hadn't gotten this far or possibly they never checked this field.
Beryl’s thoughts were on Parker, Schmidt and Ruth.
He had been with Parker and Ruth for just a few days and no chance to learn who they were, their past, or their
families who would be waiting for them in the States. Unlike Schmidt and the rest of the men who he trained with for
over a year and considered them his family. He had trained his platoon to act as a family and unit, now three more
young men were gone. His thoughts went back to Leonard Forsythe and his suicide. He felt more responsible for
Parker, Schmidt and Ruth because he was their leader and he was in control. Control as far as he could control the
events and surprises of war. Forsythe’s death was due to circumstances controlled by his wife and in-laws.
The last field before the village of Lison was quiet. It was an eerie quiet with only the feint, distant rumbling of
st
tank tracks on a dirt road and the far distant sound of artillery fire. Yet is seemed quiet to the soldiers of the 1
platoon who had learned to relegate distance noises to silence. Several Guernsey cows were lying bloated in the
field and the rubbish of an army occupation littered the field. The smell of death was thick in the air and the soldiers
were beginning to have the strength to ignore this sense: unlike their earlier urges to vomit at the putrid odor. It was
now early morning, before twilight, and the men were tired physically and their minds were tired of being alert and
afraid.
Beryl’s platoon entered the last field and saw the few buildings and the church steeple of Lison over the top of the
hedgerow separating them and the village.
A rifle shot fired at the platoon and the dirt kicked up next to Beryl. Like dominos, the column dove to the ground.
“Davison, can you see him?” Beryl yelled.
“Not yet sir.”
Beryl, Frank and Anderson were lying in the field trying to figure out where the sniper was located.
“I have an idea Sir,” Anderson said.
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“Yes?”
“See that bloated Guernsey over there? Let’s have Bell make a run for it. He can be a fast moving target and it’ll
surely bring out the sniper.”
The dead Guernsey was twenty yards from their location and Bell, a high school track star, could make a run to
the cow with a high probability of not being hit by the sniper.
Beryl raised his head to get a better look at the 1
dirt behind Beryl. He quickly put his head back down.

st

Squad movement and another shot rang out, kicking up the

“Bell,” Anderson shouted, “drop your pack and make a zig zag run to that dead Guernsey to draw the fire.”
Bell removed his pack and checked his rifle.
“Ready.”
Anderson looked at Beryl and Frank.
“Go!”
st
The riflemen in the 1 Squad began suppressive firing to cover Bell's run.
Bell stood and ran to the Guernsey, moving in a zig-zag pattern. The hedgerow with the sniper was quiet. As he
neared the cow he slid behind it as if sliding into home plate.
There was no sniper fire from the hedgerow.
Bell glanced back to the platoon and shrugged his shoulders: it would take more to expose the sniper.
He took off his helmet and slid it to the top of the bloated cow. No shots. He then moved two feet to his left,
glanced over the top of the cow and began firing at random locations in the hedgerow.
A shot rang out from the hedgerow. The bullet hit the top of the Guernsey next to Bell’s elbow, splitting the cow
open. Putrid muscle and blood exploded in the air and rained down on Bell.
The entire platoon began firing into the location where the shot had originated. Leaves, branches and dirt flew as
the bullets penetrated the hedgerow.
“Davison, take a look,” Anderson shouted as the firing stopped.
Davison looked through his scope where the shells had penetrated the hedgerow.
“He’s dead.”
Bell was in the field vomiting. He was covered with the rotted innards of the Guernsey.
“Sauri and Davison, check it out," Frank shouted
Sauri followed Davison to the hedgerow. They both hugged the hedgerow and slowly crouch walked to the
sniper’s position.
The hedgerow bushes moved and they stopped. Davison slowly raised his Springfield rifle and peered through
the scope. He could see the German’s leg sticking out from the thicket of the hedgerow bush. The leg was moving,
then a second leg. The wounded German was slowly trying to descend from the top of the hedgerow burm. Davison
held steady. The German’s waist was now in view, then his chest. Davison fired and the body went limp.
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When Davison reached the German, he grabbed the soldier’s leg and pulled the body to the ground. The body
tumbled to the ground face up. Davison stared at the face of a young man in his mid-twenties with very little facial
hair. The German’s K98k rifle was still in the bushes and Davison decided it wasn’t worth the effort.
“All clear,” Davison said in a loud whisper.
Anderson stood and ran to Bell next to the exploded Guernsey.
“You ok? Anderson asked.
He felt responsible for Bell's condition. Responsible because he had given the order for Bell to run to the
Guernsey. This feeling was a common emotion all over France as superiors gave or relayed orders and then had to
view the consequences and try to shed the guilt of the outcome with logic or rationalization about the theater of war
and responsibilities and the need for military action.
Bell could barely talk and whispered, “yes.”
Anderson picked up Bell's helmet, grabbed his arm and helped him stand.
Anderson pulled out his canteen and tried to clean Bell’s jacket, hair and face. Davison pulled out his canteen
and joined in.
Beryl turned to Frank. “Let’s move out. We will stay in this line of fields until we reach the south end of Lison.”
“Ok,” Frank answered and started to raise his right hand to salute. As his hand neared his chest he remembered
the rule of no saluting and put his hand on his cheek and scratched.
“Thank you sergeant, for not getting me shot,” Beryl smiled.
“Gault, Davison,” Beryl shouted and turned to Anderson.
“Your squad will take the point. Keep going due south in these fields until we reach the end of Lison.
“First squad, move out,” Anderson said as Gault and Davison joined Beryl.
“Gault, follow Anderson’s platoon. Take the middle of the field and go due south.. Davison, you’ll take the right
flank. There’s bound to be snipers so be careful.”
Beryl was remembering General Cota's discussion about the German strategy of delaying the Allied advance.
They would leave behind snipers to harass the Americans and make them halt. Once that was accomplished, the
snipers would withdraw to a new position in the path of the army and wait for an opportunity to fire again. It was an
th.
effective strategy slowed the advance of the 175
Frank and Beryl joined Anderson’s squad in the lead.
“Spread out and stay close to the hedge,” Anderson said to his men.
Anderson, Beryl and Frank began walking to the far end of the field, putting them in a position on the west side of
Lison.
“Am I wearing a bull’s-eye?” Beryl asked.
“No,” Frank answered, “you’re wearing three of them.”
“Three?” Beryl said softly with a questioning look.
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“Three,” Frank answered.
“The white stripe on your helmet, the binoculars, and the map pouch. Put some mud on the white stripe, shoe
polish is better. We all know you are a lieutenant. Put the binoculars in your haversack, throw away the map pouch
and put your maps in your side pocket.”
"I have heard Gerhardt is a real stickler for officers and sergeants to display their rank," Beryl commented.
Frank smiled.
"Better to be chewed out by Gerhardt than shot by a sniper."
Beryl took off his helmet and reached down to gather a handful of dirt. He spit into the dirt and rubbed the mud
over the white stripe on his helmet. Next he removed the strap on his binoculars and put them in his haversack. He
was transferring his maps to his side trouser pocket when Anderson held up his hand for the squad to stop. The
opening in the hedgerow exposed the west side of the village of Lison.
st

Tork, Thompson and Coons could be seen running through the bocage behind the 1 Platoon They had delivered
their human cargo and were returning to the unit.
Tork ran up to Beryl.
"Sir," Tork said as he was catching his breath.
"Yes Tork," Beryl answered.
"The 2

nd

Battalion should be here soon."
st

nd

rd

When the 1 Squad reached the end of the field they could see the south side of Lison. The 2 and 3 Squads
were close behind. Beryl gave the signal for the platoon to double time it across the field to make it harder for a
sniper to hit his target. The church steeple was now in view.
st

The 1 Squad, with Anderson, Frank and Beryl on the end position approached the southernmost building, a very
old two story brick building that was a partial pile of rubble with some walls and floors still intact. The squad moved
quickly to the south wall of the building and Frank pointed to Bell and Viray to go through the wide doors. He then
motioned for Davison to go to the end of the building and look for snipers. Davison moved quickly to the west end of
the building and glanced around the corner. He raised his rifle and carefully looked through the scope, checking
doors and windows in the buildings opposite of their position.
Bell and Viray moved through the wooden double doors to find a large room with an old wooden floor. It
appeared more like the inside of a barn than a home or shop. There was a table in the middle of the room with three
legs and tilted on its side. Two broken chairs and their pieces were scattered on the floor. At the far end of the room,
a wooden staircase led to the upper floor. Bell and Viray moved slowly to the staircase.
Beryl and Frank walked through the double doors, motioning for the rest of the squad to remain outside. Bell was
in the lead, moving slowly up the stairs. Frank moved quickly, passing Viray and reaching the stairway behind Bell.
The two men walked slowly up the narrow stairway, trying to avoid making a noise. At the top of the stairs, Bell slowly
poked his head around the corner to see a long empty hallway. Bell stepped into the hallway and Frank joined him.
The long hallway had two closed doors on each side.
Bell walked slowly to the first door and reached for the handle.
Frank looked down at the hallway floor. The entire floor was covered with a very light layer of dust and Frank saw
the impressions of boots leading into the doorway.
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Frank motioned for Bell to stop and pointed to the floor.
Bell looked at Frank, the look of contempt, and opened the door.
The K98k fired point blank at Bell’s chest. His body slumped where he had been standing.
Frank crouched and reached for a grenade, pulled the pin and threw it through the open doorway. The explosion
st
created dust and debris flying out the doorway and into the hall. The 1 Platoon's quiet entry into Lison was no
more..................the loud explosion from the grenade was a calling card to anyone in the village.
Frank called for Viray to join him in the hallway as he peered through the debris to watch for any activity from the
other doors. He slowly moved towards Bell’s dead body, glanced down, and looked into the room. A bloodied dead
German soldier was lying on the floor, covered in his own blood. His face looked like it had been ravaged by a
pitchfork.
Beryl had climbed the stairs and was behind Tork.
Frank moved quickly to the next door, glanced at the floor, and turned the door handle. He pushed in the door
and stepped back, and then did a quick head glance into the room. Seeing an empty room, he proceeded to the next
door. After checking all the rooms, Frank returned to the body of Bell and knelt down.
Frank said a brief silent prayer and crossed himself.
“Viray,” Beryl said. “Hand me your BAR and take Bell downstairs.”
Davison was still on the corner of the building. He had looked into every window and doorway and continued to
scan the buildings in the small village. The grenade explosion had startled him briefly and made him more alert to
his task.
Anderson and Sauri were standing in the double doorway when Viray descended the stairs with Bell’s body. They
watched as Frank, Beryl and Viray slowly walked across the dirt floor.
“He wouldn’t listen,” Frank said in a soft voice.
“He never listened,” Beryl answered.
“What should we do with the body?” Viray asked.
“Leave him on the floor,” Beryl answered. “When we clear this section of Lison we’ll put him in the street and the
nd
2 Battalion will take care of the body.”
st

Beryl was thinking about his platoon strength. He had started with 36 men seven days ago. After Isigny the 1
nd
rd
Squad was half strength, from twelve men down to six. The 2 Squad had lost half of their men and the 3 Squad
had lost five men. He could take little consolation knowing the attrition rate of U.S. soldiers in Normandy were equal
to his losses. The replacements from the repo depot brought him back to this original 36 men and now they would
be dwindling as new missions and new battles would reduce the number.
st

Beryl and Frank, along with Viray, Anderson and Sauri began a leapfrog move to the next building where the 1
Squad was waiting on the side and out of sight of the Lison road. The noise of the tank engine and tracks on the
st
road could be heard and the entire 1 Platoon began to breathe easier and allow their muscles to relax.
rd

Davison and the 3 Squad was on the other side of the road. Davison called out to Beryl.
"All clear on this side."
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Before Beryl could acknowledge, a K98k shot rang out. The bullet wasn't coming in their direction, it was going
nd
north to the 2 Battalion. Davison raised his rifle and looked for the shooter. He looked in all the windows and doors
and rested his scope on the church steeple. Before he could locate the sniper, the explosion from the tank's 75mm
gun sent the 15 pound shell to the steeple at 2,000 feet per second. Pieces of the steeple flew in every direction and
the sniper was silenced. Brigadier General Cota would later muse that as the allies moved northwest into Belgium
and Germany, they would leave behind all the churches in France with no steeples.
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La Meauffe, France
nd

The next assignment for the 2 Battalion was to return to the bocage west of the road and protect the flank of the
3 Battalion as it traveled the road south through Airel and to the village of La Meauffe
rd

st

st

The fields from Lison to Airel were quiet. Beryl’s 1 Platoon could hear the rifle shots from La Fotelaie as the 1
Battalion moved in to occupy the village on their left. The battalion had moved slow, anticipating more sniper fire and
struggling with the hedgerows. Each hedgerow had a north side and south side and they both needed an opening
for the tanks and the process for the combat engineers to blow the openings was slow and tedious.
th

Farther to their left they could hear the 115 fighting through the hedgerows. They were fighting yard by yard
nd
against a strong German resistance and the sound of mortar rounds, 88s and artillery fire kept the 2 Battalion alert
knowing that only a short distance to their left was a raging battle.
Order of Battle, June 14, 1944 (22)
(22) Order of Battle June 14, 1944

*****
rd

On their right was the 3 Battalion fighting their way from Airel to Hill 122. The 2
st
rd
was the right flank of the 1 Battalion and the left flank of the 3 Battalion.
st

nd

Battalion was in the middle: it

The 1 platoon merged into a column as they neared the north end of the next field. In a field to their right was the
nd
rd
3 Battalion where Connors and the officers of the 2 Battalion were meeting with the 3 Battalion commanders.
rd
Beryl walked over to an opening in the fields and crossed two fields to find men of the 3 Battalion resting in various
rd
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positions throughout the field. The day had been long and Lieutenant Colonel Millar Bowen had ordered a rest
period.
Beryl approached the first soldier he encountered. The soldier was from Company L and he was resting on the
side of a hedgerow. The hedgerows were a natural place to lounge due to their upward sloping angle, relative
secure as a hiding place and they became the standard resting area for the soldiers. The second makeshift bed for
soldiers was the foxholes which also provided a certain degree of comfort and security.
“Hey soldier, where’s HQ for the 3

rd

Battalion?” Beryl asked.

The soldier looked up and didn't bother to stand.
“They are in the next field over, on the east side.”
“Thank you soldier,” Beryl answered and turned to Frank.
“It looks like a rest period. Tell the men to stay together and find a place where they can all get some rest.”
st

“Understood,” Frank answered. This became the 1 Platoon's standard manner of addressing officers to protect
them from being identified by the enemy as officers. Both German and American snipers were driven to kill or wound
officers rather than the regular foot soldier and they would look for any clue to identify them. Thus the term
'understood' replaced the address of 'sir.'
As Beryl walked to the next field over, he could hear Frank assembling the men and leading them through the
rd
hedgerow on the south end of the bocage. The 3 Battalion, originally 576 men, now numbered under 500 and
these men were located throughout the bocage, trying to find a comfortable place to sleep.
rd

Beryl walked into the field to find the CO of the 3 Battalion, Lieutenant Colonel Ed Gill. Captain Freund and the
nd
CO of I Company, Captain McKenna and the brass of the 2 Battalion. He walked to a jeep where everyone was
standing around and looking at maps. Connors looked up to see Beryl.
“Edgell,” Connors said as he turned and walked to Beryl.
“There have been some changes.”
"We just got word," Connors said in a low tone. His face was normally a blank piece of paper with no writing or
dog-eared corners but now it was the face he usually had when asking for volunteers and the task was either
pleasant or beyond pleasant.....very enjoyable.
"General Bradley has formed a new Corps...........the XIX and we have been placed in it. The commander is
Major General Charles Corlett. I don't know anything about him and I have no idea what his command structure is
th
like. The next bit is good news for your men. Bradley has ordered a halt to the 29 for the next few days. All
resources and supplies are going to the 101st Airborne and the 4th Division whose mission is to secure the Cotentin
Peninsula and the Port of Cherbourg."
Beryl's eyes rolled upward and to his left, looking for information on what he had just heard.
"What is the significance of the Peninsula?" He finally asked.
"The significance is the Port of Cherbourg..............it is a deep water port and large ships can harbor there. Which
means............we can bring men and supplies directly from the States to France without all the delays of loading and
unloading in England."
Beryl nodded...........a nod of understanding.
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“Tell your men to get a good rest. We might need them later for a patrol. From the looks of it, we’ll be doing
patrol duty for the next few days."
“Understood,” Beryl replied and turned to leave.
"Edgell, another thing." This was the voice and look Connors employed when he had something official to say.
"I see you got rid of your binoculars and map pouch..................as well as your helmet stripe."
"Yes, but not gotten rid of..........just improvised. Maps are in my side pocket and the binoculars in my haversack.
Connors paused.
"There have been a few incidents of officers and sergeants being targeted by Germans close by in a hedgerow.
Instruct your men from now on, only use last names and no one is to say the word 'Sir.' And that goes for Frank and
the squad leaders also. No more Sergeant Anderson or Gault. Just Anderson and Gault. I assume your new
replacements know enough not to salute officers."
"Yes, understood," Beryl said with a slight smile on his face. He had already instructed the men.
"Have your men rest in place. Send a squad out a few fields to the south to cover us."
Beryl nodded and started walking to his platoon. He walked back through the fields and looked around. He was
rd
looking for Davison and the 3 Squad.
Davison’s squad was fresh and he needed to give Anderson’s squad a rest and a mental break after the Bell
incident. These mental breaks were as necessary as the physical rest: a recognized need by the top brass and
middle 'management.'
nd

The 2 Battalion was scattered over the area of three fields with an opening connecting the E, F, G and H
companies. G Company was located on the west side of the second field. Davison’s squad was lounging as best
they could on the hard ground, with only their groundsheets between them and the cold. Some of the men were
lying down, using their knapsacks as pillows. Others sat on the ground with their backs resting on the hedgerow
th
burm. Ever since the massacre of the 115 battalion in the bocage, the soldiers felt more secure against the
hedgerows as long as a patrol was on the other side to alert them of the enemy getting close.
Davison was sitting in a corner, surrounded by his assistant squad leader, Stoddard, Bruso.....the replacement
who was their new BAR man, Private Love and the squad medic, Larson.
“I could sleep for a week,” Love said to no one.
“Are we going to walk to Berlin like this?”
“Of course not,” Davison said. “As soon as we get to the German border, we requisition Mercedes and drive
across their motherland.”
It was silent as no one was amused at this attempt at humor. Davison's comment reminded them of their 'foot
soldier' status and they would likely be marching all the way to Berlin.
Bruso was taking off his boots.
“Hey Larson,” he asked. “Have you got anything for blisters?”
His Greenville, Mississippi southern drawl was a distinct feature of this bulky, rugged looking boy from the deep
south. His round face matched his round profile and he was not particular about the state of the hair on his head or
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his face. He would occasionally ruffle his short brown hair as if to show rebellion about a neat appearance.
rd

Larson, the 3 Squad Medic, looked up, ”Yeh” he answered.
Larson slowly stood, picked up his medic bag and walked over to Bruso.
“It looks pretty bad,” he said, looking down at Bruso’s blistered feet.
“It hurts as bad as it looks.”
“Here’s some salve,” Nate said, handing him the small tube of ointment.
“You might try doubling up on the socks,” Larson said as he turned to go back to his spot on the burm.
Love looked down at Bruso’s feet.
“For a Mississippi boy, one would think you would have strong thick calluses from days in the woods,” Love
smiled.
Bruso returned the smile.
"We spend a lot of time in the woods, but unlike the barefoot boys from Macon, we learned a long time ago about
correct fitting hunting boots. These GI issues aren't exactly made for comfort."
Beryl walked into the field, spotted Davison and walked to the corner.
“Let’s go for a walk,” he said.
Davison nodded his head and stood.
They walked slowly to the center of the bocage where there were few men, Most of them were against one of the
hedgerows. Frank had coordinated with the other platoon sergeants and they had sentries placed along the
hedgerows. The middle of the field was empty.
“How’s your squad doing?” Beryl was the first to speak.
“They’re a little tired, a little hungry for some hot food, but ok.”
“How’s Bruso doing?”
“He’s fine sir, a little anxious for more action.”
“Tell him to rest, actions on its way.” Beryl replied, smiling.
Davison nodded.
“I want your squad to take the point from here, be more aggressive.” Beryl said solemnly.
“Anderson’s squad is pretty beat up.”
“I understand.”
“You’ll be losing a lot of your men.”
“I know,” Davison said as he gazed down at the ground.
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They walked in silence for several yards.
“Will you go back to Maine when this is all over?”
“Yes............... finish my degree, meet a girl, have children.”
“Get married,” Beryl smiled.
Davison smiled. “Oh yes, somewhere between meet a girl and have children.”
Beryl made no comment and hesitated before continuing.
“Tell your men to dig foxholes and rest. We are standing down and it may be for a day or two. Tell your men and
make sure they rest. I need to find Gault.”
Beryl gave Davison a pat on the shoulder and turned towards the corner of the field. He thought of the training
and Davison’s leadership style. He lacked the imagination of Anderson and Anderson’s ability to improvise, but he
remembered everything he was taught and followed through.
In the southeast corner of the field was a small cluster of soldiers barely concealing themselves at the top of a
hedgerow and trying to get comfortable among the trees, shrubs and thistles that made up the parapet looking
border. It was the Courageous Calvados Freedom Defenders: Gault, Anderson, Pierce, and Kuzinski. They had
gathered for a brief ceremony to honor their fallen comrades and again take a sip of the apple brandy. It was
Anderson's turn to make the honorary toast.
"Here is to friends who we have lost in this noble battle for freedom: Brummer, Bell, Berger, Henze, Lindstrom,
Barkman, Parker, Ruth, Erickson, Schmidt, Forsythe, Ponter, Franks, Folks, Engels, Ferguson, Munson, Dundon,
Feldman, Kirby................and of course, Colonel Goode."
He took a sip and passed the small bottle to Gault. Kuzinski was last on the bottle, barely took a sip and passed it
to Gault. As he wrapped the bottle in cloth and put it in his haversack, he marveled at Anderson's ability to
st
remember all the fallen soldiers of the 1 Platoon. When it was his turn, he needed his notes to remember all the
names, yet Anderson had repeated them from memory.
"Gentlemen," Gault began. "If this merry band of defenders is to continue saluting our dead, we need to find
another bottle of Calvados before we get to Germany."
Pierce, the platoon scrounger and cynic spoke next.
"At this rate of attrition, there will only be one of us who reaches Germany."
Kuzinski had to make a quip.
"It won't be me, I can't speak German."
Gault smiled.
"You don't speak French, but here you are."
Where could he find Gault? Beryl asked himself. If there was comfort to be found, Gault would find it. He looked
at the north side of the field, not there. All around the hedgerows in the bocage were soldiers but it was difficult to
recognize them given the distance. He decided to walk to the east side of the field and follow the hedgerow until he
found Gault. He was alone and surrounded by silence. The tank engine had been turned off and only the distant
battle sound disturbed the air. It felt good to be alone in the field and although he was surrounded by resting soldiers
he could feel the stillness. As he walked he marveled at the hedgerows and the variety of trees, shrubs, wild flowers
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and vines that grew unattended and this system of separating fields.
The hedgerow came into existence at the time of the Roman invasion and occupation of France (Gaul) in 58 BC.
It was a seven year campaign and it pitted Caesar and 55,000 Romans against five times the number of Celts. The
Romans prevailed and stationed troops throughout France. The occupation lasted 450 years during which time the
Romans assimilated into the French culture and way of life and the cultural exchange included the method of defining
ownership boundaries and controlling livestock: the hedgerow.
Beryl stopped. In the far southeast corner of the bocage he could see eight legs protruding from the hedgerow
and decided to investigate. He surmised it would probably be members of his platoon since he began to recognize
st
rd
members of the 1 and 3 Squads in the same area.
Gault was the first to hear footsteps and held up his hand to the rest. The next sound they heard was Beryl.
"Gault, is that you in there?
"Yes."
Beryl moved in closer.
"First and this is to be passed to your squads. I want to repeat, no more using an officer or sergeants rank or the
word 'sir.' It puts a target on that person. Only use last names. In the future, I am to be called Edgell. Understood?"
Kuzinski was the first to reply................."yes, s-s-s sacred one."
Beryl laughed along with the others.
"Remember, no more sergeant or sir. It's Edgell, Dietz, Anderson."
"Gault, let's go for a walk."
Gault pushed aside the shrubs that were hiding his upper body and climbed out of the hedgerow.
Beryl turned and started walking to the center of the field where no soldiers were resting and Gault came
alongside.
"How is your squad holding up?"
Gault thought for a moment before answering.
"Of the original men, Martinez, Tork, Kuzinski and Sorenson, they are doing great. Very sound."
"And your replacements?"
"Not so sure, yet, "Gault answered.
"I would guess, just on personalities, Henderson, Thompson and Coons can be depended on in a fight."
“How’re Somerfield and Pierce getting a long?” Beryl asked as they started to make a circle in the middle of the
field.
“Their coexisting,” Gault answered: “Now they have other things to occupy their minds.”
“Assemble your men over in the corner where I found you,” Beryl said. "Tell Anderson to do the same. I will find
Davison.
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“I want the platoon together in case the shooting starts so consider this southwest corner to be the responsibility
of the first platoon. Another thing, we may be here for a day or two so tell your men to get out their trenching tools
and make for secure and comfortable foxholes. And make sure they all clean their rifles."
“Yes Sir," Gault answered. "I mean, yes Edgell."
"Thank you Gault."
"It is going to be hard to get used to," Gault said smiling.
"I know, I have the same problem with calling the captain, Connors." Beryl said and continued.
“If we have a patrol, it’ll be Davison first and you second.”
“I understand,” Gault answered.
Gault nodded.
He knew the reason for the order. Not because of Bell, the most recent casualty in Anderson’s squad, but
st
because the original 1 Squad had dwindled down to five men and six replacements. He also tried to imagine how
the replacements would work with the rest of the squad. A year of training with the same men had a way of making a
squad more efficient and you knew who to trust with what. At the rate men were falling, you wouldn’t have a chance
to know the replacement before you or they became a casualty.
Gault returned from his talk with Beryl and the Courageous Calvados Freedom Defenders were again assembled
on the burm. After a brief rest they were stirring and making small talk. Gault was the first to break the silence.
"I suggest we make a toast. Better make it a small toast, this bottle is almost empty."
"Let's toast to our still being alive," Anderson said somberly.
"Good," said Kuzinski. "Finally a celebration instead of a wake."
Gault took a small sip and handed the bottle to Pierce.
Pierce accepted the bottle and took a small swig.
Anderson spoke next.
"What are you going to do after this is all over?"
"I have big plans," Pierce responded without hesitation and with a smile on his face.
"Can you share your big plans?" Kuzinski asked...........now more interested in the conversation.
"Sure............................I am going to buy a plot of land and start an automobile junk yard."
Kuzinski laughed.
"You're kidding, of course."
"No kidding. A junk yard is good business. I am also going to buy some food wagons and follow the county
carnival circuit in the northeast. You know, candied apples and cotton candy."
"Why did you choose those two businesses. They don't seem related?" Gault asked.
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"Well............both businesses are very lucrative, They are cash only businesses and that is where the bonus
comes in."
"What is the bonus?"
"A cash business means little or no taxes and people don't ask for a receipt..........no paper trail of the money so
Uncle Sam is not the wiser."
"Isn't it called cheating?" Kuzinski asked?
"Let's just say I refuse to contribute to the cheating that goes on with the government and their suppliers."
"I see you have thought a lot about this."
"You should all consider it. Maybe not junk yards or carny circuits, but a cash business, like coin operated
games. All cash and nothing to trace. Your only work is counting the coins."
Gault chuckled while Kuzinski was thinking about what Pierce had said.
"I guess that is why you are good at scrounging," Anderson contributed.
"Growing up thinking about ways to survive and maybe bending the rules slightly to achieve."
The next 48 hours were a welcome boredom to the soldiers. Aside from taking turns on sentry watch, they were
happy to simply do nothing. Normally they would be polishing their boots or performing some other mundane chore
to satisfy the standards of the army, but now their only concern was their weapon and all the men were breaking
down their M1s for cleaning. They had all performed this many times and it was an automatic process: first check to
make sure the chamber was empty of shells; next, with the rifle upside down, pull up on the trigger guard and remove
the trigger assembly; now they would separate the stock from the barrel assembly by tapping the stock on the
ground while holding the barrel assembly: next, disassemble the barrel assembly. Some of the men would stop at
this point with the disassembling and clean the obvious. Others, to reduce the boredom, would go further with the
tear down and continue with the gas cylinder, stock, sight, trigger, and bolt assemblies.
The following day planes could be hear overhead and to the battalion's relief, they dropped rations and water for
the soldiers. Few complained about the K rations at this point because the cold meals were better than being
hungry.
nd

Beryl and Frank were sitting on the burm, away from the rest of the 2 battalion. Frank lit a cigarette, now that
his supply had been replenished by the air drop and the generosity of the men who didn't smoke. Beryl was leaning
on one elbow and writing in his small notebook with a stubby pencil. They had both cleaned their rifles and
reorganized their haversacks. Frank was the first to speak.
"What are you writing?"
Beryl looked up and hesitated.
"Just making some notes about what to say to Esther when I get a proper chance to write a letter. Jotting notes
will make it easier. And if I don' make it, the army can send her my belongings and she can read what was on my
mind."
Frank smiled.
"Be sure and jot down you have one heck of a friend in your platoon."
Beryl smiled as he put the notebook and pencil in his haversack.
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"Have you thought about what you would be doing after this is over," he asked Frank.
Frank hesitated and looked up as if searching for something in his mind.
"Well, I am saving everything I can because there will be a lot of traveling in my future. First, of course I will go to
London to visit an old friend. After that I will be going to New Ulm to see my parents and my priest."
"Will you be staying in New Ulm?" Beryl asked.
"I don't think so............I am ready for a change. I think I would like to try the city life...........more opportunities.
And you?"
"That is something I have given a lot of thought about. I know I don't want to stick around Goodland. Maybe take
the family and move to Denver or Colorado Springs to be close to my sister, Helen."
"What would you do there?"
"I don't know...........that is the problem. Being an officer doesn't really provide you a lot of practical skills outside
of the military. I am going to have to use my wits I guess and find something I can do well to make a living. What
about you?"
"I told Angela about this new organization 'Wild Bill' Donovan had started and she got real excited. Said we could
be working together..........though she never explained what that meant."
There were a few moments of silence and Frank continued in a more somber tone.
"I plan to visit the families of the fallen soldiers in our original platoon since I knew their sons. They deserve some
kind of closure other than a telegram from the army saying their son was killed in action."
st

Their conversation was interrupted by Connors' 1 Lieutenant, Whitaker.
"Edgell, we will be moving out tomorrow morning early so have your men ready."
Typical of Whitaker he delivered the message as if it was a formal proclamation.
*****
Early the following morning, Beryl and Frank walked across the field to the southwest corner.
"Anderson, Gault, Davison...........on me," Frank said in a loud voice.
All three responded with their renewed energy and were quickly by Frank's side.
"Assemble the men, we're moving out."
nd

Other platoon leaders were giving the same order as the 2 Battalion was preparing to resume the march in the
direction of La Meauffe, a village south of Airel and also on the Vire river.
nd

The rest of the day was a cautious march through the bocage and with each new field, the companies of the 2
Battalion renewed their keen sense of what may lie ahead. Lieutenant Colonel Millar Bowen was taking extra
rd
precautions since the 3 battalion on their right was the southernmost allied penetration towards the St. Lo objective.
st
th
The 1 Battalion was on their immediate left and the 115 Regiment was on the far left flank, fighting through muddy
st
nd
th
fields and hedgerows, trying to reach their next objective, the Elle River. The 1 and 2 battalions of the 175 were
moving up to cross the Elle and Vire Rivers to the west and were making slow progress. Bowen was concerned
about what lay to the south and the west; either direction could be the source of a German counterattack.
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In the late afternoon Bowen called for a halt so he could coordinate their movement south with the other battalions
th
of the 175 .
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Pierce and Calvados
"What is it?" Beryl asked. Curious why this private would approach a group of officers and sergeants.
"Uh," Pierce started slowly.
"Yes?"
"I have a small request." Pierce said a little bolder.
Beryl didn't respond, just waited for Pierce to continue.
rd

"I have a first cousin in the 3 battalion who I haven't seen in a long while and I was wondering if I could run over
to La Meauffe and see him before they move out."
Beryl never had a request like this before: a very unusual request and one he didn't feel comfortable granting.
"What's his name?"
Pierce hesitated.
"John Meyer."
"One second," Beryl responded.
Pierce stood and watched as Beryl returned to the gathering of officers and sergeants.
conversation with Frank and Connors before he returned.

There was a long

"This is very unusual Pierce."
"Yes I know."
"Connors has granted the request but you must leave now and return before sundown. What are you going to do
about a password?"
"I will use the one battalion gave us yesterday."
"Ok, be safe."
Pierce was about to salute and say sir when he stopped himself.
"Thanks.............uh........Edgell."
Pierce turned and as he turned said...................."I'll go get my rifle."
Pierce walked fast to the side of the hedgerow where he had left his rifle along with Anderson, Gault and Kuzinski.
As he approached he smiled.
"I got permission."
Anderson shook his head while Gault and Kuzinski smiled.
"What did you tell them," Kuzinski asked.
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Pierce now smiled and related his tall tale he gave to Beryl.
"Wouldn't you say it is a little more than a little white lie?" Gault asked.
"Anything else and I wouldn't have gotten permission."
"Here," Anderson said........."$2 and 200 French Francs..............that is about $4. So $6 total.
Gault reached into his haversack and gave Pierce $3 and 100 French Francs.
Kuzinski handed over $1 and 200 French Francs.
Pierce took 200 French Francs out of his pocket.
"Okay," he said as he counted.
"700 Francs and ten dollars. About $24. I have more if I have to add to it."
No one questioned why Pierce didn't contribute more...........he was the one taking the chance so it was assumed
among the CCFD his contribution of risk was worth it.
Pierce grabbed his rifle and started walking west to La Meauffe.
"Be careful," Anderson said.
*****
Pierce entered the second field and stayed close to the hedgerow as he walked west. He had performed a lot of
scrounging in his life and this was perhaps his most perilous mission. He thought about it for a second as he walked
then remembered the stick ball incident in Brooklyn. He and his friends were only ten years old at the time and
playing one of their favorite games, stick ball. This is a game played in the street with a pink ball that would bounce
high when it hit the pavement. There were few rules although it was played like baseball. When a ball was hit it
would normally sail through the air, hitting parked cars and storefront windows without breaking or denting anything.
There were three bases to run which were normally the fender of a car, a manhole cover and a light pole. Right and
left field lines were usually the corners of buildings. Pierce spent many hours in the street playing stick ball with his
friends and the experience would prove valuable as he joined the football team in junior high school. In stick ball,
you had to field the ball, no matter where it landed and you found yourself running between and around parked
cars.........dodging pedestrians, light poles, curbside trash cans and produce bins. Pierce found he had developed a
real skill at dodging and maneuvering around obstacles and in football, he just considered the defenders as
obstacles to avoid and run around.
The one perilous incident stuck in his mind was a close call, a perilous close call. It started out as a peaceful day
in the summer with stick ball on the mind and no cares for chores or errands. Pierce began walking the two blocks to
the stick ball street with his stick when he decided to stop in and purchase a soda from Mr. Harvey's store. Mr.
Harvey didn't allow sticks in his store due to the many times careless boys would knock over a display or worse yet,
bang into a stack of bottles. On this day, Pierce leaned his stick up against the display window outside and walked in
to make his purchase. He greeted Mr. Harvey..............none of the kids knew his first name so they just called him
Mr. Harvey and made the purchase. As Mr. Harvey was giving Pierce his change, he looked out the front door and
yelled. One of the older boys in the neighborhood was running away with Pierce's stick. Pierce grabbed his change
and ran out the front door, only to find the boy had disappeared. Normally this would be a huge dilemma, like if you
were a baseball player and someone stole your Louisville Slugger bat. Pierce just shrugged it off and started walking
to the stick ball street. In half a block he turned and walked down an alley and was greeted with rows of retractable
metal fire escapes. He looked up see an open window on the third floor and decided to explore.......in the hopes of
finding no one home and a mop handy. Luckily there was a large garbage container near the stairs so Pierce rolled it
over to the retractable stair, pulled himself up on the container, grabbed the stair and began pulling it down until it
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clunked on the pavement below. Then he started to climb the stair case.
As he climbed, he kept looking up to see if anyone was noticing him and seeing no one, he continued to the third
floor and the landing. He looked across the alley and the windows on the building to make sure no one was gazing
out their window. Pierce stood there concentrating on sounds. Not the sounds in the street but any sound that may
be coming from the apartment with the open window. Finally, he decided the apartment must be vacant of its owners
and climbed through to a semi-dark room. He let his eyes adjust to the dark and saw a small living room with a
couch, a night stand with a radio, a strand of wires hanging from the ceiling with a light bulb, an older arm chair with a
plain corduroy cushion and a rug on the floor with a pattern of circles. On the other side of the room was the main
entry door in the middle of the wall and two entryways leading to adjacent rooms. Pierce walked on tiptoes toward
the entryway on the right and he was in luck................it was the kitchen with older appliances, cupboards that
needed a coat of paint. an old wooden table surrounded by four chairs of equal vintage.................and his luck, a long
vertical cupboard found in most apartments that held tall items like brooms and mops. Pierce walked over to the
cupboard, opened it and his luck had gotten better. Not only did it contain a mop, but a fairly new mop at that.
Pierce grabbed the mop and turned to go when he heard a key jiggling in the front door. He froze.
He had no idea who lived in the apartment. It could be a policeman, a mean truck driver, or some other person of
bulk and bad temper. His mind was scrambling, trying to figure what to do if confronted in a strange apartment with a
mop in his hand. What story would be believable? What if he didn't get a chance to tell a story at all? As he was
building a slow panic in his mind, the front door opened.......then a brief pause...........then the door closed. Then he
had a thought. With a new broom in the closet, maybe the occupant was a little old lady and he had nothing to worry
about. His mind began to settle and his panic turned to calm. Then next sound was the rattle of keys being tossed
onto the night stand and the sudden loud noise gave Pierce a start. The loud noise was followed by the sound of
footsteps receding in the other direction. Pierce looked through the doorway from the kitchen to the opposite
doorway just in time to see the back of the large person walking to the bathroom at the end of the hall: his calm
receded as the panic returned and grew in multiples as he recognized the back of the person belonging to the
science teacher at school. A man of only one demeanor........a grouch.
The bathroom door closed and Pierce made his getaway out the window. He would be seen running down the
street with a fairly new broom in his hand and most of the people on the street would know the boy was a stick ball
player and had just stolen a mop which would later be the victim of a saw as the mop head was cut off.
Pierce was getting closer to La Meauffe and he could hear the faint sounds of truck engines, a tank and men
talking. He decided to approach from the north side and on the road leading into La Meauffe instead of approaching
from the hedgerow. The day was cloudy and there was a June chill in the air as Pierce walked directly to the two
sentries on the north end of La Meauffe. As he got closer he held his rifle in one hand, pointing downward. The first
sentry yelled out.
"Do you know there is rain on the horizon?"
Pierce was relieved they hadn't changed the challenge sign 'horizon.'
"Yes but no sign of a rainbow yet."
Pierce had provided the proper response..........a sentence with the word 'rainbow' in it.
Sentences were used so if an enemy overheard, there were many words that could be the challenge and the
password. In the pacific theater of war it was common to include words that had an 'L' because it was a difficult letter
for the Japanese to say: lollypop was a popular one.
battalion, several fields to the east, covering the 3

rd

"I came here to see my first cousin, John Meyer. Do you know where he might be? I know he is in the 3
battalion but don't know which company."

rd

The sentries relaxed and Pierce stated he was with the 2
battalion's left flank.
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The sentries looked at each other and shook their heads. There were over 600 soldiers in a battalion and a slim
chance they would know every name in the unit.
Pierce started to walk toward La Meauffe when he turned back to the sentries.
"Oh, by the way.............do you know where a guy could buy a bottle of Calvados?"
The sentries looked at one another and shrugged.
"Wait a minute," one said. "See that third pile of rubble on the right? There is a part of a building behind it.
There are a bunch of guys from K Company hanging out there. Ask for Tony Calabrese."
"Thanks," Pierce answered and turned south towards the middle of the village.
La Meauffe was the same as every village he had been through. Buildings were now shell ravaged with bricks
and debris littering the streets and the contents of the second floors scattered in the openings to the first floors.
Timbers, wires, plaster, glass, bricks and furniture littered the first floors and streets. These were the trophies of the
artillery and battleship guns.
Pierce walked his way around the rubble until he came to the third building on the right. From the furniture and
the style he assumed it was an apothecary or general store on the first floor. Several soldiers were lounging on the
rubble and what was left of the second floor furniture. Pierce approached the soldier who had the darkest hair as he
was obviously looking for an Italian name Calabrese.
"Are you Calabrese," Pierce said with a smile.
The soldier looked up and smiled in return.
"Yes, do I know you?"
Pierce recognized the speech of this Italian and figured his luck was holding out.
"My name is Pierce............from Flatbush Avenue."
Calabrese stood and offered his hand to shake. Calabrese had curly jet black hair and a roman aquiline nose that
held his thin, wire rimmed glasses to aid his chestnut eyes on an oval face. He was taller than Pierce and his
sergeant stripes indicated he was a squad leader and outranked Pierce. His mouth produced a slight contortion as
he spoke.
"Calabrese, Long Island."
"Do I know you?" Calabrese asked.
"No," Pierce chuckled.
"I was told you might be able to help a fellow New Yorker out."
"Sure Pierce, what can I do?"
"Well, my unit would really like a bottle of Calvados. You see, we use it to salute our fallen comrades and as this
war is going, we will be doing a lot of saluting."
The conversation took on a more somber tone.
"What unit are you with?" Calabrese asked.
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"175 Regiment, just like you."
"What company are you with?"
"2

nd

Battalion, Company G."

Calabrese looked around at the men he had been lounging with and smiled.
"You are a ways from home aren't you?"
"Just a few fields to the east."
"And you came all the way here for some Calvados?"
"Yes," Pierce answered with a smile on his face.
"Ok, let's get you some," Calabrese said as he motioned to one of the privates sitting against a wall.
The private disappeared into an adjoining room and returned with two bottles of Calvados.
"Here," Calabrese said as he handed the bottles to Pierce.
"We have more than we can carry," Calabrese lied.
Pierce thanked Calabrese as he felt in his pocket for the Francs and dollars.
Calabrese put his palm out as a sign of 'no' and told Pierce it was an honor to give to someone who risked so
much to honor fallen Americans.
Pierce was not one to get emotional but this was one of those rare occasions of being on the receiving end of a
sign of gratitude. He tried to answer and say thanks but his voice wouldn't come to him. Calabrese recognized this
and tapped Pierce on the shoulder.
"You need to get back to your unit."
Pierce put the two bottles in his haversack and thought of his excuse for the journey to La Meauffe.
"Thank you.........before I go...............do you by chance know of a soldier by the name of John Meyer?"
Calabrese looked around at the other soldiers who shook their heads no.
"Just thought I would ask."
Pierce left and walked north where he had met the two sentries. He decided to take the familiar route back to the
nd
2 Battalion. The small pride node in his brain became active as he left the road and walked to the first field to the
east: he had lived up to his moniker of 'scrounger' and found not one, but two bottles of Calvados and they were
free. His pride node suddenly became subordinate to his fear node as he noted movement in the hedgerow ahead of
him. He followed his first instinct and crouched closer to the hedge to conceal himself. He was sure he had been
seen by whoever was in the hedgerow or on the other side. He checked his rifle to make sure it was ready to fire.
Pierce knew he had few choices: go back to the west and La Meauffe; remain there until 'whatever' it was made the
next move or; continue on this path and be ready to confront the enemy. After several minutes, Pierce chose the
latter.
The element of fear that overcomes all your synapses can be a gradual upslope occurrence or a sudden burst as
it explodes in your mind. Pierce was feeling the gradual increase in fear and even though the temperature was 62
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degrees, he began to sweat under his helmet and his arms. He remained crouched and took small steps to the east
nd
along the hedgerow toward the 2 Battalion's position. Suddenly a German soldier jumped from the hedgerow to the
field in front of him.
Pierce crouched on one knee and raised his rifle. He was ready to shoot when he noticed the soldier didn't have
a weapon and both his hands were in the air.
The soldier cried in a barely audible voice: "I surrender."
Pierce stood and still pointing his weapon, waved to the soldier to move away from the hedgerow. The soldier
moved and as he did, there was the sudden sound of movement of rifles being thrown from the hedgerow onto the
field.
Pierce fell back into a crouch with his finger on the trigger of his M1. The soldier surrendering put both palms
facing Pierce as a sign of 'no.'
One by one, soldiers in German uniforms began to jump down from the burm onto the field. As they landed, they
put their hands up.
When the last one jumped down, Pierce counted 11 enemy soldiers in German
uniforms............only, they didn't look German.
The eleven men in front of Pierce didn't have the typical European features of light skin, light hair, oval or slim jaw
line. These men had an oriental look in their eyes and eyebrows. Their eyes weren't inset like Europeans; they had
the epicanthic fold that gave the appearance of the eyes being more forward: almond eyes.
Pierce couldn't move because the army had never taught him how to handle eleven enemy soldiers who
surrender to one American soldier. So he stood there pointing his rifle at them. After a few minutes the soldier who
had surrendered first said something in a foreign language to the other men. He had realized the dilemma of the
young American.
Pierce stood as he watched the lead soldier give an order to the others who immediately made a single file
pointing east and they all had their hands up. Slowly, Pierce walked to the column and realized he was in charge
and it was time to assert his authority. First he checked each man for grenades or bayonets and motioned for them
to undo their ammunition belts and drop them on the ground. Next, he pointed east and gave the order to march. To
his surprise, they understood and began walking to the eastern side of the field.
Pierce couldn't believe what was happening and tried to imagine what he would tell Beryl, Frank and Connors and
his imagination started tap dancing.
"Sir, Captain Connors..........I discovered these soldiers in a field, surrounded them and took them prisoner."
"No, one man can't surround."
"Platoon leader Edgell...........I was attacked by two squads of Germans and after shooting seven of them, they
must have realized I was too much of a threat and they surrendered."
Pierce laughed at his colorful imagination and decided he would tell the real story.
Maybe he would tell his grandchildren a different version.
*****
nd

The entryway to the field where the 2 battalion was resting was in clear view as Pierce marched his prisoners
through the adjacent field. Two soldiers, men of Company E, were standing by the entry as sentry and began
walking toward this strange column of German soldiers and a lone American soldier with his rifle.
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Pierce shouted: "My name is Pierce from Company G and these are prisoners from my patrol."
The sentries looked at each other as if to say..............'what are we supposed to do with them?'
"I need to take them to Connors," Pierce explained.
The sentries moved aside and let Pierce lead his prisoners through the opening. Everyone in the field looked up
to see this oddity of a lone soldier and 11 prisoners. Anderson, Gault and Kuzinski were the first to respond and walk
over to Pierce who was leading his prisoners to the south side of the field where the officers and platoon sergeants
were in a huddle. Beryl was the first to notice Pierce and all he could say was: "I'll be damned."
Connors stood and with the rest of the huddled group, began walking toward Pierce and his prisoners. At first he
didn't know what to say then he realized what Pierce had done.
Connors looked at Beryl.
"Put a few more men on the prisoners and take them to battalion HQ. Make sure Pierce goes with them so he
can take the credit for the catch."
Beryl looked around to see Anderson, Gault and Kuzinski talking to Pierce.
"You four take the prisoners to HQ. You will find it four fields east of here. Pierce, make out a report when you
return."
Pierce and Anderson walked to the head of the prisoner column and motioned for them to start walking.
th

HQ turned out to be five fields to the east and in a short time the prisoner parade entered the field with the 175
Headquarters. Lieutenant Colonel Bowen was the first to look up from the map table and started walking over to the
prisoner parade.
"What do you have here?" Bowen said loud enough for Pierce to hear.
"Eleven prisoners from the La Meauffe area," Pierce replied. "I don't believe they are German."

Bowen smiled, "well done private. we'll take them from here. Come over to our map table and make out a brief
report. Where you caught them and how."
Pierce looked at Anderson, Gault and Kuzinski.
"I'll be right back."
*****
Anderson, Gault, Pierce and Kuzinski left the field and began walking back to Company G of the 2

nd

Battalion.

Gault was the first to bring up the subject.
"Did you capture anything else when you were in La Meauffe?"
Pierce motioned to the side of the burm and sat down.
First he reached into his pocket and took out a wad of French Francs and dollars. He handed the wad to
Anderson.
"Here is everyone's money back."
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All their heads went down in disappointment. Pierce let the silence hang for as long as he had the patience for
and then reached into his haversack and pulled out a bottle of Calvados and handed it to Anderson.
Kuzinski was the first to exclaim.
"You did it! You got the Calvados and saved our club. Did you steal it?"
Pierce then related the tale of his trip into La Meauffe and meeting with a fellow New Yorker.
Anderson and Gault just smiled.
Anderson spoke next.
"We need to celebrate this great feat by a member of the Courageous Calvados Freedom Defenders."
He took a sip and passed the bottle back to Pierce who then passed it to Gault and then to Kuzinski.
"Tell us, how did you end up with 11 prisoners?" Anderson asked.
"Well," Pierce started slowly. "I saw them on the other side of a hedgerow and the rest was easy, I surrounded
them and demanded they surrender."
Gault laughed.
"Yeh, right.........you surrounded them. What is the real story?"
Pierce chuckled.
"The real story is, they surrounded me and surrendered."
"One more sip," Pierce said and took a sip.
"Shouldn't we save it?" Gault cautioned.
Pierce smiled, reached into his haversack and pulled out the second bottle of Calvados.
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1 Platoon on Patrol
Tork’s eyes opened wide. It was 2am on the morning of June 15 and he had set his internal alarm for 2am. He
looked around at the men in the open field in their foxholes and the shadows of sentries walking along the
hedgerows. The light of the moon was strong enough to see the figures who appeared black against the tall shadows
of the hedgerows. He had heard about the battalion that was ambushed and nearly wiped out and he adjusted his
th
eyes slowly to make sure the shadows were friendly. The distant sound of the 115 Regiment in battle with the
Germans on their left flank made the night a living dark. The sound, the flashes of light in the distance reminded him
th
of July 4 on the farm when they would watch the fireworks above the small town a few miles away. He turned his
gaze to the north side of the field that was the makeshift HQ of Connors.
Tork slowly sat up and rubbed his eyes. He thought of the farm and his family and how he would wake up early
so he could have his own quiet time before the farm became loud and busy. Except here he couldn’t turn on a light
and read or go to the bathroom and splash water on his face. Tork reached for his canteen and took a drink. He
poured a splash of water in his hand and wiped his eyes and face. The sound of footsteps alerted him and he turned
to see Frank and Beryl walking toward the squads.
Frank was talking in a low voice.
“It’s going to be hell from here on out.” Frank said to Beryl. “So far it’s been a picnic compared to what we’re
facing now.”
All the men in their foxholes woke and looked up to the sound of an airplane coming in their direction: a pattern
ever since the road incident with the British planes strafing the American column by mistake. As the plane reached
above the field they could see large cartons falling from the planes and then the large parachutes opening. There
was relief as well as groans among the soldiers on the ground. This would mean a new supply of rations and
ammunition and it would also mean the food trucks with hot meals would not be coming. The men not on patrol took
their ammunition and rations and returned to their foxholes to catch more sleep.
Tork walked across the field to meet Beryl and Frank.
“You’re up early soldier,” Frank said as he recognized the large frame of Tork and the BAR he was holding.
“Yes, old habit. I like to get up before the animals so I can wake in peace.”
“You don’t like to wait for the roosters?” Beryl smiled.
“Or sergeants,” Tork laughed, and then asked.
“Is the battalion moving out?”
“No Tork,” Beryl answered, "we’re going on patrol to the south of here.”
Tork shook his head. Going on patrol meant they were staying in place. He didn’t like patrols. After six days,
there were too many stories of German ambushes, sniper fire and casualties resulting from patrols. He felt more
secure when the battalion was moving as a unit.
The coast of Normandy on the evening of June 14 and the early morning of June 15 was an array of battle scenes
and sounds. The villages of Isigny and Auville had been secured and the battle for Carentan had ended with the
st
capture of the city and the withdrawal of the four German battalions and an SS Panzer division. The 101 Airborne
was continuing their assault on the enemy and the Germans were fighting back, trying to prevent the linkup between
th
the VII and V Corps. In the low lands south of LaCambe, the 115 was trying to drive south through the flooded
th
pastures. The German army was slow to retreat, making a concerted stand at the Elle River and the 115 was
making slow progress.
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Beryl adjusted his helmet. It was 4am, June 15 and Frank had assembled the platoon in the field.
“Listen up men,” Beryl began. “We’re going south from here and then toward the Vire river. Our job is to patrol
and capture German prisoners..........orders from Gerhardt. (23)
(23) Patrol Near La Meauffe

“Davison, head out,” Beryl said. “Gault, you follow.”
The platoon, with Davison, Frank and Beryl headed southeast from La Meauffe, through the first field and
cautiously to the next field. The column stayed close to the hedgerows for concealment from sniper’s rifle scopes.
Beryl walked slowly, keeping the column together and as quiet as possible. The slow pace would also give the men
a chance to adjust to the dark and the strange shadows cast by the brush and trees that covered the hedgerow
burm. Beryl and Frank had discussed the mission and agreed it would be dangerous, with a high probability the
st
Germans on the south side of the Elle river would target them with mortars, MG42s and even artillery. The 1
Battalion was in their path and there was a sense of security knowing there was an obstacle between them and the
Elle river.
The night stillness was an eerie mixture of immediate quiet and the distant sound of battle to the west as the 101
st
th
1 Airborne and 327 Glider Infantry Regiment were pushing south after capturing Carentan. They were having a
nd
fierce engagement with the German 2 parachute division and the 6th parachute regiment.
The noise was
welcomed by Beryl and his platoon as a cover for their movements.
The platoon walked the long hedge of the first field, found an opening at the end and walked into the next field.
They were now closer to the objective of St. Lo than any other battle group.
st

The platoon reached the last field before the path of the 1 Battalion and turned due south. The night darkness
was starting to wane and across the field they could see the hedgerow lining the bank of the river. It was taller and
thicker than any they had seen due to its proximity to the river. All the men in the column readied their rifles as their
fear rose. No one told them the Germans would be in their path and there was no reason to expect an attack. The
men all felt it. The same feeling they had when entering the fields at La Cambe, Isigny and Lison. The threat could
be nothing more than a sniper who would kill one of them or an MG42 that could wipe out a third of the patrol before
the rest of them hit the dirt. All of them had equal odds of being the target, now at 1 in 35 and the odds would worsen
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as the platoon lost men. For now the odds were good.
“Davison,” Beryl whispered. “Take your squad along the hedgerow and look for openings to the south. When you
get to the south end, hold up and keep your men spread out. On my signal, have your men try to work themselves
through the hedge.”
Davison motioned for his squad to follow him.
Beryl and Frank waited until the 3

rd

Squad had passed.

rd

“Gault,” Beryl said. “Follow the 3 Squad and stop when they stop. We need to find out if there is an opening
along this hedge.”
Gault nodded and signaled his men to follow.
“Anderson, follow the 2

nd

Squad. Spread your men out and follow Gault's squad.”

After a few minutes the platoon was spread out along the south hedge. Beryl and Frank started to walk along the
column. The night had turned to grey as the sun was approaching the horizon. Beryl raised his arm and motioned to
the hedge.
Davison, Kelly and Millis were the first ones to begin the climb on the burm. They were able to grab onto branches
and roots to pull themselves to the thicket that was on top of the burm. Davison started to spread two large limbs
when a grenade landed in the field behind him and exploded. Private Coolidge was close to the explosion and his
lifeless body fell. Private Marks fell wounded.
Dennis Bruso let go a burst of the BAR.
In an instant, the hedge on the west side of the next field lit up with K98ks and one MG42.
Larson clenched his medic bag and ran over to Marks who was rocking back and forth on the ground in pain.
Love, Davison, Kelly and Millis were firing across the hedgerow into the opposite field.
Beryl and Frank were running to the end of the column where the 3

rd

Squad was in battle.
st

Beryl motioned for Love to follow him as Frank began barking orders for the 1 and 2
and join the battle.

nd

Squads to get up the burm

“Gault, get your men up on top and fire into that hedge on the right.”
rd

As they neared the battle site, Frank motioned for Love to lob grenades over the hedge. The men of the 3
Squad were climbing up the burm, raising their rifles and firing through the hedge. Private Kelly grabbed onto a
branch, pulled himself up and fired his rifle. The bullets from the MG42 ripped through the branches and across his
chest. The dead body tumbled down the burm.
Love began throwing grenades over the hedge. It was only 60 yards to the enemy position in the western
hedgerow and an easy throw for Love. The explosions ripped into the hedge. A thud sounded behind the squad
and everyone dove for the ground. The German grenade blew and shrapnel flew above their bodies. By now the
nd
MG42 had moved down the hedge across from the 2 squad and was spraying the hedge that shielded Gault and
his men.
Frank shouted and pointed.
"Anderson................take your squad west and flank them. Remember, we need prisoners."
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“Make a cradle with your hands,” Tork shouted at Martinez and Ski.
They looked at him.
“A cradle, lock your hands.”
Somerfield and Ski locked their arms. Tork stepped onto the human cradle.
“Lift me up.”
Ski and Somerfield stood up straight, grunting under the weight of Tork: raising Tork above the dirt portion of the
burm. Tork fired one 20 cartridge magazine at the German position. Almost instantly, K98ks returned the fire. Tork
jumped down off the cradle and motioned for Ski and Somerfield to follow him. He moved a few yards and motioned
for the cradle. Again he was raised above the burm and fired the BAR and again the return fire was instant. Tork
jumped down and told the cradle to move.
Tork had learned this moving maneuver from the German MG42 squads they had encountered.
Anderson and the first squad were moving to the western edge of the field to flank the Germans along the hedge
in the next field. Davison looked up to see Tork in the cradle.
“Stoddard, he shouted above the noise, “give me a hand.”
Stoddard looked down at the 2

nd

Squad and understood instantly.

As he bent over, Davidson stepped into his clasped hands and was lifted above the dirt burm with the enemy
Mg42 position in sight. He raised his sniper rifle and watched for the MG42 to fire. He didn’t have to wait long. A
burst from Tork's BAR brought a quick response from the MG42. Davidson fired three quick rounds into the hedge
and the MG42 went silent. K98ks fired into the hedge at Davidson as he jumped down.
rd

Beryl motioned to Frank to take the 3 Squad to Anderson's position on the west side. His strategy was to force
the Germans to withdraw into the open field where Anderson's squad would have a clear sight on them. As he was
signaling, the newly manned MG42 opened fired from the opening in the hedge and Tork let out another burst from
his BAR. The rest of the platoon hit the ground for cover. Tork then jumped down from his human ladder and moved
further west towards Anderson's position where he was again hoisted above the burm. He hesitated as the MG42
fired into the platoon, waiting for the bullet that would rip into him. It was a few seconds and it seemed like long
minutes.
Frank crouched and ran to Anderson's position. Anderson had crawled on the burm so he could see the enemy
and have a clear shot.
Frank tugged on his leg and Anderson climbed down from the burm.
"There is an opening to the west. Let's take your squad into the next field and flank them."
As Tork was moving down the hedge with his new tactic of 'fire and move' Bruso remained on the east end of the
field with his BAR. Dennis Love remained with Bruso as his ammo bearer while Kuzinski was busy moving with Tork
and carrying the heavy ammo can.
Private Henderson ran over to the body of Coolidge, took his grenades, then over to where Marks was being
treated by the medic and took his grenades. He then made a quick dash to where Love was handing BAR
magazines to Bruso.
Love immediately grasped the idea when Henderson laid the grenades at his feet.
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At that moment Frank was starting to move with the 1 Squad when he looked back and saw Love reach down for
a grenade. He yelled at Love and put up his arm, with his palm facing Love to signal Love to stop. Frank ran back to
Love.
"We are going into the next field to flank them. When we get in position and start firing, start lobbing grenades."
Love shook his head to signal he understood.
A German grenade flew over the hedge and landed next to Dundon who was thrown to the ground and died
instantly.
st

Frank ran back to the 1 Squad. Beryl remained with the 2
their fire power.

nd

rd

and 3 and kept repositioning the men and directing

st

It wasn't long before Frank, Anderson and the 1 Squad reached the opening to the next field. The sound of
rifles, BARs and MG42s covered any noise of their movement. Once in the next field to the west they could see the
opening in the hedge that led into the southern field where the Germans were located. Frank was now running to the
opening as Anderson and the squad tried to keep up with him. When he got to the opening he crouched and peered
into the next field. The twilight fell on the German soldiers and visibility was now pre-sunup with all the shadows and
figures in light gray patterns. A quick count and Frank determined they were fighting a squad, only a dozen or so
Germans. He motioned for Viray to take his BAR to the other side of the opening. He then pointed at Anderson and
to himself and the opening.
"Ready Viray?" He said in a low voice.
Viray shook his head.
"Ok............3...2...1..Now!"
On that signal Viray started pulling the BAR trigger as Frank and Anderson began firing their M1s. The German
MG42 man was the first to go down and the sound of the K98ks stopped as Love's first grenade exploded.
"Nicht Schiessen, nicht schiessen," several of the Germans yelled.
Another grenade exploded, killing one of the remaining Germans.
Frank yelled at the top of his voice.
"Hold your fire..........hold your fire."
The early morning light went silent as the four Germans began walking to the opening with their hands in the air.
st

Frank and the 1 Squad walked toward them and Frank motioned for Coffee and Hodges to retrieve the MG42
and the ammunition.
Anderson and Stoddard removed the ammo belts from the Germans and patted their pockets.
Frank looked at Viray.
"When you took out their MG42, that was the key. Nice shooting."
Viray, in his quiet modesty merely nodded at the compliment.
"Let's get back to the platoon," Frank said to the squad.
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The 1 Platoon was gathered in the field as Frank talked to the German prisoners and the rest of the platoon
rested.
Beryl motioned for Gault.
"Put two men on each hedgerow to watch for any activity. This is no time for us to be surprised."
Frank left the Germans and walked to Beryl.
"They say they were on patrol from Villiers-Fossard and ordered to continue until locating the American force.
They weren't supposed to engage but their squad leader wanted prisoners."
"All right, let's finish this patrol and go find Connors.
Arriving at the field where Connors and G Company were located was a welcome sight for the beleaguered
platoon. As they neared the field everything became lighter, their boots; rifles; ammo; and haversacks. Foxholes
littered the field and the men were settled in for the brief stay. Holes and mounds of dirt gave an impression of a field
of ground hog habitats.
"It is good to be home," Sauri said to Viray.
Viray smiled and nodded.
"Si."
Anderson, Beryl and Frank were in the lead and commenting on the two casualties: Marks who was wounded and
Coolidge who was killed in action.
Anderson was the first to speak.
"When you figure it, we were lucky only two casualties."
"Thanks to you and the first squad," Frank answered.
"If you hadn't flanked them we could have been pinned down in the field."
"Yes," Beryl said with a tone of admiration for Anderson and his squad.
"If it was my choice, I would pin a medal on Viray and Love," Anderson responded with note of seriousness.
"I would pin a medal on the whole platoon," Beryl said with the same tone.
Beryl stopped and looked at Frank.
"Looks like we're settling in.................take care of the men while I find Connors. Bring the prisoners over when
you're done."
Beryl started walking to the edge of the field where he saw Connors, Drews and Whitaker huddled with Lieutenant
Jarvis and Sergeant Mueller. This was another case of what can we expect when the brass has a meeting.
Connors looked up.
"Edgell, how did it go?
"Two casualties and four prisoners."
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Connors stood and reached out a hand to shake with Beryl.
"Gerhardt is going to love you for the prisoners.
"Who are the casualties?"
"The KIA was a new repo, Coolidge, and Marks was the wounded. He will be ok but may need a lot of care.
Frank is bringing the prisoners over now."
"Sit down," Connors said as more of a request than an order.
The group had their ground covers laid out on the ground in a circle and in the middle was a series of maps.
After greeting all the officers and Sergeant Mueller, Beryl took a place in the circle.
"Here is our situation," Connors began in his matter of fact tone.
rd

"Tonight the 3 Battalion will begin moving southeast to Hill 108 and leave La Meauffe. Tomorrow, the
35th Division, who have been newly activated, will occupy La Meauffe and cover both sides of the river Vire. We've
nd
been ordered to link up with the 2 Battalion and head to Pont Hébert.
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South to Pont Hébert
nd

It was almost midnight when G Company caught up with the 2 Battalion. The entire battalion was ordered to
stand down for the night and rest and be ready for an early start to Pont Hébert. Beryl told his platoon to get off the
road and rest on the side of the burm.
Connors and Drews walked from the back of the platoons to the front, looking at each man. During the training in
England, Drews would make a comment to each man about a small or obvious flaw in their dress or readiness. Here
in Normandy, after twelve days in the same clothes and miserable conditions, it was impossible for them to have the
appearance of smartly dressed soldiers in a field parade. Drews was silent on this walk. These men had been in
battle and were starting their twelfth day in combat. He decided silence would be best as he stopped in front of
Pierce.
“Do you have enough fire power there, Private?” Drews smiled.
Pierce looked down at the MG42 and his own M1.
“Yes, but I could use a few more grenades,” Pierce smiled.
The 2

nd

Battalion was ready.
*****

Bowen waved at Connors who was in the lead and signaled him to move out. It was exactly 0500 and as Bowen
motioned to Connors, the American artillery began a massive barrage towards Hill 108 and Villiers Fossard. The
th
th
115 and 116 Regiments had started their attacks.
Connors and Drews walked to the lead tank.
“Let’s move,” Connors shouted over the noise of the artillery and tank engines.
The lead tank began moving south to Pont Hébert . The advance was quiet at first and before they could move
into the bocage, mortars began showering down on the road. The soldiers jumped off the road to the side of the
burm.
Connors ran ahead of the lead tank and motioned for it to speed up. The opening in the hedgerow was just
ahead. Connors’ three platoons began to jog behind the tank and rushed into the field. The opening to the field
st
wasn’t wide enough for the tank. Soldiers from the 121 Combat Engineers assigned to Company G quickly dug into
the side of the burm and buried their 25 pound charges.
“Stand clear,” one engineer yelled.
The men of Company G hit the dirt as the explosions ripped the burm apart, throwing brush and tree fragments
over the road and field. The tank took a run at the opening and drove into the field, turned left and headed south with
Company G moving through the field. German mortar rounds were still landing on and near the road. The machine
gunner on the tank watched the southern edge of the field, ready to fire into the hedgerow at any movement.
Company G soldiers reached the hedgerow and waited.
st

The 121 Engineers began digging into the burm on the southern side of the field. The charges had to be buried
deep in order to be effective and knock down the burm enough for the tank to drive over the remaining dirt pile. The
soldiers waited.
The explosive charges blasted the hedgerow and as before, brush and tree fragments flew in all directions. The
soldiers had turned away from the blast and were being showered with flying debris. Before the dirt settled, the tank
moved into the opening and was immediately hit with MG42 fire. The tank gunner began firing the 50 caliber
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machine gun. The shells were ripping into the hedgerow south of the tanks position. The tank moved through the
opening and the soldiers of Company G followed it and ran to each side of the field, spread out and walked abreast
of the tank through the field. As they neared the southern edge of the field, German grenades began to fly over the
hedgerow. The men dove for the ground. The tank gunner began firing at the hedgerow but the height of the burm
protected the Germans on the other side.
st

Beryl and the 1

Platoon dove for the ground as a grenade landed nearby.

“Grenades over the hedge, now!” Beryl shouted at his platoon.
The men began tossing grenades as the combat engineers rushed to the hedgerow and started to dig. The
combat engineers were fully exposed to the shower of German grenades, yet they continued their mission knowing
the sooner they could blow the burm and get the tank to the next field, the fewer casualties they would have in this
field.
The charges blew and the tank rammed the remaining burm. As the tank entered the field the machine gunners
were firing constantly. Company G ran through the opening behind the tank and began firing at the German soldiers
still in the field. Foxholes dotted the field and the Germans were firing at the onrush of Americans.
Beryl led his platoon to the right of the tank and his men began firing at the Germans in the foxholes. An MG42
started firing from the opposite side of the field. The tank’s 50 caliber silenced the ’42. Beryl motioned for his
platoon to double time it as he led his men to the western edge of the field. Jarvis was rushing his platoon through
the tank opening and leading them to the eastern side. Tork was moving ahead of Beryl and firing his BAR at the
foxholes that were active. Tork and Pierce ran headlong at the foxholes with Tork firing his BAR and Pierce his M1.
After several yards, Pierce dropped to the ground, propped the tripod on the MG42 and began firing. The tank
gunner swung his 50 caliber in the direction of Pierce and stopped when he saw the uniform and the direction the
MG42 was pointed.
“Damned cowboys,” he swore.
After several minutes the remaining Germans stopped shooting and started shouting from the bottom of their
foxholes.
“Nicht Schiessen, Nicht Schiessen,” they yelled.
Connors was the next to yell.
“Hold your fire, hold your fire.”
The firing stopped on both sides. The Company G soldiers had not encountered soldiers surrendering like this
before and they were tense and nervous as they moved closer to the foxholes.
Frank started shouting, “Haende hoch, Haende hoch.”
A German soldier stood from his foxhole still holding his K98k and was quickly shot by Gault.
Soon, the rest of the company began shouting for the Germans to put their hands up and moved quickly to the
foxholes. The Germans slowly climbed out and put their hands in the air. Twelve survived out of the German
platoon. The Company G medics were hurrying through the field tending to the wounded. Other soldiers were
looking in the foxholes for the German wounded and pulling them to the level ground. During this commotion, the
combat engineers rushed to the southern edge of the field and began digging. Company G snipers kneeled in the
st
field and peered at the southern hedgerow through their scopes. Beryl motioned for the 1 Platoon to move to the
southern hedgerow as the rest of Company G moved forward.
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This scene would be repeated during the next 11 months as the allied army pushed through Belgium, Netherlands
and Germany. The victor was not always the allies. In the European theater the United States suffered 552,117
casualties and of those, 104,812 were killed in action.
Beryl and Frank neared the hedgerow. They could hear a German soldier giving orders on the other side. Beryl
took out a grenade, looked down the line and motioned for his men to pull grenades. In unison they lobbed the
grenades over the hedge and ducked close to the burm, even though there was little chance of them getting hit by
shrapnel. The voices stopped and then mortar fire began to rain down on the Company. The engineers worked
faster, knowing the only way to stop the mortar barrage was to get the tank into the next field. Company G mortar
teams were returning the volley as the soldiers hugged the ground waiting for the opening to be cleared.
“Stand clear,” the engineer shouted and the charges exploded, clearing the way for the tank. Before the dirt and
dust settled, the tank was at the burm and charging into the next field. Tork was the first man through behind the
tank and he found the target he wanted, the German mortar squad. He ran beside the tank and fired his BAR,
ending the mortar fire. The remaining Germans in the field raised their hands and began shouting to surrender.
st

Beryl and Frank ran through the opening with Anderson’s 1 Squad to see Tork standing next to the tank pointing
his BAR at the remaining Germans in the field.
As the rest of the platoon ran through the opening and began assembling the prisoners, Beryl walked over to Tork
who was standing, wide eyed, pointing his BAR at the prisoners.
“Nice going Tork.”
“Thank you,” Tork replied, not taking his eyes off the prisoners.
“Next time wait for your squad.”
“Had to take out the mortars.”
Beryl didn’t know whether to admonish him further or pat him on the back.
“Had to…” Tork repeated.
“Good job,” Beryl said and patted Tork on the shoulder.
Company G and their lead tank continued moving south through the bocage, taking prisoners and protecting the
flank of the battalion. The advance was slow with each burm needing to be leveled for the tanks and the rounding up
of prisoners after the attack.
th

By noon of June 18 , the 2

nd

Battalion was only one field from Pont Hébert.

Connors and Drews began running through the Company locating the platoon leaders and telling them to move to
the village on the right flank.
st

Beryl and Frank motioned for the 1 Platoon to follow and they ran through the field to a natural opening that led
to the village.
They were 100 yards from the village in an open field when mortar fire and MG42s fired on their position.
Connors yelled, “Edgell flank the far right.”
Beryl and Frank began to run through the field, taking cover behind the hedgerow and trees. German mortar
shells were landing on the Company’s position and shells from the MG42 and K98ks were strafing the soldiers. A
small stand of trees was their only cover as they reached the western edge of Pont Hébert.
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“Take cover,” Beryl yelled as they reached the small forest. They could hear battle sounds around the northern
rd
perimeter as the 3 Battalion moved in.
“Fire and maneuver,” Beryl shouted. “3, 2, 1 he shouted at the squad leaders.
Tork and Viray exposed themselves as they ducked out from behind their tree cover and began firing their BARs.
As Vasquez stood to lead his squad forward, the bullet of a K98k ripped into his chest. Davison hesitated a second
rd
and began a zig zag run through the trees and closer to the old brick building. The 3 Squad took cover and began
firing. Gault yelled for his squad to move and they ran to a group of trees that were within 20 yards of the building
and the last cover. Anderson yelled for his squad to move and with Beryl and Frank they ran to the edge of the stand
of trees. The MG42 and K98ks were strafing the tree line. The brick building was two storied and the Germans were
in the second floor windows. A German grenade flew out the window and landed near the tree where Coons was
taking cover. Coons moved to put the tree between him and the grenade as dirt and tree bark flew around him.
Private Love began running to the right, dodging trees and zig zagging. The Germans in the windows tried to fire
but he was too far out of sight of the windows and they would have to expose themselves too much to get a shot.
Love ran from the tree line to the side of the building. Beryl shouted.
“Cover him!”
Everyone in the first squad fired the best they could at the windows while still avoiding the German firing. Love
took out two grenades and ran along the side of the building, lobbing the first grenade into the first window and the
second grenade into the second window. As soon as the grenades exploded, Beryl and Frank began running to the
side of the building, followed by the rest of the platoon. Tork ran to the wooden door and hit it hard with his shoulder.
The door flew open and Tork stepped to the right as Anderson ran through the door and to the left. Love walked in
and the three soldiers looked around. The first story of the building was a large open space with large beams
supporting the second floor. Wooden work tables rested on the wooden floor and piles of wood and lumber were
neatly stacked along the walls. Wood vises, saws, planes, carving knives and partially built furniture were scattered
around the shop. At the end of the shop was a stairway to the second floor.
nd

rd

Beryl stepped into the building. Frank was outside directing the 2 and 3 Squads to go to the end of the building
nd
and cover their flanks. Gault led the 2 Squad to the left and at the end of the building he knelt on one knee and
rd
used his rifle scope to look at the windows and doors of the buildings in site. Frank and Davison led the 3 Squad to
the right and Davison stood at the side of the building and scoped the buildings to the south. He quickly pointed his
rifle scope into each window and door and stopped at a building 50 yards from his position. A sleeve and shoulder of
a German soldier was barely exposed in the doorway. He held up his hand to get Frank’s attention and pointed at
the doorway.
“Gault will have a better shot,” he whispered.
Frank ran to the other side of the building where the squad was hidden from the German’s view. Frank whispered
to Gault.
Gault walked slowly to the front corner of the building, took off his helmet and peered around the corner. He
could see the doorway and a partial profile of the German shoulder. Gault slowly lay down on the ground and raised
his rifle. The nervous German was sticking his head out of the doorway, quickly looking around, and moving back to
cover. Gault waited. The third time the German exposed himself to look, Gault fired and the soldier dropped where
he was standing. Gault quickly pulled the bolt action lever that ejected the spent cartridge and a new cartridge flew
into the chamber.
Anderson reached the top of the stairs, walking slowly with Tork behind him. Down the hall he could see the dust
still settling from the grenades. Anderson walked slowly down the hall and stopped when he heard a noise, a muffled
cry. He held up his hand. Beryl reached the top of the stairs and walked past Tork to Anderson’s side. Beryl and
Anderson walked slowly to the first door, looked in and saw two dead German soldiers. They then proceeded to the
second door and more dead Germans. The third door was closed. Beryl motioned for Tork to come closer and
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stepped to the other side of the door. Tork stood at the door entrance, BAR ready. Anderson reached over and
turned the lever slowly. The door was unlocked so he threw the door open and stepped back. Tork took a step
forward, his finger ready to squeeze the trigger.
An elderly French man and woman were huddled in the corner of the room, frightened by the gun fire and
explosions. The man was wearing a black suit an black hat and the woman was wearing a long coat and a scarf
around her head. They were simply dressed and their clothes had a look of being aged with threadbare edges on his
coat and her dress. Anderson walked into the room and knelt down beside the couple. The woman was crying. The
old man had a large open cut on his temple and was pressing a cloth against it.
Beryl ran to the next room, stepped over the dead Germans and went to the window.
“Frank, get Gault and Sorenson up here,” he yelled out the window.
Beryl walked back to the room to see Anderson and Tork pulling rations out of their sacks.
Anderson was talking in a low voice to the couple, knowing they wouldn’t understand but hoping to calm them.
The heavy footsteps on the stairway made the woman utter a small startled cry. Beryl stepped out of the room and
called for Tork to join him. Frank, Gault and Sorenson came down the hall.
"Sorenson, check out the old man’s wound.” Beryl said rapidly. “Gault, find out if they know anything about the
Germans in the village and any booby traps.”
“Let’s go Frank,” he said.
Beryl, Frank, Anderson and Tork walked down the stairs.
nd

Beryl walked to the front of the building overlooking the small village of Pont Hébert. He could see 2 Battalion
soldiers starting to come out from behind the buildings and into the main road of the village. The firing had stopped
from the K98ks and the only sounds were the distant artillery to their left and the engine of the Company G tank. He
walked out the front door and called for the squads to join him.
Beryl and his platoon stood in front of the old brick building, watching the rest of the battalion going in and out of
the buildings.
Gault came running out of the building.
“Edgell,” Gault said as he hurried up to Beryl.
“The old man said there’s a farmhouse and buildings just south and west of the village and he saw German trucks
arriving in the last few days and unloading some kind of supplies.”
“Come with me,” Beryl said and he rushed to the center of town where Bowen and his Company commanders
were assembling.
“Sir,” Beryl said to Connors, ignoring Bowen.
“We just got some information from an old French couple.”
Bowen and the COs looked up from Bowen’s map.
“Yes?” Connors said.
“There’s a farm on the southwest side of the village. The Germans are using the barn and buildings for storage.”
“What kind of storage?” Connors asked.
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During this exchange, Bowen was silent and listened intently. Beryl had followed the chain of command and he
was going to allow it to proceed. He knew Connors always adhered to the command hierarchy and obeyed the
protocol himself. In his company this procedure was always followed by Beryl and Mueller with Jarvis more prone to
address an officer senior to Connors who was present. Beryl was observant enough to see the expression on
Connors' face when this had happened in the past and he was determined to show Connors the respect he had
earned. Unknown to Beryl, Bowen had a higher regard for him because of how he treated his captain.
Beryl looked at Gault and nodded his head for him to answer the question.
“The couple said the trucks have been arriving during the last few days and unloading in a farm building south of
here. They didn’t know what was in the trucks or what was unloaded.”
Connors turned to Bowen.
“Hell yes, go,” Bowen said.
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Ammunition Storage
Connors yelled for the Company G platoon leaders and they began to walk to his position. He explained the intel
they had received from the French couple and outlined their tactical maneuvers to the farm.
“Edgell, you lead,” he said and then turned to the other platoon leaders.
“Jarvis, you take the left flank, Mueller the right. Edgell and Carlson will take it straight on.”
Carlson ordered his men to be ready with their mortars and rounds. All the infantrymen came to the realization
the truth of the earlier warning: the further south they traveled, the more likely they would encounter more of the
enemy in a variety of scenarios.
st

“1

Platoon, move out,” Beryl shouted.

Connors, Drews, Beryl and Frank began a swift walk to the southern edge of Pont Hébert.
It was common for the officers in the war to be active with the soldiers. Generals and full bird Colonels were
known to lead patrols and be in the thick of the battles. Connors was one of those officers who would be with his
men in a battle and usually in the lead.
They reached the edge of the village and a large farm house with several out buildings was in a field no more
than 50 yards from the village edge. As the company became exposed to the farmhouse, the battle began. Mortars,
K98ks and an MG42 began firing on the company. The two platoons in the center hit the dirt while Mueller and his
platoon began running to the right and Jarvis with his platoon to the left.
Pierce, with his face in the ground, quickly set the tripod on the MG42 and began firing. Tork and Viray were
firing quick bursts with their BARs and the rest of the two platoons began firing their M1s. The fire concentration
allowed the other two platoons to move quickly and flank the farm. The German mortar rounds were falling behind
the platoons. Everyone knew they had to move before the mortar crew adjusted for the short distance.
“Fire and move,” Connors shouted. Mueller and Jarvis heard the command and all the men in their platoons
began rapid firing into the farm house and barns as they ran to flank the Germans.
Carlson directed his mortar squads to set up and start firing mortar rounds. They were quick to respond and
small explosions began to rip apart the buildings.
The explosion that followed jolted the senses, muscles and bones of every soldier in the field.
It sent everyone to the ground as the entire barn became flying splinters as the roof was thrown into the sky and
the walls were torn apart by the blast. No one in the company had ever seen an explosion of such magnitude as the
fireball reached over the farm house and the platoons. It became evident to everyone that the Germans had stored
munitions in the barn.
Mueller’s platoon was on the right flank and closest to the barn. As the fireball subsided and the men came out of
their stupors, the sound of soldiers crying for medics could be heard.
Beryl looked over to Private Thompson to see if he was responding. Thompson was on the ground in pain as he
was holding his shoulder. A ten inch long splinter of wood had penetrated his upper arm and protruding out the other
side. Sorenson ran over to Thompson who was trying to put a bandage around his arm.
He slid to his knees as he reached Thompson.
Jarvis’ platoon was rushing the farm house. Beryl shouted to his men.
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“Cover fire, cover fire.”
Jarvis’ platoon with Connors got within grenade range of the farm house and stopped. There was no return fire
from the Germans as they were all dead and their body parts were lying in pieces around the field.
Sorenson was calming Thompson.
“You’re ok, you’re ok,” he was repeating.
Thompson looked down at the piece of wood sticking through his arm and was surprised to see very little blood.
At least it hadn’t hit an artery, he thought.
“What do you want me to do?” Pierce asked.
Thompson lay down on the ground, trying to think.
Sorenson’s voice was calm.
“Are you Ok?” he asked. “Do you want some morphine?”
“No,” Thompson answered.
“Do you want me to pull it out?”
“No!” Thompson answered emphatically. “We cut into an artery and I’m dead. Get a bandage.”
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Pont Hébert
th

Beryl, Frank and Connors ran over to the barn where the 4 Platoon was scattered over the field after the barn
explosion. Gustafson was clutching his medic bag and running with them. The other platoons were going through
the farm house and securing the southern perimeter.
Frank got to the field first. The smoke from the barn fire was settling over the fields and the groans of wounded
men could be heard.
Mueller was looking at his leg and the blood seeping through the trouser. Of the twenty-eight men left in his
Platoon, 12 were dead and 4 wounded by the blast. Thompson came walking to the field. His bandaged arm with
the wood splinter sticking through it added to the macabre scene in the field as he began working with Gustafson to
help the wounded. Anderson’s squad came into the field and began helping.
“Jefferson, go back to the village,” Anderson yelled. “We need a medic wagon.”
Connors and Beryl were talking to Mueller. He was dazed and disoriented. Gustafson was working on his leg that
had been splintered with shrapnel.
“How are my men?” Mueller asked weakly.
Beryl looked at Connors. Connors replied.
“Not good,” Connors said. Mueller lifted his head to see the carnage in the field and put his head back down on
the ground.
st

Mueller's platoon had been closest to the blast and occurred several casualties. The 1 Platoon lost Corporal
Steve Stoddard (assistant squad leader), PFC John Larson (Medic) and PFC Leonard Vasquez, a replacement.
As the smoke began to drift with the west wind, Connors, Beryl and Frank walked over to the hole where the barn
used to be.
“Must have been a lot of munitions,” Connors said, looking down at the large hole in the ground.
“You could fit two deuce and a halfs in that hole,” Beryl replied.
The hole was large, approximately 50 feet by 50 feet and over ten feet deep. Nothing remained of the barn where
it once stood. The lumber and material that once made up the barn structure was now scattered in a one hundred
yard diameter like spokes in a wheel with the hub of the wheel being the massive hole in the ground.
A medic truck pulled into the field and started loading the wounded. The dead would have to wait for another
vehicle.
nd

Four hours after entering Pont Hébert, the 2
Battalion was organized and ready to march to Hill 102. The
battalion was quiet as the men realized how easy it was for the Germans to take out an entire platoon. They had
th
th
heard about the battalion of the 115 that had been ambushed by the Germans but it was an abstract event. The 4
Platoon slaughter by the munitions explosion was not a story or rumor; it was a field of men they had known for over
a year. Men they had drank ale with in English pubs and walked countless miles through England and France.
Bowen gave the order to move out.
nd

The 2 Battalion began their march to Hill 102. Connors’ company had been assigned to stay on the road
leading south until reaching the field just north of Hill 102. This was one of many hills the army cartographers
designated to show a higher than normal elevation.
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Gault and Ski were walking together in silence.
Gault was the first to speak.
“You’ve been real quiet since we landed in France,” Gault said.
“Life isn’t funny anymore,” Ski answered without looking at Gault.
“You’ve always been great at calming conflict with your humor.”
“This conflict is too big for me.”
Gault had noticed Ski becoming more and more silent since the landing. Ski was always the one to bring humor
to the platoon and when a situation became tense, Ski would be the one to attract attention to himself through humor
and lessen the intensity of the situation. It was a trait he had learned in childhood and had served him well during his
maturation. Gault looked down at Ski who was shorter and thought to himself. Here was a young man who had
grown up and had learned to handle stress by being the joker. He had separated his parents when they were
fighting by being the clown and kept his friends from fighting by eating the tension through his humor. But, Gault
thought, this fight was too big for Ski to end with his clowning and he had resigned to silence.
Gault looked back at his squad.
“Spread out,” he shouted and motioned for Ski to fall back.
Anderson and Tork were walking behind Beryl and Frank with Connors, Whitaker and Drews leading the company
st
behind an M4 tank. The column was moving slow. The sounds of the 1 Battalion’s attack on Hill 108 were loud as
German 88s joined in with mortars, MG42s and K98ks. The Battalion was attacking Hill 108 and fighting with
everything they had to gain a toe-hold. They were barely on the rise and being pounded by the Germans who were
intent on retaking this strategic hill. Word got back to Gerhardt about the battle and the tenuous hold on the hill.
nd

The 2 Battalion was making slow progress to Hill 102. There was little opposition as they went from hedgerow
to hedgerow but each field required the engineers to dig into the burm and blast a hole. As they moved into position
to attack the hill, mortar fire from the hedgerows on the hill began to hit their position.
Bowen called for Connors.
“Let’s get some scouts out there so we at least know where the Germans are concentrated.”
Connors turned and walked to his company who was in the field at the bottom ridge of the hill. Their tank had just
broken through the hedgerow and entered the next field.
“Edgell,” he shouted above the noise of the tank’s machine guns.
“Get two volunteers up this hill. Find out where the Germans are dug in.”
rd

“Yes Sir,” Beryl answered and ran over to the 3 squad’s position.
“Pierce, Love,” he shouted. “I need two volunteers.”
The soldiers ran to Beryl’s position.
“Bowen wants two scouts to move up the hill and find out where the Germans are concentrated. Can you do it?”
“Yes Sir,” they answered in unison.
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“Be careful,” Beryl said as they turned and began running to the next hedgerow.
The rest of the platoon followed the tank into the next field.
Pierce and Love hugged the burm of the hedgerow as they moved up the hill. Pierce was leading and using all
his skills as a covert scrounger to conceal their position and keep moving. They were completely exposed in the
daylight and the risk of snipers. He walked slow and cautious.
The two scouts came to a corner in a field close to the crest of the hill. There was no opening and Pierce slowly
climbed the burm, being careful not to rustle the branches or tree roots. He was able to peer through the thick brush
at the two fields on the top of the hill. Pierce counted the number of German soldiers, no more than a company and
he could see several mortar stands. The Germans were setting up snipers and MG42 positions. Pierce looked for
tanks and 88s and was relieved to see none. A group of Germans began walking in his direction and Pierce climbed
down the burm.
“Let’s get out of here,” he whispered to Love. They ran north down the hill, retracing their steps through the
hedgerow fields.
nd

A jeep sped south on the road to Hill 102 and turned into the hedgerow field where Bowen had established his 2
Battalion headquarters. The passenger was a full bird Colonel. The jeep moved rapidly through the field until it
reached Bowen’s jeep in the middle of the field. The Colonel jumped out and walked to Bowen’s jeep with a map in
his hand.
“Colonel Bowen,” he said aloud.
Bowen jumped out of his jeep and looked at the map the Colonel had placed on his jeep.
“Straight from Gerhardt,” he said. “Rescind the order to attack Hill 102, disengage and proceed immediately to
st
th
Hill 108. The 1 Battalion is in one heck of a jam trying to hang on. The 35 will continue your work here and move
in to your right flank. I repeat, immediately, we’re in a heck of a jam up there.”
Bowen looked at the map for a second, turned to the Colonel, and replied.
“Will do, but we need to send a runner to the 35th. Our recon patrol just spotted a company of Germans to the
south and west of here. Mainly MG42s and mortars. They are on our right flank so we need the 35th to move fast
and protect our flank.”
The Colonel nodded and walked back to his jeep as Bowen was yelling for his company commanders. Captain
Curl sent runners to the fields where the Companies were located.
Bowen paced back and forth waiting for his COs. Connors and Drews were the first to arrive and Bowen couldn’t
wait for the other Captains.
“This is it,” Bowen said. “So far it’s only been mortars and 42s, now we’ll be facing 88s. We don’t have
replacements and our supplies are half what they should be. On top of that, we’ll be marching all night to get to Hill
108. Get your Company moving as we assemble the rest.”
Bowen paced a few more times and then barked his order.
“Let’s move out.”
nd

The 2 Battalion would have to begin a long sweep, southeast of their current position. They would be moving
st
through hedgerows and small stands of forest and speed was critical if they were to assist the 1 Battalion.
The tank led the way through the bocage. Each field had to be taken under mortar, MG42 and small arm’s fire.
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The Germans had been in this area for several years and knew the terrain and were able to direct their mortar fire
with precision. Beryl’s platoon with Connors was leading the column behind the lead tank. Each hedgerow field
brought more mortar fire.
At 3am the column had made little progress. The mortar fire and breaking through each hedgerow to enter the
next field was tedious and slow. Even with the column spread out, the mortars were having their effect on the moral
and casualties were steady.
Davison was leading Beryl’s third squad, a short distance in back of the lead tank. Three mortar shells hit his
position and soldiers were falling. Stoddard and Larson were blown apart by the mortar shell and would never get
up.
Beryl and Frank ran back to the scene. The mortar shells had hit in succession along the column and killed two
soldiers. Beryl and Frank watched Sorenson as he checked each soldier and shook his head as he realized they
were dead.
Beryl took off his helmet. The grief he felt was making him feel weak. Frank went to each soldier, said a brief
prayer of goodbye, and used his strength to hold back the tears. He knew each man, knew of their families and the
stories they had told about home.
Beryl walked over to Stoddard's body and knelt down. He had known Stoddard for over a year and admired the
Missouri courage in the young man. Beryl looked over to see Larson lying on the ground; his left side was battered
from the mortar shell. He walked over and picked up his medic bag.
Frank walked over to Beryl.
“It’s almost more than one man can take,” Frank said.
Beryl had no strength to hold back the tears and Frank could see the small droplets on his cheeks.
“I didn’t sign up for this.”
Beryl stood and shook the grief from his head.
Beryl and Frank rejoined Connors at the front of the column.
Beryl briefed Connors on the losses.
Connors shook his head and replied.
“Hill 108 better be damned important for this kind of sacrifice. We are not only losing men, but our right flank is
fully exposed.”
nd

During the night march to Hill 108, the 2 Battalion lost over 60 men to the German mortar fire. The hidden
enemy was lobbing shells on the battalion and the casualty list was growing. Every man in the battalion was tense
and wondering what to expect on Hill 108.
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A Brief Rest in the Bocage
nd

th

The officers of the 2 Battalion, 175 infantry, were assembled in the small farmhouse. It had been saved by all
the destruction in the surrounding countryside. The hedgerows on both sides of the hamlet were thick and tall:
impossible for a man or machine to penetrate or even see through. The makeup of the thick hedge was a
combination of native trees like oak and ash, evergreens, flowering bushes and ground covers. Parts of the hedge
included fruit trees and berry bushes.
The farmhouse was on the road leading southeast toward Villiers-Fossard and St. Lo. Both sides of the narrow
road were lined with either crude stone fences or thick hedges that were neatly trimmed. The houses in the hamlet
were mainly brick construction or the lathe and lumber of typical European buildings.
Beryl motioned for Frank to take the platoon to a resting area while he joined the officers in the makeshift
headquarters.
They all greeted Beryl as he entered and from the looks on their faces he could tell they were anxious to learn the
results of the patrol. Connors was the first to speak.
th

"We learned the 35 will have their hands full on the west side of the Vire. We drew their fire and everything
came at us: 42s, mortars, 88s and at least one panzer 175 millimeter. We gathered they were sighted on a crude
stone and dirt bridge over the river...........not substantial enough to carry vehicles but ok for foot traffic."
th

"Ok, I'll get the information to the 35 ," Bowen responded.
Bowen turned back to the table with maps and continued updating the officers on orders and situations.
st

"This will be a brief rest, we have to support the 1 Battalion on Hill 108."
Bowen looked down and pointed to the map.
th

st

“The 115 was successful in crossing the Elle and today should be getting to St. Clair. Our 1 Battalion is on the
rd
th
crest of Hill 108. 3 Battalion is spearheading to this sloping territory east of Hill 108, The 35 Division will cross the
Vire and move south on our right flank. Connors, your men will take a brief rest. Warren, I want patrols out to the
west and south. My order stands, do not cross the Elle.”
When G Company reached the open farm field, the Company G clerk brought a bag of mail. By the time Beryl
arrived, the soldiers were resting and reading their mail. As he looked around, Beryl could see the spent lines on the
soldiers' faces and a closer look revealed eyes that were dark rimmed and sagging. It was almost two weeks since
the platoon had crossed the channel to the carnage on Omaha beach and since then they had walked on narrow
roads, through the fields of the bocage, rested on the side of burms, been shot at and shelled and had existed on the
'emergency' K rations.
Anderson was quietly leaning against a wall by the road. He hadn’t received any letters and had taken the paper
from his pocket and was reading it.
Tork was walking around the field, looking down at the letter in his hand.
Private Love was sitting on a burm with a letter in his hand. He hadn’t opened it as his mind was still trying to
adjust to his ‘fellow Reb’ being killed. He and Private Vasquez had become good friends, depending on each other
through the training and supporting each other in the friendly jabber with the Yanks in the platoon.
Gault and Davison were sitting in a corner reading their letters.
Gault smiled.
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“My dad is already getting worked up over this year’s election.”
“What’s there for him to get worked up over,” Davison replied. “GM is in full production so he has to be happy
about Roosevelt in office.”
“He has issues with Roosevelt’s New Deal, too much government interference. And he’s afraid Willkie will be
nominated again for the Republicans.”
“Willkie is a hack. He used to be a loyal Democrat until he became President of the C & S utility company. When
FDR announced his plans for the Tennessee Valley Authority, Willkie looked at his wallet and turned Republican.”
Davison was referring to the government project known as the TVA. Roosevelt was proposing a large dam
project which would control the flooding in the poverty area of the Tennessee valley and also provide cheap
electricity. The TVA would be in direct competition to C & S and Willkie saw this as a threat to his career in the utility
business and became a loyal Republican. Eventually, the C & S was sold to the TVA agency but not before Willkie
abandoned all his Democratic supporters and became the Republican candidate for President in 1940. After the
election, he began to support Roosevelt on all issues of the war: the draft, Lend Lease to England and unlimited
support of the British.
“Do you think Willkie will try again for the Republican nomination?” Davison asked.
“He may try, but he doesn’t have a chance,” Gault replied.
"Political parties don't like one time losers. My guess is they will choose Dewey."
“So, your dad will vote for Dewey," Davison said, not as a question but as a statement of fact.
“Oh, he’ll vote Republican, Gault answered. “Now that we’re in the war there is no turning back so GM will do
quite well. He’s afraid the Democrats will restrict his capitalistic ideals by introducing too many government
regulations and helping the unions gain more power.”
“So you’re saying your Dad’s wallet is more important than our progress?" Davison asked rhetorically.
"I guess it would depend on your definition of progress,"
Davison smiled.
"How about if we all eat out of the same trough and no one gets obese at the expense of others?"
Davison enjoyed these brief moments he had with Gault. They were not in the same squad, but they were in the
same mind set when it came to their cosmopolitan interests and education. He liked Gault and could see the
dichotomy of Gault’s philosophy. On the one hand Gault cared about the men in his squad. Whether they were from
a rural or urban family, they knew their squad leader cared for them and was genuinely concerned about their safety.
On the other hand, Gault was a product of his father and would someday be an industry leader, dealing with all of the
issues about labor laws and government restrictions on a free economy.
Gault laughed.
“The problem with farmers and laborers is they don’t understand economics and capital.”
Tork was passing when he heard the word farmer and stopped.
“What’s this about farmers and laborers?” Tork asked.
Davidson answered. “Gault thinks capital is more important than farmers and laborers.”
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Gault replied. “And Davison thinks farmers and laborers built this country. What do you think, Tork?”
Tork looked up from his letter.
“You would have to read Adam Smith to understand the importance of skilled labor, productive farmers and how
capital and consumption are applied.” Tork answered and looked down at his letter.
Gault laughed, “Touché Tork.”
Tork kept walking as Gault looked at Davison.
“Where does a farm kid get this stuff?”
“His mom,” Davison answered.
Pierce approached Gault and Davison.
“Hey Gault,” he whisper shouted.
Gault turned.
“Anderson and Kuzinski wanted to know if you would join us for a few minutes.”
“What’s it about?” Gault asked.
“Anderson wants you to bring over your pack. He wants to show you something about it.”
Gault’s eyes grew a little wider.
“Oh, yes,” Gault sputtered. “Tell him I’ll be right there.”
“What’s that about?” Davison asked.
“Nothing, just personal stuff,” Gault replied.
Gault walked over to the corner where Anderson was sitting.
“Is this a call for the Courageous Calvados?” Gault grinned as he sat down next to Ski.
“This is CC camp number 80 proof,” Kuzinski said with a laugh.
“How’s the second squad doing,” Anderson asked.
“Good, I think. They’re all reading their mail.”
“How is the spirit of Calvados holding up?” Pierce asked.
Gault slowly opened his pack and wrapped in several pairs of socks was the bottle of Calvados. He slipped a pair
of socks over the bottle and handed it to Anderson.
“The first for the thirst of the first of the first,” Gault said, referring to Anderson being the squad leader of the first
squad.
Anderson took a small swig, squinted and handed the bottle back to Gault.
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Gault took a drink and passed it to Pierce.
Pierce looked at the bottle in the sock and paused.
“Here’s to us,” he said and took a drink.
Kuzinski reached over and took the bottle.
“Here is to the whole allied army,” he said soberly and took a drink.
The bottle went around a second time. When it was Anderson’s turn he attempted to make a speech.
“Here…………..here is to Brummer, Bell, Berger, Henze, Lindstrom, Barkman, Parker, Ruth, Erickson, Schmidt,
Forsythe, Ponter, Franks, Folks, Engels, Ferguson, Marks, Munson, Dundon, Feldman, Kirby, Kelly, Coolidge,
Stoddard and Larson: we salute them and their bravery."
Gault took the bottle last, drank, and wrapped it back into his pack.
Everyone was silent. After a few minutes Gault stood.
“I think I’ll go see Davison.”
No one answered, they just nodded.
Gault walked slowly back to his corner, feeling the warmth of the Calvados. He was thinking of the lost men in the
three squads. The Calvados was meant to be a celebration drink, a welcome drink from their French hosts. Or
maybe the old couple knew what was in store for them and gave them the spirits for drowning out the dead spirits of
their fallen comrades. The two extra bottles scrounged by Pierce were necessary as the toasting to fellow soldiers
was becoming a regular ritual. They had been in Normandy less than two weeks and two-thirds, 23 soldiers of the
platoon had been killed. The warmth of the Calvados turned to a chill of the reality of their situation: surrounded by
Germans, limited ammunition, bad food, and retreating Germans from Carentan who could burst through their
position at any time.
Gault sat down next to Davison, leaned back on the wall and closed his eyes.
Beryl looked down at his letter and walked to the village lane side of the courtyard. He sat down and leaned
against the wall.
*****
Letter From Esther
May 20, 1944
Dear Beryl,
I miss you so much already. Your darling daughter has been such a comfort to me and she must sense my
loneliness because she is so hugging and loving. She is so much like your mother, caring and considerate. I have
seen other thirteen month old children and Lois Sylvia is more mature emotionally. It’s as if she knows she has a
daddy who can’t be with her and me so she is extra loving and doing her part in the mutual support we both need.
Her red hair is growing beautifully and she looks so much like your mom.
I worry a lot about you, but I am so glad you are in England. The men fighting in the Pacific are having a terrible
time and the families in Goodland and Norton are worried sick over their men. I do worry about you, every day and
every night. I say a prayer every night to help me sleep and in my prayer I am reminded of your strength and good
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judgment and I know you will keep yourself free of harm. Still, I do worry and I find myself saying prayers throughout
the day for your safety. I know God is listening because the prayers give me such comfort knowing you are being
looked after.
Your family has been such a comfort, I see them every Sunday. We are going to church together so they are able
to spend time with Lois Sylvia and I do so much enjoy them. We gather at their house after church and watch the
kids play. Forest and Lucille are doing ok. Forest is concerned he will be drafted, even though he has three children
now. Lynn and Steve are fun to watch as they play. Lynn’s imagination is endless as he thinks of games to play with
Steve. Bobby and Lois Sylvia like to lie on a blanket, look at the sky and play with their own toes.
I had a little bad news last week. My good friend Sarah Cunningham is moving to Wichita. She and her husband
both got jobs at Boeing in Wichita and will be making planes. They have found a room to rent in one of the homes in
Wichita and will be moving next week. Her husband, Joe, is 4F and can barely get around because of his tractor
injury so he will be getting some kind of desk job, looking over blueprints. Sarah will be doing some kind of assembly
work. They don’t have much furniture so we are all helping out by storing bits and pieces of what they own. I’m
really going to miss her. She has been such a good friend since High School and we see each other all the time.
Everyone seems to be so busy in Goodland. The shortage of men and all the volunteer work for the Red Cross
has everyone working long days. The town seems to be full of strangers since we now have the Glider training
school west of here. There is a small crew to teach the young recruits how to fly light engine and glider planes. It
keeps the VFW hall full on the weekends.
Your Dad is doing well. He is still driving trucks to Wichita and Great Bend and seems to like it. Sylvia is not too
happy with it because he is gone most of the week.
Your brother, Harold, got a job on a ranch in Colorado so he could be exempt from the draft. It has something to
do with it being a critical industry for the war effort. He says he hates his boss and hates the work, but at least he
doesn’t have to wear a uniform and carry a gun.
I like my work at the beauty salon. I get to see a lot of the town folk and I enjoy hearing their stories about family.
I have been taking Lois Sylvia to the library on weekends and let her pick out what books she wants to read during
the week. The library is so quiet and I enjoy looking through all the old books, but then my mind will wander back to
you and I get a little sad. I know this is wrong. I should be enjoying the anticipation of your returning home and how
happy our lives will be. I promise to keep my sad times at a minimum. I do enjoy thinking about our times together,
especially at the Smokey with the family. You and Forest and the boys seem to have such a good time in the water
and I love the Edgell laugh. I smile just thinking about your broad grin and the deep sincerity of your laugh. It’s like a
tonic for my heart and removes the aching of your absence.
Take care of yourself, my love.
With all my love,
Esther (and Lois Sylvia)
Beryl read the letter several times, letting images of Esther and his daughter Lois Sylvia wander through his mind.
Part of him wanted to cry and another part wanted to celebrate the warm feeling the letter gave him. He leaned his
head back and closed his eyes.
His thoughts turned to his need to write a letter to Esther. He wanted to tell her so many things but he wasn’t
feeling good about the situation in Normandy. Two-thirds of his men replaced and the real combat hadn’t started.
He needed to write Esther, but she would see through his false optimism. Beryl closed his eyes and let visions of
Esther, Lois, Goodland, and Family roam through his mind.
*****
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Hill 108
Bowen and his company commanders were meeting in the farmhouse at 2pm. There was no change in the
nd
st
rd
orders for the 2 Battalion. The 1 Battalion was attacking the high ground north of St. Lo and the 3 Battalion would
nd
support from the left. Bowen and the 2 Battalion would cover the right flank of the gently sloping countryside which
would later become known as Hill 108: a patch of fields which were over 300 feet above sea level and afforded the
1/4
'owner' the high ground in the coming battles. It was situated just southwest of Villiers-Fossard and 3 miles from
St. Lo, their objective. Due to the high casualty rate in the many days of battles: attacks and counter-attacks, the hill
would become known as 'Purple Heart Hill.'
The hill was a patchwork of wheat fields, orchards, grazing land and tall hedgerows: and it was occupied by the
German army. The hedgerows would prevent large scale use of tanks so the main order of battle would be artillery
st
supported by mortars and foot soldiers. The 1 Battalion was attacking the German position on the hill and attempt to
drive them back toward St. Lo. The allied army was gaining strength as men and supplies were pouring into
Normandy: over 300,000 soldiers, 50,000 vehicles and 100,000 tons of supplies had arrived on the Normandy shore
with volumes being unloaded every day.
Bowen completed his summary.
“Any questions?”
“Yes Sir,” Connors spoke. “Do we have any G2 on these areas?”
“Nothing new,” Bowen replied. Our regiment can expect medium to light resistance as we cover the right flank of
th
th
nd
Hill 108. The 115 and 116 should take the brunt of the enemy resistance. There’re elements of the German 352
out there and likely more on the way. Gerhardt is really pushing this St. Lo attack.”
“Will we have more Tank support?” Captain Warren asked.
th

st

“We have the 747 . When we move through the hedgerows, we should have a tank for every platoon. The 1
Battalion is aggressively attacking the hill today so we should have more information.”

Bowen waited a few seconds to allow a question or observation which would aid in understanding the orders and
objectives.
“Get your men ready, this brief rest is over.”
The company commanders filed out of the farmhouse. Bowen walked back to the map. He hadn’t received any
new G2 about the German’s recent movement. They hadn't had a report all day from the Piper Cubs who scouted
for the artillery. Bowen needed to assume the Germans had their intelligence groups working overtime. If they did,
they would know Army trucks spent the last 24 hours delivering ammunition and supplies to the front line. They
th
th
would know the 35 Division moved south, abreast of the 29 Division. It would be easy for them to anticipate the
next move. How fast could the Germans reinforce their line? How fast could they bring up an entire Panzer
Division?
At 3pm the company COs had assembled their platoons on the village road. Every man was checking their
weapons and waiting for the order to move out. They knew this was the day when army met army.
“Company , move out,” Captain Connors ordered.
Company G would begin the march southwest followed by E, F and H Companies. Their destination was
st
st
right flank of the 1 Battalion where they would dig in and prevent the Germans from flanking the 1 Battalion.
The battalion followed the road southwest and before entering the first field, the lead tank stopped.
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the

The combat engineers ran to the southern hedgerow and began digging the holes needed for the explosives. The
blast took off the top half of the burm along with the trees and thicket.
Company G, Bowen and Simmons followed the tank through the opening. They walked the field and repeated the
tact to the next field. The artillery shells were flying over their heads and hitting the fields around them. The main
target of the Germans was Hill 108.
st

Beryl, Frank, Connors, Whitaker and Drews led Company G with the 1 Platoon in front.
Anderson, Sauri and Viray followed with the first squad. Even though the officers kept motioning for the column
to spread out, Viray and Anderson had a way of staying together.
st

Behind the 1 Squad was Gault with the 2

nd

Squad and by his side were Martinez and Tork.

“How’re you doing Tork?” Gault asked.
“I feel good. That rest hit the spot. How about you?”
“Good.”
“Scared?” Gault asked.
“A little.”
“Me too.”
They walked further along the road.
“Are you thinking about home?” Gault asked.
“Yes, about my mom.”
Gault looked forward, then to the right and to the left.
“Tork, that is what gets men killed. Don’t think about anything except your next footstep and what’s around you.
Don’t think about anything. All your brain power needs to be listening to your eyes and ears.”
“You’re right,” Tork answered.
The artillery sounds from Hill 108 could be heard in the distance. The light cumulous clouds which began the day
were beginning to move faster and were followed by gray, stratus clouds. The soldiers knew this was a bad sign of
more rain.
st

At the head of the 1 Squad Anderson turned to Viray.
“Viray,” Anderson said
“Yes?”
“Don’t do anything heroic, stay safe.”
This was the closest Anderson had come to acknowledging a friend in the squad. He had shown it through
actions, but never with his words.
The 2
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nd

Battalion’s slow movement was the result of the hedgerows. Each field they entered required the

engineers to dig holes into the burm and explode the top off to allow the tank to lead the company of men through
the hedgerow. Once the tank was in the field and the 50mm and 75mm guns had cleared out any enemy, the
riflemen would enter, spread out on both sides and walk to the southern edge of the field. If sniper fire erupted from
the south side hedgerow, the tank’s 50 caliber gun would fire into the brush and silence the lone sniper. The backup
strategy was to fire the 75 millimeter cannon.
nd

As the 2 Battalion moved further south, mortar fire began hitting the fields around them. MG42 fire began to
concentrate on the front of the column. The tank leading the column fired its 50 caliber gun and the turret moved
slowly to the direction of the machine gun. By the time the tank fired its cannon, the MG42 had moved and was firing
from another point along the hedge. Connors and Company G were in the lead along with Bowen and his XO
leading. Soldiers in the field hit the dirt and concentrated on the direction of the MG42. Connors called for Carlson’s
mortar platoon to quickly set up and fire in the direction of the German mortar fire. The snipers in the field were
concentrating on the MG42 since there was nothing they could do about the mortars. The mortar had a kill radius of
12-15 yards and there were three ways it could kill: shrapnel from the round, force of the blast wave and the force of
the heat wave. Mortar teams typically do not have visual contact with their enemy and can fire the 60mm mortar from
60 yards up to two miles through the air. The foot soldiers best defense was to dive on the ground and lay flat. The
lead tank with Company G slowly moved south. The soldiers rose from the sanctuary of the ground and followed the
tank, ready to drop to the ground at the whistling sound of an incoming mortar. The MG42 firing became silent after
the tank gunner sprayed the area with his 50 caliber machine gun.
The lead tank moved closer to the south hedge and closer to Hill 108. There was a break in the hedgerow
exposing the field between their present position and the field to the south. As inviting as it was, both the tank
Commander and the Company commanders knew better than to use the easy opening: there was a high probability it
was covered with mines that could knock out a tank and surely kill foot soldiers. Bowen motioned for the combat
engineers to move into position on the hedge and plant explosives. This was again a slow process that frustrated
commanders and foot soldiers alike. The explosion threw dirt and shrubs into both fields and a large dust cloud
blocked the view of the next field. Bowen motioned for the tank to cross what was left of the burm as he and
Company G moved behind it. Company G moved into the field as the tank turret turned to point and fire into the
field’s southern hedge. The riflemen spread out across the northern edge of the field and began slowly moving south.
Mortars, trained on the field, began firing rounds and the soldiers dove for the ground as the tank came to a halt.
Company E was right behind G Company.
The second tank in the column moved forward followed by Company E. The German mortars were a definite
nd
danger to the 2 Battalion yet there was little chance of eliminating them. The Germans were firing the 60mm light
mortars with a range of 70 to 2400 yards. They could be in the next field, or over a mile away. The lead tank with
Company G following moved slowly across the field. Three Germans with the MG42 were running south through the
field to the next hedgerow. The tank’s 50 caliber machine gunner fired and the three Germans fell.
“Can you get a fix on those mortars?” Connors yelled at Carlson.
“Based on their incoming sound, I would estimate a couple hundred yards, but it’s hard to pinpoint their location.
If I had to guess I would say they are at least two fields south of here.”
“Alright, set up here and fire half a dozen rounds at two hundred yards. Even if you don’t hit anything, it might
send them packing.”
Connors, Bowen and XO Simmons were having a rapid conversation with the commander of the lead tank. The
tank commander was explaining there might be a solution for the hedgerows. Division engineers were working on
prongs, like a fork, jutting from the front of a tank that would clear the top of the burm, but at the worst, poke massive
holes so the engineers could easily place explosives. At this point it was an experiment and would be several days
before the solution would reach the field.
Bowen was the image of one who is frustrated. His radio operator couldn't make contact with the other battalions.
He didn't know their disposition and progress and there was no word about the advance to Hill 108. He pounded on
the side of the tank and the hatch opened.
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st

rd

"Get on your radio and get a definite position of the 1 and 3 Battalions. We need to know what we're facing
here. We need to stay on their right and not get ahead of them."
It seemed like forever before the tank commander turned back to Bowen.
"The first is getting hammered by artillery and mortars and their advance is real slow. They will check in two
hours from now with their position."
Bowen turned to Connors.
“We have our objective, let's keep moving,” Bowen said above the tank and distant battle noises.
Bowen, Simmons, Beryl, Connors, Drews and Frank led the column of Company G to the south and the next field.
They were walking behind the tank A shot was heard, then another and another. A sniper in the far hedgerow was
st
firing into the 1 Platoon and the tank gunner immediately opened up with the 50 caliber machine gun. Dust and
shrub splinters flew and the sniper became silent.
Bowen kept the column with tanks moving. Gerhardt repeatedly urged the commanders to rush forward
and take the next objective. He was on his own timetable, not a timetable to advance slowly with artillery, tanks and
a concerted effort, but a drive to an objective that someone had pinned on a map. The officers of the companies felt it
was their obligation to protect their men. These officers weren’t career military like Ike and Bradley and Gerhardt
who depended on battle successes to advance; they were ordinary men with families and careers back home and all
they wanted from this war was to win without sacrificing their men and return home knowing they had performed their
best to keep the casualty count low.
“I don’t have to tell you up to now it’s been a picnic, a picnic with a lot of casualties. Tomorrow we’ll be meeting
th
the front line of the Germans. G2 has told us to expect heavy resistance as we approach Hill 108. The 175 will be
taking more of a beating tomorrow.”
th

Bowen’s mood was somber. He knew the 175 would be losing a lot of men on their march to St. Lo and
nd
th
th
tomorrow would be the beginning of face to face combat for the 2 Battalion. The 116 and 115 had already
suffered heavy casualties in their fight to get across the Elle and their advance south through the bocage.
The tank commander opened the commander's split hatch on the top part of the tank and motioned for Bowen.
Bowen anxiously ran to the tank not knowing if the commander had bad news or terrible news.
"Yes," Bowen said and you could tell the impatience in his voice.
st

"Sir, headquarters just contacted me and said we needed to hold up. 1 Battalion will be pulling back from a large
German counter-attack. They are going to regroup and attack the hill again at 0730 in the morning and that is when
we should resume their right flank coverage."
"So we stand down until morning?" Bowen clarified.
"Yes Sir."
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Stand-Down Orders
At 0500 Bowen’s aide was busy waking the officers and passing out K rations. There would be no heated rations
or hot coffee as no fires were allowed in the field. All the soldiers had dug deep foxholes and were sleeping soundly.
Patrols of squads surrounded the field to protect against ambush and their dark gray shadows could be seen in the
twilight.
First Sergeant Drews was up early and waking Captain Connors. Connors rose slowly, rubbing his eyes.
“Go wake the platoons,” Connors said.
“Here’s some cold coffee. Hope I got all the grounds out.” Drews said.
“Thanks Sarge,” Connors said, reaching for the tin cup.
“You don’t look too good, Captain,” Drews said.
“Couldn’t sleep,” Connors replied. “How about you?”
“No problem, Sir,” Drews answered. “When you grow up sleeping to the sounds of the Chicago EL, you can sleep
almost anywhere.”
Connors smiled.
“I sometimes wonder if I’m cut out for this job,” Connors said.
“Sir?”
“Drews, I had two years of college before going to work in my dad’s machine shop. The most men I’ve ever
supervised was eight, and they were all older than me and knew a lot more than I did about the shop. Three years in
the Army and now I’m a Captain with 150 men. Many of them have more brains than I do and most of them have
more guts. I depend on you Hank. This company needs your skill and instincts more than they need my officer
training.”
“They need your leadership, Sir,” Drews answered.
“Leadership,” Connors smiled. “How come you never became an officer, Drews? You sure know more than I do
about the military and leading.”
“I didn’t take that path Sir,” Drews chuckled. “Gentlemen make for officers.......I'm a working man.”
Connors chuckled.
“Go wake the troops.”
First Sergeant Drews turned and headed in the direction of Bowen and Simmons. He would check in with them
first and then the platoon leaders.
He passed a soldier sitting up in his foxhole looking out at the east where the sun would be showing its face.
“Good morning, Tork,” Drews said as he approached.
“Good morning, is it time?”
“It’s time soldier,” Drews answered.
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Tork stood and walked with Drews to where Beryl and Frank had made their beds of foxhole dirt. Each soldier
had their own unique way of getting comfortable. Some would round out the foxhole and let their body fit the
curvature. Others would need a stiff, straight angle on which to sleep and others still would use their groundcover as
a mattress and pillow. Sergeant Drews walked among the men, shaking and cajoling them. Back in England he
would have been yelling and rousting the men but in the combat zone, Drews used a different approach to the
trainees turned soldiers.
As the sun rose, the calm night became active with the sound of artillery from the American side and the
explosion of the shells from the battleships USS Satterlee and USS McCook. Hill 108 would be the last support from
th
st
the navy for the 175 : their guns had a range of 24 nautical miles and from the bay to Hill 108 was 20 miles. The 1
Battalion would be attacking soon and the artillery was trying to soften up their attack zone. The men who were
moving slowly out of their slumber became wide awake and Drews’ job of ‘rousting’ them was over.
Frank gathered the men together near the tank.
When the men were settled Beryl spoke.
“Ad Astra per Aspera,” Beryl said slowly. “It’s the motto of the State of Kansas and is used in various forms by the
Royal Air Force and other brothers in arms. It means to the stars through difficulty. It means success only comes
through striving and sacrifice. You men have gotten this far and you’ve indeed sacrificed for your brothers and you
have succeeded in surviving. Frank has said a prayer for you. He prayed you will use all your skills and continue to
succeed. I pray every one of you succeeds in this Great War and returns home safely. We will only succeed if we
overcome our fear and use all our training and instincts to overcome our enemy: Ad Astra per Aspera.”
Beryl turned and walked to the tank where Bowen and the other officers were gathered..
nd

The early morning mist felt cool and refreshing to the soldiers of the 2 Battalion. By 0630 each company had
assembled and all the men had double checked their rifles, ammunition and grenades. Bowen and his staff were
walking among the soldiers making small comments about their readiness. Connors and Drews were walking among
th.
the men of Company G. Company G would lead the column, accompanied by two tanks from the 747
“Move em out Connors,” Bowen shouted.
The two tanks began to rumble slowly south through the field. As the march began, the sound of the allied
st
artillery rounds grew louder as they whistled overhead towards Hill 108.
At 0730 the 1 Battalion began their
descent on the hill and the battleship guns stopped firing while the artillery continued going over the battalion's head
and into the lines of the Germans. Within minutes, Mortars, 88s, explosions of burms by the combat engineers,
th
tanks, automatic weapons and rifle fire could be heard. The army to army battle began for the 175 . (24)
(24) Path of 2

nd

Battalion - Right Flank of 1

*****
Bowen walked to Connors' position.
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st

"We need patrols out there. Send a squad to the right and one to the left of our path. The main column will
continue straight south. Our main concern is to the left near Hill 108. The Germans have been dug in there and the
st
1 is trying to push them off the hill. We need to make sure they don't fall back to try and flank the oncoming thrust."
st

Connors looked around. He had the most confidence in the 1
was no longer a viable unit.

and 2

nd

Platoons: Sergeant Mueller's platoon

“Edgell, Jarvis” Connors half shouted to the platoon leaders.
Both leaders ran to Connors. He was deciding who to send to the left where the real action would be and who to
the right. His final decision hinged on the strength of the squad leaders and the BAR men. He decided to send the
st
1 Platoon to the left and instructed the leaders.
"Beryl, you go to the left and take two squads from Carlson's platoon for mortar support. You will run into
Germans but we don't know where or how many. You'll have one tank and a squad of combat engineers. If they are
larger than a platoon, disengage and send a runner back with information so we can support you."
He turned to Jarvis.
"Keil, your platoon spread out on the west side and make sure we don't get blindsided. And both of you, be
careful out there. Remember, E Company is right behind us and we can put them in action to join either of you."
st

The 1 Battalion was advancing on Hill 108 and finding fierce resistance from the Germans. The artillery and
battleship barrage had pushed the Germans back south toward St. Lo but they still dominated the hill and offered
st
MG42s, 88s, hand grenades and mortars along with K98ks as their stand against the 1 Battalion and their tanks.
The Germans were well versed in close quarter combat in the bocage and knew how to use the hedgerows to their
advantage. Many soldiers on both sides were casualties from battling within feet of each other on opposite sides of
th
the hedgerow. Lieutenant Colonel Alexander George, Commander of the 175 was seriously injured during the
advance on Hill 108 from a hand grenade thrown over a hedge.
In war every terrain and battle are different. The advantage in a battle can switch from one side to the other
depending on a single mortar or artillery shell or if the terrain changes. The marines fighting in the pacific were
engaged in a different type of battle with the Japanese. Their engagements were on islands and they used the same
landing techniques and equipment as the soldiers on the beaches of Normandy. LSTs and Higgens boats played a
part as the marines and army fought for each island against a well entrenched Japanese force: a force which, like the
Germans had been in battles for years longer than the allies. Japan began in 1931 with a war over Manchuria and
as the decade came to a close in 1940, its leaders made the decision to expand in order to obtain much needed oil
and rubber: thus the invasion of Indochina.
The terrain facing the allies was sparsely populated islands and jungles. General McArthur used a strategy of
choosing the favorable terrain in a maneuver called island hopping. When they encountered an entrenched enemy
on an island such as Rabaul, they simply went around it and isolated the Japanese fortified island with the Air Force
and Navy: cutting off its food and ammunition supplies. This enabled McArthur to move quickly and not get bogged
down in an unknown jungle. The marines didn't have hedgerows to slow their movements. They had a skilled
Japanese army who knew how to use the jungles with caves, traps and tunnels to their advantage. McArthur's
strategy was to choose the terrain: the less guarded and smaller islands.
A prime example of the use of terrain was the battle of Waterloo that pitted Napoleon against the combined forces
from United Kingdom, Netherlands Nassau, and Brunswick under command of the Duke of Wellington: strengthened
by the army of Field Marshall von Blücher of Prussia. Wellington had chosen the battle field and he chose the high
ground on a sloping field in which he could conceal much of his army's positions. The rain on the evening before the
battle hindered Napoleon's ability to move artillery through the muddy sloping fields and also contributed to the
victory. Wellington himself credits Field Marshall von Blücher's arrival on the battle field as the final blow to
Napoleon. It may not have insured victory, but certainly insured Wellington would not be defeated.
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Counter-Attack
As Beryl and Kyle prepared their platoons for the patrols, the sounds of battle from Hill 108 consisted of rifle,
machine gun and mortar fire from both sides but without intensity. The early morning clouds were moving to the
south and Division headquarters reported a storm was expected the following day. Beryl was walking among the
platoon as Frank was checking each man out for ammunition, grenades and K Rations.
"How is your ammo Viray? Frank asked. He was especially interested in the ammunition of the BAR men in the
platoon as they were key factors in battle.
"We have about 40 clips," Viray answered.
At 20 bullets to a clip, Viray would have 800 rounds of 30-'06 cartridges which seemed like a lot of ammunition
until one considered the BAR could shoot 550 rounds per minute.
"Try to conserve.........we don't know when we will be getting new supplies."
Viray nodded.
Beryl was talking to Anderson and checking his gear over.
"You will have the point with me and Frank. Try to keep your men spread out. The Germans have been here so
these fields may be littered with mines."
It was a terrible feeling for a commander or leader to lose a soldier in battle: it was even more terrible if the
casualty was from a mine instead of a bullet. A mine was a faceless enemy from the ground. Similar to the faceless
enemy from enemy aircraft, or mortars, or artillery or a sniper. It was just more difficult to reconcile in one's thoughts.
A feeling of unfairness was attached to that type of casualty, as if it wasn't a fair fight and the cheater won: the
cheater blindsided its opponent.
Connors was giving last minute instructions to Beryl and Kyle when the sound of massive amounts of artillery and
nd
mortar rounds could be heard coming from the south of Hill 108 as the German's 352 Infantry Division was
nd
launching a counter attack to take back the high ground. Between the 2 Battalion position and the hill, MG42 and
mortar rounds filled the morning air.
Bowen was running toward Connors and his two officers. His voice was half determined and half panic.
st

"The Germans have launched a counter attack, we need to drive them out of the right flank of the 1 Battalion.
Start moving now through this adjacent field and attack their lead element. E, F and H companies will attack their
st
middle. Hurry.............the 1 Battalion is getting hell beat out of them."
Connors was like a traffic cop, urging the lead tank to chase to the burm and urging the combat engineers to hurry
ahead and blow the top off the burm. It was a typical army 'hurry up and wait' scenario as the riflemen ran to the
burm and then stopped to allow time for the combat engineers to do their task. The tedious process of digging holes
in the burm to place the explosives was frustrating to everyone.
Beryl turned to Frank.
"Let's get all the BAR men up here." He wanted all the BAR men of his platoon in the lead with him and Frank.
"Tork, Bruso, Viray, on me," Frank shouted.
Beryl, Bowen, Simmons and Connors were on one side of the tank and Frank was with the BAR men on the other
side. This was a wait period. Waiting for the combat engineers to blow the top off the burm.
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Everyone was nervous knowing this would be a face to face encounter with a well disciplined and trained army
with a lot of experience. Experience that began with the invasion of Poland in 1939 and continued through to the
invasion of France in 1940.
Bowen could feel the tension from his officers and looked at Connors. It was time to act calm for a brief few
minutes and allow a short period of normalcy.
"Did you hear Bradley threatened to demote Gerhardt?"
This got Connors and Beryl's attention. Demoting a General was a serious matter.
"What happened?" Connors said with a small amount of disbelief in his voice.
"You won't believe it." Bowen chuckled.
"Is it this rush to get to St. Lo at any cost?"
"No, I think Bradley agrees with him on that." Bowen replied and then continued with a slight grin on his face.
"It's the camp prostitutes he brought in or at least, allowed them to set up shop near the troops."
Connors head went back as if he was going to say, "wow."
"Bradley can be religious sometimes even though he doesn't wear a cross on his shoulder."
Bradley was a Christian as was his mother and father and every Sunday they walked to church. It was his church
superintendant who urged Bradley to attend West Point. Bradley was quoted as saying.
“We have men of science, too few men of God. We have grasped the mystery of the atom and rejected the
Sermon on the Mount."
The sound of the burm exploding turned everyone's attention to the clearing dust on the opening. The sound of
the tank's engine turning over was like a starting gun at a race as everyone began moving south towards 'Purple
Heart Hill.' The tank was the first over the burm followed by Bowens, Simmons, Connors, Whitaker, Drews, Beryl
th
nd
st
and Frank. The top leaders of the 175 2 Battalion, G Company and the 1 Platoon. They were followed by
Anderson, three BAR men and six assistant BAR men with BAR ammunition.
The tank commander yelled at Bowens.
st

rd

"The 1 Battalion is being hit on three sides: front, right and left. 3 Battalion is moving to drive back the attack
on the left flank and we need to clear out the right flank." (25)
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(25) Attack the Counter Attack of 352

nd

Germans

Bowen gave the tank commander a wave of acknowledgement and a shout.
"Let's go 29ers!"
As the leaders and the first squad followed the tank east, the rest of G Company spread out to the side of the
north and south hedgerows. This attack would not be a surprise as the Sherman engine gave notice to the Germans
of an approaching American army and they responded with short range mortars. The lack of MG42 activity told the
leaders the Germans were likely on the far, eastern end of the next field concentrating on the Hill and the German
nd
st
352 was now confronted with the American army behind them on their west side as they were attacking the 1
Battalion to the east of them.
The combat engineers were moving to the next hedgerow and Anderson's first squad was running with them to
nd
provide cover fire. Mortars from the German 352 Regiment began landing in the field and riflemen were hitting the
ground..................up and running and hitting the ground again as the whistle of the mortar rounds came at them.
The sound that was most frightening and jarring to the nerves of the soldiers was an explosion following by a loud
whooshing sound from the shell of artillery, the deadly howitzer on the American side and the German Haubitze.
Both weapons had ranges of 11 with a mile load and were fairly accurate given their high arching trajectory. The
31inch 105mm shell was the standard projectile and had a lethal radius of approximately 100 feet. The town of St.
Lo was only three miles away so both armies were using artillery for long range and mortars for short range. At the
end of the conflict, every building in St. Lo would be destroyed and Hill 108 would be filled with shell craters.
Carlson was directing one of his mortar squads to aim for a 200 yard mark, his estimate of the German's location
as Beryl was yelling at the other squads to get to the opening in the hedge. He had been through this drill many times
for practice and this was the real test under real fire. All of his senses were alert as he gave orders and watched the
results.
st

Beryl, Frank and Bowen were running with the 1 Squad and the combat engineers to the eastern hedgerow.
Suddenly grenades began landing on their field and everyone dove for the ground. The Germans were on the other
side lobbing these lethal stick hand grenades ('potato mashers') over the thick hedgerow. The long handle on the
German grenade made it easier to throw and they could be thrown farther. Anderson and his squad replied with their
own hand grenade barrage over the hedge at the Germans. The sound of MG42s could be heard but they were
st
firing at the 1 Battalion to the east on Hill 108.
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The three BAR men: Viray, Tork and Bruso began a series of fire and move into the hedge at the Germans on the
other side. Tree limbs, brush leaves and sticks began falling as the 30-06 shells ripped through the hedge.
Suddenly, the sound of an MG42 became clear and the hedge began to come alive from the other side. The
nd
commander of the German 352 realized they were being attacked by a force larger than a platoon and directed
nd
some of his forces to concentrate to the west where the 2 Battalion was attacking them.
Companies E and F were maneuvering in position to the south of Company G and Company H had set up its
nd
mortars and were now saturating the field where the middle and southern edge of the 352 was located. The
st
nd
Germans who had flanked the 1 Battalion on Hill 108 now found themselves flanked on three sides by the 2
st
Battalion to their north and west and the 1 Battalion on their right.
st

By now the 1 Squad and the combat engineers were at the hedge after the BAR men had driven the enemy
away from their side of the hedge. The engineers worked feverishly, digging the holes for the explosives. Their tank
was in the middle of the field behind them, waiting patiently. Suddenly, the charge was ignited and the top of the
burm blew off. The tank moved quickly to the opening as the gunner was firing through it. A German 88 round came
through the opening. It was a wild shot and didn't hit anything. This was the most vulnerable a tank could be in
battle: in the open and restricted movement. The tank reached the opening and was welcomed by a hail of bullets
from the K98ks and MG42s. The tank gunner was concentrating on the source of the firing as the tank commander
rotated the cannon in the direction of the German 88 gun. The 88 was originally designed to be an anti-aircraft gun
with a timed shell that would detonate after a number of seconds. As an anti-aircraft cannon it could climb to over 5
miles and when used against tanks and infantry on the ground, it had a range of over 6 miles. This was the most
feared weapon by the allies because it could fire at a rate of 15 rounds per minute.
The tank commander began maneuvering his tank to avoid the 88 getting a fix on his position. At the same time
he was turning the turret in its direction and when he was sure of his target, fired the 175mm cannon. Although the
round had to penetrate the hedgerow on the eastern side, it hit its mark and silenced the 88. Bowen, Connors, Beryl
nd
nd
and Frank were running to the next hedge, all that separated the 2 Battalion from the German 352 . The three
st
squads of the 1 Platoon spread out along the edge of the hedgerow, staying low and taking cover by the burm.
The riflemen were finding small spaces through which they could aim and fire on the other side. Shouting in German
could be heard along with the exchange of weapon fire. This field to field battle lasted for over an hour and there
were multiple casualties on both sides. The German field and the American field were littered with wounded and
dead.
Bowen, with sweat beads covering his face ran to Connors' position.
"They're starting to retreat. We need to keep up the pressure. Let's get both the tanks through the hedge and
keep up the fire power."
As Bowen was talking, the second tank came through the field opening just as the combat engineers blew the last
hedge that separated both armies. It was now army to army fighting. The first through the hedge behind the lead
st
tank was Bowen, Connors, Beryl, Frank and Anderson. Frank and Anderson were motioning to the 1 Platoon to
hurry into the German field. The BAR men, Viray, Bruso and Tork were climbing the burm and jumping to the other
nd
side. They immediately ran to the tank for cover and began firing at the retreating 352 Infantry. They were followed
by the riflemen of Company G. A wall of bullets flew in both directions as the entire company and the tanks were
driving the Germans south to St. Lo and the Germans were firing in a panic as they retreated. Companies E and F
were firing into the side of the retreating German army and bodies were falling like October leaves in a wind storm.
Bowen called for the battalion to cease firing as the Germans retreated out of site.
Bowen pounded on the back of the tank and the tank commander opened the hatch and looked around for the
source.
Bowen yelled at the commander.
st

"Notify 1 Battalion we have cleared their right flank and the 352
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nd

is retreating back to St. Lo."

Bowen preferred communicating between the tank commanders because their FM frequency radios had a longer
range than the infantry. At the company level, the infantry used AM frequency radios that had a much shorter range.
This difference in frequency and lack of communication between the infantry and tanks presented many problems in
the field.
"Then notify E and F companies I want their commanders west of here in the next field."
As he was giving orders the whooshing sound of artillery could be heard coming in their direction.
"Hit the dirt," Connors shouted and watched all the infantrymen dive for cover.
The whooshing sound became louder and louder until it landed and exploded just north of G Company.
"Let's get to the next field," shouted Bowen. He was referring to the field west of their current position and away
from the German artillery target.
The tanks began moving toward the opening in the burm and the riflemen scrambled to get to the next
field.
Bowen, Connors, Drews, Whitaker, Beryl and Frank began a slow jog for the opening as the casualties were
being helped or carried.
When they were safely in the next field Beryl and Frank helped tend to the wounded. Anderson, Gault and
Davison walked among the wounded and dead on the field.
At first, no one spoke. Still feeling the shock of the battle and the ache of their dead and injured. Gault was the
first to speak.
"It's very real now."
"Too real," Davison added. His voice was low, almost timid, as he held back his inner emotions and the need to
cry.
Anderson kept silent as he was looking over the field to see which of his squad had made it unhurt and who was a
casualty.
He had started this mission with eight men and was now down to six.
Two of his squad were mortally wounded in this battle. Gene Brandt and Ken Hodges. Although Hodges had
been a replacement, it didn't lessen the feeling of loss. Both men had gone through agony on their transition from
wounded to bleeding to death to feeling the pain of the wounds and the shock. And finally the last moments where
the pain overwhelmed the brain and shut the brain down to stop the suffering. And then death.
Gault was looking over the field. He found his assistant squad leader, Glen Martinez, dead from a mortar shell.
Close by him was Joel Henderson, victim of the same mortar shell.
He walked over to where Bob Booker was laying and knelt down: Booker had been cut down by several rounds
from the MG42.
"It's Ok Bob, you are out of this hell and in a better place."
He wanted to tell Booker he died for a noble cause...........he died so others could be free and his sacrifice was a
noble reminder to future members of his family of the need for men to die in battle and their families needed to suffer
for that cause. He wanted to say he had earned immortality because somewhere there would be a head stone with
his name on it and the reason and place he died so others could memorialize him and likely, on the anniversary of
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this great conflict, someone would put flowers on his grave and pray for his soul which would be a comfort to him in
his afterlife.
He couldn't say it because he didn't believe it.
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Dig In
Bowen knew his next move. Expand the right flank of Hill 108 and wait for his next orders. He gathered the four
company commanders next to the tank. The odor of gun powder was thick in the air and a gray haze was drifting
among the soldiers in the bocage: soldiers who were either tending to the wounded or trying to rest next to the burm.
Company E had been chosen to send out patrols to the south and west of their position to guard against another
German attack and the rest of the battalion was ordered to dig foxholes after their rest period. Occasionally an
explosion could be heard north of their position as the engineers were sweeping for mines at the field entrances to
th
make it easier for trucks to maneuver through the fields and deliver much needed supplies to the 175 on their drive
to St. Lo.
Beryl and Frank were sitting on a burm resting and contemplating their next unique army experience. They both
had dirty uniforms, smudged faces, unkempt hair and stubbles of beards, much like all the soldiers in Normandy.
The sky was overcast and the temperature of 58 degrees felt good after the overheated experience of battle. Both
men had their thoughts and Beryl just stared out over the field as Frank was making notes in his small notebook.
Frank finally broke the silence.
"Three from the first squad, two from the second squad and four from third: Brandt, Hodges; Granger; Coffee;
Krahn; Booker; Henderson; Martinez; Engels; Millis and Larson. We started this day with 28 men and now we have
17. That is almost a 30% loss in one day."
Beryl spoke without taking his eyes off the field of soldiers.
"I didn't know the new repo men but I felt like I knew Martinez and Larson. We did a lot of training with them."
"We need to decide who will take the place of Martinez as assistant squad leader," Beryl continued.
Frank nodded in agreement.
"Let me talk to Davison and Gault, find out who their choice would be.
"Ok, you work it out."
Beryl's thoughts were now on Martinez and the few times he had been in a group with him. He had admired the
way Martinez carried himself............a lot of pride and some would describe it as walking with a purpose. Even
though he was born and lived in Houston, he had none of the southern accent or mannerisms and his diction was
extremely pronounced. His ability to dissect a problem and use a mental process to step by step arrive at a solution
was a trait that enabled him to be a good leader. Then there was his humor. Easy with a smile and able to point out
the mental follies and illogical thinking in the squad members. He not only kept them alert to what they were saying
or doing, but they had to laugh at the way he put a light on their irrational words or actions. He did it with a friendly
humor.
Keil Jarvis walked over to Beryl and Frank.
"What was your tally?" Frank was the first to speak.
Keil shook his head. He wasn't prepared to engage in a conversation as he was thinking about the men he lost
nd
and letting the adrenalin settle after the battle with the 352 . He wanted to say something but didn't want to
embarrass themselves by choking up in mid sentence. Similar to the feeling one has when trying to deliver a eulogy
and unable to speak.
Frank broke the silence.
"We are down to 17 but we still have our squad leaders and BAR men. We lost one assistant squad leader."
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Kyle was the next to speak.
"We weren't out in front like you. I am down to 32 out of 36. Two were lost to a land mine."
Sergeant Mueller remained quiet for several minutes before he could compose himself and speak. When he did
speak, his voice cracked in a raspy tone. I was down to 12 men before this battle. I now have six left. Half a squad
out of four squads."
The news of the casualties brought the mood back to somber, as if news of a sudden and unexpected death
reached a family. Even Frank, who always had the right words and timing of what to say and when to say it, could
not respond. He sat there with the other leaders, silent, each trying to understand what had happened and trying to
reconcile between opposing thoughts so they could coexist and bring peace to their warring emotions. The need to
battle an enemy to end death and suffering in a battle against the need for inner peace and harmony with ones
values.
"How is your leg?" Frank asked Mueller.
"Hurts like hell but the bandage is holding."
This was the type of personal touch that Frank was good at and it came natural to him: it was in his nature to care
for the 'other' and direct the attention to them.
Company G was busy with the wounded as Companies E, F and H were setting up a southern perimeter to guard
against an attack.
Pierce was walking toward the leaders with his helmet in his hands, upside down like when he put water in it to
wash and shave.
"I can't say the S word so let me address you gentlemen. Does anyone want some nettle soup with pork loaf
mixed in?"
The leaders looked at Pierce with a mixture of disbelief and disgust.
Kyle was the first to admit............"what is nettle soup?"
"It is a soup made from the top leaves of a Stinging Nettle. Very popular in Europe, I am told."
"What is a Stinging Nettle?" Beryl asked.
"Actually it is a weed, like dandelion, only it can cause some real misery if you brush against it...............like poison
rd
ivy. Some of the men in the 3 Battalion in Le Meauffe were cooking it and gave me some. They said that cooking
took all the toxics out of it."
"What does it taste like" Mueller asked.
"Well, first it has a lot of vitamins and protein.............and it tastes like spinach."
This was the kind of conversation the leaders needed in order to leave the macabre world of war and return to the
taste of normalcy.
"Did you wash that helmet before cooking in it?" Kyle asked with a smile.
Pierce chuckled.
"Yes I did.......in fact this is my second batch. The first batch went to my squad."
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Frank and Mueller were smiling now at this private turned cook.
Beryl turned to Kyle and Mueller.
"Pierce is our platoon scrounger. If we need something, he can find a way to scrounge it."
He then looked at Pierce and smiled.
"In fact, he can scrounge just about anything although he doesn't always share what he has scrounged."
Pierce's mouth quivered as in a nervous twitch while his thought turned to the Calvados bottles and then a sense
of curiosity on how the lieutenant knew of the Calvados................or was he bluffing.
Mueller reached into his haversack and retrieved his tin cup.
"I'll give it a try."
Pierce lowered the helmet so Mueller could dip his cup.
"Aren't you going to join me?" He said, with a smile and look at the other leaders.
Kyle put up both hands.
"Let's see if you survive it."
Mueller took a sip and grabbed his throat while putting a writhing expression on his face.
"Are you ok?" Kyle asked with real concern.
Mueller laughed.
"He is right.............it does taste like spinach and pretty tasty. Could use a little salt."
The rest of the leaders got out their tin cups and joined in.
*****
Anderson found a place near the burm where the hedgerow was thicker than normal and began digging his
foxhole. The thick hedge gave him a little extra feeling of security since no enemy could see or climb through it.
These were times when he surrounded himself with silence and allowed his inner self to adjust to the events. His
assistant squad leader, Sauri, was twenty yards away digging his foxhole. Anderson looked up to see Gault and
Kuzinski coming his way. He took another shovel full and sat down on the burm. Anderson had an idea of their
social call.
Gault and Kuzinski sat down on the burm next to Anderson.
"Pierce is on his way after he feeds the platoon leaders," Kuzinski said with a smile.
Anderson knew what that meant. Pierce had offered him some of the nettle 'stew' earlier.
"We lost six more today," Anderson said, as if saying it would make the fact easier to accept.
"That is why we need this meeting," Gault responded. His thoughts were on Martinez. Not only was he the
assistant squad leader of the second squad, he had become friends with Gault and used his humor make minor
corrections in Gault's leadership style. Gault welcomed his comments while being entertained by the delivery. He
looked at Anderson.
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"Frank will want my opinion on a new assistant. Who do you like out of the remaining squad?"
Anderson wasn't expecting this turn of conversation so he hesitated to give his mind the moment to think and
provide Gault with a considered opinion.
"I like your two new guys, Coons and Thompson. Both are strong characters."
Kuzinski spoke next.
"I would like to offer an opinion."
"Yes, sure," Gault said, realizing he had slighted Kuzinski when asking the question of Anderson.
"Anderson is right, Coons and Thompson. I would favor Thompson because first, he doesn't hesitate............he
barges right in. Coons is strong but he tends to over think when the situation calls for an immediate response. For
nd
instance, this last battle driving the 352 back south and away from Hill 108. Coons appeared to be contemplating
his first move while Thompson dropped to one knee and began firing. Second, I like the way he talks."
Gault chuckled.
"No really, I like the way he talks. He has a voice of authority that men will follow."
Anderson smiled and looked at Gault.
"Ski is right."
Kuzinski leaned back on the burm with a look of satisfaction.
"Thanks..............here comes Pierce. We can have our meeting."
*****
Further south of their position Davison, Bruso and Love were digging their foxholes. Davison was digging a deep
foxhole on a small slope and piling the dirt up to the south and east of the field as a barrier against the enemy. When
he finished, he began digging a deep trench that began in the bottom of the foxhole and continued downward to the
north.
"What is the trench for?" Love asked.
"It is protection against the elements. This wall of dirt is to protect against enemy shells and this trench will make
sure the rain water will flow outward and not fill up the hole."
"You think it is going to rain?" Bruso asked.
"Know so."
"How?"
Davison hesitated before answering.
"A couple of signs. For one, look at the clouds. They are altocumulus............almost a sure sign of rain. Next,
notice a feint ring around the sun and also last night, around the moon. That halo is a good sign of rain on its way.
Lastly, your nose will tell you because flowers and foliage give off a stronger scent. Thus my friend, it will surely rain
in the next day or two."
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The Storm
June 19, 1944 the rain came. It just didn't fall and blanket everything with water droplets, it came in sheets and
crosswinds, tearing limbs off trees and bushes and stinging any open flesh. The sound of the wind covered the
rd
st
artillery fire from Hill108 as the 3 Battalion was replacing the battered 1 Battalion and renewing the attack on St.
nd
Lo. The soldiers of the 2 Battalion in the field west of the hill were dug in and using their ponchos and ground
covers to shield from the tortures of nature. Nothing and no one escaped the fury of the clouds which hadn't been
this angry for over forty years.
General Gerhardt was getting reports of the damage and the difficulty of trucks and tanks moving through the
onslaught. He was in contact with Bradley who was cautioning about spreading the line and the supplies too thin.
th
Bradley was still concerned about the objective west of Gerhardt's 29 Division and capturing the port of Cherbourg
on the Cotentin Peninsula. The peninsula is the most northwest stretch of land in France. Cherbourg is a deep water
port and vital to the plans for the invasion and aftermath when supplying the military would become a major logistic
issue. The German army had the same designs for keeping the port and were prepared to battle for this important
real estate. The allies needed the port to shorten the time of supplying the war from America. Unless a port could be
secured, the supplies would have to be unloaded in the U.K. and transferred to smaller craft for the short trip to
Normandy.
The early strategy for supplying troops and equipment was to build artificial ports and locate them on Omaha
Beach and Gold Beach. The British designed and built two harbors, called Mulberry harbors and towed them across
the English Channel to Normandy and then performed final assembly. The Mulberry harbor at Gold Beach lasted a
year and was used to land over 2 million soldiers and one half million vehicles. In all, 4 million tons of supplies were
unloaded via the Mulberry Gold Beach harbor.
th

The storm on June 19 was a major blow for logistics. The Mulberry harbor on Omaha beach was damaged
beyond repair and taken out of commission. This disaster would have a major effect on the supply chain for the
military until one of the deep water ports could be captured.
th

Gerhardt received this news on June 19 and immediately communicated with Bradley. After much discussion
th
and disagreements, Bradley prevailed and ordered the 29 Division to dig in and fight a defensive battle for St. Lo
until the supply process could handle the traffic and needs of all divisions.
*****
Beryl and Frank had dug a two man foxhole and copied Davison's trench idea to keep the water from filling the
hole. They each had a 9' X 9' groundsheet in their haversacks and Frank's groundsheet was put on the ground while
Beryl's groundsheet was used as a cover. The edge of the groundsheet was buried under the dirt from the hole to
form a type of lean to and the two men sat under the groundsheet to keep out the heavy rain.
The temperature had dropped as the wind carried cold air from the North Sea and the channel. The North Sea
makeup is a relatively shallow bed compared to the rest of the deep water ocean and shares the dynamic of the salty
ocean water mixing with the inflow of fresh water from the northern Europe countries. This merging of the two types
of water and different temperatures cause for varying degrees of weather patterns from the north. Combined with
oceanic currents from the Atlantic and the English Channel the weather in the middle of France can fluctuate 18
degrees in the summer months.
The temperature in the foxholes was a wet 52° and everyone had a method for keeping warm, rubbing hands
together; blowing in the hands; putting the hands in their armpits; putting their hands inside their trousers. Every
soldier had their own concept of a foxhole and its construction. Some dug a few feet, others dug 5 or 6 feet and
constructed a burm around the top to keep out water flowing downhill. Each method was different and effective. The
two man foxhole was the most popular because it was easier for two to dig than one alone. They had all heard the
story of the battalion that had been massacred in the open field as they were digging their foxholes and this memory
was a motivational push to dig faster and deeper.
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Pierce and Kuzinski were the first to complete their 'shelter' and they filled the bottom with shrubs to keep their
bodies away from the cold earth. In spite of their ponchos they had both gotten wet during the foxhole digging.
Anderson and Gault were working with their trenching tools at a fast pace so they could find shelter under their
ground covers. The rain and the temperature were at this point more motivating than the threat of a German attack.
Anderson finally called a halt and he was countered by Gault.
"Let's dig a deeper section on the low side to catch the rain. It will make it easier to bail out."
Without answering, Anderson turned his tool to the low end and continued to dig. Both men were blanketed with
mud from their knees to their boots.
Frank reached in his pocket and pulled out a packet of soggy cigarettes.
"I never would have imagined sitting in a fox hole, soaked, miserable, cigarettes all wet, hungry, losing at least 5
pounds a day, and not knowing if or when a mortar will land on this little carved out dwelling and end this misery."
Beryl reached into his haversack and took out a K Ration box that was still dry. He opened it and handed the dr y
cigarettes and matches to Frank.
Franks eyes widened as he took the pack.
"I am going to nominate you for sainthood Lieutenant."
Beryl chuckled.
"I'll settle for a civilian status."
th

nd

The storm had dampened the efforts of both the Germans and the 175 Regiment. The soldiers of the 2
Battalion wore their rain gear and continually bailed out their foxholes with their helmets. In the distance they could
hear the battle sounds coming from Villiers Fossard. The storm effectively shut down their supply line and the men
were told to eat only one K ration a day.
Anderson and Gault were huddled in their foxhole taking turns bailing out the rain water.
Anderson opened his K ration package. He was out of cigarettes and wanted to smoke. He took out the candy
bar and handed the rest to Gault.
“You need to eat,” Gault said guiltily as he took the small brown container.
“Not hungry,” Anderson answered. “Do you have any cigarettes?”
Gault scrambled to open a ration and handed the cigarettes and matches to Anderson.
Pierce and Ski were in a nearby foxhole. They were well rested as they had no need to bail out their foxhole,
having found an ideal small knoll and including a water trench to keep the foxhole free from standing water..
“Should we share this with someone?” Gault said, feeling guilty.
“We need to invite Pierce and Ski,” Anderson answered.
"They're in the same foxhole............I’ll go get em.”
Gault left and ran to the foxhole where Pierce and Ski were huddled in their rain gear. Their foxhole was clear of
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standing water but the bottom and sides were still a decor of fresh mud.
Gault jumped into the foxhole and splashed mud as he landed.
“What the……” Pierce exclaimed as he lifted the groundcover from his and Ski's heads.
“Hi men,” Gault said with a slight smile on his face. He hesitated before continuing. He and his smile were a
signal to the foxhole roommates that the rain did indeed produce a rainbow of hope.
"Can you join us in our foxhole?”
Pierce and Ski looked at each other.
"Do you have water in your hole?" Pierce asked.
"No, we bail it out as it comes in."
"Why don't you and Anderson join us in our high and dry chateau?"
Gault looked at the foxhole design and the trench.
“Nice plumbing job,” he said.
“Yankee ingenuity,” Ski answered.
"I'll be right back."
In no time the four Freedom Defenders were in the waterless foxhole enjoying the Calvados and toasting their
fellow soldiers who were also getting soaked.
"I have a special toast," Ski said as he was handed the bottle.
"Here is a toast to the Sun God and may he favor us with his presence...............I am really not liking this rain."
Anderson retorted to Ski's toast.
"You do know Ski, when the rain stops falling on our heads it will be replaced with shells,"
There was a moment of silence as the bottle was handed to Anderson.
"When you think about it," Anderson said before taking a sip. "Here we are in these miserable little holes trying to
keep dry.............. worrying about our destiny and afraid of dying. Did you ever think how you would instantly be out
of your misery and peaceful if you were dead?"
Anderson had been addressing the other three Freedom Defenders in the foxhole, under a ground cover, trying to
keep dry.
"My dad had an expression when someone in the family died." Gault answered.
"He would say that death is only bad for the living."
Ski chuckled.
"Of course it is only bad for the living. They are the ones who got dead."
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Pierce looked at Gault with a look of understanding.
"Ski, I think what Gault's dad was saying was that death is an eternal peace: no more misery, suffering or
sadness. The ones who are left behind, the living, are the ones who feel the pain of losing a person close to them.
Thus, death is only bad for the living."
Ski shrugged his shoulders.
"Maybe he was right. The dead person is in the afterlife with no fears or pain."
Gault looked at Anderson and Pierce with a smile on his face.
"Ski, I hate to tell you this, but in the 'so-called' afterlife you don't exist...........you are nothing....you have no
thoughts, memories, pain or pleasure."
"And no sex," Pierce said with a chuckle.
"He doesn't get any sex now.............so what is the difference?" Anderson said with a smile.
"Funny Anderson. Does that mean you don't believe in heaven?"
"Or hell," Anderson answered quickly.
Gault was also quick to reply.
"Oh, there is a heaven and there is a hell. Both places exist and we are sitting on it."
"That would be earth?" Pierce asked.
Gault was cautious with his next answer.
"In my opinion, yes. Humans have the ability to create a heaven on this planet or a hell. At the present time, it
looks like hell is winning."
"Has there ever been a heaven on earth?" Pierce asked
Gault paused for almost a minute. His mind raced through history and all the continents on earth.
"Never," was Gault's reply.
At that moment the ground cover protecting the four soldiers from the rain flapped upwards, exposing all four and
Frank was standing on the muddy foxhole floor, his entire poncho soaked from the rain and his knees down to the
bottom of his boots were soaked and stained with mud. The look on his face was neither anger or officious. It was
one of surprise as he noticed the bottle of Calvados immediately.
"Are we girls having a party?" Frank said with a smile.
Anderson was the first to reply.
"Yes sergeant.............didn't you get the invitation?"
Gault moved to his left to provide room for Frank to sit and lean against the wall of the foxhole. Ski looked at
Anderson as if to say...............'are we in trouble.' Anderson shook his head no.
Pierce reached into his haversack and pulled out a fresh ration box. After fumbling, he pulled out the small pack
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of cigarettes and matches and handed them to Frank.
Frank replied with a small laugh.
"Yes, in fact I did get the invitation and I want to thank you men for inviting me."
Anderson handed the bottle of Calvados to Frank who took a sip.
"This is the best apple juice I have ever tasted. Where did you get it?"
This question made everyone a little nervous and they all looked guilty. Tell the sergeant the truth or lie.
Pierce was the first to speak.
"When I went looking for my cousin in Le Meauffe I stumbled across this bottle of Calvados and we have been
having a toast to our fallen brothers."
It wasn't a whole truth nor was it a whole falsehood. It was somewhere in between that fell into the 'white lie'
category and thus acceptable in all norms.
Frank lit a cigarette and the expression on his face was one of total satisfaction. He smiled as he exhaled and
said over the noise of the rain on the ground cover.
"Thanks men for this brief moment of sanity." He said with sincerity and then hesitated.
"I came here to tell you to spread out and not bunch up. So finish your 'meeting' and some of you get back to
your foxholes."
Frank stood up to leave.
"Thanks again."
Frank ran back to his foxhole.
The rain was bouncing off his poncho and his boots were splashing mud in all directions. Even with the hood up
the rain still managed to splash on his face and it was dripping down his nose. He passed several foxholes and all
were in the same miserable condition. Muddy walls and muddy earthen floors with soldiers huddled under ground
covers, ponchos wrapped around them, hoods up and in many cases, a helmet of water being thrown out of the
hole. For the moment, the diversion of being wet and miserable and only thinking about your physical discomfort
was a welcome change from the angst of the recent and impending battles and being the target of a killing
opponent. Huddled in a muddy hole with your head and body under an army issued ground cover was a relief from
the fear of war.
“Everything looks secure out there,” Frank said as he climbed into the foxhole.
“It must be nearing our turn to go on patrol,” Frank said.
Beryl reached into his pocket and pulled out an envelope.
“What’s this,” Frank asked
“It’s a letter to Esther,” Beryl said. “I want you to deliver it personally if something happens to me. The address
and instructions are inside the envelope.”
Frank looked at the letter. This was common in the Battalion. Soldiers giving other soldiers letters for back home
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in case something happened to them.
Frank put the envelope in his pocket without protesting.
"Is everyone bedded down and secure?" Beryl asked.
"As far as I can tell."
"Good, let's go see Connors."
All the men and officers were trying to adjust to the rain and cold. The temperature was still in the low 50s and
the blowing rain added to the misery. Bowen and two company officers were doing their part in staying dry and were
using the tank as a prop for their makeshift lean to. The tank was turned so one side was against the wind and away
from the southern exposure where the enemy was located. The officers had to decide if they wanted to be on the
north side where the wind was coming from or on the south side where they would be exposed to the enemy from St.
Lo. Bowen had decided on the north side.
Beryl and Frank reached the tank and crawled under the ground cover. Frank was tempted to laugh at the scene.
Here were the top officers of the second battalion, Bowen; Connors and Wolff sitting on ground covers, leaning
against the tank and being protected by more ground covers. A lieutenant colonel, his second in command and two
company commander captains.
Frank wanted to add a little humor to the situation by admonishing them about not spreading out and thought
second about it. Kuzinski would have and suffered the wrath of four disgruntled officers.
"Beryl, good to see you," Connors said and motioned for Beryl and Frank to come to his position. They were both
half in and half out of the rain.
"You've heard about the Mulberry harbors. We are still in a holding pattern due to short supplies. Keil and the
second platoon are on patrol now and will be followed by Mueller at 4am tomorrow."
"What are your plans for the first platoon?" Beryl asked as he looked at Frank then at Connors.
rd

st

"Bowen wants your platoon to move to the north end of Hill 108. The 3 Battalion is relieving the 1 Battalion and
you are to offer your services to them. I will be accompanying you along with Bowen, so we can see what we will be
rd
in for when we relieve the 3 Battalion in a couple of days."
"Do we have any information on when this storm will let up?" Beryl asked.
Connors looked over to Bowen who replied.
"Division HQ has estimated another day or two before it lets up."
Before Bowen could continue a bullet from a K98k sounded against the south side of the tank. Beryl and Frank
jumped outside the lean to as the sound of boots on metal signaled that the tank gunner was getting in position to
fire his 50 mm machine gun. All the officers scrambled out from under the lean to and rushed to the rear of the tank
for cover.
Beryl and Frank ran to the first foxhole near them and crouched behind the mound of dirt.
Frank reacted quickly and shouted.
"Viray, Bruso, Tork................ sniper at the southern hedgerow. Let's go, get those B-A-Rs talking!"
In an instant, three ground covers flapped open exposing the soldiers huddled for protection against the elements.
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At the same time the ground cover by the tank flew up as the officers grabbed their M1s and ran to the side of the
tank. Bowen was the first and took a position just behind the right track and aimed his rifle at the southern hedge.
Connors was behind him and the other two officers were behind the left track. Bowen was firing his weapon in the
direction where the sniper had fired his last shot. The rain was now a drizzle and the sound of mortars and artillery
from Hill 108 made verbal communicating difficult. Bowen turned to Connors just as an MG42 began firing from the
western corner of the hedge.
"You have a platoon patrolling out there and they are now cut off from our position. We need to clean out this
nuisance quickly and get another patrol south to assist your second platoon. Get a squad to the field west of here
and flank whatever is firing on us. Get a runner to the field east of here and tell him to instruct Companies E and F
they have snipers and MG42s west of them. "
Bowen turned and continued firing at the hedge.
Viray, Bruso and Tork were standing in their foxholes firing their BARs at the hedge.
Bowen pounded on the side of the tank and yelled at the tank commander to start up.
Instantly the tank engine came to life and the tank gunner was flooding the southern hedge with 50 millimeter
bullets. Another shot from the hedge found its target in the captain of Company H. Connors yelled.
"Medic!"
Sorenson crawled out of his foxhole with his haversack and medic kit and began running to the tank where the
captain was lying. Another shot from the K98k missed its target and pinged off the front of the tank.
"Let em have it!" Sorenson yelled to the BAR men as he ran to the captain of H Company who was holding his
arm.
"Put a wrap on it, private. The bullet went all the way through. Wrap it and stop the bleeding."
Sorenson could see from the small amount of blood that the bullet hadn't hit an artery and quickly mended the
arm.
The tank was now moving to the south hedge and firing at the last position of the MG42.
Frank yelled.
"Anderson.........flank them on the right. I'm with you."
With that command Frank began running to the west hedge where a small opening could be seen. Anderson and
his six remaining riflemen joined him in running to the opening. When they were out of the field and out of sight of
the Germans on the south side, Frank stopped and looked around.
"Is this all that is left of your squad?" He asked Anderson even though he knew the answer.
"Yes, myself, Sauri, Viray, Brandt, Somerfield and Hodges."
Frank shook his head.
"Let's go and spread out."
Frank took the lead with Anderson behind him and in a crouched run, began leading his small patrol to the south
nd
where the enemy was still firing into the 2 Battalion. The return fire from the field was splattering leaves and limbs
everywhere and created a floating dirt wall, showering the Germans on the other side. One of the Germans shouted
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a command.
"They're withdrawing," Frank said over the noise of the battle.
"Let's go," he half yelled and ran to the corner of the south field. Viray and the others were at his side and they all
fired at the fleeing Germans who were killed instantly. From the other side of the field a platoon from Company E
were climbing through the hedgerow and waved at Frank and his patrol. Frank returned the wave and looked at
Anderson.
"I might have a need for an MG42. Hodges......Somerfield...........go retrieve the '42 and the ammo packs."
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Hill 108 - 2

nd

nd

rd

Battalion Replacing 3 Battalion
nd

In the early morning hours of June 22 , the 2 Battalion moved to the northern edge of Hill 108. Medic wagons
rd
were seen picking up the wounded and dead of the 3 Battalion. Bowen and his company commanders were
rd
walking through the field looking for the CO of the 3 Battalion and at the same time instructing his battalion to
nd
rd
prepare and be ready for a counter-attack. The 2 Battalion began helping the 3 Battalion organize and retreat
down the Hill which meant help with the wounded and the dead. (26)
(26) Map Hill 108

Bowen walked up to Captain Guy G. Griffen.
"Where is the Battalion CO, Lieutenant Colonel Whiteford?"
Griffen looked up slowly.
"He's a casualty."
"What about the XO, Miller?" Bowen ask with less force.
"Also a casualty."
Bowen shook his head both in disbelief and an acknowledgement of the sadness of the news.
“Guy,” he said. “Time for your boys to rest?”
“Yes, they are due.” Guy answered with a note of sadness in his voice. His face and hands had the look of
hardness that come from hard labor but his weathered look came from years in the military and taking on the hardest
assignments.
Bowen hesitated and said: “Did you lose a lot of men in that counter-attack?”
“We lost too many,” Griffen replied. "Since then the counter-attacks have been small ones but we are still taking
a lot of artillery fire."
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"The Germans threw everything at us all day, an 88mm gun, a 150mm mortar, and 20mm gun, My men were
fighting at every hedgerow line with Germans on the other side. Close range combat. We could hear them and they
could hear us, but we couldn’t see each other. It was mainly a grenade toss, with their 88s pounding us all over.”
“How about our artillery?” Bowen asked.
"Artillery and the cannons and the help of a battleship's 16 inchers.
“Where’re all your men?” Bowen asked.
Gill looked around.
“We have about a dozen officers and three hundred men left out of over 500 that we started with. A lot of good
boys died for this hill and a lot more were wounded. Welcome to Purple Heart Hill.”
Bowen shook his head and turned to his company commanders.
rd

“We’re relieving the 3 Battalion. Companies E and F will get these perimeters secured and make sure those
radios work. Wolff, have your men dig in and be prepared for a counter-attack from the south. Connors, your
company will help these men with the wounded and getting them off the line.”
Connors left the group of officers as Bowen began to ask about the enemy strength and positions.
“Company G,” he shouted. Beryl ran to his position.
“Help these men with the wounded and dead.”
rd
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Beryl relayed the orders to his men and he and Frank began walking through the field to the next field where more
Battalion soldiers were working with the casualties.

As they entered the field, they saw soldiers walking around in a stupor, checking each body and helping the
medics with the wounded. Frank pointed to a soldier leaning against the burm, his head in his folded arms. Next to
the soldier was another soldier lying dead.
Frank walked up to the soldier, knelt and put his hand on the soldiers back.
“We heard it was a tough battle, soldier,” Frank said softly. “How’re you doing?”
The solider shook his head and Frank could hear sobs.
“Come on soldier, you’re being relieved and going to the rear. This battle is over for you.”
The soldier looked up and then put his hand on the chest of the dead soldier next to him.
Frank looked at the dead soldier. Both of his feet had been blown off. Next to his hand was a Colt .45 and the
wound in his head told Frank the story.
“It was his decision, soldier,” Frank said quietly. “He chose to go. C'mon, let's get you out of here.”
Frank helped the sobbing soldier to his feet and guided him to a corporal who was also in a stupor.
“This man needs a little help.”
The corporal looked at Beryl, then around the field at the wounded and dead, and merely nodded his head. It was
a time where nothing could be said and nothing would be said.
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The corporal took the soldier’s arm and led him to his squad.
Beryl was helping a sergeant carry a wounded soldier to the medic wagon. Anderson’s squad was lifting dead
bodies and putting them together on the north side of the field.
Gault and his squad were helping carry wounded soldiers to the next field where medic wagons were waiting.
Anderson and Tork lifted a body that was badly mangled from an 88 shell. The soldier groaned and they both
stopped.
“Medic!” Anderson yelled. “This man’s alive!”
Sorenson ran over to Anderson and Tork who had put the soldier back on the ground.
He knelt beside the soldier and began ripping his shirt off. Anderson knelt and started tearing the material that
was left of the soldiers trousers. Pieces of an 88 shell were imbedded in the soldier’s arms, legs and chest. The
flesh around each piece of shrapnel was burned and had cauterized the wounds. Sorenson began pulling out the
pieces of shrapnel and pouring sulfur powder on the wounds. Anderson started pulling out the shrapnel from the
legs and took the sulfur powder from Sorenson who was now busy applying bandages. Their somber moods took on
a mild throb of feeling good about helping a fellow soldier who was still writhing in pain and looking each time a piece
of shrapnel was pulled from his flesh.
Bowen was pacing and contemplating the defense needed to block another German counter-attack and prevent
more loss of soldiers.
"Connors," he yelled and Connors walked quickly to his position.
"We are going to be digging in and I do mean digging in. I want these burms around the foxholes to be higher
and thicker. Relay that to the other company commanders."
rd

The 3 Battalion had lost over 250 men on this hill and he was here to hold it. The lack of shelling by the
th
Germans could mean they were badly battered by the 29 Division artillery or they were regrouping for a
counterattack to retake the hill. The quiet was both a relief and cause for concern.
th

Bowen’s radio man was communicating with the 29 Division headquarters and he called to Bowen.
“Sir, HQ.”
Bowen took the radio set.
“Bowen here,” he said.
The voice on the other end of the phone told Bowen that General Bradley had ordered another halt to the
offensive and all Regiments were to dig in where they were located and establish a defensive line. Active patrols
were required to insure current information about the German’s strength and positions.
Bowen handed the radio set back to his radio man. He was relieved to hear the news of the halt in the offensive.
He turned to Captains Connors and Wolff.
th

th

th

“We’ve been ordered to dig in and build a defensive line. The line of the 29 Division with the 175 , 115 and
th
116 infantry regiments is in disarray and we need time to bring in replacements and reinforce the regiments. The
Germans are no doubt digging in to defend the approaches to St. Lo, which is only three miles away. They’ve lost
Hills 108 and 192 but they still hold onto Villiers Fossard, a high ground where they can control this sector. The loss
of the Mulberry harbor is holding up new supplies and Bradley wants what we have to go to troops fighting for
Cherbourg and La Havre. We have to have deep water ports if we are going to supply this army.”
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Bowen was relieved to hear Bradley’s order. His men needed rest, supplies and reinforcements.
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The Last Patrol
rd

At 3am on June 23 the rain began to subside from a downpour to sprinkles. The worst storm in western France
for over 40 years was finally expending its fury. The majority of the men were still sleeping when First Sergeant
Drews settled into Beryl’s foxhole. Beryl woke to see the Sergeant removing the top of his raingear.
“Lieutenant,” Drews said. “Time to get up.................. Connors wants to see you.”
Beryl rose, stretched and stood in the foxhole.
“Lead the way,” Beryl said as he put on his helmet and grabbed his rifle.
Connors had constructed a tent next to the tank in a lean-to fashion and he was sitting under the tarp on his rain
gear with the battalion officers.
Beryl and Drews ducked down and knelt under the tarp.
“Take off your rain gear and sit on it,” Connors said.
Both soldiers did as he said.
“Bowen wants a patrol out this morning,” Connors began. “This isn’t an easy mission.” Connors pointed at the
map he was holding.
“The Germans are well entrenched at Villiers Fossard. We won’t be attacking for a while. That storm took out our
one of our makeshift harbors and they are having trouble getting munitions onto the beach. We’re short of everything
including artillery rounds. Bowen wants a patrol to proceed to the eastern side of Hill 108 and check out what’s
th
between us and Villiers. We’re the right flank of the 115 and we need to know exactly where the Germans are
located. I need you to take out a patrol. Start by going due east of this Hill, and then turn south until you run into the
German line.
Connors looked over to see Bowen with his eyes closed and he shook his head 'no.'
As he was shaking his head he said, "Bowen would like for you to get some prisoners."
“How large a patrol?”
“How many are left in your platoon?” Connors asked.
"15," was Beryl's answer.
Connors shook his head in a sad fashion.
"Ok, take what is left of your platoon."
“Leave here as soon as you can to take advantage of the dark. Remember, yesterday was summer solstice so it
will be light earlier and dark later. There’s good news; we should have replacements here today or tomorrow and will
be able to fill out all the platoons. You’ll have work to do when you get back.”
“Yes Sir,” Beryl answered and left the lean-to.
He walked to Frank’s foxhole, woke Frank and told him the orders.
Frank stood, put on his pack and grabbed his rifle.
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“Who do you want to take?” Frank asked without thinking.
Beryl looked at Frank and raised his eyebrows.
“We have 17 left in the three riflemen squads......counting us,” Beryl answered.
"I was thinking everybody except Carlson's squad," Frank said.
"Who do you have on your list?"
Frank took the small notebook from his trouser pocket.
"Anderson, Squad Leader,
Sauri, his assistant,
Viray
PFC Jansen."
"In Gault's squad we have:
Gault,
Torkildson, BAR man,
Kuzinski, BAR assistant,
Sorenson, Medic,
Barry, replacement rifleman,
Cogon, replacement rifleman,
Lewis."
"Davison, Squad Leader
Bruso, BAR
Love, BAR assistant
Pierce."
Beryl looked at Frank.
"Sort out who will be our BAR men and assistants for carrying the ammo. We need those BARs. We are going
into hostile territory and need all the fire power we can carry."
Beryl and Frank moved among the foxholes and woke their men. The rain had stopped and the waking soldiers
rolled up their ponchos and tied them to their backpacks.
Beryl walked over to Anderson and Gault.
“I want you two in front with me. Viray and Bruso follow with his BAR and Tork take the rear.”
Beryl repeated their instructions and the route they would be taking.
The assembled squad moved out, heading east. (27)
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(27) Path of Last Patrol

The patrol had one objective; to locate the enemy line between Hill 108 and Villiers Fossard and report back to
the Battalion Commander on the location and strength of the German army.
Beryl and his squad moved into the next field. It was still dark and they moved rapidly through the field and into
the next field. When they reached the hedgerow, Beryl slowed and walked as softly as he could. The rest of the
squad copied his move as they walked to the burm. Beryl motioned for Frank to proceed down the hedgerow,
listening for any activity on the other side. Frank reached the end of the hedgerow, waited and listened. There was
an opening in the hedge and Frank peered into the next field. Hearing no sound and seeing no enemy, Frank
motioned to Beryl. Beryl and the squad ran to the end of the field and joined Frank.
“Next field looks clear,” Frank whispered.
“Let’s go,” Beryl replied.
Beryl and Frank led the patrol to the next field and headed south. They were marching straight to the enemy line.
They had no way of knowing if the Germans had mined the fields in their retreat and every step was taken with a
twinge of fear. The squad walked slowly through the field with their weapons ready. The recent storm had left
behind lingering clouds that shielded the slight glow of the waxing crescent moon and the men of the squad could
barely see the man in front of them. The squad was a quarter of a mile from their battalion and unsure how close
they were to the Germans. When they reached the southern end of the field, Beryl motioned for the squad to spread
out along the hedgerow. No one moved because no one could see Beryl’s signal.
“Spread out and move to the eastern edge, pass it on,” Beryl whispered.
Frank relayed the order as he and Beryl led the column to the eastern edge of the field and knelt down to wait.
The advantage for Beryl’s squad in the early morning darkness was the sound that a field of troops would make as
they rose from their slumber. The squad listened. There was no sound from the next field. Beryl crept back to
Anderson and whispered for him to check out the opening to the next field.
Anderson crept to the hedgerow opening and peered into the next field. He couldn’t see any movement or enemy
and crept back to tell Beryl.
"This is where it gets dangerous," Beryl whispered to Frank.
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"We need to make sure that entrance to the field isn't mined. Put five men abreast and tell them to use their
bayonets to check for mines. Start at the entrance and work their way through and make sure they turn the dirt over
so we can see where they have checked."
Frank chose Brandt, Somerfeld, Kuzinski, Barry and Thompson and instructed them what to do and reminded
them of their training on how to locate a mine that is buried. If they found one, they were not to touch it or try to
disarm it. Just mark where it was located by digging a ring around it.
Anderson joined them at the entrance.
Frank looked at Beryl, smiled and shook his head.
Beryl understood the gesture. Anderson refused to have his men do anything without him. No matter the danger
or lack of danger, he needed to be there.
Anderson led the five riflemen to the entrance and they all put down their rifles and lay on the ground with their
bayonets. Even with the chill in the air, the men began to sweat and beads formed on their foreheads. Anderson
and Thompson were on the ends with the others in between.
"Thompson, dig a trench on your side as we move and clear the opening. I'll dig one on my side and we will have
markers for what we have cleared."
Slowly each man put his bayonet into the soil at a 30º angle and pushed forward. Not feeling or hearing a metallic
sound, they withdrew the knife and after crawling one foot, inserted the blade again.
Beryl, Frank and the rest of the patrol lay on the ground in the event of an explosion or in case the mine was an S
mine. The S mine, or as it was called, the 'Bouncing Betty' was more lethal than standard mines that blew upward
and only doing harm to those in close proximity. The 'Bouncing Betty' was designed to first launch into the air to 3
feet above the ground and then detonate. It was the most effective and most feared mine by the soldiers.
"How is everyone doing?" Anderson whispered to his group.
"Fine, just fine," Kuzinski answered. "Reminds me of digging up potatoes at Tedworth."
Anderson smiled as he slowly inserted his bayonet blade into the ground.
"Did I miss that movie?" Thompson asked.
"You didn't miss much," Kuzinski answered. "But the ending was great. I'll tell you later."
"Hey Anderson, how far do you want to go with this?" Thompson asked.
Just then there was a clink sound of metal on metal. It came from Kuzinski's position and everyone froze in their
position. It was the same sound as when a metal bayonet encountered a mine and the same sound that all soldiers
dreaded to hear when checking for buried mines. For what seemed several minutes the entire group was motionless
and every one of their minds was a scramble of fear, angst and dread. The sweat beads grew and their muscles
tensed at the thought of what could happen in the next few seconds.
Anderson look down the row of men and saw Kuzinski with a smile on his face.
"What did you do Ski?"
"Sarge, I accidently hit my bayonet on my helmet.........sorry."
Anderson shook his head.
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"Ski, do you know what backfire is? And don't call me sarge and put a target on my back."
"No................err......friend. What is backfire?"
"That is when you make a joke and you become the butt of the joke."
"How could it backfire?"
"One of us could shoot you in the head to make sure you were motionless and not set off the mine. That is a
backfire."
Kuzinski went silent and thought to himself that Anderson was right and he needed to contain his sense of humor
during this war. He made a promise to himself.
Anderson looked up to see they were ten feet within the field and past the opening.
"This should do. Let's go back. Remember, stay within the trenches Thompson and I dug."
They all stood and walked back to the opening and picked up their rifles. Anderson walked back to where Beryl
and Frank were laying.
"It is clear. We cleared a path about ten feet across and about ten feet into the field."
Beryl, Frank and the rest of the patrol stood, brushed off their uniforms and followed Anderson to the opening.
Anderson, Beryl and Frank led the squad into the field. The next four fields heading south had been empty and
quiet. The sun was appearing on the horizon and daylight now exposed the squad. The clouds that covered the
moon were now gone and the sun was a June bright. Frank stopped, held up his hand and pointed to the next field.
The top of a roof could be seen over the hedgerow: not a large house or barn roof, more like a shack roof. They had
seen these before in fields and heard they were shepherd shacks. Beryl pointed to a spot in the hedgerow where the
trees and bushes were thin enough for a person to crawl through. He and Frank led the squad to the opening and
laying on the side of the burm, they peered through the opening expecting to find Germans or sheep. After a few
minutes, Beryl motioned for Anderson and the rest of the squad to join him on the burm. He then motioned for Viray
and Gault to come to his side as he retrieved his binoculars from his haversack. Speaking in a low voice to Gault.
"Take a good look with your rifle scope and make sure the field and that shack are empty."
Gault leaned against the burm on his stomach and raised his rifle. He was slow and methodical as he surveyed
the open field. Finally he looked through the scope into the small window on the north side of the structure. Satisfied
there was no movement inside the building, he looked up at Beryl and shook his head.
Beryl motioned for Anderson.
"You, Viray and Gault climb through the hedge and make it to the shack. Be very careful of booby traps.”
Anderson nodded and he was the first through the hedge. Once through the hedge, he knelt on one knee and
pointed his rifle at the shack as Viray and Gault joined him in the field. All three had their weapons ready as they
slowly walked to the shack, being careful of each step and constantly looking back and forth, from the ground to the
shack and back to the ground. There was more fear of mines in the field than Germans in or around the shack. The
faceless enemy could be anywhere in the field.
As they neared the shack, Anderson put his arm up, signaling Viray and Gault to hold up as he crept to the side of
the shack. Gault had his rifle scope zeroed in on the shack's broken window as Anderson hugged his back to the
outer wall and slowly moved to the window. The building was no more than a 15 by 15 foot room with a dirt floor, old
timbers and holes in the roof. The old stone work that made up the walls appeared ageless. Anderson quickly
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looked in the window and motioned for Viray and Gault to join him. He walked over to the old wooden door and
looked closely around the edges of the door and the door jamb for signs of a trap.
Anderson waved his arm at the rest of the squad waiting to cross the hedge and into the field. He could see Beryl
return the wave and then climb through, followed by Frank and the rest of the squad. They all crossed the field in a
single file, following in Anderson's footsteps. Beryl motioned for the squad to stay on the north side of the shack, out
of site of anyone who might be on the south side.
Frank approached Anderson who said in a low voice.
"I checked the door and it looks clean. What is our next move?"
"That will be my move................everyone stand back."
Frank took a quick look and as everyone stood back, he opened the door. It opened slowly with creaking hinges
and the sound of old boards bending. Frank looked down at the dirt floor and saw no signs of the soil being
disturbed and had to assume there were no mines planted. The walls of the inside were the same stones that made
up the outer walls: stones of different colors, sizes and shapes held together by some kind of primitive masonry
material. The pitched roof was supported by old beams and decorated with a pattern of holes that allowed the sun to
peer into the shack. The only furniture in the room was a long wooden bench. The squad entered the shack and
looked around waiting for Beryl to issue an order. Several empty cartons of German rations littered the floor as well
as cigarette butts.
“They could be using it as a sentry post, or a resting place out of the rain,” Frank said.
Beryl looked around nervously and walked to the broken window on the south side of the shack. He calculated
that if Germans were going to approach them, they would be coming from the south, from the St. Lo area.
"Let's take this slow," Beryl told the squad.
“Anderson, you, Viray and Brandt get to the south end of this field. Frank, you Tork and Ski check out the eastern
hedgerow, the most likely place where the Germans would be, between here and Villiers-Fossard. The rest of the
squad will remain here. Gault, get to that window and keep an eye on the hedgerows with your scope. Hodges, you
do the same by the door."
Before anyone could leave the building, a German patrol of eight soldiers entered the field from the south side.
Gault whispered.
“Stop!”
Everyone looked at him as he ducked from the window.
“German patrol on the south side,” he whispered.
Beryl walked to the window, took off his helmet and peered out. The German patrol was in the field looking
around. One of the soldiers pointed at the building and the patrol started to walk to it.
“They all have K98k no 42,” Beryl whispered.
“Tork, Ski, take the window. We’ll wait until they are within 20 yards, on my signal.”
Beryl turned to Frank and Viray.
“On my order follow me out the door and start firing. Stay close to the wall and the door. Use the walls for cover.”
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It had been several days since Beryl's platoon had experienced 'army to army' battle. Since then it had been
engagements with the 'faceless' enemy of mortars, snipers and hidden MG42s. This short battle would be face to
face as both sides would be within yards of each other and firing in desperation.
Beryl could feel the pounding of his heart and for a second wondered if anyone else could hear it. He also felt his
slow and deep breathing as he watched the patrol come nearer and nearer. The Germans were all walking upright
and casual with their rifles pointing to the ground and Beryl assumed they were not expecting an enemy this close to
their line.
Beryl waited until the German patrol was within 20 yards and then said ‘Fire’.
Tork started firing his BAR while Beryl, Frank and Viray ran out the door and started firing. The German patrol
was totally surprised and in less than 5 seconds they were all dead. None of them had a chance to return fire.
“Come on Frank,” Beryl said and ran over to the dead patrol.
He picked up a K98k and began firing into the northern hedgerow burm. Frank picked up a K98k and began to
fire. They kept firing for several seconds and when the 5 shot clip was empty, they picked up the rifle of another
soldier.
Beryl pointed at the burm.
“Anderson, empty your clip into the burm.”
Anderson began to fire as Beryl and Frank fired the K98k. Beryl picked up another K98k and kept firing. After a
few seconds, Beryl held up his hand to cease.
Tork was now standing beside the building.
“What was that all about?” He asked Anderson.
“Fake battle,” Anderson answered. “In case another German patrol is nearby they’ll hear the K98ks as the last
gunfire and figure their patrol won.”
“Let’s get these bodies in the building,” Beryl ordered.
Anderson and Gault motioned for their men and they ran over to the bodies. The men were nervous about being
in an open field and they rushed to carry the dead patrol into the building.
“We still haven’t found the enemy line,” Beryl said to Frank as the squad worked.
“It must be close by,” Frank answered. “We could be as close as one or two fields from the line.”
“I don’t like being exposed in this daylight,” Beryl said. “Let’s go back a few fields to the north and wait until dark.”
Frank walked over to the squad waiting by the building.
“We’re moving out,” he said, pointing north.
There was a soft chorus of sighs from the soldiers when they saw their sergeant pointing north, away from the
German line.
The squad walked to the opening in the hedge and continued north across the field they had just traveled.
“Rotate two sentries, one on each end of the field,” Beryl said to Frank. Tell the men to quietly dig their foxholes
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and rest. If there are more German patrols, I doubt if they’ll come this far north.
Frank gave each man his rotation as a sentry and sat down next to Beryl.
“We need to send a runner back to HQ and report,” Beryl said. “We might as well stay here and continue our
patrol at dark. We still haven't found the German line.”
Frank rose and walked to Cogon.
"Cogon, we need a runner to return to HQ and report where we are and that we have only run into a patrol. Tell
Connors we’ll wait here until dark and continue the patrol.”
“Understood,” Cogon replied.
He was happy to be chosen. The thought of sitting in the field all afternoon with no activity was not a pleasant
thought. He could never sit still for long and the cloudy afternoon, with its fresh air and only the distant sound of
artillery would contribute to messages his tired body and mind was sending.
“Can you find your way back?” Frank asked.
Cogon smiled, “Easy.”
“Bring back some rations,” Frank continued. “We’ll be here until 2100 and then move out back in the direction of
the field with the shack. If you aren’t back by then, we’ll assume you didn’t make it.”
Frank walked over to where Beryl was lounging on the burm. He had taken off his field jacket and using it for a
pillow.
th

The battle sound from the east told the story of the 115 Regiment battling for Villiers-Fossard as both sides used
their faceless cannons and mortars. The distinct sound of German 88s could be heard: first the sound of the
firing..........a loud explosion sound followed by a second loud explosion sound as the shell exploded. This anti-air
cannon had a range of over 10,000 yards and, when redirected to tanks, howitzers and infantry, was the deadliest
weapon in the German arsenal.
Anderson, Viray and Tork sat down and leaned against the burm. The June sun was warming the field and the
men became uncomfortable with their field jackets on. The June nights in Normandy had enough of a chill in the air
to require a jacket and the men were getting used to wearing them all the time. With all their gear, it was easier to
wear than to carry.
Anderson pulled out a letter from his pocket and began to read. The envelope and letter appeared to be very old
and wrinkled.
“Did you get a letter?” Tork asked.
“No,” Anderson said quietly.
Tork was silent. He was curious about the letter that Anderson had been reading for over a year, but Anderson
was his friend and he respected his privacy. Anderson read the letter, closed his eyes and rested his head on the
burm. After several minutes, he spoke.
“You’re my friend, Tork,” he said quietly. “I want you to know what’s in this letter. I want you to have it in case I
don’t make it.”
Anderson handed Tork the letter.
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Tork took the letter and held it in his hands. He never had a close friend in Iowa and was uncomfortable with his
close friendship with Anderson. Never having a close friend meant that he didn’t know how to be a friend. In the
past year, he and Anderson had acted as friends, but at this moment, Tork had no words to say. He slowly opened
the letter and read.
Dear Conor,
You are our only son and we love you very much. We know you can’t love us as much as you would love your
real parents. We cry as much as you must cry because you do not know your real father and mother. We cry and
pray for your happiness. We know that a day doesn’t go by that you wonder who your real mother is and every day
you ask yourself the question. We have done everything we can to find your mother and our love for you is great
enough that we would chance losing you so that you could embrace your real mother and be secure in her love.
We pray every day for your safe return to us. We pray for your safety, your happiness and we promise to never
stop looking for your real mother.
We have failed you in the teachings of the Bible, but please remember, in your times of trouble, to understand and
embrace the scriptures.
Psalm 23:2 when you are alone in a foxhole.
Psalm 23:4 when you are fighting our battles for us
Psalm 23:6 if you ever doubt the love of God and your family
John 3:16 to comfort you and calm your fears
You are our reason to love and your safe return is our reason to live.
Much love,
Mom and Dad
Tork folded the letter and put it into the wrinkled envelope. The lump in his throat prevented him from speaking.
He turned his head and looked at Anderson who was resting with his eyes closed. Even if he could speak he wouldn't
know what to say. The letter exposed a side of Anderson that none of the platoon knew and now Tork knew. Tork
wondered to himself if this was what friendship was about and if it was, how should he respond. Or maybe no
response was the best response. Then he thought of what this gesture was about and it came to him that it was a
gift; a gift from Anderson and he should respond as if someone had given him a gift.
Tork thought for a moment and then said quietly.
"Thank you, Conor."
Anderson was still resting with closed eyes when he heard Tork's 'thank you.' Of all the men in the platoon,
Anderson felt the most comfortable with Tork.........the simple farm boy from Iowa whose every word was sincere and
whose every action was consideration for others.
Tork decided he needed to return the gift but he had nothing to give..........no secrets........no special words of
wisdom. Then he remembered his scriptures and decided on a gift that he said slowly and quietly so only Anderson
could hear.
“He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me beside the still waters. Yea, though I walk through
the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff comfort me.”
The two soldiers leaned against the burm, each silent with their own thoughts. Tork raised his head, looked at
both ends of the field with the sentries and closed his eyes. He had a new feeling that he couldn’t understand. He
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had been entrusted with another's secret.
The afternoon in the field was a welcome rest as each soldier was able to fix themselves a meal from their Krations and close their eyes with a cautious feeling of being safe. The sentries were watching the neighboring fields
and except for the battle sounds from the east and Villiers-Fossard, they could relax and enjoy the sun embracing
their faces. Some of the men lay in a rested position all afternoon while others would be up and down, first resting
and then pacing and resting again.
Frank was a member of the latter group. Only instead of pacing, he would walk along the burm and talk to those
who were awake and had their eyes open. He was rewarded for this by the soldiers who didn't smoke and they
would give him their 'four-packs' of cigarettes. These were four cigarettes in a small package that the tobacco
companies would give to civilians as samples. After completing his round, Frank had several four-packs with labels
that read Chesterfield, Philip Morris, Camel, Raleigh, Old Gold and later, Lucky Strike. He was also rewarded with
the accompanying matches, a row of ten matches to a matchbook.
Anderson stood and stretched. He felt a new energy as a burden had been lifted from his shoulders: the burden
of concealing his true identity from his friend.
At 2030 in the evening the squad rose from their positions and pointed their rifles north. A lone figure came
crawling through the opening in the hedgerow and from the profile, everyone knew it was Cogon.
The squad settled back to their position as Cogon stepped onto the field and began looking for Beryl.
Beryl and Frank stood and walked to Cogon.
“Sir, oops, sorry sir, I mean sorry Edgell.” Cogon began.
“Yes,” Beryl replied.
Cogon looked at Frank and handed him a large bag.
“I talked to Connors,” Cogon said, still breathing heavy from his run.
“He said that we need to stay here until we find the German line. Since we made it this far, we should keep
going. I brought some rations.”
“What’s happening around us?” Beryl asked.
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“Not much,” Cogon replied. “The Germans are real quiet except for artillery and the 29 is answering with our own
artillery. Connors made a comment that both sides were exhausted.”
“Ok,” Beryl said. “When does he expect us to report back in?”
“When we have found the enemy line and hopefully some information on their strength.”
“Great job,” Beryl said looking into Cogon's eyes.
“Thank you,” Cogon said. “I needed the exercise and I got a hot meal to boot.”
Beryl looked at his watch and at the darkening sky and turned.
“Frank let's move out.”
Beryl and Frank led the squad to the next field, south of their position. Beryl led the small column through fields,
over the burms, as slow as he could without stopping. He was in no hurry, having the balance of the night to fulfill
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their mission.
The squad moved slowly into the field with the old brick building that now housed eight dead German soldiers.
Beryl sent Anderson forward to check out the building. Anderson ran forward and after looking in the building,
signaled all clear. Beryl could barely see the hand gesture. The dark clouds had completely shielded the moon and
the night was turning black. The only respite from the dark was the bright flashes of the artillery in and around
Villiers-Fossard. This was matched in the west by the artillery on Hill 108 firing at St. Lo and the German positions
between St. Lo and Hill 108. Beryl and Frank led the squad to Anderson’s position. The squad stood around as
Beryl and Frank discussed their situation.
“We should send out a scout,” Beryl said, leaning close to Frank’s face and whispering.
“I think we’re safer if we move together,” Frank replied quietly.
“The book says we send out a scout,” Beryl said.
“In that case, since I speak German fluently, I should be the scout,” Frank answered.
“You’re too valuable to this platoon,” Beryl said solemnly.
th

“And this platoon is too valuable to the 29 Division,” Frank answered.
Beryl stared into Frank’s eyes. This was his first confrontation with Frank who had never questioned his authority
in the way he was now being stubborn. Many times Frank would make suggestions when Beryl made a decision and
for the most part, Beryl would change his decision and Frank would prove to be right.
Beryl smiled.
“I would fight you on this one, but your track record is too good. We’ll do it your way and move together.”
Frank didn’t smile. He looked at Beryl and said, “Let’s finish this patrol leader.”
“Gather around men,” Beryl said to his platoon.
As if in a football huddle, Beryl knelt on one knee to talk to his men.
“We have to be close to the German line. Quiet and caution are a must. If we run into trouble, we’ll handle it the
way we always do, with our force. If you hear me or Frank yell ‘Aspera’, it means we’re in real trouble and every man
should break off the engagement and retreat. If that happens, get out the best you can and we’ll meet at the stone
building north of here.”
“Any questions?”
The platoon was silent. Every man knew they were marching into the enemy’s position and the cover of darkness
brought both a feeling of security and the fear of the unknown.
“Let’s go,” Beryl said quietly.
Beryl and Frank led the way into the next field.
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th

June 24 - Trouble
am

The patrol of sixteen men moved slowly through the bocage, heading south to the German line. It was 1 on the
th
morning of the 24 and the heavy cloud covering silenced the faint glow of the moon and the darkness made it more
difficult for the patrol to see their way. Only the flashes of artillery fire made vision possible. Beryl led the platoon into
a sunken lane between two fields. The lane was similar to a dirt road and was probably used as a road by the
owners of these fields. The lane was approximately ten feet wide and on each side was a tangle of brush, tree roots
and vines. The burm walls on each side extended over six feet tall while the trees and brush on top of them reached
over twenty feet. The hedgerow trees and brush blended into the burms as dark looming figures ready to pounce.
On the one hand the patrol felt hidden and secure in the sunken lane and yet there was no easy escape if they were
detected.
Beryl led the patrol slowly along the sunken lane until he found an opening to a field. They were on the north end
walking south, hugging the burm for cover. Beryl held up his hand when he heard movement and German voices in
the next field. Slowly he and Frank moved toward the burm that separated his patrol from the noises. Everyone
stayed behind and knelt on one knee. When they reached the burm, Frank leaned over and cupped his ears to hear
the German voices. He listened to the Germans talking and to the rest of the patrol it seemed like hours.
Frank knelt down next to Beryl and whispered.
“This is the line, all right. They just got a new supply of fuel for the tanks and more artillery shells. They’re
gassing the tanks now. Two officers seem to be arguing about the rest of their supplies. Someone is preparing to
send out a patrol, platoon strength, to Hill 108. I suggest we get out of here.”
Beryl nodded in agreement and signaled to his patrol.
They were in the southeast corner of the field and the opening was on the northwest side. Beryl stayed close to
the burm as he led the column north. When he reached the north side of the field, he turned left and began to walk
west along the northern hedge. A movement at the field opening alerted Beryl who leaned against the burm and
signaled Frank to halt. Frank relayed the signal to Anderson and on down the squad’s line. The night darkness
concealed the patrol and everyone, including Beryl and Frank, quickly lay flat on the ground so they wouldn't cast a
silhouette.
Through the opening in the field a column of Germans were entering. Beryl watched as they entered the field,
bare outlines in the dark. The soldier’s bodies slumped as they walked into the field to the south side. An officer’s
voice exhorted the soldiers to start digging foxholes.
Beryl turned his head slowly, looked at Frank and then looked down the burm line at the darkness that was
concealing his men.
The German column kept entering the field and Beryl had counted a platoon, but they kept coming. When the last
man entered the field, Beryl estimated that they were sharing this field with two full platoons, over 70 of the enemy
within 50 yards of his patrol.
The sound of shovels digging into the ground was a relief to the patrol. They could breathe normally.
Beryl’s mind was racing. How long could they remain here without being spotted? Should they make a run for it?
Should they creep along the burm and hope they weren’t spotted? His decision was made when Frank leaned over
and whispered in his ear.
“Someone was just ordered to come to this side and dig a slit trench. We need to get out of here.”
Beryl looked out into the field and saw the outline of two soldiers with shovels coming their way. He slowly moved
his hand to hold his rifle in a firing position. The rest of the patrol was watching the two men and slowly put their
hands on their M1s. The two soldiers were less than 20 yards away as everyone in Beryl’s platoon held their
position. He knew his men would wait for his first move. A voice from the field yelled at the soldiers.
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“Dort, graben Sie dort!”
The two soldiers turned and looked back into the field.
“Hier?” one asked.
“Ya, da,” came the answer.
The two soldiers, with their backs to Beryl’s patrol began to dig.
Beryl watched the men dig. He watched for several minutes and then had an idea. The digging had a cadence to
it. The men were steadily pushing their shovels into the earth and there was a rhythm to their movements. Beryl
slowly lifted his foot and when the shovel entered the earth with a faint thud, Beryl took a step. He waited for the next
thud and took another step. Behind him on the burm, Frank saw this and started the same movements. After a
minute, they all started to take a step at the sound of the shovels hitting the ground. Beryl waited for every other
shovel sound to make a step and soon the entire patrol was making slow steps in unison. If fear hadn’t occupied
their minds, the men of the patrol would have wondered at the sight they made against the burm: like a line of cats
slowly stalking their prey, one slow step at time. Their prey was the opening to the field. Beryl was now five feet
from the opening and he began to think they would make it. He took another step and froze.
A figure walked through the opening and entered the field. Beryl was looking eye to eye with a German officer.
The officer stopped, looked at the figure next to the burm and moved his head forward, trying to get a better look. He
shouted ‘was’ and Beryl hit him with the butt of his rifle..
Beryl stepped away from the burm and waved for his men to run. Frank turned with Beryl to face the field of
Germans. Both men knelt on one knee to reduce their profile and waited. The two Germans digging the latrine laid
down their shovels, picked up their K98Kks and were walking to the burm to see who had shouted ‘was’ and
investigate the thud they had heard.
They neared the burm and realized that the illusion of branches and limbs being enemy soldiers was not the
mind’s eye playing tricks.
They both turned and ran, yelling the word 'enemy' at their platoons. One of them stopped, turned and began to
fire his K98k into the figures by the burm. Suddenly, all the Germans began to fire.
Anderson was first to reach the opening and he turned to the field, hit the ground and began firing. Tork was
second at the opening, walking backwards and firing into the field. A K98k bullet tore into his chest and he died
instantly.
Beryl’s patrol was firing into the field at the 70 Germans who were firing blindly in the direction of the burm.
Cogon, the runner of the platoon, stood and began his run to the opening as he fired his M1. He shot two
Germans before his clip ran out. Before he took his next step, a German bullet entered his neck and exploded
through his spine.
Ski, Sorenson and Barry hit the ground and began firing their M1s as they tried to belly crawl to the opening.
Gault was on his belly and crawling alligator style to the two dead bodies of the German trench diggers. Behind
the cover of their bodies he began lobbying grenades into the ranks of the Germans. The explosions and flying dirt
shielded the patrol from the Germans temporarily
Beryl and Frank were firing at the company in the field. Anderson was at their side firing.
A K98k bullet hit Beryl and he went down. Frank dove on Beryl’s body and yelled at Anderson.
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“Get out of here and report!”
“Not without you!” Anderson yelled, hugging the side of the burm opening and firing his M1 at the field of
Germans.
“I’m surrendering!” Frank shouted, “Get going.”
Viray reloaded his BAR, stood, and began to run to the opening, firing his BAR. A dozen bullets stopped his
escape. Anderson felt a jolt of emotion flash through his body as he saw Viray fall. It was a mental shock.
Gault was out of grenades.
Ski was on his belly next to Love and handed him his grenades.
Love picked them up, one by one, and hurled them at the German platoons.
The German patrol had no idea of what they were facing and every soldier was firing as rapidly as they could at
the American enemy they couldn't see. They only had one MG42 and no mortars so the wall of bullets came mainly
from the 70 riflemen. Gault was trapped behind the two dead German 'trench' diggers and his mind was a flurry of
activity trying to figure a way to get to the field opening where Beryl, Frank and Anderson were laying on the ground.
Brandt, Somerfeld and Hodges were laying against the burm and firing. The German grenade killed all three.
Ski reloaded his M1 and punched Private Love who was lying next to him.
“I love you pal, Love conquers all.”
Ski stood and instead of running to the opening, he ran back to the other side of the field along the eastern side of
the hedge.
“Hey you dumb krauts, over here!” He shouted as he ran while firing his M1. A bullet ripped into his shoulder and
he dropped to one knee and kept firing.
As he was running, a German grenade landed next to Love where Ski had been laying. Love had no chance.
“Dumb kraut over here!” Ski yelled as he rolled on the ground next to the burm. For a moment all German eyes
were on this lone figure shouting at them and firing.
The Germans couldn't see what they were shooting at so they resorted to grenades.
Barry, Thompson and Coons died instantly.
Anderson had not moved, he was still in the hedgerow opening.
“Sarge, I’ll cover you!” Anderson shouted.
“Beryl is wounded,” Frank shouted back. “I’m surrendering, get out of here.”
“I’m not leaving you,” Anderson shouted back.
“I’m not leaving Beryl. Get out of here before I shoot you myself.”
Frank threw his rifle aside and yelled.
“Wir übergeben, nicht schiessen,”
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Anderson hesitated for a second as he looked into Frank’s eyes.
“You’re serious,” Anderson said.
“Dead serious,” Frank responded.
Anderson quickly crawled like an alligator through the opening.
company, he stood and ran.

When he was out of sight of the German

Kuzinski was still attracting the attention of the company of Germans by laying next to the burm and shouting
insults.
Frank yelled, “Wir übergeben, nicht schiessen,”
Then he yelled in English, “We surrender, don’t shoot.”
surrendering.

This was to let the patrol know that they were

"Ski, stop yelling, we are surrendering," Frank shouted.
Beryl lay on the ground uttering, “Aspera, Aspera.”
The Germans stopped shooting. and Sorenson pushed his rifle away. He had heard Frank’s cry and knew they
didn’t have a chance. Over 50 Germans were walking toward them.
Frank stood and yelled again, “Wir übergeben, nicht schiessen.”
Sorenson stood and yelled, “Medic, Red Cross!” He held up his medic bag with the Red Cross emblem.
Multiple K98Kk bullets ripped into his body.
Ski stood and in a rage charged the oncoming Germans, unloading the fresh clip he had put into his M1. His
charge lasted two steps before K98k bullets tore through his body.
Gault began to fire his M1 into the group of Germans that had shot Ski and Sorenson.
A grenade exploded at his side and Gault’s body was penetrated throughout by the shrapnel.
Frank knelt beside Beryl and yelled again.
“Wir übergeben, nicht schiessen,”
A German voice yelled in the field.
“Nicht schiessen, nicht schiessen. Halten Sie. Das ist ein befehl.
The German soldiers had lost many of their friends in the exchange of fire with the American patrol and had
exacted their revenge by shooting the standing Americans.
Anderson was running into the next field. The tears in his eyes blurred his vision. His anger, remorse and grief
propelled his legs to run as fast as he could. He yelled at himself.
“I have to go back!”
He heard himself yelling, “Go back,”
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And he remembered Frank’s words, “Dead serious.”
Anderson ran as fast as he could, as if running faster would bring help and save his friends: his mind met a
crossroad and both sides said stop.
Anderson had run for 300 yards, through three fields to the north when his mind locked and the only way he could
cope was to slump down next to a burm and cry. He had just lost his family. The tears flowed, creating mud streaks
on his cheeks and mouth and he was holding his chest to quiet the sobs.
Frank was kneeling over Beryl’s body with his hands in the air. As the German soldiers approached he repeated,
“Wir übergeben, nicht schiessen.”
A German officer approached Frank, repeating, “Schießen Sie nicht, diese sind Gefangene.”
Frank felt relief that the German officer ordered his men to stop shooting and told them that Beryl and Frank were
prisoners. The flash of an 88 in the distance illuminated the field enough so Frank could see that none of his men
were moving. He looked down the line of the burm only to see dark outlines on the ground.
Many times in Frank’s life he had been overwhelmed with grief, the grief of a death or the disappointment of a
tragic circumstance. The grief he now felt overcame all the tears of the past added together. His platoon was dead
and his best friend lay at his feet wounded.
“Haben Sie ein Artz?” Frank asked the German officer.
“Er ist ein Officier?” the officer said, looking down at Beryl.
“Ja und Er ist verletzt. Wir brauchen ein Sanitäter.”
Frank was pleading with the officer for a doctor or medic and to help him with his wounded Lieutenant. The officer
motioned and two soldiers walked over to Frank.
“Hilfe bei diesem Offizier,” he ordered.
Beryl had been shot in his helmet. The dent had penetrated and blood was oozing from his head. Frank knelt
and was hurriedly trying to stop the bleeding from Beryl’s wound. He was working feverishly and the Germans stood
there and watched. As he worked to make a compression bandage Frank kept repeating.
“Haben Sie ein Sanitäter?”
In the field the German medics were busy with their own wounded.
Frank pointed at Sorenson’s satchel.
“Bitte,” he said to one of the soldiers.
The soldier hesitated and walked over and picked up Sorenson’s medic bag. He returned and dropped it next to
Frank. Frank quickly opened the bag and pulled out the sulfur powder. He poured it on the wound, front and back.
The German officer pointed to Beryl and Frank and ordered one of his men to help.
Another 88 sounded and lit up the sky near Villiers-Fossard. Frank looked up to see the Germans in the field
walking among his dead patrol, looking to make sure everyone was dead. Before the flash of light ended, he saw a
German reach down to Viray's body and pick up the BAR. The soldier next to him picked up the canister of BAR
ammunition.
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With the help of the German soldier, Frank was able to wrap gauze around Beryl's head wound and stop the
bleeding.
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French Monastery
The cold hard stone was barely dampened by the thin Army blanket underneath Lieutenant Edgell. How long he
had been lying there he wasn’t sure. He woke slowly, first feeling the pain in his left side and then the cold and
hardness of the floor underneath him. He opened his eyes slowly. The idea of escaping was a good plan he thought
to himself. If he hadn't shot the German soldier who appeared in the loft, he might not have been wounded.
Beryl felt weak as he moved his left hand to his left side. The dressing over the wound was wet and Beryl knew it
was his own blood. At first he was confused and slowly his memory came alive and he was able to remember the
field, the German patrol and Ski shouting. What came next was a collage of images, Gault running to the trench;
Love throwing grenades; German grenades landing next to his men; and all the while Ski yelling insults at the
Germans. His next memory was the escape attempt and laying in the loft of the barn. Then, shooting the German
on the ground floor followed by falling slowly to the ground below the loft. He didn’t know how he got back to the
Monastery or if Frank had made it.
This last question brought him more awake and he raised his head to see if he could find his friend.
“Frank, are you awake?”
Frank woke and looked over to Beryl whose face was covered with perspiration.
"Yes, Beryl," Frank answered as he looked closely at Beryl and with an expression of worry and
doubt............doubt if his lieutenant was going to survive.
"Frank, do you still have that letter to Esther?"
Frank pulled the envelope from his buttoned pocket and showed it to Beryl.
"Yes Beryl, I still have it."
"Frank, I don't think I am going to make it. That was my last patrol. Promise you will deliver the letter."
Frank stood and walked among the soldiers. New prisoners of war who were filling the way station to the German
prisoner camps. He reached the end of the long hall. Four German guards stood next to the high wooden door.
“My friend needs a doctor badly,” he said to them in German.
One of the soldiers had raised his rifle and was pointing it at Frank.
He was told to go back and sit down.
Frank pleaded with the guard.
He was told that the doctors were busy with their own wounded.
Frank turned and started to return to Beryl when he noticed a young soldier in the back of the room working over
another soldier. Beryl ran to the back of the hall and recognized the red plus on white background on the sleeve of
the soldier. Beryl thought he looked awfully young to be a medic given his 'baby face' appearance but he had no
time to judge now.
“Can you help me, my friend is wounded?” He asked.
st

The medic looked up. His arm patch was the Big Red One of the 1 Infantry Division.
“I’m just finishing here,” he said.
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The medic finished putting the dressing on a soldier’s head and stood.
“Where is he?”
Frank led the medic to where Beryl was laying.
The medic lifted the bandage on Beryl’s head.
“This should be ok.”
He slowly untied the bandage around Beryl’s side.
The medic moved his fingers around the wound and leaned closer to smell the opening.
He slowly put the bandage back on the wound.
“Will he be Ok?” Frank asked.
The medic held up his hand as if to silence Frank and finished with the dressing.
When he was done, he stood and motioned for Frank to follow him to the middle of the room, out of Beryl’s
earshot.
“The bullet in his side hit his liver and it’s already septic. Even if he had the best doctors, he wouldn’t make it.”
Frank lowered his head, the grief had returned and his mind went blank as the surge of emotions flooded his
thoughts.
“How long does he have?”
“A few hours at the most,” the medic replied. “He must have been this way for several hours. The putrefaction
has already entered his system; it’s only a matter of time now.”
“Do you have any morphine to spare?” Frank asked.
“All out,” the medic answered
Frank lowered his head as the medic walked to another soldier in pain.
He had just lost his platoon and soon he would lose a best friend. If Anderson had escaped successfully, they
would be the only two soldiers left out of a patrol of 16 men.
Frank returned to Beryl’s side and lay down. After staring at the ceiling for a long while, he took out his small
notebook from his pocket and read the list as the image of each soldier in the platoon passed through his mind. He
was determined to remember each man and how they died. Frank’s mission was now to survive and remember the
brave men in his platoon.
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Casualty Roster and Final Goodbye
Frank began to write
He made a note to himself: R denotes a replacement from the Repo Depot and not part of the original 36 soldiers
that trained in England before the June 7 Omaha Beach landing.
Squad Number - Soldier
- Tedworth in England: Suicide
2 - PFC Gregory Forsythe Tallahassee, Florida, RIFLEMAN

- June 7: Omaha Beach KIAs
1 - PFC Lawrence Barkman, Sterling, Illinois RIFLEMAN
3 - PFC David Feldman, Millville, New Jersey RIFLEMAN
3 - PFC Ron Kirby, Naples, Florida, RIFLEMAN
- Entering Isigny KIAs
1 - PFC Kent Erickson, New Haven, Connecticut, BAR Assistant
3 - PFC John Munson, Dayton, Ohio, RIFLEMAN
3 - PFC Kevin Ferguson, Manzanola, Colorado. BAR man
-Lison Patrol KIAs
1 - PFC John Bell (Baltimore) Rifleman

BAR Assistant

-Vire Tributary Bridge KIAs
1 - PFC Kenneth Henze, Bessemer, Michigan RIFLEMAN
-West of Vire River KIAs
1 - Corporal Kurt Brummer, Ashland, Kentucky Asst Squad Leader SNIPER
1 - PFC Gerald Somerfeld Rifleman, Sauk Centre, Minnesota
1 - PFC Brian Berger, Branson, Missouri RIFLEMAN
1 - PFC Daniel Lindstrom, Clearfield, Pennsylvania RIFLEMAN
2 - PFC Glen Ponter, Lexington, Kentucky,
RIFLEMAN
2 - PFC Donald Franks, La Crosse, Wisconsin, RIFLEMAN
2 - PFC Eugene Folks, Millsboro, Ohio,
RIFLEMAN

- Patrol South of Le Meauffe KIAs
1 - PFC Steve Parker, Tulsa, Oklahoma
R RIFLEMAN
1 - PFC Roy Ruth, Athens, Ohio
R RIFLEMAN
2 - PFC Keith Schmidt, Tulsa, Oklahoma
RIFLEMAN
3 - PFC Dean Marks, Columbia, Tennessee Asst BAR man WOUNDED
3 - PFC Edwin Dundon RIFLEMAN
3 - PFC Thomas Coolidge R RIFLEMAN

- Ammo Dump outside of Pont Hebert KIAs
3 - PFC Leonard Vasquez, Asheville, North Carolina RIFLEMAN
- Advance to Hill 108 KIAs
3 - Corporal Steve Stoddard, Bemidji, Minnesota, Asst Squad Leader
3 - PFC John Larson, Blair, Nebraska, MEDIC
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- Hill 108 Flank Battle with German 352nd KIAs
1 - PFC Eugene Brandt, Peterborough, New Hampshire R RIFLEMAN BAR assistant
1 - PFC Fred Granger, Unionville, Pennsylvania R RIFLEMAN
1 - PFC Greg Coffee, Utica, New York R RIFLEMAN
1 - PFC William Krahn, Marion, Iowa, MEDIC
2 - PFC Ken Hodges, Goose Creek, South Carolina R RIFLEMAN SNIPER
2 - Corporal Glen Martinez, Houston, Texas, RIFLEMAN, asst squad leader
2 - PFC Joel Henderson, Parsons, Tennessee R RIFLEMAN
2 - PFC Bob Booker, Peoria, Illinois
R RIFLEMAN
2 - PFC Robert Engels, Sioux City, Iowa, Rifleman
3 - PFC James Millis, Hoover, Alabama R RIFLEMAN

- JUNE 24 PATROL KIAs
1 - PFC Andrew Viray, Vernon, Texas BAR
1 - CORPORAL John Sauri, Bowling Green, Virginia R ASSISTANT SQUAD LEADER
1 - PFC Richard Jansen, Allentown, Pennsylvania (Dutch origin) BAR assistant.
2 - PFC George Lewis, Hudson, Wisconsin RIFLEMAN
2 - PFC Edward Torkildson Lime City, Iowa
BAR
2 - PFC Leonard Kuzinski Brooklyn, N.Y.
BAR Assistant
2 - PFC Roger Sorenson, Oswego, New York, MEDIC
2 - PFC Gordon Barry, Burlington, Vermont
R RIFLEMAN
2 - SERGEANT John Gault Detroit Michigan, Squad Leader
2 - PFC Jeffrey Cogon, Waterbury, Connecticut R RIFLEMAN
3 - PFC Dennis Love Macon, Georgia, BAR Assistant
3 - SERGEANT Harold Davison Farmington, Maine, squad leader SNIPER
3 - PFC Wayne Bruso, Greenville, Mississippi R Rifleman BAR man
3 - PFC Harvey Pierce Flatbush Avenue scrounger BAR Assistant
Sergeant Anderson: the orphan kid from New York who had found himself and a new family in the military.
Avoided capture June 24 on the Hill 108 patrol.
*****
Frank closed his notebook and sat staring at the faraway ceiling. In the brief 17 days since landing on French soil
the platoon lost 42 men...........almost all of the original platoon plus replacements from the repo depot.
Frank felt a stir next to him and leaned over to Beryl who was breathing softly.
“Beryl, are you awake?”
“Yes,” Beryl answered softly.
“How do you feel?” Frank asked.
Beryl shook his head.
Frank wanted to give his lieutenant encouragement but he knew that would be a lie. He could not betray their
trust and friendship, even now, not even with a white lie.
“Beryl,” Frank began slowly. “The medic was here. You have a wound in your liver and you won’t be with us
much longer.”
Beryl nodded his head yes, he understood.
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“My letter, do you have my letter?” Beryl said weakly.
“Yes, my friend, I have it.”
“Will you deliver it in person?” Beryl asked. “Will you take it to Esther?”
Frank reached into his pocket and retrieved the letter.
“Here it is,” Frank answered. “I will,” he began and choked with emotion.
Beryl coughed and held out his hand which was cold and purple. His face was full of perspiration and Frank knew
he was in pain. Frank took his hand in his and began saying a silent prayer.
“I’m tired, “Beryl said weakly as he tried to squeeze Frank's hand. He wanted to look at Frank but he didn't have
the strength to move his head.
“I think I’ll have a friendly talk with God.”
“Beryl, you were a good husband and father, and you were an inspiring friend to me and the men of your platoon.
You saved our platoon when you guided us out of the bocage. Greater love hath no man than to lay down his life for
his friends. You can rest now my friend, your mission is over. Ad Astra per Aspera.”
THE END
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Films of St. Lô Battles

The following films are from the YouTube channel.
1. Captured German film of St. Lô battle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWuH8mK0uDM
th

th

2. 116 Infantry, 29 Division
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jY1F1qi6pvs
th

th

st

3. 175 Infantry, 2nd BN, 29 Div, St. Lô, France; 1 Army Ordnance Collection Depot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGVa7ov6HPw
th

th

4. 29 and 35 Divisions captures St. Lô
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GjWx0YW-dQ
5. The Battle of St. Lô
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=wwii+battle+st.+lo
6. The Capital of Ruins (in color) St. Lô
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QsVcCZMSBCI&t=98s
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Epilogue
In 1996 the adult members of the Edgell family all contributed their life stories and photo albums to a Chronicle of
the Edgell Family. This line of Edgell stems back through Goodland Kansas, Akron Ohio, Looneyville West Virginia
and Baltimore Maryland. The earliest Edgell traced back to Benjamin Edgell in the 1700s. Missing from these
Chronicles was an eighth generation Edgell of this line, Kenneth Beryl Edgell.
In telling Beryl’s story, I chose a period in his life that would include information about his family and the time he
served in the military.
When I sat down to the write the chronicles of my Uncle, Kenneth Beryl Edgell, I didn’t realize that it would take
me on a long journey that required extensive research regarding the military, the British experience and the attack on
the Normandy coast. The more I researched, the more I found out about the many hardships, incidents and human
stories during that period. In telling the story of Beryl, I felt it was necessary to include many of these incidents in the
context of Beryl’s chronicles because they were the obscure incidents little known by the general public. These are
incidents that involve the ordinary soldier and through Beryl as the everyman, the stories and incidents can be told.
The Edgell family as it is portrayed can be said to be fairly accurate. The dialogue was constructed based on
their Chronicles and knowing them over these years. Forest and Lucille were divorced in 1945 and Lucille married
Robert Cochran. They had one son, Charles Stanley Cochran and were later divorced. She died in Phoenix, Arizona
in 1986. Forest remarried, lived a long life and died in Denver, Colorado in 1999. Helen, Beryl’s sister, lived to the
glorious old age of 105. She married, bore one child and eventually retired to a single life in Oregon. Uncle Harold
became Cowboy Harold to avoid the military and he lived until the age of 88. Beryl’s wife Esther never remarried and
died of Cancer at a young age in 1957.
It is likely Beryl went through Camp Kilmer on his way to England as this was the main staging area for troops
th
going overseas. We know the 29 Division was transported to England on the Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth,
the two luxury liners that traveled to Australia to be converted from luxury ships to troop and equipment carriers.
The accident between the Queen Mary and the Curacao is a true story, however, it is unknown if Beryl was on
the Queen Mary when the incident happened. The two Queens, Mary and Elizabeth, did sail regularly from New
York to the Firth of Clyde to deliver soldiers and supplies and return to America with German prisoners and soldiers
on leave.
th

Another addition to the story is the stopover in Birmingham by the 29 Division. Many of the incoming Regiments
did in fact go through Birmingham for shots and orientation.
th

ST

When the 29 Division arrived at Tidworth, there were still members of the 1 Division at the Barracks and not
th
th
enough room to accommodate the entire Division. Members of the 115 Regiment, 29 Division, were provided
quarters in Oxford and Oxfordshire. The story was changed to make Shipton Ballinger, a small village to the
th
southeast of Tidworth, the host village for the 175 soldiers.
The description and events at the Tedworth Mansion are fairly accurate. Mrs. Roosevelt and the American Red
Cross were living in the Mansion and Mrs. Roosevelt was known for the dance parties she held for the servicemen at
Tidworth Barracks. It is likely that Lady Nancy Astor visited at least one of these events since she was known for
visiting the troops at the various camps around England. It is not known whether she gave speeches to the men but
th
the stories about her and Mr. Churchill can be found in many sources. During the period of the 29 Division
occupation of Tidworth, Bob Hope performed for the troops on at least one occasion.
st

General Theodore Roosevelt Jr. was the assistant commander of the 1 Division and because of his previous
heart ailments was refused permission to be a part of the D-Day Normandy assault. He repeated his request to be
on the first wave and was finally granted permission. TR Junior landed in Normandy and inspired his men to fight
and take ground. He won the Congressional Medal of Honor for his bravery and six weeks into the Normandy
campaign he died of a heart attack on French soil.
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The Captain of K Company, described in this book as Captain Owens, was actually Captain John T. King III and
the events during the crossing of the Vire River and the assault on Auville were as real as the author could surmise
from battle reports.
Beryl’s sister Helen recounts in her chronicles that after the family was notified of Beryl’s MIA status, she would
walk the streets of Loveland and Goodland, praying that Beryl had somehow developed amnesia and would return to
them. Beryl’s MIA status added and prolonged the family grief. Helen would look at every man she passed, hoping it
would be Beryl. Ten months later, April 7, 1945, the family received a telegram stating that the American Red Cross
had confirmed his death, in captivity, on June 26, 1944.
Beryl’s remains were interred in the Brittany Cemetery in France. On this site is a memorial chapel and museum,
to remain in perpetuity, in recognition for the sacrifices in liberating Europe.
Above the entrance to the chapel is written.
IN MEMORY OF THE VALOR AND THE SACRIFICES
WHICH CONSECRATE THIS SOIL.
*****

Casualties
The casualties of the Normandy campaign for the Allies and the Germans were more than calculated by the
invasion planners. From D-day through August 21, a period of 76 days, the Allies landed more than two million men
in northern France and suffered more than 226,386 casualties: 72,911 killed/missing and 153,475 wounded.
German casualties included over 240,000 KIA and 200,000 captured. Almost 20,000 French civilians were
casualties: killed or wounded.
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On D-Day, Omaha Beach took the most casualties, over 2,400. Faulty intelligence about the strength of the
German forces contributed to this heavy loss.
The losses on Hill 108 numbered 600 casualties and 160 KIA: thus the nickname, 'Purple Heart Hill.'
Many experts on the subject of WWII have estimated that by the end of July, 1944, after the allies finally captured
th
St. Lô, there had been a 90% turnover rate in the 29 Division due to deaths, wounded or taken prisoner.
CHARACTER LIST
1st Platoon (Original Members)
2nd Lieutenant Beryl Edgell (the only factual person in the platoons)
Staff Sergeant Frank Dietz
1st Squad
Corporal Sergeant Conor Anderson (Utica, NY) Squad Leader
PFC Corporal Kurt Brummer, Ashland, Kentucky Asst Squad Leader Sniper
PFC Corporal Andrew Viray, Vernon, Texas
BAR Asst Squad Leader
PFC Richard Jansen, Allentown, Pennsylvania (Dutch origin) BAR assistant.
PFC Eugene Brandt, Peterborough, New Hampshire Rifleman BAR assistant
PFC William Krahn, Marion, Iowa, Medic
PFC Brian Berger, Branson, Missouri Rifleman
PFC Gerald Somerfeld Rifleman, Sauk Centre, Minnesota
PFC Kenneth Henze, Bessemer, Michigan Rifleman
PFC Daniel Lindstrom, Clearfield, Pennsylvania Rifleman/Grenade Launcher
PFC Lawrence Barkman, Sterling, Illinois Rifleman
PFC John Bell (Baltimore) Rifleman
2nd Squad
Corporal Sergeant John Gault Detroit Michigan, Squad Leader SNIPER
PFC Corporal Glen Martinez, Houston, Texas, Rifleman, Asst Squad Leader
PFC Edward Torkildson BAR
PFC Leonard Kuzinski Brooklyn, N.Y.BAR Assistant
PFC Kent Erickson, New Haven, Connecticut, BAR Assistant
PFC Roger Sorenson, Oswego, New York, Medic
PFC Gregory Forsythe Tallahassee, Florida, Rifleman
PFC Glen Ponter, Lexington, Kentucky,
PFC Donald Franks, La Crosse, Wisconsin,
PFC Eugene Folks, Millsboro, Ohio,
PFC Robert Engels, Sioux City, Iowa, Rifleman
PFC George Lewis, Hudson, Wisconsin, Rifleman
3rd Squad
Corporal Sergeant Harold Davison Bangor, Maine, squad leader SNIPER
PFC Corporal Steve Stoddard, Bemidji, Minnesota, Asst Squad Leader
PFC Kevin Ferguson BAR man Manzanola, Colorado
PFC Dennis Love Macon, Georgia, Asst BAR man
PFC Dean Marks Columbia, Tennessee Asst BAR man
PFC Harvey Pierce Flatbush Avenue scrounger Rifleman
PFC John Larson, Blair, Nebraska, Medic
PFC John Munson, Dayton, Ohio, Rifleman
PFC Edwin Dundon, Toledo, Ohio, Rifleman RADIO MAN
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PFC David Feldman, Millville, New Jersey, Rifleman
PFC Ron Kirby, Naples, Florida, Rifleman
PFC Leonard Vasquez, Asheville, North Carolina, Rifleman
2nd Platoon
Lieutenant Keil Jarvis
Sergeant Guy Sager
3rd Platoon
Lieutenant Jack Johnson
Sergeant Mueller
4th Platoon Heavy Weapons Platoon
Lieutenant Arthur Carlson
As with most support units in any army, the size of a weapons platoon is generally smaller than that of its light
infantry equivalent. For example, a typical light infantry platoon consists of 30 to 40 men divided in three or four
squads (or sections) of 9–13 men. A weapons platoon substitutes the squads with smaller groups for mortar teams,
machine gun crews, anti-tank teams etc. Some platoons also include the assault element of a company. A
company's weapons platoon will carry portable support weapons by sections, but also include a fast-attack lightinfantry specialist squad of soldiers trained for breaching, raiding, and close combat.
Real Characters
Military
29th Division Commander, General Charles Hunter Gerhardt
175th Regiment Commander Colonel Goode captured with Company G, June 13.
Succeed by:
Lieutenant Colonel Alexander George - 175th Regiment Commander June 17
SHA (Separation Health Assessment)
Lieutenant Colonel William C. Parnell (superseded) June 23
Colonel Ollie W. Reed
General Cote assistant division commander of the 29th Infantry Division,
1st Battalion XO Major Miller
Company G Captain Kearny Slingluff
Family and Others
Ananias and Flora Edgell, Looneyville, Beryl's grandparents
The Edgell children in Flora's household at the time were:
Ora Clyde Edgell born 1880
Cyrus Yale Edgell born 1882
Grover Wayne Edgell born 1884
Kenna Tyne Edgell born 1886
Addie May Edgell born 1891 Married Mr. Jordan
Erran Dial Edgell born 1893
Alma Gae Edgell born 1896 Married E.F. Townsend
Waitman Edgell born 1902
Phillip Ellis, Flora's second husband
Samuel South Jr, Akron, Sylvia's father
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Sylvia Jane South (Cyrus Yale Edgell wife to be)
Children of Cyrus and Sylvia Edgell
Harold (wife Alecia)
Helen (husband Bill Riker)
Beryl (wife Esther Copeland)
Forest (wife Lucille Deves Edgell)
Lynn, Steve, Bob (sons of Forest and Lucille Edgell)
Bob and Lois Deves Amos (Lucille's sister) Children Larry, Randall and Linda
Bob and Hope Bower ( owner funeral home, floor covering shop)
Robert Tex Cochran (bootlegger and later Lucille's second husband)
Charles Stanley Cochran (son of Tex and Lucille)
Grandfather William H. Robinson (Lucille and Lois' grandfather)
Cora Trexler (Robinson's wife)
Martin Pagenkopf (immigrates from Pomerania to Kansas)(daughter)
Christina Pagenkopf marries Carl Deves and have a son
Carl Joseph Gotthilf Deves (Lucille and Lois' father)
Vic Edgell, Goodland Market, cousin to Beryl
Tillie Edgell, Vic's wife
Lelia Deves (mother of Lucille and Lois)(later Lelia Baldwin)
Vadne (Robinson, Whisler) Youngblood, Lelia's sister
Captain Lewis Whisler - Vadna's first husband and ax murderer
Glenn Miller, band leader
Captain C. Gordon Illingworth of the Queen Mary
Earl of Elgine and Kincardine, Anthony Bruce
Prince Rupart
Joseph Kennedy
Bing Crosby
General George C. Marshall
Monty, Field Marshal Bernard Law Montgomery, British
Charles Loring Brace, Minister, Children's Aid Society
Doc Gulick, 'the baby doctor' in Goodland
Alfred Joyce Kilmer, poet
All the characters in the Congressional Hearing are real
Fictitious Characters
Family and Others
Margaret (Maggie) at the diner in Akron
Floyd the barber, Goodland
Jeanne the babysitter, Goodland
Earl, at VFW
Carl and John, war stories at the VFW
Old Priest in the chapel, New Ulm, Minnesota
Frank Dietz, almost priest in chapel and Beryl's platoon sergeant
Hank Copeland
Thelma, the librarian
Katy Raymond (one of Beryl's dates)
Glyde, the policeman in Goodland
Private Swanson, German spy, train station
2nd and 3rd Platoon's privates, corporals, sergeants and lieutenants
Carl Olson, the Jew in Minnesota
Lieutenant Colonel Harold Burns, Judge Advocate of the 29th Division
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Old Scotsman on the train
Robert Bracton, the parish priest
Lloyd Biggerstaff and wife Marge
Sonny Biggerstaff, British military in North Africa
Glyde Brown and wife, Alecia
Kate Brown (girlfriend of Sonny)
Arthur, the best bartender in Shipton Bellinger
*****
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Robert Edgell was born in Goodland, Kansas in 1943 and spent much of his childhood in Goodland. When his
mother married Tex Cochran the family traveled extensively to small towns in Kansas and Missouri. At the age of
twelve, his mother divorced Tex and moved her and her three boys to Minneapolis where they remained until 1972.
Robert attended the University of Minnesota and during the first 2 1/2 years focused on English Literature. He
married, had a son, Rob and in 1966 joined the U.S. Army where his specialty was Military Intelligence and the
German language. He was stationed in Germany and traveled extensively throughout Europe for work and pleasure.
With an honorable discharge from the Army, Robert returned to Minneapolis and the U of M where he earned a
degree in Foreign Languages with a minor in Psychology.
His writing hobby began in college when he co-wrote with his brother a 'how-to' book on the game of Fussball. It
was published in 1974 and sold over 20,000 copies. Years later he decided to write two historical novels centered
around his family backgrounds. This first novel was Beryl - A War Drama and the second novel was "Pagenkopf The Royal Connection. Both novels are set in important historical times which blend with the main subjects of the
stories. The two novels were entered in the Arizona Literary Annual Contest and won awards.
His business career centered mainly on the field of engineering and engineering automation. This career and the
specialty of international distribution afforded him the opportunity to again travel extensively in Europe. He is
currently retired and living in Phoenix, Arizona with his second wife Susan and son Shawn.
*****
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